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FOREWORD 
 

1.  This handbook was developed by a team including members from the three U.S. military 
services, the UK MOD, the SAE AS-1B committee, and contractors.  It includes information 
previously published in document ASD-TR-87-5028 with certain elements of ASD-TR-91-5009.  
Some of this information was also published in DEF-STAN-00-69 (Part II), which is written 
around MIL-STD-1760B.  This revision of this handbook is written around MIL-STD-1760D and 
assumes that the reader is also reading 1760D. 

2.  This handbook provides information on the implementation of a standardized electrical 
interconnection system, as defined by MIL-STD-1760, into both current and future aircraft and 
stores.  It provides guidance on design considerations and options for including the standard 
interface capability at the aircraft's store stations and for providing a common electrical interface 
on carriage stores and mission stores.  As a handbook, it cannot be invoked as a requirement in 
a contract. 

3.  Trends in weapon system designs (aircraft and stores) caused concern over the general 
proliferation of aircraft-to-store electrical interfacing requirements and the resulting high cost to 
achieve interoperability between aircraft and stores.  The intent of MIL-STD-1760 is to reduce 
the aircraft/store electrical integration problem by specifying a standard electrical interface 
between aircraft and stores.  The standard electrical interface is based on recognized trends in 
store management systems which use serial digital data transmission for control, monitor and 
release of stores.  In general, the handbook provides the following: 

a. An overview of MIL-STD-1760 requirements, exclusions and future growth provisions. 

b. Detail design considerations applicable to the Aircraft Station Interface (ASI), Mission 
Store Interface (MSI), Carriage Store Interface (CSI) and the Carriage Store Station Interface 
(CSSI), with application guidelines. 

c. Aircraft/Store Physical Design Considerations. 

d. A commentary on the purpose of each requirement in MIL-STD-1760. 

e. A summary of changes between the various revisions of MIL-STD-1760.  

4.  Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data which 
may be of use in improving this document should be addressed to: 

ASC/ENOI, 2530 Loop Road West, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7101, or e-mailed to:  
James.Byrd@wpafb.af.mil. 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 Purpose. 
This handbook is intended to provide useful information on the application of MIL-STD-1760.  It 
is for use by: System Program Offices (SPOs), Aircraft Prime Contractors, Avionics and Store 
System Designers, System Integrators and Equipment Manufacturers and Users.  The standard 
has a significant impact on the system design of related avionics systems, such as the Stores 
Management System (SMS), the Power Distribution System (PDS) and Data Transfer 
Equipment (DTE).  It also impacts the design of the stores themselves. 

This handbook was prepared to increase awareness of available methods for improving 
aircraft/store interoperability.  Additionally, this handbook emphasizes to the aircraft designer, 
carriage store designer and mission store designer the importance of the complete weapons 
systems approach to the solution of the interoperability problem.  The systems approach is one 
that recognizes the interrelationships of components and parts within the aircraft/carriage 
store/mission store system, and the interactions between the parts of the system. 

While it is recognized that each weapon system is somewhat unique, an effort has been made 
to present recommended design practices in a manner that will help the designer to adapt 
various recommendations to his or her particular situation.  It should be recognized, however, 
that any given design practice may not be equally effective in all weapon systems.  The use of 
this handbook must be complemented, therefore, by sound engineering judgement. 

1.2 Background. 
The material contained in this handbook is intended to provide the weapon system designer 
with the following types of information: 

a. A thorough understanding of the requirements imposed by MIL-STD-1760. 

b. Identification of design problem areas that could contribute to an interface 
incompatibility. 

c. A presentation of design techniques, components and design practices that might be 
useful in implementing MIL-STD-1760. 

d. Practical guidance and associated rationale for users of MIL-STD-1760 in future 
applications. 

For most weapon systems, a low level of interoperability is inevitable unless the designer 
recognizes the design risks, is aware of their causes and available means of minimizing the 
risks, and organizes all phases of the weapon system development including the original design 
to enhance interoperability.  Retrofitting after an interoperability problem is discovered is 
expensive and seldom contributes to weapon system reliability. 

The complete Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System (AEIS) is comprised of three 
elements: electrical, physical and logical.  The electrical element specifies the aircraft-to-store 
interface signal set and associated electrical characteristics including interrelationships between 
the various interfaces.  The physical element specifies the mechanical aspects necessary for 
achieving intermateable electrical connections within the system.  The logical element defines 
digital data transfer aspects such as the communication protocol, formatting rules for messages 
and standard data words.  As an example of one MIL-STD-1760 installation, Figure 1 is a 
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photograph of a MIL-STD-1760 primary signal set umbilical cable between the ASI on the 
bottom of a B-52 bomber and the MSI on the top of a Joint Directed Attack Munition (JDAM). 

The electrical interface is comprised of two signal sets, a Primary Signal Set and an Auxiliary 
Signal Set.  Both signal sets are applicable to the aircraft, the carriage store and the mission 
store parts of the interface.  

 

Figure 1.  Photograph of MIL-STD-1760 umbilical between B-52 and JDAM. 

1.3 Limitations. 
This handbook and MIL-STD-1760 do not cover aircraft and stores compatibility relating to 
mechanical, aerodynamic, logistic and operational factors.  Size, shape, loads, clearances and 
functional limitations are not specified in MIL-STD-1760. 
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2.1 General. 
The documents listed below are not necessarily all of the documents referenced herein, but are 
those needed to understand the information provided by this handbook. 

2.2 Government documents. 

2.2.1 Specifications, standards and handbooks. 
The following specifications, standards, and handbooks form a part of this document to the 
extent specified herein.  Unless otherwise specified, the issues of these documents are those 
listed in the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards (DoDISS) and 
supplement thereto.  Note that this list also includes documents that have been cancelled, but 
provide significant historical background information. 

 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION AGREEMENT 

STANAG 3350 Analogue Video Standard for Aircraft System Applications 
STANAG 3837 Aircraft Stores Electrical Interconnection System 

(Copies of NATO standards are available from the Standardization Document Order Desk, 700 
Robbins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094, phone (215) 697-2179, or from 
http://assist.daps.dla.mil/quicksearch/.) 

 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SPECIFICATIONS 

MIL-B-5087 Bonding, Electrical and Lightning Protection for Aerospace 
Systems 

MIL-E-6051 Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements, Systems 
MIL-A-8591 Airborne Stores, Suspension Equipment and Aircraft-Store 

Interface (Carriage Phase); General Design Criteria for 
MIL-DTL-38999 (Plus its slash sheets) Connectors, Electrical, Circular, Miniature, 

High Density, Quick Disconnect (Bayonet, Threaded, and Breech 
Coupling), Environment Resistant, Removable Crimp and 
Hermetic Solder Contacts, General Specification for 

MIL-PRF-39016 Relays, Electromagnetic, Established Reliability, General 
Specification for 

MIL-C-39029 Contacts, Electrical Connector, General Specification for 
MIL-DTL-83538  (Plus its slash sheets) Connectors and Accessories, Electrical, 

Circular, Umbilical, Environment Resistant, Removable Crimp 
Contacts for MIL-STD-1760 Applications (Metric), General 
Specification For 

MIL-I-85850 Integrated Voice Communications Switching System 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE STANDARDS 
MIL-STD-461 Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference 

Characteristics of Subsystems and Equipment 
MIL-STD-462 Measurement of Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics 
MIL-STD-464 Electromagnetic Environmental Effects Requirements for Systems 
MIL-STD-704 Aircraft Electric Power Characteristics 
MIL-STD-882 System Safety 
MIL-STD-1498 Circuit Breakers, Selection and Use of 
MIL-STD-1553 Digital Time Division Command/Response Multiplex Data Bus 
MIL-STD-1560 Insert Arrangements for MIL-DTL-38999, MIL-C-29600 Series A, 

and MIL-C-27599 Electrical, Circular Connectors 
MIL-STD-1760 Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System 
 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HANDBOOKS 
MIL-HDBK-235-1 Electromagnetic (Radiated) Environment Considerations for 

Design and Procurement of Electrical and Electronic Equipment, 
Subsystems and Systems  

MIL-HDBK-244 Guide to Aircraft/Stores Compatibility 
MIL-HDBK-454 General Guidelines for Electronic Equipment 
MIL-HDBK-1553 Multiplex Applications Handbook 
MIL-HDBK-1763 Aircraft/Stores Compatibility: Systems Engineering Data 

Requirements and Test Procedures 
(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of the above specifications, standards, and handbooks are 
available from http://assist.daps.dla.mil/quicksearch/.) 

2.3 Other Government documents, drawings, and publications. 
The following other Government documents form a part of this document to the extent specified. 

AFI 63-104 The Seek Eagle Program 
AFI 91-103 Air Force Nuclear Safety Certification Program 

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of the above Air Force Instructions are available from 
http://www.e-publishing.af.mil/.) 

ASD-TR-91-5009 MIL-STD-1760 Application Guidelines 
ASD-TR-87-5028 Design Principles and Practices for Implementation of MIL-STD-

1760 in Aircraft and Stores 
NOTE: This handbook includes all material from these two technical reports that was judged to 
be relevant to current MIL-STD-1760 installations. 

(Copies of the above Aeronautical Systems Division technical reports are available from 
ASC/ENAS, 2530 Loop Road West, Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7101.) 

DoD Deskbook AT&L Knowledge Sharing System 
(Unless otherwise indicated, the DoD Deskbook website is available on-line at 
http://deskbook.dau.mil/jsp/default.jsp.) 
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2.4 Non-Government standards and other publications. 
The following document(s) form a part of this handbook to the extent specified herein.  Unless 
otherwise specified, the issues of the documents which are DoD adopted are those listed in the 
issue of the DoDISS, and supplement thereto.  

EIA-170 Electrical Performance Standards -Monochrome Television Studio 
Facilities 

EIA-RS-343-A Electrical Performance Standards - High Resolution Monochrome 
Closed Circuit Television Camera 

EIA-485-A Electrical Characteristics of Generators and Receivers for Use in 
Balanced Digital Multipoint Systems 

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Electronics Industries Association, 2001 Eye 
Street NW, Washington DC 20006.) 

2.5 MIL-STD-1760. 
For the purposes of this document, “MIL-STD-1760” is a generic term referring to any version of 
the aircraft/electrical interconnection system standard, although many places where this generic 
reference is used (such as references to paragraph numbers in the standard) it is referring to 
the most recent revision.  The current version at the time of Revision A of this handbook is 
Revision D, referred to herein as “MIL-STD-1760D.” 
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3. DEFINITION OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS 

3.1 Definition and use of terms. 
Terms used within this document are as defined in the referenced documents, MIL-HDBK-244, 
the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions for Military Use and as follows. 

3.1.1 Aircraft. 
Any vehicle designed to be supported by air, being borne up either by the dynamic action of the 
air upon the surfaces of the vehicle, or by its own buoyancy.  The term includes fixed and 
movable wing aircraft, helicopters, gliders and airships, but excludes air-launched missiles, 
target drones and flying bombs. 

3.1.2 Aircraft/store electrical interconnection system (AEIS). 
A system composed of electrical (and fiber optic) interfaces on aircraft and stores through which 
aircraft energize, control and employ stores.  The AEIS consists of electrical interfaces 
necessary for the transfer of electrical power and data between aircraft and stores and from one 
store to another store via the aircraft. 

3.1.3 Electrical interface types. 
The AEIS consists of five electrical interface types as follows: 

3.1.3.1 Aircraft station interface (ASI). 
The interface on the aircraft structure where the mission or carriage store is electrically 
connected.  This interface is usually on the aircraft side of an aircraft-to-store umbilical cable.  
Some carriage configurations may not use an "umbilical cable," e.g., rail launchers. 

The Aircraft Station Interface locations include pylons, conformal and fuselage hard points, 
internal weapon bays and wing tips. 

3.1.3.2 Carriage store interface (CSI). 
The interface on the carriage store structure to which the aircraft is electrically connected.  This 
interface is on the carriage store side of an umbilical cable. 

3.1.3.3 Carriage store station interface (CSSI). 
The interface on the carriage store structure to which the mission store is electrically connected.  
This interface is usually on the carriage store side of the carriage store-to-mission store 
umbilical cable.  Some carriage stores, such as rail launchers, may not use an "umbilical cable" 
but use some other cable/connector mechanism. 

3.1.3.4 Mission store interface (MSI). 
The interface on the mission store structure to which the aircraft or carriage store is electrically 
connected.  This interface is on the mission store side of an aircraft-to-store umbilical cable, a 
carriage store-to-mission store umbilical cable, or a rail launcher cable/connector mechanism. 
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3.1.3.5 Routing network aircraft subsystem port (RNASP). 
The electrical interface between the high bandwidth network or low bandwidth network and 
other subsystems within the aircraft.  This interface point is defined in order to identify the 
“aircraft” end of the high bandwidth and low bandwidth networks and allows network 
performance to be specified in two-port network terms. 

3.1.4 Standard store interface (SSI). 
Any electrical aircraft/store interface that complies with MIL-STD-1760. 

3.1.5 Non-standard  store  interface  (NSSI). 
Any electrical aircraft/store interface that does not comply with MIL-STD-1760. 

3.1.6 Aircraft station. 
A primary hard-point fixture, or fixtures, on the aircraft structure at which one or more primary 
store stations and/or MIL-STD-1760 ASIs may be simultaneously located. 

3.1.7 Store. 
Any device intended for internal or external carriage and mounted on aircraft suspension and 
release equipment, whether or not the device is intended to be separated in flight from the 
aircraft.  Stores are classified in two categories as follows: 

3.1.7.1 Carriage store. 
An article of suspension and release equipment that is mounted on aircraft on a non-permanent 
basis.  Pylons and primary ERUs, such as a MAU-12 (UK 119 ERU), are not considered 
carriage stores.  Examples of non-AEIS carriage stores include, but are not limited to, the TER-
7 (UK CBTE No2 Mk1) and LAU 7. 

3.1.7.2 Mission store. 
A device which supports a specific mission.  This term excludes suspension and release 
equipment and carriage stores.  Examples of mission stores include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

Missiles 
Bombs 
Nuclear weapons 
Rocket pods, dispensers capable of ejecting multiple submunitions, guns and gun pods 
Torpedoes 
Pyrotechnic devices 
Sonobuoys 
Flares, chaff dispensers 
Drones 
Pods (laser designator, electronic countermeasures, store control, data link, 
reconnaissance) 
Fuel and spray tanks 
Target and cargo drop containers 

Note that individual rockets, gun rounds and submunitions are not considered to be stores. 
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3.1.8 Interoperable store. 
Any store with a SSI that is intended for use on two or more aircraft types, excludes special 
carriage trays. 

3.1.9 Store selection. 
A store is defined as having been selected when any function or signal, other than store 
communications or store interruptive BIT, has been activated or applied to that store. 

3.1.10 Store communication. 
Transmission to/from a store via the MIL-STD-1553 data bus. 

3.1.11 Reversionary activity. 
The process which may occur following a detected system or store failure, which attempts to 
allow system availability to be maintained. 

3.1.12 Arming. 
The process of preparing a store for employment from a safe condition.  Arming is only initiated 
as a result of a positive request from the aircrew to the aircraft.  Arming does not include the 
transition to an irreversible state. 

3.1.13 Irreversible commit. 
A process which results in irreversible changes in the employment states of stores and which 
excludes the store separation process. Subsequent to irreversible commit, either a clean 
release or hang-fire will be achieved. 

3.1.14 Store employment. 
The process which allows a store to fulfill its intended operational requirement. 

3.1.15 Store separation. 
Any process which results in the intended separation of stores from the aircraft while in flight.  
The process includes bomb release, missile launch, rocket fire and jettison activities. 

3.1.16 Firing. 
The process of causing a projectile to be separated from the aircraft through a tube.  It is usually 
applied to firing guns, rockets and dispenser type munitions. 

3.1.17 Release. 
Separation of stores from the aircraft in flight, usually in a vertical direction, for the purposes of 
employing the store.  This would include "Eject Launch." 

3.1.18 Launch. 
The process of separating self-propelled stores, such as missiles, from the aircraft in flight for 
the purposes of employing the store. 
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3.1.19 Jettison. 
The process by which stores are intentionally separated from the aircraft in a safe and unarmed 
condition.  Jettison is normally performed following a system or store failure, or when the safety 
of the aircraft may be in jeopardy.  Stores may be selectively jettisoned individually or in groups.  
Emergency jettison separates all appropriate stores from the aircraft in a minimum period of 
time. 

3.1.20 Stores management system (SMS). 
The aircraft avionic subsystem that controls and monitors the operational status of aircraft 
installed stores and provides and manages the communications between aircraft mounted 
stores and other aircraft subsystems. 

3.1.21 Suspension and release equipment (S&RE). 
All airborne devices used for carriage, suspension, employment and jettison of stores, such as 
ERUs, adapters, launchers, pylons etc.  The S&RE includes "permanently mounted" equipment 
such as parent bomb racks, e.g., MAU-12s and removable carriage stores (see 3.1.7.1). 

3.1.22 Provisions. 
Materials and space provided in advance to allow incorporation of added functions in the aircraft 
or store without modification other than the addition or changes to connectors, cables and 
hardware/software necessary to control the added functions. 

3.1.23 Hierarchical bus network. 
A network of two or more MIL-STD-1553 buses where one or more buses has a command 
response protocol independent of one or more of the buses and which have data passing 
relationships. 

3.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations. 
Acronyms and abbreviations used in this handbook are defined as follows: 

A, Amp Ampere 
AI Aircraft Armament Interoperable Interface 
AAM Air-to-Air Missile 
AAO Air-to-Air Override 
AC Alternating Current 
A/C Aircraft 
ADC Air Data Computer 
AEIS Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System 
AFB Air Force Base 
AFR Air Force Regulation 
AGM Air-to-Ground Missile 
AHRS Altitude and Heading Reference System 
AIM Air Intercept Missile 
ALCM Air Launched Cruise Missile 
ALWT Advanced Light Weight Torpedo 
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AM Amplitude Modulation 
AMAC Aircraft Monitor and Control 
AMRAAM Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile 
ARM Anti-Radiation Missile 
ASCU Avionics Simulator and Control Unit 
ASALM Advance Strategic Air Launched Missile 
ASAT Anti-Satellite 
ASDI Alternate Serial Digital Interface 
ASI Aircraft Station Interface 
ASPJ Advanced Self-Protection Jammer 
ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare 
AVS AEIS Validation System 
A/W Aircraft Wiring 
BC Bus Controller 
Bit Binary Digit 
BIT Built-in-Test 
BITE Built-in-Test Equipment 
BPS Bits Per Second 
BSGT Boresight 
BW Bandwidth 
CBU Cluster Bomb Unit 
CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee 
CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee 
CMTT Joint CCIR/CCITT Study Group of Television and Sound 

Transmission 
CDR Critical Data Review 
CJ Combat Jettison 
CMRR Common Mode Rejection Ratio 
CRT Cathode Ray Tube 
CSI Carriage Store Interface 
CSSI Carriage Store Station Interface 
dB deciBel 
dBm deciBels above 1 milliWatt 
dBmV deciBels above 1 millivolt 
DAS Defensive Aids System 
DC Direct Current 
DEF STAN Defense Standard (UK) 
ECM Electronic Countermeasures 
EED Electro-Explosive Device 
EJ Emergency Jettison 
EM Electromagnetic 
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EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility 
EMI Electromagnetic Interference 
EMP Electromagnetic Pulse 
ERU Electro-explosive Release Unit 
ESE Existing Store Equipment 
ESI Existing Store Interface 
FCC Fire Control Computer 
FCS Flight Control System 
FDD Fault Detection Diagnostics 
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing 
FLIR Forward Looking Infra-Red 
FM Frequency Modulation 
FOV Field of View 
g Gravity 
GND Ground 
GPS Global Positioning System 
GHz Giga Hertz 
GSE Ground Support Equipment 
HBW, HB High Bandwidth 
HB1 High Bandwidth 1 
HB2 High Bandwidth 2 
HB3 High Bandwidth 3 
HB4 High Bandwidth 4 
HF High Frequency 
HOL High-Order Language 
HSDB High Speed Data Bus 
HUD Head-Up Display 
HVM Hyper Velocity Missile 
Hz Hertz (also kHz, MHz, GHz) 
IBU Interference Blanking Unit 
IBIT Interruptive BIT 
ID Identification 
IF Intermediate Frequency 
IFF Identification, Friend or Foe 
IIR Imaging Infra-Red 
INE Inertial Navigation Equipment 
INS Inertial Navigation System 
IOC Initial Operating Capability 
ISA Instruction Set Architecture 
I/O Input/Output 
I/P Input 
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IFOL In Flight Operable Lock 
ICD Interface Control Document 
IR Infra-Red 
IRLS Infra-Red Line Scan 
JDAM Joint Directed Attack Munition 
JSOW Joint Stand Off Weapon 
JTA Joint Test Assembly 
JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
kg kilograms 
kHz kilo-Hertz 
L1 Link 1 (GPS) 
L2 Link 2 (GPS) 
LAD Low Altitude Dispenser 
LANTIRN Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infra-Red for Night 
LAR Launch Acceptability Region 
LAT, lat Latitude 
LB Low Bandwidth 
LDD Logical Design Definition 
LLTV Low Light Television 
LLSP Lower Least Significant Part 
LONG, long Longitude 
LOS Line of Sight 
LRSOM Long Range Stand Off Missile 
LRU Line Replaceable Unit 
LSP Least Significant Part 
m Meter 
m milli (prefix factor equal to 10-3) 
max Maximum 
MAS Master Armament Switch 
MAU Multiple Adapter Unit 
MCW Maneuvering Cluster Weapon 
MER Multiple Ejector Rack 
MFCD Multi-Function Controls and Displays 
MHz Mega Hertz 
MICOS Multifunctional Infrared Coherent Optical System 
MIL-STD Military Standard 
min Minimum or Minute 
Mips Million Instructions Per Second 
MRASM Medium Range Air-to-Surface Missile 
MSER Multiple Store Ejector Rack 
MSOW Modular Stand Off Weapon 
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MSP Most Significant Part 
MSI Mission Store Interface 
MTBD Mean Time Between Defects 
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures 
MTTR Mean Time To Repair 
MTTT Mean Time To Test 
MUX Multiplex 
NA Not Applicable 
NFV Narrow Field of View 
No. Number 
NSSI Non-Standard Store Interface 
NTSC National Television Systems Committee (U.S. color TV multiplexing) 
NWC Naval Weapons Center 
O/B Outboard 
OFP Operational Flight Program 
PAL Permissive Action Link 
PAL Phase-Alternating Line (European color TV multiplexing technique) 
PCB Printed Circuit Board 
PCE Process Control Equipment 
PDU Power Distribution Unit 
p-p Peak-to-Peak 
Ph Phase 
PSJ Pilots Selective Jettison 
QA Quality Assurance 
RF Radio Frequency 
REF Reference 
RET Return 
RGB Red, Green and Blue (non encoded color format) 
RIU Remote Interface Unit 
RF Radio Frequency 
RFI Radio Frequency Interference 
RMS Root Mean of Squares 
RNASP Routing Network Aircraft System Port 
RPV Remotely Piloted Vehicle 
RS Radiated Susceptibility 
RT Remote Terminal 
RTN Return 
S Second(s) (also ns, µs, ms) 
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers 
SAIR Safe and In-Range 
SAM Surface-to-Air Missile 
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S&RE Suspension and Release Equipment 
SEAM SRAAM/Sidewinder Expanded Acquisition Mode 
sec Second 
SEL Select, Selected 
SEM Standard Electronic Module 
SEMP Standard Electronic Module Programme 
SJ Selective Jettison 
SMP Stores Management Processor 
SMS Stores Management System 
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
SOW Statement of Work 
SPJP Self-Protection Jammer Pod 
SRAM Short Range Attack Missile 
SRU Shop Replaceable Unit 
SSI Standard Store Interface 
SSIU Store Station Interface Unit 
STANAG NATO standardization agreement 
TBD To Be Determined 
TCP Time Correlation Pulse 
TER Triple Ejection Rack 
TFR Terrain Following Radar 
TGT Target 
TOW Tube Launched Optically Tracked Wire Guided 
TRIG Trigger 
TV Television 
TXR(S) Transformer(s) 
u micro (prefix factor equal to 10-6) 
UHF Ultra High Frequency 
USAF United States Air Force 
UV Ultra Violet 
UW Under Water 
V Volts (also mV) 
Vpp Volt peak to peak (also mVpp) 
VA Volt Amps 
VAC Volts Alternating Current 
VCW Verify Control Word 
VDC Volts Direct Current 
VEL Velocity 
VHF Very High Frequency 
VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 
VTR Video Tape Recorder 
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WASP Wide Area Special Projectiles 
W Watt (also mW) 
WCMD Wind Corrected Munition Dispenser  
WCS Weapon Control System 
WFV Wide Field-of-View 
WRIS Weapon Release Inventory Switch 
WRT With Respect To 
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4. GENERAL 

4.1 Scope of the standard. 
MIL-STD-1760 covers the “electrical” portions of the interactions between aircraft, carriage 
stores and mission stores.  It defines a standard interface for the transfer of electrical power 
from the aircraft to the store and transfer of information between aircraft and store.  Note that 
the word “store” is used in the standard and in this handbook to mean both carriage stores and 
mission stores.  In cases where a statement only applies to one or the other, it should refer 
specifically to carriage stores or mission stores. 

In addition, MIL-STD-1760 indirectly drives requirements on the networks used to transfer 
electrical power and information between the aircraft and the store.  Non-electrical interactions 
such as transfer of fuel, hydraulic power, coolant, pneumatic power, etc., are not covered by 
MIL-STD-1760.  Figure 2 schematically shows the scope of the interface. 
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Figure 2.  Interface scope. 
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The intent behind MIL-STD-1760 is to support achievement of interoperability between 
independently designed stores and aircraft by imposing specific interface design requirements 
applicable to each.  This should remove non-standard electrical interfaces as an obstruction to 
interoperability.  Modification of aircraft and store hardware to allow new individual combinations 
to operate together is to be minimized.  The use of adapter modules is to be discouraged.  In 
this way, the effort and cost necessary to integrate aircraft and stores will be minimized. 

Although MIL-STD-1760 was developed in the early 1980s, the approach and philosophy is fully 
compatible with the government acquisition reform initiatives of the late ’90s.  It is an open 
interface, published and available to all users, and intentionally written to minimize constraints 
on the hardware on either side of the interface, to allow aircraft and stores from different 
suppliers to work together.  An analogy might be the electrical power outlets in your office – they 
must be standardized to accommodate interchangeability of appliances and computers 
purchased competively from multiple commercial or military sources. 

MIL-STD-1760 is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate individual system 
peculiarities.  In particular, implementation may change with technology advances as long as 
the interface characteristics are maintained.  Non-electrical compatibility parameters such as 
size, weight, aerodynamics, avionics capabilities, etc., must be satisfied in addition to the 
electrical interface in order to realize interoperability.  Total interoperability is achieved only after 
these other aircraft-store compatibility issues, i.e., other than MIL-STD-1760, have been 
addressed and resolved.  Aircraft and store compliance solely with MIL-STD-1760 will not 
directly result in interoperability, but will remove electrical interfacing obstacles to achieving 
interoperability.  Once the MIL-STD-1760 interfaces are installed on an aircraft, the electrical 
portion of the aircraft/store integration effort should be limited to developing aircraft software 
modifications to accommodate new stores. 

The electrical interface between the aircraft and a carriage store or mission store, or between a 
carriage store and a mission store, is represented physically by the surface at which the two 
sides of the interface make, or break, electrical contact.  This occurs at the contacts in a mated 
electrical connector set, one half of which is considered to be the aircraft side and one half of 
which is considered to be the store side.  All electrical power and information is transferred 
between units, e.g., aircraft, carriage stores or mission stores, across these contacts.  Ideally, a 
functionally equivalent unit can be substituted at the interface without changing the operational 
characteristics of the unit on the other side of the interface.  

An aircraft achieves interoperability by providing one or more interoperable store stations.  In 
general, an aircraft can contain other store stations that are not interoperable; for example, a 
station designed for carrying only external fuel tanks.  For a store station to be an interoperable 
candidate, two criteria must be met.  Firstly, the store station must contain suspension and 
release equipment such as an MAU-12 or a rail launcher.  Secondly, the store station must be 
capable of carrying more than one store type, but not simultaneously.  The intent of these 
criteria is to exclude “dedicated” store stations, such as internal guns and internal chaff 
dispensers, and to exclude locations such as equipment bays with replaceable ECM modules or 
stations for conformal fuel tanks. 

In summary, MIL-STD-1760 is an aircraft to store electrical interconnection system designed to 
cover all the foreseeable (20+ years) electrical and optical requirements for stores and their 
carrying aircraft.  It has been adopted by NATO as STANAG 3837, and is in wide use on U.S. 
DoD and NATO military aircraft. 
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The MIL-STD-1760 functional interfaces are illustrated in Figure 3.  The specific implementation 
of a particular subsystem, i.e., mission store or carriage store or aircraft electronics, is the 
responsibility of that subsystem designer and is independent of the other subsystems from the 
perspective of the AEIS.  The interface characteristics, however, are controlled by MIL-STD-
1760 so that any subsystem may be interchanged with any functionally equivalent subsystem 
and still maintain circuit compatibility at the interface. 
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Figure 3.  MIL-STD-1760 functional interfaces. 
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4.2 MIL-STD-1760 interface definitions. 
Five interfaces are defined in the standard and are listed below.   

Aircraft Station Interface 

Mission Store Interface 

Carriage Store Interface 

Carriage Store Station Interface 

Routing Network Aircraft System Port (not a key external interface as the other four are) 

These interfaces are designed to allow for the carriage of a store on an aircraft with indirect or 
direct electrical connections, that is, with or without a carriage store.  The interfaces are shown, 
with a variety of typical configurations, in Figures 1 and 4 of the standard.  The physical 
locations shown in the figures are typical locations.  Whether the ASI connector is at the bottom 
of a pylon, in an access "well" in the pylon, on a piece of store station electronics (SSE) 
equipment, or on some other structure for non-pylon carriage modes, e.g., conformal carriage, 
does not change the underlying interface definitions and requirements. 

Following are definitions of each interface segment, as illustrated in Figure 1 of the standard: 

Aircraft Station Interface (ASI).  An aircraft station that complies with MIL-STD-1760 is 
defined as an ASI.  The "aircraft station" is taken to be at the lowest point of electrical 
equipment that is designed exclusively for the aircraft type and model, whether or not the 
particular piece of equipment is permanently attached to the basic airframe.  For example, 
an under wing or under fuselage pylon is considered to be part of the aircraft even though 
it may be installed or removed depending on the requirements at the time.  The 
interoperable interface location on a pylon is at the connection point that is considered as 
the lowest point of the aircraft.  Typically, an umbilical cable is mated to this connector to 
allow electrical connection with the installed carriage store or mission store.  In effect, this 
umbilical cable acts as an "extension cord" from the ASI to the store's electrical connector. 

Carriage Store Interface (CSI).  Carriage stores that are capable of being carried on 
aircraft stations that comply with MIL-STD-1760 and have a compliant CSI and compliant 
CSSI(s) are defined as MIL-STD-1760 compliant carriage stores.  The interconnection 
point at the carriage store for interfacing with the aircraft is defined as the CSI.  The 
performance characteristics of the ASI to CSI umbilical must be considered in establishing 
the characteristics of the CSI.  The CSI is physically the electrical connector which is 
permanently part of the carriage store and through which the carriage store is electrically 
connected to the aircraft. 

Carriage Store Station Interface (CSSI).  The interconnection point at the carriage store 
for interfacing with the mission store is defined as the CSSI.  The performance 
characteristics of the CSSI to MSI umbilical must be considered in establishing the 
characteristics at the CSSI.  The CSSI is physically the electrical connector which is 
permanently part of the carriage store and through which the carriage store is electrically 
connected to a mission store. 

Mission Store Interface (MSI).  The electrical interface on mission stores which complies 
with MIL-STD-1760 is defined as the MSI.  The MSI is the physical connector which is a 
permanent part of the mission store through which the store is electrically connected to the 
carrying aircraft (or carriage store). 
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Routing Network Aircraft System Port.  This is the aircraft-end of the high bandwidth 
and low bandwidth networks.  Requirements are defined here only to allow network 
parameters to be expressed in two-port network terms.  This reference point is not a key 
external interface as the other four are. 

4.3 MIL-STD-1760 interface elements. 
Three hierarchical elements in the interface are covered by the standard.  The electrical 
element concerns the signal set; the physical concerns the connectors and contacts; and the 
logical concerns the communications architecture, message content and formatting and data 
transfer protocol. Figure 4 provides a sketch of the standard connector insert used for the 
primary signal set, and lists the function of each contact.  Figure 5 provides a sketch of the 
standard connector insert used for the auxiliary power signal set and lists the function of each 
contact. 

4.3.1 Electrical. 
The electrical element is limited by defining 41 contacts and the signals that they are allowed to 
support.  These signals are distributed across two connectors, the primary interface signal set 
connector and the auxiliary power signal set connector. 

4.3.2 Physical. 
This element concerns the connectors.  These are MIL-DTL-38999 Series III, or MIL-DTL-
83538, shells.  They use specific inserts, designed to support MIL-STD-1760, which are 
included in MIL-STD-1560A.  The contacts are standard MIL-C-39029 contacts, including two 
50-ohm coaxial contacts (/102 and /103) for matched-impedance coaxial cable applications. 

4.3.3 Logical. 
This element is chiefly concerned with the data flow across the data bus interface.  A 
breakdown of the prime areas of data flow is given in 4.5.8. 
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K, H Mux A & B (twinaxial) (MIL-STD-1553)
5 High Bandwidth  1 (20 Hz - 1.6 GHz)
W, 3, 2 HB 2*, 3 & 4* (20 Hz - 20 MHz)
  (HB 1, 2 = 50  Ohm co-ax, HB 3, 4 = 75 Ohm co-ax)
A Low Bandwidth (twinaxial) (Audio)
Y, U Fiber Optic 1* & 2* (reserved)

1 Release Consent
B, S Interlock & interlock return
L, X, 7, 4, V       Address bits 0 thru 4
G, 6 Address parity & return
T Structure ground (safety, 10 Amp)

C, D 28 VDC power 1 & return (10 Amp)
F, E 28 VDC power 2 & return (10 Amp)
P, M, J, Z  115 VAC, 3 phase** & return** (10 Amp)
R, N 270 VDC power** & return** (10 Amp)

* = Not required for Class II interface 
** = See conditional requirements in 4.3.8 and 4.4.1 of the standard
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Figure 4.  Primary signal set. 
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1.25” dia.
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A, C, E, G   115 V AC, 3 phases ** & Return **(30 Amp)

B, D    28 V DC Power & Return (30 Amp)

F, H    270 V DC Power** & Return** (30 Amp) 

J    Structure Ground (Safety, 30 Amp)

K, L    Interlock & Interlock Return

** = See conditional requirements in 4.3.8 and 4.4.1 of the standard  

Figure 5.  Auxiliary power signal set. 
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4.4 MIL-STD-1760 classes. 
The standard defines four classes of interface and two signal sets.  The two signal sets, namely 
the primary interface signal set and the auxiliary power signal set, are shown in Figures 2 and 3 
of the standard.  The four classes of interfaces specified from these two signal sets are: 

Class I Full primary interface signal set 
Class IA Class I plus the auxiliary power signal set 
Class II Class I minus HB2 and 4 and the Fiber Optic provisions 
Class IIA Class II plus the auxiliary power signal set  

Mission stores are defined as being compatible with the applicable class above.  This 
compatibility is achieved by complying with the requirements of the standard applicable to those 
signals used by the store.  If the signals required by a store are all contained within a Class II 
signal set, then the store is considered as a Class II (compatible) store.  However, the store is 
not required to use all Class II signals.  By definition, a Class II (compatible) store is also 
compatible with Class IIA, Class I and Class IA interfaces. 

4.5 Summary of requirements. 
MIL-STD-1760 defines the electrical interface requirements for supporting high bandwidth 
signals, multiplex data bus signals, low bandwidth signals, discrete signals and power.  The 
electrical characteristics for supporting each of these signals are defined in the standard at the 
ASI, CSI, CSSI and MSI interconnection points.  In the discussion that follows, the electrical 
connection within an ASI, CSI, CSSI or MSI for each signal is referred to as a signal port or 
simply a port.  Except as specifically noted below, these signals are provided through the 
primary signal set interface. 

4.5.1 High bandwidth signals. 
Four high bandwidth ports, identified as HB1, HB2, HB3 and HB4 are available for transferring 
two types of high bandwidth signals, Type A and Type B, distinguished by the signal's frequency 
content: 

Type A signals: 20 Hz to 20 MHz  
Type B signals: 20 MHz to 1.6 GHz  

Radio frequency signals (Type B) such as GPS are transferred on HB1. 

The standard requires capability to transfer signals sourced by the aircraft or by a mission store, 
i.e., in either direction, but only in one direction at a time.  Prior to Rev C, the standard referred 
to transfers from one ASI to another, not just between the aircraft and ASI.   

a. Time correlation such as synchronization, clocking and blanking signals (Type A) are 
transferred on HB1 and HB2. 

b. Composite video signals (Type A) are transferred on HB3 and HB4. 

The HB1 and HB2 ports are specified as 50-ohm (nominal) impedance circuits while the HB3 
and HB4 ports are defined as 75-ohm (nominal) impedance circuits. 

The extent that these signals are actually transferred between stores and aircraft subsystems 
varies with the mission requirements for each aircraft.  As a result, the standard does not 
impose a specific network topology or capacity on the aircraft. 
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4.5.2 Digital multiplex data signals. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires use of the MIL-STD-1553 data bus as far as possible.  Standard MIL-
STD-1553 bus controller and remote terminal hardware can generally be used, as long as the 
special requirements on voltage level are adhered to. 

The data bus ports provide signal interconnections so that MIL-STD-1553B remote terminals in 
carriage stores or mission stores can exchange data with terminals in the carrying aircraft or in 
other carriage stores or mission stores.  Redundant channels, Mux A and Mux B, are provided 
for transferring information, store control and store status data between aircraft and carriage 
stores or mission stores connected to a common data bus.  Where mission stores are 
connected to a carriage store the same principles apply to the next hierarchical level.  The 
carriage store or mission store's remote terminal is assigned a communications address via a 
set of address discretes (see 7.3) when connected to a specific ASI.  The remote terminal in a 
store suspended on a carriage store is assigned an address via address discretes in the CSSI. 

4.5.3 Low bandwidth signals. 
One low bandwidth port is available for transferring bi-directional signals, 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz, 
between the aircraft and stores.  The signals assigned to this port include tones and voice grade 
audio.  The port characteristics were originally specified to also allow a future application of a 
low speed serial digital data link through this port, but this capability was dropped in Revision C 
of the standard. 

4.5.4 Discrete signals. 

4.5.4.1 Release consent signal. 
One port, identified as release consent, is used by the aircraft to transfer an enable/inhibit signal 
to the store for the purpose of granting consent to the store to act on safety critical commands 
received over the data bus.  The actual store release is, however, commanded by the aircraft 
over the data bus, or through other media interconnecting the aircraft stores management 
system with the pylon ERU.  The release consent signal is not a firing signal.  The return line for 
release consent is the 28 VDC Power 2 return line. 

While release consent was originally established and named as an enable/inhibit safety 
interlock on the release of certain types of stores, the signal function has been broadened.  The 
release consent is now viewed as a reversible enable/inhibit discrete for specific safety critical 
functions commanded of the store over the data bus. 

4.5.4.2 Interlock interface. 
Two ports, identified as interlock and its associated interlock return, are available to the aircraft 
for monitoring the mated status of the primary interface connector.  Similar ports are available to 
the aircraft for monitoring the mated status of the auxiliary interface connector.  This monitoring 
feature is provided by a continuity loop between interlock and interlock return in the store, such 
that as long as the store connector is mated, continuity exists. 

While release of a store from the aircraft will break the electrical interconnection and thereby 
lose continuity, simple loss of continuity must not be used as the sole criteria to establish a store 
"not present" condition, since the store could be mechanically attached to the aircraft with the 
connector not mated.  The operating sequence for rail launching some types of missile, e.g., 
AIM 120, provides a good example of the differences between electrical separation (umbilical 
retract) and mechanical separation. 
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4.5.4.3 Address signals. 
Another type of discrete signal in the primary interface is the address signal.  Five binary 
weighted address lines plus one parity line and one common return line, are provided by the 
aircraft as 7 ports.  They are used to assign the store's MIL-STD-1553 terminal address, 
between 0 and 30, for data bus communication.  This discrete set can also be used by the store 
to determine the mated status of the primary interface connector, i.e. the store's equivalent to 
the interlock discrete described in 4.5.4.2. 

4.5.4.4 Structure ground. 
One port is used to connect the aircraft structure to the store structure for the purpose of 
minimizing electrical shock hazards.  The line must not be used specifically as a power or signal 
return line.  The structure ground circuit is contained in both the primary and auxiliary interfaces. 

4.5.5 Power. 
Two power lines and two return lines are contained in the primary interface to transfer 28 VDC 
Power 1 and 28 VDC Power 2 to the store.  Four lines are used to transfer 115/200 VAC power 
(three phases and neutral - the “115” refers to the line-to-neutral voltage, the “200” refers to the 
line-to-line voltage) through the primary interface to the store.  Two lines are used to transfer 
270 VDC power and return.  The auxiliary interface contains two lines for 28 VDC power and 
return, four lines for 115/200 VAC power (three phases and neutral) and two lines for 270 VDC 
power. 

4.5.5.1 Primary 28 VDC power. 
The aircraft provides 28 VDC 1 for use on non-safety critical store circuits and 28 VDC 2 for 
safety critical circuits.  Both are rated at 10 amperes continuous.  In fact, 28 VDC 2 may be 
used for powering any circuitry, but because its prime use is for safety critical circuitry, the time 
for which it is likely to be available prior to store separation is very limited. 

4.5.5.2 Primary 115 VAC power. 
The aircraft provides one channel of 3 phase 115 VAC rated at 10 amperes continuous per 
phase.  Starting at Rev D, the aircraft may, alternatively, provide one channel of 270 VDC rated 
at 10 amperes.  Store designs that do not utilize 28 VDC 2 for powering safety critical circuits, 
and therefore rely on voltages internally derived from the 115 VAC or 270 VDC, must design in 
appropriate safety interlocks of their own.  It is totally impractical for the aircraft to supply any 
such safeguards with power availability (except for deadfacing). 

4.5.5.3 270 VDC power. 
The aircraft provides one channel of 270 VDC rated at 10 amperes (unless it provides 115 
VAC).  The characteristics of this power were added to the standard in Revision D.  The new 
requirements were designed to allow for transition to the use of 270 VDC power by requiring 
aircraft to provide either 115 VAC or 270 VDC power, and require stores to accept either one, if 
one or the other is needed (see 10.12 herein). 

4.5.5.4 Auxiliary 28 VDC power. 
The aircraft provides one channel of auxiliary 28 VDC power rated at 30 amperes continuous.  It 
is intended for safety critical use and therefore has the same "rules" as primary 28 VDC 2. 
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4.5.5.5 Auxiliary 115 VAC power. 
The aircraft provides one channel of auxiliary 115 VAC power rated at 30 amperes continuous 
per phase.  As for the primary 115 VAC power, the aircraft will not provide power availability 
safeguards (except for deadfacing). 

4.5.5.6 Auxiliary 270 VDC power. 
The aircraft provides one channel of auxiliary 270 VDC power rated at 30 amperes continuous.   

4.5.6 Growth provisions. 
Provisions, two 16 gauge contact locations, for adding two fiber optic communication channels 
to the primary signal set are contained in the Class I primary interface.  

4.5.6.1 Fiber optic interface. 
The characteristics of these signals are not yet added to the standard and are not included in 
Class II interfaces. 

4.5.7 Connector types. 
It is important to note that MIL-STD-1760C and D only specify that the connectors being used 
have intermateability with MIL-DTL-38999 connectors (for Type I) and MIL-DTL-83538 (for Type 
II).  This means the standard does not, by itself, require use of a mil-qualified source for the 
connectors.  This also allows connectors to have modifications, such as a different backshell 
design, as long as they do not affect intermateability.  MIL-DTL-38999 and MIL-DTL-83538 
connector requirements which define the intermateability design fall into the categories listed 
below.  In all cases, a shell size 25 is required.  There is no difference in these requirements 
between primary and auxiliary connectors except for the insert arrangement. 

Fixed sockets MIL-DTL-38999 Slash Sheet 20 or 24 
Free plug MIL-DTL-38999 Slash Sheet 26 
Snatch plug MIL-DTL-38999 Slash Sheet 31 (lanyard release) 
Blind mate (Launcher) MIL-DTL-83538 launcher receptacle 
Blind mate (Store) MIL-DTL-83538 store receptacle 
Blind mate (Buffer) MIL-DTL-83538 buffer plug 

4.5.7.1 Interface usage. 
The basic categories discussed above apply for eject launch and non blind mate utilization as 
follows: MIL-DTL-38999 /20 or /24 (jam nut or flange mount) can be used at the ASI, CSI, CSSI 
and MSI; /26 can be used at the "top" of the umbilical, i.e., it is the mating half for the ASI and 
CSSI.  If the store is not jettisonable, the /26 may also be used, on a special umbilical, as the 
mating half for the CSI, that is the "top" and "bottom."  /31 can be used at the "bottom" of the 
umbilical, i.e., the mating half for the CSI and MSI.  

The connector requirements specified for the MSI, and its mating half, used in both Blind-Mate 
Eject and Rail Launch applications, are those in MIL-DTL-83538.  MIL-DTL-83538 is specifically 
for the "shells" only, as the insert arrangements are covered elsewhere. 

4.5.7.2 Connector inserts. 
Two connector insert arrangements are specified to fit the shells discussed above.  These 
inserts are for the primary and auxiliary applications and are defined in MIL-STD-1560, 
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arrangements 25-20 and 25-11 respectively.  No other insert arrangements are authorized. Note 
that MIL-STD-1760C was not consistent with MIL-STD-1560 in calling out contacts  
(MIL-C-39029 /102 and /103).  1760C called out a non-matched impedence coax contact for 
location W instead of the matched impedence contact called out in 1560. 

4.5.7.3 Connector contacts. 
The contacts are those specified in MIL-C-39029 as listed in the standard.  There are matched-
impedance coaxial contacts, (/102 and /103 are the pin and socket contacts, respectively), 
required for the high bandwidth 1 applications (also used in the high bandwidth 2 location).  It 
was necessary to develop new contacts, which are specifically designed for impedance 
matching with 50-ohm coaxial cable, in order to meet the stringent return loss (or VSWR) 
requirements of a MIL-STD-1760 high bandwidth 1 installation. 

4.5.8 Logical requirements. 
Appendix B of the standard establishes requirements on the communication rules, message 
requirements and data entities that apply to the MIL-STD-1553 data bus in the MIL-STD-1760 
interface.  Key features are: 

a. The command word requirements are basically those in MIL-STD-1553B.  Certain field 
requirements are enforced or mandated.  Within the address field the broadcast option is limited 
to mode commands. 

b. The status word requirements are basically those in MIL-STD-1553B. The 
implementation of the Service Request, Busy, Sub-system Flag and Terminal Flag bits are 
regulated by the standard. 

c. The store is required to conduct protocol checks on all receive messages that can 
initiate safety critical actions.  A "protocol check" failure reporting mechanism, along with other 
features, provide greater safety for things like arming and firing signals than a discrete signal 
could.  

d. Automatic store ID capability is required.  This allows for automated stores inventory, 
and allows the aircraft to identify correct control modes or software modes. 

e. Mass data transfer capability is available; the method is standardized in Revision C. 

f. Numerous standard data entities are defined and are to be used as far as possible. 

g. Broadcast is permitted, with some restrictions. 

4.5.9 Exclusions. 
Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System (AEIS) refers to standardized weapon interfaces 
and certain interrelationships between those interfaces.  Performance requirements at this 
interface are specified in MIL-STD-1760.  AEIS does not refer to a specific assembly or software 
embedded in an aircraft or store, i.e., it is implemented by various boxes, cables, programs, etc, 
and typically cannot be removed from the aircraft or store and regarded as an "AEIS" system.  
AEIS impacts several aircraft systems such as the stores management system and power 
distribution system.  It is expected that implementations of the AEIS in different aircraft and 
stores will use different design technologies.  However, the interface characteristics between an 
aircraft and store are standardized at each interface (ASI, MSI, CSI, and CSSI) by MIL-STD-
1760. 
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4.5.9.1 Stores management system. 
Aircraft equipment assigned to the stores management system (SMS) implement the aircraft 
portion of the AEIS.  In recent generation tactical aircraft, a "distributed" SMS has been 
selected.  This SMS is typically composed of a central processor, dedicated and/or shared 
controls and displays, store station equipment (SSE) and miscellaneous aircraft interface 
equipment.  The SSE is generally located close to the ASI.  This SSE is referred to as Remote 
Interface Units, Station Decoders or Missile Interface Units etc., on various aircraft and provide 
a common function, a control of interface inputs and outputs required to operate a specific store 
or set of stores.  For an SMS with such store station equipment, the aircraft's MIL-STD-1760 
interface, i.e., the ASI, is implemented in this equipment at least as long as operation of other 
non-AEIS stores is required.  The AEIS standard, therefore, impacts this SSE just as interface 
requirements of non-AEIS stores impact the SSE.  However, the SSE is only one part of the 
SMS.  Other major functions of an SMS include the processing of information, control and 
monitoring store states, and interfacing with other aircraft avionics.  The AEIS standard has 
minimal impact on these other SMS functions.  As examples, MIL-STD-1760 does not define 
control/display requirements for the man-machine interface nor specify the allocation of 
processor memory between volatile and non-volatile types.  Therefore, although the AEIS 
impacts the SMS by imposing requirements on the SMS, MIL-STD-1760 is not a stores 
management system specification or standard and allows a high degree of SMS implementation 
flexibility. 

4.5.9.2 Jettison. 
At least two categories of jettison are defined by armament system specifications: emergency 
jettison and selective jettison.  Other names are used for these functions but they can generally 
be classified into one of two categories. 

a. Jettison of "all" stores in response to an emergency.  The word "all" is qualified because 
in most cases air-air missiles are not jettisoned. 

b. Jettison of only those stores selected by the flight crew.  For this case, stores at selected 
stations can be jettisoned while other stores are retained. 

4.5.9.2.1 Jettison function. 
As a general case, the jettison function is achieved by the SMS and the suspension and release 
equipment (S&RE) at a store station.  The S&RE provides a mechanical interface between 
aircraft and store analogous to the electrical interface provided by the AEIS.  The power and 
information for achieving this jettison function does not normally cross AEIS interfaces and is 
not, therefore, addressed by the AEIS standard.  The only cases where this might not apply are: 

a. For selective jettison of mission stores from a carriage store. 

b. For unarmed firing of a self-firing rail launched missile. 

Both of these exceptions are actually unarmed releases and could, therefore, be provided 
through the capabilities in the AEIS interfaces. 

4.5.9.3 Mission store functions. 
Similar to the SMS functions discussed in 4.5.9.1, most internal store functions are not impacted 
by MIL-STD-1760.  While the AEIS standard defines characteristics of the mission store 
interface, design and operating requirements on internal store functions are not covered by MIL-
STD-1760.  As examples, the AEIS standard does not define the power supply voltage levels for 
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internal store circuitry, or the information transfer mechanism between subsystems within a 
missile, or the performance required for mid-course guidance. 

4.5.9.4 Carriage store functions. 
Carriage stores and interconnecting umbilicals can be inserted between the ASI and MSI (see 
Figure 1 of the standard).  Sections defining detailed interface requirements on carriage stores 
and umbilicals were added in MIL-STD-1760 Revision C.  Prior to this, designers of carriage 
stores extracted needed CSI and CSSI characteristics from the ASI and MSI requirements.  In 
extracting these characteristics, the performance degradation from the two umbilicals, ASI-CSI 
and CSSI-MSI, are important to the design of the carriage store. 

4.5.9.5 Ground support equipment. 
MIL-STD-1760 impacts the design of Ground Support Equipment (GSE) since GSE connects to 
the aircraft and store at the interfaces.  However, the procedures and fault isolation algorithms 
will vary between different aircraft and stores.  Therefore, MIL-STD-1760 does not address 
specific GSE design requirements.  It is not the MIL-STD-1760 interface that is tested, but rather 
specific SMS or store implementations of that interface that are tested. 

4.5.10 Future expansion of MIL-STD-1760. 
MIL-STD-1760 is structured to allow future update to include advanced technologies presently 
in the development phase.  Two technologies in various stages of development which may be 
applicable are fiber optics information distribution and high bandwidth digital communications. 

4.5.10.1 Fiber optic interfaces. 
Fiber optic communication techniques can offer advantages to future aircraft-store interface 
performance if high data rates or higher electromagnetic environmental requirements are 
needed.  Two 16 gauge contact cavities in the MIL-STD-1760 primary connector are reserved 
for fiber optics.  A specific fiber optic requirement was proposed, but not included as a 
requirement, in Revision C.  When a specific fiber optic interface that meets the needs of stores 
interface is developed, it should be added to the standard.  The issues associated with 
implementing the fiber optics interface, along with the proposed paragraphs, are discussed in 
section 12. 

4.5.10.2 High bandwidth. 
The high bandwidth (HB) transfer media requirements specified in MIL-STD-1760 include 
provisions for accommodating future weapon requirements.  As such, no changes to the 
standard are expected for adding capacity in the form of additional bandwidth, higher signal 
levels etc.  As an example, HB3 and HB4 ports are defined with a 20 MHz upper frequency limit 
for video applications.  Typical video signals in current stores have an approximate 6 MHz upper 
frequency limit.  However, high resolution video systems are being considered and are being 
included in military video standards, like STANAG 3350.  As a result, MIL-STD-1760 includes 
the high bandwidth specification for encompassing the high resolution video. 

4.6 Purpose, goals and projected benefits of MIL-STD-1760. 

4.6.1 Previous lack of interoperability. 
Within NATO countries, other than the U.S., aircraft are purchased to support specific missions, 
for example fighter or ground attack, and furthermore they tend only to purchase one type of 
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aircraft for each mission.  Also, in order to "keep an independent capability", many NATO 
countries also have different types of aircraft between them to support the same basic missions.  
In both the U.S. and NATO, stores are developed largely independent of each other, even 
though the requirements may be very similar, and within NATO, mainly due to the earlier 
discussion, they quite often support only one type of aircraft.  This situation has resulted in 
unique aircraft/store electrical interconnection requirements and a consequent proliferation of 
interface designs.  Table I gives some examples of this.  This lack of standardization has led to 
low levels of interoperability which can have a detrimental impact on force effectiveness.  
Technology advances have led to a quantum jump in the requirements of effectiveness, in both 
capability and flexibility, of mission stores and have also meant that the age-old requirements to 
stand-off from the target is now a practical proposition.  This is now being reflected into the use 
of increasing amounts of avionic data and control information from aircraft systems and this, if 
allowed to proceed without a common interface standard, for example MIL-STD-1553B as 
required by MIL-STD-1760, will inevitably lead to insurmountable technical and/or funding 
problems. 

Table I.  Example of aircraft, stores and store missions. 

Aircraft Store Store Mission 

F4 M Sparrow MRAAM (Radar) 

TORNADO (UK ADV) Sky Flash MRAAM (Radar) 

ORION Harpoon Anti-Ship Missile 

SEA HARRIER Sea Eagle Anti-Ship Missile 

TORNADO (Germany) Kormoran Anti-Ship Missile 

USAF AIM-9J/P SRAAM 

USN AIM-9L/M SRAAM 

TORNADO (Germany  AIM-9L SRAAM 

TORNADO (UK) AIM-9L SRAAM 

USAF LOCL POD Area Denial 

TORNADO (UK) ALARM Anti-Radar Missile 

TORNADO (Germany) HARM Anti-Radar Missile 
NOTE:  France has an equivalent for each of the stores listed above, for example anti-ship is 
Exocet, and these also have different interfaces. 

4.6.2 Purpose and goals of MIL-STD-1760. 
The application of this standard to new stores and to new and existing aircraft will significantly 
reduce and stabilize the number and variety of signals required at aircraft/store interfaces.  This 
will minimize the cost impact of new stores on future stores management systems and increase 
store interoperability among the services within NATO and with our other allies.  In practice, true 
interoperability will not be fully achieved, but a significant reduction in the support costs will 
accrue.  It is important to understand that the goal of interoperability does not mean the 
standardization of all stores or aircraft systems per se.  However, it should mean that all NATO 
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aircraft should be able to carry, and employ, the NATO store specific to that aircraft mission, as 
well as the national specific solution with minimal, or preferably no, modifications. 

4.6.3 General benefits of MIL-STD-1760. 
The perceived benefits are increased interoperability of aircraft stores and decreased aircraft-
store integration time and cost.  Some aircraft system designers argue, however, that the 
electrical integration costs are inconsequential when compared with the physical integration 
problem and that the standard will not provide interoperability.  The costs of physical integration 
are not pertinent to the MIL-STD-1760 issue.  The fact remains that millions of dollars are 
wasted on unnecessarily complex electrical integration tasks.  This problem may increase 
dramatically as the sophistication and electrical complexity of stores increase.  MIL-STD-1760 
alone will not provide electrical interoperability of various store types.  If, however, 
interoperability is evaluated in terms of cost of integrating new stores, experience on programs 
like the current generation of GPS-guided weapons indicates a dramatic improvement as a 
result of MIL-STD-1760 since these stores all use the MIL-STD-1760 connector and signal set.  
After the first MIL-STD-1760 weapon was integrated on the aircraft, the follow on weapons 
could all be integrated with software changes only. 

4.6.4 Logical definition benefits within MIL-STD-1760. 
A workable, consistent logical definition for aircraft-to-store interfaces can dramatically facilitate 
the integration of new stores on an aircraft and enhance the interoperability of a single store on 
different aircraft.  The standardized Logical Design Definition (LDD), however, is widely believed 
to increase the store and aircraft processing requirements.  In some quarters, this is seen as 
increasing software and processing requirements of both the store and the aircraft armament 
system.  This is far from the case, however, as an example of integrating the AIM-120 onto the 
F-16 illustrates.  This integration caused a change of the inertial co-ordinate definition used on 
the F-16 avionics.  This then became the de facto standard within MIL-STD-1760A Notice 3, 
which means that any future Standard Store Interface (SSI) store requiring this function must 
use the "standard" approach. 

On the store side of the interface, the need to accommodate the MIL-STD-1553B word and 
message lengths has also been an issue.  Why not allow say; 4 bits of x length transmitted as 1 
word every y milliseconds or h length transmitted as 2 words every y milliseconds or x length 
transmitted as 4 words every 1 microseconds?  The cost and time associated with integrating a 
new store on existing aircraft, or fielding a new aircraft capable of interfacing with a wide variety 
of unique store interfaces, outweighs any extra effort or costs involved with adherence to the 
standard.  Processing and memory elements are dropping in price at a dramatic pace, so 
increased resource requirements in these areas have become much less significant than the 
cost of engineering and testing for new interfaces.  

In addition to cost, capability must be considered.  The ultimate capability provided by 
implementing interfaces meeting the standard will certainly be higher and more easily achieved 
than was the case with unique interfaces.  Rarely has an increase in weapon capability been 
easily or cheaply attained.  If adherence to the logical design requirements provides a store or 
aircraft with unused capability for future enhancements, then it appears to be a good 
investment.  A final point to consider is that once a weapon system such as the F-16 is capable 
of meeting a sophisticated store's requirements (AIM-120, for example), much of the software 
and control capability can be applied relatively cheaply to later weapons.  The AIM-120 transfer 
alignment, targeting and initialization schemes might be easily adapted for future weapons with 
similar requirements, rather than developing new and unique software modules for each 
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weapon.  The requirements of MIL-STD-1760 Appendix B should therefore be mandated as 
agreed to and published. 

4.6.5 Extra bus usage imposed by standardized logical design. 
Adoption of MIL-STD-1760 and its standardized logical design has generated concern regarding 
data bus usage.  A general feeling exists that bus loading will increase, possibly to 
unacceptable levels, with strict adherence to the standard.  The basic protocols of MIL-STD-
1553 tend to drive the overall bus usage, not the demands of the MIL-STD-1760 logical design 
definition.  Secondly, aircraft stores management system architectures can have as great or 
greater impact upon bus usage than either MIL-STD-1553B or MIL-STD-1760 requirements.  
For example, an aircraft with station encoder-decoders (F-18) or remote interface units (F-16) 
on the weapons bus, as well as stores, will generally use more of that bus's capability than an 
aircraft with only stores and the bus controller (F-15C/D) on its armaments bus.  In other words, 
given an identical store load, one aircraft will be using some of its bus capacity for 
communications above and beyond those required for the stores, and the other will not.  A final 
point relates bus loading to mission phase.  The greatest load on the bus occurs during the 
Store Description transfer between the store and central processor(s) or other stores.  Typically, 
this occurs shortly after system or weapon initialization when time is not as critical as it is 
immediately prior to aircraft take-off.  Bus designs should therefore be implemented that reduce 
non-store addresses and take advantage of the standardized formats, messages and data 
entities put forward by the standard. 

4.6.6 Projected benefits of MIL-STD-1760. 

4.6.6.1 Operational benefits. 
These benefits arise primarily from two sources: Interoperability and Damage Tolerance.  As 
indicated earlier, operational effectiveness is impaired by the inability to cross-operate stores 
across specific aircraft within, say, the U.S. Air Force or between the U.S. Air Force and U.S. 
Navy or between either and NATO, be the latter Air Force or Navy.  In times of conflict, the 
provisioning of stores at strategic locations able to cope with the variations in requirements (air 
to air or air to ground or air to ship) is a costly logistics exercise and certainly beyond the scope 
of most NATO countries.  It must therefore be of immense value to be able to design stores 
which physically, connectors and wiring, are interoperable.  In terms of data availability and the 
appropriate software "control," it will probably be some years before interoperability can be 
achieved.  However, there is no reason why aircraft could not carry the appropriate control 
algorithms on a permanent "just in case" basis, providing the appropriate data is available from 
the prime sensors.  Furthermore, it may be possible to employ a store in a useful, but degraded 
mode, where other more effective alternatives are out of stock.  The advent of digital 
communication between stores and aircraft also means that a lot more information can be made 
available regarding damage, be it battle or failure, thus enabling the aircraft to utilize degraded 
operation modes as applicable.  It should also be possible for other aircraft equipments, either 
duplicated SMS hardware, even distributed processing within the SMS LRUs, or non SMS 
equipment to assume a processing role.  In the latter case, of course, access to the data bus 
would be required with the probable exclusion of Arming and Release functions.  Many current 
stores have no means of indicating that all analog signals transmitted from the aircraft have 
indeed arrived.  This means that no indication of capability, or serviceability is available and, 
furthermore, even if they did arrive, whether the store is utilizing them correctly.  The use of the 
data bus alleviates this problem.  Additionally, the fact that the data bus is redundant has 
significant benefit against faults or battle damage in the cables, connectors and bus controller. 
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4.6.6.2 Development, integration and certification benefits. 
As demonstrated by recent stores programs that all used the same interface, there are major 
cost savings and time savings benefits to using a standard interface, such as: 

a. Same connector(s) used for SSI stores, 

b. Same SMS hardware used for SSI stores, 

c. Same aircraft wiring used for SSI stores, 

d. No increase in aircraft wiring, or LRU hardware (aircraft cost and weight) when an 
additional store is integrated, 

e. (Note: the increase in weight due to software update is not considered significant.) 

f. Generic system design, based on clearly defined interfaces and re-use of proven 
designs, reduces engineering required, 

g. Reduced integration cost and time due to minimized documentation changes (re-used 
most of the Interface Control Document!), 

h. Safety maintained or enhanced, 

i. Flexibility inherent in the MIL-STD-1760 signal set provides increased intervals between 
upgrades, 

j. Common interface allows more software to be re-used, 

k. Reduced size of software updates reduces cost of successive software validation 
exercises, 

l. Certification of stores on aircraft is easier with a previously-certified, well understood 
interface. 

4.7 The MIL-STD-1760 application process. 
This section covers the process by which the MIL-STD-1760 requirements should be covered 
by system design. 

The MIL-STD-1760 Application Process encompasses all those activities that are associated 
with the implementation of the AEIS in an aircraft or store program.  These activities are those 
which are concerned primarily with the solution of the interoperability requirements of aircraft 
and stores, but also considers those which are specific to the design of particular avionic 
subsystems and which may incorporate non-AEIS functions.  Clearly, there is a fine dividing line 
between these two types of activity.  The biggest problem in defining the proper domain or 
boundaries of MIL-STD-1760 implementation requirements, occurs in defining how "deep" into 
the subsystem which supports the interface, usually the stores management system, the 
requirements must be defined.  At one extreme, the implementation of MIL-STD-1760 consists 
of merely supplying the connectors and associated wiring, to which the specified functions are 
supplied.  The other extreme involves the design of all the subsystems that are behind the 
interface.  These may include all the electronic subsystems in the case of stores and, in the 
case of the aircraft, such subsystems as the SMS, the power distribution system, the analog 
networks, the aircraft data acquisition systems and an element of aircraft wiring.  The point at 
which the dividing line between MIL-STD-1760 implementation and subsystem, or equipment, 
design should be drawn is a subjective issue and may well, in practice, depend on the 
constraints that prevail in a particular implementation.  Any discussion providing practical 
implementation guidance must clearly cover particular system, hardware and software 
considerations and as such the discussion must encroach on the avionic/store subsystem 
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designs.  Consequently, it is important to first define the boundary, or definition, of the system 
that will implement MIL-STD-1760.  These phases may be summarized as: 

Phase 1  –  System Definition 

Phase 2  –  System Performance Definition 

Phase 3  –  System Design and Development 

Phase 4  –  In-Service and Planned Improvements 

Figure 6 shows the principal issues that need to be considered during each of these phases. 
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    System
Definition Phase

Aircraft Requirements
Fighter, Bomber, Ground Attack, ASW, AEW, etc.
Cost
Timescales
Aircraft Performance Requirements
Physical
Basic Sensors
Safety and Mission Success
Store Types
S.S.I.
Mandatory non-SSI for which no alternative SSI exists
MIL-STD-1760 (SSI) class definition
Class I, IA, II, IIA

Overall Weapon System Functional Partitioning
Cockpit Controls and Displays
Ballistic Data Store Location
Emergency Jettison Facility
Safety Critical Operations vis-a-vis
Non Safety Critical Operations           etc.

System Performance
       Definition Phase

Functional Characteristics
Performance Characteristics
Safety and Success Characteristics
Physical Characteristics
Environmental Conditions
Reliability & Maintainability Characteristics
System Interfaces (Includes SSI and NSSI Considerations)

   Design and
Development Phase

Functional Partitioning
Internal Interfaces
System Design
Equipment Design (Electrical)
Equipment Design (Mechanical)
Software Design
Aircraft Installation
Reliability and Maintainability Analyses
System Verification & Validation
Qualification & Certification

       In-Service and
Planned Improvement Phase

Support Facilities
Application of Emerging Technology
New Weapons
Application to other Aircraft

4.

1.

2.

3.

 

Figure 6.  AEIS implementation phases. 
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5. SYSTEM DESIGN 

5.1 General. 
This section addresses system level design considerations for aircraft and store systems which 
implement MIL-STD-1760 (AEIS) interfaces.  The emphasis is on aspects of those systems 
directly associated with implementation, interconnection, and control requirements of the AEIS 
interfaces.  Detailed information on other elements of aircraft and store system design is 
available elsewhere and not covered here, except for top level concepts that help put the 
interface system in perspective.  The information presented in the remainder of this section is 
organized in terms of aircraft design considerations, store design considerations, system safety 
provisions, the interface design/documentation process, and future trends and considerations. 

5.2 Aircraft design considerations. 
The aircraft related AEIS functionality is the implementation and control of the Aircraft Station 
Interfaces (ASIs).  The aircraft system that provides this functionality is the stores management 
system (SMS), which functions as a subsystem within the overall aircraft avionics suite.  A 
diagram showing the relationships between the AEIS, SMS, stores, and other related systems is 
presented in Figure 7. 

The aircraft SMS performs several major functions such as information processing, interfacing 
with flight and ground crew, and interfacing with other aircraft avionics subsystems, in addition 
to interfacing with stores (through the aircraft ASIs) for control and monitoring of store functions.  
Of these functions, only the store interface portion of the SMS is directly impacted by MIL-STD-
1760.  Depending on individual system requirements and design decisions, the SMS function 
can be implemented with a number of different architectures and equipment mixes.  Specific 
SMS functions may in some cases be physically implemented in electronic boxes assigned to 
systems that are not typically considered part of the SMS.  As an example, one aircraft design 
may switch power to an ASI via the aircraft's power distribution system based on inputs from a 
Stores Management Processor (SMP).  Even under this condition, power switching is an SMS 
function though the switching is actually performed by other system equipment.  In this context 
then, the SMS is the primary aircraft system impacted by MIL-STD-1760.  Additionally, the 
Logical Element requirements that are in MIL-STD-1760 may indirectly affect other aircraft 
systems.  These indirect influences result primarily from data word standardization by the 
Logical Element and the possible feedthrough of the data word formatting requirements to the 
aircraft's avionics data buses.  If desired, though, indirect impacts of this nature may be 
decoupled from the aircraft avionics by the SMS through incorporation of data re-formatting 
capabilities within the SMS.  Such decoupling is performed on several current-generation 
aircraft. 

Some specific SMS design considerations relative to satisfaction of AEIS interface requirements 
are discussed in the following subparagraphs.   
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Figure 7.  AEIS system relationships. 
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5.2.1 Interface arrangement and classes. 
One of the major drivers of SMS design and implementation for any platform with MIL-STD-
1760 store compatibility is the arrangement (quantity and location) and capability level of ASI 
interfaces that the system must support.  An ASI is typically associated with every aircraft 
weapon station intended for interoperable weapon carriage.  These stations may be located in 
external pylons (typically one primary carriage station per pylon) or in internal weapon bays 
(frequently multiple primary carriage stations per bay).  Specialized weapon carriage devices 
such as rotary launchers or racks in large bomber bays may contain a significant number of 
primary weapon carriage stations and associated ASIs.   

5.2.1.1 Classes defined. 
Several interface classes of varying capability are defined in MIL-STD-1760 for ASI 
implementation, and the selection of interface class for each system ASI is a significant design 
consideration.  The defined classes are shown in Table II along with the applicable signals for 
each class.  The standard requires the aircraft to provide the full signal capability identified by 
the designated class.  By providing the full capability, a minimum level of service at the ASI is 
assured for store applications. 

As an example, the Class II interface listed in Table II includes the Mux A and Mux B serial 
digital data interfaces; High Bandwidth 1, High Bandwidth 3 and Low Bandwidth signal ports; 
address; interlock and release consent discretes; structure ground; and 28 VDC Power 1, 28 
VDC Power 2, and 115/200 VAC Power interfaces.  While a mission store is only required to 
implement those signals of the Class II interface needed for store operation, the aircraft is 
required to implement all of the Class II signals to provide this minimum service utility. 
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Table II.  Interface classes. 

SIGNAL TYPE INTERFACE CLASS 

 I IA II IIA 

PRIMARY     
Mux A E E E E 
Mux B E E E E 
High Bandwidth 1 X X X X 
High Bandwidth 2 X X - - 
High Bandwidth 3 X X X X 
High Bandwidth 4 X X - - 
Low Bandwidth X X X X 
Fibre Optic Channel 1 X X - - 
Fibre Optic Channel 2 X X - - 
Release Consent X X X X 
Interlock M M M M 
Address C C C C 
28 VDC Power 1 X X X X 
28 VDC Power 2 X X X X 
115/200 VAC Power P P P P 
270 VDC Power P P P P 
Structure Ground A A A A 

AUXILIARY     
Auxiliary 28 VDC - X - X 
Auxiliary 115/200 VAC - P - P 
Auxiliary 270 VDC - P - P 
Auxiliary Structure Ground - A - A 
Auxiliary Interlock - M - M 

LEGEND 
E Aircraft is required to provide capability.  Except for very special cases, the 

mission store is required to use interface. 

X Aircraft is required to provide capability, but mission store has option of using or 
not using signal/power. 

M Mission store is required to provide interface, aircraft must provide the interface 
capability (to implement deadfacing of power) but has option of monitoring or not 
monitoring it. 

C Aircraft is required to provide capability and mission store must use interface if 
the store uses Mux A/B. 

A Aircraft and mission store must implement interface. 

P Aircraft must provide one or the other, store must be compatible with either. 

NOTE: The fiber optic interfaces are reserved, are not required by the standard at this time. 
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5.2.1.2 Choosing Classes. 
Since Class IA represents maximum ASI capability, it would seem desirable for the aircraft to 
install Class IA ASIs at all aircraft stations.  From a practical viewpoint, however, this level of 
capability is not considered necessary at all stations and would place an undue burden on 
aircraft systems.  General guidance on types of applications envisioned for the various interface 
classes is therefore provided in the subsequent discussion.  It must be realized, however, that 
the services required by certain types of stores as discussed below may change in the future. 

The Class IA interface provides the full primary signal set plus the additional power capacity of 
the auxiliary power interface.  This interface class is primarily envisioned for operating electronic 
pods with high power and multiple high bandwidth signal transfer requirements.  Self-cooled, 
forward looking infrared pods and electronic countermeasures (ECM) pods are representative of 
this type of store.  These pods are most likely to be installed on fuselage stations (centerline or 
cheeks) or on heavy wing stations. 

The Class IIA interface is applicable to similar stores and aircraft stations.  The major difference 
between Class IA and IIA interfaces is that Class IIA interfaces do not contain HB2 and HB4 
ports.  As a result, the primary impact of installing a Class IIA interface instead of a Class IA is 
that reduced support for multiple high bandwidth signal transfer requirements will be available. 
ECM pods and target acquisition pods are examples of high power-level pods that might require 
a high level of multiple HB signal transfer support. 

A second category of store installations which might require Class IA or IIA interfaces is that of 
multiple carriage of smart stores on multiple station ejector racks or multiple station launchers 
which attach to a primary carriage station.  These multiple carriage installations will, like the 
electronic pods, tend to be located at the heavy store stations.  The major advantage of 
providing the auxiliary power interface to these multiple station carriage stores is to support the 
concurrent powering of many more, if not all, mission stores attached to the device.  The 
concurrent powering might be needed for environmentally conditioning the mission stores prior 
to release.  Without the auxiliary power capacity, operational restrictions might need to be 
imposed on the release sequence of the multiple mission stores for accommodating sequential 
environmental conditioning. 

The Class I interface provides full primary signal support without the additional power capacity 
of the auxiliary interface.  Use of this class is primarily projected for fuselage or heavy wing 
stations on those aircraft that lack the power system capacity for supporting Class IA.  The 
power capacity of the auxiliary interface will, in many instances, exceed the unused power 
available from the aircraft generators.  The Class I interface is directed at supporting stores 
such as low power (less than 4 KW) electronic pods, self-powered ECM pods, multiple sensor 
missiles, or some classes of anti-radiation missiles. 

The Class II interface covers the minimum primary signal set capability of the aircraft.  This 
class is directed at air-to-air stations and non-heavy air-to-ground stations.  It is sufficient for 
stores of low to moderate power consumption that do not have extensive high bandwidth signal 
transfer requirements.  

In addition to the MIL-STD-1760 store carriage requirements of a particular platform, carriage of 
non-1760 stores at all or some stations may be a requirement of some platforms.  Though this is 
not strictly a MIL-STD-1760 issue, it does impact the design of some AEIS compatible systems.  
These systems must be able to efficiently provide either a designated AEIS signal set, or the 
signal sets of other designated stores, dependent on specific mission loadouts.  Since there are 
typically some functional similarities between 1760 and non-1760 interfaces, efficiencies may be 
achieved by having some multi-purpose interface signals that can support either type of 
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interface.  Thus any non-1760 store carriage requirements should be identified and considered 
along with AEIS requirements in design of the aircraft SMS.  

One final aspect of the interface arrangement that can significantly influence system design is 
the physical locations of the interfaces on the airframe.  Distances from equipment bays, space 
for cable runs, groupings in nearby locations (such as weapon bays), and available nearby 
space for equipment items must be taken into consideration with regard to system hardware 
architecture and functional partitioning, hardware item physical sizes and shapes, cabling and 
installation design, etc.   

5.2.2 System architectural alternatives. 
A virtually infinite number of physical/functional architectures is possible for the stores 
management systems which control the MIL-STD-1760 ASIs (and other store interfaces, as 
applicable) on various aircraft.  They are all variants or hybrid combinations of two underlying 
fundamental system architectures, however.  These two basic architectures are the centralized 
architecture and the distributed architecture.  Generic diagrams of these architectures are 
presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

5.2.2.1 Centralized architecture. 
The centralized architecture illustrated in Figure 8 is the simplest and most basic system 
configuration for SMS implementation.  This architecture consists essentially of one central box 
which implements the SMS logic processing and power and discrete/analog switching functions 
necessary to control attached stores as well as the Suspension and Release Equipment (S&RE) 
such as pylon ejector release units at each station.  This one central unit is typically supported 
by ancillary control/display panels and possibly dedicated function equipment items such as 
electrical fuzing power supplies and/or specialized missile controller units.  It is subsequently 
referred to as the stores management control unit in this handbook.  This unit interfaces to other 
avionics equipment through a mix of discrete, analog, and serial digital signals, or through a 
data bus as shown in the figure.   

For the centralized SMS concept, MIL-STD-1760 significantly impacts stores management 
control unit design requirements.  AEIS requirements may in particular increase the number of 
wires and cables in the wire bundles between this central unit and the station interfaces.  Much 
of this increase may be typically avoided, though, through shared conductor usage between 
MIL-STD-1760 and non-1760 interfaces.  Because of the significant required cabling to each 
station with the centralized approach, it is primarily appropriate for aircraft with a few closely 
located (with respect to the stores management control unit) store stations and sufficient space 
for routing the relatively large cable bundles to the station interfaces.  The size, weight, and 
potential reliability/maintainability impact of routing large multi-conductor cable bundles to a 
number of physically distributed stations usually outweighs the simplicity and packaging 
efficiency of the centralized architecture for other platform station configurations. 
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Figure 8.  Centralized system architecture. 

 

5.2.2.2 Distributed architecture. 
The other fundamental SMS architecture, illustrated in Figure 9, is the distributed architecture.  
This architecture effectively splits the centralized stores management control unit into separate 
units and distributes these units into different aircraft areas.  The high level processing and 
control functions are normally retained in a centralized processing unit, with most store interface 
signal I/O being provided by local interface units at or near the store stations.  These units are 
interconnected with a digital multiplex data bus, with a separate wideband signal routing 
network for transporting high bandwidth (video, RF, and pulse signals) and low bandwidth 
(audio, etc.) signals not suitable for digitization and transfer over the data bus.  A limited power 
distribution network is also included for store and internal system power control and distribution 
requirements, though elements of this function may be performed by the aircraft power 
distribution system under SMS control in some implementations.  Selected discrete signals used 
for certain critical functions such as safety interlocking or jettison initiation are also typically 
routed separately throughout the system.  The distributed system minimizes cabling (through 
multiplexing of most signals over the data bus), and is particularly well suited for aircraft with 
significant numbers of store stations and/or physically distributed stations.  This architecture (in 
many implementation specific variations) is the primary basis for most modern digital stores 
management systems in recent generation aircraft.  
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Figure 9.  Distributed system architecture. 

 

5.2.3 Major system elements. 
The major system elements of a typical distributed SMS (as illustrated in Figure 9) are 
described individually along with significant design considerations in the following 
subparagraphs. 

5.2.3.1 Stores management processor. 
The stores management processor, or SMP, is the heart of the system, providing centralized 
processing and storage and execution of the overall system operational flight program (OFP).  
This subsystem provides the primary interface to the remainder of the aircraft avionics, typically 
functioning as a remote terminal on an avionics data bus.  It generally interacts with crew multi-
function control/display devices through this interface and, also, receives avionics data needed 
for stores management or store conditioning functions (inertial and GPS data, fire control 
solutions, etc.).  It also generally directly accepts dedicated input signals from cockpit panels or 
switches for certain critical functions such as master arm, emergency jettison, release (trigger or 
pickle button), etc.  The SMP additionally functions as the controller of internal system data 
buses that interconnect with distributed interface units and/or stores.  Some internal system 
power switching/control functions may also be performed in the SMP.  This unit typically 
contains a single-board computer and I/O ports. 
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5.2.3.2 Store station interface units. 
Store station interface units (SSIUs) located near the store stations provide localized I/O and 
low level control functions for the store interface signals.  This is the element of the SMS that is 
most directly impacted by MIL-STD-1760 from a hardware standpoint.  A block diagram of a 
typical SSIU is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  Representative SSIU configuration. 

 

 

The SSIUs act under command of the SMP via a data bus connection to control and monitor 
MIL-STD-1760 power, discrete, high bandwidth and low bandwidth signals, as shown in the 
figure.  Additional functionality for S&RE control/monitoring and non-1760 store interfacing is 
also incorporated, as required.  One possible variation to the illustrated approach is that a 
localized MIL-STD-1553 bus controller could be contained in the SSIU to service the data bus 
interface(s) of the associated MIL-STD-1760 ASI(s).  This local bus controller would effectively 
provide a bridge to the data bus controlled by the SMP.  However, for cost reasons, the ASI 
data bus connections are usually separately derived from a more global data bus controlled 
directly by the SMP.  Use of local bus controllers in the SSIU would also increase the number of 
hierarchical levels in the bus architecture, with a potentially negative impact on latencies and 
uncertainties of time sensitive data transfers. 

Though the diagram shows SSIU interfacing to a single store station, multi-station units may be 
appropriate for sets of closely grouped store stations, as in an internal weapon bay.  Such multi-
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station implementations permit economies to be achieved through commonality of processing, 
data bus interfacing, and packaging for servicing a group of stations.  The specific platform 
physical arrangement and cabling provisions will dictate the optimum grouping of stations 
versus SSIUs for a particular implementation.  (Compatibility with existing SSIU equipment to 
avoid development costs and simplify logistics may be an additional consideration at the 
programmatic level.)   

5.2.3.3 Digital multiplex data network. 
The Digital Multiplex Data Network consists of one or more serial digital data buses for providing 
communications between the distributed system hardware units and providing interconnectivity 
between the system and the data bus connections of the store station ASIs.  The store data bus 
connections are required by MIL-STD-1760 to be compatible with MIL-STD-1553.  MIL-STD-
1553 is also generally used for interconnection of the distributed SMS components, though 
newer higher performance buses may be used for this purpose in some future systems.  For 
systems that use a MIL-STD-1553 bus for this purpose, it may be combined with the store MIL-
STD-1553 data bus if addressing limitations are not exceeded and the composite data 
throughput requirements (including protocol overhead) do not exceed the bandwidth of the bus.  
A maximum of 31 distinct terminal addresses is available for use on any one bus.  Systems with 
large numbers of store stations and/or unusually high instantaneous data throughput 
requirements may consequently require that multiple MIL-STD-1553 data buses be employed, 
with store stations (and possibly SMS equipment items) distributed among them.  The 
concurrency and throughput rates of required bus communications should be considered in 
determination of the system bus structure.  It is desirable that bus throughput capacity for any 
individual bus not be loaded greater than forty to fifty percent in the initial system 
implementation, to allow a reasonable margin for future growth. 

A detailed discussion of MIL-STD-1553 bus implementation issues is provided in section 6. 

5.2.3.4 Wideband signal network. 
A wideband signal network with an associated wideband network controller is required for 
providing high bandwidth and low bandwidth signal paths and related switching between AEIS 
store stations and aircraft avionics subsystems.  The HB and LB interface requirements in the 
standard were designed to accommodate analog signals, but this network could be used to 
transfer digitized data, as long as the signal fits within the available bandwidth.  The architecture 
and complexity of this network for any given system will be dependent on the number and class 
of store stations and the specific signal interconnectivity requirements.  Detailed discussions of 
high bandwidth and low bandwidth network design along with network capacity considerations 
are provided in sections 8 and 9, respectively.  Note that all or some of the network controller 
functionality may be physically incorporated into the SMP and/or the SSIUs in some 
implementations, as opposed to a separate physical enclosure.  Where there is a physically 
separate network controller, it typically operates under control of the SMP, either via the data 
bus or via dedicated discrete control signals. 

5.2.3.5 Critical discrete signal network. 
Distributed SMS implementations also normally route certain critical function discrete signals 
among the system hardware components on dedicated signal paths.  These signals typically 
include such things as master arm (from the associated cockpit switch) for safety critical output 
interlocking and emergency jettison for initiating fail-safe ejection of externally mounted stores 
under emergency conditions.  Though they may not be considered critical, power enable 
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discretes may also be routed from the SMP to remote subsystems to enable basic powering of 
the units from local aircraft power sources. 

5.2.4 Store initialization and control procedures. 
The ultimate purpose of the AEIS interfaces is to facilitate initialization and control of the 
attached stores by the SMS.  The MIL-STD-1760 Logical Definition, further discussed in section 
17, imposes certain rules regarding data bus message formats and high level interface control 
procedures.  Detailed interface control procedures are store- and aircraft-dependent and are 
generally described in an Interface Control Document for any particular aircraft/store 
combination.  The logic of the initialization and control procedures for employment of a given 
store type is normally stored and executed in the SMP as a store control algorithm.  (Depending 
on the specific system architecture and associated functional partitioning, some elements of the 
store control algorithm could be executed in an avionics mission computer or an SSIU.)  The 
control algorithms for MIL-STD-1760 stores can be described as a sequence of store control 
states, for ease of understanding.  A representative state sequence and the associated 
interface control actions is subsequently described at a top level for a generic MIL-STD-1760 
air-to-ground store. 

Off State - The Off State is the initial un-powered state of the store.  Upon selection of the 
store for initial conditioning and verification of interlock continuity (store presence) at the 
store station, thermal conditioning power (if required) is activated to the store interface.  
This results in transition of the store to the Standby State. 

Standby State - Application of thermal conditioning power to the store interface is 
maintained during the Standby State for environmental conditioning of certain store 
subsystems (not applicable to all stores).  Upon selection of the store for release 
preparation, initialization power is activated to the store interface.  This causes the 
interface to transition to the Initialization State. 

Initialization State - The remaining store subsystems (except those associated with 
certain irreversible functions) are powered up in the Initialization State, and the store is 
conditioned for release by the SMS.  A Store Identification message may initially be 
requested over the data bus and compared against loaded inventory information.  The 
store may subsequently be commanded to perform an Interruptive Built-In-Test (IBIT), if 
desired.  After an IBIT is commanded, the bus controller will periodically poll for weapon 
status to determine when IBIT is complete.  Any IBIT detected anomalies will be reported 
to the operator. 

Following IBIT (if performed), initialization data sets required by the store will be transferred via 
the data bus.  These data sets include such information as GPS initialization data, inertial 
navigation system initialization data, mission planning (including targeting) data, etc.  The data 
sets are normally transferred using the MIL-STD-1760 Mass Data Transfer protocol, though 
elements of the data sets may subsequently be changed via individual messages.  Once all 
required initialization data sets have been transferred to the store, the inertial transfer alignment 
process is initiated.  Periodic transfer alignment messages are continuously transmitted to the 
store and alignment status is monitored through interleaved status polling.  When the store is 
sufficiently aligned for employment and other conditions required for release are true, this 
condition is indicated in the returned status information and the system transitions to the Ready 
State. 

Ready State - The store is maintained in a ready condition awaiting launch sequence 
initiation in the Ready State.  Thermal conditioning and initialization power remains 
activated to the station in this state, and the ongoing periodic transfer alignment message 
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transmission and status polling processes continue.  If the ready status indication 
becomes not true, then the store will revert to Initialization State.  Launch acceptability 
region information may also be periodically requested from those stores that have the 
capability to supply it, and used to determine the store release point.  Upon launch 
initiation (through operator command), the system transitions to Launch State. 

Launch State - Upon entry into the Launch State, safety critical power (28 VDC Power 2) 
and the Release Consent discrete signal are activated to the store interface.  After a 
required delay, a Commit to Separate command will be sent to the store in a safety critical 
message.  This will initiate or enable irreversible actions in preparation for store release.  
A Committed to Store Separation status indication will then be polled for from the store.  
When this condition is detected as true, power to the store interface will be deadfaced, 
and the station release equipment will be activated to release the store.  Verification of 
store separation will then be monitored for via the interface Interlock signal and possibly 
other indications such as ejector rack switch status.  If separation cannot be verified within 
a designated time period, a hung store condition will be determined to exist and the 
system will transition to the Abort State. 

Abort State - The system enters the Abort State if any unsafe store conditions are 
detected in other states, and/or if any abnormal conditions that preclude completion of the 
normal initialization and release sequence occur.  An Abort command is issued to the 
store over the data bus, and all station power is subsequently removed (if still applied).  
The store will enter a safe condition, and the SMS will not attempt to release the store 
except in a jettison mode unless power cycling or reversion to an earlier state resolves the 
abnormal condition.  If transition to the Abort State occurs after the Launch State has been 
entered (and irreversible functions have been initiated), power is removed from the store 
interface and no further attempts to operate the store are conducted during the ongoing 
mission. 

5.3 Store design considerations.  
Mission stores are required to be compatible with MIL-STD-1760 Mission Store Interface (MSI) 
requirements.  Carriage stores are special purpose devices for carrying and releasing mission 
stores, and are separately addressed in section 14.3.  General considerations relative to store 
implementation of the MSI from a functional perspective are briefly discussed in the following 
subsections.  Detailed design guidance on implementation of specific signal interfaces is 
included in other sections of this handbook.  

5.3.1 Interface class compatibility. 
The defined MIL-STD-1760 interface classes which may be provided by aircraft are described in 
5.2.1 and summarized in Table II.  Stores are only required to provide interfaces to those signal 
connections which are used by that particular store type.  Store designers should be cognizant 
of the class definitions, however, when selecting the signals to be used.  Maximum compatibility 
across aircraft types and stations will be attained if the store signal usage is compatible with 
(i.e., equivalent to or a subset of) Class II interfaces, since they are the most widely available.  
Any use of additional signals available only in Class I interfaces should be kept to optional 
performance enhancing functions, if possible, to provide maximum carriage flexibility.  Use of 
the auxiliary connector in Class IA and IIA interfaces should also be avoided unless store power 
requirements exceed the capability of the primary connector, as the auxiliary connector is not 
widely available at aircraft stations.  Store designers should be aware that some aircraft 
implementations do not comply with the identified interface classes, and some signal 
connections (particularly for high bandwidth signals) in the defined classes are not available on 
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all aircraft.  In general, the store will have the widest range of carriage compatibility if it uses the 
absolute minimum subset of interface signals needed to support required store functionality. 

5.3.2 Interface usage. 
Typical store usage of the various MIL-STD-1760 signal interfaces and associated constraints 
and considerations are described in the following paragraphs.  

5.3.2.1 Power interfaces. 
The MIL-STD-1760 primary connector contains three power sources: 28 VDC Power 1, 28 VDC 
Power 2, and 115 VAC 3 Phase (or 270 VDC, on MIL-STD-1760D aircraft).  The power 1 and 
115 VAC 3 Phase or 270 VDC power sources are available for routine powering of store internal 
electronics during the initialization and release sequence.  Nominal maximum power levels 
available are 280 watts for the Power 1 interface and 3450 watts for the 115 VAC 3 Phase 
interface or 2700 watts for the 270 VDC interface.  Thus stores requiring relatively high power 
levels must use the 3 Phase power source or 270 VDC source if only the primary interface 
connector is available. 

The Power 2 interface is intended as the power source for accomplishing certain safety critical 
or irreversible functions (such as thermal battery initiation) in the store (though it is not 
precluded from use for other functions).  The individual store design and safety philosophy will 
dictate which store functions must derive their actuating power from this source.  Though power 
for these functions is provided through the Power 2 interface, the actual initiating commands to 
perform these functions must be sent over the data bus.  Power 2 is only made available by the 
aircraft when safety criteria for performing critical functions in the release sequence have been 
met.  Consequently, any function which may be required outside the time window of availability 
must not be powered via this interface.   

An auxiliary connector with a high power capacity is available in Class IA and IIA interfaces.  
Since interfaces with the auxiliary connector are not widely available, requirements by stores for 
power levels which exceed that available from the primary connector should generally be 
avoided.  For special purpose stores, such as electronic countermeasures or laser designator 
pods which may require very high power levels, coordination with carriage aircraft designers is 
necessary to assure availability of the auxiliary connectors at designated carriage stations. 

A Structure Ground connection is also included in the interface in conjunction with the power 
interfaces.  The purpose of this connection is to preclude potential differences between the 
store and aircraft structures for safety purposes, and to provide a return path for power interface 
current in the event of a fault in one of the normal return paths.  The only store requirement 
relative to this interface is to connect it to store structure via a low resistance path.  The store is 
also not allowed to use this connection as a normal return path for any interface signal. 

5.3.2.2 Data bus interface. 
The data bus interface is the primary command and control and data transfer mechanism 
between the aircraft and the store.  The store functions as a MIL-STD-1553 dual redundant data 
bus remote terminal through this interface, in accordance with the logical communication 
requirements (Appendix B) of MIL-STD-1760.  Appendix B of the standard specifies a base 
message format for user defined messages, as well as formats for a few special messages for 
certain critical store control and monitoring functions.  There is a requirement that the Release 
Consent discrete be active at the interface before certain critical control commands in data bus 
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messages are acted on.  Other message integrity checks are also stipulated in the Appendix B 
logical definition. 

In addition to message formatting requirements, Appendix B also contains a number of standard 
data entity formats for parameters commonly transferred between aircraft and stores.  Though 
not specified in the standard, common messages for many typical aircraft/store functions other 
than those covered by the designated critical messages have evolved through coordination 
between store program offices.  These messages are documented in the Interface Control 
Documents (ICDs) of existing MIL-STD-1760 weapons such as the Joint Direct Attack Munition 
(JDAM), Joint Standoff Weapon (JSOW), Wind Corrected Munitions Dispenser (WCMD), and 
Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM).  Maintaining maximum feasible compatibility with 
standard data entities and existing formats for like functions in the store communications 
interface will generally minimize the aircraft integration software effort and costs for newly 
developed stores.   

5.3.2.3 High bandwidth/low bandwidth interfaces. 
Two 50-ohm nominal impedance (HB1 and HB2) and two 75-ohm nominal impedance (HB3 and 
HB4) coaxial high bandwidth signal paths are available to the store in the interface for signal 
transfers from or to the aircraft.  (Note that the HB2 and HB4 connections are only available in 
Class I interfaces.)  All of the high bandwidth interfaces can accommodate Type A signals in the 
20 to 20 MHz frequency range.  The HB1 line can additionally (though not concurrently) 
accommodate Type B signals in the 20 MHz to 1.6 GHz frequency range.  The HB3 and HB4 
paths are for the transfer of video signals.  The HB1 and HB2 signal paths are for other types of 
radio frequency signals or timing pulses.  The HB1 Type B capability is compatible with 
microwave range signals such as Global Positioning System (GPS) carrier signals.  Restricting 
store requirements for high bandwidth signal transfer to the HB1 and HB3 interfaces will 
enhance store compatibility across aircraft types and stations, since the HB2 and HB4 paths are 
only available at Class I stations.  Store designers should additionally be aware that not all 
aircraft support the HB1 and HB3 capability at all MIL-STD-1760 stations. 

The low bandwidth signal path is intended for the transfer of audio (e.g., missile seeker tones) 
or other low frequency (300 Hz to 3.4 kHz) signals.  Due to the availability of the data bus for the 
transfer of signals without high frequency content in digital format, this signal path is not 
commonly used. 

5.3.2.4 Discrete signal interfaces. 
The MIL-STD-1760 interface contains discrete signal connections for the Interlock, Release 
Consent, and Address functions.  Each of these functions is subsequently discussed from a 
store interface perspective. 

Interlock – The Interlock and associated Interlock Return connections are used by the 
aircraft to sense store mated status.  The only requirement on the store is to provide a 
continuity loop between Interlock and Interlock Return to facilitate the aircraft sensing 
function. 

Release Consent – The Release Consent signal indicates consent from the aircraft for 
the store to perform certain critical or irreversible functions commanded over the data bus.  
The store must inhibit performance of these functions unless Release Consent is active 
during the prescribed time window.   

Address – The Address lines and associated parity line provide a five-bit address for the 
store to use as its remote terminal address in communications over the MIL-STD-1553 
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data bus connections.  Odd parity must be valid before the store may accept and use the 
indicated address for communications.  This interface has a secondary function of 
indicating separation from the aircraft to the store, through store detection of an open 
circuit condition on all address lines and the parity line with respect to the associated 
Address Return connection.  (One or more of these lines will always be connected to 
Address Return on the aircraft side of the interface for any valid address.)  It is prohibited 
for the store to use this means of separation detection as the sole criterion for 
performance of safety critical post-release functions. 

5.3.2.5 Reserved interfaces. 
Pin cavities are currently reserved in the MIL-STD-1760 interface definition for a future pair of 
fiber optic connections (versions prior to Revision D also listed the 270 VDC power interface as 
reserved).  Use of these reserved interfaces is prohibited until associated detailed 
implementation requirements are added to the standard. 

5.3.3 Store employment sequence. 
An employment sequence for initialization and release of the store must be defined for use of 
the store with each carrying platform.  Detailed employment sequence definitions are application 
specific and thus beyond the scope of MIL-STD-1760, but must be compatible with the 
provisions of the standard for signal usage and aircraft/store communications.  The detailed 
employment sequences are typically documented in the aircraft/store interface control 
documents (ICDs). 

A typical store employment sequence may include the following functions/processes: 

Power Application 

Store/Aircraft Identification 

Built-In-Test 

Mission/Initialization Data Transfer 

Store Alignment/Conditioning 

Release Function Sequencing 

A representative state sequence for employment of an air-to-ground store is described in 5.2.4.  
While the exact sequence will depend on the requirements of the specific store and the 
operational employment philosophy, maximizing the commonality of the employment sequence 
with other similar stores on the carrying aircraft will normally minimize the scope and cost of 
required aircraft operational flight program (OFP) modifications. 
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5.4 System safety features. 

5.4.1 Introduction. 
This section of the handbook identifies the safety features that the MIL-STD-1760 electrical 
interface provide.  The information within the following sections is not intended to be an 
exhaustive guide in terms of aircraft / store safety considerations, as it is concerned only with 
the safety features associated with the electrical interfaces (both primary and auxiliary) defined 
by MIL-STD-1760. 

The information within this section of the handbook has been structured into the following sub-
sections : 

Nation Specific Safety Guidelines Policy (Section 5.4.1.1) 

This section provides an overview of the safety guidelines adopted by various nations.   

MIL-STD-1760 Safety Features Overview (Section 5.4.2) 

This section explains the safety features associated with the MIL-STD-1760 electrical interface.  
The safety features have been grouped into the following subsections: 

Safety Features – Data bus   (Section 5.4.2.1) 

Safety Features – Discrete Signals  (Section 5.4.2.2) 

Safety Features – Power Signals  (Section 5.4.2.3) 

Safety Features – Communication Rules (Section 5.4.2.4) 

The information contained within this section of the handbook does not attempt to cover 
functional safety aspects, although warnings have been included where it has been deemed 
appropriate. 

5.4.1.1 Nation specific safety guidelines policies. 
Each nation has it’s own rules and regulations which define the safety policy related to aircraft / 
store electrical interfaces.  This section is intended to provide a guide in terms of the 
recommended safety policy for specific nations. 

It should be noted that this section is for guidance only.  The definitive information regarding a 
particular nation’s safety policy should be obtained from that nation’s airworthiness certification 
authority (or equivalent). 

5.4.1.1.1 Safety policy – United States. 
The main health and safety legislation in the U.S. is the Occupational Safety Act of 1970, which 
is administered by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).  While this law, 
and the associated OSHA regulations, provide the general legal requirements for safety on U.S. 
companies, they do not address many of the specific issues addressed in weapons safety 
determination.   

The following military documents provide guidance more specific to aircraft and stores: 

MIL-STD-882 defines the kinds of safety analysis and verification used with military 
systems.   
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MIL-HDBK-1763 provides extensive guidance on compatibility between aircraft and stores. 

More information on the Air Force safety certification process can be found in the Air 
Force System Safety Handbook, AFI 91-103 and DOD Desk Book:  

http://deskbook.dau.mil/jsp/default.jsp  

Air Force Seek Eagle is technically not a “weapons safety” program, but it does parallel 
and most definitely enhances safety.  More information on this process can be found in 
AFI 63-104 and on the DOD Desk Book website. 

5.4.1.1.2 Safety policy – United Kingdom. 
The principal health and safety legislation in the United Kingdom (UK) is the Health and Safety 
at Work Act 1974 (HSWA).  This sets out in general terms the health and safety duties of 
employers, employees, manufacturers, suppliers and designers of articles for use at work. 

As an authority engaged in the procurement of often very sophisticated equipment, used and 
operated by others, the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) is therefore legally bound to provide safe 
equipment.  The MOD must ensure that the risk to MOD employees (service and civilian) 
including members of the public and the environment, is As Low As Reasonably Practicable 
(ALARP).  

The principle of risk assessment is enshrined in the Management of Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 1992.  Under these regulations employers have an absolute duty to carry out an 
assessment of the risks to which employees are exposed at work for the purpose of identifying 
the measures that need to be taken to comply with the relevant statutory provisions. 

The primary concern of equipment safety is the management of hazards; their identification, 
evaluation, elimination, mitigation and control through design, analysis and management 
procedures. 

The UK Acquisition Management System (AMS) requires MOD Defence Procurement Agency 
(DPA) Procurement Officers, for each project, to develop and maintain a Safety Management 
System, which includes a safety case.  This will normally involve many MOD departments and 
relevant contractors throughout the life of a project. 

The safety case methodology is a management tool for demonstrating safety throughout the life 
cycle of a project.  The safety case is a structured, documented body of evidence that provides 
a convincing and valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given application in a 
given environment.  The safety case provides the safety evidence (justification) to support the 
major procurement milestones, acceptance into service and changes of design and operational 
use.  

The safety case is a requirement or inferred for: 

JSP 318  Regulation of the Airworthiness of Ministry of Defence Aircraft 
Def Stan 00-970  Design and Airworthiness Requirements for Service Aircraft 
Def Stan 00-56  Safety Management Requirements for Defence Systems 
AMS  Safety Management 

A part of the safety case is to provide evidence that a contractor is competent for the tasks 
contracted.  The DPA operate a ‘Design Approved Organization Scheme’ (DAOS) where a list is 
maintained of design organizations with the appropriate scope.  Certain criteria must be met 
and DPA staff usually audit the organization.  
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5.4.1.1.3 Safety policy – ‘Nation X’. 
Not defined in this release. 

5.4.2 MIL-STD-1760 safety features overview. 
This section explains the numerous features that are included in the MIL-STD-1760 electrical 
interface to enhance the reliability and safety of system operation.  Features that enhance the 
safety of selection, initialization and release of a mission store are summarized in the following 
table, and are discussed in detail in sections 5.4.2.1 - 5.4.2.4. 
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Table III.  MIL-STD-1760 safety features. 

TYPE  Remarks 

Message Error 
checks 

 MIL-STD-1553 

Word 
Validation 
checks 

Valid Synch Field 

Valid Manchester II Code 

Information Field has 16 bits plus Parity 

Word Parity is Odd 

MIL-STD-1553 

If a word fails any one of these checks, the 
word is considered invalid. 

Message 
Validation 
checks 

Contiguous Message 

Inter-message gap and response time 

 

MIL-STD-1553 

If check fails, it is considered a message 
error and therefore not acted upon. 

If any part of the message is invalid, then 
the whole message is considered invalid. 

Invalidity Word 
Check  

Identifies validity of data in critical command 
words  

MIL-STD-1553 

Data not acted upon if data is identified as 
invalid  

Release 
Consent check 

Mandatory if using bits D8 or D10 of the Critical 
Control 1 word for the Store Control message. 

MIL-STD-1760 

Interface activated only if aircraft has 
determined it is safe to do so.  

Interlock 
Check 

Used to check that connectors are mated prior to 
application of power 

MIL-STD-1760 

Power signals not activated if the 
connectors are not mated. 

28 VDC Power 
2 

Used for powering safety critical or related 
functions. 

MIL-STD-1760 

Activated only if aircraft has determined it is 
safe to do so. 

Header Word 
check 

Reserved headers for  Store Control message 
and other store safety critical control and monitor. 

MIL-STD-1760 

Message not acted upon if check fails 

Checksum 
check 

The use of checksums for the standard data 
messages are mandatory 

MIL-STD-1760 

Message not acted upon if check fails 

BCH 
Polynomial 
check 

Performed on Critical Control words and its 
associated Critical Authority word 

Critical authority word generated from the critical 
control word using the BCH polynomial 

MIL-STD-1760 

Critical control and authority words form part 
of the store control message. 

Message not acted upon if check fails 

Identifier 
check 

Part of the critical control 1 and critical control 2 
words 

MIL-STD-1760 

Address 
Confirm check 

Part of the critical control 1 and critical control 2 
words 

MIL-STD-1760 
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5.4.2.1 Safety features – data bus. 
This section of the handbook discusses the specific safety related features that have been 
adopted for the data bus.  Refer also to MIL-HDBK-1553. 

5.4.2.1.1 Data bus characteristics. 
Refer to section 15.5.1.2 of this handbook, and MIL-HDBK-1553. 

MIL-STD-1760 uses an Aircraft Internal Time Division Command/Response Multiplex Data Bus 
(MIL-STD-1553), which provides safety features of it’s own.  This is a robust, proven data bus 
well suited for avionics use.  It has been in use since 1973 and is widely applied in military 
systems.  

MIL-STD-1553 states that theoretical and empirical evidence indicates that an undetected bit 
error rate of 10-12 can be expected from a practical multiplex system built to this standard. 

The digital multiplex data ports provide signal interconnections so that MIL-STD-1760 remote 
terminals installed in the stores can exchange serially encoded data with similar terminals in the 
carrying aircraft or in other stores.  Redundant channels, Mux A and Mux B, are provided for 
transferring information, store control and store status data between aircraft and stores 
connected to a common data bus.  The store’s remote terminal is assigned a communications 
address via a set of address discretes when connected to a specific ASI. 

The multiplex data bus system functions asynchronously in a command/response mode, and 
transmissions occur in a half-duplex manner.  Sole control of information transmission on the 
bus resides with the bus controller which initiates all transmissions.  When the bus controller 
sends a command to a RT, a response is expected except when it is a broadcast command.  If 
a response has not been received within the specified period, the bus controller assumes that a 
RT error has occurred. 

The following paragraphs describe the integrity features that are built into MIL-STD-1553 
specifically to prevent generation of bad data by the bus interface. 

5.4.2.1.2 Restrictions on broadcast. 
Broadcast is prohibited for all the safety-related messages defined by MIL-STD-1760.  Refer to 
MIL-STD-1760C and D section B.4.1.5.11 as well as paragraph 17.4.1.5.11 herein for further 
explanation. 

5.4.2.1.3 Manchester II bi-phase encoding. 
The advantages of the Manchester coding are that it has high noise immunity, it is self-clocking 
(no need for a separate clock signal) and the format will allow transmission through couplers 
and isolation transformers since it does not have a significant DC content.  (Even if there is just 
a continuous stream of all logic ‘0s’ or all logic ‘1s’). 

Remote Terminals (RTs) must check that the word bits are a valid Manchester II code before 
any instructions are acted upon. 

A single error will cause a Manchester violation and can be detected easily.  

For a Manchester bit to be valid, it must have half of its time high and half low.  If this is violated, 
or there is so much distortion that the “half-high half-low” ratio is badly skewed, it is easily 
detectable and can be declared invalid.  On the other hand, if the distortion is not excessive, a 
“smart” decoder is able to determine what the proper value of the bit is supposed to be.  This 
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gives Manchester coding a waveform error detection and some limited error correction 
characteristics, although the normal response to a detected error is a “retry.” Correction is not 
normally permitted by MIL-STD-1760; for example, the notes under Tables XXXII and XXXIII of 
the standard require any critical control word that fails protocol checks to be discarded. 

5.4.2.1.4 Noise rejection. 
Noise is mainly due to reflections from impedance discontinuities in the bus network.  Another 
source of noise is electromagnetic interference (EMI) or coupling of signals into the cable from 
other parts of the system.  Both of these types of noise are mostly higher in frequency than the 
MIL-STD-1553B fundamental frequency of 1 MHz.  This noise and signal distortion can cause 
multiple zero-crossings to occur in a bit time (1 microsecond) and can also cause a large error 
in the time of a zero-crossing (a zero-crossing shift error).  This could cause the word to be 
misinterpreted by the decoder.  It is most likely that the decoder would detect a Manchester 
error, which is a bit that does not have opposite values in the two halves of the bit time.  Also, if 
only one bit is distorted sufficiently that it is decoded as valid but of the wrong value, the 
decoder detects this error with the parity bit. 

The bipolar waveform provides a noise margin for a given amount of transmitted power twice 
that of a nonbipolar (unipolar) signal.  This helps prevent noise from being interpreted as 
words/messages, along with many other features that prevent this occurring in MIL-STD-1553 
and MIL-STD-1760.  

Good performance of the terminal in the presence of noise on the bus depends on input filtering 
and the proper setting of the input voltage thresholds.  The decoder must be designed to 
function correctly in the presence of noise that gets through the analog section.  Noise spikes 
that are not filtered out may appear as more than one zero crossing in a bit time.  The decoder 
should sample and process the signal in such a way as to tolerate perturbations of this sort 
without being so tolerant as to accept noise as valid data.  Note that there can be certain noise 
perturbations that are not properly handled, but, for noise such as described in the MIL-STD-
1553B noise test (4.5.2.1.2.4 and 4.5.2.2.2.4 of MIL-STD-1553B), MIL-STD-1553B requires that 
there be no more than one word error in 107 words.  This requirement in MIL-STD-1553 (and, by 
reference, in MIL-STD-1760) places difficult constraints on decoder (and receiver) design.  
Tests and analyses have determined that, to the probability of one in 107, random noise on the 
bus (with the characteristics defined for the noise test) can look like a sync waveform and two 
data bits.  A properly designed decoder, therefore, does not indicate the presence of a word on 
the bus until it detects at least a sync waveform and two or three valid data bits. 

Of all the portions of a terminal, the design of the receiver has the most important effect on the 
noise test results.  The decoder is not unimportant, however.  The choice of the part used for 
the decoder certainly affects the noise performance.  Since off-the-shelf parts are normally used 
for both the receiver and the decoder, the only real way to know how a terminal performs is to 
test it. 

5.4.2.1.5 Invalid data reception. 
Any data word(s) associated with a valid receive command that does not meet certain specified 
criteria, or an error in the data word count, must cause the remote terminal to set the message 
error bit in the status word to a logic one and suppress the transmission of the status word.  If a 
message error has occurred, then the entire message must be considered invalid. 
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5.4.2.1.6 Message error. 
The message error bit is required to be implemented in RTs.  This bit must be set to Logic 1 for 
several error conditions and the status word must be suppressed; 

Words do not begin with a valid synch field, 

The bits are in not valid Manchester II coded symbols, 

The information field does not contain 16 bits plus parity, 

The words are not contiguous,   

A command has been detected as Illegal or  

There has been a detected error in the word count.  

It is strongly recommended that this bit be not set for any other reason. 

The system designer may choose to implement the transmit status word or the transmit last 
command mode command to examine the Message Error bit associated with the previous 
transmission.  The transmit last command mode code would retrieve the last valid command 
processed by the receiving RT, and the message error bit in the last status word would indicate 
if the data associated with the last command was valid and stored, or invalid and discarded. 

5.4.2.1.7 Word validation. 
A word in MIL-STD-1553B is delimited by the sync waveform at its beginning.  The midbit zero-
crossing of the sync waveform is the timing reference for decoding the entire word.  After 
synchronizing its operation with this midbit zero-crossing, the decoder knows when each of the 
other bits is supposed to occur.  Several word error conditions may therefore be defined.  The 
terminal must ensure that each word conforms to the following minimum criteria before 
instructions are acted upon: 

a. The word begins with a 3 bit time valid sync field bits.  (Invalid Manchester II code). 

b. The 16 bit time data field are valid Manchester II code symbols.  If, at anytime, the 
decoder detects a bit in which both halves are at the same state (i.e., with no midbit zero-
crossing), then a Manchester II code error has occurred. 

c. The information field has 16 bits plus parity. 

d. The word parity is odd. 

When a word fails to conform to the preceding criteria, the word is considered invalid. 

5.4.2.1.8 Parity. 
The parity bit maintains odd parity for the proceeding 16 bits of data.  Therefore if noise affects 
the word by one bit, the parity check will detect an error and prevent the message being acted 
upon. 

The decoder may or may not inform the protocol control unit of the presence of an error.  A 
command word with an error may be completely ignored.  The protocol control unit does need to 
know about an invalid data word, but this is commonly done by not indicating that it is valid. 

5.4.2.1.9 Message validation. 
A valid data reception for a non-broadcast message requires a status response and when errors 
are detected, the aircraft will know about it and will take appropriate action.  Because this could 
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be a transient condition the system designer may require the BC to retry the message on the 
same and/or on the alternate data bus. 

An invalid data reception suppresses the status response but requires certain other actions.  
This assumes message formats with associated data words, so mode commands without data 
words are rightly excluded from this group.  Valid data reception for broadcast messages will 
suppress the status response, while invalid data reception will set the message error bit and 
suppress the status response.  Therefore, all message formats containing at least one data 
word (e.g., broadcast data messages, non-broadcast data messages, broadcast mode codes 
with a data word, and mode codes with a data word) are included in this requirement. 

As stated in the requirement, the message command word has been validated and the error 
occurs in the data word portion of the message.  The withholding or suppression of the status 
response alerts the BC error detection electronics to the fact that an incomplete message has 
occurred and some level of error recovery must occur.  The setting of the message error bit in 
the status word that remains in the RT will provide additional information to the error recovery 
circuitry only if the BC requests the status word using the appropriate mode code.  Also notice 
that, if any part of the message is invalid, the entire received message must be considered 
invalid. 

This message invalidation requirement may cause problems for systems that have bit-oriented 
data rather than word or multiple word (message) oriented data.  Errors in a word following the 
reception of good data will invalidate good data.  It has been proposed that such a system 
should invalidate all data words from the failure to the end of the message and use previously 
good data words.  This approach, however, has not been allowed and is not therefore described 
in MIL-STD-1760. 

Regardless of the approach, some system mechanisms will store the data and then tag the 
message as being invalid; others will not allow the user to receive the data.  For the former, it is 
the responsibility of the user to examine the message valid indication prior to using the data; for 
the latter, the user must recognize that the data have not been updated. 

5.4.2.1.10 Illegal and invalid commands. 
(See also MIL-HDBK-1553.) 

5.4.2.1.10.1 Response to commands. 
A RT may not accept any command which is not valid.  A RT has the option to not accept a 
command which is illegal. 

5.4.2.1.10.2 Invalid commands. 
These are commands that fail the validity checks and are not acted upon. 

5.4.2.1.10.3 Illegal commands. 
These are commands that have passed the validity checks but should not have been sent by 
the bus controller since the RT cannot implement the command by design.  It is up to the bus 
controller designer to ensure that no illegal commands are sent.  

RTs are allowed, but are not required, to detect illegal commands and respond to them with only 
a status word in which the message error bit is set.  
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Note that a RT that does not implement illegal command detection must respond in form to all 
valid commands.  That is, the format of the response must meet the requirements of MIL-STD-
1553B even if the data content is meaningless or the requested action (e.g., for a mode 
command) did not take place.  The RT designer may assume that the bus controller is smart 
enough to prevent an inappropriate command being sent.  

There are several reasons why a RT designer might want to monitor for illegal commands.  
These are discussed below. 

The primary concern is that an illegal command could cause misleading information and thereby 
jeopardize safety.  An example of this would be a RT in a display device.  If an illegal command 
were received, it might cause erroneous information to be displayed.  The operator could act on 
this information, with potentially hazardous consequences. 

The ability of a RT to detect illegal commands has provided great assistance during systems 
integration and test.  The setting of the message error bit in the status word response is easily 
detected by most MIL-STD-1553B compliant test equipment, whereas responding “in form” is 
very difficult to detect. 

Illegal command detection has been used as part of maintenance and test.  Certain commands 
(such as the reset remote terminal or initiate self-test mode commands) may be extremely 
useful on the ground during tests or maintenance, but could cause hazardous effects during a 
mission.  Some hardware designs have included a “weight-on-wheels” input to the illegal 
command detection circuitry to illegalize these commands while in the air but make them legal 
while on the ground. 

5.4.2.1.11 Contiguous messages.  
MIL-STD-1553 uses a Command-Response protocol.  There must be at least 4 microseconds 
between messages. 

The Remote Terminal must respond to a command within a period of 4 to 12 microseconds. 

If there is a delay of 14 microseconds, it is assumed that no response occurred.  The RT checks 
for the above requirements.  Improper timed data syncs must be considered a message error 
and therefore cannot be acted upon. 

5.4.2.1.12 Terminal fail safe. 
MlL-STD-1553B requires that every RT or BC contains a hardware timer to prevent any 
transmission on the data bus exceeding 800 µs.  Because no valid transmission is longer than 
660 µs, only a failure in the terminal could result in a transmission of 800 µs or longer.  The fail-
safe timer is required to prevent such a failure from causing a continuous transmission on the 
bus and thus rendering the bus unusable for other transmissions.  Note that in a non-failed 
terminal, the transmission will always have been completed prior to the timer timing out, so this 
timeout will have no effect.  The difference between the maximum transmission time that must 
be allowed (660 µs) and the required fail-safe timeout (800 µs) was made sufficiently wide to 
allow analog timer circuits to be used to implement this function.  

A digital implementation of the fail-safe timer is also possible and is permitted.  
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5.4.2.1.13 Busy bit. 
The status word bit at bit time sixteen is reserved for the busy bit.  The use of this bit is optional.  
It indicates to a BC that a RT or subsystem is unable to move data to or from the subsystem in 
compliance with the BC’s command.  

A busy condition can exist within a RT at any time causing it to be non-responsive to a 
command to send data or to be unable to receive data.  In each case except the broadcast 
message formats, the BC will determine the busy condition immediately upon status response.  

The maximum busy time following power application (AC, DC, or both, as required by the store) 
must not exceed 500 milliseconds.  The maximum busy time for all other allowed busy 
conditions must not exceed 50 microseconds. 

Therefore, if commands are sent when the store is busy, the busy bit is set so that the aircraft 
can resend the data. 

Unless the performance of the bus controller has inter-message gap times better than 50 
microseconds, then it is suggested that no special processing in software for the busy bit be 
provided.  However, provision should be made to ensure that stores are shut down if detected to 
be excessively or permanently busy. 

Excluding power up, mission stores can only hold the busy bit high for 50 microseconds.  Even 
if the inter-message gap is less than 50 microseconds, then it is better to reschedule the 
message, potentially yielding the busy bit, rather than designing software controlled 50 
microseconds timeouts.  If the busy condition persists, then the software design should be 
capable of rescheduling the transaction for up to five retries before failing the mission store. 

5.4.2.1.14 Subsystem flag bit (optional). 
If an associated subsystem has the capability for self-test, then this bit is required.  The bus 
controller must interpret the subsystem flag bit as a total loss of store function.  

The status word bit at bit time seventeen is reserved for the subsystem flag bit.  The use of this 
bit is optional.  This bit, when used, flags a subsystem fault condition and alerts the bus 
controller to potentially invalid data.  Multiple subsystems, interfaced to a single RT, which 
individually require a subsystem flag bit signal must logically 'OR' their individual signals into a 
single status word bit.  In the event that this logical 'OR' is performed, the designer must make 
provisions in a separate data word to identify the specific reporting subsystem.  Because mode 
commands cannot be used to obtain information from the subsystem, data messages would 
have to be used to obtain subsystem status and health via built in test (BIT), if possible.  The 
BC host processor could then use an application software task to determine the problem and 
possible corrective action.  Subsystem self-test, reset, or reload are possible actions.  If the 
subsystem cannot be recovered, a redundant subsystem could be used if available. 

This function is useful when the subsystem has failed but the terminal is OK (e.g., if the 
subsystem software has failed). 

The bit in the status word, as well as the notification from the subsystem, should stay set until 
the fault condition is no longer present. 

It is important to remember the difference between the subsystem flag bit and the terminal flag 
bit.  The terminal flag bit is only set in the event of a fault in the terminal, while the subsystem 
flag bit is only set in the event of a fault not in the terminal portion of the system. 
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It is advisable to ensure that the subsystem flag, if set, is valid by scheduling a reset terminal 
mode code in response to the flag.  Only proceed with associated subsystem flag processing if 
the subsequent status word yields the subsystem flag again.  The subsystem flag indicates 
"total loss of store function" and the store should therefore be set as failed and all power and 
discrete signals deactivated. 

The aircraft response to the subsystem flag will probably result in the store becoming 
unavailable.  This could be critical to mission success and it is therefore vital that the controlling 
software only reacts to a subsystem flag definitely raised by the mission store. 

The reset terminal mode code is the best method of ensuring that the flag has not been set as a 
result of a temporary mission store failure, because it ensures that only the mission store RT is 
reset by hardware (i.e., it does not and cannot be used to reset the subsystem). 

5.4.2.1.15 Terminal flag bit (optional). 
The Terminal Flag status word bit indicates a detected fault in the RT hardware.  (Stores 
detecting an interface address discrete error shall not interpret that error as a RT hardware 
fault). 

The RT is only that portion of the LRU necessary to communicate with the MIL-STD-1553B 
databus.  Typically (although not specifically required by MIL-STD-1553B), this bit is set upon a 
failure detected by built-in test (BIT), which might have been requested by an initiate self test 
mode command.  The BIT register, which is transmitted to the BC upon the receipt of the 
transmit BIT word mode command, might be used to contain information about the fault.  Some 
of the available component parts use this bit for particular purposes and do not allow the 
terminal designer to control it.  Others allow the designer to specify the fault conditions that can 
set it.  The designer must ensure that, if there is a specification requirement for the use of this 
bit, component parts are selected to meet these system requirements. 

This bit is used in connection with three mode commands: 

a. Inhibit terminal flag. 

b. Override inhibit terminal flag. 

c. Transmit BIT word. 

The first two mode commands deactivate and activate the functional operation of the bit.  The 
transmit BIT word mode command is used to acquire more detailed information about the 
terminal failure. 

The inhibit terminal flag is used to set the bit in the status word to an unfailed condition, 
regardless of the actual state of the terminal being addressed.  This mode code is used 
primarily to prevent continued interrupts of the error handling and recovery system when the 
failure has been noted and the system reconfigured as required.  This mode code prevents 
reporting of the future failures that normally would be reported using the terminal flag in each 
subsequent status word response.  The message format associated with the mode code allows 
for both single receivers and multiple receivers to respond.  No data word is required with this 
mode code.  Note that the terminal flag is implicitly limited to faults within the terminal. 

Override inhibit terminal flag bit.  This command shall cause the RT to override the inhibit 
terminal flag bit.  The override inhibit terminal flag negates the inhibit function thus allowing the 
terminal flag bit in the status response to report the current condition of the terminal.  
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Stores implementing the inhibit terminal flag bit mode command shall implement the override 
inhibit terminal flag bit mode command. 

5.4.2.1.16 Dynamic bus control. 
Dynamic bus control is not permitted in MIL-STD-1760.  This is to ensure that control by the 
aircraft (bus controller) is maintained.  This mode code is prohibited from being transmitted. 

5.4.2.1.17 Prohibited mode commands. 
Aircraft shall not transmit the dynamic bus control mode command, nor any of the reserved 
mode codes designated in MIL-STD-1553, nor any mode code not defined in MIL-STD-1553.  If 
a store receives a prohibited mode command, the store must not alter the state of the store 
subsystem.  

5.4.2.2 Safety features – discrete signals. 
The following sections discuss the safety features associated with the following discrete signals 
defined by the MIL-STD-1760 electrical interface: 

Release Consent 

Interlock / Auxiliary Interlock 

Address Interface 

Structure Ground / Auxiliary Structure Ground 

5.4.2.2.1 Release consent. 
The details of the release consent interface are described in sections 4.5.4.1, 7.1, 10.5.1, 
15.5.1.4, 15.5.2.4, 15.5.3.4 and 15.5.4.4 of this handbook, and sections 4.3.4, 5.1.4, 5.2.4, 
5.3.4, 5.4.4 of MIL-STD-1760C and D. 

One port, identified as release consent, is used by the aircraft to transfer an enable/inhibit signal 
to the store for the purpose of granting consent to the store to act on safety critical commands 
received over the digital data bus.  The actual store release is, however, commanded by the 
aircraft over the digital data bus, or through other media interconnecting the aircraft stores 
management system with the pylon Suspension and Release Equipment (S&RE).  The low 
current release consent signal is not therefore a firing signal.  The return line for release 
consent is the 28 VDC Power 2 return line.  While release consent was originally established 
and named as an enable/inhibit safety interlock on the release of certain types of stores, the 
signal function has been broadened.  The release consent is now viewed as a reversible 
enable/inhibit discrete for specific safety critical functions commanded of the store over the 
digital multiplex data port. 

The aircraft is required to provide this capability, but the mission store has the option of using or 
not using signal/power however it is mandatory for the store when bits D8 and/or D10 of the 
Critical Control Word 1 are used.  (Irreversible commit.)  

5.4.2.2.2 Important safety features. 
The standard requires the following features which enhance the robustness of this signal. 

(1) The aircraft must supply the signal (enable or inhibit) at least 20 ms before the store 
is required to act upon it.  
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(2) The Release Consent discrete must originate from deliberate crew action. 

(3) The Release Consent discrete should be enabled only when the aircraft determines 
that it is safe to do so (i.e., including the detection of deliberate crew action). 

(4) The 28 VDC Power 2 return connection at the MSI must be the ground reference for 
the release consent signal. 

The pin layout of the primary interface connector was purposely designed in order to surround 
the Release Consent pin with other pins that are at nominal 0 V potential.  (T = Structure 
Ground, A = Shield of Low Bandwidth, 5 = Shield of High Bandwidth 1, 6 = Address Return, 2 = 
Shield of High Bandwidth 4, U = Fibre Optics 2).  This is to ensure that during a fault condition 
where the Release Consent pin shorts to its neighbor, the neighboring pin will not act as an 
enable signal.  This method should also be applied to other connectors leading from the aircraft 
systems to the ASI and from the MSI to store systems that are not covered by MIL-STD-1760. 

If a store has been identified as being hazardous while still attached to an aircraft, apart from 
removing store power, jettison or preventing commands over the data bus, it is recommended 
that the release consent discrete is disabled and prevented from being re-enabled. 

5.4.2.2.3 Interlock / auxiliary interlock. 
The details of the interlock interface are described in section 7.2 of this handbook, and sections 
4.3.5, 4.4.2, 5.1.5, 5.2.5, 5.3.5, and 5.4.5 of MIL-STD-1760C and D. 

The purpose of the interlock interface is to allow the electrically mated status of the connector 
between the aircraft and store to be monitored.  This monitoring feature is provided by a 
continuity loop between interlock and interlock return in the store, such that as long as the store 
connector is mated, continuity exists.  The interlock signal is similar to the ‘ground interlock’ or 
‘store present’ discrete signal used for many existing aircraft and stores. 

The interlock circuit is not however, intended to be used as the sole indication of ‘store gone’ 
since it cannot always determine the true status of the ‘mechanical’ mating between the aircraft 
and store. 

 

CAUTION 

The interlock signal must not be used as the sole 
criterion for functions which could result in an unsafe 
condition if the interlock circuit fails open. 

 

The primary concern addressed by the caution note is that several failure modes exist in the 
interface that could result in an indication of "interface not mated".  One obvious example is a 
broken wire or contaminated contact anywhere in the circuit path from the aircraft’s sensor 
circuitry, to the ground or return connection for that sensor circuitry.  The existence of continuity 
could lead to a reasonably valid conclusion that the interfacing connectors are mated.  It follows 
therefore that lack of continuity could be interpreted as "no assurance that the interface is 
mated."  This latter condition, however, is not equivalent to an indication that the store has 
physically separated from the aircraft.  It is this physical separation sensing function that is the 
specific concern of the caution note.  The operating sequence for rail launch of certain missile 
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types (e.g., AIM-120) provides a useful example of the difference between electrical separation 
(umbilical retract) and mechanical separation. 

If the aircraft uses the interlock interface as an input to determine store separation, a second 
input should be used as a confirmation of physical separation.  The form of this second input 
may vary with different aircraft and stores.  An example of a second input is a store presence 
switch, mechanical or proximity, in the suspension and release equipment. 

If the interlock interface is to be used as a means of determining store presence, the aircraft 
equipment should be designed to ensure that the response time of the monitoring circuit to 
changes in interlock status is acceptable, such that the interlock monitoring circuit does not 
introduce excessive time delays. 

In some applications, the interlock interface may be required to provide a hung store indication 
(e.g., ejection command sent to station, but interlock continuity still exists).  It should be noted 
that while the continuing presence of the interlock signal could provide a realistic indication of a 
hung store, the absence of the signal could not be used to reliably report that a store has been 
released.  This limitation is due to the aforementioned failure modes of the interlock signal 
(broken wire, contaminated contacts, etc.). 

Due to the voltage levels associated with the power signals, there is a need to ‘dead-face’ the 
connector prior to store separation.  The use of the interlock interface to provide this dead-face 
function is not recommended, as the power pins will be expected to disengage at approximately 
the same time as the interlock pins.  Therefore there is a strong possibility the current spikes will 
occur on the interlock and power lines as the connector disconnect occurs. 

The auxiliary Interlock interface and also interlock signals used for carriage stores (at the 
CSSIs) should be used in the same manner as the primary connector interlock interface. 

In summary, the interlock interface is intended to provide an indication of the electrically mated 
status of the connector set only.  The interlock interface is not to be used as the sole criteria for 
functions that could result in an unsafe condition if the interlock circuit fails. 

5.4.2.2.4 Address interface. 
The details of the address interface are described in sections 6.2.2, 7.3, 15.4.3.6, 15.5.1.6, 
15.5.2.6, 15.5.3.6 and 15.5.4.6 of this handbook and sections 5.1.6, 5.2.6, 5.3.6, and 5.3.7 of 
MIL-STD-1760C and D. 

The address signal consists of  five binary weighted address lines, plus one parity line and one 
common return line, provided by the aircraft as 7 ports.  

The address interface is used for the aircraft to assign a unique MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal 
address to the connected store.  A parity bit is used to maintain odd parity for the five address 
bits to improve the integrity of the required address.  Therefore, unless the message is a 
broadcast type, the commands will only be acted upon by the designated store.  (Provided other 
checks pass required criteria described in this handbook). 

Stores can monitor the address discretes to indicate the mated status of the connector before 
performing safety critical functions.  (Sole dependence on the Interlock discrete is not permitted 
for safety critical functions – refer to section 5.4.2.3 of this handbook). 

The aircraft must use the address lines for address assignment purposes only.  
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5.4.2.2.5 Structure ground / auxiliary structure ground. 
The details of the structure ground and auxiliary structure ground interfaces are described in 
sections 10.11, 15.4.3.7, 15.5.1.7, 15.5.2.7, 15.5.3.7 and 15.5.4.7 of this handbook and sections 
4.3.7, 4.4.3, 5.1.7, 5.2.7, 5.3.7 and 5.4.7 of MIL-STD-1760C and D. 

One port is used to connect the aircraft structure to the store structure for the purpose of 
minimizing electrical shock hazards.  The line must not be used specifically as a power or signal 
return line.  The structure ground circuit is contained in both the primary and auxiliary interfaces. 

It is generally accepted that heart fibrillation and harmful physiological effects can be caused 
with voltages as low as 50 VAC r.m.s. or 120 VDC.  Some specifications classify voltages in 
excess of 30 VAC r.m.s. as being hazardous.  It should be noted that relatively small earth fault 
or leakage currents may cause considerable hazards in facilities that are inherently insulated 
from the general mass of earth.  For example, vehicle mounted equipment may have large 
capacitance to ground and during fault conditions may contain adequate charge to constitute an 
energy hazard to personnel who may be in simultaneous contact with the ground and the 
equipment. 

Equipotential bonding of electrical equipment and all extraneous conductive parts should be 
employed in such situations to create an equipotential zone at near earth potential to alleviate 
the risk of personnel being in simultaneous contact with installations at different potentials. 

The cancellation of MIL-B-5087, which was referenced in MIL-STD-1760 up to Revision B 
Notice 3, meant that the structure ground interface requirement had to be redefined in Revision 
C.  In Revision C, the requirement was expressed in performance terms rather than in quality 
terms as in MIL-B-5087. 

The structure ground interface must be able to carry the over-current levels specified by Figures 
17 and 18 in MIL-STD-1760C and D for the primary and auxiliary signal sets respectively.   A 
measurable criteria was added in Revision D (see 10.11).The normal approach is to make the 
ground wire the same size as (or larger than) the power circuit and tie it to conductive structure 
as close to the connector as practical.  This provides sufficiently low resistance to trip the 
protection device.  In the rare case of a ‘resistive’ fault that draws a large current, but not 
enough to trip the protection device, the fact that resistance of the ground connection is lower 
than resistance of the power connection ensures that ground voltage will stay well below 50% of 
the source voltage and thus not be hazardous. 

A typical arrangement for the structure ground connections is shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11.  Structure ground connections. 

 

By carrying the maximum overcurrent values the protection circuits will ‘trip’ therefore preventing 
continuous unsafe voltages appearing on the aircraft/store structure in the event of a fault 
condition.  This is assuming the return path of the power supply is connected to structure 
ground.  As always, other relevant legal requirements for safety need to be satisfied and will 
override the requirements of MIL-STD-1760. 

5.4.2.3 Safety features – power signals. 
The following sections discuss the safety features associated with the following power signals 
defined by MIL-STD-1760: 

28 VDC Power 1 

28 VDC Power 2 / Auxiliary 28 V Power  

115 VAC Power / Auxiliary 115 VAC Power  

270 VDC Power / Auxiliary 270 VDC Power 

5.4.2.3.1 28 VDC Power 1 / 28 VDC Power 2 / Auxiliary 28 V Power. 
The details of the 28 VDC Power 1, 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 V Power interfaces are 
described in section 10 of this handbook and sections 4.3.8, 4.4.1, 5.1.8, 5.2.8, 5.3.8 and 5.4.8 
of MIL-STD-1760C and D. 

Two power lines and two return lines are contained in the primary interface to transfer 28 VDC 
Power 1 and 28 VDC Power 2 (refer to section 5.4.2.6) to the store.  In addition, the auxiliary 
interface contains two lines for 28 VDC Power and return. 
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For 28 VDC Power 1, MIL-STD-1760 states that: 

“The aircraft may energize 28 VDC Power 1 at any time under the assumption that all 
store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that multiple safety interlocks 
exist within the store such that the store safety is not significantly degraded by activation 
of 28 VDC Power 1.” 

The 28 VDC Power 1 signal can therefore be treated as a non-critical power interface that can 
be applied to the store at any time. 

The 28 VDC Power 1 signal must be controlled by the aircraft.  Additionally, the aircraft must 
provide independent on / off control of the signal from the 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 
VDC power signals.  If a carriage store is used, it must provide independent on / off control of 
each 28 VDC power interface to each CSSI for both the primary and auxiliary power interfaces 
as applicable. 

 

CAUTION 

The 28 VDC Power 1, 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 
V Power signals must not be connected to a common 
bus in a mission store or carriage store.  This would 
effectively remove the ability to independently control 
the switching of 28 VDC power 1 from 28 VDC Power 
2 / Auxiliary DC Power which will reduce the safety 
integrity of the interface.  Additionally, power from an 
aircraft may be supplied from different sources which 
may be operating from different source buses, and may 
therefore have different voltages. 

 

As good design practice, the aircraft should ensure that 28 VDC Power 1 is deadfaced 
(deactivated) at the ASI as soon as practical prior to a store release.  MIL-STD-1760 does not, 
however, contain a specific requirement to deadface the 28 VDC Power 1 signal. 

For 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 V Power, MIL-STD-1760 states that: 

“The aircraft shall only energize 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 VDC Power when the 
aircraft has determined that it is safe to do so.  The aircraft operation shall consider that 
some stores may use 28 VDC Power 2 or Auxiliary 28 VDC Power for powering safety 
critical functions such that store safety may be degraded with activation of these power 
interfaces.” 

These signals should therefore be treated as safety critical power supplies and as such, as 
many of the recommendations as are practical for switching of safety critical signals should be 
applied to these power interfaces.  It is recommended that these signals are interlocked with an 
aircrew operated switch such as Master Arm, such that they cannot be activated until there has 
been a positive action by the aircrew.  Note that the return for the 28 VDC Power 2 signal is also 
the return for the Release Consent signal (refer to section 5.4.2.2.1). 

It is not acceptable to power a mission store from only 28 VDC Power 2 or Auxiliary 28 VDC 
Power.  The store must use either: 
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•  28 VDC Power 1 

•  Primary 115/200 VAC Power 

•  Auxiliary 115/200 VAC Power 

•  Primary 270 VDC Power 

•  Auxiliary 270 VDC Power 

I.e., the store must be powered from the power sources listed above.  28 VDC Power 2 and 
Auxiliary 28 VDC power can then be used for safety related functions. 

In common with the 28 VDC Power 1 signal interface, as good design practice, the aircraft 
should ensure that 28 VDC Power 2 and Auxiliary 28 VDC Power signals are de-activated at the 
ASI as soon as practical prior to a store release. 

5.4.2.3.2 115 VAC Power / Auxiliary 115 VAC Power. 
The details of the 115 VAC Power and Auxiliary 115 VAC Power interfaces are described in 
section 10 of this handbook and sections 4.3.8, 4.4.1, 5.1.9, 5.2.9, 5.3.9, 5.4.9 of MIL-STD-
1760C and D. 

The primary interface provides one channel of 3 phase 115 VAC power.  The auxiliary interface 
provides a further channel of 3 phase 115 VAC power. 

MIL-STD-1760 states that: 

“The aircraft may energize the 115 VAC power interface at any time under the assumption 
that all store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that multiple safety 
interlocks exist within the store such that store safety is not significantly degraded by 
activation of 115 VAC power.” 

The 115 VAC power interfaces can therefore be treated as non-critical power supplies that can 
be applied to the store at any time. 

The aircraft must provide independent on / off control of the signal from the 28 VDC power 
signals.  If a carriage store is used, it must provide independent on / off control of each 115 VAC 
power interface to each CSSI for both the primary and auxiliary power interfaces as applicable. 

Due to the hazardous voltage levels associated with the 115 VAC power interfaces, MIL-STD-
1760 specifically requires the 115 VAC power interfaces to be ‘dead-faced’ when not in use.  
The 115 VAC power interfaces must be deactivated prior to store separation. 
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CAUTION 

The 115 VAC power and Auxiliary 115 VAC Power 
signals must not be connected to a common bus in a 
mission store or carriage store.  This is because power 
from an aircraft may be supplied from different sources 
which may be operating from different source buses, 
and may therefore have different voltages. 

 

5.4.2.3.3 270 VDC Power / Auxiliary 270 VDC Power. 
The details of the 270 VDC Power interface are described in section 10.12 of this handbook and 
sections 4.3.8, 4.4.1, 5.1.10, 5.2.10, 5.3.10, and 5.4.10 of MIL-STD-1760D. 

One power line and one return line are contained in the primary interface to transfer 270 VDC 
Power to the store.  In addition, the auxiliary interface contains one power line and one return 
line for 270 VDC Power and 270 VDC Power Return.  

MIL-STD-1760D states that: 

“The aircraft may energize 270 VDC Power (primary and auxiliary) at any time under the 
assumption that all store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that multiple 
safety interlocks exist within the store such that the store safety is not significantly 
degraded by activation of 270 VDC Power.” 

The 270 VDC Power signal can therefore be treated as a non-critical power interface that can 
be applied to the store at any time. 

The 270 VDC Power signal must be controlled by the aircraft.  If a carriage store is used, it must 
provide independent on / off control of each 270 VDC Power interface to each CSSI for both the 
primary and auxiliary power interfaces as applicable. 

 

CAUTION 

The 270 VDC Power and Auxiliary 270 VDC Power 
signals must not be connected to a common bus in a 
mission store or carriage store.  This is because power 
from an aircraft may be supplied from different sources 
which may be operating from different source buses, 
and may therefore have different voltages. 

 

5.4.2.4 Safety features – communication rules. 
The following sections discuss the safety features associated with the communication rules 
which are applicable to the MIL-STD-1553B data bus traffic. 
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5.4.2.4.1 Message requirements. 
This subject is also discussed in section 17.2 of this handbook. 

Aircraft, carriage stores and mission stores will use the standard message formats for 
transferring safety critical data.  

Standard messages are defined in B.4.2.2.1 through B.4.2.2.5 of the standard for safety critical 
control and monitor functions of conventional and nuclear weapons and for store descriptions.   
Strict adherence to these standard messages not only makes interface to a new device easier, 
but provides assurance that a robust method is being used, since it has already been used and 
validated on other systems. 

5.4.2.4.2 Carriage and mission store description. 
Store identity is provided to the aircraft (required by B.4.2.2.3 of the standard) so the aircraft can 
perform an automatic store inventory check, display the stores load-out to the pilot and use the 
appropriate software for control of the data interface with the store, calculation of launch zone, 
ballistic or guidance information, etc. 

The carriage and mission store description standard message transfers store identity from the 
store to the aircraft and is defined by B.4.2.2.3 of the standard. 

The Store Description message is very important to the operational safety of a weapon system, 
because it facilitates automatic store inventory, free of the human error risks associated with 
manual store loadout entry. 

Inventory determination may be a critical function, depending on the particular aircraft’s hazard 
list.  If the store loadout is not correctly known then store misfiring, or even aircraft loss, could 
result.  The inventory of MIL-STD-1760 stores can be determined in two ways.  The first method 
is for the crew, ground or air, to enter data detailing the inventory directly into the Stores 
Management System (SMS).  The second method is for the AIS to use the store description 
data to identify the loadout.  

An inventory confirmation function is often implemented because of the importance of correct 
inventory determination.  This compares the crew declared inventory with suspension 
equipment monitors and store signals.  Discrepancies are reported to the crew. 

Designers must ensure that MIL-STD-1760 stores and their variants can be accurately 
described in the Store Description Message so that an SMS cannot misinterpret the store’s 
identity and therefore use incorrect parameters. 

Inventory data should be considered critical for these reasons:  

a. If the inventory is not correctly known, the aircraft may be placed in an unsafe dynamic 
position due to balance or other effects; 

b. If the inventory is not correctly known, the aircrew may be misinformed as to the 
feasibility of various mission roles.  It is therefore advisable to implement an inventory 
confirmation function in the aircraft, using the following input data: 

(1)  Store Description data available from the MIL-STD-1760 messages; 

(2) Suspension and Release Equipment monitor switches and existing store continuity 
discrete data available to the SMS.  Use of both kinds of data will provide the greatest safety 
when implementing the inventory confirmation function for MIL-STD-1760 stores. 
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The store inventory will change throughout a mission, as stores are released or declared hung 
or declared failed.  Both the SMS and AIS functions need an updated inventory database to 
ensure correct actions.  The AIS through interlock and store monitor data has significant 
information to provide to this function.  

5.4.2.4.3 Aircraft description. 
This message, added in MIL-STD-1760 Revision C Notice 1, provides a standard method to 
identify the aircraft to the store, for cases where this is necessary.  It forms part of the store 
description message. 

For certain stores, it will be necessary for the aircraft to provide the store with information 
describing the carriage aircraft type and the aircraft station on which the store is being carried.  
The need for this information may be related to adaptation of the launch sequence timing or 
store aerodynamic control immediately after separation from the aircraft essential to achieving a 
safe and successful launch sequence.  An Aircraft Description Message was added to the 
standard in Revision C Notice 1 to allow this to be done in a way that cannot be misinterpreted 
and/or is subject to a verification process. 

5.4.2.4.4 Nuclear weapon messages. 
Nuclear weapon control and nuclear weapon monitor messages are restricted to specific 
subaddresses by B.2.2.4 and B.2.2.4 of the standard.  This is intended to maintain logical 
separation of nuclear weapon messages from messages intended for other weapons. 

Note : These are not currently required by the United Kingdom.  

For all aircraft applications, usage of these subaddresses will comply with the Aircraft Monitor 
and Control Project Officers Group System 2 specification: standard no. SYS 2001-01.  

5.4.2.4.5 Protocol checks. 
Protocol checks are required by B.4.1.5 of the standard.  These checks provide assurance that 
messages are being received as intended.   

5.4.2.4.5.1 Critical control and critical authority words. 
There are two pairs of words for transfer of safety critical data. Critical Control 1 and Critical 
Control 2 have their own associated Critical Authority word.  Critical Control 1 and 2 contain the 
actual safety critical information.  The Critical Authority word is a Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) polynomial code check on the critical data bits in its’ associated Critical 
Control word.  

The Critical Control words contain a Store Control field, an Identifier field (to be set in a defined 
manner depending on store type) and an Address Confirm field (which will be set to match the 
logic state of the corresponding interface address discrete lines. 

Stores will discard any message found to contain a critical control word that fails one or more of 
the protocol checks.  Stores will only enable safety critical processes demanded by critical 
control words that pass the protocol checks. 

Note 4 to Table B-XXXII requires that the probability of inadvertent generation of a valid critical 
control word with a valid critical authority word and with a data field requesting critical action 
should not exceed 1 in 105 flight hours per data field combination. 
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To achieve this requirement the processing for generating the control word should be separate 
and completely independent of the processing for generating the authority word. 

One method of achieving this separation is shown in Figure 12.  The central control processor 
monitors the state of the critical switch inputs (such as late arm, trigger, weapon release) and 
when it identifies that a change of critical state is required, the processor generates the relevant 
critical control word.  This critical control word is then passed to the bus controller for 
transmission on the MIL-STD-1553 stores bus.  

 

Central
Processor

Critical
Command
Word
generator

Safety critical switches
e.g., Late Arm,
Trigger, Weapon
Release

Safety critical
switch interlocks

Authority
code table

Bus
Controller

Safety critical
switch
interrupts

MIL-STD-1553 Stores Bus  

Figure 12.  Generate critical control word. 

 

The bus controller identifies that a critical authority word is required and reads this word from an 
authority code table.  However, access to this authority code table is limited by separate 
discrete monitors from the critical switch inputs, therefore access can only be obtained to those 
codes relevant to the critical state presently demanded by the critical switches. 

5.4.2.4.5.2 Checksum requirement. 
The use of checksums for the standard data messages are mandatory.  The use of checksums 
for all other messages is optional and usage is determined by the store.  The Checksum 
Algorithm is defined by B.4.1.5.2.1 of the standard. 

5.4.2.4.6 Standard data entities. 
MIL-STD-1760 paragraph B.4.3 provides ground rules that strongly encourage the use of 
standard data entities.  Use of the standard data entities will improve safety to the extent that 
these entities are better understood or better defined or are controlled by existing, proven 
software.  Since these benefits are not quantifiable, and not essential to safety, they will not be 
addressed further here. 
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5.4.2.5 Screening / shielding. 
This subject is also discussed in sections 14.5.8, 14.6, 14.7, 7.3.3.5, 7.3.5.1, 7.3.5.2, 8.2.5.5, 
14.1.6, 14.2.6, 15.5.1.2.2.3, 15.5.2.2.2.3 and 15.5.4.12 of this handbook 

To reduce the effects of EMC/EMI, i.e., lightning, stray magnetic fields, etc., the umbilical cable 
must include a gross shield enclosing the entire umbilical wire bundle (360 degree coverage) 
and electrically connecting the connector shells on each end of the umbilical.  The umbilical 
shield must be 360 degree bonded to the connector shell on each end of the umbilical.  

5.4.2.6 Internal state change. 
Paragraph B.4.1.4 of the standard requires that store state changes occur only when the 
contents of a receive message command a state change and do not change simply because 
receipt of a message was detected.  This rule enhances safety by outlawing a “shotcut” that 
could be misused in some cases. 

5.5 Interface design/documentation process. 
The following paragraphs define the interface design and documentation process.  This process 
is greatly simplified when both the aircraft and store comply with the requirements of MIL-STD-
1760, and the process can be simplified further if the new aircraft/store combination being 
defined makes maximum use of the “defacto” standard practices and data words that are 
implemented on existing MIL-STD-1760 installations.  

5.5.1 Interface design. 
In addition to the aircraft and store system design considerations discussed in 5.2 and 5.3, if 
new or different interface design features are needed, the interface must be developed and 
documented within the MIL-STD-1760 framework for each particular aircraft/store combination.  
The basic MIL-STD-1760 hardware and signal transfer provisions exist as a generic store 
support capability (either through manufacture or subsequent modification) for most aircraft 
platforms of interest.  In some instances where full MIL-STD-1760 capability was not 
implemented, an aircraft hardware upgrade to supply a needed store service may be considered 
if the benefits are deemed sufficient.  For the most part, though, a specific interface design from 
the aircraft perspective centers around the OFP (software algorithms) for controlling the 
particular store.  The detailed interface design and documentation process for a specific 
aircraft/store combination is therefore typically store-driven, and most often occurs in 
conjunction with the store development process (though carriage of the store is typically 
extended to other MIL-STD-1760-capable aircraft types). 

The most common approach, at least within the United States, is to develop a core interface 
definition as part of the store development effort, with design addendums which stipulate the 
specifics of operating the store with each individual aircraft platform on which it is carried.  
Correspondingly, the store interface design is normally documented in a core ICD with aircraft-
specific appendixes.  (ICDs and their contents are discussed in more detail in 5.5.2.)  Store 
interface requirements and a baseline interface approach/design are usually developed by the 
store prime contractor(s).  Store development efforts within the U.S. then typically convene an 
Interface Control Working Group (ICWG) to further develop and document the aircraft/store 
interface definition.  The ICWG normally comprises representatives from the store prime 
contractor(s), host aircraft prime contractors, interested government organizations, and 
government technical support contractors. 
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The store system design information discussed in 5.3 should be considered by the store 
developer in arriving at a baseline interface approach to be refined and coordinated within the 
applicable ICWG.  The method of defining such an approach will, of course, depend to some 
degree on the specific program and the individual contractor’s normal practices.  A 
representative sequence of steps for achieving a baseline interface approach, however, is 
briefly described as follows: 

a. Interface Functional Requirements Analysis – In this step, the interface services required 
by the store of the aircraft to properly perform its mission are documented without regard to the 
actual implementation solution.  This includes such information as required power quantities 
and types, safety provisions and discrete interlocking/enabling requirements, high bandwidth 
signal transfer requirements, and data communication requirements including initialization 
information and control/monitoring functions.  Where possible, requirements should be 
categorized as essential (necessary for effective employment of the store) or desired (for 
performance enhancement, ease of use, etc.). 

b. Candidate Aircraft Capabilities Assessment – Once a comprehensive set of required 
interface services has been established from a store perspective, a survey should be made of 
the available supporting capabilities on designated and anticipated carriage aircraft.  This may 
require cooperative working arrangements with the aircraft prime contractors.  Specific services 
available through the aircraft MIL-STD-1760 station interfaces to satisfy the respective store 
interface requirements should be identified.  Any restrictions for specific stations meeting the 
store requirements (e.g., due to high bandwidth signal or auxiliary power capability available 
with only certain interface classes or due to lack of full aircraft compliance with the standard) 
should be noted.  Any deficiencies on aircraft of interest should be noted, and identified to 
program management.  Decisions may then be made as applicable regarding potential aircraft 
modifications, loadout restrictions, changes to the list of planned carriage aircraft, or 
compromises in store capability on some aircraft.  Initial MIL-STD-1760 store integrations 
assumed that an aircraft OFP upgrade for carriage of the store is a given.  This has resulted in 
high costs and long delays to implement compatibilty with new store variants.  Various methods 
are being developed to minimize or eliminate the need for aircraft OFP changes when the 
required software support is similar to that of other stores carried by the subject aircraft.   

c. Interface Electrical Signal Set Definition – After evaluation of store interface 
requirements in light of candidate aircraft capabilities, the specific subset of MIL-STD-1760 
signals to be used in the interface may be identified.  This may in some instances include 
optional signals that are used to achieve enhanced store functionality or performance with those 
aircraft that can provide the necessary interface capability.  As discussed in 5.3, every effort 
should be made to keep mandatory signals within the MIL-STD-1760 Class II signal set to 
provide compatibility with the widest range of aircraft and stations on those aircraft.  Once the 
signal set for the interface design has been identified, specific signal usage and detailed 
electrical characteristics (within the allowable bounds of MIL-STD-1760) should be documented.  
Information on store input/output circuitry which will be used to interface to the selected signal 
connections may also be documented as reference information.        

d. Interface Functional Definition – Another step in the interface design process is to 
specify the interface functional operation for employment of the store.  This may begin with 
definition of an interface state sequence to characterize the store employment sequence from 
an interface perspective.  (The defined state sequence usually does not impose mandatory 
requirements for interface operation, but is provided as an illustrative means of describing a 
typical store initialization and release sequence.)  A generic state sequence for a representative 
MIL-STD-1760 air-to-ground store was previously described in 5.2.4, and may be tailored as 
necessary for the specific store requirements.  The functions/processes necessary to power up, 
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identify, verify functionality of, initialize, and release the store are then normally documented, 
along with conditional interrelationships and associated release timeline information.  Optional 
paths in the employment sequence and fault handling procedures are also typically addressed 
in the interface functional design.   

e. Data Communications Definition – Except for power, high bandwidth signal transfer, 
discrete signal enabling, interlocking, and store addressing, most interface functionality is 
realized via digital data communications over the MIL-STD-1553 x data bus element of the 1760 
interface.  An important part of the interface design process is to specify a set of 1553 
messages for supporting the interface functions associated with the data bus.  As previously 
discussed, Appendix B of MIL-STD-1760 imposes some rules beyond 1553 for aircraft/store 
messages.  Included are standard message formats (including validity requirements) for certain 
critical messages, and message formatting guidelines for other application specific messages.  
Standard data entities for many common parameters associated with MIL-STD-1760 
aircraft/store messages are also included in Appendix B.  In addition to the 1760 framework, 
many application specific messages and data entities have effectively become defacto 
standards (at least for air-to-ground stores) through ICWG coordination across weapon 
programs (and are documented in the ICDs of these programs).  To avoid unnecessary 
proliferation, these existing messages should be used wherever feasible for accomplishing 
identical or similar functions for newly developed stores.  This approach should also help to 
minimize the extent and cost of aircraft OFP modifications to accommodate the new stores.    

5.5.2 Interface documentation. 
It is important that the interface requirements and definition be reflected in the appropriate 
documents as the design effort progresses.  Top level interface requirements (e.g., the basic 
requirement for MIL-STD-1760 compatibility and/or requirements for compatibility with specific 
interface classes or existing systems) are typically levied on the program via an Operational 
Requirements Document (ORD) and/or System Specification (SS).  The ORD is typically 
generated by the weapon system using organization, whereas the SS may be generated by the 
acquisition program office, or by the system prime contractor in coordination with the program 
office. 

Once the development program is underway, the ICD is used to document the interface design 
in terms of the interface electrical and functional implementation requirements.  (Many ICDs 
also contain information on the mechanical, aerodynamic, and environmental aspects of the 
interface, but only the electrical/functional aspects of the interface are addressed here.)  This is 
normally an iterative process as the design (and its platform-specific variants) evolves and is 
coordinated within an ICWG set up to support the program.  ICD formats and approaches may 
vary somewhat between programs and contractors, but generally contain some established 
elements of information.  An effort was ongoing within the Society of Automotive Engineers 
Avionic Systems Division at the time this handbook material was generated to establish a 
common ICD format for the programs of the U.S. and allied nations, but was not yet complete.  
Therefore, the major sections of electrical/functional information typical of ICDs for recent MIL-
STD-1760 air-to-ground store development efforts and the associated contents are briefly 
described as follows: 

a. Introduction – This section normally outlines the scope and contents of the document, 
and provides an overview of the weapon system to which the ICD applies.  A set of system 
states for store employment may also be described (as a guide to understanding) from an 
interface perspective, along with the normal state sequence including state entry and exit 
conditions.  (A representative generic state sequence is described in 5.2.4.)    
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b. Applicable Documents – Documents that are referenced or otherwise invoked in whole 
or in part by the ICD are listed in this section.  This includes applicable military standards and 
specifications such as MIL-STD-1760, MIL-STD-1553, and MIL-DTL-38999 (for connector 
intermateability characteristics), as well as any relevant commercial standards or other 
documents.   

c. Interface Functional Requirements – This section normally describes in considerable 
detail the functional processes which must be performed across the interface for store 
initialization and release, along with associated timelines and supporting signal transitions and 
message transfers (via the 1553 data bus).  Descriptions are typically included (as applicable) 
of such processes as: 

Power On/Initialization 

Built-In-Test 

Targeting 

Transfer Alignment 

GPS Data Transfer 

Weapon Control and Monitoring 

Release Countdown 

Test Functions 

It is normal practice to describe each major function within these processes, and then state the 
specific aircraft and store requirements with respect to the function.  The conditional logic 
associated with transition through the store employment sequence is reflected in these 
requirements. 

d. Electrical Interface – The specific 1760 signal connections used by the subject store are 
identified in this section.  Detailed electrical characteristics within the allowable bounds of 1760 
are described for each signal transferred over these connections.  Information on store circuitry 
which connects directly to the interface signal paths may also be provided to aid in 
understanding. 

e. Logical Interface – The detailed message and word formats for the data bus messages 
referred to in the Interface Functional Requirements section are usually described in a set of 
description pages in this section.  For each message, a message description page is normally 
used to describe the overall content of the message in terms of data words and word positions.  
A subsequent word description page for each data word illustrates the word format and contents 
at the bit level.  Where applicable, standard message formats and data word entities provided in 
MIL-STD-1760 Appendix B should be used.  A large body of “defacto standard” messages for 
application specific functions has also emerged through ICD development for previous MIL-
STD-1760 stores, and these messages should be used for the same or similar functions with 
new stores, where they satisfy the need.  

5.5.3 European store interface approach. 
There are several different philosophies regarding the role of an ICD and where it sits in the 
various documentation structures, one of which is a distinct difference, in some cases,  in the 
way ICDs are viewed in Europe and in the U.S.  

While many stores begin their development programs with a limited number of aircraft being 
considered for initial integration programs, stores are almost always designed with future 
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programs in mind.  To assist with this aim, the store designer may produce an additional 
interface document, known as a Generalized Aircraft Interface Specification (GAIS).  It contains 
information that covers all aspects of operation and integration on an aircraft, but with the 
contents focusing on store operation.  The aircraft perspective is included, but in a relatively 
superficial fashion and without reference to any specific aircraft type. 

The GAIS is structured the same as most ICDs (i.e., same topics in the same order) to ease 
understanding and with the view that the GAIS can be used to provide the initial input from the 
store designer to the compilation of the formal ICD.  The depth of information is limited by 
security concerns as well as commercial considerations and is usually classified as ‘UK 
Restricted’ but carrying no ‘Eyes Only’ caveats. 

The ICD defines the agreed interface between a single aircraft type and a single store type, but 
includes all store variants that are ‘production variants.’  It is not a requirement specification, but 
provides a description of the interface that actually exists.  The ICDs are usually, but not always, 
produced and maintained by the aircraft designer.  Similar control of the interface for 
‘development only’ variants is frequently provided by alternative documents known as Interface 
Agreement Documents (IADs), produced and maintained by the store designer.  Each IAD 
describes the interface between one store variant and one aircraft type, such that several IADs 
would be required in each store development program.  The content of each IAD covers exactly 
the same topics as an ICD, but each would focus on those aspects of the interface that relate 
directly to the use of that particular variant/aircraft combination. 

Interface Control Working Groups (ICWGs) are formed to formally manage the ICD and IAD, 
with similar representation to that described for the U.S. 

5.6 Future trends and considerations. 
 As MIL-STD-1760 is incorporated into more aircraft and weapons around the world, several 
new trends are developing.  Prior to implementation of MIL-STD-1760, each new weapon had a 
new electrical interface that was optimized for that weapon’s operation.  This required unique 
electrical interfaces on the aircraft to support each new store, leading to significant aircraft costs 
to incorporate new hardware into every aircraft for each new store.  Standardized MIL-STD-
1760 aircraft/store interfaces have largely eliminated the hardware costs associated with 
integrating new stores on aircraft.  The cost for software integration has now become larger and 
much more visible in comparison with the low hardware costs.  Although MIL-STD-1760 does 
define data types, formats, and some common messages, the majority of the MIL-STD-1553 
data definition is left up to the individual weapon programs.  Economics has driven some level of 
commonality to the MIL-STD-1553 interfaces between weapons, but there is still significant 
tailoring of MIL-STD-1553 interfaces by each weapon to optimize the weapons performance.  
This has resulted in significant cost growth in aircraft integration areas for aircraft software 
development and testing.  

There is a growing desire to be able to load any new weapon onto any aircraft without requiring 
aircraft hardware or software changes. This would allow weapons to be developed independent 
of aircraft OFP cycles, reduce costs, and allow fielding of new capabilities faster.  This approach 
has been labeled “Plug and Play Weapons (PnPW)” within several organizations (NATO and 
USAF).  There are several possible approaches to reach the PnPW goal.  One approach would 
define a “Common Interface” for all weapons based on the high level of commonality achieved 
in the various J-series weapon MIL-STD-1553 interfaces.  This technique is a logical extension 
of the Joint Interface Control Working Group process that already exists, but it wastes valuable 
bandwidth on the MIL-STD-1553 data bus sending “common messages” to a store that does not 
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use that particular message.  It also restricts weapon development flexibility to incorporate new 
technologies.  Another approach is to go to a negotiated MIL-STD-1553 interface (sometimes 
called a “super 1553 interface”).  Using this approach, the aircraft would power up a store and 
then upload information from the store on the types of common messages used by that store.  
The aircraft would then configure its data bus table to only send the messages used by the 
store.  This approach saves valuable data bus bandwidth and provides more flexibility to the 
store designer on the types of data that can be requested by the store.  Both these approaches 
go very deep into the aircraft avionic architecture since, to obtain a true PnPW capability, some 
of the aircraft displays would have to be driven from the weapon interface, a common set of 
attack symbology algorithms would have to be resident in the aircraft and some type of PNP 
capability would also be needed by the aircraft mission planning system.  Both these 
approaches are limited to MIL-STD-1553 data bus applications.  

Another approach to meeting the PnPW goals is through the use of a software interface in the 
aircraft called an Application Program Interface (API).  The API approach is similar in concept to 
that used in desk-top computing software interfaces – Microsoft Windows provides a 
standardized API that other application software vendors can interface to.  This works as long 
as everyone has a PC with a compatible architecture and a common operating system.  Two 
approaches to an API are being considered, “aircraft unique API” and “common API”.  An 
aircraft unique API would be developed by each aircraft prime contractor and would allow that 
contractor to add new weapon “driver” software without changing the basic OFP.  It would still 
require development of a new executable load module for each new weapon (reusing as much 
code as possible from other integrations) for each aircraft.  This approach is already in use on 
some existing and new aircraft systems.  It allows tailoring of the aircraft/store interface to 
optimize the store interface without tying the aircraft software module to an aircraft OFP 
development that may include integration of several other systems spread out over several 
years.  However, it does not save significant cost because the aircraft executable module must 
be developed for each new weapon.  The second approach is to have a common API and 
operating environment that would allow development of a single executable load module that 
would work on every aircraft but would allow the weapon interface to be tailored to optimize the 
weapon.  This approach would also allow each weapon to have unique attack symbology 
algorithms that were optimized for its operations.  Use of the API approach provides the 
maximum flexibility to the store designers.  Use of a common API would provide maximum 
flexibility once the standard API was implemented in the entire aircraft fleet.  

Another trend is the movement of military aircraft away from constant-speed 115VAC 
generators to 270 VDC generators. This change is due to the higher reliability and lower 
maintenance costs for DC generators. The majority of aircraft electronic systems convert the 
current 115VAC to DC for use in the subsystem or only use it for powering heaters.  As a result, 
some new US aircraft are using 270 VDC generators and power systems.  In order to support 
the MIL-STD-1760 interface, these aircraft must use a DC to AC inverter to provide 115 VAC. 
This results in a low efficiency power system and costly heavy inverters in the aircraft just to 
support MIL-STD-1760 weapons.  MIL-STD-1760D incorporates changes to allow the aircraft to 
provide 270 VDC power instead of 115 VDC, and requies new (“1760D”) stores to accept either 
270 VDC or 115 VAC.  This defines a path to elimination of unnecesary power inverters once 
the existing inventory of 115 – only stores are expended.  If the trend toward 270 VDC aircraft 
continues, use of 270 VDC could become universal, allowing the removal of 115 VAC from the 
standard at some future date. 
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6. DIGITAL DATA BUS INTERFACE 

The standard requires use of a dual-redundant MIL-STD-1553 time-division multiplex 1 MHz 
digital data bus to transfer data across the interface.  It is implemented with two twinax contacts 
in the connector, each containing two inner conductors and one shield, which are compatible 
with the twisted, shielded pair cable used for MIL-STD-1553.  

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
sections 15.4.3.2, 15.5.1.2, 15.5.2.2 and 15.5.3.2 should be considered. 

Application of MIL-STD-1553 to the electrical interface between aircraft and stores results in 
several peculiar design issues not directly addressed by the MIL-HDBK-1553 Multiplex 
Applications Handbook.  These issues include the reconfiguration of the data bus in the aircraft 
(see Figure 13).  This reconfiguration results from different store loadouts for different missions 
and from periodic removal of remote terminals from the network as a direct result of store 
release during a mission.  Other issues include: (1) concerns about "open data bus stubs" and 
how these unterminated stubs affect waveform quality from both reflections and electromagnetic 
interference susceptibility perspectives; (2) uncertainties on the impact of harsh store station 
environments on data bus performance; and (3) unfamiliarity with the need to impose data bus 
electrical characteristic requirements at the interface breakpoint (i.e., ASI and MSI) that is 
different from the control point (i.e., remote terminal interface) defined in MIL-STD-1553.  The 
purpose of this section of the handbook is to supplement information in MIL-HDBK-1553 for 
those aircraft design issues that are unique to MIL-STD-1760.  This section is not intended to 
replace or conflict with design issue discussions contained in MIL-HDBK-1553. 

6.1 Overview of data bus application to AEIS.  
Prior to MIL-STD-1760, the application of MIL-STD-1553 in avionics systems was primarily in 
fixed network configurations.  These applications include a fixed number of terminals, each 
connected to the main bus through fixed length stubs.  As shown in Table IV, the AEIS 
application of MIL-STD-1553 implies a variable data bus network.  The impact of this bus 
variation is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Table IV.  Application comparison. 

NETWORK 
CHARACTERISTICS AVIONIC APPLICATIONS MIL-STD-1760 

APPLICATIONS 

Number and placement of 
stubs, length of main bus Fixed by design Fixed by design 

Number of terminals Generally fixed Function of mission loadout 
and release 

Stub length Fixed by design Function of store mated at 
ASI 

Open stubs Limited Normal operation:  Loadout 
variation Store release 
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All classes of ASIs are required by MIL-STD-1760 to include a set of redundant MIL-STD-1553B 
data bus stubs (Mux A and Mux B).  They are required to be transformer coupled stubs as 
opposed to direct coupled stubs also allowed by MIL-STD-1553.  These redundant stubs 
provide interconnection paths between the aircraft Stores Management System (SMS) and the 
store electronics for the transfer of serial digital data between these equipments.  Except for 
some additional requirements, which are discussed in this handbook, the Mux A and Mux B 
ports are defined around the terminal requirements of MIL-STD-1553. 

The stores management bus network is defined, for the purposes of this handbook, as that 
collection of hardware which allows MIL-STD-1553 formatted messages to be transferred 
between aircraft equipment and stores as well as from one store to another store via the aircraft.  
There are numerous arrangements of equipments and components which are practical network 
configurations.  Figure 14 represents the most basic network configuration.  This configuration 
allows most of the bus components to be located within the aircraft.  In the general case, only a 
MIL-STD-1553 transformer coupled stub from the main bus penetrates the skin of the aircraft for 
interconnection to a remote terminal in a mission store.  The only case where larger portions of 
the bus network are external to the aircraft is when a hierarchical architectured carriage store is 
inserted between the aircraft and mission store(s).  See Figure 15.  However, even in the Figure 
15 configuration, it can be argued that the second level bus in the carriage store – while 
functionally part of the stores management bus – is an electrically isolated "independent" bus 
and not an extension or part of the bus in the aircraft.  This position of electrical isolation is used 
in this handbook since the primary issues being discussed are the impact of ASI loading and 
environmental conditions on the interface electrical characteristics.  The fact that other 
equipments may be functionally interconnected, but electrically isolated, does not change this 
discussion. 

To further define term definitions, a distinction is made between stores management bus 
network, main bus and bus stub.  As defined above, the stores management bus network 
includes all components and equipment that form the multiplexed data "network."  The term 
"main bus" or "bus" is used to refer to the components and equipment on the ’aircraft side' of 
the MIL-STD-1553 bus coupler (including the coupler).  The term "bus stub" or "stub" refers to 
the portion of the network which crosses the MIL-STD-1760 interfaces (ASI, MSI, CSI and 
CSSI).  In the general case, the stub consists of those components between the MIL-STD-1553 
bus coupler (in the aircraft) and the MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal (in the store). 

Since MIL-STD-1760 only defines MIL-STD-1553 stub characteristics as measured at the ASI 
and MSI, a number of bus architectures are permitted to supply these characteristics.  Figure 13 
illustrates one architecture that represents a basic bus design.  Figure 15 and Figure 16 show 
two additional architectures, using completely different data bus architecture on the aircraft side 
of the store station equipment, that are also permitted.  The important aspect that must be 
understood is that MIL-STD-1760 does not require any specific stores management system or 
avionics bus network configuration in the aircraft.  Any conventional or innovative design for the 
circuitry on the aircraft side of the ASI is allowed provided that the data bus stub signal 
characteristics measurable at the ASI (and defined in MIL-STD-1760) are provided. 
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DETAIL OF BUS COUPLER CONNECTIONS
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Figure 13.  Basic network configuration. 
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Figure 14.  Hierarchical carriage store bus configuration. 
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Figure 15.  Data bus network configuration - alternate 1. 
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Figure 16.  Data bus network configuration - alternate 2. 

 

With that disclaimer, a few points on the basic network configuration of Figure 13 are presented.  
First, for aircraft with removable pylons and other types of S&RE adapters, the data bus 
couplers shown in Figure 13 should be installed on the aircraft side of the pylon-to-main aircraft 
structure interface.  If the coupler is installed in the pylon, then the main bus must loop into and 
then back out of the pylon in order to connect to the coupler.  If the pylon is removed, the main 
bus is "broken" or "cut" at the pylon-main aircraft structure interface and communication with 
any terminals downstream of the break is no longer possible.  Potential alternatives around 
looping the bus through the pylon are discussed in 6.5.4.  In addition to eliminating the "cut" bus 
problem, locating the bus coupler on the aircraft side of the pylon-aircraft structure interface 
increases the bus reliability, reduces main bus exposure to external EMR fields and improves 
bus survivability.  

There are two primary disadvantages with this coupler location.  First, the "aircraft side of the 
pylon" is generally in the wing and wings on current tactical aircraft are not noted for excessive 
space for coupler installations.  Second, locating the coupler deeper into the aircraft results in 
longer bus stubs.  The impact of stub length is discussed in 6.3. 

The second point to note on the basic network configuration of Figure 13 is that a portion of the 
bus stub along with the AEIS interfaces which the stub passes through are exposed to external 
environments.  The primary stub exposure is the section of the bus stub contained in any 
umbilical cable used to connect the ASI to MSI.  This cable should contain a good quality gross 
shield to maintain 360 degrees shield coverage of the AEIS cabling once it leaves the protective 
shield of the aircraft.  Without this gross shielding on the umbilical, it will be very difficult for the 
aircraft and store to successfully operate in the expected high EMR environments.  A second 
advantage of the gross shield of the umbilical is that the metallic shield tends to provide 
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additional mechanical protection to the cable.  This protection improves the odds that the cable 
will not be damaged, such as line-line short circuits as a result of store separation.  The shield 
however, provides no protection to the connector mating surface from damage due to rocket 
motor blasts, salt fog, moisture, etc.  (See 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 for additional details.) 

6.2 Data communications and system control.   
The intent of the AEIS standard is to rely on the MIL-STD-1553 network as the basic 
communication media between aircraft and store.  In time, this reliance may transition from 
1553 to some other high(er) speed data bus communication standard (such as a fibre optic 
based system).  For the immediate future, however, a need for a higher data rate 
communication support is not expected for store applications.  In addition, some concerns 
already exist in the store community that the cost for a 1553 based store interface may be too 
high relative to the total store cost or to the cost of the store electronics.  Requiring installation 
of a higher cost high speed data bus terminal in the store would reinforce this concern – 
particularly if the store does not require the higher data rate support. 

A second and significant advantage in using the 1553 interface as a common communication 
and control interface is to simplify establishing initial store communication.  By providing one 
common communication interface, the aircraft system avoids having to "search" though various 
possible communication channels in order to initialize the store.  The aircraft instead only needs 
to power-up the store and then send interrogation commands to the store via the 1553 port.  

6.2.1 Communication roles.   
The AEIS standard identifies the baseline roles for the aircraft and store in the digital 
communication network.  The standard requires that the aircraft "be responsible for the bus 
controller function" of 1553.  The intent here is to remove any implication that might exist 
through 1553 or through available terminal hardware that the store is expected to provide a bus 
controller capability.  As a general case, the AEIS standard is interpreted to require that the bus 
controller of the AEIS data bus be permanent equipment of the aircraft.  There are Stores 
Management System configuration possibilities that are periodically considered by aircraft 
system houses, in which the SMS bus controller can be in a detachable electronic pod 
connected to a store station.  However, this pod is generally considered to be a unique 
electronic system designed for that specific aircraft.  The complications resulting from trying to 
integrate a multi-aircraft compatible electronic pod into an SMS when the electronic pod is 
expected to continuously, or even for short time windows, take over the aircraft's SMS bus 
control is expected to preclude any general purpose store from being a bus controller. 

As a result, the general system configuration calls for the aircraft to supply the Bus Controller 
(BC) terminal functions defined by MIL-STD-1553.  In addition to this BC function, the aircraft 
will generally also contain a number of equipments connected to the data bus which contain 
1553 Remote Terminals (RT).  Examples of some of these RT based equipments are shown in 
Figure 13.  The Store Station Equipment shown in the figure typically includes RT functions.  As 
a result, the assignment of bus controller function to the aircraft also allows RT functions on the 
aircraft side of the ASI in addition to the BC function. 

In its responsibility as bus controller, the aircraft is required to control all communications 
through the ASI interfaces.  This communication includes information transfer between a store 
and the aircraft and between stores connected to the aircraft.  The mode used for store-store 
communication can be dependent on the aircraft SMS architecture.  The most obvious store-
store communication mode is the RT to RT information transfer format of MIL-STD-1553.  
However, aircraft architectures similar to those shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 do not directly 
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support the RT-RT transfer mode.  To achieve the effect of a store-store data transfer in one of 
these system architectures essentially requires a two-step transfer.  A RT-BC transfer is 
required through one ASI followed by a BC-RT transfer at the second ASI.  While this two-step 
process has several disadvantages, such as increased data delay and additional data 
"handling" by the bus controller, it does offer two advantages.  First, as implied above, the two-
step process allows a higher level of architecture design flexibility.  Second, the two-step data 
transfer allows "decoupling" the message formatting, data word formatting and message rate 
requirements of the two stores.  Unless the two stores are designed as an operating pair, or one 
store designed specifically to operate with the second store, the probability that the data in a 
transmit message of one store is compatible with the data in a receive message of the second 
store is very small.  Decoupling these two stores by a RT-BC, reformat, BC-RT transaction 
simplifies integration provided that the increased data delay is still acceptable. 

6.2.2 Addressing modes. 
MIL-STD-1553 identifies two basic modes for addressing information and commands to a 
remote terminal.  The first relies on each remote terminal being assigned a unique five bit binary 
address.  The command word transmitted by the bus controller contains a five-bit address field 
to designate the specific RT to which the message is directed.  To support this addressing 
mode, each MIL-STD-1760 interface includes a set of address discretes (see 7.3) for assigning 
addresses to each store connected to the aircraft.  This assigned address is referred to as "bus 
unique" address.  This term is used because all that is required is for the combination of SMS 
architecture and ASI address assignments to be such that stores connected to the different 
ASIs on the aircraft can distinguish between commands directed at them versus commands 
directed at other stores.  This means, for example, that the addresses at the two ASIs shown in 
Figure 15 can have the same RT address if the SSE between the ASI and the avionics bus 
blocks out messages directed at other ASIs.  In this way, the store connected to ASI No. X 
would not see commands directed at ASI No. Y even if X and Y are assigned the same RT 
address. 

The second mode defined by MIL-STD-1553 is the "broadcast" mode.  The RT address of 31 is 
designated by MIL-STD-1553 as a broadcast command indicator.  The data bus standard does 
not specifically require remote terminals to accept "broadcasted" messages.  In fact, Notice 1 to 
MIL-STD-1553B disallows the use of broadcast for Air Force applications.  This broadcast 
prohibition is loosened by Notice 2 to MIL-STD-1553B.  The second notice allows the broadcast 
of mode commands to terminals but disallows other receive messages.  This second notice 
applies to equipment for all military services.  The debate on broadcast continues and since the 
implementation of broadcast is a RT option, MIL-STD-1760C and D provide additional 
restrictions on broadcast. 

6.2.3 Subaddress restrictions.  
MIL-STD-1760 requires that subaddresses 19 and 27 can only be used for nuclear weapon 
applications.  This restriction is included in MIL-STD-1760 to provide "protected" subaddresses 
for MIL-STD-1553 messages used to control nuclear warheads.  Given that multiple RTs can be 
connected to a common data bus along with a nuclear warheaded weapon, a safety concern 
arose in the nuclear community.  In simple terms, this concern was that messages directed to 
non-nuclear equipment might corrupt into a misdirected message to a nuclear warhead.  To 
increase the protection from misdirected messages, where destination is determined strictly by 
a 5 bit address field, two subaddresses are set aside for use only by nuclear warheads.  A 
nuclear warhead can also use other subaddresses. 
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When this restriction is applied to aircraft, it could impact aircraft avionic equipments as well as 
non-nuclear stores.  This avionic impact would occur if the bus architecture selected for a 
specific aircraft resulted in stores and non-SMS avionic subsystems, e.g., inertial navigation or 
mission computer communication, being mixed onto a common bus.  This mixing of avionics 
and stores on a common bus is most likely to occur in retrofitting MIL-STD-1760 into less 
sophisticated aircraft and helicopters.  However, significant nuclear certification complexities, 
particularly with software revisions, could result if nuclear stores are installed on avionic buses. 

One further point is that this subaddress restriction is not an outright ban of subaddresses 19 
and 27 for all MIL-STD-1553 applications.  The restriction only applies to non-nuclear 
equipments if its 1553 commands are detectable at an ASI.  For example, the architecture of 
Figure 15 allows equipment on the avionics bus to use subaddresses 19 and 27 for non-nuclear 
functions since these avionic bus messages and the associated subaddresses, are not "visible" 
at the ASIs.  For this reason, the subaddress restriction, while significant for some architectures, 
is very minor for most SMS/AEIS applications. 

6.2.4 Communication redundancy. 
MIL-STD-1553 defines bus terminal requirements for a single data port.  However, the standard 
also identifies requirements for applications which need a redundant data port.  (This 
redundancy is not mandated by 1553 on terminals.)  For these redundant port applications, MIL-
STD-1553 specifies that system bus operation will be in a dual standby mode as described in 
the standard.  Since MIL-STD-1760 represents a specific application of 1553, it specifically 
requires this dual standby redundant operation.  This redundancy is required at the ASIs to 
minimize the impact of single event failures.  This redundancy was considered particularly 
prudent given the destructive capability of the RT based equipments (missiles, etc.) connected 
to the bus.  The external exposure of the data bus stubs and potential stub damage following 
store release also contributed to the need on redundancy.  As with other requirements imposed 
by MIL-STD-1760, all that is being levied on the aircraft is that digital data bus functions "visible" 
at the ASIs meet the redundancy requirements i.e., Mux A and Mux B ports are supplied at each 
ASI and operate in the dual standby redundant mode.  The level of redundancy and system 
operation internal to the aircraft is not directly specified by MIL-STD-1760.  For example, the 
internal bus structure of Figure 16 can be transparent to Mux A/B operations detectable at the 
ASI. 

6.3 Network reconfiguration.   
One of the application issues introduced in an earlier section dealt with reconfiguration of the 
aircraft bus network as a function of store loadout.  This reconfiguration occurs in three ways.  
First, when different stores are connected to the aircraft store stations, the total stub lengths 
vary.  This variation is due primarily to the different lengths of cable internal to the different 
stores, between the MSI and the store remote terminal.  A secondary contributor to the length 
variation results from the possibility that umbilical cables of different lengths are used to 
interconnect the ASI to the MSI for different stores. 

Variations in stub length can influence:  (1) The effective bus loading, (2) the waveform 
distortion due to reflections, and time-of-arrival of these reflections, and (3) the attenuation of 
signals travelling through the bus network. 

An additional reconfiguration issue results when the stores are released from the aircraft.  This 
release operation effectively results in an instantaneous shortening of the associated bus stub 
and loss of stub termination.  The third contributor to bus network reconfiguration is a variation 
of release operation.  This results from the variations in the total store loadout selected for 
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specific missions.  With various mission loadouts, stores, i.e., loads, may be connected to some 
stations while other stations remain unloaded.  The net result is that variations in stub lengths 
and variations in the number of stubs loaded with terminals must be considered by the aircraft 
bus network designer during the initial design and during redesign (for adding more equipment 
to the bus).  The network variation considerations for both bus reflections and load changes are 
expanded in the paragraphs below. 

6.3.1 Bus reflections. 
The component (cable, coupler and remote terminal) characteristics defined by MIL-STD-1553 
result in a bus network which is a highly mismatched and lossy transmission line system.  (For 
example, data bus stubs are required to use 77 ohm (nominal) twinaxial cable but are 
terminated into 1000 ohm (minimum) remote terminal input impedances.)  This mismatched and 
lossy network was intentionally selected by MIL-STD-1553 to minimize, and to some extent 
stabilize the loading of terminal transmitters. 

The large mismatch at the RT-to-stub interface results in some of the signal energy being 
reflected back up the stub to recombine with the signal on the main bus.  The lossy transformer 
coupler reduces the load on the main bus by the connected terminal.  As a result, very little of 
the bus signal energy is drained by each terminal and the load seen by a terminal can be 
maintained at a "relatively constant" level independent of the number of terminals connected to 
the bus.  In addition to impedance mismatches at the terminal end of a stub, the connection of a 
coupler to the main bus also results in a mismatch.  One disadvantage of this mismatched 
transmission line is that a large percentage of the power transmitted from a terminal, or reflected 
from the terminal interface, is dissipated in the transformer data bus coupler.  A second 
disadvantage of the mismatched network is that the waveforms on the bus and ultimately 
delivered to a terminal, are distorted by the reflections from the terminal and the coupler.   

MIL-HDBK-1553, section 40, provides a good discussion of reflection and distortion issues in 
MIL-STD-1553 networks.  It shows the effect of multiple stubs of different lengths and provides 
recommendations on the simulation that should be performed to assess the robustness of a 
network if the number or length of stubs is large.  ASD-TR-87-5028 section 5.1.3.3.1 reported 
on a series of tests with various bus configurations, stub lengths, etc, which confirmed the 
reflection and attenuation characteristics discussed in MIL-HDBK-1553.  

To summarize the simple case of a single data bus coupler, the waveform distortions at the bus 
are influenced by the distance between the bus location of interest, e.g., where another coupler 
might be located, and the next data bus coupler.  The waveform distortions are also affected by 
the stub length.  The primary influence of the stub length is that length determines the time that 
the "re-enforcing" wave will return to the bus to increase the signal magnitude.  This stub length 
in combination with the distance to the coupler also affects the reflection induced zero crossing 
deviation.  The worst case deviation is dependent on the detection thresholds set in the RT 
receiver as well as the magnitude of the RT input signal.  

To summarize the multiple coupler configuration, the installation of multiple couplers with a very 
small separation between couplers can result in a relatively large dip in the signal waveform.  
The magnitude of this dip is dependent on the stub length, longer stubs yield a larger dip.  The 
location of the dip in the incident wave is dependent on the distance from the couplers where 
the measurement is taken.  The location of the dip relative to the pulse leading edge is directly 
proportional to the distance from the coupler.  

Analytical techniques can be used to model the waveform quality of a specific bus configuration 
but the model will be fairly complex for large bus networks.  Due to this complexity, the model 
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should be validated by comparing analytical results with laboratory tests of several network 
configurations.  A validated model provides higher flexibility for design analysis by allowing 
various configurations and component tolerances to be quickly checked. The level of accuracy 
required of the model can vary with different design requirements.  For example, the simulation 
programs described in MIL-HDBK-1553 can provide useful first cut approximations. 

6.3.2 Loading effects. 
The electrical load seen by remote terminal transmitters can vary over a broader range than 
implied by MIL-STD-1553.  The military standard requires RTs to be tested into a 70 ohm ±2 
percent load.  This transmitter load is affected by the bus configuration, the components 
(tolerances) used in the bus and by the number, location and length of stubs connected to the 
bus.  To complicate matters, the load seen on a bus or seen by a transmitter, i.e., on a stub, 
also varies with frequency. 

Stacking up couplers in one location results in higher losses than occurs if the couplers are 
distributed.  However, physical installation limitations in many aircraft can require co-location of 
data bus couplers to service adjacent ASIs and associated Store Station Equipments.  As long 
as the effects of a coupler co-location are considered during bus network design, suitable 
waveforms can be provided at the ASIs. 

6.3.3 ASI output waveform. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires the aircraft to deliver output waveforms, measured at the ASI, which fall 
within the envelope defined in section 5.1.2 of the standard.  This waveform envelope complies 
with the stub voltage requirements of MIL-STD-1553 but is also potentially more stringent in the 
minimum required voltage.  MIL-STD-1553 defines the minimum stub voltage delivered by the 
bus as 1 volt p-p at the RT input (MIL-STD-1553 reference Point A).  In contrast, MIL-STD-1760 
requires the aircraft to deliver 1.4 volts p-p minimum at the ASI.  While this minimum voltage is 
higher, it is also measured at a different point.  The 1553 measurement point is the RT input 
while the 1760 measurement point is the ASI.  An unspecified length of twinaxial cable can exist 
between the ASI and RT buried inside a store.  The higher required voltage increases the 
design margin as well as offsets for cable length differences.  This higher voltage also raises the 
effective signal/noise ratio to help offset high noise levels expected from the data bus stubs 
exposed to the external electromagnetic environment. 

6.4 Data bus interface EMI considerations. 
This section addresses several EMI issues which, while not unique to MIL-STD-1760, are 
periodically raised in MIL-STD-1760 applications.  (See 13 for additional EMC discussion.)  

6.4.1 Shield grounding. 
The first of these issues concerns shield grounding.  The data bus standard is vague on the 
grounding scheme for the data bus and stubs.  While MIL-STD-1553 requires the use of twisted 
shielded pair (TSP) cable and 360 degree shield termination, it does not directly define at what 
location(s) the shield should be grounded or even if the shield should be grounded; however, 
implications are given.  The standard specifically requires the shield to be grounded on the store 
side of the MSI and the aircraft side of the ASI.  Since MIL-STD-1760 is an interface standard, it 
defines the shield grounding only as measurable at the interface, e.g., ASI and MSI.  It does not 
define how many shield ground connections exist in the aircraft nor does it define the exact 
locations of these connections.  MIL-STD-1760 only requires that measurement of the shield 
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connection at the ASI indicates that the shield is electrically connected to aircraft structure 
ground. 

Since the data bus and stubs use twisted shielded pair cable, multi-point grounding of the shield 
on the aircraft is recommended.  This multi-point shield grounding in combination with the 
magnetic field rejection of the twisted wire pair results in good overall electrostatic and 
electromagnetic shielding.  Multi-point shield grounding can be physically achieved if bus 
couplers are used with conductive base plates.  By bonding the couplers to aircraft structure, a 
good quality shield ground can be achieved at each cable's connection to a coupler.  This 
method avoids the use of pigtailed shield terminations and the resulting high impedance ground 
path of pigtails. 

6.4.2 Twinaxial versus standard contacts. 
A variation of the shield grounding issue concerns the type of connector contacts used for the 
data bus interfaces.  The connector requirements of MIL-STD-1760 (5.1.2) specify the use of 
twinaxial contacts in the interfacing connectors.  These contacts are defined by MIL-C-39029/90 
and /91 specification sheets.  The twinaxial contact contains three concentric connections: a 
center contact, an intermediate contact which axially surrounds the center contact and an outer 
contact which axially surrounds the intermediate contact.  By connecting the shield to the outer 
contact, a total 360 degree dedicated shield is provided around the bus through the connector. 

An alternative connection method used in some MIL-STD-1553 equipment results in dividing the 
two conductors and the shield of the TSP cable among three standard, single connection, 
contacts of a connector.  This method results in the loss of the dedicated 360 degrees shield 
coverage and also results in pigtailing the shield through the connector.  Radiated emission 
tests, reported in ASD-TR-87-5028 paragraph 5.1.9.5.4, showed significant emission increases 
with pigtailed connections, for a standalone MIL-STD-1553 cable run.  A different set of tests 
conducted for radiated emissions and susceptibility of a data bus cable bundled with other 
signals in a shielded umbilical still showed a degradation in shielding effectiveness; but the 
degradation within the 1553 passband was not as severe, approximately 5 dB, due to the gross 
shield of the umbilical.  At some frequencies tested, the standard 20 AWG contacts yielded over 
20 dB of shielding degradation when compared to the twinaxial contact.  Figure 17 plots the 
noise levels, at the ASI, induced by a 200 volt/meter field into a TSP cable constructed with 
twinaxial contacts and standard contacts.  The cable assembly tested was a gross overbraided 
primary signal set cable. 

While the induced noise levels are higher in the standard contact cable, the increase is 
relatively small (95 dB) within the 1553 frequencies.  However, two factors need to be 
considered when interpreting this data.  First, the cables tested had a total length of 
approximately 12.5 meters with six mated connector pairs.  Of these six, only one connector 
pair was replaced to substitute standard contacts for twinaxial contacts.  Secondly, the 12.5 
meter cable assembly was constructed with a 360 degree coverage metal overbraid, therefore 
the pigtailed TSP connections were buried inside a shield overbraid.  This reduces the 
measured degradations. 

When a store is not loaded at a particular store station, the ASI connector contacts are left 
exposed to external radiation sources.  The MIL-STD-1553 data bus stub contacts defined by 
MIL-STD-1760 are twinaxial contacts, hence a shield around the contacts is carried through the 
connector.  These twinaxial contacts provide a relatively small aperture when unmated.  The 
noise entering through the contact aperture can be approximated by the attenuation of a circular 
waveguide with the same dimensions.  The low frequency cut-off (f0) for a circular waveguide is 
approximated by: 
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   fO   = 175.768 / D (MHz) 

   Where D is the aperture diameter in millimeters. 

Since the worst case, largest aperture, will exist with the twinaxial socket contact, versus the 
twinaxial pin contact, the low frequency cut-off is: 

   fO = 175,768 / 5.537 

   fO= 31.7 GHz 

 

 
 

Figure 17.  Data bus interface field induced noise levels. 

 

For signals with maximum frequencies at least an order of magnitude lower than fO, (i.e., 3 GHz 
for the twinaxial socket), the attenuation down a circular waveguide is approximated by: 

   A = 32L/D (dB) 

   Where L is the length and D the diameter 

For the socket contact alone, therefore: 

   A = 32 (30.5 / 5.537) 

   A = 176 dB 

This indicates that noise entering the unmated socket's shield aperture at frequencies below 
3 GHz is significantly attenuated through the socket alone.  In addition, noise at frequencies 
above 3 GHz is attenuated by the twisted wire pair transmission line and by the MIL-STD-1553 
data bus coupling transformer.  It is not expected, therefore, that the shield opening in unmated 
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twinaxial contacts will lead to a radiated susceptibility problem on the MIL-STD-1553 stub 
interface. 

A second set of radiated susceptibility tests were conducted with the two connector (contact) 
configurations.  The second set of tests was run with the umbilical cables disconnected from the 
store to simulate externally induced  (200 volts/meter) noise at the ASI after store release.  
Figure 18 and Figure 19 compare the results and Figure 18 compares 200 volt/meter external 
field induced noise into a cabling configuration representative of a mission store installed on a 
carriage store which in turn is installed on an aircraft.  The cable configuration contains 9 sets of 
mated connector pairs in a series connection within a total cable length of 19 meters.  All 
connector pairs use twinaxial contacts.  The noise levels plotted by Curve A in the figure were 
measured at the ASI for this cable setup.  Curve B plots the ASI measured noise when the 
umbilical at the MSI is disconnected and the open umbilical connector is exposed to the 
external field.  This disconnected cable configuration is 2.4 meters shorter than the Curve A 
configuration.  As a result, comparing Curves A and B result in comparing 19 meter mated cable 
noise levels versus 16.5 meter cable with open connector noise levels.  The only real 
conclusion that can be made is that the noise levels did not increase in the tested cable 
configuration when the mission store was disconnected from the aircraft.  However, since the 
Curve B cable is shorter some degradation is apparent.  Figure 19 likewise compares the 200 
volt/meter external field induced noise into a second cabling configuration representative of a 
mission store carried directly on the aircraft, i.e., no carriage store installed.  This cable 
configuration contains six mated connector pairs in a series connection within a 12.5-meter total 
cable length.  The MSI connector used 20 AWG contacts for data bus stub while the remaining 
five connectors used twinaxial contacts. 

The noise levels of Curve A in the figure were measured at the ASI for this cable setup.  Curve 
B plots the ASI noise when the umbilical connector is exposed to external fields.  This 
disconnected configuration is 2.6 meters (20 percent) shorter than the Curve A configuration.  
Therefore, care needs to be exercised in comparing the two curves.  Considering that the Curve 
B cable is 20 percent shorter, the essentially equal noise levels below 1 MHz and above 
40 MHz implies significant shielding degradation.  However, the total noise levels with the 
disconnected umbilical are generally no worse than the fully mated longer configuration through 
the frequency range tested. 

The conclusion is that concentric twinaxial contacts should be used for all databus and stub 
cable runs to reduce the amount of noise pick-up.  MIL-STD-1760 mandates the use of twinaxial 
contacts in the Class I and II ASI connectors.  Where use of twinaxial contacts is not practical, a 
gross overbraid of the entire cable assembly must be considered with a 360 degree gross shield 
termination to the mating connectors.  When using the gross overbraid technique, consideration 
should be given to cross-talk between a pigtailed 1553 line and other signal and power lines 
within the shielded cable assembly. 
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Figure 18.  Twinaxial contact cable assembly noise levels. 

 

 

Figure 19.  Standard 20 AWG contact cable assembly noise levels. 
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6.4.3 Center tapped transformers. 
Some aircraft data bus networks used grounded center taps on the transformer couplers, or on 
the transformer output winding of the RT, or on both.  The purpose of adding a grounded center 
tap is to improve the TSP common mode rejection by improving the impedance balance 
between each of the two lines and ground (shield). 

Noise immunity can be improved or worsened when a center tap is grounded, depending on the 
quality of the coupling transformer.  The accuracy of the center tap electrical balance 
determines the level of rejection of noise voltages between two grounded center taps.  Two 
well-balanced center tapped transformers can improve the overall noise rejection.  Another 
advantage is the grounded center tap transformer allows continued operation, in a degraded 
mode, when one side of the circuit fails open. as shown in Figure 20a.  An open in a non-center 
tapped transformer coupler ( Figure 20b ) will disrupt communication between the RT and the 
data bus. 

However, the center tapped grounded network can also inject a noise voltage into the data bus 
system.  As long as the noise voltage between aircraft and store structures is low, with good 
bonding between aircraft and store structures, bus operation can continue. 

 

ASI

MSI

Vs

OPENx
x

Store RT

OPENx
x

Store RT  

Figure 20a.  Center tap.                                      Figure 20b.  Non-center tap. 

Figure 20.  Transformer coupler alternatives. 

 

However, high structure ground noise or unbalanced center taps can degrade system 
performance by increasing the noise levels injected into the main bus.  For data bus networks 
that are totally contained within an aircraft, the aircraft designer generally has sufficient authority 
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to control the quality of all center tapped RT transformers and coupler transformers if he 
chooses to use this balancing technique.  The quality of this balance is not, however, covered 
by MIL-STD-1553 and MIL-STD-1760.  A center tap balancing requirement was not included in 
MIL-STD-1760 because EMI tests, such as those reported in ASD-TR-87-5028 paragraph 
5.1.3.4.3, showed little performance improvement.  It was also not addressed due to a concern 
that additional controls, over MIL-STD-1553, would be required on the transformers and 
interface impedance balance to preclude system degradation.  As a result, MIL-STD-1760 
neither requires nor disallows grounded center tap transformers.  The aircraft designer does not 
know whether a future store will use a grounded center tap transformer and on the quality of the 
transformer balance.  Therefore, the safest approach for the aircraft designer is not to use 
grounded center taps on the ASI side of the bus coupling transformer.  The decision whether to 
use grounded center taps on the bus side of the coupler can be made independent of stub 
grounding balance.  (See Figure 21.) 

Optional

Shield
terminated

ASI

MSI

Open

Open

RT

Shield
terminated

 

Figure 21.  Transformer center taps. 

6.5 Architectural considerations.  
Section 6.1 addressed several architectural options for supplying MIL-STD-1553 interfaces at 
the ASI.  This section is a follow-up on architecture considerations which may minimize the 
reflection, loading, etc., problems previously covered. 

6.5.1 Carriage store functions. 
MIL-STD-1760C and D include a section on carriage stores, using provisions that were included 
in the original standard to allow future use of carriage stores.  MIL-STD-1760 requires that the 
data bus network provide a medium for connecting the SMS to stores.  Communication between 
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the SMS and stores mated at the ASI, including carriage stores, is required.  In addition, 
communication between the SMS and mission stores connected at a CSSI is also implied.  The 
communication level from the SMS through the ASI interface points on the aircraft can be 
defined as Level 1. 

A second level can also be defined to cover carriage stores.  This level fans out the digital 
information received at the CSI, through the CSSI interface points down to mission store remote 
terminals.  Also, if a hierarchical, or second tier, data bus is installed in the carriage store, the 
carriage store must terminate the data links (stubs) of Level 1, control traffic on the data link of 
the secondary level (Level 2) and retransmit, reformat as necessary, all traffic between levels.  
Since MIL-STD-1760 requires electrical characteristics for the ASI and MSI to be consistent with 
MIL-STD-1553 transformer coupled stubs (with the additional requirements of MIL-STD-1760), 
certain data bus interface requirements are implied for the carriage store. 

 
When a carriage store is installed between the aircraft (ASI) and mission store (MSI), the MIL-
STD-1553 stub must be functionally extended from the ASI to one or more CSSIs.  In order to 
achieve interoperability, the carriage store must contain electronics to interconnect CSI stubs 
with CSSI stubs while maintaining MIL-STD-1553 characteristics.  Electrically, this requires 
terminating the stub segment crossing the ASI and CSI interfaces and providing isolated data 
path(s) to remote terminals below the CSSI interface(s).  The electrical requirements implied for 
the carriage store at the CSSI are identical to the requirements imposed on the aircraft at the 
ASI interface.  Thus, electrically the carriage store electronics as seen from the CSI is 
equivalent to an MSI, i.e., a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal.  Likewise, the carriage store 
electronics as seen from the CSSI is equivalent to the ASI, i.e., a MIL-STD-1553 bus controller 
coupled to a stub.  The bridging electronics within the carriage store could include bus controller 
and remote terminal hardware or could include special electronic repeater circuits.  The CSI 
side of this repeater, however, would have remote terminal electrical characteristics while the 
CSSI side of the repeater would have data bus stub, or bus controller, characteristics. 

6.5.2 Internal aircraft hierarchical bus. 
A variation on the hierarchical carriage store technique is also available for use inside the 
aircraft.  One version of this approach is shown in Figure 22.  This structure has specific 
disadvantages in terms of higher data delays and more complex electronics.  It also provides 
several advantages.  First, it decouples the ASI's need for a MIL-STD-1553 bus interface from 
the aircraft's data bus structure (ring, tree, star, etc.) and the communication method (1553 
TDM, FDM, fiber optic, token passing ring, etc.).  This decoupling has advantages for retrofitting 
non-1553 aircraft with MIL-STD-1760 and for integrating MIL-STD-1760 into future high speed 
data bus aircraft.  A second advantage is that the internal hierarchical arrangement removes the 
impact of potential network variations due to different store loadouts from the main aircraft data 
bus.  Also, it electronically isolates noise on the ASI stub from internal aircraft buses.  A fourth 
advantage is that distributed processing techniques, if selected for the SMS, tend to lead to a 
tiered data bus interface. 

The main point is that designers should consider the trade-offs of complexity and delay 
disadvantages against the listed advantages during selection of the SMS architecture. 
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Figure 22.  Aircraft hierarchical bus. 

6.5.3 Bus repeaters.  
In this concept, a bi-directional electronic repeater is connected between the SMS bus and a 
lower level stub, or bus).  (See Figure 23 for example.)  When a transmission at point A, from 
the bus controller, is sensed, the repeater activates and retransmits the signal through the stub 
(point C) to a lower level RT.  The RT response is received by the repeater and echoed back to 
the main bus.  The primary benefit of this approach is to buffer the main bus from stub 
generated reflections and stub variations by fixing the electrical length of the stub to the 
distance between the main bus and the repeater bus input.  A secondary benefit is that data 
delays are much lower with this "immediate repeat" concept when compared to the "store and 
forward" technique of a hierarchical bus.  The primary disadvantage lies in the repeater design 
trade-off between round trip transmission delay and system noise immunity.  As time available 
for repeater signal processing is increased, the repeater can conduct more checks on the 
received signal to reduce probability of repeating illegal or distorted signals.  The primary 
deterrent to high delays, several microseconds, is the "no response time out" feature of MIL-
STD-1553 bus controllers.  If the aircraft designer selects a bus controller with a "long" no 
response time out, the designer can then increase the repeater processing for improved signal 
quality. 
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6.5.4 Bus branch. 
One problem that is somewhat common in MIL-STD-1760 applications is the need to support 
multiple RTs below the wing-pylon disconnect.  Even excluding pylons with multiple ASIs, a 
pylon containing an SSE and one ASI is expected to be a common configuration.  To service 
these two RTs, one in the SSE and one in the store connected to the ASI, requires four 
couplers, two for Mux A and two for Mux B.  Note that use of hierarchical or repeater concepts 
in the SSE eliminates the need for two of these couplers.  These couplers can be installed in the 
wing (see Figure 24a) but wing space is severely restricted on most aircraft.  Routing the main 
bus through the wing-pylon disconnect can be done (see Figure 24b) but reliability is degraded 
and jumpers are required if the pylon is removed.  A direct coupled stub can be spliced directly 
into the bus and run through the wing-pylon disconnect.  The two transformer couplers can then 
be connected to this stub for feeding the ASI and SSE.  This connection results in signal 
distortions similar to co-located couplers (see 6.3.1) as long as the cable between main bus and 
the coupler pair is kept short, e.g., 0.3 meter.  As this short stub length increases, the bus 
loading and reflections will also increase.  Performance tests must be run on the actual 
configuration prior to use since it is, at best, stretching the rules for acceptable bus design. 
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Figure 23.  Stub repeater example. 
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Figure 24a.  Couplers in wing. 

 

Figure 24b.  Loop bus through pylon. 
 

 

Figure 24c.  Branch-off bus. 

Figure 24.  Multiple remote terminal coupling options. 
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In conclusion, the bus configuration, including variations in stub lengths and termination 
conditions, can affect the waveform amplitude and quality delivered to an ASI.  It is 
recommended that designers use analytical models to evaluate bus configuration variations 
during bus network design.  It is also recommended that designers follow-up the modelling with 
tests of the selected configuration(s) since all models contain inaccuracies, assumptions and 
simplifications. 

6.6 Data bus topology issues. 

6.6.1 Local or aircraft bus. 
The MIL-STD-1553 bus at the ASI could be a local bus or could be part of a common aircraft 
bus.  There are significant advantages in the use of a common aircraft bus as shown in Figure 
25a.  The use of separate buses for each ASI requires that separate bus control circuitry is 
provided for each ASI.  When compared with the common bus approach, this will increase the 
size of electronics required, reduce the overall ability of the system and add an extra level of 
complexity to the overall design.  One advantage of using individual buses (Figure 25b) is to 
provide isolation of the bus at the ASI.   

 

Figure 25a.  Common MIL-STD-1553 stores bus. 
 
 

 
Figure 25b.  Individual MIL-STD-1553 stores buses. 

Figure 25.  Local and aircraft MIL-STD-1553 buses. 
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6.6.1.1 Single or multiple buses. 
A single bus connected to multiple ASIs, or multiple buses each servicing one ASI, could be 
used for the stores bus.  There are significant advantages in the use of a single dual redundant 
bus (see Figure 26a) in preference to multiple buses (see Figure 26b), unless the number of 
remote terminal addresses required cannot be accommodated on a single bus.  A single bus 
can support a maximum of 30 different remote terminal addresses but it is recommended that 
the total used on a single bus be limited to about 25 to allow some room for future expansion.  A 
single bus should be adequate in terms of bus traffic and reliability and will minimize the amount 
of electronics required in terms of numbers of bus controllers. 

The basic level of activity on the stores bus, in terms of message transfers, is relatively low with 
bursts of greater activity occurring when a change of store state is being demanded or when 
store releases are taking place.  Increasing the number of remote terminals on this bus will 
increase the basic level of activity but this will still remain relatively low.  The relative size of the 
periods of high activity for store state changes will not increase, if additional remote terminals 
are added, as this will not affect the basic philosophy that only requires the release of one or 
possibly two stores simultaneously.  All other store state changes can be time multiplexed to 
spread, and so restrict, the level of activity.  The electrical loading on the bus will be affected by 
the number of remote terminals on the bus.  However, there should be enough tolerance in the 
voltage levels specified by MIL-STD-1553 to ensure a minimum voltage of 1.4 Vpp at the ASI as 
specified in MIL-STD-1760, especially if low loss cable, such as Trompeter TWC-78-2, is used.  
The minimum output voltage for a transmitter allowed by MIL-STD-1553B is 18 Vpp when 
driving into a 70 ohm load.  For a bus with 30 remote terminals presenting the maximum load 
impedance then a typical voltage of 3.0 Vpp would be expected at the ASI.  With a single 
shorted stub, as allowed for in MIL-STD-1553, this would reduce the voltages at the ASI to 2.4 
Vpp typically.  This still allows a large margin for further voltage drops due to the attenuation in 
long lengths of cable. 

6.6.1.2 Shared data bus. 
The stores bus can be combined with other MIL-STD-1553 aircraft buses or kept separate.  
There are advantages to combining the stores bus with the bus used within the AIS.  Both these 
buses require critical data to be transferred and both need to be under the control of the AIS.  
By combining these buses, aircraft wiring is reduced and fewer bus controllers are required and 
this will reduce the size of the electronics (see Figure 27).  It is not recommended that the 
stores bus be combined with any other aircraft bus as there will be a conflict between the types 
of data to be transferred which could make it difficult to meet the requirements for critical signal 
transfer on the stores bus (see paragraph 6.6.2). 

The stores bus has a requirement to transfer safety critical data as specified in MIL-STD-1760.  
The remote units within the AIS, particularly store station equipment, require safety critical 
information to be passed to them.  This information could be arranged in the same form as that 
specified for stores in MIL-STD-1760.  If this were done, then it would be a simple matter to use 
the same MIL-STD-1553 bus to transfer safety critical and other data to both stores and remote 
AIS equipments.  This has the advantage that only one safety critical bus controller is required 
within the AIS thus saving space and reducing costs.  MIL-STD-1760 defines particular formats 
and particular subaddress and word positions for safety critical data.  If non-AIS equipments are 
on the same bus as MIL-STD-1760 stores then these equipments may use these particular 
word positions and subaddresses for non-critical information.  If this happens, then the design of 
a safety critical bus controller, that meets the specified performance in MIL-STD-1760, becomes 
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very complex if not impossible.  For this reason it is undesirable to allow non-AIS equipment to 
use the same bus as MIL-STD-1760 stores. 

 

ASIASIASIASIASIASI

BC

 
 

Figure 26a.  Single bus system. 
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Figure 26b.  Multiple bus system. 

Figure 26.  Single and multiple stores buses. 
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Figure 27a.  Separated stores bus and internal AIS bus. 
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Figure 27b.  Common stores and AIS bus. 

Figure 27.  Separate and shared MIL-STD-1553 buses. 
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6.6.1.3 Linear bus or other topology. 
Stores bus topology can be arranged either as a linear bus through the aircraft, including the 
wings, or the main bus can be confined to the fuselage and stubs run to each store station. 

A linear bus (see Figure 28) is one which is routed through the aircraft, including the wings, and 
stubs are taken from the bus as close as possible to the store stations and remote units.  An 
alternative topology is for the bus to be confined to the fuselage (see Figure 29).  Mux bus 
wiring from an ASI on the wing pylons would have to be routed down the length of the wing to a 
stubbing point on the fuselage.  This second alternative would require more aircraft wiring, but 
provide greater system survivability of battle damage.  The two buses in a dual redundant 
system could also be separated making it very unlikely that both are destroyed by the same 
area of damage. 

The purpose of having a dual redundant bus is that if one bus gets damaged then data can still 
be transferred on the other bus.  To maximize the usefulness of this, the two buses should be 
physically separated to reduce the probability that a single area of damage can affect both 
buses.  In many types of aircraft the physical construction of the wings, especially if they contain 
fuel tanks, means that there is only limited space for cable runs that are physically separated by 
more than a few inches.  In these aircraft, if a linear bus is used, then the two buses will be 
physically close to each other for much of the wing length thus increasing the probability that a 
single area of battle damage could affect both buses.  To overcome this a starred bus approach 
could be adopted such that the actual buses are restricted to the fuselage and are physically 
separated, such as one on the port side and one on the starboard side.  Separate stubs are 
then taken from both of these buses for each remote terminal in the wings.  This means that the 
wings will only contain stub wiring, albeit for both buses, so that at worst a single area of battle 
damage can only effect the stub wiring which would only disrupt particular terminals and not the 
bus as a whole. 
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Figure 28.  Linear bus. 
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Figure 29.  Starred bus. 
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6.6.2 Hardware/software partitioning. 
The actual partitioning between hardware and firmware is for the designers to determine, but 
they should be aware of all of the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 before deciding on this 
partitioning.  The following gives two examples of requirements that need to be considered: 

a. 1 in 105 hours critical probability required by note 4 of table BXXXII in the standard. 

b. The bus controller must be capable of transmitting commands at a rate such that an 
intermessage gap of 50 microseconds maximum can be supplied when needed. 

Figure 30 shows a typical design for a bus controller.  The following indicates typical partitioning 
of functions between hardware and firmware: 

a. Hardware: - Checksum generation and checking, 

- (Critical)  Authority  code generation 

- Protocol error handling. 

b. Firmware: - Data bus changeover, 

- Busy management, 

- Status word exception handling, 

- Combining safety critical and non-critical message demands, 

- Insertion of critical authority code, 

- Safety critical message checks to include inhibiting any 
transmission of nuclear weapon subaddresses to any ASI, 

- Checking that critical control and authority words match before 
enabling transmission of mission store control message. 

To be able to demonstrate that the critical probability associated with the mission store critical 
and authority words has been met there needs to be a clearly defined relationship between 
these data words and the safety critical input demands, such as master arm and trigger.  This 
relationship is best demonstrated by direct hardware interlocks similar to those suggested in 
paragraph 5.4.2.4.5.1 for the critical authority code generation.  The intermessage gap 
requirements will affect the decision as to which areas of the bus controller should be 
implemented by dedicated hardware and which areas implemented by a processor.  The shorter 
the intermessage gap the more attractive a dedicated hardware solution is for the areas 
associated with data transfer.  At this level there are many alternatives and the best solution for 
a particular application must be determined by the designer after having considered all the 
requirements. 
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Figure 30.  Typical MIL-STD-1553 bus controller. 
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6.7 Mission store issues. 

6.7.1 Communications requirements. 
The intent of the standard is to rely on the MIL-STD-1553 interface as the basic communication 
media between stores and aircraft.  In time, this reliance may shift to other future 
communication standards, such as fiber optic or high speed data buses.  However, for the 
immediate future, MIL-STD-1553 provides an adequate communication system.  Although MIL-
STD-1760 does not mandate that a store contain an operational MIL-STD-1553 interface at the 
MSI, most mission stores are expected to do so.  Note that the power interfaces are not to be 
used for discrete control functions and the limited discretes in the MSI are assigned specific 
functions. 

6.7.1.1 Communication modes. 
All stores requiring a digital data interface should contain a MIL-STD-1553 RT.  Stores which 
contain an interface RT must operate the RT in the dual standby redundant mode.  The store is 
not to implement the Bus Controller (BC) functions defined in MIL-STD-1553.  The store RT 
must support the BC-RT, RT-BC and RT-RT information transfer modes described in the data 
bus standard.  These three transfer modes are not specifically mandated by MIL-STD-1760 and 
MIL-STD-1553B is subject to some interpretation as to whether the RT-RT mode is mandatory 
for all RTs.  The store RT should, however, implement all three modes because they are 
mandated by the incorporation of the Logical Element into MIL-STD-1760 and by MIL-STD-
1553B Notice 2.  Implementation of all three transfer modes avoids interface incompatibilities 
with some SMS architectures. 

6.7.1.2 Addressing modes. 
Two communication addressing modes are defined by MIL-STD-1553; RT unique address and 
broadcast.  The store's MSI RT must implement the RT unique addressing mode.  The RT's 
assigned address is determined by the store monitoring the interface address discretes and 
accepting an address that is valid, passes parity check and is not equal to 31, as it's unique RT 
address.  Command words received, over Mux A and Mux B interfaces, which contain an 
address field matching the store's assigned address will be responded to as specified in MIL-
STD-1553. 

The broadcast addressing mode has a limited application in MIL-STD-1553B and in MIL-STD-
1760.  A broadcast is recognized by detecting a command word address field of 31.  This 
broadcast address provides a common address by which all stores which implement broadcast 
can simultaneously receive the same message. 

6.7.1.3 Subaddress restrictions. 
The use of subaddresses (SA) 19 and 27 are strictly limited to controlling nuclear stores.  Stores 
must not use this subaddress for any non-nuclear transmit or receive commands.  Non-nuclear 
stores which, through error, receive a "transmit SA 19 or SA 27" command should respond as 
defined in MIL-STD-1553 for illegal commands.  Non-nuclear stores which receive a "receive 
SA 19 or SA 27" command should respond as defined in MIL-STD-1553 for illegal commands.  
See 6.2.3 for additional background on the need for restricting subaddress usage to improve 
nuclear weapon control safety. 

6.7.1.4 Communication redundancy. 
The data bus standard, in general, defines communication requirements for a single, non-
redundant, RT interface.  The standard also includes special requirements for RT's with 
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redundant input/output ports.  The standard specifically requires that the MSI implement the 
data bus interface with a redundant set of ports Mux A and Mux B and operate this interface in 
the dual standby redundant mode defined in MIL-STD-1553.  This redundancy level is required 
at the MSI for improving the mission success probability when the mission store is connected to 
an aircraft bus system.  This terminal redundancy allows the aircraft to switch communication 
channels if one of the redundant buses fail.  With a large number of terminals, e.g., stores and 
avionic equipments, connected to a common bus, the vulnerability of the bus is increased.  
Hence, the addition in the aircraft of a second, redundant, bus operating in a standby mode can 
significantly increase mission success.  Since the store has no prior knowledge which bus stub, 
Mux A or Mux B, an aircraft may need to use for store communication, the store must support 
both bus interface ports. 

The standard requires the store to operate at its MSI in this redundant mode.  The standard 
does not, however, define how deep into the store's electronics this redundancy is carried.  
Figure 31 shows several possible levels.  Figure 31(a) illustration most likely represents the 
lowest redundancy level permitted to support the dual standby redundant RT operation of MIL-
STD-1553. 

6.7.2 Electrical characteristics issues. 
The mission store is required by MIL-STD-1760 to provide MIL-STD-1553 transformer coupled 
RT input and output electrical characteristics at the MSI with several additional requirements.  
These additional requirements are driven by two issues.  The first issue is the location where 
the electrical characteristics are measured.  MIL-STD-1553 requires the measurement to be 
made "very close" to the remote terminal's transceiver hardware.  In contrast, MIL-STD-1760 
defines characteristics at the MSI which can be several feet of transmission line from the RT 
electronics.  This first issue affects the input impedance measured at the MSI.  This impedance 
issue is covered in 6.7.2.1 below. 

The second issue is that the mission store RT is driving a potentially heavily loaded data bus on 
the aircraft side of the ASI and is driving this bus in a high EMR environment.  This second 
issue affects the drive voltages required from the mission store and is addressed in 6.7.2.2. 

6.7.2.1 Input impedance. 
The input impedance requirements of MIL-STD-1553 require transformer coupled RTs to 
provide a specific minimum line-line impedance.  This impedance magnitude must be at least 
1000 ohms over the frequency range of 75 kHz through 1.0 MHz when measured at "Point A" of 
MIL-STD-1553 Figure 9.  Point A is defined as the connections to the remote terminal.  The 
problem that arises in MIL-STD-1760 is that the terminal is not located at the MSI but can be a 
number of electrical feet deeper in the mission store.  For a large mission store, it would not be 
unusual for 8 feet or more of twinaxial cable to be present between the MSI and the RT 
transceiver. 

Based on the physics of transmission lines, the measurement of impedance at the end of a long 
77 ohm transmission line terminated with a MIL-STD-1553 compliant transceiver, indicates an 
impedance well below the 1000 ohm limit.  This assumes that the transceiver impedance is 
close to the 1000 ohm limit.  Since it is desirable to use off-the-shelf MIL-STD-1553 compliant 
transceivers, some accommodation of the laws of physics is appropriate.   In addition, the intent  
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Figure 31.  Levels of store redundancy. 
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of the high terminal impedance, i.e., to return (reflect) a large portion of the stub signal back to 
the main bus to minimize bus loading, can still be retained by requiring a high impedance, 1000 
ohms or more, termination at the end of the mission store's data bus stub. 

The impact of cable length between MSI and store RT on measured line-line impedance is 
shown in Figure 32.  The two curves define measured and calculated impedances of various 
cable lengths terminated with a 1000 ohm resistive load for a 1 MHz frequency.  The three 
points marked with an X represent measured impedances at 1 MHz of 5, 10 and 20 foot cables 
terminated into an actual MIL-STD-1553 compliant transceiver.  As the cable length shortens 
the impedance measured with actual RTs tends to rise above the 1 MHz curve.  This occurs 
because the input impedance of this tested RT was closer to 1800 ohms versus the 1000 ohm 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 requirement. 

MIL-STD-1760 accommodates this perceived transmission line induced lower input impedance 
by requiring that the line-line impedance measured at the MSI be greater than 300 ohms over 
the 75 kHz to 1 MHz range.  This lower measured impedance allows installation of nearly 20 
feet of MIL-STD-1553 compliant cable between the MSI and the store RT hardware. 

By allowing this lower impedance, off-the-shelf transceivers can be used in the store.  In 
addition, this re-specification avoids store designers needing to install special impedance 
matching networks or special electronics simply to meet an "artificial" impedance requirement 
meant to apply to end stub termination, as opposed to a line-line measurement at some mid-
stub location, e.g., the MSI. 

 
 

Figure 32.  MSI input impedance. 
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6.7.2.2 Output voltage. 
The standard requires mission stores to guarantee a higher than MIL-STD-1553 minimum 
output voltage at the MSI when the store RT is transmitting.  MIL-STD-1553 allows the terminal 
output voltage to drop as low as 18 volts p-p, line-line when tested into a 70 ohm ±2 percent 
load.  MIL-STD-1760 requires a minimum of 20 volts at the MSI when tested into the same 
70 ohm test load.  This higher voltage is required for two reasons. 

First, the potential loads expected at the MSI, loads on the store's RT transmitter, can be less 
than the 70 ohm test level required by MIL-STD-1553.  This is particularly true if the aircraft 
contains a heavily utilized SMS data bus.  For a simple calculation, one can assume that a short 
bus is loaded with thirty 1000 ohm terminals directly at nominal winding transformers.  A thirty 
first terminal will see a 70.2 ohm load at Z of 77 ohms.  Since Z is allowed by MIL-STD-1553 to 
vary from 70 to 84 ohms, this same terminal output load impedance will range from 64.2 to 76.2 
ohms.  From this point, the calculations will be complicated by assuming: 

a. longer stubs - lower load impedance, 

b. larger distance between couplers - raise load impedance, 

c. tolerances on transformer windings - raise or lower impedance, 

d. longer cable length between coupler and point of impedance measurement – raise 
impedance. 

The main point, however, is that the MIL-STD-1553 test load represents only the nominal load 
condition seen at a RT.  To provide for design margin at the lower load impedance (64 ohms), a 
higher output voltage is required by MIL-STD-1760 when tested into the nominal load. 

The second reason for requiring the higher output voltage is to increase the design margin for 
providing a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the interface.  Since the MSI is expected to be 
located in external EMR fields not typical of conventional MIL-STD-1553 applications, a higher 
induced noise is injected into the data bus stub.  Figure 33 illustrates a typical noise level which 
can be expected on the MSI data bus interface from a 200 volt/meter field.  Curve A reflects a 
carriage store configuration while Curve B represents a mission store connected to the aircraft 
through a gross shielded umbilical cable.  In addition, aircraft with long data buses or a large 
number of connected terminals will result in a potentially large signal for RT-RT transfers 
between distant ASIs or for BC-RT and RT-BC transfers between the bus controller and a 
distant mission store.  Since the aircraft has been required to guarantee (see 6) a 1.4 volt signal 
at the ASI, a higher input voltage from the store will help in meeting the requirement while also 
increasing the SNR. 
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Figure 33.  Expected noise levels at MSI data bus interface. 
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7. DISCRETES 

This section provides detailed background on the discrete signal lines that pass through the 
MIL-STD-1760 interface.  They are: 

Release consent 

Interlock 

Address 

The safety ground interface is also sometimes referred to as a discrete interface, but because it 
is so closely related to electrical power issues, it is covered in section 10. 

7.1 Release consent. 
Release consent is implemented with a single wire through the interface (and referenced to 
power return).  The signal has two defined states:  “Enable,” which is nominally connected to a 
28 VDC power source, and “Inhibit” which is nominally an open circuit or is pulled to ground.   

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
15.4.3.4, 15.5.1.4, 15.5.2.4, 15.5.3.4 and all subparagraphs should be consulted. 

The name "release consent" is a carry-over from the original version of MIL-STD-1760 in 1981.  
Based on its application, a better name might be "Safety Critical Consent."  While the release 
consent signal was originally established and named as an enable/inhibit safety interlock on the 
release of certain types of stores, the signal function has been broadened to include other 
irreversible or safety critical functions commanded of the store over the digital data bus. 

The pilot has final control over the status of the release consent signal.  If release consent is 
inhibited or has been removed by the pilot, the mission store must not act upon critical control 
commands received over the data bus.  When the pilot has activated the appropriate “Arm” or 
“Fire” switch and other safety constraints are satisfied, the aircraft will enable release consent to 
the mission store and/or carriage store. 

Due to the safety aspects of this signal, aircraft safety analysis should always include an 
evaluation of the circuit, to determine that probable failure modes do not produce an unintended 
release consent signal. 

A store is not “armed” or “fuzed” by release consent.  However, release consent (in addition to 
fuze mode data from the data bus) may be used to initiate an arming process.  The arming 
process is then completed by the store having an arming wire pulled during separation, or by 
reaching a pre-determined acceleration, deceleration, position, time delay, etc, after it leaves 
the aircraft. 

7.1.1 Purpose. 
The purpose of the release consent interface is to provide a reversible, hardwired, logic signal 
to enable or inhibit store acceptance of safety critical commands. 

The enable state is provided by the aircraft to the store to indicate consent to act on safety 
critical commands received over the data bus.  When energized, release consent indicates 
aircraft (and pilot) consent for stores to initiate safety-critical functions, such as: (1) store 
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release from a carriage store, (2) missile launch from a rail launcher, (3) rocket firing from a pod 
and (4) gun pod firing.   

The data bus may have sufficient data integrity to perform this function without a separate 
discrete signal, but the release consent signal is required in the interface anyway.  The use of a 
discrete signal on a separate wire, independent of the data bus and computers, makes safety 
analysis and verification much easier.  In many cases, it will reduce the level of safety criticality 
of stores management system software and therefore will save significant software development 
and verification costs.  It also provides easier compatibility with existing stores that required a 
discrete consent line. 

7.1.2 Aircraft side of release consent interface.  
The aircraft initiates the actual store release command over the data bus, or through other 
interfaces between the aircraft stores management system (SMS) and the store 
suspension/ejection and release equipment (SS&RE).  The release consent signal is not a firing 
signal.  The release consent signal is not to be used for any discrete function, other than to 
grant consent by the aircraft for the store to initiate safety critical or irreversible functions.  The 
return line for release consent is the 28 VDC Power 2 return line. 

7.1.2.1 Design requirements. 
The release consent circuit is in the "enable" and "inhibit" states when the voltage levels at the 
ASI, contact 1 referenced to contact E, comply with Figure 34.  The voltage transition time 
between enable and inhibit states must not exceed 3 milliseconds under resistive load 
conditions. 

When the release consent signal is in the enable state, the aircraft must be capable of supplying 
100 milliamperes through the ASI.  The aircraft must also be capable of supplying the required 
enable voltage levels when store loads ranging between 5 and 100 milliamperes are attached to 
the ASI. 

The final requirement on release consent in 5.1.4 of MIL-STD-1760C and D can be subject to 
misinterpretation.  It states that when in the inhibit state, the release consent interface at an ASI 
must be electrically isolated (100 kilohms maximum at DC), from the release consent interface 
at all other ASIs.  The intent of this requirement is that a fault in the release consent circuit of 
one station must not result in the release consent at other station(s) going to the enable state.  
The way the requirement is worded, however, can lead to a misinterpretation for the condition 
when several stations’ release consent signals are inhibited by being connected to ground.  If 
several release consent signals are inhibited, then these lines may be connected to a common 
point (ground).  It is not intended that a common connection to ground potential be interpreted 
as lack of electrical isolation. 
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Figure 34.  Aircraft voltage level requirements. 

 

7.1.2.2 Grounding in the inhibit state. 
The standard does not require release content to be grounded in the inhibit state.  Since there is 
a limit on both the voltage and current allowed, a medium-impedance connection to ground is 
implied.  This connection should be chosen to ensure the 1.5-volt limit is not exceeded as a 
result of EMI pick-up, and ensure the 5 mA current limit is not exceeded due to stray ground 
voltage difference.  Solid state as well as electromechanical implementations should be 
designed to ensure the voltage to the store does not exceed 1.5 volts.  As a further precaution 
against EMI, the output circuit may require filters and static discharge protection.  The need is 
dependent upon circuit design employed. 

7.1.2.3 Timing. 
When the aircraft wishes a store to be inhibited, for example due to the detection of a problem, 
then it should be inhibited, ideally, instantaneously.  This is clearly not practical so 1760 allows 
the store up to 20 milliseconds to transition between states. The standard requires that: (1) The 
aircraft must provide the enable state at least 20milliseconds before a "store release" or "safety 
critical" command is sent to the store over the MIL-STD-1553 bus; and (2) the aircraft must 
provide the inhibit state at least 20 milliseconds before the aircraft can expect the store to be 
inhibited. 

7.1.2.4 Circuit design.  
Figure 35 and Figure 36 show typical aircraft circuits for the release consent function.  Figure 35 
is an electromechanical relay implementation and Figure 36 is a solid state design.  The current 
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level limits of 5.0 milliamperes to 100 milliamperes allow a high degree of reliability to be 
achieved with the use of electromechanical relays since significant contact arcing is avoided.   

The current level limits are also compatible with efficient solid state implementations.  As shown 
in Figure 36, transistor Q1 can operate in a current limit mode during a fault condition, thereby 
providing protection to the circuit wiring in addition to the drive transistor. As a further precaution 
against EMI, the output circuit may require filters and static discharge protection.  The need is 
dependent upon circuit design employed. 
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Figure 35.  Aircraft release consent implementation examples – electromechanical relay. 
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Figure 36.  Aircraft release consent implementation examples – solid state. 

7.1.2.5 Fault current.  
There was a statement in Revision B of the standard requiring the aircraft to limit current 
through the release consent interface to the maximum overcurrent curve (Figure 7 of Revision B 
of MIL-STD-1760) for the 28 VDC 1 and 28 VDC 2 sources.  This is because the aircraft may be 
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providing the release consent signal by connecting it to a 28 VDC power source with 10 amp 
rated load capability.  This would be important under conditions of a low impedance fault at the 
ASI or below (i.e., release consent shorted to ground or power return).  This abnormal condition 
may occur once during a flight or may never occur during the life of the aircraft.  The statement 
limiting current to the maximum overcurrent of the 28 VDC power sources was deleted in 
Revision C of MIL-STD-1760 because it implied that release consent was a high power signal.  
Release consent should be treated as a logic signal, but the design should consider that the 
signal may be capable of high currents in a fault condition. 

Since the release consent current demand is only 100 milliamperes, it is not necessary for the 
release consent circuit components (wire, relays, connectors, etc.) in a specific aircraft to be 
rated for 10.0 amperes if the aircraft limits the current to lower levels by design, (e.g., as shown 
in Figure 36).  In the interest of saving weight, the aircraft designer should select the smallest 
gauge wire that will support the maximum load current expected for his design.  A protective 
device should then be selected to protect this wire and other components.  The circuit protective 
device trip characteristics must lie above the maximum release consent load current rating of 
100 milliamperes and below the maximum overcurrent curve.  

This overcurrent limit was imposed by the standard for the benefit of the connected mission 
store.  This establishes an upper limit on fault currents which could be sourced into a store and 
which the store should safely withstand.  A complication is that the allowed fault levels were 
defined to allow the aircraft to use the protection afforded one of the primary 28 VDC power 
lines, 10 ampere rating, instead of installing an additional release consent circuit breaker or 
some other current limiter.  This results in a very high "allowed" fault level compared to the 100 
milliampere non-fault current capacity required of the release consent line. 

Due to this low current level, it is in the interest of all aircraft, store and umbilical designers, that 
the current limiting on release consent be lowered considerably below the levels allowed in 
Figure 17 of MIL-STD-1760C and D.  Since the MIL-STD-1760 connector has a 20-gauge 
contact for the release consent function, an obvious implication exists that a 20 gauge or 
smaller wire will be used in the circuit.  The required current level of 100 milliamperes can 
actually be provided through wire gauges smaller than can be installed in aerospace 
applications due to mechanical considerations.  If the aircraft installs a 20 gauge, or smaller, 
wire, then the requirements imposed by aircraft system specifications will typically require that 
the aircraft protect the 20 gauge, or smaller, wire.  Umbilicals and stores that use a 20-gauge 
wire for this function would then also be protected. 

7.1.2.6 Ground reference. 
The standard requires release consent to be referenced to 28 VDC Power 2 return.  This 
reference was selected as a compromise to avoid increasing the interface connector size.  The 
disadvantage of this selection is that it results in 28 VDC Power 2 return noise being injected 
into the release consent monitor circuit in the store.  To some extent, the noise on 28 VDC 
Power 2 return is noise generated by the store itself.  Whatever the source of noise however, 
the store monitor circuit must attempt to isolate this noise from the store electronics and also 
account for 28 VDC power noise levels in setting the release consent enable detection 
thresholds shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37.  Store release consent voltage requirements. 

 

Figure 98 of ASD-TR-87-5028 shows typical noise levels induced at the ASI by a 200-volt/meter 
field.  These levels are comparable to the other discrete circuits.  The noise level jumps to 
approximately 90 dB microvolt at frequencies below 10 kHz when MIL-STD-461 CEO1 limits are 
injected into the 28 VDC Power 2 line. 

7.1.2.7 Release consent control function partitioning. 
The release consent function should be distributed within the AEIS as switching of this safety 
critical signal should be as close to the ASI as possible to reduce the effects of electromagnetic 
pick up on the wiring to the ASI.  For retrofit situations this function could probably be 
incorporated into existing equipment. 

7.1.3 Mission store release consent requirements. 

7.1.3.1 Design requirements.  
The release consent circuit is in the "enable" and "inhibit" states when the voltage levels at the 
MSI, contact 1 referenced to contact E, comply with Figure 37.  Note that the minimum “enable” 
voltage is 15, compared to the 19 required at the ASI, to allow for voltage drop in umbilicals, etc.  
The voltage transition time between enable and inhibit states may take up to 6 milliseconds. 
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7.1.3.2 Circuit design. 
If the release consent line is used to provide an input to a solid state logic circuit, a pull-down 
resistor must be used as shown in Figure 38b.  The standard does not require the aircraft side 
of the circuit to have a low impedance path to ground when in the "inhibit" state; it allows the 
aircraft to provide any thing from an open circuit to a ground for the "inhibit" state.  Therefore, 
the store may need to design for those conditions where an open circuit is provided by the 
aircraft to represent the inhibit state.  The pulldown resistor may also be needed to meet the 
requirement in the standard (para 5.2.4.2) that current draw be between 5 and 100 mA.  The 
noise levels on the release consent input from the aircraft can be fairly high, e.g., 1 volt p-p 
spikes when in the inhibit state.  The spikes seen in the enable state can approach the MIL-E-
6051 limits for 28 VDC systems, i.e., -42 volts to +42 volts.  As a result, the circuits of Figure 
38b and Figure 38c should include filtering, or transient suppressors, or both.   

For applications where the store environment will permit the use of optical couplers, the circuit 
of Figure 38c provides the distinct advantage of decoupling the release consent and its noisy 
return, 28 VDC Power 2 return, from the store's electronics power and signal ground.  The use 
of Schmitt Trigger type buffers is also recommended to provide a "snap action" for the state 
transition. 

7.1.3.3 Timing.  
The enable lead time and inhibit lead time requirements in the standard (10 ms each) establish 
when a mission store must accept or reject a safety-critical command based on the release 
consent signal.   

7.1.3.4 Functions tied to release consent. 
Interface Control Documents (ICDs) must define the store actions for which release consent 
must be enabled if there are any actions other than the ones required by the standard. 

Since jettison is an S&RE function, release consent might not have any effect on jettison.  
Selective or Emergency jettison of a store should not require release consent to be enabled at 
the ASI and the enable or inhibit status of release consent must not prevent the store from 
being jettisoned.  Stores may need processing time to erase software memory for security 
reasons before being jettisoned.  In an application where this is the case, a message (e.g., 11R) 
to erase software memory can be sent by the aircraft to the store moments before the selective 
jettison command being sent to the S&RE to jettison the store on that station.  In an emergency 
jettison condition, such commands should take precedence over any other command to the 
store. 

The store is not allowed to use the transition to the enable state to activate any internal store 
function other than the internal store "functional state" which enables acting on safety critical 
commands from the data bus interface. 

CAUTION 

The mission store must not use the release consent 
signal to activate any internal store mode or 
function except those modes or functions required 
to accept or reject safety critical messages received 
by the store's remote terminal. 
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Figure 38a.  Electromagnetic relay example.        Figure 38b.  Solid state example.       
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Figure 38c.  Optical coupler example. 

Figure 38.  Store release consent circuit examples. 
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The standard defines which commands are to be interlocked with release consent.  It is 
intended that safety related, or irreversible actions, are dependent on release consent.  
Examples include:   

a. Firing commands sent to rail launched missiles, to ignite a rocket motor. 

b. Fire command to a gun. 

c. The irreversible activation of a power source or function, e.g., electrical, pneumatic, 
thermal, etc., such that the life of the store is limited after activation.  An example is firing a 
thermal battery. 

d. Allow an emission, e.g., RF, laser, etc., from the store which could increase the aircraft's 
"visibility" to other vehicles. 

e. To carriage stores: 

(1) Eject, fire or launch a mission store, submunition, etc. 

(2) Activate release consent at a CSSI. 

Whether or not the standard requires the store to implement the release consent interface is 
determined by the store system use of bits D8 and/or D10 of Word 04 of the Store Control 
message.  The store may also require the use of release consent for other bits in the store 
control message, but the designer is warned regarding the extent to which the signal present 
time window is consequently extended. 

7.1.3.5 Mission store circuit characteristics. 
The release consent interface consists of a single discrete line for signal transmission and the 
28 VDC Power 2 return line for signal return.  The mission store must go to the appropriate 
enable or inhibit state when the voltages depicted in Figure 37 above are provided at the MSI.  
The normal current demand by the store electronics is between 5.0 and 100 milliamperes, as 
required by the standard when an "enable" voltage is applied.  Typical currents of 0 to 5 
milliamperes result when an "inhibit" voltage is applied.  If the mission store does not use the 
release consent function, the circuit, contacts 1 and E in the interface connector, must be left 
open. 

The mission store designer may choose to use the release consent line to activate an 
electromechanical device or provide an input to a logic circuit.  Due to safety related 
applications of release consent in some stores, it may be desirable to use the line to cause a 
mechanical "break or make" function in the circuit rather than to provide a logic input.  The line 
must not be used to directly fire an electro-explosive device (EED) since this would result in an 
irreversible action without a command via the data bus. 

One practical use of release consent is to actuate electromechanical relays.  Relays are readily 
available which are compatible with the current and voltage limits established by the standard.  
The relay in turn could be used to close a path to igniters, EEDs or similar loads, i.e., in effect 
Arm the EED circuit.  Typical implementations are shown in Figure 38. 

If the release consent line is used to provide an input to a logic circuit, the current demand must 
not be less than 5.0 milliamperes at the minimum enable voltage.  Ideally, this current level 
should be well above 5.0 milliamperes at this voltage, 15 VDC, since this line may be switched 
by relays in the aircraft or carriage store.  The selected current level must consider the broad 
range of allowed enable voltages, i.e., 15 volts up to the MIL-STD-704 28 VDC upper limits. 
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7.1.3.6 Circuit protection. 
The standard does not specifically mandate that the store safely withstand overcurrents 
associated with internal store release consent circuit faults.  In contrast, such a requirement is 
mandated on the store for internal power circuit faults.  However, it is the intent that, from a 
store safety perspective, the store not become unsafe if a fault occurs in the store's release 
consent circuit.  It is also the intent that the store rely on aircraft protection devices to aid in 
safely withstanding these faults.  In theory then, the store wiring should safely withstand store 
induced fault currents up to the current-time limits defined by the "maximum overcurrent" curves 
in Figure 17 of MIL-STD-1760.  From a practical viewpoint, however, the wire size required to 
meet this overcurrent level may be too large for the size 20 contacts contained in the primary 
MSI connector for release consent.  As previously discussed, in order to be compatible with the 
connector design constraints, the aircraft needs to provide fault protection levels compatible 
with 20 gauge or smaller diameter wire.  Thus, the connector constraint becomes the driving 
element on allowed fault current levels sourced by the aircraft.  Stores designed to safely 
withstand 20 gauge conductor fault levels should be adequately protected.  Specific mission 
stores which require a higher level of safety can include additional fault protective devices within 
the store. 

7.1.4 Carriage store release consent. 

7.1.4.1 Design requirements. 
Carriage stores are required to release mission stores although the release command is under 
the control of the aircraft Stores Management System (SMS).  Consequently, the carriage store 
must provide a release consent signal at each CSSI in response to a similar signal provided at 
the ASI (and CSI via the umbilical cable).  The standard requires the carriage store to be 
compatible with signal levels at the ASI and MSI as depicted in Figure 39.  It must be 
remembered that the carriage store design must make allowances for signal losses caused by 
the ASI-to-CSI and CSSI-to-MSI umbilical cables.  That is, the maximum signal voltage drop 
allowed between the ASI and MSI is 4.0 volts.  A minimum voltage drop of 0.5 volts should be 
allocated for the ASI-to-CSI and CSSI-to-MSI umbilical cables, leaving 3.0 volts to be dropped 
across the carriage store (CSI-to-CSSI). 

7.1.4.2 Carriage store release consent circuit. 
Typical carriage store designs for the release consent circuit are shown in Figure 38 through 
Figure 42.  Figure 40 shows a direct connection between the CSI and CSSI interfaces.  This 
implementation is applicable only when a single mission store is carried.  All carriage stores 
having multiple mission store capabilities will require the release consent signal supplied at the 
ASI (and CSI) to be used for control only as shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42.  This is true 
because each mission store is allowed to demand 100 milliamperes which is also the minimum 
that is guaranteed to be available from the ASI.  Consequently, current amplification is required 
when more than one mission store on a carriage store is to be sourced a release consent signal 
simultaneously.  Current amplification is obtained by using a separate power source (such as 28 
VDC Power 2) as shown in Figure 41 and Figure 42.  Relays requiring less than 100 
milliamperes of coil current can be driven directly by the release consent signal; otherwise a 
transistor drive circuit is required.  Figure 42 is an implementation similar to Figure 41 except 
individual control of release consent fanout is provided based on commands received over the 
MIL-STD-1553 interface and solid state switches with current limiting are provided. 
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Figure 39a.  Input to carriage store (measured at the ASI). 
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Figure 39b.  Output from carriage store (measured at the MSI). 

Figure 39.  Carriage store release consent signal requirements. 
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Figure 40.  Carriage store release consent direct connection – one MSI only. 
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Figure 41.  Carriage store release consent with separate 28 VDC power source. 
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Figure 42.  Carriage store release consent with three control circuits. 
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7.1.4.3 Circuit protection. 
MIL-STD-1760 intended for carriage store wiring to be protected by the aircraft fault protection 
system to avoid the addition of protective devices in the carriage store.  Revision B of MIL-STD-
1760 required the release consent line to be protected to the same limits as the 28 VDC power, 
which is actually much higher current than needed or desired.  Therefore, as discussed above, 
it is highly recommended that a lower overcurrent limit (sufficient to protect 20 gauge wire) be 
provided by the aircraft for release consent. 

While this lower overcurrent will benefit the carriage store on its release consent input 
protection, it could be a disadvantage in the release consent output circuit.  The carriage store 
should include a series protective device between the 28 VDC Power (1 or 2) input at the CSI 
and the release consent output at the CSSI. 

This series protection is required to maintain the "protected 20 gauge wire" recommendation.  In 
contrast, if the carriage store implements this protection, then the current limiting shown in the 
figure can be sized to significantly limit fault currents (typically 100 ma) out the CSSI while still 
delivering the required 15 volt minimum signal to the MSI under fault-free conditions.  Note that 
the fault-free load current is only 100 milliamperes maximum. 

7.1.4.4 Test data.   
The release consent circuit was implemented with 22 gauge wire in the test circuit.  The worst 
case voltage drop (in environmentally fatigued harnesses) was less than 0.9 volts from ASI to 
MSI for applications not requiring a carriage store and 3.4 volts in applications requiring a 
carriage store. (See Appendix A in ASD-TR-87-5028 for test configurations.) 

7.1.5 Arming and fuzing. 
Arming and fuzing of a store's warhead does not directly occur as a result of data or discrete 
signals sent through the MSI.  Data or signals through the MSI may, however, influence the 
arming and fuzing process within well defined, controlled bounds. 

A baseline condition or rule in store design is that a warhead is never armed while attached to 
the aircraft.  Data or signals may be sent by the aircraft to the store through the MSI to enable, 
or disable, the arming process or to select arming and fuzing options.  However, the actual 
arming occurs after the store leaves the aircraft and after some time, distance, acceleration 
duration, etc., has transpired. 

A typical arming operation for a missile might consist of the following steps.  An "arming enable" 
command is sent to the store over the data bus, while the release consent signal is enabled.  
The store receives the command, verifies that the command is error-free, verifies that release 
consent is enabled and that the store subsystems are serviceable.  If these checks pass, the 
store activates a mechanical lock that releases an acceleration sensor.  If the missile is fired, 
acceleration from the missile results in the gradual movement of a device that was disrupting an 
explosive train.  After the acceleration has continued for a predefined length of time, the 
explosive train will no longer be disrupted and the missile will be armed.  This description is 
mechanically oriented.  Similar arming sequence could occur using guidance computer 
integration of inertial sensor derived acceleration data, with a final command to align the 
explosive trains for an armed weapon. 

With the explosive train aligned, the warhead can be detonated by the fuzing system initiating 
the explosive train.  The fuzing system might detonate the warhead based on proximity sensors, 
optical sensors, high negative g-load due to impact, or a number of other exotic or simplistic 
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target detection methods.  As with arming commands and signals, fuzing "commands" might 
also be sent through the MSI.  However, these commands will not result in weapon fuzing with 
the store attached to the aircraft.  Instead the fuzing command contains data for selecting fuzing 
options such as fuze function delay time after impact, detonation altitude, target signature, etc. 

The main point of this example is that fuzing and arming data is critical and should be well 
protected in its transfer over the data bus, including possible interlocking with release consent.  
That interlocking would necessitate a specific requirement to be added to the store ICD to use 
release consent with bit D7 of the “critical control 1” word.  However, the data is not so critical 
that the store is actually being armed and fuzed while on the aircraft.  Therefore, the data 
transfer can be sufficiently protected so that use of the AEIS for its transfer is a viable option 
over the use of mechanical arming wires and similar devices previously used. 

7.1.6 EMI issues with release consent. 
The release consent interface is required by the standard to use the 28 VDC Power 2 return as 
its reference.  From an EMI perspective, selection of the Power 2 return for the reference is not 
optimum.  However, since release consent is characterized as a MIL-STD-704 power quality 
discrete, the mission store needs to treat the discrete as a "noisy" signal.  A dedicated release 
consent return is not included in the MIL-STD-1760 interface connector because it would have 
increased the connector size.  The chosen reference point does somewhat complicate the 
store's release consent monitor circuit by requiring the signal to be referenced to 28 VDC Power 
2 return.  Figure 38 illustrates several circuit solutions for this reference problem. 

7.1.6.1 EMI test data. 
In the testing reported in ASD-TR-87-5028, no problems were evident on the release consent 
lines when exposed to a 200-volt/meter field.  See Figure 98 therein for representative recorded 
noise levels at the ASI.  Figure 103 therein illustrates representative spikes induced in the 
release consent interface when a total of 30 amperes of 28 VDC is simultaneously switched 
through both primary and auxiliary interfaces.  This switching was accomplished with 
electromechanical relays and no power line filtering.  The spikes shown are sufficiently high to 
consider some filtering in aircraft circuitry.  Measured levels of spikes varied considerably with 
different cable constructions, carriage configurations and measurement points.  In several 
instances, the unfiltered spikes on the interlock exceeded 1.5 volts peak-peak. 

Similar data is shown in Figure 136 of ASD-TR-87-5028 for RSO3 induced levels in the 
standard EMI test cables and this illustrates induced noise measured at the MSI.  The levels 
with the test cables are approximately 20 dB lower in magnitude compared to the ASI levels, 
measured with representative aircraft-store network configurations after adjusting for plotted 
units.  The cables in all of these tests were constructed with the release consent line not twisted 
with the Power 2 return.  As a result, the release consent field induced noise levels are 
approximately 10 dB higher than similar tests on the 28 VDC Power 1 and Power 2 interfaces.  
It is expected, however, that the noise levels induced into release consent during 28 VDC power 
switching transient tests would have been higher than the levels shown in Figure 98 of ASD-TR-
87-5028 if the release consent line was twisted with the Power 2 interface line set. 

7.1.7 Safety analysis issues. 
The standard contains no rules for the installation of release consent circuitry, only for the signal 
parameters across the interface.  This is a 28 VDC discrete using MIL-STD-704 characteristics 
and the return is via 28 VDC Power 2 return, with little else specified in terms of electrical 
characteristics.  However, discussions over the years have indicated that when release consent 
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is in use its implementation should be visible.  This breaks down to "not software generated, 
only steered."  Note that its initiation should be via a weapon release button or trigger, to keep 
the safety window as small as possible.  

7.1.7.1 Why release consent is separate from the data bus. 
Many people distrust the use of digital data for the transmission of safety critical commands and 
this actually includes the generation of such commands by the processor.  Furthermore, 
although it can be shown that the risk of false generation of a safety critical message that 
passes all checking and is therefore acted upon, is very low, the assumptions the analysis is 
based upon are hard to verify and the analysis is generally mistrusted.  In order that the 
flexibility of digital data can be retained, that it becomes "safety related" not "safety critical," the 
use of a discrete, which must accompany such data, is mandated by the standard.  That 
discrete is a nominal 28 VDC line capable of a current drain up to 100 milliamperes, is called 
release consent and is mandated for use whenever bits D8 and/or D10 of the Critical Control 1 
word (MIL-STD-1760C and D Table B-XXXII) are set to logic 1.  Use at other times is at the 
discretion of the store, but the aircraft must be capable of complying with such a demand.  This 
rationale leads to the guidance that release consent should not be software generated.  Thus, 
the signal should not be transmitted on a data bus, but the signal may be software-steered.  A 
data bus may be used for transmission of steering instructions, such as in a multi-rail launch 
store or carriage store. 

7.1.7.2 Visibility of release consent circuitry.   
As discussed earlier, the release consent implementation should be made visible.  Therefore it 
is considered that generation should be a switching network activated from an arming, trigger, 
or weapon release switch and that only steering and/or final connection should be software 
controlled.  The use of electromechanical switches is sometimes favored over solid state circuits 
because the signal connections and potential failure modes are more visible. 

7.2 Interlock interface. 
Interlock is implemented with two wires through the interface, operating in a discrete “open” or 
“connected” status. 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
15.4.3.5, 15.5.1.5, 15.5.2.5, 15.5.3.5 and all subparagraphs should be consulted. 

7.2.1 Purpose. 
The purpose of the interlock circuit is to provide a means for aircraft to determine if the store is 
electrically mated to the aircraft.  This discrete signal is similar to the "ground interlock" or "store 
present" discrete signal in many existing aircraft and stores.  The aircraft has the option of using 
this discrete signal or not using it.  If, however, the aircraft uses the discrete signal then the 
requirements in the standard apply to the aircraft. 

7.2.2 Aircraft side of interlock interface. 
The interlock circuit is equally applicable to the primary and auxiliary interfaces.  The interlock 
circuit is not intended to be used as the sole indication of "store gone" since it cannot always 
determine the true status of the "mechanical" mating between the aircraft and store.  
Consequently, the following caution note is quoted from MIL-STD-1760C and D and must be 
heeded: 
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CAUTION 

The interlock interface shall not be used as the 
sole criterion for functions which could result in an 
unsafe condition if the interlock circuit fails open. 

 

The primary concern addressed by this caution note is that several failure modes exist in the 
interface which could result in an indication of "interface not mated."  One obvious example is a 
broken wire or contaminated contact anywhere in the circuit path from the aircraft's sensor 
circuitry, probably in some SMS black box, to the ground or return connection for that sensor 
circuitry.  The existence of continuity could lead to a reasonably valid conclusion that the 
interfacing connectors are mated.  It follows then that lack of continuity could be interpreted as 
"no assurance that the interface is mated."  This latter condition, however, is not equivalent to 
an indication that the store has physically separated from the aircraft.  It is this physical 
separation sensing function that is the specific concern of the caution note.  Some designs in 
the past have used the "ground interlock" signal as an input to the aircraft's SMS in ways that 
could result in safety problems under certain combinations of events.  If the SMS uses the 
interlock as an input to determine store separation, a second input should be used as a 
confirmation of physical separation.  The form of this second input can vary with different aircraft 
and different separation modes and is not addressed by MIL-STD-1760C and D.  An example of 
a second input is a store presence switch, mechanical or proximity, in the suspension and 
release equipment. 

There may be a large temptation for the aircraft designer to use the interlock interface to 
achieve a "hung store" detection, e.g., ejection command has been sent to station but continuity 
on interlock still exists.  While the interlock provides a realistic indication that a store is hung, it 
does not provide a reliable indication that the store is not hung.  This latter condition exists 
because failure modes in the interlock circuit could result in a "not mated," hence an implied 
"not hung," indication. 

The aircraft designer can use the interlock interface as the first look at probable store separation 
in an effort to continue logic processing for the next store release.  However, prior to releasing 
the "next critical store," the aircraft should verify separation by a second means such as S&RE 
store sensing switches.  The term "next critical store" refers to the store which if released would 
result in unacceptable asymmetrical loading or in store collision.  The aircraft designer can use 
the interlock interface to control deadfacing of power interfaces, as failure to correctly perform 
the deadfacing function is not likely to result in such catastrophic consequences. 

7.2.2.1 Design requirements. 
The aircraft is required to comply with a set of electrical characteristics (see 5.1.1.5 of MIL-STD-
1760C and D) measurable at the ASI if the aircraft uses, i.e., monitors, the interlock interface. 

The electrical characteristics in the standard can best be understood if the aircraft circuitry is 
viewed as an input to a logic gate with a pull-up resistor on the input.  The gate input pull-up 
resistor can be tied to an aircraft voltage source that can range from as low as 4 VDC to as high 
as the 28 VDC levels defined by MIL-STD-704.  Given the actual voltage source selected by a 
specific aircraft, the pull-up resistor is then sized to limit the short circuit current, assuming a 
short is applied at the ASI, to 100 milliamperes maximum and limit the current into a 2 ohm load 
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at the ASI to 5.0 milliamperes minimum.  The gate on/off thresholds can then be set to level(s) 
that ensures: 

a. An interface connected condition is detected for any impedance between 0 and 2 ohms 
connected on the store side of the ASI, and 

b. An interface disconnected condition is detected for any impedance greater than 100 
kilohms. 

The actual impedance levels at which the aircraft circuit switches between connected and 
disconnected states can be at any point between these two values. 

The 2-ohm and 100-kilohm impedance points are applicable for aircraft excitation voltages and 
currents over a frequency range from DC to 4 kHz.  The 4 kHz frequency establishes an upper 
frequency limit for any aircraft circuit that uses excitation pulses, e.g., sampling, instead of 
continuous excitation, in an effort to reduce SMS power dissipation. 

7.2.2.2 Grounding philosophy. 
The ground connection for interlock return is not specified by MIL-STD-1760C and D.  The 
standard requires the store to isolate all store circuitry from interlock and interlock return.  The 
store simply provides a continuity link from interlock to interlock return on the store side of the 
MSI.  This allows the aircraft to connect interlock return to any appropriate aircraft reference, 
e.g., power return, structure return, internal SMS signal return, etc. 

One cautionary note, however, is that some stores designed prior to the release of MIL-STD-
1760A may, in fact, have circuitry connected to interlock return and are expecting continuity 
between return and aircraft structure.  This continuity to structure ground was required by the 
July 1981 release of MIL-STD-1760.  The September 1985 release of MIL-STD-1760A removed 
this mandatory structure ground connection due to concerns with coupling structure ground 
noise into SMS and store electronic circuits.  Aircraft which are required by system specification 
to be compatible with any of these earlier stores, e.g., AIM-120, still need to provide this ground 
connection. 

To improve noise rejection, the aircraft should use a twisted wire pair for the interlock. 

7.2.2.3 Circuit design. 
The interlock interface is simply a continuity link on the store side of the MSI that is available to 
be monitored by the aircraft.  Figure 43 illustrates this interface.  Figure 43a shows the actual 
circuit from ASI into the mission store.  Figure 43b defines the equivalent impedance looking 
into the MSI while Figure 43c shows the resulting equivalent impedance that the aircraft circuitry 
sees looking out of the ASI towards the store. 
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Figure 43a.  Interlock circuit. 
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Figure 43b.  MSI equivalent interlock circuit. 
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Figure 43c.  ASI equivalent interlock circuit. 

Figure 43.  Interlock interface requirements. 
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The selection of equivalent impedance thresholds for the aircraft monitor circuit needs to 
consider the additional line losses between the monitor circuit and the ASI connector.  These 
losses are dependent on the wire type and size selected, the wire length, cable bundling 
characteristics (such as twist rate) and on the excitation frequencies of interest to the monitor 
circuit. 

Figure 44 shows three typical circuits for the interlock function.  The supply voltage (Vcc) for the 
solid state implementation (Figure 44c) must be sufficiently high to provide a minimum voltage 
of 4.0 VDC at the ASI connector contact B during an ASI unmated condition. 

 

28 VDC (MIL-STD-704)
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Figure 44a.  Electromechanical relay. 
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Figure 44b.  Optical coupler (aircraft interlock circuit Implementation). 

Figure 44.  Typical circuits for the interlock function. 
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Figure 44c.  Solid state aircraft interlock circuit implementation. 

Figure 44.  Typical circuits for the interlock function.  (Continued) 
 

The circuits are current-limited to 100 milliamperes maximum, which is easily supported by 24 
AWG or larger wire.  The diode in the interlock line is used to protect the aircraft circuit against 
failure in the event power is applied at the interlock interface at the ASI connector as a result of 
a fault.  In some applications, filters may also be installed on the input circuit to exclude EMI 
entry into the SMS electronic package.  Static discharge protection from the outside 
environment may also be required on these inputs. 

There is no requirement in MIL-STD-1760 for the aircraft to use the interlock signal, however, it 
is a convenient signal to assist in determining store presence.  The designer should be aware of 
all of the requirements concerning the interlock interface especially if this interface is to be used 
to determine store presence.  If this is the case, the designer should ensure that the response 
time of the monitoring circuit to changes of interlock status is acceptable for the overall system 
design and that all the voltage, current and threshold requirements of MIL-STD-1760 are met.  
The aircraft must provide other means of determining store presence as MIL-STD-1760 requires 
that the interlock interface not be used as the sole criteria for functions which could result in an 
unsafe condition if interlock circuit fails open.  If the aircraft does use the interlock interface for 
any time critical functions, such as to help determine time of store release during a firing 
sequence, then the designer must ensure that the interlock monitoring circuit does not introduce 
excessive time delays. 

7.2.2.4 Monitoring interlock. 
It is recommended that the interlock signal be monitored close to the ASI to reduce aircraft 
wiring.  If the interlock signal is monitored locally to the ASI in the associated store station 
equipment then the result can be transferred to other units using the internal data bus.  This will 
minimize the aircraft wiring associated with the interlock signal, as dedicated wires are only 
required between the ASI and associated SSE, the data bus already being provided for other 
uses.  The interlock signal may be used directly or indirectly to remove 115 VAC power from the 
store for deadfacing the connector when the store is not present (may also be used to remove 
28 VDC if 28 VDC is deadfaced).  If interlock is to be used for this, then it is recommended that 
the monitor circuit for this signal be close to the power switching elements for the particular ASI.  
If this is the case, the power outputs can be disabled immediately after the interlock signal 
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indicates store absence, otherwise delays will be introduced as the state of the interlock signal 
will have to be transferred over the data bus. 

7.2.2.5 Auxiliary interlock monitoring. 
The design of the auxiliary interlock circuitry should be similar to that used for the primary 
interlock signal.  It is also recommended that the monitor circuit be located close to the ASI to 
reduce aircraft wiring.  The designer should be aware that this monitor may be used directly or 
indirectly to remove auxiliary 115 VAC power from an ASI to deadface the connector when store 
absence is detected. 

7.2.2.6 Interlock line installation. 
As discussed previously, it is intended that the interlock installation be derived from 28 VDC 
using MIL-STD-704 characteristics.  Interlock provision is required by MIL-STD-1760.  However, 
aircraft are not required to use it.  If existing circuits, power or otherwise, are being added to 
provide the interlock requirement, then the wiring needs routing via the SMS or some means of 
communicating "interlock connected" status to the SMS.  Interlock return isolation is dependent 
solely on the aircraft and SMS requirements.  Originally, the return was to be connected directly 
to 28 VDC Power 1 return, that is zero volts.  However, this was modified to allow the 
aircraft/SMS to implement alternative approaches because of concern about monitor circuit 
susceptibility to zero volt noise and injection of noise into the LRU. 

7.2.3 Mission store interlock interface. 

7.2.3.1 Purpose. 
The purpose of the interlock interface is to provide a means for the aircraft to determine if the 
store is electrically mated to the aircraft.  The store circuit requirement is met by simply 
providing a continuity link between the interlock and interlock return connections at the MSI, 
contacts B and S on the store's primary receptacle (see Figure 43) and contacts K and L on the 
store's auxiliary receptacle.  The mission store is required to implement interlock and interlock 
return in each interface, primary and auxiliary, used by the store.  The interlock signal is one of 
the few non-optional interface signals at the MSI.  The only "option" associated with interlock is 
whether the primary or auxiliary interface is actually installed at the MSI. 

7.2.3.2 Design requirements. 
The closed circuit must have an impedance of 500 milliohms or less over the frequency range of 
DC to 4.0 kiloHertz when passing 5 to 100 mA current required by the standard.  This 
requirement is met with the use of 22-gauge wire whose length is less than 6 meters assuming 
a high temperature environment.  The circuit must be capable of supplying the 500-milliohm 
maximum equivalent resistance when currents ranging from 5 milliamperes to 100 milliamperes 
are passed through the interface.  This length is more than adequate considering that the store 
should simply add a short, i.e., less than 150 mm, link between the interlock and interlock return 
contacts in the MSI receptacle. 

Some past weapon system implementations of comparable interlock functions have routed the 
interlock signal through a number of internal store connectors.  This variation, while possibly 
providing useful information to the aircraft, changes the meaning of the MSI interlock from "MSI 
mated" to a function which is more properly one small part of mission store BIT - i.e., all internal 
store subsystems are connected.  The interlock signal is only intended to be an indication that 
electrical mating at the MSI exists. 
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The interlock and interlock return is the only function that the mission store is required to 
provide at an MSI, assuming, of course, that the mission store has an MSI.  Furthermore, the 
mission store is required to provide this interface at both the primary and auxiliary MSI 
connectors installed on the mission store.  The auxiliary MSI connector interlock and interlock 
return are independent and isolated from the primary MSI connector interlock and interlock 
return.  As an example, the store circuit of Figure 45a reflects the independent/isolated 
requirement while Figure 45b is not a legal store implementation of interlock. 
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Figure 45a.  Intended application. 
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Figure 45b.  Not intended. 

Figure 45.  Mission store interlock function. 
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7.2.3.3 Circuit design. 
Figure 46 shows a correct and an incorrect implementation of the interlock function.  The 
mission store is required to maintain 100 kilohms of electrical isolation between all mission store 
circuits including grounds and the interlock/interlock return connections.  This isolation value 
applies over the range of DC to 4 kHz.  This isolation effectively disallows the store from 
monitoring the interlock or interlock return for an indication of aircraft presence.  This isolation 
requirement is a change in concept from what was allowed in the original MIL-STD-1760 
(unrevised).  That version required the aircraft to connect interlock return to structure ground 
and then allowed the store to monitor interlock return for continuity to structure ground.  The 
requirement on the aircraft for a connection to structure was removed by Revision A MIL-STD-
1760 and the store was banned from using the interlock return line.  This change was made due 
to the isolation problems when stores and aircraft connect their logic signal circuits together.  As 
a result, mission stores that need an indication of aircraft mated status need to use the address 
interface (see 7.2.3) to determine such status. 

7.2.3.4 Electromagnetic compatibility. 
The store is only required to provide a link between the interlock and interlock return contacts 
on the store side of the MSI.  As a result, the noise on the interlock interface from the aircraft 
can generally be kept out of the store electronics.  The difference between MIL-STD-1760 
(unrevised) and MIL-STD-1760A through D in the use of interlock by the store also helped 
minimize EMI concerns by the store on interlock, as discussed above.  

7.2.4 Carriage store interlock interface. 
A carriage store must implement the interlock at the CSI just as a mission store must implement 
it at the MSI.  A carriage store may use the interlock to determine connector mated status at 
CSSIs just as the aircraft uses it to determine connector mated status at the ASI. 

7.2.5 Test data. 
Test data on the interlock and interlock return lines implemented with 22 gauge wire show a 
typical resistance of less than 600 milliohms from the ASI to the mission store in applications 
not requiring a carriage store and 1.4 ohms in applications requiring an "extension cord" style 
carriage store. 

7.3 Address interface. 
The address interface is implemented with seven discrete wires through the interface. 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
15.4.3.6, 15.5.1.6, 15.5.2.6, 15.5.3.6, and all subparagraphs should be consulted. 

7.3.1 Purpose. 
The address interface provides a means for the aircraft to assign a data bus address to the MIL-
STD-1553 compliant remote terminal in the mission store or carriage store as applicable.   
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Figure 46a.  MIL-STD-1760A through D compliant. 
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Figure 46b.  Not MIL-STD-1760A through D compliant. 

Figure 46.  Primary and auxiliary interlocks. 
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7.3.2 Aircraft side of address interface. 
The address transfer port consists of five address discrete lines with a binary coded weighting, 
one address parity discrete line and one discrete line for a common return.  The nominal 
operating modes for these lines are an open circuit for Logic 1 and a short circuit for Logic 0 for 
each address line.  The five binary coded address discretes are identified as Address Bit 0 (A0) 
through Address Bit 4 (A4).  The address assignment is determined by: 

ADDRESS = (A4) x 24 + (A3) x 23 + (A2) x 22 + (A1) x 21 + (A0) x 20 

Where A4 through A0 are either Logic 1 or Logic 0.  

One additional discrete, defined as address parity, is set to the proper logic state at the ASI to 
produce an odd number of Logic 1 states on the five address discretes and the one parity 
discrete.  If the circuit uses an active address circuit (see 7.1.2.2), some additional rules apply. 

The aircraft is required to provide a stable set of address discretes at an ASI prior to application 
of any interface power.  Furthermore, the aircraft must not, intentionally, change the address 
assigned to any ASI after power has been applied to that interface.  If power is later removed 
from the interface, e.g., due to internal store power changeover, the aircraft must still maintain 
the same address at the interface until this connected store has been released from the aircraft.  
It is strongly recommended that fixed addresses are used to identify the remote terminal 
address at all ASIs.  If variable addresses are used it would degrade the safety of the system 
when considering the transfer of safety critical information on the MIL-STD-1553 Mux bus. 

The wire lengths used for these links should be kept to a minimum.  MIL-STD-1760 requires the 
aircraft to furnish an address to the store at all times.  This address may change with different 
store loadouts, but there must always be a valid address at the MSI when a store is active.  
Since the address includes six logic bits with an odd parity check, there is always at least one 
line with continuity through the ASI and MSI.  Consequently, a connector "electrically" mated 
status is provided whenever continuity is seen on any one of these address lines.  It must be 
remembered that the store does not know which address it will be assigned and all address 
lines must be monitored to determine aircraft presence.  Consequently, the following caution 
note must be heeded: 

CAUTION 

The address interface must not be used as the sole 
criteria for establishing "aircraft mated" functions 
that could result in an unsafe condition if any one of 
the address lines fails open. 

 

The address should be identified at any convenient point in the aircraft that is non-
interchangeable.  For example, if there is an ASI in a removable structure, the address 
determination circuitry should not be located in the structure itself, but the wiring should be 
routed through the structure to address determination circuitry located in the non-removable 
structure.  This will prevent the possibility that simply by exchanging structures two different 
ASIs could be allocated the same RT address. 
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This "aircraft mated" detection function can be accomplished by simply monitoring the address 
lines for continuity.  Electrical characteristics for the continuity circuit are discussed in 7.2.3.3, 
7.3.2.2 and 7.3.3.3. 

7.3.2.1 Design requirements - ASI. 
In the simplistic form, the aircraft circuit is only a set of links on the aircraft side of the ASI.  
These links provide either a "short" or "open" circuit between each address and parity 
connection and the associated address return.  However, the requirements in the standard were 
written to allow more complex implementations for cases where: 

a. The address at a given ASI must be changed as a result of mission loadouts, 

b. The address is provided by an electronic box, such as SSE, which is used at various 
stations and must therefore contain a programmable, changeable, address interface. 

Some applications such as ASIs certified for nuclear store carriage may be prohibited from 
using software or electronic programmable addresses. 

Figure 47 illustrates in a test circuit format, the electrical requirements imposed on the ASI.  If a 
particular address line is in a Logic 1 state, then the aircraft circuit must be such that a current 
of less than 300 microamperes flows into the ASI connection when voltages between 3.5 and 
31.5 VDC are applied.  Similarly, the aircraft must provide circuits for a Logic 0 state such that 
less than 1 volt is measured between the address connection and address return when currents 
ranging from 5 to 100 milliamperes are sourced into the ASI.  The aircraft designer must also 
consider the effect, i.e., additional voltage drop in address return, on measured voltage when 
currents up to 100 milliamperes are sourced simultaneously into all Logic 0 set address lines at 
an ASI. 

Furthermore, the aircraft is required to reach these required voltage/current levels within 10 
milliseconds of address excitation application, i.e., closure of switch S in Figure 47.  This 10 
millisecond response imposes some limits, though nothing significant, on any filtering or other 
circuitry which might be included in the aircraft address interface. 

Finally, a sub-tier of paragraph 5.1.1.6.5 of MIL-STD-1760C and D requires that the aircraft 
isolate all address connections including the address return from all other aircraft circuits 
including grounds.  This isolation level is specified at 100 kilohms minimum for frequencies up 
to 4 kHz.  This isolation requirement primarily affects aircraft which use some active address 
concept. 

7.3.2.2 Circuit examples - ASI. 
Examples of circuit implementations to meet these requirements are given in Figure 48.  Figure 
48a shows a hard-wired, uncontrolled, implementation.  Figure 48b shows an optical coupler 
design.  The solid state device must be capable of conducting 100 milliamperes with a voltage 
drop of 1.0 volts maximum when closed and be capable of blocking 31.5 VDC minimum when 
open.  Figure 48c shows an electromechanical relay approach.  Implementations that 
electrically isolate the address lines, including address return, from the aircraft control 
electronics are required.  The implementations shown are compatible with both continuous and 
pulse-type excitation signals from the store.  The circuit design should accommodate a "worst 
case" excitation signal condition which is a continuous signal of 100 milliamperes on each 
address line.  Filtering and static discharge protection may be required for those designs which 
feed the address lines from the ASI back into some aircraft black box. 
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7.3.2.3 Grounding philosophy. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires that the address lines, including return, be isolated from all aircraft 
power returns, isolated from structure ground and isolated from address circuits at other ASIs.  
This requires a totally isolated address set at each ASI using one of the techniques shown in 
Figure 48. 
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Figure 47.  ASI address electrical characteristics. 
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Figure 48a.  Hardwired address. 
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Figure 48b.  Optical coupler. 
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Figure 48c.  Electromechanical relay. 

Figure 48.  Aircraft address circuit examples. 
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7.3.3 Mission store address interface. 

7.3.3.1 Purpose. 
The address interface in the mission store provides a means for the store to detect the assigned 
store data bus address.  If the mission store is required to determine the mated status at the 
MSI, it must also use the address lines for this purpose. 

7.3.3.2 Interface requirements. 
The address interface includes five binary encoded address bit connections: A0, A1, A2, A3 and 
A4, one address parity connection, and one common address return connection.  The mission 
store monitors the five binary encoded address bit lines for Logic 0 and Logic 1 states.  The 
remote terminal address is defined as: 

Remote Terminal address = (A4) x 24 + (A3) x 23 + (A2) x 22 + (A1) x 21 + (A0) x 20 

Where A4 through A0 are either Logic 1 or Logic 0  

The mission store monitors the address parity line for Logic 0 and Logic 1 states and accepts 
the assigned address as a valid remote terminal address if the address parity logic state 
indicates odd parity.  Odd parity is defined as an odd number of Logic 1 states on the five 
address bit lines and the address parity line. 

NOTE.  The store is required to conduct this parity check and not accept the 
address if parity fails. 

7.3.3.3 Design requirements - MSI. 
The nominal operating mode of the five address bit connections and the address parity 
connection is for an "open circuit" (Logic 1) or "short circuit" (Logic 0) to be applied to the aircraft 
side of the MSI.  Figure 49 defines the general signal characteristics for each address line.  
Figure 49a shows a simplified circuit diagram with limits on various characteristics.  This 
diagram is shown for explanation purposes, not as a design.  See 7.3.3.4 below for design 
examples.  Figure 49b and Figure 49c illustrate the logic transition voltages for circuits with and 
without hysteresis.  MIL-STD-1760 does not mandate circuit hysteresis, but defines the Logic 1 
and Logic 0 threshold limits such that hysteresis can be provided. 

One of the main points in the figure is that the actual maximum detection threshold for the Logic 
1 state is determined by the store circuit through the selection of the circuit's supply voltage (Vs) 
and the value of the pull-up resistor (R) or its equivalent.  As will be seen in the examples of 
7.3.3.4, MIL-STD-1760 allows a broad range of circuit implementations, with a range of voltage 
and current levels, for the address interface. 

To allow for the effects of potential filtering and active circuitry in the aircraft's address discrete 
interface, the store must allow 10 milliseconds following application of the address excitation for 
the voltages and currents at the MSI to stabilize.  If the store also includes filtering devices 
between the MSI and store circuitry, this stabilization time will increase based on the filter 
characteristics. 

Finally, some store applications which may have significant thermal constraints or power 
dissipation constraints may opt for a more complex circuit that periodically pulses the address 
lines, possibly even one line at a time, to determine the assigned address.  For example, a store 
that continuously sources 100 milliamperes with a 28 VDC open circuit voltage through each 
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address line dissipates more than 16.8 watts in the address monitor circuit.  The limits in MIL-
STD-1760 dictate 120 milliwatts minimum dissipation if continuous excitation of all address lines 
is used.  Most circuits will probably select a value between these two power limits in order to 
provide a reasonable SNR for address detection.  If the store designer selects address line 
pulsing, the rise and fall time limits of the excitation must be controlled.  MIL-STD-1760 requires 
that the rise and fall time should not be longer than 10 milliseconds, but does not define 
minimum rise and fall times.  Minimum times will be indirectly imposed in the store in order to 
meet specific EMC requirements of the store's system specification. 
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Figure 49a.  General circuit description. 
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Figure 49.  MSI address interface. 
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7.3.3.4 Circuit examples. 
Examples of circuit implementations to meet these requirements are given in Figure 50.  The 
voltage supplied to the MSI, or CSI, by the store must not exceed 31.5 volts.  If 28 VDC (MIL-
STD-704) power is used as the power source, the voltage above 31.5 volts must be suppressed 
with a Zener diode as shown in Figure 50 or by some equivalent means.  The diode in the 
address line is used to protect the store electronics in the event power is applied to the interface 
connector.  MIL-STD-1760 defines address characteristics at the ASI and MSI such that a 
periodic pulsing/sampling option is available to the store designer.  (See Figure 51)  While, in 
general, a pulsing system requires more complex store circuitry, it may provide a viable option 
to reducing store circuit power dissipation.  The main consideration in using pulse/sample 
method (Figure 51a) is to allow enough time for the voltage/current characteristics to stabilize 
after the analog switch is advanced to the next address line.  The store must allow at least 10 
milliseconds at each line for stabilization of circuitry on the aircraft side of the MSI before 
accepting the output of the comparator as valid.  Figure 51b illustrates an alternative where all 
address lines are powered, the address is read and stored in a register and then power is 
removed from the address lines.  The duration that power is applied to the address lines is in 
the tens of milliseconds, resulting in very low average power dissipation. 

Since the address and parity lines are current limited, no wire protection is required.  It is only 
necessary that these lines be capable of sustaining these currents continuously.  The address 
return wire must be capable of sustaining 600 milliamperes continuously.  The detection 
threshold selected by the store needs to consider the address return line voltage when currents 
from all six address lines are flowing through the return. 
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Figure 50a.  Solid state. 

Figure 50.  Store address circuits. 
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Figure 50b.  Optical coupler. 
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Figure 50c.  Electromechanical relay. 

Figure 50.  Store address circuits.  (Continued) 
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Figure 51a.  Individual line pulse sample. 
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Figure 51b.  Activate-strobe-deactivate. 

Figure 51.  Pulsed address circuits. 
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7.3.3.5 Electromagnetic compatibility. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires that the aircraft isolate all aircraft circuitry, including grounds, from the 
address discretes.  As a result, grounding of the address return occurs only in the store and at 
the ground point of the store's choosing, e.g., signal ground, power ground or structure ground.  
Even though the aircraft isolates the address discretes from aircraft power, signals and grounds, 
noise can still be injected onto the address lines due to electrostatic and electromagnetic 
coupling.  Examples of typical induced levels for various aircraft-store configurations are 
presented in "Design Principles and Practices for Implementation of MIL-STD-1760 in Aircraft 
and Stores," ASD-TR-87-5028.  

The data in the TR show the power switching induced spikes can get rather high, e.g., 1 Vpp.  It 
also shows the noise levels induced into the address lines under RSO3 field exposure with the 
standard test cables to range from -20 dB at around 500 kHz to +70 dB at frequencies above 
500 MHz.  In all of the cable configurations tested, the address discretes were twisted in the 
cables with the address return to cut down on electromagnetic coupling. 

7.3.4 Carriage store address interface. 
If a carriage store is provided, the carriage store must energize and monitor a set of six address 
discrete signal lines, plus a dedicated address return line, at the CSI in accordance with the 
requirements defined in 7.3.2.2.  This set is used to assign the terminal address for the MIL-
STD-1553 remote terminal in the carriage store.  For conditions where the aircraft assigns 
terminal addresses to mission stores attached to the carriage store, the aircraft must 
accomplish this lower tier address assignment via the Mux bus.  The carriage store would then 
need to contain circuitry, similar to Figure 48b and Figure 48c, to set-up address discretes at 
each CSSI based on these assigned lower tier addresses.  For configurations where the 
carriage store determines the assigned terminal address for attached mission stores, any 
address except 31 may be assigned to any CSSI. 

7.3.5 Test data. 
Test data taken on address and address return lines (22 Gauge Wire) show a typical voltage 
drop of 0.11 volts on the aircraft side of the ASI.  The voltage drop between the ASI and MSI 
was 0.025 volts with no carriage store and 0.11 volts with a carriage store.  Test current was 
100 milliamperes.  MIL-STD-1760 allows a 1.0-volt drop on the aircraft side of the ASI and a 
0.5-volt drop between the ASI and MSI.   

7.3.5.1 Electromagnetic compatibility. 
No problems were associated with either the low impedance Logic 0, or high impedance Logic 
1, states of these signal lines in tests.  Examples of typical induced noise levels for various 
aircraft-store configurations are presented in "Design Principles and Practices for 
Implementation of MIL-STD-1760 in Aircraft and Stores," ASD-TR-87-5028.  Figure 97 therein 
illustrates induced noise from a 200 volt/meter field remained below 100 millivolts with typical in-
band noise below 1 millivolt.  Figure 110 of the TR illustrates typical power switching transient 
induced noise.  These levels are sufficiently high to require filtering in the store address monitor 
circuit.  The test results shown in the figures, however, were derived from an ASI address circuit 
where the address jumpers were located 35 feet from the ASI rather than directly at the ASI.  
This long wire length resulted in increased noise levels. 
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7.3.5.2 Electromagnetic interference. 
Noise levels were measured on a representative interconnect system while exposed to a 200 
volt/meter field, documented in "Design Principles and Practices for Implementation of MIL-
STD-1760 in Aircraft and Stores," ASD-TR-87-5028.  The data in the TR shows the noise levels 
induced into the address lines under RSO3 field exposure with the standard test cables to range 
from -20 dB at around 500 kHz to +70 dB at frequencies above 500 MHz.  The address line set 
was twisted around the address return.  The entire cable run was shielded with either a gross 
braid or with metallic structure.  In the configuration tested, the address "jumpers" were installed 
approximately 35 feet from the ASI.  When the jumpers are installed directly at the ASI, the 
noise levels drop 20 to 30 dB.  The drop is frequency dependent.  
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8. HIGH BANDWIDTH INTERFACES 

MIL-STD-1760 provides for four high bandwidth (HB) lines to pass through the interface.  These 
lines are used for functions such as transmission of a precision time reference pulse to a store, 
transmission of analog video from a store to the aircraft, or, more recently, transmission of GPS 
RF from the aircraft GPS antenna to a store. 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
15.4.3.1, 15.5.1.1, 15.5.2.1 and 15.5.3.1 (and subparagraphs) should also be consulted. 

8.1 General. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires a high bandwidth signal routing network in the aircraft and in carriage 
stores, and provides for HB interfaces in mission stores.  The HB network is intended to support 
the transfer of various high bandwidth (HB) signals between aircraft systems and mission stores 
or between one mission store and another.  At each primary interface connector of the AEIS, 
four high bandwidth signal ports are defined (designated as HB1, HB2, HB3, and HB4).  Each 
port provides a different signal transfer service. 

The HB requirements were rewritten between Revision B and Revision C of MIL-STD-1760.  
Although the basic network capability and bandwidth remains the same, the way it is specified 
and the specific performance requirements are different. 

8.1.1 HB interface classes. 
The aircraft routing network must support either a Class I or Class II interface at each primary 
ASI.  The Class I primary interface requires all four signal-ports to be implemented.  The Class II 
primary interface requires the implementation of HB1 and HB3 only.  All AEIS umbilical cables 
and carriage stores should support the full Class I signal port set for compatibility with all 
possible aircraft and mission store interfaces.  Each mission store interface may utilize any 
signal port in accordance with its signal transfer requirements within the constraints for 
hierarchical selection defined in 5.2.1 of MIL-STD-1760.  At each port, the mission store may be 
either the signal source or signal sink. 

8.1.2 HB interface types. 
All aircraft and carriage store HB interfaces (HB1, HB2, HB3, and HB4) must provide a Type A 
interface.  Type A interfaces must have a minimum transmission passband of 20 Hz to 20 MHz 
and be unbalanced, differential.  For historical reasons, the source and sink impedance is 50 
ohms for HB1 and HB2, and 75 ohms for HB3 and HB4.  Presently, Type A interfaces are to be 
used for the following signal assignments only: 

HB1 time correlation signals 

HB2 time correlation signals 

HB3 monochrome STANAG 3350 video 

HB4 monochrome STANAG 3350 video 

All aircraft and carriage store HB1 interfaces must additionally provide a Type B interface.  It is 
not necessary to support the Type B interface at the same time as the Type A interface and 
therefore some mode switching mechanism may be used.  Type B interfaces must have a 
minimum transmission passband of 20 MHz to 1600 MHz with the signal reference at ground 
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potential.  The source and sink impedance is 50 ohms.  At present, there are no signal 
assignment restrictions for the Type B interface. 

It is expected that as the standard matures the list of approved HB signal assignments will be 
updated to include (or restrict) the transfer of further signal types on specific interfaces.  To 
cater for this signal growth, aircraft and carriage store routing networks should be capable of 
transferring any signal that meets the general requirements of 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2 of MIL-STD-
1760 and not be limited by circuit design to the present signal functions.  

Different functional and electrical requirements apply to the Type A and Type B interfaces, and 
therefore each interface type will be discussed separately. 

8.1.3 HB Type A signal routing. 
The Type A interfaces are intended to support a gamut of potential signal assignments, as 
discussed in 8.2.2.  Each specific application signal may exhibit an amplitude or information 
content that is less than the required capabilities of the signal path and therefore the signal path 
cannot be characterized by signal measurements at the ASI alone.  It is necessary to separate 
the waveform and noise characteristics of each signal using the interface from the two-port 
transmission characteristics of the signal path itself.  The system model for the Type A interface 
is therefore as shown in Figure 52. 

Type A signals may enter the AEIS at either the mission store MSI or the aircraft routing 
network RNASP interface. The RNASP interface is discussed in 8.2.6 of this handbook.  MIL-
STD-1760 provides general electrical requirements for source signals entering the system at 
these points to ensure compatibility between the aircraft routing network and all MIL-STD-1760 
stores that may be introduced in the future.  

For each Type A signal transfer, a path is established between the source and sink equipment.  
For the purposes of the model, source and sink equipment is defined at the boundary of the 
AEIS; the aircraft (or mission store) may implement an additional transmission system above (or 
below) the AEIS but this is beyond the scope of MIL-STD-1760.  The Type A signal path will 
consist of an aircraft routing network segment, one or a number of umbilical segments, and 
possibly one or (rarely) two carriage store routing network segments.  Refer to Figure 4, MIL-
STD-1760. 

MIL-STD-1760 considers the following types of signal transfer: 

•  Between a directly-carried mission store and aircraft system 

•  Between a mission store on a carriage store and aircraft system 

•  Between two directly-carried mission stores 

•  Between a directly-carried mission store and a mission store on a carriage store 

•  Between mission stores on different carriage stores. 

The level of connectivity to be provided by the aircraft routing network is not controlled by the 
standard.  However, each ASI must support the simultaneous transfer of Type A signals on all 
of its implemented HB interfaces in any combination of source/sink mode. 
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Figure 52.  Model of type A signal routing system. 

 

8.1.4 HB Type B signal routing. 
The Type B interface on HB1 is not defined in detail.  However, it is expected that this will 
change as the standard matures.  The emerging requirement for the Type B interface is the 
transmission of GPS RF signals from the host aircraft antenna to GPS-aided mission stores.  
This may be necessary to overcome partial or full masking of the mission store antenna by the 
aircraft structure, however the need to utilize GPS RF while on the aircraft will depend on the 
store operational requirements and the store guidance system design. 

Work is presently underway to explore a common approach to the different store GPS 
requirements within the interested countries, but note that the intent is also to utilize the Type B 
interface in future for other applications such as low latency, high information capacity or 
spread-spectrum signals. 

8.1.5 HB transmission circuit. 
The required grounding scheme for Type B connections is different to that needed for Type A 
(see Figure 53).  Type B connections will require the signal reference (shield) to be at local 
ground potential at both the source and sink sides of the HB interface; in contrast, Type A 
transfers will be differential and therefore signal reference grounding will occur on the source 
side only.  This arises from the different EMC practicalities at low and high frequencies.  This, 
coupled with the divergent routing requirements, means in practice that common Type A and 
Type B signal path hardware will not be realized in the aircraft AEIS (see Figure 54). 

Because the HB1 signal path is required to handle both Type A and Type B signals, the 
designer needs to consider a multiplexing scheme similar to the functional schematic shown in 
Figure 55. 
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source signal path sink

source signal path sink

(a) Type A Grounding Scheme

(b) Type B Grounding Scheme  

Figure 53.  HB grounding schemes (assuming active path). 
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Figure 54.  Recommended HB1 routing network architecture for aircraft. 
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Figure 55.  Suggested HB1 multiplexing scheme. 

 

8.1.6 Routing network aircraft system port (RNASP). 
One paradox of MIL-STD-1760 is that, although it is necessary to model each HB interface of 
the aircraft AEIS as a signal path, it is not the intent of the standard to set out requirements for 
the internal design of the aircraft system at the RNASP. 

What is important is the transmission fidelity, or information capacity, of each implemented 
signal path, and not the chosen media of the RNASP.  MIL-STD-1760 states the requirements 
of each implemented signal path between RNASP and ASI on the assumption that the RNASP 
media is identical to the nominal ASI.  Requirements are framed as permitted deviations from a 
reference linear, unity gain, no delay, two-port network. 

Other internal transmission schemes may be implemented by the AEIS, for example, where the 
signal at the RNASP is electrical or optical, modulated or base-band, amplified or attenuated, 
transmitted in analog format or as a serial bit stream.  If the designer wishes to exploit this 
flexibility, compliance with the standard must be demonstrated, by analytically or electrically 
converting each stimulus or measured perturbation at the RNASP into the format assumed by 
MIL-STD-1760 (or vice versa).  The details of this process will require agreement between the 
supplier and the agency responsible for ensuring MIL-STD-1760 compliance before an interface 
specification and test method can be generated.  

Note that the location of the RNASP is not explicitly defined in MIL-STD-1760; the RNASP may 
be an interface to specific signal utilization equipment, an interface to a further routing network 
or any other point chosen for the aircraft.  A single RNASP is not required by the standard to 
support both Type A and Type B signals or support bi-directional (simplex) signal transmission. 

8.1.7 Carriage store HB interfaces. 
The carriage store must be capable of implementing Type A and Type B signal paths between 
the HB interfaces at the CSI and the corresponding HB interfaces at each CSSI.  As a minimum, 
it must be possible to simultaneously support point-to-point signal transfer on all implemented 
HB interfaces in any combination of source and sink to one CSSI.  The standard does not 
explicitly state whether the carriage store should provide a Class I, Class II, or other interface at 
the store stations.  Of course, the greatest flexibility to carry a wide variety of stores is achieved 
if all stations are Class I. 
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The carriage store, in addition to providing a point-to-point signal capability, may also be 
required to support broadcast of HB Type B (HB1) and HB1 Type A (HB2) from the CSI to 
active CSSIs.  The different grounding requirements for Type A and Type B signal paths may 
result in the HB1 routing network architecture shown in Figure 56. 

The introduction of a carriage store between the MSI and ASI will result in a quantified reduction 
in transmission fidelity for each signal application.  The standard sets out separate signal path 
requirements for the aircraft and carriage store and therefore the user of the standard must 
calculate the probable or worst case performance for the chosen system configuration and 
application signal.  General guidance on this is provided in 8.5 of this handbook and specific 
guidance for video is provided in 8.6. 
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Figure 56.  Recommended HB1 routing network architecture for carriage store. 

 

 

8.2 Detailed discussion on HB requirements.  
The standard sets out source signal requirements and signal path requirements for the HB 
interfaces. The following material provides in-depth assistance on the interpretation and 
reasoning of each requirement. 

8.2.1 HB signal requirements (Type A).   
The source signal requirements in 4.3.1.1 of the standard apply to any source signal (at the 
RNASP or MSI as applicable) which is intended for transfer across the HB interfaces.  At any 
other AEIS interface, the signal may not comply with these requirements because of the 
possible insertion gain and distortion characteristics of the signal paths and umbilical cables.  
Refer to 8.2.6 of this handbook for further remarks regarding the specification of RNASP entrant 
signals. 
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8.2.1.1 Signal voltage. 
The maximum peak-to-peak signal voltage is restricted to 1.3 V to ensure that the routing 
network requirements are practical and economic to implement.  The requirement takes into 
consideration the voltage handling capabilities of video-bandwidth, DC-coupled amplifier circuits 
together with the requirement to deliver a linear, matched output over the necessary dynamic 
range across the full bandwidth at each AEIS output. 

The 1.3 Vpp limit permits the transfer of STANAG 3350 video and possibly an encoded color 
format at a later time.  Historically, time correlation signals have been transmitted from a 
balanced-voltage, low impedance, non-linear source with consequently a higher voltage swing.  
Thus tailoring of source and sink equipment may be required to be compatible with the AEIS.  
The standard no longer provides requirements for minimum signal amplitude, as it did in 
Revision B.  This and other requirements (such as source output noise) must be defined for the 
particular application signal in the relevant mission store and/or internal aircraft system. 

The peak-to-peak voltage requirement in 4.3.1.1 of the standard applies to an unrestricted 
bandwidth, i.e., includes spectral components below 20 Hz and above 20 MHz but does not 
include noise.  Source signals may therefore include a DC component (both a useful DC-
component associated with a base-band signal and a DC error component).  The steady state 
voltage requirement of ±1.55 V restricts this DC component to ensure compatibility of the source 
equipment with DC-coupled routing networks and sink equipment. 

Alternatively, base-band signals may be internally AC-coupled within the source equipment 
(however the final output stage may still be DC-coupled and introduce a DC error).  The steady 
state voltage range requirement therefore applies when the nominal base-band signal has a 
repetitive waveform with a period less than 50 ms (i.e., 20 cycles per second).  Long-time (i.e., 
low frequency) waveform distortion may occur if the signal has been internally AC-coupled and 
there is a shift in the useful DC component of the nominal base-band waveform (such as when 
the average picture level changes in video signals, or the mark-space ratio changes in a pulse 
train).  The transient voltage range requirement in 4.3.1.1 of the standard controls the maximum 
temporary excursion of the signal to ensure compatibility with the dynamic range requirements 
of the routing networks and sink equipment.  It should be noted, however, that signal paths 
might slightly compress or clip the signal peak under these conditions (see 5.1.1.2.6 and 
5.3.1.2.6 of the standard). 

8.2.1.2 Transmission passband compatibility. 
MIL-STD-1760 allows HB signals to have frequency components outside the minimum 
transmission pass band; however, this signal energy is not required to be transmitted by the 
AEIS (see 5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5 of the standard). 

8.2.1.3 Power spectral components above 20 MHz. 
The slope of the power spectrum limit line in 4.3.1.1 of the standard may be compared with the 
eventual roll-off in the energy density function of the cosine-squared T signal. (See 5.1.1.2.2 
and 5.3.1.2.2 of the standard and 8.4.3.2 of this handbook). Therefore, there is compatibility 
between the source signal and the routing network distortion requirements.  For practical 
reasons the requirement is truncated at 200 MHz, which is also the upper frequency of interest 
for the signal path out-of-band gain misequalization requirement (see 5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5 of 
the standard). 
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8.2.1.4 Slew rate. 
A slew rate requirement has been introduced to ensure compatibility of the source signal with 
the AEIS and aircraft-internal sink equipment.  The maximum slew rate limits possible EMI and 
cross-talk problems caused by fast rising edges (such as induced spikes), and ensures that 
source signals can be handled by the AEIS signal path, without excessive transient response 
distortion. 

The slew rate limit in 4.3.1.1 of the standard corresponds with the peak slew rate of the cosine-
squared T signal in Figure 5a of the standard, which is used to characterize the AEIS high-
speed transient response (plus 5% to allow for a tolerance in the source equipment output 
voltage). 

The slew rate requirement places additional restrictions on the source signal within the nominal 
transmission passband.  The amplitude of monotonic signals for example is limited by Figure 57 
below. 

 

                                                  16.15            20

1.3

1.05

peak-to-peak voltage is limited
by additional requirements of
4.3.1.1b above 20MHz

Frequency (MHz)  (log scale)

Mamimum peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) (log scale)

 

Figure 57.  Effect of slew rate limit on maximum amplitude of monotonic signals. 

 

8.2.2 HB signal requirements (Type B). 
In 4.3.1.2 of the standard, the signal peak envelope power has been restricted to ensure that 
the routing network requirements are practical and economic to implement.  At present, MIL-
STD-1760 does not address HB Type B requirements to the same detail as Type A.  This 
situation may change in future revisions. 

8.2.3 Nominal impedance. 
The nominal impedance of the HB interfaces is defined in 4.3.1 of the standard.  The 
impedance is largely historical, i.e., 75 ohms is the traditional nominal impedance for video 
transmission and 50 ohms is the traditional nominal impedance for transmitting RF.  The actual 
impedance over the applicable transmission passband is constrained by the return loss 
requirement (see 5.1.1.2.1, 5.2.1.2.1 and 5.3.1.2.1 of the standard and the discussion in 
8.2.5.2.1 of this handbook). 
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8.2.4 HB signal assignment.  
The utilization of the HB interfaces has been limited to the transfer of specific types of signal in 
4.3.1.3 of the standard.  It is expected that as the standard matures the paragraph will be 
updated to include the transfer of further signal types on specific interfaces.  The intention is to 
control the growth of application signals that utilize the HB interfaces, so that the maximum level 
of interoperability is achieved in the future between aircraft and stores.  To cater for signal 
growth, aircraft and carriage store routing networks should be capable of transferring any signal 
that meets the general requirements of 4.3.1.1 or 4.3.1.2 and not be limited by the signal path 
circuit design to the signal assignments in 4.3.1.3 of the standard. 

The following comments concern the signal assignments in 4.3.1.3. 

a. It is recommended that the Type B interface is restricted to carrier-modulated signals 
only.  One possible signal assignment is the transfer of received GPS RF to mission stores (i.e., 
L1 centered at 1575.42 MHz and L2 centered at 1227.6 MHz). 

b. As yet, no standardized waveform has been developed for time correlation signals. 

c. Because the U.S. Government had not ratified STANAG 3350 when Revision B was 
published, Revision B required video to comply with EIA-170, EIA-RS-343, or STANAG 3350 
(with modified signal levels).  Revision C requires video to comply with STANAG 3350. 

d. STANAG 3350 AVS provides requirements for three classes of video line standard, i.e., 

Class A 875 lines at 30 Hz 
Class B 625 lines at 25 Hz 
Class C 525 lines at 30 Hz 

e. The aircraft capability to utilize all, some, or none of these video classes will depend on 
its operational requirements.  MIL-STD-1760 does not provide for the transfer of color RGB 
video signals.  Further guidance for routing STANAG 3350 video via the AEIS is provided in 8.6 
herein. 

8.2.5 Aircraft HB requirements. 

8.2.5.1 HB network capacity.  
The minimum transfer capacity requirement imposed on the aircraft is defined in 5.1.1.1 of the 
standard.  For any aircraft to meet its mission requirements, a higher level of HB network 
capacity may be needed.  The actual capacity required (i.e., the number of simultaneous HB 
signals flowing through the aircraft routing network) will tend to vary with each aircraft and with 
each store load-out.  As a goal, the aircraft should support the following minimum HB network 
capacity (see Figure 58): 

a. Simultaneous transfer through the 50 ohm network of one Type B signal (on HB1) and 
two Type A signals (on HB1 and HB2) between two ASIs and internal aircraft equipment plus 
one Type A signal (on HB1 and HB2) between any two ASIs. 

b. Simultaneous transfer through the 75 ohm network of two Type A signals between the 
ASIs and internal aircraft equipment plus one Type A signal between any two ASIs. 
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c. Figure 59 illustrates this minimum aircraft capacity as a collection of HB paths that is 
transparent to the various technologies that could be used to implement the aircraft network.  
Figure 59 illustrates the same network capacity when implemented with a centralized "cross-
point" style switching-matrix.  It is not intended that Figure 59 be interpreted as a required (or 
acceptable) design for the network but simply as an illustration of the recommended network 
capacity. 
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Figure 58.  Recommended network capacity. 
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Figure 59.  Centralized switching matrix example. 
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8.2.5.2 HB Type A signal path electrical requirements. 
The transmission quality of each aircraft Type A signal path has been standardized to promote 
electrical interoperability between the aircraft AEIS and present and future mission stores.  The 
requirements in 5.1.1.2 (and subparagraphs) of the standard apply to all Type A signal paths 
implemented between an RNASP and ASI, and between one ASI and another. 

For transfers between an RNASP and ASI, the performance requirements are couched in terms 
of deviations from a nominal linear, unity-gain, non-inverting signal path.  Other transmission 
schemes may be implemented.  When this is the case, equivalent transmission fidelity with that 
required by each subparagraph in 5.1.1.2 of the standard must be achieved and demonstrated 
(see 8.1.6 of this handbook). 

8.2.5.2.1 Return loss requirements. 
The HB interfaces must have the nominal impedance of 50 ohms for HB1 and HB2 and 75 
ohms for HB3 and HB4.  The nominal impedance applies to source equipment, routing networks 
and load equipment.  In general, signal path requirements in the standard apply when both the 
input and output are properly terminated by the applicable nominal impedance.  However this 
does not give the whole story because the system will behave differently when the source and 
load are not exactly matched: i.e., when the signal path is connected between aircraft systems 
and stores instead of test equipment.  When this happens, control of the signal path return loss 
is also important to the overall signal fidelity objective. 

Return loss can add further distortion to the AEIS to that implied by considering purely the 
transmission performances of the individually tested signal path segments and combining them 
together.  A mathematical examination of how return loss contributes to distortion at system 
level is offered in sections 8.4 and 8.5 herein. 

A return loss of 20 dB corresponds with a VSWR of 1.22.  The requirement in 5.1.1.2.1 of the 
standard does not include the umbilical or test cable but does include the mating contact pair.  
The mating contact pair should not therefore be calibrated out of test data. 

The signal path designer may find that transient response, insertion gain, representative pulse 
delay and equalization requirements can only be met by imposing a more stringent control on 
return loss at some (or all) frequencies than the minimum MIL-STD-1760 requirement.  This 
really depends on the specific signal path design and in other cases return loss may not cause 
a problem at all.  It appears that the effects of cable return loss are not as troublesome as return 
loss from many other sources. 

It is general practice to impose tighter requirements on video source, sink, and signal path 
return loss than MIL-STD-1760.  The CCIR, for example, recommends a minimum return loss of 
30 dB for video transmission1 and STANAG 3350 requires an impedance tolerance of ±5% over 
the video bandwidth (i.e., better than 32 dB).  However this is not always feasible in an aircraft-
store interconnection system where weight and space are restricted and the environment is 
harsh.  The requirement of 20 dB in MIL-STD-1760 may still be difficult to achieve for long runs 
of subminiature cable.  In general, HB3 and HB4 will be worse than HB1 and HB2 because of 
the larger characteristic impedance. 

                                                 
 
1CCIR Recommendation 567-2 "Transmission Performance of Television Circuits Designed for Use in International 
Connections" [1978-1982-1986], D2.2. 
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The build up of distortion will be worse when the mission store is suspended from a carriage 
store.  The intent is to keep the K-rating to below 3% for an isolated store station as outlined in 
8.4.2 of this handbook. 

8.2.5.2.2 Transient response and insertion gain. 
Type A signal path distortion is controlled primarily in the time domain by means of transient 
response requirements.  Transient response limits, rather than equalization limits, are preferred 
because of their immediacy in describing observable waveform distortion artifacts at the signal 
path output.  Note however that testability and historical considerations render equalization 
requirements more useful for certain, limited types of distortion, and therefore the equalization 
requirement in paragraph 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard complements the requirements established 
in the transient response paragraph.  In addition to linear distortion, the transient response 
requirements are useful in controlling some types of non-linear distortion such as slew rate. 

Four different input waveforms are used in the standard to characterize the signal path transient 
response: the cosine-squared T signal (Figure 5a) and associated 2T bar signal (Figure 7a), 
and the cosine-squared 2T signal (Figure 6a) and associated 2T bar signal (Figure 8a). 

a. The 2T-bar signal response (Figure 8b) is used to define the insertion gain (or loss) of 
the path (see 5.1.1.2.3 of the standard) and the representative pulse delay (see 5.1.1.2.4 of the 
standard).  The 2T bar signal response in Figure 8b is also used to determine the reference 
100% level for the cosine-squared 2T signal response envelope and control the signal path 
"mid-time" tilt distortion.  The magnitude of the tilt distortion is calculated by the maximum 
percentage departure in the instantaneous level of the bar top from the level at the center of the 
bar, V′1.3.  The first and last 1 µs are neglected to allow the "short-time" edge response to settle.  
The allowed tilt distortion for aircraft signal paths is therefore ±1.5%. 

Note that "long-time" tilt distortion (such as the tilt in the step response caused by possible low 
frequency roll-off below 200 Hz) is for historical reasons controlled by the equalization 
requirement in 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard. 

The 2T-bar signal response (Figure 7b) is used to define the reduced 100% level for the cosine-
squared T signal response envelope only.  The Figure 7b response is not used to control the 
insertion gain, representative pulse delay or mid-time tilt distortion. 

b. The cosine-squared T signal and 2T signal responses (Figures 5b and 6b) are used to 
characterize the "short-time" distortion of the signal path, where "T" denotes the half-period of 
the nominal upper cut-off frequency (i.e., 20 MHz). 

The 2T signal has negligible energy above 20 MHz and therefore the high-speed transient 
response of the signal path is characterized without introducing significant out-of-band 
frequency components.  The cosine-squared 2T shape represents the shortest pulse that can 
be transmitted with no appreciable distortion over the nominal pass-band of 1/2T.  Two types of 
distortion artifact are controlled by the response envelope: reduction (or increase) in the peak 
amplitude of the "main lobe" and "side-lobes" (i.e., overshoot) on either side of it.  The response 
envelope corresponds with a 3% K-rating as described in 8.4 of this handbook. 

The cosine-squared T signal is used to characterize the effective pulse-width resolution of the 
signal path.  Note that the peak amplitude of the T signal is ±1 V to comply with the maximum 
slew rate requirement of paragraph 4.3.1.1c of the standard.  The signal energy spectrum is 
6 dB down at 20 MHz with significant out-of-band energy up to 40 MHz.  Consequently, the T 
signal will be distorted by a rapid frequency response roll-off above the nominal transmission 
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pass-band.  The response envelope takes this into account and is based around the proposed 
acceptance test limits for a 3% K-rating as described in 8.4 of this handbook. 

Note that "long-time" side-lobe distortion, that is distortion artifacts such as echoes that occur 
outside the time coverage of the response envelope, is for practical reasons controlled by the 
equalization requirement in 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard. 

8.2.5.2.3 Transient response guidance. 
Transient response requirements are, of course, much less convenient to work with than 
frequency response characteristics when multiple stages are cascaded (such as adding a 
carriage store to the AEIS) or when the response of the signal path to different input waveforms 
(such as application signals) must be determined. 

For a linear system, it is a common misconception that frequency response limits and transient 
response limits can be interchanged via the Fourier transform relationship.  There is a 
fundamental difference, which is due to the reciprocal nature of frequency and time.  In general, 
a frequency response characteristic that has a large peak deviation from the ideal but over a 
small frequency range will correspond to a time domain (i.e., transient response) artifact that is 
relatively small in amplitude but dispersed in time.  Conversely, an isolated distortion artifact in 
the transient response which is large in amplitude but for a short time only will correspond to a 
small frequency response deviation but spread over a large bandwidth.  It can be seen from the 
transient response envelopes of Figures 5b, 6b and 8b of the standard that the duration of the 
distortion artifact is less important than its peak amplitude and displacement from the main 
response.  Therefore it is less efficient (and less economic) to use frequency domain 
requirements to control the waveform distortion of the Type A signal paths. 

The three response envelopes in Figures 5b, 6b and 8b are loosely based on the K-rating 
system of specifying waveform distortion.  The K-rating is a convenient method of applying 
equal weight to the effective impairment of various distortion artifacts that may be observed on 
an oscilloscope.  In the case of MIL-STD-1760 however, certain adjustments have been made 
to the K-rating limits to take into account the particular application of the AEIS.  The response 
envelopes in the standard are a compromise between generality and simplicity: a more 
mathematically rigorous method could have been adopted for controlling every conceivable form 
of signal path distortion, but at the expense of understandability and convenience of testing. 

Partly for historical reasons, the standard defines the minimum signal path bandwidth (at the 
-3 dB points) with a gain equalization requirement in paragraph 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard.  To 
avoid duplication, certain bandwidth-sensitive features of the transient response that would 
normally be controlled by the K-rating method are therefore omitted.  However, there is an 
economic overhead in using the frequency domain to limit signal path distortion, as stated 
previously. 

The following general points are made concerning the transient response requirement as a 
whole.  Additional rationale and guidance on Type A signal path distortion is provided in 8.4 of 
this handbook. 

a. The peak voltage of each input signal may be either positive-going or negative-going.  
The amplitude is indicated by "V" in the applicable figure. 

b. Because there is a roll-off in the gain misequalization envelope below 200 Hz (see 
5.1.1.2.5 of the standard), it may be necessary to test the signal path with input waveforms 
transmitted with a minimum repetition period of 5 ms (i.e., 1/ 200 Hz) to avoid the introduction of 
"long-time" waveform distortion. 
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c. In contrast to the K-rating method, the transient response requirements in MIL-STD-
1760 apply to an unrestricted measurement bandwidth (rather than one truncated at 20 MHz).  
This has the greatest effect on the T signal response, since the T signal has significant out-of-
band energy.  In practice, the measurement bandwidth must be at least 40 MHz. 

(1) In Figures 5b and 6b, the time-base alignment of the envelope may be adjusted to 
achieve the best fit.  However, the zero time reference of the envelope must be stationary with 
respect to "sampling jitter" if the signal is transmitted digitally. 

(2) The transient response requirement does not include noise.  Signal path noise may 
be eliminated from the response measurement by analysis, or averaging over many sweeps. 

(3) Compliance with the requirement may be tested directly by stimulating the signal 
path with the signals defined; however other methods of measurement, coupled with 
mathematical analysis, may be equally suitable at demonstrating compliance.  For example, if 
the signal path is known to be linear, information regarding the transient response may be 
extracted from a frequency response measurement followed by manipulation of the data. 

8.2.5.2.4 Representative pulse delay.  
For time correlation signal applications, the latency of the signal at the MSI may need to be 
known.  One example of where the control of signal latency is important is the transference of 
precise time to the mission store.  The signal delay between the RNASP and ASI (or between 
two ASIs) will contribute towards the latency error of the time correlation signal and is therefore 
carefully controlled by the standard.  The allowed delay consists of a bias component (up to 
2 µs) and an uncertainty component (up to ±35 ns).  The bias component may be added to 
other known delays within the AEIS (such as carriage store and umbilical delays) and used to 
calculate the latency of the Type A signal at the MSI for each time correlation signal application.  
This data may be provided to the mission store via the data bus interface and updated as 
necessary. 

The representative pulse delay is a single delay value which is determined for a 2T bar signal 
(see 5.1.1.2.4 of the standard).  This signal provides a fast rising edge (48.2 ns) without 
introducing energy outside the minimum transmission passband of 20 MHz.  It is possible to 
transmit a faster rising edge through the Type A signal path (as limited by 4.3.1.1 of the 
standard) however there may be a difference between the representative pulse delay and the 
propagation delay of the specific application signal.  The transient response requirements 
should ensure that the difference is small. 

The variation in representative pulse delay is limited to ±35 ns (with respect to the anticipated 
bias component) over the signal path environmental envelope and operational life.  The 
standard does not limit the delay imbalance between two different signal paths at the same ASI 
or the delay imbalance at different ASIs. 

8.2.5.2.5 Equalization requirements. 
The permitted variance of steady-state gain with frequency (or "gain misequalization") for the 
Type A signal path is defined by the envelope in Figure 9 of the standard.  The envelope is 
intended to control two types of signal path distortion: 

a. The regions below 200 Hz and above 1.25 MHz ensure that the signal path is capable of 
transmitting all signals over the required frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 MHz (see 4.3.1 of the 
standard). The -3 dB level at the nominal lower and upper transmission frequencies traditionally 
defines the minimum "bandwidth" of the path.  The signal path is not required to transmit any 
energy/power outside this bandwidth but may do so if desired.  Compliance with the gain 
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misequalization envelope may be achieved with a first-order (or higher) roll-off towards the 
lower and upper cut-off frequencies. 

b. The mid-band region between 200 Hz and 1.25 MHz controls the amplitude of echoes 
(which could result in ghost images) in the transient response (see 5.1.1.2.2 of the standard).  
The intention is to limit the amplitude of these distortion artifacts to ±3% (over the nominal 
transmission bandwidth). 

The maximum gain above 20 MHz is controlled by 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard to ensure that the 
signal path does not excessively amplify any out-of-band energy/power in the input signal.  The 
zero-dB gain reference is the steady-state gain of the signal path at 20 kHz.  This corresponds 
with twice the duration of the 2T-bar signal in Figure 8a, which is used to define the nominal 
insertion gain (see 5.1.1.2.3 of the standard). 

8.2.5.2.6 Equalization guidance. 
The gain misequalization envelope in Figure 9 of the standard defines the allowed variation in 
steady-state power gain (relative to the gain at 20 kHz) under the special condition that the 
source and load impedance is ideal.  In general, however, the return losses of the source and 
load will be finite and, therefore, the steady-state distortion at the signal path output will be 
determined by the gain misequalization, in concert with the source, load, and path return losses.  
For rationale and guidance on misequalization under these conditions, refer to 8.5.5 of this 
handbook. 

The equalization requirement is intended to control the linear distortion behavior of the path and 
therefore should apply to the small signal gain only.  The large signal distortion performance is 
controlled by the transient response in (5.1.1.2.2), stimulated noise (5.1.1.2.8.4), and dynamic 
range (5.1.1.2.6) of the standard.  Note that Type A signal path delay misequalization is not 
explicitly restricted in MIL-STD-1760.  This type of distortion is indirectly controlled by the 
transient response requirement. 

Additional rationale and guidance on Type A signal path distortion is provided in 8.4 of this 
handbook. 

To satisfy the transient response requirements in 5.1.1.2.2 and 5.3.1.2.2 of the standard, 
designers should consider the recommended gain misequalization and delay misequalization 
limits in Figure 60 and Figure 61 respectively. 

The gain misequalization envelope of MIL-STD-1760 Figure 9 (ref. 5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5 of the 
standard) was relaxed and the allowed response envelope for the cosine-squared 2T signal of 
MIL-STD-1760 Figure 6b (ref. 5.1.1.2.2 and 5.3.1.2.2 of the standard) was correspondingly 
tightened in Revison D of the standard.  This change arose from experience of using 
subminiature coaxial cables in MIL-STD-1760 aircraft.  The performance variability of such 
cables represents a risk to achieving the equalization requirements of Revison C of the 
standard. 

The relaxation of MIL-STD-1760 Figure 9 was achieved while preserving the 3% K-rating of the 
aircraft and carriage store signal paths.  For guidance on K-ratings refer to 8.5 of this handbook.  
The K-rating was preserved by extending the allowed response envelope of Figure 6b from 
±200 ns to ±400 ns. 
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Figure 60.  Recommended maximum gain misequalization envelope. 
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Figure 61.  Recommended maximum group delay misequalization envelope. 

 

8.2.5.2.7 Dynamic range. 
The dynamic range requirement in 5.1.1.2.6 of the standard ensures that the signal path is 
capable of handling Type A signals which have incurred maximal DC offset and/or AC-coupling 
in previous segments of the AEIS. 

A full-amplitude source signal that is AC-coupled may bounce up to +1.75 V or down to -1.75 V 
(i.e., 3.5 Vpp) if there is a sudden shift in its useful DC component, and the AC-coupling circuit 
has a large number of poles (see 8.4.4.1 of this handbook and 5.1.1.2.6 of the standard).  In 
addition, the mission store and carriage store may each introduce a DC error of ±250 mV (see 
5.3.1.2.7 and 4.3.1.1 of the standard).  Under these extreme transient conditions, the Type A 
signal path may compress the waveform slightly at the output.  The dynamic range requirement 
applies to a low frequency sinusoidal input to avoid the possible effects of transient non-
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linearity.  Note that non-linear distortion under steady-state conditions is controlled by the 
stimulated noise requirement in 5.1.1.2.8.4 of the standard. 

8.2.5.2.8 Incidental phase modulation. 
Incidental phase modulation is not covered in the standard.  However, consideration might be 
given to incidental phase modulation for growth applications such as encoded color video (e.g., 
NTSC, PAL, or SECAM).  RGB color video, as defined in STANAG 3350, is not compatible with 
the MIL-STD-1760 AEIS because it would require three simultaneous signal paths with a very 
narrow gain and delay imbalance.  Further, for certain applications, such as recording, encoded 
color is presently the only usable color format. 

For this future application, the following specification for the signal path should be considered. 
When a 0.2 Vpp sinusoid between 1 MHz and 15 MHz (signal 1) is added to a 0.8 Vpp sinusoid 
between 10 kHz and 35 kHz (signal 2) and applied to each signal path input, the peak-to-peak 
phase modulation of signal 1 at the output attributable to signal 2 must not exceed 5 degrees. 

This additional specification would limit the inter-modulation between the luminance signal (i.e., 
signal 2) and the chrominance signal (i.e., signal 1).  A limit of 5 degrees corresponds to CCIR 
Recommendation 567-2.  Note that the associated incidental amplitude modulation requirement 
(sometimes known as differential gain) is controlled by the stimulated noise requirement in 
5.1.1.2.8.4 of the standard. 

8.2.5.2.9 Noise requirements. 
Signal path noise requirements were introduced in Revision C to ensure that the AEIS is 
capable of supporting an acceptable level of signal fidelity for present and future applications.  
The actual signal-to-noise ratio at the source is not controlled by the standard.  Only the noise 
introduced by the signal path is controlled.  However, signal designers will be aware that, for 
interoperability, the AEIS noise limit (including carriage stores) will determine the maximum 
information capacity that should be expected for future application signals. 

The actual signal-to-noise ratio delivered to the mission store or aircraft subsystem will be a 
function of both the AEIS and source equipment and therefore may be lower than that implied 
by MIL-STD-1760 alone.  Further noise requirements must therefore be addressed in the 
aircraft-store system specification. 

Signal path noise comprises random (or Gaussian) noise, periodic (or discrete frequency) noise, 
impulse (or spike) noise, and stimulated (or distortion) noise.  The first three types of noise are 
determined under the same conditions, i.e., with the input terminated.  Random noise and 
periodic noise are both stationary processes (i.e., continuous with time) and may be 
distinguished by spectral analysis of the output.  Periodic noise will appear on a spectrum 
analyzer as a comb of discrete frequencies or possibly as a single frequency component.  
Random noise will appear as the non-coherent noise floor on a spectrum analyzer (proportional 
to the IF bandwidth of the instrument).  Impulse noise is the random or cyclical occurrence of 
narrow spikes.  Impulse noise may be observed on an oscilloscope but it is important to limit the 
measurement bandwidth to 20 MHz and exercise judgment over the rate of occurrence. The 
impulse noise requirement is not intended to control a one-off event.  Stimulated noise is 
additional (stationary) noise power that may be generated when the input is driven rather than 
terminated.  Depending on the design of the routing network and the frequency of the stimulus 
signal, stimulated noise may appear as pseudo-random or periodic.  For simplicity, the MIL-
STD-1760 requirement is not sensitive to the spectral behavior of stimulated noise. 
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The most stringent application for signal path noise is analog video.  The random noise and 
periodic noise requirements therefore take into account the reduced sensitivity of the eye at 
higher frequencies. 

Common mode noise is not actually signal noise because it is the RMS voltage measured 
between the signal reference (shield) and structure ground.  Common mode noise may, 
therefore, be stopped by a receiver with a sufficiently large common mode rejection.  In practice, 
common mode noise may be folded into signal noise by a non-ideal receiver and therefore 
should be limited.  The common mode noise weighting function allows for a reduction in 
common mode rejection at higher frequencies, offset partly by the reduced sensitivity of the eye 
to higher frequency interference. 

In the following noise paragraphs, the signal-to-noise ratios indicated are based on a nominal 
signal path gain of 0 dB.  The actual signal-to-noise ratios may therefore be degraded by a 
further 4 dB if the insertion gain is the lowest permitted by 5.1.1.2.3 of the standard. 

8.2.5.2.9.1 Random noise.  
For monochrome composite video on HB3 and HB4, the requirement in 5.1.1.2.8.1 of the 
standard corresponds to a peak white to RMS noise ratio of 53 dB for a reference 1 Vpp signal.  
The requirement follows CCIR Recommendation 567-2 except that the random noise weighting 
function has been frequency scaled from 5 MHz to 20 MHz.  The weighting function in Figure 10 
of the standard can be realized by the network in Figure 62. This network can be used to filter 
the signal path output prior to examination by a spectrum analyzer. 

In response to flat noise the weighting function attenuation is 7.4 dB and therefore the random 
noise requirement corresponds to an unweighted peak white to RMS noise ratio of 
approximately 45 dB if the noise is uniformly distributed. 

8.2.5.2.9.2 Periodic noise. 
Requirement 5.1.1.2.8.2 of the standard considers cross talk from stimulated high bandwidth 
and low bandwidth signal paths as a further contribution towards periodic noise.  Cross talk is 
often the most troublesome source of periodic noise in switching networks and therefore it is 
general industry practice to establish separate requirements for cross talk to take advantage of 
knowledge of the cross-talking waveform.  However, in the case of MIL-STD-1760, a range of 
different signal characteristics may be simultaneously supported by the AEIS and consequently 
a more generic periodic noise requirement is appropriate. 

The standard's Figure 11 weighting function is based on a performance objective for single 
frequency interference on the Bell video transmission system2 with the envelope smoothed to 
de-sensitize it from a specific video format and the shape modified to accommodate the larger 
bandwidth of the MIL-STD-1760 video assignment.  The peak-to-peak periodic noise voltage is 
simply the RMS value plus 9 dB (since the calculated noise is a summation of sinusoidal 
components at different frequencies).  The weighted periodic noise requirement therefore 
corresponds with a peak white to peak-to-peak noise ratio of 50 dB for reference 1 Vpp 
composite video. 

 

                                                 
 
2"Transmission System for Communictions" Bell Telephone Laboratories, Fourth Edition, 1971. 
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Figure 62.  Random noise weighting network. 

 

To determine the periodic noise performance of the signal path, it is first necessary to establish 
the spread of operational configurations that must be considered for simultaneous high 
bandwidth and low bandwidth signal transfer.  Note that the level of cross talk is often 
dependent on the direction of the interfering signal as well as its routing.  This particularly 
applies to cross talk between adjacent cables and circuit board tracks.  The maximum amplitude 
of sinusoidal Type A signals is limited at the high frequency end by the slew rate requirement in 
4.3.1.1c of the standard. 

8.2.5.2.9.3 Impulse noise. 
Impulse noise is the random or cyclical occurrence of narrow spikes at the signal path output.  
This form of noise should not be confused with stationary periodic noise induced by fast edges 
in cross talking HB signals. 

The measurement bandwidth in 5.1.1.2.8.3 of the standard may be critical to the peak amplitude 
of the observed spikes and therefore care must be taken to ensure that the output is evaluated 
over a passband of DC to 20 MHz.  The impulse noise requirement is not expected to apply to 
single or infrequent events, i.e., occurring at an average rate of less than one per second. 
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8.2.5.2.9.4 Stimulated noise.  
The signal path may generate additional noise when the input is driven by an excitation signal.  
Stimulated noise may result from non-linear distortion or sampling and quantization error.  The 
requirement limits in-band harmonic distortion to 2.5%, which for video signals corresponds to a 
differential gain distortion of 10%.  This follows CCIR Recommendation 567-2.  Non-linear 
distortion will appear on a spectrum analyzer as a comb of discrete frequencies or possibly a 
single frequency component, in other words, as additional periodic noise. 

If the signal is transmitted through the routing network as a sampled and quantized signal, then 
quantization error will also be present at the signal path output.  The appearance of this noise 
will depend on the relative frequencies of the excitation signal and the sample clock.  Except 
when the two frequencies are synchronous, quantization noise will be pseudo-random in nature. 

8.2.5.2.9.5 Common mode noise.  
Common mode noise is measured between the signal reference (shield) and structure ground 
and is expected to be single frequency or cyclical in nature.  Single events or infrequent bursts 
of noise are not intended to be included within the common mode noise requirement.  Common 
mode noise is restricted by 5.1.1.2.8.5 of the standard because differential signal receiver 
equipment may transfer some of the common mode noise onto the signal voltage.  In practice, 
the common mode rejection of a differential amplifier circuit will decrease with increasing 
frequency; however, at the same time the eye is less sensitive to high frequency periodic noise.  
Consequently, the weighting function in Figure 12 of the standard is based on the net result of 
these two factors, using specifications from a range of video-frequency amplifiers. 

MIL-STD-1760 does not set out common mode rejection requirements for the signal path as, to 
a certain extent, this must be determined by the aircraft system EMC requirements and apply to 
out-of-band as well as in-band common mode interference.  As a minimum, it is recommended 
that the signal path should accept the common mode noise levels identified in 5.1.1.2.8.5 of the 
standard and not incur signal noise at the output greater than that identified in 5.1.1.2.8.4 of the 
standard. 

8.2.5.3 Aircraft system electrical characteristics at the RNASP (Type A). 
The standard does not impose requirements on the "aircraft side" of the RNASP interface.  
However, the aircraft RNASP can affect the performance of the signal path if not correctly 
designed.  The designer will want to set out specific requirements that are tailored to the choice 
of media (see 8.2.6 of this handbook). 

In digital systems, the designer will be concerned with the bit error rate associated with the 
interface; in analog systems, return loss will be the primary factor the designer will have to 
consider. 

For implementations in which the RNASP signal format is base-band and analog, the designer 
is encouraged to limit the aircraft RNASP return loss to greater than 18 dB in both sourcing and 
sinking mode.  This figure is assumed in 8.6 of this handbook for system-level performance 
budgeting (see also 8.5.5). 

8.2.5.4 HB Type B signal path electrical requirements.  
Presently, no performance requirements are provided by MIL-STD-1760 for HB Type B signal 
paths, however it is expected that detailed Type B requirements will emerge in a later revision or 
notice of the standard. 
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8.2.5.5 HB grounding scheme. 
For Type A signal path implementations where the RNASP has similar characteristics to an ASI, 
the signal path ideal transmission circuits in Figure 63 are recommended (RNASP to ASI and 
ASI to RNASP).  In any case, the transmission circuits in Figure 63 are mandated for Type A 
ASI to ASI transfers. 

A differential, unbalanced transmission scheme was introduced into Revision C of the standard 
for all Type A interfaces (see 5.1.1.4 of the standard).  This provides HB1 and HB2 with 
improved immunity to magnetic field interference compared with Revision B or earlier.  At the 
signal path input, the designer should isolate the signal return (i.e., shield reference) from 
ground sufficiently to maintain adequate current balance and common mode rejection. 

The standard does not provide a common mode voltage requirement for the signal path input, 
however it is recommended that such a requirement is contained in the detailed specification for 
the aircraft routing network.  For guidance, consideration may be given to the common mode 
voltage requirements for sink equipment in STANAG 3350 AVS.  It is further recommended that 
the signal path common-mode noise rejection performance be related to its contribution to the 
stimulated noise requirement in 5.1.1.2.8.4 of the standard.  Note that an attached carriage 
store may introduce common mode noise at the ASI input.  See 5.3.1.2.8.5 of the standard. 

To prevent the build up of return loss distortion through the AEIS it is recommended that the 
aircraft signal path specifically meet the requirements of Figure 63(a) if carriage stores are to be 
used. 

For Type B signal path implementations where the RNASP has similar characteristics to an ASI, 
the signal path ideal transmission circuits in Figure 64 are recommended (RNASP to ASI and 
ASI to RNASP). 

The Type B signal path must have a grounded signal reference (shield) at both the source and 
sink equipment.  Further, it is recommended that the signal reference be connected to aircraft 
structure ground along the signal path where practical, consistent with meeting the signal 
reference grounding requirements for the Type A signal path.  For HB1 Type A, the signal shield 
must be isolated from aircraft structure ground when the aircraft is in sinking mode or is 
transferring the signal to another ASI.  For this reason the Type A / Type B switching scheme is 
recommended (see 8.2.5 of this handbook, particularly Figure 54 and Figure 55). 

For EMC, the designer is encouraged to use concentric triaxial cable or an additional shield 
between the ASI HB1 interface and the signal switching equipment.  The outer shield should be 
grounded as often as possible to provide protection from high frequency electromagnetic field 
interference as the inner shield must be isolated from structure ground. 
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source signal path sink

source signal path sink

(a) Recommended Transmission Circuit for Active Signal Path (HB Type A)

(b) Recommended Transmission Circuit for Passive Signal Path (HB Type A)

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance Nominal

Impedance
Nominal

Impedance

 

Figure 63.  Type A transmission circuits (assuming RNASP is similar to ASI). 
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source signal path sink

source signal path sink

(a) Recommended Transmission Circuit for Active Signal Path (HB Type B) 

(b) Recommended Transmission Circuit for Passive Signal Path (HB Type B) 

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

Nominal
Impedance

 

Figure 64.  Type B transmission circuits (assuming RNASP is similar to ASI). 

 

8.2.6 Mission store HB interfaces.  
The mission store will be compatible with a Class II primary interface if the utilization of the HB 
interfaces is restricted to HB1 and HB3.  The addition of HB2 or HB4 (or both) will require a 
Class I primary interface at the store station.  The mission store may source or sink HB signals 
at each interface.  It is not recommended that a single interface be used in a "talk/listen" mode 
as the AEIS may not support rapid time-multiplex switching of signal direction.  The HB1 
interface may be utilized for either Type A signals or Type B signals.  The AEIS is not required 
to support the transfer of both signals simultaneously but mode switching between Type A and 
Type B may be performed during a mission. 

The capability of the AEIS to route HB signals from one MSI to another will depend on the 
aircraft system specification.  If such a transfer is required, the same interface (i.e., HB1, HB2, 
HB3 or HB4) should be used throughout the AEIS if possible. 

8.2.6.1 HB Type A interface electrical requirements. 
The mission store source signal requirements in 4.3.1.1 of the standard are limited to: 

a. maximum instantaneous voltage excursion and full-scale peak-to-peak voltage 

b. transmission passband compatibility 

c. minimum roll-off of out-of-band power  

d. maximum slew rate 
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These requirements are intended for electrical compatibility with the AEIS.  At a sink MSI, the 
Type A signal might not comply with these requirements because of the possible insertion gain 
and distortion characteristics en route.  The actual degradation should be calculated for the 
particular waveform of the application signal using the suggested error budgets set out in 8.5 of 
this handbook. 

It is expected that the mission store interface specification will set out additional source signal 
requirements which are application specific: such as waveform characteristics, signal amplitude, 
latency and noise. 

8.2.6.1.1 Ground reference. 
In 5.2.1.4 of the standard, the mission store is required to support the differential (unbalanced) 
transmission of Type A signals through the AEIS.  In Revision C, this now applies to HB1 (Type 
A only) and HB2 as well as HB3 and HB4.  For sink equipment, the designer should isolate the 
signal return (i.e., shield reference) from the ground circuit sufficiently to maintain adequate 
current balance and common mode rejection. 

The standard does not provide a common mode voltage requirement for the MSI, however it is 
recommended that such a requirement is imposed within the mission store interface 
specification.  For guidance, consideration may be given to the common mode voltage 
requirements for sink equipment in STANAG 3350 AVS, i.e., 

a. the common mode voltage range to be accommodated by sink equipment without 
causing degradation is ±5 V over the bandwidth DC to 2 MHz, and 

b. the common mode voltage range to be accommodated without damage to the sink 
equipment is ±30 V over the bandwidth DC to 2 MHz. 

8.2.6.1.2 Return loss requirements. 
The required return loss of 25 dB in 5.2.1.2.1 of the standard corresponds with a VSWR of 1.12, 
i.e., an impedance tolerance of ±12% over the Type A bandwidth.  The requirement does not 
include the umbilical or test cable but does include the mating contact pair.  Therefore, the 
mating pair should not be calibrated out. 

For certain signal applications, the designer may wish to impose a more stringent return loss 
requirement.  Note that STANAG 3350 requires an impedance tolerance of ±5% over the video 
bandwidth (i.e., better than 32 dB) and therefore this specification is highly recommended as a 
goal for video source or sink equipment. 

8.2.6.1.3 Dynamic range. 
The dynamic range requirement of ±3.0 V in 5.2.1.2.2 of the standard allows for possible AC-
coupling distortion, insertion gain error and DC offset that may accrue through the AEIS.  If the 
peak voltage of the signal waveform is sensitive to high frequency gain misequalization (see 
5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5 of the standard) then further dynamic range may also be required.  A 
sink should accommodate the instantaneous voltage range without causing degradation.  It is 
recommended that MSIs be designed to withstand, without damage, transient conditions an 
order of magnitude higher. 

8.2.6.2 HB Type B interface electrical requirements. 
Presently, few requirements are provided in MIL-STD-1760 for HB Type B interfaces.  It is 
expected that detailed Type B requirements will emerge in a later revision or notice. 
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8.2.7 Carriage store HB interfaces. 
The HB signal-routing capability of the carriage store should be as flexible as possible to 
support growth in the range of mission stores that the carriage store will be certified to carry.  It 
is recommended that the carriage store should, as a minimum, support one Class I primary 
CSSI in any source/sink configuration for the four HB interfaces.  The capability of the carriage 
store to simultaneously support multiple mission stores may depend on a number of factors, 
such as power management.  However, it is recommended that the carriage store have the 
additional capability to transfer HB1 Type B and HB2 signals from the aircraft ASI to MSIs in 
broadcast (or multicast) mode.  This mode may be used to provide a feed of GPS RF (HB1 
Type B) and precise time correlation signals (HB2) to all powered stores.  No operational 
requirement to support MSI to MSI signal transfers within the same carriage store has been 
identified.  However the future requirement to support such a mode cannot be ruled out and, 
therefore, may be considered by the designer also. 

8.2.7.1 HB Type A signal path electrical requirements. 
The transmission quality of each carriage store Type A signal path has been standardized in 
5.3.1.2 to promote interoperability between the AEIS and present and future mission stores.  
The requirements apply to all Type A signal paths implemented between the CSI and CSSI(s).  
Note that the signal path electrical characteristics must also meet the general requirements in 
4.3.1.1 of the standard.  For the complete AEIS, i.e., comprising the aircraft routing network, 
umbilical cables and one- or two-carriage store routing networks, performance budget 
calculations may be found in 8.5 of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.1 Ground reference. 
To provide HB1 (Type A) and HB2 with improved immunity to magnetic field interference, a 
differential, unbalanced transmission scheme is required for all Type A signal paths in 5.3.1.4.  
The standard does not impose a common mode voltage requirement for the signal path input, 
however, it is recommended that such a requirement is provided within the detailed carriage 
store specification.  For guidance, designers may consider the common-mode voltage 
requirements of STANAG 3350 AVS for sink equipment.  It is also recommended that the 
common mode noise rejection performance of the signal path be specified.  Consideration may 
be given to adding a common mode voltage input to the stimulated noise requirement in 
5.3.1.2.8.4.  Note that the aircraft routing network is permitted to introduce common mode noise 
at the CSI.  See 5.1.1.2.8.5 of the standard. 

At the signal path input, the designer should sufficiently isolate the signal return (i.e., shield 
reference) from ground to maintain the necessary current balance and common mode rejection 
performance. 

8.2.7.1.2 Return loss requirements. 
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.1.  The return loss requirement of 20 dB for the carriage store (MIL-
STD-1760 5.3.1.2.1) corresponds with a VSWR of 1.22.  The requirement does not include a 
test cable or either of the umbilical cables but does include the mating contact pair.  Therefore, 
the mating contact pair should not be calibrated out.  The carriage store return loss requirement 
is intended to achieve the overall return loss K-rating for different AEIS configurations as set out 
in Table X of this handbook. 
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8.2.7.1.3 Transient response. 
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.2.  The carriage store transient response requirements in 5.3.1.2.2 of 
the standard are intended to achieve the overall performance budgets for different AEIS 
configurations as set out in 8.6.3 of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.4 Insertion gain.  
The insertion gain requirement in 5.3.1.2.3 of the standard is intended to achieve the overall 
performance budget for different AEIS configurations as set out in Table XV of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.5 Representative pulse delay. 
See discussion in 8.3.5.6 of the standard. The representative pulse delay requirements in 
5.3.1.2.4 of the standard are intended to achieve the overall performance budget for different 
AEIS configurations as set out in Table XVI of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.6 Equalization.  
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.5.  The gain misequalization requirements of 5.3.1.2.5 of the standard 
are intended to achieve the overall performance budget for different AEIS configurations as set 
out in Table XVII of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.7 Dynamic range.  
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.7. 

8.2.7.1.8 Incidental phase modulation. 
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.8.  Consideration might be given to the same specification for 
carriage-store incidental phase modulation that is recommended for the aircraft in 8.2.5.2.8.  
This specification is intended to achieve the overall performance budget for different AEIS 
configurations as set out in Table XVIII of this handbook. 

8.2.7.1.9 Noise.  
See discussion in 8.2.5.2.9. The noise requirements of 5.3.1.2.8 (and subparagraphs) of the 
standard are intended to achieve the overall performance budget for different AEIS 
configurations as set out in Table XIX of this handbook. The resultant signal to noise ratio is 
also affected by the insertion gain of the AEIS. 

8.2.7.2 HB Type B signal path electrical requirements. 
Presently, no performance requirements are provided by MIL-STD-1760 for HB Type B signal 
paths, however it is expected that detailed Type B requirements will emerge in a later revision or 
notice of the standard. 

8.2.7.2.1 Ground reference. 
In 5.3.1.5 of the standard, the Type B signal path is required to have a grounded signal 
reference (shield) at both the source and sink equipment.  It is recommended that the signal 
reference is connected to carriage store structure ground where practical, consistent with 
meeting the signal reference grounding requirements for the Type A signal path (see 8.2.5.5).  
For HB1 Type A, the signal shield is required to be isolated from carriage store structure ground 
at the signal path input.  For this reason the Type A / Type B switching scheme is 
recommended.  See 8.2.5. 
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For EMC, the designer is encouraged to use concentric triaxial cable or an additional shield 
between the ASI HB1 interface (at both CSI and CSSI) and the signal switching equipment.  
The outer shield should be grounded as often as possible to provide protection from high 
frequency electromagnetic field interference as the inner shield must be isolated from structure 
ground. 

8.2.8 Primary umbilical HB interfaces. 
At aircraft stations intended to support carriage stores and at carriage store stations the 
maximum recommended length is 2 meters for each umbilical cable.  At aircraft stations where 
a carriage store cannot be carried (such as in a bay or at a wingtip) the cable length within the 
umbilical may be longer, however care should be exercised in controlling insertion loss over the 
Type B transmission passband. 

The present recommendation of a 2-meter limit is based on return loss considerations for Type 
A signals.  The intent is to restrict the return loss contribution of each umbilical cable to greater 
than 30 dB over the transmission pass band 20 Hz to 20 MHz (not including the mated contacts 
at each end). 

Isolation of the signal returns (contact shields) is recommended for compatibility with differential 
signal transmission over the Type A transmission pass band. 

8.3 Cable selection for HB interfaces. 
The use of concentric triaxial cable for implementing the HB interfaces is highly recommended.  
Aircraft implementations have shown improved HB Type A signal quality when triaxial cable is 
used instead of coaxial cable.  These improvements are due to the protection afforded by the 
triaxial cable from electromagnetic field interference. 

The interface definition in the standard allows the use of triaxial cable even though only a 
coaxial style contact is contained within each AEIS interface connector.  This apparent 
connector limitation can be overcome by electrically terminating the outer shield of the triaxial 
cable to the conductive back-shell of the interface connectors.  This termination can be made by 
means of a multi-shield device such as an inverted-cone contact ring or tag ring (or other 
techniques).  The inner shield of the triaxial shield of the triaxial cable is used for the signal 
return of the high bandwidth signal. 

8.4 HB Type A signal path linear distortion. 

8.4.1 General. 
For the high bandwidth Type A signal path, linear distortion is controlled by transient response 
requirements (MIL-STD-1760) (see 5.1.1.2.2 and 5.3.1.2.2), equalization requirements (see 
5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5) and return loss requirements (see 5.1.1.2.1 and 5.3.1.2.1).  This section 
provides a unified, mathematical examination of the signal path distortion issues and gives other 
information that may be of use to the design engineer. Section 8.5 herein provides the 
necessary performance budget for a signal path comprising an aircraft segment and a carriage 
store segment (or segments).  This section concentrates on the performance of an aircraft 
signal path or carriage store signal path individually. 

The central method of controlling linear distortion is transient response.  Mathematically, all 
distortion requirements would be most efficiently described in this manner.  However, not all 
time-domain distortion artifacts are conveniently determined by practical testing and therefore 
the equalization requirement is included to augment the transient response requirement.  
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Return loss introduces additional misequalization when source, signal path segments and sink 
equipment are cascaded.  In MIL-STD-1760 a comparatively high level of misequalization (and 
therefore transient response distortion) can be introduced by return loss compared with industry 
practice.  This is because high values of return loss may not be practical for an AEIS involving 
long lengths of cable or a passive carriage store routing network. 

Each linear distortion requirement in MIL-STD-1760 will be analyzed in detail.  But first, it is 
useful to establish a mathematical model for the distortion behavior of a signal path segment.  
The contribution of transient response, equalization and return loss may then be examined in a 
unified fashion. 

8.4.2 Mathematical description of signal path linear distortion. 
Initially, only signal path behavior within the nominal transmission passband of 20 Hz to 20 MHz 
will be analyzed.  In practice, the distortion requirements in MIL-STD-1760 are inherently band-
limited, except for the cosine-squared T signal response (see 5.1.1.1.2.3 and 5.3.1.1.2.3) which 
does have some out-of-band energy.  Even here, the envelope takes into account the possible 
distortion created by abrupt frequency truncation at 20 MHz. 

Any frequency-truncated signal may be precisely represented by a time-series of rectangular-
filtered impulses, i.e., 

 ( )
( )
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Where 2T is the inverse of the upper frequency of interest (i.e., 1/T is the Nyquist rate), bn is the 
peak amplitude of the filtered impulse centered at time nT, and the sine-over-argument term is 
the shaping function for the rectangular-filtered impulse δ(t - nT), i.e., 
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The zero time reference is arbitrary in that any number of time-series may be created to 
describe the same frequency-truncated signal.  However, by inspection, the impulse response 
of a signal path can most usefully be expressed as a central term of amplitude b0 centered at 
t = 0 (being the non distorting part of the impulse response) and a time-series of other impulses 
occurring at t ≠ 0 which amounts to the distortion introduced by the path.  Such an impulse 
response is sketched in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65.  Example of signal path impulse response. 

 

The time-series of bn (at interval T) would approximate to the cosine-squared T signal response 
of the signal path if the spectral activity above 20 MHz were removed.  The non-exactness is 
because the energy spectrum of the T signal is not rectangular.  Refer to the specific guidance 
on the T signal requirement later in this appendix.  A fairly close model of the 2T signal 
response is the time-series of cn (at interval T) where 

 cn = 1/2bn-1 + bn + 1/2bn+1   (8.4.2-3) 

A suitable method for evaluating the qualitative distortion performance of a signal path is the K-
rating system3.  The K-rating system weights the importance of spurious impulse terms in the 
time-series according to their cumulative and individual amplitudes, and their displacement from 
the central, non distorting term b0. 

The K-rating is determined as the highest value of K1, K2, K3, K4 when b0 is normalized so that 
b0 = 1 

 K n
c
c
n1 1

8 0

≥   -8 ≤ n ≤ -2, +2 ≤ n ≤ +8  (8.4.2-4) 

 K
c
c
n1
0

≥  n ≤ -8, n ≥ +8   (8.4.2-5) 

The first requirement for K1 is intended to be met by the response envelope in Figure 6b of the 
standard between -200 ns and -50 ns and between +50 ns and +200 ns, where K1 is 3% for the 
aircraft signal path or carriage store signal path.  The second requirement is outside the time 

                                                 
 
3LEWIS, N.W.  [1954] Waveform Responses of Television Links, Proc.  IEE Vol 101, Part III, 258-270. 
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covered by Figure 6b (i.e., below -200 ns and above +200 ns) and therefore is not controlled by 
the transient response requirement.  Instead, the equalization requirement is used to control K1 
for large values of  n .  Refer to the specific guidance in this section. 
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The time series summation in Equations 8.4.2-6 and 8.4.2-7 equates (approximately) to the 
amplitude of V′ in Figure 7b or Figure 8b of the standard (and hence the 100% reference for 
Figure 5b and Figure 6b)4.  K2 is intended to be met by the response envelope in Figure 6b 
between -50 ns and +50 ns, and K3 is intended to be met by the response envelope in Figure 
5b between -25 ns and +25 ns, when energy above 20 MHz is rejected (remember that the 
time-series is normalized so that b0 = 1).  Both K2 and K3 are intended to be 3% for the aircraft 
signal path or carriage store signal path 
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MIL-STD-1760 does not address K4 and therefore the requirement is provided for interest only. 

Although mathematically possible, long-time and mid-time distortion is not conveniently 
controlled by impulse response test requirements, and therefore the 2T-bar requirement in 
Figure 8b of the standard and the low-frequency end of the gain misequalization requirement in 
Figure 9 of the standard are also brought into play.  Refer to specific guidance in this section. 

The return loss requirement controls the additional misequalization that could result from 
impedance mismatch at each store station.  This may introduce further distortion to that already 
allowed by the signal path transient response and equalization requirements.  The intent is to 
limit return loss distortion to a maximum additional K-rating of 3% for an isolated mission store, 
carriage store and aircraft interconnection.  Refer to the specific guidance in this section. 

8.4.3 Transient response.  
(See 5.1.1.2.2 and 5.3.1.2.2 of MIL-STD-1760) 

8.4.3.1 Guidance on 2T-bar signal. 
The 2T-bar signal in Figures 7a and 8a of the standard is a 25 µs-duration rectangular pulse, 
convoluted with the cosine-squared 2T function to yield a carefully chosen edge.  The purpose 
of the convolution is to remove virtually all energy above 20 MHz, but maintain the shortest 
practical rise-time/fall-time.  The 2T-bar signal is couched as a convolution to provide implicit 
guidance on how such a signal could be generated: i.e., g(t), or more precisely g(t-td), may be 

                                                 
 
4i.e.  the final value arising from the convolution of the impulse response with a unit step, ignoring mid-time and long-
time distortion terms 
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viewed as the impulse response of a pulse-shaping filter (td is the necessary time delay to 
render g(t) realizable). 

If the zero time reference is set at the V/2 crossing point of the rising edge instead, then it may 
be useful to note that the instantaneous voltage of the 2T-bar signal is given by Equation 
8.4.3.1. 

 v(t) = 0   for t < -2T 

 v t V t
T

t
T

( ) sin .= 



 + +



2

1
2 2

1
π

π
 for -2T ≤ t < +2T          ( 8.4.3.1) 

 v(t) = V   for +2T ≤ t < start of falling edge 

The leading edge of the 2T-bar signal is shown in Figure 66.  The trailing edge is the mirror 
image. 

In practice, the precise shape of the edge is not critical provided that the resultant short-time 
waveform distortion settles within 1 µs of the 50% crossing point.  The purpose of the bar top 
envelope (Figure 8b of the standard) is to control the mid-time tilt distortion of the signal path.  
Consequently, any distortion artifacts on the bar top not associated with tilt, such as ringing or 
short-duration disturbances, should be omitted from the assessment.  These forms of distortion 
are controlled by the mid-frequency portion of the equalization requirement in paragraph 
5.1.1.2.5 of the standard. 

 
v(t)

               -2T                     0                  +2T                    t

V

V/2

90%

10%

48.2ns

peak slew rate
26V/us for V = ±1.3 volts

 

Figure 66.  Detail of 2T-bar signal leading edge. 

 

8.4.3.2 Guidance on T signal and 2T signal. 
In contrast to mid-time distortion, the T signal and 2T signal are used to control the short-time 
waveform distortion of the signal path, i.e., the distortion activity that occurs within ±200 ns of 
the notional zero time reference of the response.  The cosine-squared shape has similar 
properties to a band-limited impulse function but without the ringing which would reduce the 
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dynamic range of the distortion measurement.  The T signal and 2T signal therefore provide a 
lot of information about the behavior of the signal path over the full transmission pass-band. 

The cosine-squared T signal, in contrast to the 2T-bar and 2T-signal, has significant energy 
above 20 MHz, and consequently, the response may be distorted by a signal path with a sharp 
cut-off above the nominal transmission pass-band.  The one-sided spectral-density function of 
the T signal is illustrated in Figure 67. 

The mathematical model of the spectral-density function is 
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Figure 67.  One-sided spectral-density function of cosine-squared T signal. 

 

An example of a signal path T signal response is shown in Figure 68. 

In the figure, three distortion artifacts are shown: 1) reduction in the peak amplitude of the main 
lobe, 2) side-lobes (or overshoot) close to the main lobe, 3) side-lobes (or echoes) a long time 
from the main lobe, and outside the period covered by the envelope.  The amplitude of echoes a 
long time from the main lobe is not controlled by the transient response requirement because of 
possible tilt distortion difficulties.  These artifacts are indirectly controlled by the mid-frequency 
part of the equalization requirement (refer to the guidance in 8.4.4).  It may be noted however 
that the intent of the standard is to limit the peak amplitude of each echo to 3% outside ±200 ns 
(when the frequency response is truncated at 20 MHz). 
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Figure 68.  Example of cosine-squared T signal response. 

If discernible side-lobes are present in the response (close to the main lobe) then it is probable 
that the signal path bandwidth is restricted compared with the wide Fourier spectrum of the 
input signal.  The apparent signal path bandwidth may then be determined by inspection of the 
side-lobe "ringing" frequency.  If it is less than 20 MHz then the signal path roll-off may not 
comply with the equalization requirement of paragraph 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard.  The peak 
amplitude of the main lobe is also sensitive to roll-off and, additionally, slew rate problems.  
Generally, the half-amplitude duration of the main lobe will increase as the height decreases if 
the signal path is band-limited compared with the Fourier spectrum of the input signal. 

Because the intent is to allow truncation of the signal path frequency response above 20 MHz, 
the reference band-limited T signal response for the K-rating is not the same as the wide-band 
input signal, and has the characteristics shown in Table V: 

 

 

Table V.  Reference (0% K-rating) T signal response. 

reference characteristic value 

peak amplitude of main lobe 82% 

half amplitude duration of main lobe 37ns 

height of 1st (negative-going) side-lobe (leading or trailing) 8% 

height of 2nd (positive-going) side-lobe (leading or trailing) 5% 

side-lobe ringing frequency 20 MHz 
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Note that the half-amplitude duration of the main lobe and the side-lobe ringing frequency are 
provided for interest only; these features are not restricted in MIL-STD-1760.  The standard 
defines a T signal response envelope which approximately corresponds with a 3% K-rating.  
Table VI defines the envelope for other K-rating values.  It may be useful to quantify the actual 
signal path performance in terms of its K-rating. 

 

Table VI.  Variation of T signal response envelope with different K-ratings. 

K-rating 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 

peak of main lobe 82% 78.8% 75.9% 73.2% 70.6% 68.3% 66.1% 

envelope at ±100ns  ±3.0% ±3.5% ±4.5% ±5.0% ±5.5% ±6.0% ±6.5% 

envelope at ±50ns ±6% ±7% ±9% ±10% ±11% ±12% ±13% 

envelope at ±25ns ±9% ±12% ±15% ±18% ±21% ±24% ±27% 
 

 

The 2T-signal transient response requirement is similar to the T signal except that the energy 
spectrum is limited to 20 MHz (to 99.95%).  Consequently, the response envelope does not 
require an allowance for out-of-band linear distortion.  For interest, Table VII shows the 
sensitivity of the envelope to other K-rating values. 

 

Table VII.  Calculation of K-rating for 2T signal response envelope. 

requirement K-rating calculation 

peak of main lobe 100% ± 4K 

envelope at ±200ns (±8T) ± K 

envelope at ±100ns (±4T) ± 2K 

envelope at ±50ns (±2T) ± 4K 
 

 

8.4.4 Equalization.  
(MIL-STD-1760  5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5) 

8.4.4.1 Guidance on low frequency roll-off. 
The Type A signal path is not required to transmit energy or power below 20 Hz.  Therefore 
"long-time" waveform distortion may occur if there is a change in the near-DC (or low frequency) 
component of the input signal (see 8.2.1.1 of this handbook).  For example, consider Figure 69.  
The near-DC component is affected by a shift in the "Average Picture Level" (APL) of the video 
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signal (integrated over a complete frame period).  In video signals, the difference between the 
blanking level and this near-DC component is referred to as the "useful DC component."  Since 
the useful DC component may be removed by transmission through the AEIS, a DC-restoration 
circuit is needed at the MIL-STD-1760 video utilization equipment.  A difference in the near-DC 
component would also result from a change in the duty cycle of a simple binary pulse train.  
Once again, some kind of DC-restoration circuit may be required at the utilization equipment to 
recover the undistorted waveform. 

 

blanking level

near-DC component

blanking level

100 % APL

0 % APL

52 % of Vpp

1.8 % of Vpp

Vpp

(STANAG 3350 Class C)

near-DC component

 

Figure 69.  Useful DC component of video signal vs APL. 

The distortion caused by AC-coupling will depend on the actual cut-off frequency, the rate of 
roll-off, and the suddenness and magnitude of the shift in near-DC component.  Figure 70 
shows the Type A signal path response to a step in DC level from a settled condition.  Under-
shoot will occur if the signal path low-frequency roll-off is greater than first order.  The 
relationship between the order (i.e., no of poles) and the percentage of under-shoot is shown in 
the figure also.  It can be seen that an undershoot allowance of ±35% may be required as the 
order increases to a practical maximum.  Of course, negative-going steps are equally likely, 
causing an output swing in the opposite direction.  Therefore the "dynamic range" of the AEIS 
interfaces has to accommodate a much larger voltage excursion as a result of AC-coupling than 
the maximum settled peak-to-peak voltage of 1.3 V defined in paragraph 4.3.1.1 of the 
standard.  Refer also to 8.2.5.2.7 herein for further guidance on dynamic range issues. 

Signals with significant power below 200 Hz, but above the nominal lower transmission 
frequency of 20 Hz, may also be affected by long-time waveform distortion.  For example, 
Figure 71 shows the "tilt" on a 20 cycle/second square-wave at the output of a signal path 
exhibiting a simple first-order roll-off and 20 Hz cut-off.  Type A application signals must 
therefore be carefully designed to be compatible with an AC-coupled AEIS, allowing for 
considerable distortion below 200 Hz. 
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t

V(t)
Undershoot

 No. Poles Peak
  1 0 %
  2 13 %
  3 21 %
  4 25 %
  5 27 %
  6 29 %
  9 33%
  12 34%

100%

peak undershoot

 

Figure 70.  AC-coupled output resulting from DC step at input. 

 

 

 

5.0

3.0

1.0

-1.0

-3.0

-5.0
20 40 60 80 100

Time in mS  

Figure 71.  Tilt distortion caused by first order roll-off, with breakpoint at 20 Hz. 
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The gain misequalization envelope of Figure 9 of the standard may be satisfied by any first-
order (or higher) filter with a 20 Hz (or lower) cut-off frequency.  Although not explicitly stated in 
the standard, it is assumed that the signal path gain misequalization below 20 Hz does not 
exceed +0.25 dB/-∞ dB with respect to the mid-band zero-dB reference.  Note that the bar top 
distortion in Figure 8b of paragraph 5.1.1.2.2 of the standard does not control the signal path 
performance below 200 Hz as it can be shown that the required 2T-bar response may be 
achieved with a 200 Hz cut-off and 7th order (Butterworth) roll-off.  Conversely, the equalization 
requirement does not restrict the delay misequalization and therefore the 2T-bar response is not 
controlled by paragraph 5.1.1.2.5 of the standard.  Therefore, both the transient response and 
gain misequalization requirements are needed. 

8.4.4.2 Guidance on mid-band equalization. 
The gain misequalization envelope between 200 Hz and 1.25 MHz is restricted to limit the 
magnitude of echoes which are displaced greater than ±200 ns from the center of the main lobe 
in the transient response (Equation 8.4.2-5).  For guidance on this type of distortion artifact, 
refer to the earlier material in this section and in Figure 67 and Figure 68 in particular.  The 
detailed mathematical explanation of the gain misequalization envelope is complicated, however 
the following outline may be of interest and assist in understanding the requirement. 

The vector frequency response of the signal path may be mapped to its impulse response 
(Equation 8.4.2-1) via the inverse Fourier transform (with re-scaling). 

It is shown in 8.4.2 that the band-limited impulse response may be represented as a time-series 
of impulses of interval T, i.e. 

 ( )f t b t nT
filtered n

filteredn

( ) = −
=−∞

+∞

∑ δ           (8.4.4.2-1) 

Comprising: (1) a large, central impulse, b0δ(t), associated with the main lobe of the response, 
and (2) other smaller impulses, bnδ(t-nT), which lead or lag the central term by nT (see Figure 
66).  Note that band-limiting will give each impulse a sine-over-argument shape (Equation 8.4.2-
2), and therefore the instantaneous voltage at time t will in general be a function of all the 
impulses in the time-series.  The exception is at time nT where the instantaneous voltage is 
determined by bn only.  The central impulse may be seen as the non-distorting part of the signal 
path transient response, while the displaced impulses may be seen as the distorting part.  It is 
these displaced impulses that cause the deviation from a flat gain-frequency characteristic. 

The Fourier transform of the band-limited impulse response is 

 ( )F b e
truncated

n
j nT

truncated
n

ω ω= −

=−∞

+∞

∑           (8.4.4.2-2) 

where each term, bnδ(t-nT), is transformed to bne-jωnT.  A spurious impulse at time nT will 
therefore appear on the gain misequalization characteristic as a super-imposed ripple of 
frequency-interval 1/nT and amplitude ±bn.  For example, a single impulse of amplitude 3%, 
displaced 200 ns from the main lobe, will have a normalized peak amplitude ±0.25 dB (with 
respect to the gain at 20 kHz) and a frequency-interval of 5 MHz.  Impulses further out in time 
will have a closer frequency-interval. 

The gain misequalization envelope to 1.25 MHz therefore limits the amplitude of impulses 
displaced by more than 200 ns (i.e., n is less than -8 or more than +8) because the Fourier 
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transform of the spurious impulse must reach its first positive or negative peak before this 
frequency.  The limit of ±0.25 dB meets the requirement of Equation 8.4.2-5 for a single 
spurious impulse (i.e., cn = bn). 

Note that the gain misequalization envelope is not an efficient method of controlling the 
amplitude of transient response echoes.  For example, divergence from the ideal response 
below 1.25 MHz may be caused by other distortion artifacts, or many small impulses may 
combine to produce a large composite ripple, and therefore the envelope may appear overly 
stringent in some implementations.  Note however that further echo activity may be generated 
by the return losses of the path and interfacing equipment and therefore at system level the mid-
band limit may be viewed as a compromise between rigor, understandability, economy of 
implementation, and testability. 

8.4.5 Return loss (5.1.1.2.1 and 5.3.1.2.1 of the standard). 
If the signal path were always presented with an ideal source and load impedance, such as 
under test conditions, the input and output return loss would not need to be controlled by the 
standard.  Return loss is important to interoperability when two or more paths are cascaded or 
when a non-ideal source or load is connected instead of test equipment.  In these 
circumstances, the return loss will add further transient response distortion, misequalization and 
gain error to the system and therefore needs to be controlled. 

The AEIS may transfer Type A signals via a number of different signal path configurations as 
identified in Figure 4 of the standard.  The worst permitted build up of distortion and loss would 
occur for an MSI to MSI transfer via two carriage stores when all path segments are low-loss 
and bi-directional.  However such a situation may be unrealistic and therefore the effect of 
simpler configurations is initially considered here.  Additional guidance on return loss build up 
for cascaded systems is provided in 8.5 herein. 

Consideration must be given to the distortion created by return loss at a single store station 
where the MSI and ASI may be viewed as the source and load (in any order) and the carriage 
store routing network with umbilical cables is the effective signal path.  Refer to Figure 4 of the 
standard.  The performance of umbilical cables is discussed as a separate issue later in this 
section.  

In general, a signal path with the scattering parameters S11, S12, S21 and S22 will generate the 
transmission vector 

 ( )F
S

S S S S S SS L S L S L

ω =
− − − +

21

11 22 12 21 11 221 Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ
     (8.4.5-1) 

Where: 

a. The transmission vector F(ω) represents the gain and phase shift of the sinusoidal 
voltage developed across the load (at port 2) relative to the reference sinusoidal voltage that 
would have been developed by the source (at port 1) if its load had been ideal (i.e., a test load). 

b. ΓL denotes the reflection coefficient of the load equipment connected to port 2.  Here the 
load may be either the MSI or ASI. 

c. ΓS denotes the reflection coefficient of the source equipment connected to port 2.  Here 
the source may be either the MSI or ASI. 
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The transmission vector may be modeled as the series of harmonically-related rotating vectors 
shown in Equation 8.4.4.2-2, where part of the behavior is determined by S21 (signal path gain 
and phase shift under ideal load and source conditions) and part is determined by the 
denominator which is due to return loss effects.  The effect of return loss may be separated out 
if the signal path is assumed to add only delay but no distortion or loss when ideally terminated.  
That is 

 ωτjeSS −== 1221      (8.4.5-2) 

where τ is the (non dispersive) delay.  If the reflection coefficients and remaining s-parameters 
in the denominator are small (less than 0.1 in magnitude) then Equation 8.4.5-1 may be re-
written as 

 ( )F S S eS L
j

S Lω
τ

ωτ≈ + + + −1 11 22
2Γ Γ Γ Γ     (8.4.5-3) 

or 

 ( )F S SS L S Lω φ φ φ
τ

≈ + ∠ + ∠ + ∠1 11 1 22 2 3Γ Γ Γ Γ      (8.4.5-4) 

where the delay has been re-referenced to the output and the fourth order term has been 
neglected.  Noting Equations 8.4.4.2-1 and 8.4.4.2-2, it would be possible to calculate the 
impulse distortion (and hence K-rating) arising from return loss if the polar behavior of the 
reflection products was known over the frequency range of interest.  But MIL-STD-1760 can 
only control the return loss at each interface (i.e., the amplitude of the reflection terms) and 
consequently the distortion contribution can only be determined under worst case or statistical 
conditions.  The worst case is: (1) the resulting vector will map to a single spurious impulse in 
the impulse response, and (2) the spurious impulse will have a large (greater than ±8T) 
displacement from the non-distorting term.  It can be shown that the specified return loss could 
introduce a spurious echo of 3%5 under these conditions for an isolated connection of MSI to 
ASI via a carriage store and umbilical cables. 

In most cases the hypothetical impulse response arising from return loss will be a grouping of 
impulses or an impulse closer in to the main term and therefore the implied 3% K-rating will be 
pessimistic for an isolated store station.  A more probable situation would be a spurious impulse 
of 3% within ±2T, or a spread of impulses decreasing in amplitude in inverse proportion to 
further displacement, i.e., introducing a K-rating of perhaps one quarter of worst case.  The 
balance of probability therefore is that the overall signal path K-rating for a cascaded aircraft 
and carriage store routing network will not be significantly degraded by return loss.  See 8.5 
herein for system level performance budgeting. 

If the implementation of the aircraft routing network is passive then impedance loading at the 
second interface may translate into a lower return loss being observed at the first ASI.  When 
this is the case, linear distortion will be increased through the AEIS. 

The relationship between return loss, scattering parameter or reflection coefficient, and VSWR 
is shown in Table VIII for the AEIS interfaces. 

 
                                                 
 
5Actually 3.1% 
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Table VIII.  Conversion of AEIS return loss requirements. 

AEIS interface return loss Γ  or  S  VSWR 

ASI 20 dB 0.1 1.22 

RNASP 20 dB 0.1 1.22 

interface to RNASP 18 dB 0.126 1.29 

MSI 25 dB 0.056 1.12 

CSI 20 dB 0.1 1.22 

CSSI 20 dB 0.1 1.22 
 

 

The return loss requirements in MIL-STD-1760 are flat with frequency. 

The return loss of the umbilical is not specified in MIL-STD-1760 because it is determined by 
the cable selection, length, and the choice of mating contacts.  All of these factors are already 
controlled by the standard.  The effect of the mating contacts is included in the return loss 
requirement for each AEIS interface and therefore the umbilical may be seen as contributing 
electrical characteristics of the cable only.  The assumed minimum return loss for each umbilical 
cable is 30 dB, although if this figure is degraded slightly with use, the effect at system level will 
not be significant.  To ensure a cable return loss of greater than 30 dB, it is recommended that 
the maximum umbilical length is 2 meters. 

8.5 HB Type A signal path system-level performance budget. 

8.5.1 General. 
The standard provides separate requirements for the aircraft routing network, the carriage store 
routing network and the umbilical cable.  The overall electrical performance budget at system 
level will therefore have to be calculated for each signal path routing configuration.  The 
applicable signal path electrical requirements are: 

a. transient response 

b. insertion gain 

c. representative pulse delay 

d. gain misequalization 

e. incidental phase modulation 

f. signal noise (random, periodic, impulse, stimulated) 

g. common mode noise 

Two sets of performance budgets are recommended in this handbook for each electrical 
requirement.  The first is based on a worst case analysis of the overall signal path6.  This should 
                                                 
 
6 In fact, some practical considerations limit the realistic worst case contribution of return loss which affects some of 
the parameters. 
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be used when the achievement of a particular requirement is critical to system interoperability.  
The second set is based on a statistical analysis of the AEIS performance budget.  The 
statistical budgeting process may contribute towards a more economic design of source and 
sink equipment for applications where the importance of achieving a particular requirement is 
subjective.  One example is the routing of analog video on HB3 or HB4. 

For mission stores which cannot be suspended from a carriage store (because of physical, 
electrical or functional requirements), the designer can take advantage of the superior signal 
path performance provided by the aircraft routing network and umbilical with no carriage stores 
attached.  However, in most other cases it is expected that the mission store will be designed to 
operate with up to one carriage store in the signal path.  A signal path involving two carriage 
stores is also permitted by the standard (see Figure 65) and therefore some designers might 
wish to additionally consider this routing configuration.  However it will be shown that the overall 
signal path behavior will be quite degraded, particularly in the worst case analysis. 

The budget recommendations assume that the maximum cable length for each umbilical is 2 
meters.  An adjustment to the budget may therefore be required if longer cable lengths are to be 
used.  For Type A signals, the primary effect of a longer umbilical is a reduction in return loss, 
although some noticeable gain misequalization may also be present in very long umbilical 
cables.  Note that return loss is the only umbilical electrical parameter to be considered in the 
system-level budget calculations. 

8.5.1.1 Summary of addition laws. 
The addition laws in Table IX are used to calculate the recommended system-level performance 
budgets.  Each budget calculation is of the form 

 h
CS

h
A

h
AEIS nPPP +=      (8.5.1.1) 

Where h is the addition law for which the aircraft performance budget, PA , and n carriage store 
performance budgets, PCS , may be combined to give the anticipated AEIS budget, PAEIS. 

In many cases, notably transient response, insertion gain error and gain misequalization, the 
return loss at each AEIS interface also contributes towards the performance budget calculation.  
The analysis of return loss is complicated and is handled separately in 8.5.2. 

8.5.2 The contribution of return loss. 
Non-ideal return loss behavior may result in the further build up of signal distortion when the 
different parts of the AEIS are inter-connected.  This extra distortion must be added to the 
budget calculations described in 8.5.1.1. 

The analysis of linear distortion arising from return loss is complicated by the choice of different 
signal path equivalent circuits (see Figure 63), by the actual transmission characteristics of each 
signal path segment, and by the phase response of each impedance mismatch.  It would be 
usual practice to obviate this uncertainty by imposing a stringent return loss requirement so that 
the effects of return loss could be ignored.  However, in MIL-STD-1760 such an approach would 
be undesirable because it would prohibit the use of realistic lengths of subminiature cable or 
multiple cable breaks within the AEIS, and therefore a lower return loss performance must be 
tolerated.  The penalty is greater complexity and less certainty in calculating the overall 
distortion limits. 
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Table IX.  Type A signal path addition laws. 

Characteristic P units worst 
case h1 

statistical 
h1 

notes 

T signal response envelope (Figure 5 
of MIL-STD-1760) 

K-rating2 1 1.5 Table X 

2T signal response envelope (Figure 6 
of MIL-STD-1760) 

K-rating2 1 1.5 Table XI 

2T bar response envelope (Figure 8 of 
MIL-STD-1760) 

% error 1 2 Table XII 

insertion gain (error) dB 1 2 Table XIII 

representative pulse delay time 1 1.5 Table XIV 

representative pulse delay variation time 1 1.5 Table XIV 

gain misequalization (Figure 9 of MIL-
STD-1760) 

dB 1 1.5 Table XV 

incidental phase modulation degrees 1 1.5 Table XVI 

random noise V RMS 2 2 Table XVII 

periodic noise V RMS 1 1.5 Table XVII 

impulse noise3 V 1 1 Table XVII 

stimulated noise4 V 1.5 1.5 or 2 Table XVII 

common mode noise V 1 1.5  
Notes 

1. The addition law does not take into account return loss.  Where appropriate, the 
contribution of return loss must also be considered. 

2. The K-rating system is discussed in 8.4 herein and elsewhere. 

3. The build up of impulse noise may also occur as an increase in rate, rather than peak 
voltage, in many systems. 

4. The addition law depends on the type of stimulated noise.  If the noise is pseudo-
random then the h = 2 law applies.  If the noise is caused by non-linear distortion then 
the h = 1.5 law applies. 
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Table X shows the K-rating budget arising from an isolated mismatch connection between the 
aircraft routing network and either the MSI or RNASP mating half.  Both worst case and 
statistical values are provided.  Table XI shows the overall K-rating budget for different AEIS 
configurations.  Table XI is based on the assumption that the aircraft routing network is active7, 
but the carriage store routing networks can be either active or passive.  All path segments were 
assumed to be loss-less in arriving at these figures. 

 

Table X.  K-rating budget contribution of each aircraft signal path interface. 

isolated interface worst case 
K-rating 

Statistical 
K-rating 

store station with no carriage store ±1.06 % ±0.265 % 

store station with carriage store ±3.10 % ±0.775 % 

RNASP  ±1.26 % ±0.315 % 
 

 

Table XI.  Overall K-rating arising from return loss. 

signal path configuration worst case 
K-rating 

statistical 
K-rating 

RNASP to/from MSI with no 
carriage store 

±2.32 % ±0.461 % 

RNASP to/from MSI with 
carriage store 

±4.35 % ±0.904 % 

MSI to MSI with no carriage 
stores 

±2.11 % ±0.421 % 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store 

±4.15 % ±0.875 % 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

±6.19 % ±1.23 % 

 

 

                                                 
 
7That is, the return loss at one interface does not depend on the impedance match at the other 
(S12 = 0). 
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The worst case K-rating value is seen as contributing a flat percentage increase in the budget 
figures provided in Table XII, Table XIII, Table XIV and Table XV.  This is because the time or 
frequency behavior of the extra distortion cannot be inferred in the worst case analysis.  The 
statistical K-rating value on the other hand will contribute a true K-rating adjustment to the 
figures in Table XII, Table XIII, Table XIV and Table XV. 

The budgeting procedure presented here is clearly a compromise between generality on one 
side and simplicity and practicality on the other.  A more rigorous budgeting method is feasible, 
but at the expense of understandability and convenience for the general user of the standard.  
However, in some circumstances the designer may wish to consider a more complex analysis.  
This might be necessary if: 

a. The AEIS equivalent circuit is different from that recommended (i.e., a passive aircraft 
routing network is implemented). 

b. The MSI or RNASP mating half return loss is chosen to be more stringent than MIL-
STD-1760 to support a particular application signal. 

c. The return loss contribution of each umbilical cable (not including connectors) cannot be 
assumed to be 30 dB. 

In analyzing the general case, consider equation 8.4.5-1 in 8.4 of this handbook, which applies 
to a 2-port network with scattering parameters S11, S12, S21 and S22.  These scattering 
parameters may be arranged in a scattering matrix, i.e., 

 [ ]S S S
S S

=










11 12

21 22
           (8.5.2-1) 

For a 2-port network of n cascaded path segments, the scattering matrix may be expanded to 
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         (8.5.2-2) 

It can be seen that relating F(ω) in Equation 8.4.5-1 to a specific level of gain misequalization or 
transient response distortion, given no control of the phase or amplitude behavior of the 
reflection terms with frequency, would lead to difficulty in reconciling the practical and worst-
case situations.  This is left to the designer to resolve, who may be able to make simplifying 
assumptions about the specific application. 

8.5.3 Transient response distortion. 
It is recommended that the following performance budgets are considered for Figures 5, 6 and 8 
of the standard.  The budget includes the contribution of return loss and signal path transient 
response. 

Table XII is the recommended overall performance budget for the cosine-squared T signal.  See 
Figure 5b of the standard. 
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Table XII.  Overall performance budget for T signal response. 

signal path 
configuration 

min peak of 
response (%) 

envelope at 
±25 ns (%) 

envelope at 
±50 ns (%) 

envelope at 
±100 ns (%) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage store 

72.9 (70.9) 18.4 (20.3) 10.1 (12.3) 5.1 (7.3) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store  

68.3 (61.8) 24.0 (31.4) 12.0 (17.4) 6.0 (10.9) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores  

72.9 (71.1) 18.3 (20.1) 10.1 (12.1) 5.1 (7.1) 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store  

68.3 (61.9) 24.0 (31.2) 12.0 (17.2) 6.0 (10.7) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

64.8 (53.9) 28.8 (42.2) 13.6 (22.2) 6.8 (14.2) 

 

 

Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses.  For video applications it is recommended that the designer assume the 
statistical values for establishing system requirements as some further unexpected degradation, 
although not desirable, may be tolerable for display applications.  For time correlation signals, it 
is recommended that the worst case values are assumed, as inter-symbol interference could 
affect the usability of the system. 

Table XIII is the recommended overall performance budget for the 2T signal.  See Figure 6b of 
the standard. 

Table XIII.  Overall performance budget for 2T signal response. 

signal path configuration min peak of 
response % 

envelope at 
±50 ns % 

envelope at 
±100 ns % 

envelope at 
±200 ns % 

RNASP to/from MSI with 
no carriage store  

87.5 (85.7) 12.5 (14.3) 6.2 (8.3) 3.1 (5.3) 

RNASP to/from MSI with 
carriage store 

79.9 (71.6) 20.1 (28.4) 10.0 (16.4) 5.0 (10.4) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores  

87.6 (85.9) 12.4 (14.1) 6.2 (8.1) 3.1 (5.1) 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store 

80.0 (71.8) 20.0 (28.2) 10.0 (16.2) 5.0 (10.2) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

73.6 (57.8) 26.4 (42.2) 13.2 (24.2) 6.6 (15.2) 
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Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses.  For video applications it is recommended that the designer assume the 
statistical values for establishing system requirements as some further unexpected degradation, 
although not desirable, may be tolerable for display applications.  For time correlation signals, it 
is recommended that the worst case values are assumed, as inter-symbol interference could 
affect the usability of the system. 

Table XIV is the recommended overall performance budget for the 2T bar signal.  See Figure 8b 
of the standard. 

 

Table XIV.  Overall performance budget for 2T bar signal response. 

signal path configuration envelope 
tolerance 

RNASP to/from MSI with no 
carriage store 

±1.5 % (1.5) 

RNASP to/from MSI with 
carriage store 

±2.4 % (3.0) 

MSI to MSI with no carriage 
stores 

±1.5 % (3.0) 

MSI to MSI with one carriage 
store 

±2.4 % (3.0) 

MSI to MSI with two carriage 
stores 

±3.1 % (4.5) 

 

Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses.  The calculations assume that the low frequency return loss performance is 
such that the distortion will have settled by the beginning of the envelope.  For video 
applications it is recommended that the designer assume the statistical values for establishing 
system requirements as some further unexpected degradation, although not desirable, may be 
tolerable for display applications.  For time correlation signals, it is recommended that the worst 
case values are assumed, as inter-symbol interference could affect the usability of the system. 
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8.5.4 Insertion gain. 
The insertion gain budget in Table XV includes the contribution of signal path insertion gain and 
return loss8. 

 

Table XV.  Overall performance budget for insertion gain error. 

signal path 
configuration 

insertion gain tolerance (dB) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage store 

+0.54, -4.0 (+0.7, -4.2) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store 

+0.79, -4.2 (+1.4, -5.4) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores 

+0.54, -4.0 (+0.7, -4.2) 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store 

+0.78, -4.2 (+1.4, -5.4) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

+0.97, -4.3 (+2.0, -6.5) 

 

Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses.  Because the insertion gain of the system can affect interoperability, it is 
probable that the designer will consider the worst case addition. 

 

                                                 
 
8The return loss impulse response is assumed to affect the 2T bar signal amplitude in accordance with the note for K2 
and K3 in section 8.4 (with appropriate addition law). 
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8.5.5 Representative pulse delay. 

Table XVI.  Overall performance budget for representative pulse delay and error. 

signal path 
configuration 

representative pulse delay 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage store 

2 µs ±35 ns 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store 

3 µs ± 70 ns (2.5 µs ±56 ns) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores 

2 µs ± 35 ns 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store 

3 µs ± 70 ns (2.5 µs ± 56 ns) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

4 µs ± 105 ns (2.9 µs ± 73 ns) 

 

Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses (if different).  Because the pulse delay and pulse delay uncertainty of the system 
can affect interoperability, it is probable that the designer will consider the worst case addition 
only. 
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8.5.6 Gain misequalization. 
Table XVII is the recommended budget for gain misequalization.  See Figure 9 of the standard. 

The budget calculation includes the effect of return loss as well as signal path gain 
misequalization (see 5.1.1.2.5 and 5.3.1.2.5 of the standard). 

 

Table XVII.  Overall performance budget for gain misequalization. 

signal path 
configuration 

envelope at 
20 Hz (dB) 

envelope 
at 0.2-1.25 
kHz (dB) 

envelope 
at 5-10 
MHz (dB) 

envelope 
at 20 MHz 
(dB) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage 
store 

+0.26, -3.0 
(+0.45, -3.2) 

±0.26 
(0.45) 

±1.0 (1.2) ±3.0 (3.2) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store  

+0.42, -4.8 
(+0.87, -6.4) 

±0.42 
(0.87) 

±1.6 (2.4) ±4.8 (6.4) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores  

+0.26, -3.0 
(+0.43, -3.2) 

±0.26 
(0.43) 

±1.0 (1.2) ±3.0 (3.2) 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store  

+0.42, -4.8 
(+0.85, -6.4) 

±0.42 
(0.85) 

±1.6 (2.4) ±4.8 (6.4) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

+0.55, -6.2 
(+1.27, -9.5) 

±0.55 
(1.27) 

±2.1 (3.5) ±6.2 (9.5) 

 

 

Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses.  For video applications it is recommended that the designer assumes the 
statistical values for establishing system requirements as some further unexpected degradation, 
although not desirable, may be tolerable for display applications.  For time correlation signals it 
is recommended that the worst case values are assumed, as inter-symbol interference and tilt 
could affect the usability of the system. 
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8.5.7 Incidental phase modulation. 
Table XVIII is the recommended overall performance budget for incidental phase modulation. 

 

Table XVIII.  Overall performance budget for incidental phase modulation. 

signal path 
configuration 

incidental phase modulation 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage store 

5 degrees 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store 

8 degrees (10) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores 

5 degrees 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store 

8 degrees (10) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

10.5 degrees (15) 

 

8.5.8 Signal noise. 
Table XIX is the recommended overall performance budget for signal noise. 

 

Table XIX.  Overall performance budget for signal noise. 

signal path 
configuration 

random  
(dBm RMS) 

periodic 
(mV RMS) 

impulse  
(mV peak) 

stimulated 
(dBm RMS) 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with no carriage store 

-45 0.8 40 -26 

RNASP to/from MSI 
with carriage store  

-42 1.06 (1.32) 50 -24.6 (-23.7) 

MSI to MSI with no 
carriage stores  

-45 0.8 40 -26 

MSI to MSI with one 
carriage store  

-42 1.06 (1.32) 50 -24.6 (-23.7) 

MSI to MSI with two 
carriage stores 

-40 1.29 (1.84) 60 -23.5 (-22.0) 
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Note that in this table the statistical addition is shown first and the worst case value is presented 
in parentheses (if different).  The statistical stimulated noise budget will be the value in 
parentheses also if the noise is non-linear distortion rather than pseudo-random.  For video 
applications it is recommended that the designer assume the statistical values for establishing 
system requirements as some further unexpected degradation, although not desirable, may be 
tolerable for display applications.  For time correlation signals it is recommended that the worst 
case values be assumed. 

8.5.9 Common mode noise. 
The build up of common mode noise will depend on the common mode noise rejection (if any) 
of the signal paths.  Worst case, the common mode noise at the output of a single carriage 
store and aircraft system is 400 mV RMS  (600 mV RMS for a system with two carriage stores).  
The statistical budget is 320 mV RMS and 420 mV RMS if the designer is interested in the 
required common mode noise rejection performance of a signal-path or sink equipment. 

8.6 Video signal path system-level performance. 

8.6.1 General. 
The transfer of analog monochrome video through the AEIS is permitted via the HB3 and HB4 
interfaces.  The applicable line standard is STANAG 3350 AVS, i.e., 

Class A  875 lines at 30 Hz 
Class B  625 lines at 25 Hz 
Class C  525 lines at 30 Hz 

Video transfer is permitted to occur in either direction between the aircraft and store or between 
stores at different stations.  However, the specific capability of the aircraft or store to utilize any 
line standard class or route HB3 or HB4 signals is system specific.  The system model for MIL-
STD-1760 analog video distribution is shown in Figure 72. 
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Figure 72.  Model of AEIS video distribution system. 

 

The chosen media of each RNASP and RNASP mating half is to be determined by the specific 
design of the aircraft.  Thus, video signals may cross the RNASP in any digital or analog format 
using electrical or optical interfaces.  However, aircraft designs which diverge from STANAG 
3350 AVS in this way will still be required to demonstrate equivalent fidelity and dynamic range 
to the requirements set out in MIL-STD-1760 and STANAG 3350 AVS as amended here.  At the 
other AEIS interfaces, the literal requirements must be met for interoperability. 

It is recommended that the RNASP mating half be located as near to the actual aircraft source 
or sink equipment as possible as further attenuation, distortion or noise would be undesirable.  If 
the AEIS feeds into a further routing network, it might be prudent to apply the RNASP 
requirements directly to the utilization equipment interface rather than at the actual RNASP. 

MIL-STD-1760 does not allow the AEIS routing network to carry out video-specific operations 
such as scan conversion, DC-restoration, sync pulse shaping or automatic gain control.  This is 
because the HB3 and HB4 signal assignment may be enlarged in future to cater for other 
applications besides video. 

8.6.2 Line standard characteristics. 
The aircraft and mission store must be compliant with all of the line standard characteristics 
detailed in Table A of STANAG 3350 AVS for each implemented line standard class. 
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8.6.3 Source equipment. 
Source equipment requirements are defined at the MSI for mission stores and at the RNASP 
mating half for aircraft systems.  The source equipment must present a Thevenin equivalent 
circuit and source impedance tolerance as defined in MIL-STD-1760 paragraphs 4.3.1, 5.2.1.2.1 
and 5.2.1.4 (for mission stores) or paragraphs 4.3.1, 5.1.1.2.1 and 5.1.1.4 (for aircraft 
equipment).  This supersedes the STANAG 3350 AVS source equipment requirements, which 
are considered too severe for store applications. 

Mission store video sources are not required to make provision for external synchronization 
unless warranted by the aircraft-store system design.  If necessary, external synchronization 
may be provided using an appropriate composite video signal via the HB4 interface. 

It is highly recommended that the designer consider the short circuit and signal transient 
handling requirements of STANAG 3350. 

It is recommended that Table B of STANAG 3350 AVS be replaced with Table XX below for 
MIL-STD-1760 applications. 

 

Table XX.  Video source signal requirements. 

characteristic class A class B class C 

output voltage level (peak to peak) 
when terminated in 75 ohms 

1 V ± 5% 1 V ±5% 1 V ±5% 

maximum signal slew rate 65 V/µs 65 Vµs 65 V/µs 

gamma 1 1 1 

passband compatibility 20 Hz to 
20 MHz 

20 Hz to 
20 MHz 

20 Hz to 
20 MHz 

 

 

8.6.4 Sink equipment. 
Sink equipment requirements are defined at the MSI for mission stores and at the RNASP 
mating half for aircraft systems.  The sink must present a Thevenin equivalent circuit and sink 
impedance tolerance as defined in MIL-STD-1760 paragraphs 4.3.1, 5.2.1.2.1, and 5.2.1.4 (for 
mission stores) or paragraphs 4.3.1, 5.1.1.2.1, and 5.1.1.4 (for aircraft equipment).  This 
supersedes the STANAG 3350 AVS sink equipment requirements, which are considered too 
severe for store applications. 

It is highly recommended that the designer consider the signal transient and common mode 
handling requirements of STANAG 3350. 

It is recommended that Table C of STANAG 3350 AVS is replaced with Table XXI for MIL-STD-
1760 applications. 
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Table XXI.  Video sink interface requirements. 

characteristic class A class B class C 

input voltage level (peak to peak) for 
mission store1 

 

input voltage level (peak to peak) for 
aircraft equipment2 

 

0.45 to 1.3V 
± 5% 

 

0.5 to 1.2V 
±5% 

0.45 to 1.3V 
±5% 

 

0.5 to 1.2V 
±5% 

0.45 to 1.3V 
±5% 

 

0.5 to 1.2V 
±5% 

minimum signal to noise ratio 

 

Table XXII Table XXII Table XXII 

gamma (nominal) 

 

1 1 1 

noise bandwidth DC to 
20 MHz 

DC to 
15 MHz 

DC to 
12 MHz 

Notes 

1. The input voltage level range for mission stores is based on a worst-case analysis of 
the AEIS insertion gain error when two carriage stores are in the signal path.  This will 
be pessimistic for most mission store applications.  See Table XIII of 8.5 herein. 

2. The input voltage level range for aircraft equipment is based on a worst case analysis 
of the AEIS insertion gain error when one carriage store is in the signal path.  See 
Table XIII of 8.5 herein. 
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8.6.5 Signal distribution budget. 
The video distribution system is the MIL-STD-1760 AEIS, including all equipment between the 
MSI mating half and RNASP (or second MSI mating half).  For the MIL-STD-1760 application, 
Table D of STANAG 3350 AVS may be replaced with Table XXII below for all three line 
standard classes. 

 

Table XXII.  Distribution budget. 

characteristic no carriage 
stores in path 

one carriage 
store in path 

two carriage 
stores in path 

signal to self induced noise ratio1,2 37.2 dB 35.8 dB 34.7 dB 

signal to noise ratio (random)1,3 

signal to noise ratio (periodic)1,4 

signal to noise ratio (impulse)5 

48.8 dB 

54.4 dB 

28.0 dB 

45.8 dB 

52.5 dB 

26.0 dB 

44.0 dB 

50.7 dB 

24.4 dB 

crosstalk rejection6 45.4 dB 43.5 dB 41.7 dB 

differential signal delay7 not controlled not controlled not controlled 

minimum -3 dB bandwidth referenced 
to gain at 20 kHz8 

20 Hz to 
20 MHz 

51.6 Hz to 
13.5 MHz 

73.7 Hz to 
11.6 MHz 

gain measured at 20 kHz9 -4.2 dB to 
+0.7 dB 

-5.4 dB to 
+1.4 dB 

-6.5 dB to 
+2.0 dB 

gamma (nominal) 1 1 1 

Notes 

1. The signal to noise ratio (self induced, random or periodic) is the ratio of the peak-to-
peak reference video component (i.e., 1 Vpp) to the unweighted RMS noise.  The 
signal to noise may be further reduced by the signal path insertion loss.  For video 
distribution, the statistical values in Table XIX herein are used for system budgeting. 

2. That is, stimulated noise as defined in paragraph 3.1.11 of MIL-STD-1760. 

3. This value assumes that the unweighted RMS random noise density is flat over the 20 
Hz to 20 MHz transmission passband.  Refer to the guidance and rationale associated 
with paragraph 5.1.1.8.1 of the standard, however note that the signal to noise values 
in the guidance and rationale are based on the CCIR definition as opposed to the 
STANAG 3350 AVS definition.  Random noise is defined in paragraph 3.1.8 of the 
standard. 

4. Periodic noise is defined in paragraph 3.1.9 of the standard.  The signal to noise is 
based on the values in Table XIX herein, but adjusted by 7 dB to take into account the 
flat part of the periodic noise weighting function as shown in Figure 11 of the standard.  
Refer to the rationale and guidance associated with paragraph 5.1.1.2.8.2 of the 
standard. 
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5. Impulse noise is defined in paragraph 3.1.10 of the standard.  In contrast to self-
induced, random or periodic noise, the impulse noise is quantified by its peak to peak 
value.  Impulse noise is therefore not controlled by Table D of STANAG 3350.  The 
signal to noise ratio is related to the peak-to-peak reference video component (i.e., 
1 Vpp).  For video distribution, the statistical values in Table XIX herein are used for 
system budgeting. 

6. Cross-talk rejection is controlled by the periodic noise requirement.  Refer to the 
guidance associated with paragraph 5.1.1.2.8.2 of the standard.  The cross-talk 
rejection is the ratio between the peak to peak cross-talk (i.e., periodic noise) and the 
peak to peak reference video component. 

7. Differential signal delay, in the context of STANAG 3350 AVS, applies to the difference 
in propagation times between one path and another where two or more monochrome 
signals have to be mixed.  It is not the intent of MIL-STD-1760 to control this 
parameter. 

8. For video distribution, the statistical values in Table XVII herein are used for system 
budgeting. 

9. The value in Table XVII is based on the worst case analysis of insertion gain error.  
Refer to Table XV herein. 

 

 

8.6.6 Color video. 
Facilities for RGB color video are not provided by MIL-STD-1760.  The standard does not 
demand the required channel matching to enable three lines from HB1, HB2, HB3 and HB4 to 
be used in concert for the transmission of RGB. 

If the transmission of analog color video is required, the option is available to utilize an encoded 
color line standard such as NTSC or PAL. 

8.7 Requirements for GPS RF Signals.  
In revision D of MIL-STD-1760, a new appendix A was added to establish interface 
requirements for Global Positioning System (GPS) RF signals.  The standard does not require 
the aircraft to support delivery of GPS RF to the ASI, but if the aircraft does support it, the 
requirements of Appendix A are to be used. 

8.7.1 References and assumptions. 
The requirements in MIL-STD-1760D Appendix A are derived from three starting points: 

JSOW ICD for HB Interfaces, released to AS-1B4 by the JSOW Program Office 

GPS System Characteristics as defined in STANAG 4294 (Part 1) 

Antenna noise temperature of 100K (used for implementation budgeting) 

Each of these starting points will now be examined in turn. 
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8.7.1.1 Reference Mission Store Interface. 
The JSOW ICD for the HB1 GPS RF interface determined the mission store requirements in 
Section A.6 of MIL-STD-1760 Appendix A.  JSOW provides an HB1 interface to (optionally) 
support the store GPS receiver with pre-launch GPS signal services.  These services are: (1) 
TMP, switched with (2) GPS antenna RF.  The requirements for the GPS RF interface are: 

VSWR at L1 and L2 center frequencies 

Signal power (min/max) for L1_P(Y), L2_P(Y) and L1_C/A components 

Signal to noise ratio (min) for L1_P(Y), L2_P(Y) and L1_C/A components 

In addition, a DC bias limit was placed in Appendix A.  This was to stop a large DC bias from 
some store GPS receivers interfering with solid-state signal distribution circuits in the aircraft.  
Some COTS receivers provide power (bias) to an active antenna front-end.   

8.7.1.2 User-received GPS Signal. 
The GPS System Characteristics are as defined in STANAG 4294 (Part 1).  An alternate 
specification could have been GPS-ICD-200 Revision C, ‘GPS Space Segment / Navigation 
User Interfaces.’  STANAG 4294 differs from GPS-ICD-200 in two regards: 

Maximum signal power (i.e. more dynamic range is allowed in the STANAG) 

The reference antenna in STANAG 4294 is 0dBic (RHCP) versus a +3dBi (linearly 
polarized) antenna in GPS-ICD-200.  Assuming a perfectly polarized signal, there would 
be no difference in the recovered power. 

The STANAG was chosen over GPS-ICD-200 purely because the STANAG is an international 
standard.  However, this requires a tighter gain tolerance on the aircraft to meet the mission 
store dynamic range requirements (i.e. signal power min/max). 

8.7.1.3 Antenna Noise Temperature. 
For verifying compliance with the aircraft Figure of Merit requirement, an input antenna noise 
temperature must be assumed.  This noise temperature is determined by the aircraft system 
requirements and is not stipulated in Appendix A.  However, for evaluating the practicality of 
meeting the requirements of Appendix A, the AS-1B4 Task Group internally assumed the 
antenna noise temperature (due to environment) would be 100K.  This is a very subjective 
assumption, as in practice it depends on the interaction of the antenna gain pattern with the 
environment at any given time. 

The value of 100K was proposed by members of AS-1B4 as reasonable and has some 
theoretical basis because an ideal patch antenna placed over the Earth and pointed upwards 
would have this noise temperature.  This is because Earth noise is 290K, and the average side-
lobe gain of such an antenna over the lower hemisphere is –5dBi. 

In this handbook and in the verification/validation requirements for MIL-STD-1760D the value of 
100K might be suggested as a default value for the antenna noise environmental noise 
temperature. 

8.7.2 System Model. 
In Appendix A, the aircraft is modeled as the front-end antenna system for the store GPS 
receiver.   
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Figure 73.  Aircraft Model (AS-1B4, July 2000). 

 
It is typical to characterize antennas on space downlinks in terms of: 

Gain (relative to ideal isotropic antenna) 

Figure of merit 

Both of these characteristics are addressed. 

8.7.2.1 Gain. 
For antennas, ‘gain’ is the ratio of power recovered (from a specific signal direction) with the 
power recovered (from that same direction) by an ideal isotropic antenna.  An isotropic antenna 
is equally sensitive in all directions, and an ideal isotropic antenna is 100% efficient (i.e. it would 
radiate RF energy without loss if transmitting).  Such an antenna is defined as having a ‘gain’ of 
0dBi.  The ‘i’ stands for ‘isotropic.’ 

With GPS, the user-received signal is circularly polarized (rather than linearly polarized).  This is 
for two reasons: (1) the relative orientation of the SV and user antennas changes as the SV and 
user move; (2) the orientation of the user-received signal is subject to Faraday rotation (a 
function of the Earth’s magnetic field along the signal path).  Therefore, in Appendix A, the 
aircraft ‘gain’ is in terms of ‘dBic’, i.e. the signal power provided to the store relative to that 
which would be provided by an ideal isotropic antenna designed to receive a right-hand 
circularly polarized (RHCP) signal. 

As indicated before, GPS-ICD-200 defines the user-received signal levels relative to a +3dBi 
linearly polarized antenna rather than a 0dBic (RHCP) antenna.  If Appendix A had cited 
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GPS-ICD-200 instead of STANAG 4294, the same reference +3dBi antenna would have been 
used for the aircraft. 

An important parameter to specify when verifying/validating the aircraft gain against Appendix A 
is the antenna viewing-angle limits.  This is considered system specific and could be affected 
by: 

Antenna mounting angles (could be pitched forward or back) 

Aircraft angle of attack during weapon initialization (assuming level flight) 

Local obscurations (e.g. tail) 

System requirements for minimum SV elevation above horizon. 

Viewing-angle limits used in antenna gain specification 

As an example, the figure below shows the antenna viewing angle limits for an example GPS 
RF distribution system.  The limit is defined by the intersection of the two circles. 

 
 

20.5°

10°

10°

5°

Nose

Tail

GPS-ICD-200
min SV elevation angle

antenna coverage
80° from zenith

Vertical (90°)

antenna zenith
10.5° from vertical

SV elevation angle

SV elevation angle

 

Figure 74.  Example of viewing-angle limits for aircraft ‘gain’ specification. 
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In Appendix A, the term ‘effective gain’ is introduced.  Effective gain accounts for signal path 
distortion that reduces the signal power that can be recovered by an ideal correlation receiver 
over the nominal signal bandwidth.  The difference between ‘effective gain’ and ‘gain’ is 
correlation loss.  Correlation loss is defined in STANAG 4294 for the SV (i.e. source) and it is 
also defined in Appendix A for the aircraft (i.e. path).  The worst-case correlation loss of the SV 
and aircraft combined is assumed to be additive (in dB). 

In practice, the only notable source of correlation loss is likely to be the antenna.  A typical 
FRPA antenna might introduce 0.5dB correlation loss for L1_P(Y) and L2_P(Y) and negligible 
loss for L1_C/A.  These estimates are based on the gain roll-off at the edges of the signal 
frequency range (and do not include any dispersion).   

The gain requirements are written to allow testing at the L1 or L2 center frequency, and then to 
make a gross adjustment for correlation loss at the end.  The correlation loss value might come 
from analysis (or perhaps just be approximated to a figure such as 0.5dB or 0dB if acceptable to 
the Design Authority). 

The final consideration on gain is VSWR.  The impedance mismatch between the aircraft GPS 
output and mission store could result in 1dB loss. 

8.7.2.2 Figure of Merit. 
The term ‘Figure of Merit’ is often used to characterize space downlink antennas.  Put simply, it 
is the inverse of the output noise temperature referred to the antenna ‘input’.  It includes 
environmental noise received by the antenna as well as internal noise.  As the aircraft is 
modeled as an antenna, FoM is used in Appendix A to control the signal-to-noise ratio 
presented to the mission store input.   

When setting requirements for the total aircraft, the FoM of fielded front-ends needs to be borne 
in mind (see Aircraft Model diagram, earlier).  For a hypothetical front-end comprising an 
integrated antenna/pre-amplifier (assuming lossless and matched antenna here for simplicity), 
the FoM can be calculated as: 

FoMFE = 10log10[GA / {(F – 1)Tamb +TA}], where 

GA  minimum effective gain of antenna 

F  noise factor of pre-amp at ambient temperature 

Tamb ambient temperature 

TA  antenna noise temperature 

It can be seen that the antenna noise temperature is important to FoM.  When evaluating 
different front-ends, the AS-1B4 Task Group used 100K for the antenna noise temperature, as 
already explained.  At 70 degrees Celsius ambient temperature, the FoM for analyzed front 
ends tended to vary from around –29dBK-1 to –33.5dBK-1.  Integrated FRPA antenna/pre-amps 
fared best; non-integrated CRPA antenna/pre-amps fared worst (but have other advantages 
obviously). 

In Appendix A, the minimum FoM requirement for the aircraft at L1_P(Y), L2_P(Y) or L1_C/A is 
determined by the minimum user-received signal power (Pi) as defined in STANAG 4294, and 
the minimum signal-to-noise ratio allowed at the mission store (SNRo).  The equation is: 

FoMA = kB.SNRo/Pi 

Where k is Boltzmann’s Constant and B is the nominal signal bandwidth 
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This results in a FoM of –35dBK-1 for L1_P(Y) and L2_P(Y), and a FoM of –45dBK-1 for L1_C/A.  
Note that the ratio of SNRo over Pi is the same for L1_P(Y) and L1_C/A, but L1_C/A has 10dB 
less bandwidth.  Hence the lower FoM.  Obviously, the L1_P(Y) requirement is the design driver 
for L1, rather than the L1_C/A requirement. 
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9. LOW BANDWIDTH (LB) 

The LB interface is provided to transfer low frequency, low power level signals, which for various 
reasons are inappropriate for transfer over the digital data bus interface.  Tones and voice 
grade audio currently represent the only allowed signals on the LB interface.  This interface 
must not be used for transmitting discrete signals since such use would be an obstacle to 
aircraft/store interoperability.  The LB interface must support the transfer of LB signals sourced 
either by mission stores (measurable at the MSI) or by internal aircraft systems (measurable at 
the RNASP). 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
15.4.3.3, 15.5.1.3, 15.5.2.3, and 15.5.3.3 (and subparagraphs) should also be consulted. 

The requirements of the standard include the effect of the applicable mating contacts. 

9.1 LB characteristics.  
Use of the LB interface is limited by the standard to the transfer of specific types of signal.  It is 
possible that as the standard matures the paragraph may be updated to include the transfer of 
further signal types.  The intent is to control the growth of application signals that utilize the LB 
interfaces to achieve the maximum level of interoperability between aircraft and stores in the 
future.  To cater for signal growth, aircraft and carriage store routing networks should be 
capable of transferring any signal that meets the general requirements of the standard and not 
be limited to the present-day signal assignment only. 

The characteristics of the interface were originally defined to accommodate its potential use for 
transferring low speed digital data using balanced line differential receivers and drivers such as 
those defined by EIA Standard 485.  This application, as a low cost alternative to the MIL-STD-
1553 data bus, is no longer being considered and was dropped from the standard in Revision C 
because of the wide availability of 1553 hardware. 

9.1.1 Bandwidth. 
LB signals are required to be compatible with a transmission passband of 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz.  
The LB signal may have frequency components outside this passband if subsequent truncation 
of the power/energy spectrum to the minimum passband does not affect the usefulness of the 
signal.  Note that the voltage requirements are not band-limited and therefore can include a DC 
component. 

9.1.2 Voltage. 
The LB signal is defined in the standard as having a maximum instantaneous signal voltage 
(between the non-inverting connection and the inverting connection) of ±12 V with the peak to 
peak signal voltage being 12 V maximum.  The maximum instantaneous common mode voltage 
(the sum of the voltages between the non-inverting connection and reference ground and the 
inverting connection and reference ground) is ±1 V. 

The LB signal between the non-inverting terminal and the inverting terminal consists of the 
signal plus a DC component.  Therefore the requirements are defined in terms of volts peak-
peak and an allowable DC offset.  The common mode voltage is controlled to ensure that the 
signal is balanced.  The figure of ±1 V is a subjective one.  
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The maximum signal voltage requirement of 12 Vpp reflects the use of AC-coupling as some 
dynamic overhead may be required under transient conditions or for non-sinusoidal steady-state 
signals (hence the ±12 V instantaneous voltage requirement also).   

Note that the voltage level (12 Vpp) is low compared with the amplitude typical of some current 
non-1760 audio sourcing missiles such as AIM 9.  The lower amplitude is specifically selected 
to allow the aircraft to use solid state technologies for the internal distribution network.  If an 
aircraft designer uses a common distribution network for MIL-STD-1760 LB signals and non-
MIL-STD-1760 audio signals, then the network can either attenuate the non-MIL-STD-1760 
audio signal amplitude, or be designed to handle higher voltages.  It is not considered 
necessary or appropriate for the standard to mandate a higher voltage distribution network, 
since increasing the peak-peak voltage would also drive up the instantaneous voltage range 
which is not acceptable from a practical point of view. 

The voltage requirements apply at the signal source output (MSI or RNASP) when the output is 
terminated with 600 ohms.  These requirements assume an analog electrical network is 
employed.  If other technologies (e.g., digital, fibre optic) are used, different requirements may 
be used at the RNASP provided they result in equivalent performance at the ASI. 

9.1.3 Cabling. 
The standard defines the LB interface as a three terminal connection; a non-inverting line, an 
inverting line and a grounded shield.  While the standard does not mandate use of a shielded 
twisted pair cable for implementing this interface, that is the underlying intent.  The standard 
does not define the specific type of cable to be used on any of the interfaces.  Cable selection is 
considered an aircraft and store design issue (see section 14). 

9.1.4 Impedance. 
The final interface electrical characteristics required by the AEIS standard are the source and 
sink impedances.  The nominal source and sink impedances are 0 ohms and 600 ohms 
respectively.  These input and output impedances (line-to-line) of each signal path apply over 
the frequency band 150 Hz to 8 kHz.  An impedance tolerance of ±10% is a typical requirement 
in audio transmission systems.  It is assumed, but not stated, that the nominal impedance is 
resistive with the error component being either real or complex. 

9.2 Aircraft design requirements. 
The aircraft is required to provide a low bandwidth (LB) interface at all ASIs.  This LB interface 
feeds into an aircraft LB distribution network or at least what appears at the ASI to be a 
distribution network.  The specific aircraft equipment that is the ultimate recipient or source of 
the LB signals is application dependent and is not defined by the standard.  All that the AEIS 
standard requires is that the distribution network be capable of transferring signals with specific 
characteristics. 

9.2.1 Network implementations. 
The use of a centralized distribution network (Figure 75a) is recommended to provide the low 
bandwidth network in the same area as the high bandwidth network.  However, this is 
dependent on the particular aircraft implementation.  A centralized system results in greater 
aircraft wiring weight.  In a distributed system where the network is "daisy chained" (Figure 75b), 
the removal of a unit such as a pylon mounted Store Station Equipment (SSE) would result in 
the loss of the low bandwidth network to units further down the chain.  
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There are three main areas to consider before deciding whether a centralized or distributed 
approach is most appropriate. 

9.2.1.1 Amount of aircraft wiring. 
This is primarily dependent on the number of network paths to be provided for low bandwidth 
signals.  From Figure 75 it can be seen that a centralized approach requires more aircraft wiring 
than a distributed network for a single path.  As more paths are added then a centralized 
network becomes more attractive in terms of amount of aircraft wiring. 

9.2.1.2 Broken networks. 
If the network is implemented in a "daisy chain," then removal of a SSE unit will break the chain 
and disconnect other ASIs from the low bandwidth network.  Adding junction boxes in the 
aircraft wiring to "T" off the low bandwidth signal to removable SSE is possible, but this greatly 
complicates the aircraft wiring.  A centralized network does not have this problem. 

9.2.1.3 Similarity with high bandwidth network. 
A neater design may result if all the analog signals are switched in the same location.  
Provisions would already have been made for the high bandwidth network to ensure 
interference to or from the high bandwidth signals is minimized.  The same type of provisions 
may be needed for the low bandwidth signals, so grouping the low bandwidth signals with the 
high bandwidth signals would minimize the additional provisions necessary to reduce 
interference associated with the low bandwidth signals. 
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ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI

To Aircraft

PORT WING FUSELAGE STARBOARD WING
 

Figure 75a.  Centralized LB network. 

 

 

ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI ASI

To A/C

PORT WING FUSELAGE STARBOARD WING

SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE

 
Figure 75b.  Distributed LB network. 

Figure 75.  Centralized and distributed low bandwidth networks. 

 

 

9.2.2 Technology.  
The LB signal distribution network in the aircraft can be implemented using different 
technologies which include electromechanical and solid state switches, frequency division 
multiplexing (FDM) techniques, and active analog buses. 

If electromechanical relays are to be used, it is recommended that signal relays similar to MIL-
PRF-39016 be used for switching the low bandwidth signals. 
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Semiconductor switches of comparable size to MIL-PRF-39016 relays would introduce 
significant series impedance into the low bandwidth signal lines which could cause severe 
degradation or attenuation of the signals dependent on the driving or receiving circuits.  MIL-
PRF-39016 equivalent relays would have little effect on the signal quality over the frequency 
range of the low bandwidth network. 

The use of FDM technology might be attractive if this is also to be used for implementing the 
high bandwidth Type A signal network.  This would allow numerous signals to be transmitted on 
a single wire, but involves extra multiplex and demultiplex hardware and can result in a system 
that can be completely disabled by a single point failure. 

In addition, due to the low frequency range, the LB signal can also be digitized and then 
transmitted over some form of digital data bus or point-to-point digital data link.  As a general 
case, it is not practical to send digitized LB signals over MIL-STD-1553 unless a large 
percentage of the data bus's capacity can be devoted to LB service, or unless additional 
circuitry is included for achieving data compression. 

Current requirements, for say AIM 9, will require aircraft to be fitted with a shielded wire capable 
of carrying a crude signal in the audio range.  In order to connect the weapons to the intercom, 
some form of simple switching is provided.  Consideration should not therefore be given to 
extending this facility, but rather that a totally new installation is planned.  If all low bandwidth 
switching takes place in a special-to-type LRU, then growth can be easily provisioned for the 
switching and possibly to extend the use of the low bandwidth interface. 

9.3 Mission store low bandwidth interface. 
The low bandwidth interface requirements only apply to those mission stores which use the 
interface.  If the store does not use the LB interface, then only a limited set of requirements 
apply.  These are: 

a. The MSI receptacle must be compatible with mating umbilical plugs which contain the 
LB interface twin-axial contact.  

b. Impedance measurements made with this mating plug at the MSI must indicate a line-to-
line, noninverting-to-inverting connection impedance of 540 ohms or greater, i.e., can be an 
open circuit.  

c. Measurement of the LB shield connection at the MSI must indicate either an open circuit 
or continuity to store structure ground. 

In contrast, if the store uses the LB signal interface, then the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 
paragraph 5.2.3 apply and the comments below should be considered. 

9.3.1 Design requirements. 
The LB signal, sourced by the store or delivered to the store by the aircraft, is limited to -12 volts 
to +12 volts peak (between the inverting connection and non-inverting connection) over the 
frequency range 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz.  The 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz is intended to define the passband 
of the aircraft distribution network.  As a result, a store's signal might contain frequency 
components outside this band, harmonics or a DC component for example, but the store must 
not rely on having these out-of-band signal components delivered to load equipment.  Likewise, 
store LB receivers must not assume that signals sourced to the store will not contain frequency 
components outside the passband.  The store is permitted, however, to filter out or otherwise 
discard these out-of-band components.  
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When the LB interface in the MSI is acting as a source, it is required to have a total source 
impedance not exceeding 60 ohms.  When the LB interface in the MSI is acting as a sink, the 
input impedance is required to be 600 ±60 ohms.  These requirements apply over the frequency 
band 150 Hz to 8 kHz. 

9.3.2 Circuit implementations. 
The store LB circuit design needs to be compatible with the aircraft network characteristics 
discussed in 9.2 and the design requirements described in 9.1.  

Since MIL-STD-1760 restricts the use of the LB interface to audio frequencies, the use of 
transformer coupling as shown in Figure 76 is a viable design choice.  Transformer coupling 
provides the opportunity to de-couple the store signal ground from the aircraft sub-system signal 
ground.  This de-coupling significantly reduces the injection of structure ground noise into the 
audio system. 
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Figure 76.  Transformer coupled audio. 
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9.4 Grounding requirements. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires the store to ground the low bandwidth (LB) interface shield on the store 
side of the MSI.  This ground connection, when combined with the aircraft requirements to 
ground the LB shield, results in a multi-point shield ground for the LB interface.  Test results 
indicate that even though the LB interface operates at relatively low frequencies, which 
generally suggests a single ended shield ground, a multi-point shield ground provides low 
induced noise levels from external fields.  These results are somewhat expected given that the 
LB line uses a shielded twisted wire pair.  The twisted wire pair provides the electromagnetic 
de-coupling which allows the shield to be used as an electrostatic shield.  Electrostatic shielding 
is more effective if multi-point grounding is provided.  

The standard only requires that the shield be grounded somewhere on the aircraft side of the 
ASI and on the store side of the MSI.  The specific physical location of the shield connection 
and the method of termination is not specified by the standard. 

9.5 Differential signal transmission. 
To provide a degree of immunity from differences in ground potential between the aircraft and 
store, differential systems are recommended.   

MIL-STD-1760 restricts the use of the LB interface to tones and voice grade audio signals, i.e., 
no DC component.  Consequently, isolation transformers can be used (see Figure 77) to 
minimize EMC problems, i.e., the electronics power supply grounds in the aircraft and store can 
be isolated from each other.  Figure 78 shows a typical implementation example using a bi-
directional transceiver.  Proper operation of the transceiver circuit requires the presence of a 
signal return path to the store's transceiver.  This circuit reference is established by a 
connection to the aircraft structure through a 100 ohm resistor.  Ground continuity to the mission 
store circuit is provided through the shield and the structure ground line.  Due to high common 
mode rejection of these differential receivers, acceptable operation is still available even with 
poor quality and high noise content of this return path. 

The low bandwidth interface defined in MIL-STD-1760 must be capable of transmitting bi-
directional signals in the 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz range.  MIL-STD-1760 also defines a three terminal 
connection for signal transmission which is conducive to differential driven techniques.  For 
audio systems, a single point system grounded at the source or load is preferred.  From a 
practical viewpoint, however, a single point ground system cannot be achieved when dealing 
with the interconnection of two vehicle systems (an aircraft and a store), which are mechanically 
attached to each other.  The next best alternative is to isolate the signal systems of the two 
vehicles such that structure ground noise cannot loop through the two systems even if their 
structures are linked together. 

Figure 79 shows how isolation can be achieved with dual transformer coupling, single 
transformer coupling, differential amplifier coupling and optical coupling.  The LB interface 
definition in MIL-STD-1760 allows any of these implementations.  Figure 79a and Figure 79b 
show two variations on transformer coupling.  The primary advantages of Figure 79a over 
Figure 79b are:  

a. The additional design flexibility offered the store designer in selected load 
voltage/current combinations on the right side of transformer T2, 

b. desensitizing the store load circuitry from line imbalances throughout the aircraft 
distribution network. 
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Transformer coupling will not pass any DC components of a specific signal and this is one 
reason the transformer in the two figures is shown on the aircraft equipment side of the LB 
distribution network. 

An alternative is the electronic coupling of differential receivers as shown in Figure 79c.  This 
method relies on the high input impedance at the line receiver and the differential operating 
mode, to cancel any voltages which are common to both lines.  However, since the circuit 
contains electronic coupling, a current return path is required from the store's signal ground to 
the aircraft signal ground.  This path is provided from store signal ground through RS to shield, 
through RA  to aircraft signal ground.  The resistor values for RA and RS should be as high as 
practical to achieve the desired level of signal ground-to-structure ground isolation.  However, 
the higher these resistor values, the lower the differential signal becomes.  A value of 100 ohms 
is typically used for digital level signals. 

The final coupling, optical, is illustrated in Figure 79d.  While the previous methods are suitable 
for both digital and analog signals the optical method is best used for digital only.  The main 
advantage of this method is elimination of the need for the aircraft and store signal grounds to 
be interconnected, even through a "high impedance."  The inverting and non-inverting lines of 
the LB interface take turns as the signal return as the signal polarity reverses. 

The signal path equivalent circuits ensure that a differential, balanced transmission scheme is 
implemented with the correct signal zero-volt reference and shield grounding points defined.  

9.6 Electromagnetic considerations. 
Voltage limiting devices should be used on the signal lines as they enter equipments to 
suppress any spikes or surges generated by electromagnetic pick up in the wiring.  

Common mode voltage is not part of the signal but must be controlled for EMI reasons.  It is 
better to control the non-inverting and inverting common mode voltages together rather than 
separately. 
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Figure 77.  Transformer coupling implementations. 
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Figure 78.  Balanced transmitter / receiver implementation. 
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Figure 79a.  Dual transformer. 
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Figure 79b.  Single transformer. 
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Figure 79c.  Differential amplifier. 

Figure 79.  Low bandwidth grounding options. 
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Figure 79d.  Optical coupler. 

Figure 79.  Low bandwidth grounding options.  (Continued) 
 

 

9.7 Analog network BIT. 
The circuit shown in Figure 80 could be used for BIT of LB analog network circuitry.  BIT for 
these circuits is limited to monitoring the analog element drive signal. 
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Figure 80.  Analog network BIT. 
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9.8 Insertion gain. 
Insertion gain is the amplitude of the signal at the output compared to the amplitude of the 
signal at the input.  The total system budget for insertion gain (with one carriage store) is 0 dB 
+2 dB, -6 dB.  This overall figure is an addition of the aircraft budget (+1 dB, -4 dB) and the 
Carriage Store budget (+1 dB, -2 dB). 

9.9 Equalization requirements. 
The gain misequalization of any aircraft or carriage store signal path is defined by the standard.  
Gain mis-equalization is the permitted variance of the steady-state gain across the frequency 
passband.  The lower limit (-2 dB for the aircraft and –1 dB for a Carriage Store) is set to cover 
the LB signal passband.  The upper limit (+1 dB for both the aircraft and Carriage Store) covers 
the extended frequency of 150 Hz to 8 kHz defined for noise power. 

9.10 Noise. 
The standard requires the aricraft and carriage store signal path noise to be compliant over the 
frequency band 150 Hz to 8 kHz. 

9.10.1 Periodic and random noise. 
Cross-talk from other LB (and also HB) signal sources is treated as a form of periodic noise.  
Generally, when specific requirements for cross-talk rejection are established in other standards 
or specifications they apply to interference between identical signal types only (such as between 
two telephone signals).  Requirements may then be based on knowledge of the interference 
waveform.  In the case of MIL-STD-1760 however, a number of different signal types may be 
transferred across the interface with significantly different waveforms and therefore the noise 
contribution of cross-talk is more appropriately included within a more general noise 
requirement.  Random noise is distributed over a large bandwidth.  

The total system noise performance (including one carriage store) is 19 mV RMS (addition law 
based on periodic noise).  This equates to a signal-to-noise ratio of 47 dB when the LB signal is 
a maximum-amplitude sinusoid.  This compares favorably with the requirements of MIL-I-
85850(AS).  

MIL-I-85850(AS) also defined the minimum cross-talk interference between signal paths to be    
- 60 dB.  

For multiple simultaneous signal paths, the total cross-talk contribution could equal the 
periodic/random noise requirement (i.e., -50 dBrnC in MIL-I-85850(AS)). 

9.10.2 Impulse noise. 
The peak amplitude of an impulse (very narrow voltage spike) is proportional to the 
measurement bandwidth and therefore truncation of the energy spectrum to 8 kHz (low pass) is 
very important.  The practical design of a measurement filter (whether implemented physically 
or digitally) will also affect the result.  

Cascading signal path segments together will either increase the impulse rate (if each segment 
is generating asynchronous impulses) or the impulse amplitude (if both segments are affected 
by the same external influence).  Budgeting has been carried out on the premise that sources of 
impulse noise will be local to one signal path segment only, hence budgeting is based on 
impulse rate.  
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The system noise performance requirement (with one carriage store) is therefore two 
occurrences of impulse noise exceeding 20 mV peak over a 3 minute period.  Note that the 
(peak) signal to (peak) impulse noise ratio is approximately 50 dB.  This compares with the 
requirements of MIL-I-85850(AS), i.e., a maximum impulse noise is –50 dBrnC (peak) when 
terminated, with a maximum of three occurrences in any 3 minute period.  

-50 dBrnC (peak) equates to 19 mV (peak). 

9.10.3 Stimulated noise. 
Stimulated noise occurs as a result of harmonic distortion, intermodulation distortion, 
quantization noise and aliasing.  MIL-STD-1760 budgets the overall stimulated noise between 
the aircraft (80 mV) and Carriage Store (50 mV). 

9.10.4 Common mode noise. 
Note that common mode noise is not actually signal noise.  The purpose of controlling common 
mode noise is to minimize interference with other equipment of the AEIS interfaces and to 
prevent the finite CMRR of the receiving equipment from translating common mode noise into 
excessive signal noise.  CMRR is not controlled by the standard.  

Common mode noise needs to be controlled for the following reasons:  

a. To limit the voltage ranges of the non-inverting connection with respect to ground and 
the inverting connection with respect to ground so that they can be accommodated by the 
receiving equipment.  

b. To ensure that the signal is balanced and thus has controlled EMI.  

c. To enable compatibility with the receiving equipment CMRR. 

The required CMRR is implied but not stated.  A ±1 V common mode signal at the input should 
not increase the output periodic noise by more than the stated periodic and random noise 
requirement of 12.5 mV RMS.  
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10. POWER AND STRUCTURE GROUND INTERFACES 

This section describes the electrical power interfaces, including characteristics of power to the 
ASI, carriage store power control and power available at the MSI.  The standard (and this 
handbook) does not require use of a specific kind or a specific size of power cable, since the 
intent is to standardize the characteristics of the interface without overconstraining the design of 
the aircraft or store. 

10.1 Power source rating. 
The aircraft electric power system must be capable of supplying 28 VDC and 115/200 VAC or 
270 VDC currents as defined by the "Maximum Load Current" curves in Figures 17 and 18 of 
MIL-STD-1760.  The minimum requirement for a continuous operating condition is shown in 
Table XXIII.  The 28 VDC PWR 1, 28 VDC PWR 2 and Auxiliary 28 VDC power can be supplied 
from a common power source or from isolated power sources.  Similarly, the 115/200 VAC 
power can be supplied from a common or isolated power source.  The design power capacity 
required at Class I and Class II ASIs is 4010 VA (3450 VA + 280 VA + 280 VA).  The power 
required at a Class IA and Class IIA interface is established by the auxiliary signal set 
requirement which is 11190 VA (10350 VA + 840 VA).  The total current required at a Class IA 
or IIA ASI through the combination of both primary and auxiliary connectors is 30 amperes of 28 
VDC and 30 amperes/phase of 115/200 VAC.  The actual maximum power available may be 
less than these numbers, since the source voltage is allowed to drop below the “nominal” 28 
VDC and 115/200 VAC values, as discussed later.  The number of ASIs that can be powered 
simultaneously at these levels is dependent on the power rating of the aircraft electric power 
system and is therefore not specified by MIL-STD-1760.  

 

Table XXIII.  Minimum continuous current rating at each ASI. 

Voltage Primary Auxiliary 

28 VDC PWR 1 10 A - 

28 VDC PWR 2 10 A - 

28 VDC AUX - 30 A 

115/200 VAC 10 A/PHASE - 

115/200 VAC AUX - 30 A/PHASE 

270 VDC 10 A - 

270 VDC AUX - 30 A 
 

The primary signal set interface is always present at the ASI.  Whenever an auxiliary signal set 
interface is present, some of the auxiliary power can be used to power the primary interface. 
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CAUTION 

Supplying power from the auxiliary interface 
through the primary interface is not recommended 
without the addition of another series protective 
device.  The aircraft's protective devices used to 
protect the auxiliary circuits will not directly protect 
the primary circuits.  (See 10.10.1.) 

 

It is recognized that the aircraft's primary interface wiring can be designed to be compatible with 
the auxiliary interface circuit protection system.  The primary interface circuit downstream from 
the ASI probably will not, however, be compatible since the aircraft designer will have no control 
over this design.  Furthermore, the "Maximum Overcurrent" of Figure 17 of MIL-STD-1760 will 
not be met at the ASI under these conditions without additional protection. 

10.2 Power return circuits interference issues. 
Power ground returns are a frequent cause of interference problems due to the relatively high 
currents involved.  It is imperative that the ground return path, e.g., aircraft structure or 
conductor, provide a low resistance to current flow.   

Figure 81 illustrates three approaches for grounding the return line, AC or DC.  Figure 81a 
shows the best approach from an EMC perspective since the power delivered to the store is 
free of structure induced noise.  However, this approach requires additional wire for the power 
return all the way back to the power source or distribution bus.  This adds weight to the aircraft 
and consequently, is seldom used.  A more likely design is shown in Figure 81b, where the 
power return line is connected to the aircraft structure at a location near the ASI.  However, this 
couples some structure ground noise into the power circuit.  Some aircraft specifically require 
subsystems to keep power returns isolated from structure so they can implement this approach, 
allowing the aircraft designer to control EMC problems, voltage drop, and wire length, by 
connecting the power returns to structure only at strategically chosen points.  The approach 
shown in Figure 81c is the least desirable from an EMC perspective, although acceptable and 
necessary for some applications.  
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Figure 81a.  Single-point ground. 
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Figure 81b.  Isolated return to aircraft structure. 
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Figure 81c.  Non-isolated return. 

Figure 81.  Power ground options. 
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It is recommended that noise sensitive stores isolate the return from store structure to minimize 
the coupling of the additional noise into the power circuit.  Starting in Revision D, the standard 
requires the 115 VAC and 270 VDC returns to be isolated from structure in the store. The 
standard does not require that 28 VDC power returns be isolated from structure in stores, 
although it is considered good design practice. (See 10.8 herein.) As an alternative, the store 
can use a transformer coupled power converter, with sufficient regulation and filtering to 
attenuate a large portion of the structure noise.  In either case, the power line and return line 
should be twisted to reduce magnetic coupling fields.  The twisting applies to 28 VDC, 270 VDC 
and 115/200 VAC circuits.  The noise levels induced by a 200 volt/meter field in tests of a 
representative network were approximately 10 dB below those shown in Figure 98 of ASD-TR-
87-5028.  

10.3 Phase sequence. 
Phase sequence in a three phase power system means that the phase voltages cross zero volts 
at different times.  This is illustrated in Figure 82.  Assuming a clockwise rotation of an AC 
generator, the instantaneous voltage of Phase B lags that of A by 120 degrees and the 
instantaneous voltage of Phase C lags that of Phase B by 120 degrees.  The order in which the 
voltages come to the corresponding maximum values is ABC, which is referred to as phase 
sequence ABC.  In general, the phase sequence of the voltages applied to the ASI is fixed by 
the order in which the three phase lines are connected.  Interchanging any pair of lines reverses 
the phase sequence.  Since some loads, such as induction motors, are affected by phase 
sequence, it is important that the phase sequence be known.  Other loads, notably the AC-to-
DC converters used at the input to many avionics units, are not affected by phase sequence.  
MIL-STD-1760 requires the phase sequence to be ABC, and connecting the three-phase lines 
as specified in Tables III and V of MIL-STD-1760 will ensure the correct phase sequence. 
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Figure 82.  Phase sequence. 

 

 

While the sequence order is defined, the particular three-phase voltage line that is designated 
as "Phase A" is relative.  Looking again at Figure 82, "Phase A" was picked as the phase with 
its positive dv/dt crossing at point 1.  The two remaining phases, B and C, have the second and 
third positive zero crossing.  However, the voltage phase crossing at point 2 could equally have 
been named "Phase A" with phases B and C following at points 3 and 1.  By "rotating" these 
phases at different ASIs while still maintaining the 0, 120, 240 degree sequence, the aircraft 
designer can sometimes help balance the power load on each of the generator phases.  This 
can help to offset phase load imbalances caused by the stores.  Usually, one would rotate 
phases at symmetrical stations based on an assumption that identical stores are normally 
loaded on symmetrical stations.  

The standard, however, requires that the phase connections, A, B and C, at the primary 
connectors at each specific ASI be in phase, i.e., same zero crossing time, with the same phase 
connections in the auxiliary connector at the same ASI.  Figure 83 illustrates this phase 
synchronization requirement as well as the use of phase rotation.  
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Figure 83.  Examples of legal and illegal phase connections. 

 

 

10.4 Shielding. 
MIL-STD-1760 does not impose shielding design requirements (except for the requirement for 
an overbraid shield on umbilicals).  Design requirements need to specify isolation, frequency 
range, coupling (magnetic, electrostatic) and environment.  Isolation is defined as the difference 
between undesired field levels and tolerable field levels and is stated in dB.  The frequency 
range and types of coupling is dependent upon circuit requirements.  Environment is location 
dependent.  

The individual power circuits need not be shielded.  Twisting of each power line with the 
associated return line is recommended, as discussed in section 14 herein. 

10.5 Aircraft power control and power characteristics at the ASI. 
A basic approach for providing power at the ASI in compliance with MIL-STD-1760 is shown in 
Figure 84 for the primary signal set.  Control of the auxiliary signal set is similar.  However, the 
size of the switching and isolation elements required for auxiliary power may make it impractical 
to distribute the circuitry especially within small pylons.  Basically, MIL-STD-1760 requires: 

a. Each power source at the ASI to be under the control of the aircraft, i.e., the aircraft's 
store management system,  

b. Each power source to be controlled independently of each other.  

Consequently, a contactor, relay, or Solid State Power Controller (SSPC) must be used in each 
power line between the aircraft's regulated bus and the ASI. 
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Figure 84.  Typical primary signal set aircraft power control. 

 

 

10.5.1 Power interface activation. 
MIL-STD-1760 states that "The aircraft may energize 28 VDC Power 1 at any time under the 
assumption that all store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that multiple 
safety interlocks exist within the store such that store safety is not significantly degraded by 
activation of 28 VDC Power 1."  This signal should therefore be treated as a non-critical power 
interface that can be applied to the store at any time.  
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WARNING 

The aircraft must not energize primary 28 VDC Power 2 or 
auxiliary 28 VDC until it has determined that the connected store 
can be safely powered from these sources.  

 

This warning is a reflection of the power application requirements, paragraphs 5.1.8.8, 5.1.9.11 
and 5.1.10.8 of MIL-STD-1760.  These requirements, in conjunction with the independent 
control requirement, paragraphs 5.1.8.1, 5.1.9.1 and 5.1.10.1 of the standard, result in the need 
for independent power interface control.  Note that the interpretation of "independent control" is 
that all three phases of a 115/200 VAC power interface can be switched together, i.e., 
independent control of each phase is not an actual requirement.  

MIL-STD-1760 states that "The aircraft operation shall consider that some stores may utilize 28 
VDC Power 2 for powering safety critical functions such that store safety may be degraded with 
activation of this power interface."  This signal should therefore be treated as a safety critical 
power supply and as such, as many of the recommendations as are practical for switching of 
safety critical signals should be applied to this line.  This includes directly interlocking this line 
with an aircraft selectable safety critical switch such as Master Arm, as shown in Figure 85, 
such that it cannot be activated until there has been a positive action by the aircrew.  The 
designer should also be aware that the return for 28 VDC Power 2 is also used as the return for 
release consent.  This could affect the way these functions are partitioned within a SSE.  

 

INTERNAL AIS  BUS

MASTER ARM
   DISCRETE

 REMOTE
TERMINAL

28V DC
POWER

 28V DC
POWER 2

SSE

 

Figure 85.  28 VDC Power 2 control. 
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To reduce the effects that may occur due to differences in ground potential across the aircraft 
the circuits for generating release consent and 28 VDC Power 2 should be physically close 
together and derive their power from the same source.  

MIL-STD-1760 states that "The aircraft may energize the 115 VAC power interface at any time 
under the assumption that all store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that 
multiple safety interlocks exist within the store such that store safety is not significantly 
degraded by activation of 115V/200 VAC power."  Figure 86 shows three options for 
implementing the switching of 115 VAC power.  Figure 86a uses a single three-pole relay to 
switch all phases simultaneously.  This approach uses a single relay, but if this interface is used 
to power existing stores that only require a single phase, such as AIM 9, then the remaining two 
phases may be active but left unconnected.  Figure 86b shows separate relays being used to 
switch each phase independently.  This could cause problems to stores which require all three 
phases to be applied simultaneously.  As the switching times of the three relays will vary there 
could be a delay of up to 10 milliseconds between one phase becoming active and another 
phase becoming active.  Figure 86c overcomes both of the above problems but at the expense 
of adding extra relays.  This will increase the size and the cost of the circuitry required to 
implement the switching of 115 VAC power. 
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Figure 86a.  Common relay. 
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Figure 86b.  Separate relays. 
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Figure 86c.  Use of additional switching elements. 

Figure 86.  115 VAC switching. 
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This interface should therefore be treated as a non-critical power supply that can be applied to 
the store at any time.  It is recommended that all three phases be switched together to reduce 
the circuitry required for power switching and to reduce the time slew between the switching of 
individual phases.  

10.5.2 Relationship to MIL-STD-704 voltages. 
The standard sets specific voltage characteristics at the ASI, which comply with the utilization 
equipment requirements of MIL-STD-704 (versions B through E) for steady state and transient.  
If the voltage levels at the aircraft's regulated power bus are typical levels, then requiring MIL-
STD-704 levels at the ASI allows a net voltage drop between the regulated bus and the ASI for 
28 VDC and for 115/200 VAC. 

During development of MIL-STD-1760C, serious consideration was given to reducing the power 
voltages required at the MSI.  This would have accommodated the use of smaller wire for the 
long wire runs to aircraft store stations (the smaller wire resulting in greater voltage drop).  It 
would impose a greater burden on stores, to operate at a lower voltage.  This change was not 
made, primarily because of U.S. Army concerns that it would complicate efforts to use off-the-
shelf equipment within pods and because it would make new aircraft incompatible with the 
specified power requirements of existing MIL-STD-1760B stores like JDAM and JSOW. 

Note that any program is free to “exceed” the 1760 requirements, e.g., provide MIL-STD-704 
compliant power all the way to the MSI, if they have a specific store that requires the higher 
voltage.  Requiring the larger wire only where it is needed should cost much less (in dollars and 
weight) than requiring it on every store station in every aircraft. 

Note also that the power will not typically drop to the minimum voltage except at full load.  
Therefore, a store using less than 10 amps will receive MIL-STD-704 compliant power in most 
cases.  An ICD could require the aircraft to provide higher power voltages (e.g., MIL-STD-704 
compliant voltage at the MSI at some lesser current) with no significant impact on some aircraft 
(such ICDs are in effect on some current stores). 

Aircraft power systems are typically required to deliver MIL-STD-704 compliant power to 
“utilization equipment.”  The definition of utilization equipment is not very clear in MIL-STD-704, 
but most people agree that it is the first place a subsystem not part of the regular power system 
switches, modifies, or re-distributes power.  For example, in a radar system made up of several 
units, with one unit feeding power to another, MIL-STD-704 stops at the first unit because it is 
very difficult to make the electrical power system responsible for power distribution within 
another subsystem on the aircraft.  In the case of MIL-STD-1760 interfaces, the stores 
management system is required to provide independent power on/off control and circuit 
protection to the store at each ASI.  This protection and control equipment, along with the wiring 
and connections out to the store stations, will result in additional voltage drop, so the only way 
to provide compliant power at the ASI is to regulate at a voltage above MIL-STD-704 minimums 
at the end of the basic power distribution system.  

10.5.3 Interface deadfacing. 
As a good design practice, aircraft power control should prevent unmated connectors at the ASI 
from being powered.  The aircraft power control sequence should be such that no power can be 
supplied to the ASI until a connector-mated condition is detected.  MIL-STD-1760 specifically 
requires the 115/200 VAC or 270 VDC power interface to be “deadfaced,” i.e., turned off when 
not connected to a store.  The power must be deactivated prior to store separation.   
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A requirement to deadface the 28 VDC power sources was considered as part of Revision C to 
MIL-STD-1760.  This change was not made because of concern that some stores (particularly 
nuclear) relied on the presence of power up to the point of connector separation.  The fact that 
the standard does not require deadfacing does not prohibit deadfacing when it is acceptable to 
the store.  The 28 VDC interfaces should be deactivated as soon as practical after "store 
release."  

In the event that 270 VDC power is supplied through the ASI, the power must be deactivated 
prior to store release.  If not, the arc resulting from the interruption of the 270 VDC power circuit 
at the separating connector interface can result in severe damage to the connector and 
adjacent circuits. 

The normal convention for power circuits (including household electrical outlets) is that sockets 
may be “hot” when disconnected, but exposed pins should never be “hot.”  Exposed pins are 
much more susceptible to causing electrical shock or being shorted by contact with other 
conductive objects.  Since umbilical cables (and buffers, in the case of Type II connectors) have 
pins on the “store” end, power must be turned off when a store is released in order to follow this 
convention. 

10.5.4 Power switching – centralized or distributed. 
MIL-STD-1760 states that the application of 28 VDC Power 2 may cause the safety of the store 
to be degraded, so this signal should be treated as a safety critical supply.  Therefore as many 
of the recommendations for safety critical signals should be applied to this line as are practically 
possible.  This includes providing the final switching element as close to the ASI as possible.  
Thus, a distributed system is preferred for 28 VDC Power 2 switching.  To minimize aircraft 
wiring associated with 28 VDC the switching of 28 VDC Power 1 should also be distributed.  
This enables single 28 VDC power cables to be routed to a Store Station Equipment (SSE) 
where this power could then be switched locally to provide the 28 VDC Power 1 and 28 VDC 
Power 2 lines to the ASI as well as being used for internal SSE power.  Otherwise at least three 
separate sets of 28 VDC power wiring are required to each store station.  Similarly reductions in 
aircraft wiring may be achieved if 115 VAC power switching were distributed especially to store 
stations where two or more ASI are provided.  There may be problems in the SSE if there is 
limited space available, as the size of the switching elements required for these power lines is 
relatively large.  If there is a problem with space in the area of the ASI then some or all of the 
switch elements associated with 115 VAC power could be located centrally.  If there are still 
space problems then some or all of the 28 VDC Power 1 switch elements could be located 
centrally.  

Whichever method of switching is selected (centralized or distributed), it is important to note that 
protection devices should be located as close as practical to the bus bars, to avoid having long 
cable runs that are not protected.  
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Figure 87a.  Distributed power switching. 
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Figure 87b.  Centralized power switching. 

Figure 87.  Centralized or distributed power switching. 

 

As shown in Figure 87b, a centralized system would require more aircraft wiring compared with 
a distributed system shown in Figure 87a. 
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10.5.4.1 Power switch types. 
It is important to ensure that the current / time characteristics of the switching elements used 
are capable of switching / carrying the maximum currents defined by Figure 17 and/or 18 of 
MIL-STD-1760 without significantly affecting the life of the component. 

10.5.5 Fault isolation. 
It is recommended that, wherever possible, the fault isolation elements be located close to, but 
before, the switching elements as shown in Figure 88.  This will allow the fault isolation element 
to be monitored by BIT (if required) without having to activate the switch elements and thus 
apply power to the store.  This means the state of all the circuit breakers in the system can be 
obtained by the AEIS before the aircraft is airborne allowing any corrective action to be taken 
before the start of a mission. Solid State Power Controllers typically include the switching and 
fault protection function in the same module and include BIT outputs to indicate the state of the 
SSPC. 

 

28 VDC POWER BUS

  CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

MONITOR MONITOR

RELAYS

28 VDC POWER 1 28 VDC POWER 2

TO ASI  

Figure 88.  Location of power fault isolation elements. 

10.5.5.1 Isolation elements. 
MIL-STD-1760 gives curves defining the maximum overcurrent and maximum load current 
against duration relationships.  The original curves are derived from figures defined in MIL-STD-
1498 for circuit protection devices.  Circuit breakers are available which conform to this 
specification, however, the characteristics of fuses typically do not conform to these curves.  
Therefore great care must be taken, if fuses are to be used as the fault isolation elements in the 
power lines, to ensure that the characteristics of the fuse conform with those specified in MIL-
STD-1760.  Replacement of fuses, if needed, also has implications on maintenance times which 
circuit breakers do not have. 

10.5.5.2 Inrush current limitation. 
Figures 17 and 18 of MIL-STD-1760 were modified at Revision C to extend the load current 
lines over to zero time.  This is intended to make the requirement more compatible with Solid 
State Power Controllers by not implying the need to pass very large currents for very short time 
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periods.  Note that the standard does not specify whether the aircraft will limit the current or trip 
the power off if the maximum load current is exceeded, therefore the store designer should limit 
inrush current to avoid the possibility of tripping the power controller. 

10.5.6 Existing power installation. 

10.5.6.1 Primary 28 VDC power. 
When retrofitting MIL-STD-1760 to an existing aircraft, what 28 VDC wires will already be fitted 
and will be useable?  Basically each primary ASI requires 4 x 28 VDC facilities, which have 
medium and light capability, namely: 

a. 2 x 28 VDC at 10 amperes, maximum steady state, to be used for 28 VDC Power 1 and 
28 VDC Power 2.  

b. 2 x 28 VDC at 100 milliamperes, maximum steady state, to be used for release consent 
and interlock.  

Note: Release consent and interlock are 28 VDC discretes and should not be confused with, or 
used as, actual sources of 28 VDC power. 

This installation requires 2 x 16 AWG and 2 x 20 AWG wires respectively and MIL-STD-704 is 
acceptable in all four cases.  It is very likely that at least the two medium capacity wires are 
already installed. 

10.5.6.2 Primary 115 VAC power. 
What 115 VAC wire will already be fitted and will be useable?  It is believed that at least one 
phase will probably be available at most stations where current weapons having a semi-smart 
but analog capability have been fitted, such as AIM9 or the three phase AGM 65. 

10.5.6.3 Auxiliary 28 V/115 V power. 
What initial auxiliary power capability will there be?  All of the information currently available 
indicates that the auxiliary power capability is unlikely to be required.  Before any commitment is 
made to even start design, never mind installation, of the auxiliary power signal set, that is a 
Class IA or Class IIA ASI, the justification for the requirement must be fully examined.  This is 
because such an installation will require a second ASI connector and associated wiring.  The 
real estate required for such an installation will be a heavy burden to bear, as will the 
consequent aircraft weight increase, unless adequate justification is provided.  

It is unlikely therefore that Auxiliary 28 VDC or 115 VAC 3 phase will currently be installed out at 
pylon stations.  Because the installation requires the use of 10 AWG cable, then the auxiliary 
requirement should be very well justified before commencing or planning to fit auxiliary power 
capability. 

10.6 Carriage store power control and distribution. 
If a carriage store is installed, the carriage store must provide independent on/off control of each 
28 VDC power interface, each 270 VDC power interface and each 115/200 VAC power interface 
to each CSSI for both the primary and auxiliary power interfaces as applicable.  Power on/off 
control commands are provided by the aircraft SMS via the data bus interface.  The carriage 
store should rely on the aircraft, which is issuing power control commands, to manage the total 
connected load at the CSI to prevent overloads at the ASI.  As noted in 10.5, the voltage levels 
at the ASI and MSI are specified by MIL-STD-1760.  Consequently, the voltage at the CSI and 
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CSSI must allow for voltage drops in the two umbilicals (ASI-CSI and CSSI-MSI).  A voltage 
drop should be allowed for 28 VDC circuits and 115 VAC circuits in each umbilical.  A typical 
implementation concept is shown in Figure 89.  The preferred ground return design is to have a 
dedicated line for each return as shown in the figure.  Using the carriage store structure as a 
return path is not an acceptable alternative.  

 

CAUTION 

The primary 28 VDC No.1 and No.2 and the 
auxiliary 28 VDC inputs at the CSI must not be 
connected to a common bus in the carriage store.  
Similarly, the primary 115/200 VAC and the 
auxiliary 115/200 VAC inputs at the CSI must not 
be connected to a common bus.  Power from 
aircraft may be supplied from different sources 
which may be operating from different source 
buses and therefore have different voltages. 

 

The carriage store is allowed to decrease the output AC current supplied to each CSSI to 9.0 
amperes per phase for the primary interface and to a total of 29.0 amperes per phase for the 
primary plus auxiliary interface.  This decrease in output current allows the carriage store 
control electronics to be powered from the AC power input terminals to the carriage store.  It 
should be noted that some mission stores only require 28 VDC power.  In these applications, a 
transformer/rectifier (T/R) may be used within the carriage store to convert some or all 115 VAC 
power to 28 VDC as shown in Figure 90.  This arrangement allows more than one mission store 
to be powered simultaneously if such an operation is required or desired.  The trade-off 
between this additional capability and the increase in carriage store complexity, the T/R will 
need to be switched "out" for stores needing the 115/200 VAC, should be considered.  
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Figure 89.  Typical carriage store power control. 
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Figure 90.  Power conversion in the carriage store. 

 

10.7 Mission Store power control and power characteristics at the MSI. 
This section discusses the voltage characteristics and power available at the MSI, power 
isolation, wire sizing and protection, power loss requirements, power factor, phase unbalance 
and connector deadfacing for the mission store. 

10.7.1 Voltage characteristics at the MSI. 
MIL-STD-1760 allows a 2.0 volt drop to the MSI for 28 VDC power and a 3.0 volt drop for 115 
VAC power and 270 VDC power.  The voltage drop allocations apply with and without the use of 
a carriage store.  Subtracting these voltage drops from the voltage characteristics defined for 
the ASI results in the characteristics shown in Figure 91 for 28 VDC power and Figure 92 for 
115 VAC power for the equivalent of MIL-STD-704 "normal" characteristics.  The mission store 
is required to provide the full performance defined by its specification, when supplied with this 
normal voltage.  The mission store is not required to meet its performance requirements when 
supplied with voltage characteristics that are abnormal.  Abnormal voltages are voltages outside 
the limits shown in Figure 91 and Figure 92 and are caused by a malfunction, or failure, in the 
aircraft electrical power system.  Unless designated in the system specifications, the mission 
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store is also not required to perform during a momentary loss of power as occurs during a 
power bus transfer.  During an abnormal voltage condition or momentary loss of power, 
however, the mission store:  

a. Is permitted a degradation in performance unless specifically required otherwise by the 
mission store specification.  

b. Must not produce a damaging or unsafe condition,  

c. Must automatically recover to full specified performance when the voltage is restored to 
normal conditions.  
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Figure 91.  Envelope of normal DC voltage at MSI. 
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Figure 92.  Envelope of normal AC voltage at MSI. 

 

10.7.2 Power availability. 
The continuous power available at the MSI is depicted in Table XXIV.  However, see 5.2.1 for 
qualifications on the availability of these levels particularly when the aircraft is carrying a large 
store loadout.  

Table XXIV.  Continuous power available at the MSI. 

 Rated Current 

Voltage Primary Auxiliary 

20.0 to 29.0 VDC - 30 A  2/ 

20.0 TO 29.0 VDC PWR 1 10 A - 

20.0 TO 29.0 VDC PWR 2 10 A - 

105 - 118 VAC 10 A  1/ 30 A  1/ 2/ 

247-280 VDC 10 A  1/ 30 A  1/ 2/ 
 

1/ The current available at the MSI is reduced to 90 percent of the per phase current for the 
primary interface and to a total of 29.0 amperes per phase for the Class IA and IIA interfaces if 
the current is supplied through a carriage store.  

2/ This limit defines the maximum total current available at the MSI for both the primary and 
auxiliary interfaces.  
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10.7.3 Store power demand. 
The mission store must limit its continuous and instantaneous current demand to values equal 
to or below the "Maximum Load Current" curve of Figure 17 and Figure 18 of MIL-STD-1760 
when connected to the MSI.  

 

NOTE 

The mission store AC current demand must not 
exceed 90 percent of the per phase current for the 
primary interface and must not exceed a total of 29 
amperes per phase for Class IA and IIA interfaces 
when the mission store is operated from a MIL-
STD-1760 carriage store. 

 

The mission store may be designed to use power from either the primary interface or the 
auxiliary interface.  It should be noted, however, that the auxiliary interface will likely only be 
available at a very limited number of aircraft stations.  

10.7.4 Power isolation. 
Power to the MSI can be supplied from different aircraft power sources (buses).  Consequently, 
it is important that isolation be provided within the mission store to prevent interaction between 
the power sources.  

 

CAUTION 

The store must not connect 28 VDC Power 1 and 
28 VDC Power 2 nor primary interface 28 VDC 
power and auxiliary 28 VDC power to a common 
"bus" in the store.  Similarly, primary 115/200 VAC 
and auxiliary 115/200 VAC must not be connected 
to a common "bus" in the store. 

 

This caution is highlighted because the voltage level of one power source bus-bar, e.g., 28 VDC 
Power 1, can be different from the voltage level from a second source bus-bar, e.g., 28 VDC 
Power 2.  These unequal voltages can result in current from the higher voltage source to flow 
into the store, then back out from the store towards the second power source.  Another problem 
is that the unequal voltages will result in unequal load division between the two power sources 
and could result in tripping the aircraft power circuit protection device.  Figure 93 shows 
acceptable, preferred and unacceptable designs for the store power load connections.  
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Figure 93a.  Unacceptable. 
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Figure 93.  Store power load connections. 
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10.7.5 Power phase loss. 
In a three-phase power system, one phase may become inoperative or de-energized.  This can 
result from a single-phase fault and the subsequent opening of a single phase circuit breaker, a 
wire breakage, or a failure of a power switching component.  In general, a mission store is not 
required to perform in the event one or two phases become inoperative.  The mission store 
detail specification will dictate if degraded or full performance operation is required during this 
condition.  The mission store must not produce a damaging or unsafe condition, however, upon 
the loss of one or more phases of power.  This requirement is representative of the 
requirements imposed on utilization equipment by MIL-STD-704. 

10.7.6 Phase unbalance and power factor. 
Mission stores utilizing AC power, must be designed to present as near a unity power factor, as 
practicable, for all modes of operation.  The store is required to present a power factor on the 
worst phase not less than the limits specified in Figure 20 of MIL-STD-1760.  These limits are 
the same as those specified in MIL-STD-704A for Category A and Category B equipment.  
Subsequent revisions to MIL-STD-704 removed the phase power factor requirement and that is 
why it is included in MIL-STD-1760C. 

Similarly, mission stores requiring three phase AC power must be designed to require equal 
phase volt-amperes as far as practical.  The phase volt-ampere difference between the highest 
and lowest phase values must not exceed the limits specified in Figure 94, assuming balanced 
voltages. 

If a carriage store is used, balancing loads between phases can be improved by rotating phases 
within the carriage store, providing the phase sequence of ABC is maintained.  See 10.3 for 
phase sequence discussion. 
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Figure 94.  Unbalance limits for three phase mission store loads. 
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10.8 Store power return interfaces. 
The standard requires a dedicated power return, or neutral, connection in the interface for each 
power type, i.e., 28 VDC Power 1, 28 VDC Power 2, auxiliary 28 VDC, primary 115/200 VAC, 
auxiliary 115/200 VAC, primary 270 VDC and auxiliary 270 VDC.  The standard did not require 
any specific relationship between the power returns and structure ground in the store prior to 
Revision D.  Requirements to isolate the 115 VAC and 270 VDC returns were added in Revision 
D.  The standard  requires the store to be compatible with aircraft which connect the power 
returns to aircraft structure.  It also requires stores to be compatible with aircraft which isolate 
power returns from aircraft structure.  While this latter case is not common with typical aircraft 
power systems, it still might exist on some aircraft systems. 

Various power grounding schemes are covered in 10.2 and will not be repeated here. The 
internal store electronics will contain leakage paths to ground, such as stray capacitance and 
unintentional paths to ground.  An example of an unintentional path is a fired EED shorted to 
ground because explosive residue temporarily provided a path between the firing signal and 
EED case.  The store electronics needs a consistent connection to structure ground rather than 
an intermittent and variable impedance connection.  If this connection to structure is made in the 
store, it has the potential of inducing noise voltages into the store electronics due to the 
differences in voltage between the aircraft and store structures.  Techniques to minimize this 
problem include use of transformer coupled power converters in the store for deriving store 
power from aircraft power and use of an internal store single point ground.  

To minimize additional pick-up of induced noise and to minimize power line radiated emissions, 
the store should use twisted wire pairs for each set of 28 VDC and 270 VDC power interfaces 
and twisted wire quadruplets for each 115/200 VAC interface.  Generally, no advantages are 
gained in noise reduction by shielding the power lines, due to the relatively low frequency of the 
offending noise and the poor effectiveness of shields at these low frequencies. 

Typical noise levels induced into the power interfaces for representative aircraft and store 
network configurations are defined in 10.2 for ASI measurement points. ASD-TR-87-5028 
illustrates these levels for both radiated field coupled and for power switching transients.  It also 
illustrates comparable field induced levels in Figure 137 for 28 VDC interfaces and in Figure 138 
for 115/200 VAC interfaces.  These values were measured at the primary interface using the 
standard EMI test cables, but are also comparable for the auxiliary interface. 

10.9 Operational power interfaces. 
Most mission stores will require a source of external power from the aircraft, to operate the store 
until it is released. MIL-STD-1760 applies to stores which require an electrical interface, not to 
stores which only require a mechanical interface, and therefore the entire issue of signal 
subsets is “not applicable to non-electrically interfaced stores.” 

Due to safety concerns and to provide a common initialization facility, the store must implement 
either: 

a. 28 VDC Power 1, 

b. primary 115/200 VAC power (plus compatibility with 270 in Revision D), 

c. auxiliary 115/200 VAC power (plus compatibility with 270 in Revision D). 

These choices preclude the store from using 28 VDC Power 2 or auxiliary 28 VDC without one 
of the power interfaces listed above.  (See MIL-STD-1760, paragraphs 5.2.8.8, 5.2.9.10 and 
5.2.10.8) 
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If the store implements one of the 115/200 VAC power interfaces, then the store designer needs 
to consider the phase unbalance requirements of the standard and provide three phase loads if 
the current levels are sufficiently high to require a three phase connection.  Basically, once the 
AC load exceeds 500 volt-amperes, the store is required to use a three-phase connection 
instead of a single or two phase connection. 

10.10 Circuit protection. 
Overload protection applies to the aircraft power distribution system and to any power 
distribution circuit(s) downstream of the ASI.  MIL-STD-1760 intends for the aircraft installed 
protective device to provide some level of protection for the complete circuit chain, i.e., aircraft + 
umbilicals + carriage store + mission store.  This level of protection is directed at providing an 
upper bound on the fault current sourced by the aircraft so the stores and umbilicals can be 
designed to safely withstand faults. 

10.10.1 Aircraft circuit protection. 
MIL-STD-1760 defines the maximum overload and minimum capacity currents at the ASI.  
These current limits are depicted in Figure 17 for the primary interface and Figure 18 for the 
auxiliary interface of MIL-STD-1760.  The "Maximum Overcurrent" curve defines the maximum 
fault current allowed at the ASI.  These maximum current-time limits are allowed to occur 
whenever a fault occurs downstream, store side, from the ASI.  The "Maximum Load Current" 
curve defines the minimum normal current capacity that the aircraft power distribution system 
must supply to the ASI.  The area between the "Maximum Overload Current" curve and 
"Maximum Load Current" curve defines the current-time band within which the aircraft's circuit 
protective device, e.g., circuit breaker, must trip.  

Military Standard circuit protective devices are available with trip characteristics that fall within 
this area.  These include circuit breakers, current limiters, remote controlled circuit breakers and 
solid state power controllers.  Proper selection must result in a device with the lowest current 
rating that will not open inadvertently when conducting rated current as depicted by the 
"Maximum Load Current" curve in Figures 17 and 18 of MIL-STD-1760 as applicable.  

The aircraft designer is responsible for protecting the aircraft's power distribution circuit 
upstream of the ASI and normally his design responsibility stops at the end of his system (the 
ASI).  However, MIL-STD-1760 intends for the aircraft's protective system to provide some level 
of protection to the power distribution system downstream of the ASI as well.  To meet this 
intent, as well as to minimize weight in the aircraft, the designer should select the smallest 
gauge wire that will support the current, at the specified voltage, depicted by the "Maximum 
Load Current" curve and then select a protective device that will protect the wire.    

The current-time trip characteristics of the protective device selected must lie above the 
"Maximum Load Current" curve and below the current-time characteristics of the wire.  In no 
case are the trip characteristics allowed to exceed the "Maximum Overcurrent" curve.  It is 
recommended that wire gauges no larger than 16 for the primary interface and 10 for the 
auxiliary interface be used.  These sizes are compatible with the power contacts contained on 
the interface connector and are adequate, i.e., low resistance, for all applications except 
extremely long cable lengths.  

For aircraft stations with Class IA or IIA interfaces, the designer may consider sharing a 
common power feeder to the station for both primary and auxiliary interfaces.  When this choice 
is selected additional protection at the station will be required.  Figure 95a illustrates the 
baseline approach for powering primary and auxiliary interfaces at a station.  While the use of a 
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common feeder, i.e., remove the two 10 ampere feeders, is acceptable, the protection provided 
by Figure 95b is unacceptable.  In this figure, overload currents on the primary interface power 
lines will exceed the Maximum Overcurrent curve of Figure 17 of MIL-STD-1760.  Figure 95c 
shows an approach where the feeder wire weight saving is still achieved while the overcurrent 
requirements at the primary ASI are still met.  In order to achieve remote resetting of the SSE 
installed protective devices, remote controlled circuit breakers or solid state power controllers 
should be used.  These devices can also provide the power on/off control function.  
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Figure 95a.  Baseline. 
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Figure 95b.  Unacceptable. 
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Figure 95c.  Acceptable. 

Figure 95.  ASI overcurrent protection alternatives. 
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10.10.2 Carriage store circuit protection. 
Similarly to the umbilical cable, the wire and power distribution components used in the carriage 
store are intended to be protected by the aircraft's circuit protection system.  The current-time 
characteristics of wire and power distribution components must lie above the "Maximum 
Overcurrent" curve in Figure 17 for the primary interface and Figure 18 for the auxiliary interface 
of MIL-STD-1760.  This requirement may impose a weight penalty on some weapon systems 
since the wire size as well as the power distribution components may be larger than necessary 
to support some load currents.  However, in the interest of interoperability, it must be assumed 
that some aircraft power distribution circuits will allow fault currents equal to those depicted by 
the "Maximum Overcurrent" curve.  It must be remembered that the curve represents an 
"abnormal" operating condition that can only occur for a short time condition, typically one flight 
time, or may never occur over the life of the carriage store.  It is necessary, however, that the 
wire and power distribution components within the carriage store withstand this "abnormal" 
condition without causing an unsafe condition.  To ensure protection, the wire should be Size 
16, or larger, for the primary circuits and Size 10, or larger, for the auxiliary circuits.  The use of 
high temperature wire insulation should be considered.  

As an option, the carriage store designer may choose to use smaller gauge wire than required 
to meet the maximum overcurrent limits and install protective devices within the carriage store 
to protect the smaller wire.  In addition to reducing weight, adding protective devices within the 
carriage store can provide fault isolation between the mission store power circuits.  This is 
accomplished by installing a protective device in each power line to the mission store as shown 
in Figure 96.  A fault on any one line will not disrupt power to the remaining good lines.  Co-
ordination of trip limits between the aircraft breaker and the carriage store breaker is not 
required by MIL-STD-1760 since opening of either breaker will provide protection.  Co-
ordination of trip limits is required, however, to achieve the above fault isolation.  The carriage 
store trip limits must be below the aircraft breaker trip limits.  Due to the broad range of trip 
levels allocated to the aircraft by Figure 17 and Figure 18 of MIL-STD-1760, it will be difficult for 
the carriage store to achieve this co-ordination between a primary CSI and primary CSSI.  If the 
carriage store is bussing an auxiliary CSI to primary CSSIs, then fault protection co-ordination is 
both possible and required.  

Adding circuit protection in the carriage store increases design complexity and makes it more 
difficult to meet the ASI-to-MSI voltage drop limits for 28 VDC circuits and 115 VAC circuits 
established by MIL-STD-1760.  For this reason, MIL-STD-1760 does not require circuit 
protection to be added to the carriage store though it is allowed.  If current protection is added, 
the "Maximum Load Current" limits defined by Figure 17 and Figure 18 of MIL-STD-1760 must 
still be provided at the CSSI. 
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Figure 96.  Circuit protection provided within the carriage store. 

 

 

Applications that include a T/R within the carriage store, to convert 115/200 VAC to 28 VDC, 
must provide circuit protection at the T/R output as shown in Figure 90.  This arrangement 
provides fault isolation between power circuits.  Current requirements at the CSSI are the same 
as those defined for the ASI, i.e., Figure 17 for the primary interface and Figure 18 for the 
auxiliary interface of MIL-STD-1760.  

Primary interface CSSI power may be derived from the auxiliary CSI interface.  However, the 
following caution must be observed: 

 

CAUTION 

Aircraft protective devices used to protect the 
auxiliary circuits will not provide protection to the 
primary circuits.  
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10.10.3 Mission store circuit protection. 

10.10.3.1 Wire sizing. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires the mission store to be compatible with, i.e., safely withstand, the 
overcurrents at the MSI.  These overcurrents, as well as the time duration for the overcurrents, 
are given by the "Maximum Overcurrent" curve in Figure 17 for the primary interface and Figure 
18 for the auxiliary interface of MIL-STD-1760.  This curve defines the maximum current that 
can be sourced to the MSI during a fault condition, when the fault occurs on the mission store 
side of the MSI.  The mission store wiring and power distribution components must be able to 
support this current without becoming unsafe.  It must be remembered that the "Maximum 
Overcurrent" curve represents an abnormal condition, which may never occur over the life of the 
mission store.  Nevertheless, it must be assumed that this condition can occur and the 
continuous current of 24 amperes for the primary interface and 58 amperes for the auxiliary 
interface could last for an appreciably long period of time, i.e., one flight time.  If the mission 
store circuit designer chooses to use the aircraft protective system for mission store protection, 
the wire and power distribution components within the store must be able to withstand this 
abnormal condition for at least one flight time.  It is assumed the fault will be corrected after the 
flight by removing the faulty store.  

If a store designer chooses to use the aircraft protection system to protect the store wire, it is 
recommended that wire used be no smaller than gauge 16 for the primary interface and no 
smaller than gauge 10 for the auxiliary interface.  

10.10.3.2 Mission store circuit protection devices. 
An optional design for meeting the compatibility requirement is to include protection within the 
mission store.  This may be a viable option, especially if the mission store current demand is 
much less than 10 amperes for the primary interface and 30 amperes for the auxiliary interface.  
The mission store protective device can be a fuse, a circuit breaker or current limiter.  A trade-
off between reliability degradation and safety, resulting from including a protective device, 
should be made during store design.  

The store's protective device fault clearing capability can be lower than is normally required, 
because the fault current is limited by the aircraft protection system.  Coordination of the store 
protective device with the aircraft protective device is not required, since tripping of either device 
will protect the store power distribution system.  The disadvantage of using protection within the 
store is the added design complexity and the voltage drop resulting from using these devices. 

10.11 Structure ground. 
The structure ground line in both primary and auxiliary AEIS connectors is included to provide a 
higher level of assurance that the aircraft and store structures are electrically interconnected, 
and therefore prevent an electrical shock hazard.  It is to ensure that hazardous voltage is not 
present on a store, just as the third conductor in residential wiring and appliances connects all 
chassis to ground to prevent shocks in the event of an electrical short.  Other structure ground 
paths should exist between the aircraft and store due to mechanical connections, gross shields 
on interconnecting umbilicals and possibly power return connections, i.e., 28 VDC Power 1 
return etc.  These other connections may, however, not exist (especially during ground or lab 
operation) or may be poorly controlled. 
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10.11.1 Structure ground resistance requirements. 
The safety ground should prevent potentials of over 30 volts from appearing on equipment 
structure or chassis during an electrical fault (see MIL-HDBK-454 Guideline 1).  For example, if 
one phase of the 115 VAC power in the auxiliary interface were shorted to ground in a store that 
was not otherwise electrically connected to aircraft structure (sitting on a store loader during 
maintenance, no shield braid on test cables, etc.), the safety ground would carry current of up to 
58 amperes (per Figure 18 of the standard) required to trip the aircraft circuit breaker.  If the 
path from store chassis through cables and connectors to aircraft structure had a resistance of 
1/2 ohm, this would result in the chassis reaching about 29 volts relative to aircraft ground at the 
worst case current. 

Revision C deleted the requirement to comply with MIL-B-5087 Class H bonding, since 5087 
has been canceled.  It also changed 5.1.7 to require the ability to carry the “overcurrent levels 
defined in Figures 17 and 18,” rather than the rated current.  This better reflects the intent of a 
safety ground (to carry a large fault current long enough to trip the circuit protection device and 
take the system to a safe state). 

The reference to MIL-B-5087 class H in prior revisions in turn imposed a maximum resistance 
requirement of 0.1 ohm on bonding.  The last sentence, limiting voltage drop to 0.2 V when 
carrying rated current, was added as part of Revision D of the standard to provide a specific, 
measurable criteria.  

Note that “bonding resistance” refers to a connection between one wire or component and 
another, such as between a ground wire and the adjacent aircraft structure.  Therefore, the 0.1 
ohm requirement from the old mil-standard should not be interpreted as the resistance of the 
entire path from the store structure to the aircraft structure; it was the resistance between the 
ground wire and the structure.  

The maximum continuous currents permitted without the overcurrent protection systems 
activating are 24 and 58 amps for the primary and auxiliary interfaces respectively.  Figures 17 
and 18 of MIL-STD-1760C and D are not specific in the early time period where even larger 
overcurrents are permitted before protection devices trip, i.e., at 1 second. 

(Note: The test currents detailed in MIL-C-39029 for the relevant contacts are 13 and 33 
amps for the primary and auxiliary interfaces respectively). 

The new requirement added in MIL-STD-1760D limits voltage drop between the contact in the 
connector and structure, when carrying rated current, to 0.2 V.  For the primary interface, this is 
5 times more severe (0.2V/10A=0.02 Ohm) and for the auxiliary interface, it is 15 times more 
severe, than the original MIL-B-5087 requirement.  The 0.2 V number was chosen as a number 
that is measurable, is very conservative with regard to safety, and should be routinely 
achievable if wire of appropriate size and length is connected to a good ground point.  

10.11.2 Structure ground not a power return. 
The statement in the standard prohibiting use of this connection for a signal or power return 
could lead to some confusion. The intent of this sentence is that power and signal circuits 
through the interface must not rely on the existence of the structure ground line for proper 
operation.  Aircraft typically will connect 28 VDC and 115/200 VAC returns to aircraft structure.  
It is also possible that the store will connect its 28 VDC load returns to store structure.  Under 
these two design conditions (which are allowed by the standard) some power supply currents 
will flow through the structure ground line.  The standard does not disallow this condition.  It is 
intended to disallow two other possibilities: 
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a. An aircraft or store using structure ground as the reference ground for an AEIS signal, 

b. An aircraft or store relying on structure ground to carry return currents instead of 
installing dedicated 28 VDC return, 270 VDC return or 115/200 VAC neutral lines through the 
interfaces. 

10.12 270 VDC. 
MIL-STD-1760D incorporated criteria for 270 VDC electrical power that may be provided on the 
connector contact locations previously reserved for this function.  In addition to the information 
in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 15.5.1.10, 15.5.2.10, and 
15.5.3.10 (and subparagraphs) should also be consulted. 

10.12.1 Characteristics of high voltage DC electric systems. 
High voltage DC (270 VDC) (HVDC) electric systems offer several potential advantages over 
the standard 115/200 VAC system currently used in most aircraft.  These advantages include 
the following: 

a. HVDC eliminates the need for a constant-speed drive, thereby reducing weight and 
maintenance associated with generator or alternator drives. 

b. HVDC allows the use of a wild frequency generator which is light in weight because 
operation can be at very high and varying speeds. 

c. DC/DC converters are lighter in weight than AC/DC converters because high frequency 
transformers can be used.  Many power supplies operating from AC already have a full wave 
bridge rectifier at the input and use a DC to DC converter to take advantage of this fact, 
therefore only the bridge rectifier is “saved” by going to a 270 VDC system.  

d. HVDC allows a reduction in wire weight, since the higher voltage means more power is 
transmitted at a given current level. 

e. Bus power dropout during power source switching can be eliminated because parallel 
operation is easier to accomplish with DC systems than with AC systems. 

f. Wire count is reduced because one power lead and one return is used, instead of three 
phases and a neutral. 

The disadvantages of a high voltage DC system include: 

a. When an arc occurs in a DC system (e.g., due to bad wiring insulation, or between the 
contacts of a switch which is opening), it does not self-extinguish like it does when the 
instantaneous voltage of an AC system passes through zero. 

b. DC power voltage can not be changed by passing it through a simple transformer.  An 
active DC/DC converter must be used.  Fortunately, this technology is becoming much more 
available, and is typically lighter (for the same power capacity) than a transformer. 

c. Initial installations revealed problems with ripple, generated by the switching-mode DC to 
DC converters used in avionics, being induced back into the power lines. 

10.12.2 Status of 270 VDC systems. 
MIL-STD-704 includes 270 VDC as an acceptable standard power system voltage, and it has 
been incorporated into some new aircraft.  However, at the time of this writing (2003), the 270 
VDC system has not been used at store stations.  
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10.12.3 Strategy for incorporating 270 VDC. 
Power voltage of 270 VDC is intended to replace 115/200 VAC, but the change results in a 
short-term penalty since immediate conversion would make 115/200 VAC equipment in 
inventory obsolete and gradual conversion would have a negative impact on system complexity 
and logistics.  Consequently, earlier versions of MIL-STD-1760 retained the standard 115/200 
VAC and 28 VDC power voltages, while reserving connector provisions for 270 VDC.   

In Revision D, 270 VDC power characteristics are defined and criteria for its conditional use are 
incorporated.   

The SAE AS-1B MIL-STD-1760 Users Group studied the various ways specific 270 VDC 
requirements could be added to the standard.  Potential strategies considered are summarized 
in Figure 97.  The approach chosen follows the philosophy shown in column 3 of Figure 97. 

Delay Push

Do nothing:

Leave prohibition
against use of
270 V dc in the
standard

- No transition to 270
(unless a major program
ignores 1760 and does
 it on their own).
- Cannot benefit from
weight reduction or
reliability improvements
offered by 270 power.

Allow 270:

Change 1760 to make
270 V dc
optional for the
aircraft and optional
for the store

- Slow use of  270.
- Delayed benefit
from weight reduction
or reliability improve-
ments because aircraft
must keep 115 to
assure compatibility
with new stores.

Encourage  transition to 270:

Change 1760 to require
aircraft to provide either 270
V dc or 115 V ac; require
stores to be  able to use
either one or to require
neither.

Force change to 270:

Change 1760 to require
aircraft to provide
270 V dc. and prohibit
stores from requiring
115 V ac.

+ Orderly transition to 270.
+ New aircraft can benefit
from weight reduction
or reliability improvement.
- Stores must have extra circuit.
(Makes sense only if this is
low in cost.)
+ Rev D stores would be
backward compatible.

- Forced transition to 270 - not
acceptable to Europeans and
existing US aircraft.
+ New aircraft  would benefit
from weight reduction or
reliability improvement.
- 270 V dc Rev. D stores not
compatible with Rev. C.

Assumptions for “transition” option: - Changing the power requirements  causes the standard to be revisd  to Rev. D
- 270 is included in Class 1, Class 2, Class 1A and Class 2A signal sets
- Store power circuitry can easily be made compatible with both 115 V ac and 270  V dc power.

Options:

Result:

 

Figure 97.  Strategy for incorporating 270 VDC power requirements. 

“Encourage transition to 270” was chosen and implemented in Revision D of the standard.  The 
desire to allow the aircraft to provide EITHER 270 VDC or 115 VAC was driven by the fact that 
some current aircraft have 270 VDC as their primary power source and would have to provide 
power inverters to supply 115 VAC power to stores.  This results in a large and unnecessary 
weight and cost, given that the power is likely to go through an AC to DC conversion inside the 
store anyway.   

Maintaining compatibility of MIL-STD-1760D stores with pre-1760D aircraft and aircraft that 
implement 115 VAC (and not 270 VDC) is achieved by requiring stores to accept either 115 
VAC or 270 VDC (if either is required).  This was judged to be a reasonable compromise 
because of the simplicity of implementing this option in modern switching-mode electronics 
power supplies.  Note that this is only an issue if a store requires either 115 VAC or 270 VDC.  
Many stores compatible with MIL-STD-1760 have used only 28 VDC and therefore are not 
affected by the change of power requirements in Revision D. 
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10.12.4 270 VDC supply discussion background. 
Why choose 270 V as the potential for this supply, instead of, say, 200 V or 300 V? The answer 
that springs to mind is that 270 VDC is intimately related to the 115 VAC (200 V phase-to-
phase), 3 phase AC, 400 Hz supply available on aircraft, in the following manner.  

The 400 Hz supply in its single phase format is 115 Vrms line-to-neutral.  Therefore, the line-to-
line voltage (for a 3-phase supply) is √3 x 115 V = 199.186 Vrms, i.e. 200 Vrms.  If we full wave 
rectify this supply, then the rectified DC will have the following properties (ignoring any losses 
such as rectifier forward voltage drop): 

The ripple frequency of the superimposed ripple on the DC supply = 6 x 400 Hz = 2.4 kHz.  The 
peak value of the ripple on the DC voltage will be 200 V x √2 = 282.8 V.  The peaks of the ripple 
will be 360o / 6, i.e. 60o ‘apart,’ i.e. ±30o from the peak.  The ‘dwell’ value of the ripple on the DC 
voltage will be 282.8 V x sin (90 o -30o) = 244.9 V. 

If this DC supply, including its ripple, is then filtered via an inductor plus capacitor network, then 
the resultant DC supply will be 200 V / 0.74 = 270 V.  So, 270 VDC equates to a full wave 
rectified and filtered 3-phase AC prime supply.  This makes 270 VDC equivalent to the power 
many users on aircraft (e.g., avionics units) already had as the input to their switching-mode 
DC-to-DC converter power supply.    

The idea that a 270 VDC aircraft power system would save cost and weight by eliminating the 
input rectification stage of power supplies inside avionics boxes was touted as a reason to 
change to 270 VDC.  However, the filtering needed to control conducted emissions generated 
by these power supplies has generally exceeded the size, weight and cost of the components 
saved. 

For a power system to provide both 115 VAC and 270 VDC, there are three options, a) employ 
completely independent generators for each supply, b) employ one generator for the AC supply 
and then rectify this supply to provide the DC supply, or c) employ a variable frequency 
alternator to produce AC which is rectified to produce the primary DC source, then use power 
inverters to produce the AC source.   Option c) is the one implemented in new aircraft that have 
270 VDC as their primary power source, since their primary goal is to eliminate the constant 
speed drive required for a fixed-frequency generator, and most of their loads will be 270 VDC or 
28 VDC, thus minimizing the size of the required inverters.  Figure 98 illustrates conceptually 
how power might be connected in such a system, for the case where a 270 VDC aircraft is 
required to provide 115 VAC for a store built prior to Revison D.  Analysis of this circuit reveals 
that connecting both the 115 VAC and 270 VDC at the same time is not acceptable with this 
design, therefore this condition is prohibited by the standard. 
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Note:  Assume only one supply or the other is connected at any one time, the aircraft is not allowed to
provide both at once (in most cases, only one or the other will be available on a given aircraft)  

Figure 98.  Simplified schematic, 115 VAC and 270 VDC supplies. 

 

10.12.5 Connector and wiring harness considerations 
In order to prevent arcing and corona discharge it is important to consider the rating of the 
insulation of the wires used for 270 V distribution, as well as the service class for the connectors 
chosen and the spacing between conductors carrying 270 V power.  The service class for the 
connectors utilized on the Aircraft should be chosen using the guidance of MIL-DTL-38999, 
based on the maximum service altitude and a prudent derating factor from the maximum test 
voltages.  Wire selection should take into account the insulation requirements for 270 VDC.  It is 
the responsibility of the designer of the aircraft power distribution harnesses to select a wire 
capable of withstanding both the continuous voltages and the transients that will occur. 

Special attention must be given also to the spacing of conductors on printed wiring boards and 
on the choice and application of conformal coating on all traces and exposed conductors 
carrying 270 VDC.  Any moisture trapped under the conformal coating can lead to catastrophic 
failures, as can condensation that is allowed to form on uncoated conductors. 
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10.12.6 Overload protection considerations. 
As noted above, one of the drawbacks of a 270 VDC power distribution system is that arcing, 
once initiated, does not self extinguish as it would in an ac system.  This characteristic of 270 
VDC power becomes important in the choice of overload protection method implemented in the 
aircraft power distribution system. 

Traditional circuit breakers rely on the mechanical opening of a contact to interrupt the flow of 
current, and are potentially subject to the destructive arcing characteristic of 270 VDC.  In order 
to implement an overload protection scheme on 270 VDC using traditional breakers it is 
necessary to choose devices rated for this dc voltage and capable of suppressing the arc that 
would normally occur on contact opening.  

Solid state power controllers do not rely on a mechanical contact opening to interrupt the flow of 
current and therefore do not experience contact arcing.  Instead, they use solid state devices 
designed specifically to withstand the voltage and current the device is rated for.  This is one 
significant reason why deployed 270 VDC power distribution systems have generally used such 
solid state overload protection circuits. 

When 270 VDC was added to the standard, the current limit curves of Figures 17b and 18b in 
the standard were chosen with the following in mind: 

- The wiring or other equipment being protected generally heats up (and would eventually fail 
catastrophically) based on an “i2t” relationship during a fault condition.  The “i2t” relationship 
indicates that the power (heat) dissipated in a circuit is proportional to the square of the 
current and proportional to the time the current is applied.  This is the reason for the 
descending curves. 

- Most loads draw a larger current during an inrush or startup period.  This, and the fact that a 
very short burst of current generally does no damage (the t in “i2t” is small) are the reasons 
for allowing much higher current for short times. 

- Unlike the 28 VAC and 115 VAC curves, which were chosen many years ago based on 
characteristics of electromechanical circuit breakers and have remained the same across all 
versions of MIL-STD-1760, the exact value of these curves could be chosen somewhat 
arbitrarily, so curves that are easier to implement with current hardware (SSPCs) and still 
satisfy the considerations above were chosen.  

- Some installed 270 VDC systems used SSPCs whose characteristics fit between the min 
and max trip lines on these charts. 

Note that the standard does not state whether the circuit protection device will trip off or limit the 
current if the max load current curve is exceeded for times less than 0.1 second (0.4 sec for 270 
VDC).  This means the store must present a sufficiently high impedence during startup to avoid 
exceeding this line and thus ensure that it will not trip off the circuit protection when no fault 
exists.  

10.12.7 Deadfacing required. 
The standard requires the aircraft to deadface the 270 VDC interface, i.e., remove all power 
unless there is a store connected.  Deadfacing is necessary because of the arcing issue 
discussed above, and is also necessary from a safety standpoint. 
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Hot insertion, and especially the hot removal, of a load on the 270 VDC bus is, and should 
always be, prohibited.  Two areas of particular concern in this respect are: 

•  Electromechanical Relays used to switch loads on and off. 

•  Umbilical connectors at the moment of store to aircraft separation. 

In the first case, electromechanical relays can be protected by assuring that they are never ‘wet 
switched,’ or operated with a load applied, unless they are specifically rated for this kind of 
operation at 270 VDC.  Launching without deadfacing would also be an issue for the umbilical 
connector, as the arc produced during the separation of the umbilical from the store in the 
presence of a full load will very likely damage the 270 VDC pins. 

The safety concern is the same as the issue with 115 VAC power – the voltage is high enough 
to cause serious injury or death, therefore the system should automatically remove power from 
any exposed pins. 
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11. RESERVED FUNCTION – 270 VDC 

This section has been deleted with the incorporation of 270 VDC power into the standard.  270 
VDC power is now covered in section 10 of this handbook. 
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12. RESERVED FUNCTION – FIBER OPTICS 

MIL-STD-1760 includes reserved contact (more correctly called termini) locations for two fiber 
optic channels through the interface. 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
section 15 paragraphs 15.4.3.9, 15.5.1.11 and 15.5.2.11 (and subparagraphs) should also be 
consulted. 

12.1 Characteristics of fiber optics. 
Fiber optic communication techniques can offer significant advantages to future aircraft-store 
interface performance if high data rates or higher electromagnetic environmental requirements 
are needed.  Currently available transmitter, receiver, and connector hardware tends to be more 
expensive and more fragile than the corresponding “copper wire” systems.  Thus, installation of 
fiber optics through the interface is dependent on either an improvement in the available 
hardware or a high bandwidth requirement that can not be met with the existing HB lines. 

12.2 Strategy for implementation of fiber optics. 
While near-term projections indicate that MIL-STD-1553 communication links provide an 
adequate service capability for the weapon, growth provisions are included in the interface for 
fiber optics.  These provisions are limited to two 16 gauge contact cavities in the primary 
connector for two reasons.  The intent of the Air Force and Navy developers of MIL-STD-1760 is 
that the AEIS will adopt the fiber optic standard once it is available and an application to stores 
is needed.  Since design requirements such as operating wavelength(s), optical fiber core size 
and optical contact performance can be significantly affected by the requirements in the fiber 
optic communication standard, the prudent approach in that time frame was to specify only the 
contact cavities.   

12.3 Proposed interface. 
The following replacement fiber optics section was in the earlier draft versions of MIL-STD-
1760C, but was removed in the final draft: 

"5.1.11  Aircraft fiber optic interface.  All class I interface connectors at all ASIs shall include two 
fiber optic paths (FO1 and FO2).  The fiber optic interfaces shall not be used until the optical 
and logical (protocol) characteristics of the fiber optic interfaces are added to this standard.  

"5.1.11.1  Termini and dummy seal plug characteristics.  Fiber optic termini and dummy seal 
plugs shall be in accordance with table II.  The termini shall accommodate 100 micron nominal 
diameter core / 140 micron nominal diameter clad fiber. 

"5.1.11.2  Fiber characteristics.  Optical fiber shall meet the following requirements: 

a. 100 micron nominal diameter core / 140 micron nominal diameter cladding 

b. fused silica-based glass/glass construction 

c. minimum of 200 MHz*km bandwidth product at 1300 nm wavelength window 

d. minimum proof stress level of 200 k psi 

e. graded index of refraction construction 
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f. numerical aperture of 0.29 ± 0.02 

"5.1.11.3  Cable characteristics.  Fiber optic cable shall be compatible with MIL-T-29504/4 and 
/5 termini.  The attenuation of the cable shall be as follows: 

a. less than 8 dB/km attenuation at 850 nm wavelength 

b. less than 6.5 dB/km attenuation at 1300 nm wavelength." 

Reasons this requirement was not included in the standard are: 

a. Termini which meet these requirements are not believed to be able to withstand the 
environment on the end of an umbilical cable in flight, which includes exposure to the airstream, 
along with rain and dust. 

b. This type of fiber only offers a small increase in data rate compared to the existing HB 
coax cable interfaces. 
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13. ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

MIL-STD-1760 does not contain specific Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) requirements.  
However, the requirements of the standard are designed to accommodate the EMC 
environment normally found at store stations on aircraft.   

13.1 Reason for lack of EMC requirements. 
The MIL-STD-1760 interface hardware should be designed and tested to the EMC requirements 
that apply to the aircraft and stores where it will be used.  These requirements will normally be 
found in a system specification (or similar document) that defines system requirements.  Under 
“acquisition reform” policies of the U.S. Department of Defense, references to military 
specifications and standards in contracts (and therefore, in standards such as MIL-STD-1760) 
are to be minimized to prevent overlapping or tiered requirements.  The limited EMC 
requirements that were in Revision B were removed because they attempted to impose 
requirements upward on the aircraft, i.e., the interface standard was trying to indicate what 
requirements the aircraft should meet.  Removing these requirements also simplifies the 
document, avoids overlapping or conflicting requirements, and prevents anyone from assuming 
that the standard contains a complete or sufficient set of EMC requirements for an aircraft and 
store system. 

MIL-HDBK-235-1 was also referenced, but it is a compilation of emitter characteristics, useful 
for defining a required environment, but, being a handbook, it cannot be called out as a 
requirement. 

13.2 EMC requirements that were in Revision B. 
Revision B to MIL-STD-1760 included an EMC paragraph (5.1.3) requiring compliance with MIL-
E-6051 and the applicable sections of MIL-HDBK-235-1.  This paragraph was deleted in 
Revision C.  MIL-E-6051 has been cancelled and replaced by MIL-STD-464.  The requirements 
in MIL-STD-464 are appropriate to apply to equipment but do not belong in the interface 
standard (1760).  There was also an Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) paragraph that 
required testing in accordance with MIL-STD-462 to the requirements of MIL-STD-461 “when 
required by the system specification.”  This also appears to be true and valid for the system, but 
does not need to be stated in the interface standard. 

Appendix A to MIL-STD-1760B defined standard EMI test cables.  This appendix was not 
included in Revision C, since it is for guidance and is not a required part of the standard 
interface.  It is reproduced on the following pages for reference and possible use in EMI testing 
of stores. 
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"Appendix A  from  MIL-STD-1760B 

"CABLES FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI) 
TESTING OF MISSION STORES 

"(This section is for guidance and is not a required part of the standard interface.  It is 
reproduced on the following pages for reference and possible use in EMI testing of stores.) 

"A.10  SCOPE 

"A.10.1  Scope.  This appendix covers the requirements for the test cables to be used for EM 
testing of mission stores. 

"A.10.2  Purpose.  This appendix should be implemented when mission stores are tested in 
accordance with MIL-STD-462. 

"A.20   REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

"A.20.1  Government documents 

"A.20.1.1  Specifications, standards, and handbooks.  The following specifications, standards, 
and handbooks form a part of this document to the extent specified herein.  Unless otherwise 
specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the issue of the Department of 
Defense Index of Specifications and Standards (DoDISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the 
solicitation. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Military 

MIL-C-17/94 Cables, Radio Frequency, Flexible Coaxial, 75 OHMS 
MIL-C-17/113 Cable, Radio Frequency, Flexible Coaxial, 50 OHMS 
MIL-C-17/176 Cables, Radio Frequency, Flexible, Twinaxial 
MIL-W-22759/16 Wire, Electric, Fluoropolymer Insulated, Extruded Estfe, Medium 

Weight, Tin Coated Copper Conductor, 600-Volt, +150 Degrees 
Celsius 

STANDARDS 

Military 

MIL-STD-462 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Measurement of 
(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military specifications, standards, and 
handbooks are available from the Naval Publications and Forms Center, ATTN: NPODS, 5801 
Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia PA 19120-5099.) 

"A.20.2  Order of precedence.  In the event of a conflict between the text of this document and 
the references cited herein, the text of this document takes precedence.  Nothing in this 
document, however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations, unless a specific exemption 
has been obtained. 

"A.30  DEFINITIONS 

Not applicable. 

"A.40  REQUIREMENTS 
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"A.40.1  Mission store testing. If tested in accordance with the requirements of MIL-STD-462, 
mission stores shall use cables which comply with the requirements of Table A-1.  These test 
cables shall be used to interconnect the MSI to the simulated (or actual) aircraft loads and 
sources.  For MIL-STD-462 RS03 tests, the mission store shall be tested at 200 volts/meter with 
shielded test cables 1 and 1A (see Table A-I) and at 20 volts/meter with unshielded test cables 
2 and 2A (see Table A-I).  Test cables 2 and 2A shall be used for all other MIL-STD-462 EMI 
tests. 
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"Appendix A  from  MIL-STD-1760B 

 

TABLE A-I.   EMI test cable requirements. 

 CABLE REQUIREMENTS 

SIGNAL NAME WIRE SPECIFICATION 
SHEET AND SIZE 

WIRE 
TWISTS/METER 

TEST 
CABLE 1/ 

Primary signal set   1 of 2 

HB 1 & 2 MIL-C-17/113 (RG316) -  

HB 3 & 4 MIL-C-17/94  (RG179) -  

Mux A, Mux B, LB MIL-C-17/176 -  

Fiber optic channel 1 & 2 (No line required) -  

Release consent MIL-W-22759/16-20 -  

Interlock and interlock 
return 

MIL-W-22759/16-20 Pair:  15  ±3  

Address   bit   A4    

Address   bit   A3    

Address   bit   A2    

Address   bit   Al MIL-W-22759/16-20 Set: 15 ±3  

Address   bit   A0    

Address   parity    

Address   return    

Structure ground MIL-W-22759/16-16 -  

28 VDC Power 1 and  28 
VDC Power 1 return 

MIL-W-22759/16-16 Pair:  15  ±3  

28 VDC Power 2 and  28 
VDC Power 2 return 

MIL-W-22759/16-16 Pair:  15  ±3  

115 VAC phase A, B, C    
and neutral 

MIL-W-22759/16-16 Quad:  15 ±3  

270 VDC power and  270 
VDC power return 

(No line required)   
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"Appendix A  from  MIL-STD-1760B 

TABLE A-I.  EMI test cable requirements (continued). 

 CABLE REQUIREMENTS 

SIGNAL NAME WIRE SPECIFICATION 
SHEET AND SIZE 

WIRE 
TWISTS/METER 

TEST 
CABLE 1/ 

Auxiliary power signal set.   1A and 2A 

28 VDC power and  28 VDC 
power return 

MIL-W-22759/16-10 Pair:  15  ±3  

115 VAC phase A, B, C and 
neutral 

MIL-W-22759/16-10 Quad:  15  ±3  

270 VDC power and  270 
VDC power return 

(No line required)   

Structure ground MIL-W-22759/16-10   
 

1/ The test cables shall comply with the following requirements: 

1 and 1A: The cable assembly shall be enclosed by a braided wire shield with 80 to 
95 percent optical coverage.  The shield shall have a 360 degree connection to the 
connector assembly at each end of the cable.  The cable length, measured between the 
front faces of the two connectors, shall be two meters, plus or minus two percent.  The 
“aircraft end" cable connector shall be a D38999/26WJ20PN plug for test cable 1 and a 
D38999/26WJ11PA plug for test cable 1A. 

2 and 2A: The cable assembly shall provide no gross shielding other than that 
provided by the connector assembly.  The cable length measured between the front faces 
of the two connectors shall be two meters, plus or minus two percent.  The “aircraft end" 
cable connector shall be a D38999/26WJ20PN plug for test cable 2 and a 
D38999/26WJ11PA plug for test cable 2A." 
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14. CONNECTORS, WIRING AND UMBILICALS 

This section discusses the connector, contact, and wiring harness design criteria and hardware 
required to conform to MIL-STD-1760.  One of the first steps in defining the connector 
requirements is to define the type of connection that will be made.  For store manufactures this 
is relatively simple since the choices are limited to MSI, CSI or CSSI.  For an aircraft, definition 
of the location of the ASI in the overall stores management system is an important step in the 
system requirements' definition.  Figure 99a, b, and c illustrate possible locations for the 
different connection types that meet the requirements of MIL-STD-1760. 

In addition to the information in this section of the handbook, the rationale and guidance in 
paragraphs 15.4.5, 15.5.1.1, 15.5.2.1, and 15.5.3.1 (and subparagraphs) should also be 
consulted. 
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Figure 99.  (a)  Typical locations of ASI connectors within a stores management system. 
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Figure 99.  (b)  Typical locations of ASI connectors within a stores management system. 
(Continued) 
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Figure 99.  (c)  Typical locations of ASI connectors within a stores management system. 
(Continued) 
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14.1 Aircraft station interface connectors. 
The aircraft station interface (ASI) consists of the primary connector, auxiliary connector (in 
some applications), and the aircraft wiring necessary to service the interface.  The ASI is the 
“1760 interface” on the aircraft.  The ASI connector is normally bolted to the aircraft, pylon or 
launcher structure.  

14.1.1 Primary connector. 
There are two types of primary connectors.  The Type 1 connector is used for applications in 
which an umbilical with a snatch type connector (“lanyard release”) will be used to connect to 
the MSI or CSI.  The Type 2 connector is used in rail launch or blind-mate eject-launch 
applications where the buffer adapter is used to connect to the store.  Both connector types use 
the MIL-STD-1560 insert, arrangement number 25-20 as shown in Figure 100.  Specific 
requirements for the Type 1 and Type 2 connectors are described in the following sections.  
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Figure 100.  Primary signal set insert arrangement. 

Table XXV is a partial list of components that can be used in aircraft harness design.  Note that, 
in MIL-STD-1760C and D, the aircraft is not required to use connectors and contacts that fully 
comply with MIL-DTL-38999, MIL-DTL-83538, and the listed MIL-C-39029 specification sheets, 
but it is highly encouraged since the ASI may be mated/unmated several thousands of times 
over the life of an aircraft. 
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Table XXV.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, primary signal set. 

ITEM Part Number Nomenclature 

1 D38999/20WJ2OSN Receptacle - Wall Mount 

2 D38999/24WJ2OSN Receptacle - Jam Nut 

3 MIL-DTL-83538 Launcher Receptacle 

4 M39029/56-XXX Contact, Socket 

5 M39029/75-XXX Contact, Shielded, Socket 

6 M39029/91-XXX Contact, Concentric Twinaxial, Socket 

7 M39029/103-XXX Contact, Coaxial, Socket 

8 M17/094-RG179 Cable, Coaxial, 75 ohm 

9 M17/133-RG316 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm 

10 M17/152-00001 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm   (Double Shield) 

11 M17/131-RG403 Cable, Triaxial, 50 ohm 

12 M17/176-0002 Cable, Twinaxial, 77 ohm 

13 M85049/20-25W Backshell 
 

14.1.1.1 Type 1 connector. 
A Type 1 ASI connector is either a Wall Mount Receptacle (D38999/20WJ20SN) or a Jam Nut 
Receptacle (D38999/24WJ20SN) threaded MIL-DTL-38999, Series III, shell size 25 with a 
Polarization Key Identification N.  The ASI connector is intermateable with a standard plug 
(D38999/26WJ2OPN) used by the aircraft umbilical that connects between the ASI and the MSI 
or CSI.  Figure 101 illustrates the ASI connector types. 

The designer should consider the safety implications of a failure of the lanyard release process 
during store mechanical separation (ejection) from the aircraft.  This would result in S&RE no 
longer retaining the store, but the umbilical cable would still be connected.  The most probable 
causes of the umbilical failing to disconnect are: 

a. Failure of ground crew to connect lanyard to retention device, such as pylon bail bar. 

b. Defective lanyard due to corrosion or other mechanical damage. 

c. Defective umbilical plug release mechanism. 

While the probability that one of these conditions will occur is low, the safety and aircraft 
damage implications of either a store "dangling" from the aircraft by its umbilical or the store 
ripping out aircraft wiring due to a lanyard problem warrants some consideration during ASI 
design.  Prior experience has shown that the aircraft ASI can be severely damaged when a 
lanyard fails and the separation forces of the store rip the umbilical off the ASI connector. 

For Type 1 ASI applications, use of a frangible wall mount receptacle or jam mount receptacle 
has been considered to reduce damage to the aircraft in case of a lanyard failure.  Use of a 
frangible connector will limit damage to the connector shell rather than damaging aircraft store 
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station wiring.  One version of a frangible Type 1 receptacle that has been tested contains a 
shear mechanism in the receptacle shell.  This shear point allows part of the receptacle shell to 
break loose at a pre-set force (range).  Once the shell separates, the umbilical plug with part of 
the shell will disconnect from the remainder of the store receptacle.  The fracture force would 
need to be adjusted to optimize the frangible shell feature for specific store applications.  
Frangible connectors that meet the requirements of MIL-DTL-38999/34 and /35 are 
recommended.  Any such break-away feature should be designed to prevent broken parts from 
falling off in flight, since this would represent a Foreign Object Damage (FOD) hazard. 

A dust cover should be provided to cover the ASI to reduce dirt/fluid build up in the ASI when 
not in use.  Remember that an ASI may be unused for months or even years before it is used.  
An option that should be considered is use of a dust cover that has alignment contacts to help 
keep the ASI pins aligned when not in use.  Once a pin in the ASI is misaligned, several 
umbilicals may be damaged before the ground crew determines the cause of the damage. 

 

 

 

Figure 101.  Type 1 ASI/MSI connectors. 
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14.1.1.2 Type 2 connector. 
The Type 2 ASI connector is defined by the form, fit, and function requirements of the MIL-DTL-
83538 Launcher Receptacle and is intermateable with the MIL-DTL-83538 Buffer Plug.  This 
connector is also known as a “Blind Mate” connector.  The Buffer Plug acts as a fixed umbilical 
between the Launcher Receptacle and the MSI.  The buffer is expendable, and is typically 
replaced after each launch in applications where it is exposed to damaging rocket exhaust 
during the launch.  Figure 102 illustrates the parts of the Type 2 connector. 

 

 

Figure 102.  Type 2 ASI, MSI and buffer connectors and dust covers. 

 

14.1.1.3 Contacts. 
The aircraft ASI connector is a receptacle with socket contacts as listed in Table XXVI.  All 
unused contact locations must be filled with seal plugs or dummy sockets to keep water or other 
contaminants from entering a mated connector from the backside. 
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Table XXVI.  Primary signal set connector requirements (ASI). 

Size MIL-C-39029 
Slash Sheet 

Contact 
Location 

Abbreviated Title Seal Plugs/Dummy 
Contacts 

20 /56 B,G,L,S,V,X,
1,4,6,7, 

Contact, socket MS27488-20 RED  

16 /56 C,D,E,F,J,M,
N,P,R,T,Z 

Contact, socket MS27488-16 BLUE 

12 /75 2,3 (See note 
1) 

Contact, shielded, 
socket 

M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

12 /103 5,W (See 
note 1) 

Contact, coaxial, 
socket 

M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

8 /91 A,H,K Contact, concentric 
twinax, socket 

M85049/80-8 GREEN 

16 NA U,Y Terminus, socket TBD 
Note 1: The HB2 contact (contact loction W) might be either a /75 or /103 contact in existing 
1760 installations.  Every effort should be made to have the umbilical pin be the correct mate for 
the selected socket (/75 with /28, /103 with /102) to reduce VSWR and return losses. 

 

14.1.2 Auxiliary connector. 
The auxiliary connector is always used with an umbilical cable, i.e., there is no “type II” auxiliary 
connector.  The connector is a MIL-DTL-38999, Series III, Shell Size 25, polarization key 
identification A with a MIL-STD-1560 insert arrangement 25-11.  The insert arrangement is 
shown in Figure 103.  Figure 104 shows examples of the auxiliary connector.  The MIL-C-39029 
slash sheets listed in Table XXVII define the requirements on contacts in the auxiliary 
connector.  The connector on the aircraft (ASI connector) is a receptacle with socket contacts.  

 

Table XXVII.  Auxiliary signal set connector requirements. 

Size Slash Sheet 
Number 

Abbreviated Title 

20 /56 Contact, Socket 

20 /58 Contact, Pin 

10 /56 Contact, Socket 

10 /58 Contact, Pin 
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Note:  Contacts A through J are size 10, K and L are size 20 

Figure 103.  Auxiliary signal set insert arrangement. 

Insert is 
Approximately 1.25” dia.
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F, H 270 V DC Power** & Return** (30 Amp) 

J Structure Ground (Safety, 30 Amp)

K, L Interlock & Interlock Return

** = See conditional requirements in 4.3.8 and 4.4.1 of the standard
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K, L Interlock & Interlock Return

** = See conditional requirements in 4.3.8 and 4.4.1 of the standard
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Figure 104.  Auxiliary connector ASI/MSI examples. 

 

Table XXVIII is a partial list of components that can be used in harness design.  The aircraft can 
use other parts providing the ASI requirements are met.  The auxiliary connector shell is the 
same as the primary connector shell. 

 

Table XXVIII.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, auxiliary signal set. 

Part Number Nomenclature  

D38999/20WJ11SA Receptacle – Wall Mount 

D38999/24WJ11SA Receptacle – Jam Nut 

D38999/56-XXX Contact, Socket 

M85045/20-25W Backshell 
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14.1.3 Assembly. 
This section of the handbook addresses some of the assembly issues with the ASI connector 
and harness. 

14.1.3.1 Primary ASI connector assembly. 
Contact insertion and removal is accomplished with MIL-I-81969/8 and /14, or equivalent, 
insertion and removal tools.  Precautions need to be taken when assembling the No.8 twinaxial 
pin into a plug assembly.  The length of the pin contact, the relative stiffness of the twinaxial 
cable, the location of the contact cavities near the periphery of the insert and the relatively large 
pin diameter can cause a severe contact skewing problem.  This skewing can be especially 
severe in the D38999-26WJ20PN plug if the wire bundle is clamped down near the rear of the 
plug's rubber sealing grommet.  The skewed pin can cause unequal loading on the contact 
retention device and result in permanent damage if the load is excessive.  Furthermore, the 
skewed pin can be misaligned sufficiently with the mating socket insert in the receptacle to 
cause it to strike the closed entry chamber around the socket contact opening.  The pin, rigidly 
confined at the rear by the cable clamp, cannot float within its cavity as intended.  Therefore, the 
pin either chips the plastic or begins to wear it away.  Once chipped or worn away, it no longer 
serves its function as a pre-alignment for the entry into the socket contact.  Also, push-out of the 
pin can occur if the pin does not enter the socket and the force exerted by rotating the coupling 
nut is sufficient to overcome the strength of the retention collet. 

The wire harness design must keep the twinaxial pin in proper axial alignment.  One design 
concept uses a spider, which supports the twinaxial contacts and has openings to permit the 
wires to pass through as shown in Figure 105.  The spider is made from non-conductive 
material such as Teflon and fits inside the connector backshell.  Another approach is to pot the 
back of the connector during harness manufacturing to rigidly hold all pins in alignment.  One 
draw back to the use of potting in the back shell is the loss of reparability of the harness. 
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Note: dimensions of this
wire spacer device
must be adjusted to fit the 
backshell being used.

.390

.370

Slit Material
On Horizontal .213

.209
     (2 places)

1.030
1.020

.145

.135
(4 places)

.412

.402

.338

.348

.530

.520

.669

.683

.405

.395

.193

.183
(3 places)

1.320
1.310

Material: Teflon
(TFE) 1/8 in thick

MIL-C-38999/26 Plug

Twinax contact Wire spacer
(Twinax cable support)  

Figure 105.  Design concept to maintain twinaxial pin in proper axial alignment. 

 

14.1.3.2 HB contact selection/assembly. 
An important factor in HB contact performance is proper termination of the coaxial cable to the 
connector contact and proper alignment of the contact set.  Contact set misalignment, 
perpendicular to the contact axis, can have a serious effect on VSWR characteristics.  This 
alignment effect plus axial misalignment is part of the cause for higher VSWR in MIL-STD-1760 
connectors over dedicated RF connectors.  Some misalignment is necessary to insure 
alignment of all other contacts in one mating operation of the multi-contact connector. 

Other factors that add to VSWR degradation in the MIL-STD-1760 connector are wear due to 
repeated mating/unmating and contamination due to contact exposure at the ASI.  The extent of 
VSWR degradation due to wear and contamination is higher with store interface connectors 
than with dedicated RF connectors because mating and unmating is more frequent.  The MIL-
STD-1760 connector is mated/unmated when any store is installed.  See Figure 64 of ASD-TR-
87-5028 for examples of return loss versus frequency for a mated set of the M39029/28 and /75 
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contacts.  See Figure 65 of the same TR for similar data for the M39029/102 and /103 contacts 
that are used for the High Bandwidth #1 application. 

The /28 and /75 contacts are uncontrolled impedance "shielded" contacts and are available from 
several suppliers.  They provide adequate performance for use in HB2, HB3 and HB4 
applications but are inadequate for HB1.  The M39029/102 and /103 contacts provide good 
performance of both HB1 and HB2 applications due to their matched impedance design.  
Special care should be taken for applications that can cause a mixture of /102 and /103 
contacts with /75 and /28 contacts in HB2 applications.  Testing has shown that /103 contacts 
will mate with /28 contacts with acceptable degradation of the signal due to the impedance 
mismatch.  But, although /102 contacts will mate with /75 contacts, the signal degradation due 
to the impedance mismatch is significantly worse.  See section 8, High Bandwidth, for cabling 
considerations for HB applications. 

MIL-DTL-38999, which the connector is qualified to, calls for the contacts to be as specified by 
MIL-STD-1560.  MIL-STD-1560 calls for two /102 or /103 contacts to be delivered with the 
connector.  MIL-STD-1760C only called for the /102, /103 devices in location 5.  MIL-STD-
1760D revised this and now calls for the /102 and /103 at location 5 and W, so the two 
standards no longer conflict on this point.  

14.1.3.3 Triax contact assembly. 
The triax contacts should be given special attention due to the height of the contact.  The length 
of the pin contact can cause a severe contact skewing problem.  This skewing can be especially 
severe in the D38999-26WJ20PN plug if the wire bundle is clamped down near the rear of the 
plug's rubber sealing grommet.  The skewed pin can cause unequal loading on the contact 
retention device and result in permanent damage if the load is excessive.  Furthermore, the 
skewed pin can be misaligned sufficiently with the mating socket insert in the receptacle to 
cause it to strike the closed entry chamber around the socket contact opening.  The pin, rigidly 
confined at the rear by the cable clamp, cannot float within its cavity as intended; therefore, the 
pin can be damaged during the mating process. 

14.1.3.4 Primary ASI harness flexibility.   
If wiring on the aircraft side of the ASI is being installed in constrained spaces with tight bends, 
the harness flexibility features described in 14.5.4 may be needed for this harness, in addition to 
the umbilical, to reduce stress on the wires at the ASI.  

14.1.3.5 Auxiliary ASI connector assembly. 
Contact insertion and removal is accomplished with MIL-I-81969/8 and /14, or equivalent, 
insertion and removal tools.  Care must be taken when inserting the No.10 contact.  Due to the 
large contact size, inserting the contact can be relatively difficult.  The force necessary to insert 
the contact through the grommet can result in an over-travel once the initial seal resistance is 
overcome.  This over-travel can result in damage to the interfacial seal and hard dielectric 
behind the seal.  Also, due to the stiffness of Size 10 wire, damage can result to the interfacial 
seal even after successful contact insertion if the wire is not handled with care.  The wire cable 
must be properly secured to the connector with backshell hardware, otherwise damage to the 
interfacial seal can result while handling the harness. 
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14.1.3.6 Auxiliary ASI harness flexibility. 
The stiffness of Size 10 wire results in a stiff harness if the wires are laid in straight lines parallel 
to each other and secured to provide a tight bundle.  If wiring on the aircraft side of the ASI is 
being installed in constrained spaces with tight bends, the harness flexibility features described 
in 14.5.4 may be needed for this harness, in addition to the umbilical, to reduce stress on the 
wires at the ASI.. 

14.1.4 Mechanical. 
This section of the handbook deals with intermateability requirements associated with the 
interface mating connectors and the umbilical cables.  Physical design areas such as the 
mechanical interface between store and aircraft for suspension and release and structural 
design issues are not addressed by MIL-STD-1760 and, therefore, are not addressed by this 
handbook. 

14.1.4.1 Keyway orientation. 
MIL-STD-1760 defines the orientation (clocking) of the major keyway for the ASI (Type 1 and 
Type 2), CSI, CSSI and MSI connectors on the aircraft, carriage store and mission store, 
respectively.  This orientation is compliant with MIL-A-8591 and with common practice.  The 
keyway orientation on the aircraft is made consistent so maintainers can know the orientation 
without seeing the connector (in the dark, or in a difficult location), although different 
orientations might be needed in some situations.  The keyway orientation on the store must be 
consistent because the axial rotational flexibility of shield over-braided umbilical cables is very 
limited, so stores with different keyway location might not be compatible with a common 
umbilical.  Total twist typically available on a shielded, 0.6m long, umbilical is less than ±25 
degrees.  With some cable constructions, the twist available can be significantly less or 
significantly more. 

14.1.4.2 ASI location. 
Placement of the ASI should be chosen to provide sufficient room for a range of MSI/CSI 
locations and heights.  Due to design constraints on store development, MSI/CSI locations may 
not always be in accordance with MIL-A-8591.  Additionally, the MSI/CSI height relative to the 
hook plane may vary from recessed connectors several inches below the hook plane to 
applications placed on top an existing moldline which could protrude substantially. 

14.1.5 Environmental considerations. 
Environmental considerations primarily concern the interface connectors, which are exposed to 
the outside airflow around the aircraft and store.  In many instances, the ASI connector is 
exposed to the environment (temperature extremes, vibration, shock, contamination, etc.) while 
unmated.  The unmated condition occurs when there is no store loaded at a station.  For 
conditions where the umbilical or buffer is not installed, the ASI connector should be covered 
with a protective cap.   

The location of the ASI in the aircraft and the resulting location of the disconnected end of the 
umbilical cable after store separation influence the environmental performance of the connector.  
While the connector location is very much constrained, the installation designers should attempt 
to locate the ASI connector to maximize protection against moisture, ice build-up and exhaust 
from rocket motors. 

The specific environments that the ASI will be exposed to will vary considerably with each 
application and will, therefore, be defined in the applicable system specifications.  
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Representative environmental considerations are presented in the aircraft environment sections 
of MIL-HDBK-244.  Noteworthy environments are: 

a. High temperature exposure of the ASI. 

b. Low temperature exposure during captive carry and following store release from the 
aircraft. 

c. High pyrotechnic induced shocks during store ejection. 

d. Gas plume impingement on the ASI and umbilical cable/buffer. 

14.1.6 EMI/EMC considerations. 
For a connector to provide high EMI shielding effectiveness, the ASI connector should include 
the following features: 

a. EMI grounding fingers that provide a good shell-to-shell connection prior to mating of 
individual contacts in the connector, 

b. Conductive finishes on the connector shell, 

c. Provisions for 360 degree braid termination, if used on the aircraft harness, 

d. Minimal shield degradation following environmental exposure. 

The ASI receptacles must be bonded to aircraft structure to minimize potential differences.  
Also, since the umbilical gross overbraid can be one of the paths for lightning currents, the ASI 
receptacle should be bonded sufficiently to handle the expected current.  The ASI should as a 
minimum meet RF bonding requirements (typically, 2.5 Milli Ohm) between the ASI connector 
and the aircraft structure.  

14.2 Mission store interface. 
The mission store interface (MSI) consists of the primary connector, auxiliary connector (in 
some applications), and the mission store wiring necessary to service the interface.  This 
section will discuss the design criteria for the MSI to conform to MIL-STD-1760. 

14.2.1 MSI primary connector. 
There are two types of primary connectors.  The Type 1 connector is used for applications in 
which an umbilical will be used to connect to the MSI.  The Type 2 connector is used in rail 
launch or conformal eject launch applications where the buffer adapter is used to connect to the 
store.  Both connector types use the MIL-STD-1760 insert arrangement, number 25-20 as 
shown in Figure 100.  Specific requirements for the Type 1 and Type 2 connectors for the MSI 
are described in the following sections. 

Table XXIX is a partial list of components that can be used in mission store interface design.  
The mission store is required to use connectors that comply with the form, fit, and function 
requirements of MIL-DTL-38999 or MIL-DTL-83538.  The contacts used by the mission store 
are not required to be fully compliant with the listed MIL-C-39029 specification sheets but must 
be intermateable with MIL-C-39029 compliant contacts. 
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Table XXIX.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, primary signal set. 

ITEM Part Number Nomenclature 

1 D38999/20WJ2OSN Receptacle - Wall Mount 

2 D38999/24WJ2OSN Receptacle - Jam Nut 

3 MIL-DTL-83538 Store Receptacle 

4 M39029/56-XXX Contact, Socket 

5 M39029/75-XXX Contact, Shielded, Socket 

6 M39029/91-XXX Contact, Concentric Twinaxial, Socket 

7 M39029/103-XXX Contact, Coaxial, Socket 

8 M17/094-RG179 Cable, Coaxial, 75 ohm 

9 M17/133-RG316 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm 

10 M17/152-00001 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm   (Double Shield) 

11 M17/131-RG403 Cable, Triaxial, 50 ohm 

12 M17/176-0002 Cable, Twinaxial, 77 ohm 
 

 

14.2.1.1 Type 1 connector. 
A Type 1 MSI connector is either a Wall Mount Receptacle (D38999/20WJ20SN) or a Jam Nut 
Receptacle (D38999/24WJ20SN) threaded MIL-DTL-38999, Series III, shell size 25 with a 
Polarization Key Identification N.  The MSI connector is intermateable with a standard plug 
(D38999/26WJ2OPN) or Lanyard Release plug (D38999/31WJ20PN) used by the aircraft 
umbilical that connects between the ASI and the MSI.  Figure 101 illustrates the MSI connector 
types. 

The designer should consider the safety implications of a lanyard release mechanism failure 
during store separation (ejection) from the aircraft i.e., S&RE no longer retaining the store, but 
umbilical cable still connected.  The most probable causes of the umbilical failing to disconnect 
are: 

a. Failure of ground crew to connect lanyard to retention device, such as pylon bail bar. 

b. Defective lanyard due to corrosion or other mechanical damage. 

c. Defective umbilical plug release mechanism, likely due to severe corrosion. 

While the probability that one of these conditions will occur is low, the safety and hardware 
damage implications of either a store "dangling" from the aircraft by its umbilical, or the store 
ripping out aircraft wiring due to a lanyard problem, warrants some consideration during store 
design.  Prior experience has shown that the store MSI can be severely damaged when a 
lanyard fails and the separation forces of the store rip the MSI connector off the store. 
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For Type 1 MSI applications, use of a frangible wall mount receptacle or jam mount receptacle 
has been considered to reduce damage to the aircraft/store in case of a lanyard failure.  Use of 
a frangible connector will limit damage to the connector shell rather than damaging store wiring.  
One version of a frangible Type 1 receptacle that has been tested contains a shear mechanism 
in the receptacle shell.  This shear point allows part of the receptacle shell to break loose at a 
pre-set force (range).  Once the shell separates, the umbilical plug with part of the shell will 
disconnect from the remainder of the store receptacle.  The fracture force would need to be 
adjusted over a fairly broad range to optimize the frangible shell feature for specific store 
applications. 

14.2.1.2 Type 2 connector. 
A Type 2 MSI connector is a MIL-DTL-83538 Store Receptacle and is intermateable with the 
MIL-DTL-83538 Buffer Plug.  This connector is also known as a “Blind Mate” connector.  The 
Buffer Plug acts as a fixed umbilical between the Launcher Receptacle and the MSI.  Figure 106 
illustrates the Store Receptacle. 

 

 

Figure 106.  Type 2 Store Receptacle. 
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14.2.1.3 Contacts. 
The MSI connector is a receptacle with socket contacts as listed in Table XXX.  All unused 
contact locations will be filled with a plugged cavity or dummy sockets. 

 

Table XXX.  Primary signal set connector requirements (MSI). 

Size MIL-C-39029 
Slash Sheet 

Contact 
Location 

Abbreviated Title Seal Plugs/Dummy 
Contacts 

20 /56 B,G,L,S,V,X, 
1,4,6,7, 

Contact, socket MS27488-20 RED  

16 /56 C,D,E,F,J,M,
N,P,R,T,Z 

Contact, socket MS27488-16 BLUE 

12 /75 2,3 Contact, shielded, 
socket 

M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

12 /103 5,W (See 
note 1) 

Contact, coaxial, 
socket 

M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

8 /91 A,H,K Contact, concentric 
twinax, socket 

M85049/80-8 GREEN 

16 NA U,Y Terminus, socket TBD 
Note 1: The HB2 contact (contact location W) might be either a /75 or /103 contact in existing 
1760 installations.  Every effort should be made to have the umbilical pin be the correct mate for 
the selected socket (/75 with /28, /103 with /102) to reduce VSWR and return losses. 

 

14.2.2 MSI auxiliary connector. 
The auxiliary connector is only used in applications utilizing an umbilical cable.  The connector 
is a MIL-DTL-38999, Series III, Shell Size 25, polarization key identification A with a MIL-STD-
1560 insert arrangement 25-11.  The auxiliary power signal set connector insert arrangement is 
shown in Figure 103.  The MIL-C-39029 slash sheets listed in Table XXXI define the contacts in 
the auxiliary connector.  The connector on the Store MSI is a receptacle with socket contacts.  

 

Table XXXI.  Auxiliary signal set connector requirements (MSI). 

Size Slash Sheet 
Number 

Abbreviated Title 

20 /56 Contact, Socket 

10 /56 Contact, Socket 
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Table XXXII is a partial list of components that can be used in an auxiliary MSI.  Figure 104 is a 
picture of the auxiliary connector.  

 

Table XXXII.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, MSI auxiliary signal set. 

Part Number Nomenclature  

D38999/20WJ11SA Receptacle - Wall Mount 

D38999/24WJ11SA Receptacle - Jam Nut 

D38999/56-XXX Contact, Socket 

M85045/20-25W Backshell 
 

 

14.2.3 Assembly. 
This section of the handbook addresses some of the assembly issues with the MSI connector 
and harness. 

14.2.3.1 Primary MSI connector assembly. 
Contact insertion and removal is accomplished with MIL-I-81969/8 and /14, or equivalent, 
insertion and removal tools.  Precaution needs to be taken when assembling the No.8 twinaxial 
pin into a plug assembly.  The length of the pin contact, the relative stiffness of the twinaxial 
cable, the location of the contact cavities near the periphery of the insert, and the relatively large 
pin diameter can cause a severe contact skewing problem.  This skewing can be especially 
severe in the D38999-26WJ20PN plug if the wire bundle is clamped down near the rear of the 
plug's rubber sealing grommet.  The skewed pin can cause unequal loading on the contact 
retention device and result in permanent damage if the load is excessive.  Furthermore, the 
skewed pin can be misaligned sufficiently with the mating socket insert in the receptacle to 
cause it to strike the closed entry chamber around the socket contact opening.  The pin, rigidly 
confined at the rear by the cable clamp, cannot float within its cavity as intended.  Therefore, the 
pin either chips the plastic or begins to wear it away.  Once chipped or worn away, it no longer 
serves its function as a pre-alignment for the entry into the socket contact.  Also, push-out of the 
pin can occur if the pin does not enter the socket and the force exerted by rotating the coupling 
nut is sufficient to overcome the strength of the retention collet. 

The wire harness design must keep the twinaxial pin in proper axial alignment.  One design 
concept uses a spider, which supports the twinaxial contacts and has openings to permit the 
wires to pass through as shown in Figure 105.  The spider is made from non-conductive 
material such as Teflon and fits inside the connector backshell.  Another approach is to pot the 
back of the connector during harness manufacturing to rigidly hold all pins in alignment.  One 
draw back to the use of potting in the back shell is the loss of reparability of the harness. 

14.2.3.2 HB contact selection/assembly. 
An important factor in HB contact performance is proper termination of the coaxial cable to the 
connector contact and proper alignment of the contact set.  Figure 63 of ASD-TR-87-5028 
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shows the effect of contact set misalignment, perpendicular to the contact axis, on VSWR 
characteristics.  This alignment effect plus axial misalignment is part of the cause for higher 
VSWR in multi-contact store interface connectors compared to dedicated RF connectors.  Some 
misalignment is necessary to insure alignment of all other contacts in one mating operation of 
the multi-contact connector. 

Other factors that add to VSWR degradation in the store interface connector is wear due to 
repeated mating/unmating and contamination due to contact exposure at the MSI.  The extent of 
VSWR degradation from wear and contamination is higher with store interface connectors than 
with dedicated RF connectors because mating/unmating is more frequent.  The MIL-STD-1760 
connector is mated/unmated when the store is installed.  See Figure 64 of ASD-TR-87-5028 for 
examples of return loss versus frequency for a mated set of the M39029/28 and /75 contacts.  
See Figure 65 of the same TR for plots of similar data for the M39029/102 and /103 contacts 
that are used for the High Bandwidth #1 application. 

The /28 and /75 contacts are uncontrolled impedance "shielded" contacts and are available from 
several suppliers.  They provide adequate performance for use in HB2, HB3 and HB4 
applications but are inadequate for HB1.  The M39029/102 and /103 contacts provide good 
performance of both HB1 and HB2 applications due to its matched impedance design.  Special 
care should be taken for applications that can cause a mixture of /102 and /103 contacts with 
/75 and /28 contacts in HB2 applications.  Testing has shown that /103 contacts will mate with 
/28 contacts with acceptable degradation of the signal due to the impedance mismatch.  But, 
although /102 contacts will mate with /75 contacts, the signal degradation due to the impedance 
mismatch is significantly worse.  See section 8 (High Bandwidth) for cabling consideration for 
HB applications. 

14.2.3.3 Triax contact assembly. 
The triax contacts should be given special attention due to the height of the contact.  The length 
of the pin contact can cause a severe contact skewing problem.  This skewing can be especially 
severe in the D38999-26WJ20PN plug if the wire bundle is clamped down near the rear of the 
plug's rubber sealing grommet.  The skewed pin can cause unequal loading on the contact 
retention device and result in permanent damage if the load is excessive.  Furthermore, the 
skewed pin can be misaligned sufficiently with the mating socket insert in the receptacle to 
cause it to strike the closed entry chamber around the socket contact opening.  The pin, rigidly 
confined at the rear by the cable clamp, cannot float within its cavity as intended.  Therefore, the 
pin can be damaged during the mating process. 

14.2.3.4 Auxiliary ASI connector assembly. 
Contact insertion and removal is accomplished with MIL-I-81969/8 and /14, or equivalent, 
insertion and removal tools.  Care must be taken when inserting the No.10 contact.  Due to the 
large contact size, inserting the contact can be relatively difficult.  The force necessary to insert 
the contact through the grommet can result in an over-travel once the initial seal resistance is 
overcome.  This over-travel can result in damage to the interfacial seal and hard dielectric 
behind the seal.  Also, due to the stiffness of Size 10 wire, damage can result to the interfacial 
seal even after successful contact insertion if the wire is not handled with care.  The wire cable 
must be properly secured to the connector with backshell hardware, otherwise, damage to the 
interfacial seal can result while handling the harness. 
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14.2.4 Mechanical. 
This section of the handbook provides supplementary information on the intermateability 
requirements associated with the interface mating connectors and the umbilical cables.  
Physical design areas such as the mechanical interface between store and aircraft for 
suspension and release and structural design issues are not addressed by MIL-STD-1760 and, 
therefore, are not addressed by this handbook. 

14.2.4.1 Keyway orientation. 
MIL-STD-1760 defines the orientation (clocking) of the major keyway for the MSI Type 1 , 
primary and auxiliary connectors, as well as the Type 2 primary connector, on the mission store.  
This orientation is compliant with MIL-A-8591 and with common practice.  The keyway 
orientation of the MSI needs to be controlled to allow the same umbilical to be used with 
different stores. The axial rotational flexibility of shield over-braided umbilical cables is very 
limited, for example, total twist typically available on a shielded, 0.6 m long, umbilical is less 
than ±25 degrees.  With some cable constructions, the twist available can be significantly more 
or less. 

14.2.4.2 MSI location. 
Placement of the MSI should be chosen to provide sufficient room for a range of aircraft 
umbilical lengths and connector stack heights.  Due to design constraints on store development, 
typically occurring after the aircraft are in service, the existing aircraft umbilical connection 
capabilities could drive the location of the MSI from the MIL-A-8591 required location. 

14.2.5 Environmental considerations. 
The interface connector is exposed to the environment (temperature extremes, vibration, shock, 
contaminants, icing, etc.) in both the mated and unmated condition.  The unmated condition 
occurs prior to a store being uploaded on the aircraft and in flight after separation from the 
aircraft.  For conditions where the store is not installed, the MSI connector should be covered 
with a protective cap.  Icing around the mated connector pair (MSI and umbilical/buffer) can 
occur both on the ground and in flight and must be carefully examined.  Severe icing around a 
lanyard release connector could prevent release of the connector during the separation event. 

The specific environments that the MSI will be exposed to will vary considerably with each 
application and will, therefore, be defined in the applicable system specifications.  
Representative environmental considerations are presented in the store environment sections of 
MIL-HDBK-244.  Noteworthy environments are: 

a. High temperature exposure of the MSI. 

b. Low temperature exposure during captive carry. 

c. High pyrotechnic induced shocks during store ejection. 

d. Ice build up around recessed MSI/CSI. 

14.2.6 EMI/EMC considerations. 
For a connector to provide high EMI shielding effectiveness, the connector should include the 
following features: 

a. EMI grounding fingers that provide a good shell-to-shell connection prior to mating of 
individual contacts in the connector, 
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b. Conductive finishes on the connector shell, 

c. Provisions for 360 degree braid termination, 

d. Minimal shield degradation following environmental exposure. 

The MSI receptacles must be bonded to store structure to minimize potential differences.  Also, 
since the umbilical gross overbraid can be one of the paths for lightning currents, the MSI 
receptacle should be bonded sufficiently to handle the expected current.  The MSI should, as a 
minimum, meet RF bonding requirements (typically, 2.5 milli Ohms) between the MSI connector 
and the store structure. 

14.3 Carriage store interface (CSI). 
The CSI must meet the same requirements as the MSI.  Refer to the MSI primary Type 1 and 
auxiliary sections for guidance on the CSI primary and CSI auxiliary connectors. 

14.4 Carriage store station interface (CSSI). 
The CSSI must meet the same requirements as the ASI.  The CSSI can be a primary Type 1 or 
Type 2 interface.  The CSSI will never support an auxiliary interface.  Reference the ASI primary 
Type 1 and Type 2 sections for guidance on the CSSI primary Type 1 and Type 2 connectors. 

14.5 Umbilicals and buffers. 
One end of the primary umbilical mates to the ASI connector, and the other mates to the MSI 
connector.  If there is an auxiliary interface, an auxiliary umbilical similarly connects between the 
auxiliary ASI and the auxiliary MSI.  When a carriage store is used, there are umbilicals 
between ASI and CSI and between CSSI and MSI.  The buffer is used instead of an umbilical in 
Type 2 connector applications.  The requirements in MIL-STD-1760 are written to make 
umbilicals as common as possible so that the same umbilical can be used for multiple stores.  
However, unique umbilical designs may be needed to take into account the unique aircraft and 
store configurations that are to be mated.  This section will discuss the design criteria for the 
umbilical and the buffer to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-1760.   

The standard does not cover factors like the height of connector to be used, the backshell 
arrangement and the type of cable to be used.  These design features are therefore left to the 
discretion of the umbilical designer to meet the unique requirements of the weapon system. 

14.5.1 Primary umbilical connectors. 
There are two kinds of Type 1 connectors normally used in umbilicals, the hand-mated plug and 
the Lanyard-release plug.  Both the hand-mate and the lanyard release connector use MIL-
STD-1560 insert arrangement number 25-20 as shown in Figure 100.  Figure 107 illustrates 
these two connector types. 

Table XXXIII is a partial list of components that can be used in umbilical design.  The umbilical 
is required to use connectors that meet the form, fit and function requirements of MIL-DTL-
38999.  The umbilical is required to use contacts that meet the form, fit and function 
requirements of the listed MIL-C-39029 specification sheets. 
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Figure 107.  Umbilical primary connector types. 
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14.5.1.1 Hand-mated plug. 
The standard hand mated plug (D38999/26WJ2OPN) connector is normally used to connect to 
the ASI Wall Mount Receptacle (D38999/20WJ20SN) or a Jam Nut Receptacle 
(D38999/24WJ20SN), but may also be used to connect to the CSI or MSI connector for non-
ejectable carriage/mission stores.   

14.5.1.2 Lanyard-Release plug. 
For ejectable carriage/mission store applications the MSI end of the umbilical uses a 
D38999/31WJ2OPN Lanyard Release connector to connect to the MSI.   

While there have been thousands of successful releases with lanyard-release connectors, there 
have been incidents in which the lanyard release connector failed to separate during ejection or 
required such force to separate that the lanyard or lanyard attachment ring were damaged.  
There is much speculation at this time (2003) as to why this occurs.  Anyone using this 
connector should check with the connector manufacturers and the SAE for the latest information 
on this problem.  The problem could be related to ejection speed – the connectors are tested 
and qualified at a slow pull-off speed, but are yanked off at high speed in actual use.  Further 
test and analysis is needed to identify the root cause of the problem. 

Table XXXIII.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, primary umbilical. 

ITEM Part Number Nomenclature 

1 D38999/26WJ2OPN Plug - Standard 

2 D38999/31WJ2OPN Plug - Lanyard Release 

3 MIL-DTL-83538 Buffer Plug 

4 M39029/58-XXX Contact, Pin 

5 M39029/28-XXX Contact, Shielded, Pin 

6 M39029/90-XXX Contact, Concentric Twinaxial, Pin 

7 M39029/102-XXX Contact, Coaxial, Pin 

8 M17/094-RG179 Cable, Coaxial, 75 ohm 

9 M17/133-RG316 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm 

10 M17/152-00001 Cable, Coaxial, 50 ohm   (Double Shield) 

11 M17/131-RG403 Cable, Triaxial, 50 ohm 

12 M17/176-0002 Cable, Twinaxial, 77 ohm 

13 M85049/20-25W Backshell 
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14.5.1.3 Contacts. 
The Umbilical connectors are plugs with pin contacts as listed in Table XXXIV.  All pin positions 
will be populated except use of plugged cavities in lieu of pin termini for the fiber optic interface 
is permitted. 

 

Table XXXIV.  Primary signal set connector requirements (umbilical). 

Size MIL-C-39029 
Slash Sheet 

Contact 
Location 

Abbreviated Title Seal Plugs/Dummy 
Contacts 

20 /58 B,G,L,S,V,X,
1,4,6,7, 

Contact, socket MS27488-20 RED 

16 /58 C,D,E,F,J,M,
N,P,R,T,Z 

Contact, socket MS27488-16 BLUE 

12 /28 2,3 Contact, shielded, Pin M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

12 /102 5,W (See 
note 1) 

Contact, coaxial, pin M85049/80-12 
YELLOW 

8 /90 A,H,K Contact, concentric 
twinax, pin 

M85049/80-8 GREEN 

16 NA U,Y Terminus, socket TBD 
Note 1: The HB2 contact (contact location W) might be either a /28 or /102 contact in existing 
1760 installations.  Every effort should be made to have the umbilical pin be the correct mate for 
the selected socket (/75 with /28, /103 with /102) to reduce VSWR and return losses. 

 

14.5.2 Auxiliary umbilical. 
The auxiliary connector is only used in applications utilizing an umbilical cable.  The connector 
is a MIL-DTL-38999, Series III, Shell Size 25, polarization key identification A with a MIL-STD-
1560 insert arrangement 25-11.  The auxiliary power signal set umbilical connector insert 
arrangement is shown in Figure 108.  The contacts in the auxiliary umbilical connectors must 
meet the form, fit and function requirements of the MIL-C-39029 slash sheets listed in Table 
XXXV. 
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Figure 108.  Umbilical auxiliary  connector types. 

 

Table XXXV.  Auxiliary signal set umbilical contact requirements. 

Size Slash Sheet 
Number 

Abbreviated Title 

20 /58 Contact, pin 

10 /58 Contact, pin 
 

Table XXXVI is a partial list of components that can be used in an auxiliary umbilical. 

 

Table XXXVI.  MIL-STD-1760 hardware, MSI auxiliary signal set (auxiliary umbilical). 

Part Number Nomenclature  

D38999/26WJ11PA Plug - Standard 

D38999/31WJ11PA Plug - Lanyard Release 

D38999/58-XXX Contact, Pin 

M85045/20-25W Backshell 
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14.5.3 Type 2 buffer plug. 
A Type 2 MIL-DTL-83538/3 buffer plug is intermateable with a MIL-DTL-83538/1 store 
receptacle and MIL-DTL-83538/4 launcher receptacle.  The buffer plug acts as a fixed umbilical 
between the launcher receptacle and the MSI.  Figure 109 illustrates the buffer plug.  The buffer 
plug is intended to be a disposable item depending on environmental exposure.  Special care 
must be paid to good environmental seals between the buffer plug and the MSI. Water intrusion 
into the pin cavities could lead to the formation of ice that may prevent or delay separation of the 
buffer from the store during a release. 

 

Figure 109.  Type 2 buffer. 

 

14.5.4 Umbilical assembly. 
This section of the handbook addresses some of the assembly issues with the umbilical 
harness. 

14.5.4.1 Primary umbilical assembly. 
As with the ASI and MSI assembly, special care needs to be taken with the assembly and stress 
relief of the /102, /28 and /90 contacts due to the length of the contact and the stiffness of the 
cables connected to the contact.  If the pins are misaligned, damage may occur to the umbilical 
contacts during the insertion or the center conductors of the ASI/MSI will be damaged when the 
connector is cinched down.  Typical damage to the center conductor socket is the center 
conductor pushing into the insulation between the umbilical pin center and outer conductor 
resulting in pushback of the insulation or the center conductor pushing into the insulation 
material and not making contact.  Also, on occasion the center conductor of the socket in the 
ASI/MSI will be bent or crushed requiring rework of the contact.  Also, assembly of the center 
conductor of the /102 and /28 warrant special consideration due to the pulling forces incurred on 
the center conductors during disconnect of the umbilical.  Since the 38999/31 connector is 
qualified to 500 mates and de-mates, these pins will experience significantly more 
disconnections than a normal RF contact would experience.  Experience has shown that 
soldering of the center contact is more rugged than crimp assembly of the center contact.  

The /28 contacts are uncontrolled-impedance "shielded" contacts and are available from several 
suppliers.  They provide adequate performance for use in HB2, HB3 and HB4 applications but 
are inadequate for HB1.  The M39029/102 contacts provide good performance of both HB1 and 
HB2 applications due to its matched impedance design.  Special care should be taken for 
applications that can cause a mixture of /102 and /103 contacts with /75 and /28 contacts in 
HB2 applications.  Testing has shown that /103 contacts will mate with /28 contacts with 
acceptable degradation of the signal due to the impedance mismatch.  But, although /102 
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contacts will mate with /75 contacts, the signal degradation due to the impedance mismatch is 
significantly worse.  See section 8 (High Bandwidth) for cabling consideration for HB 
applications. 

The original /102 and /103 contacts were somewhat fragile and experienced failures in some 
applications.  More robust designs are now available. 

To increase umbilical flexibility, the lay of wires in the harness should form a twist.  The lay 
length should be 8 to 16 times the pitch diameter; i.e., a 1 cm diameter cable layer would have 
one turn every 8 to 16 cm in length.  The cable should be twisted with an unidirectional lay 
where all cable layers are twisted in the same direction but with different lay lengths.  This 
produces a cable with maximum flexibility and ruggedness.  Cable fillers may be used where 
necessary to fill large voids between wires in each cable layer.   A protective jacket around the 
cable should be used to protect the umbilical from weather and wear.  The type of jacket used 
depends on the environment the umbilical will be exposed to as well as the reparability 
requirements of the umbilical.  

The umbilical harness design must keep the twinaxial and triaxial pins in proper axial alignment.  
One design concept uses a spider, which supports the twinaxial and triaxial contacts and has 
openings to permit the wires to pass through as shown in Figure 105.  The spider is made from 
non-conductive material such as Teflon and fits inside the connector backshell.  Another 
approach is to pot the back of the connector during harness manufacturing to rigidly hold all 
pins in alignment.  One draw back to the use of potting in the back shell is the loss of 
repairability of the harness. 

14.5.4.2 Auxiliary umbilical assembly. 
As with the ASI/MSI auxiliary connectors, care must be taken with proper insertion of the No. 10 
contacts.  The stiffness of Size 10 wire results in a stiff umbilical if the wires are laid in straight 
lines parallel to each other and secured to provide a tight bundle.  Laying the wires to form a 
twist will increase umbilical flexibility.  The lay length should be 8 to 16 times the pitch diameter; 
i.e., a 1 cm diameter cable layer would have one full turn for every 8 to 16 cm in length.  The 
umbilical cable should use an unidirectional lay for maximum flexibility and ruggedness.   Cable 
fillers should be used where necessary to fill any large voids in each layer of the cable.  A 
protective jacket around the cable should be used to protect the umbilical from weather and 
wear.  The type of jacket used depends on the environment the umbilical will be exposed to as 
well as the reparability requirements of the umbilical.  

14.5.5 Umbilical issues – potted vs repairable. 
Several problems were identified with early MIL-STD-1760 umbilicals.  Cables have been 
manufactured with flex conduit covering, with molded rubber coverings, and with heat shrink 
tubing coverings.  Molded cables with potting in the back of the connector cavity are generally 
non-repairable.  When the potted connectors experience assembly deficiencies or damage in 
the field, the cables must be replaced vice repaired.  While the potting provides excellent 
protection against moisture penetration from the backside of the connector, as well as proper 
contact alignment, it hardens to a tough rubber-like consistency that cannot be removed without 
potentially damaging the grommet insert, wires and contacts.  Removable potting, which stays 
soft enough to be peeled away without damage, may also be an option, however it does not 
address the contact alignment issue.   

Note that the standard connectors required by MIL-STD-1760 are “environment resisting” types, 
having rubber inserts that are compressed when the connector is tightened to prevent water 
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intrusion at the connector face.  The issue with umbilicals is that water can be driven into the 
backside of the connector if a poured-in potting compound is not used to seal around the wires. 

14.5.5.1 Water intrusion. 
A design that survives in a desert test environment may experience failures when used in a 
humid and rainy environment.  On a bomber, the connectors are exposed to the airstream 
outside the aircraft for several hours, both while connected to a store and while dangling open 
on the return flight.  They will be subjected to driving rain travelling at the full airspeed of the 
aircraft.  A re-usable umbilical will be subjected to this environment many times over a period of 
several years.  

One can make arguments for either version (repairable vs non-repairable), based on the 
severity of the environment and the probability of failure of the connectors or contacts.  There is 
very limited data (mostly hearsay) to back up either argument.  We were unable to find any data 
on any formal trade study or any results from a formal cost analysis to support either argument. 

It is strongly recommended that some type of sealant material be used to seal the area between 
the connector and backshell adaptor, especially if split backshell adaptors are used for 
repairability.  Heat shrink tubing will provide some protection on repairable type designs and 
over-molding will provide protection for non-repairable type designs.  

14.5.5.2 Umbilical design example. 
Development of umbilicals for use on one bomber resulted in several lessons learned.  An initial 
group of cables was built for development testing and operational testing.  The user identified 
problems with this early flex-conduit design.  1) The flex conduit design made the cable too stiff 
for acceptable usage and 2) The connector did not work well with a recessed weapon 
receptacle.  Production on the remaining development-phase umbilicals was halted and a 
design panel was convened to address the problems.  User involvement was a priority during 
the redesign effort so that the problems could be fully defined and to allow an opportunity for 
users to influence the follow-on design.  Major design attributes considered were: cable length, 
cable stiffness, rotational stiffness, MSI connector access, ejector cable interference, connector 
pin reparability, ASI connector grip length, cost and ease of manufacture, and material 
availability and cost.   

The follow-on design was a molded cable with a composite connector and potting in the 
backshell for in-flight use.  Molded cables are more flexible and solved the stiffness problem.  
The composite connector could be made with more gripping area and this solved the recessed 
weapon receptacle access problem.  It also withstands buffeting against structure very well.   

 Reparability of umbilicals was a strong enough consideration that it was decided to also 
produce repairable training umbilicals to support weapon load training.  The repairable training 
umbilicals are designed for ground use only but have all the functionality of the molded cable 
production design.  Two prototypes of the new design were used for proof of concept and early 
fit checks.   

In testing, it was discovered that the composite pull ring of the connectors was failing at an 
unacceptable rate.  It was determined that the composite pull ring could not handle the loads of 
weapon separation and the composite pull ring was replaced with an aluminum pull ring which 
fixed the problem.  Later tests revealed that the composite connector coupled with a metal 
recepticle with the maximum allowable angle on the threads resulted in excessive pull forces.  
To account for this intermateablity issue, the material used for the internal release mechanism 
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was changed to provide less friction during the actual release.  The aluminum pull ring or the 
new material for the internal release mechanism was not incorporated into the load training 
cable design since the training cables will not be used for actual weapon releases and the 
composite pull ring connectors were already purchased.  Due to this late connector design 
change, only limited R&M data was obtained from the development and operational test phase.  
However, umbilicals used for actual weapon drops at the flight test center did not incur 
connector pin damage and none were sustained during the initial operational test and 
evaluation effort.  Failure-free usage in this testing does not guarantee that failures will not 
surface with additional usage.  At the urging of the user, the customer decided to produce a 
repairable cable design based in large part on the load training cables.  Manufacturing costs, 
including schedule, are projected to be ¼ less than the molded design.   

The investigation of the connector pin problem discovered another area for improvement.  The 
dielectrics of pins 5 and W protruded past the outer contact barrel and had too much play within 
the contact barrel itself.  New contact designs for these specific pins have been identified by the 
vendor and are being considered for incorporation into the connector design.  A design choice 
by the customer is to use M39029/102 contacts in all high bandwidth locations (they are 
required in location 5 and W by MIL-STD-1760 revision D).  The VSWR deterioration with this 
combination is not expected to significantly affect the types of data which will be transferred on 
high bandwith 3, and 4.  The current ASI uses M39029/103 contacts for all four high bandwidth 
locations.  This decision was reached in large measure to reduce the overall number of different 
parts required for repairability and to ease the manufacturing process.  This decision was 
economically feasible due to the decrease in cost of the M39029/102 contact and the increase 
in overall quantity purchased. 

As a result of going to a non-potted, repairable design, the issue of contact alignment, 
especially for the twinax contacts, needed to be addressed.  Damage to the ASI end of the 
umbilical was being experienced on the load training cables.  These failures have been 
attributed to contact alignment.  The repairable umbilical design, as well as the load training 
cables, is incorporating the wire spacer discussed previously in this section, for contact stability. 

It would be beneficial to have reparability data available to support a repairable design concept.  
Reparability should be considered as a design constraint on future umbilical purchases if 
projected usage rates, failure rates, and cost savings justify it.  Umbilical design has been an 
engineering challenge in all aircraft. 

14.5.5.3 Other umbilicals.  
Some fighter programs use umbilicals that are not environmentally potted  No data was 
available on the population size or failure modes of each type of cable, although the users did 
not attribute failures to water intrusion or corrosion.  Note that some of these cables do not have 
the complex coaxial and twinaxial contacts that are used in the MIL-STD-1760 interface.  

Testing on other umbilicals has shown pull-off force much higher than the specified value for the 
lanyard-release connector at the high speeds occuring during ejection.  

14.5.6 Keyway orientation. 
MIL-STD-1760 defines the orientation (clocking) of the major keyway for the ASI and MSI 
primary and auxiliary connectors.  The umbilical connector keys must be oriented to connect the 
MSI/CSI to the ASI/CSSI in a manner that allows for flexibility of the umbilical, obstructions 
around the umbilical connection area and the bend radius of the wires contained in the 
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umbilical.  Installation of the umbilical by personnel using various cold weather and chemical 
defense suits should be taken into account. 

14.5.7 Environmental considerations. 
In many instances, the umbilical is exposed to the environment (temperature extremes, 
vibration, shock, contaminants, aircraft fluids, icing, etc.) while mated and while unmated.  The 
unmated condition occurs prior to a store being uploaded on the aircraft and in flight after 
separation of the store from the aircraft.  After separation, the umbilical may be whipped against 
surrounding structures due to the buffeting of the air stream.  This could result in damage to the 
outer shell of the umbilical connector as well as exposure of the pins to contamination from the 
air stream.  When the umbilical is not installed, the umbilical connectors should be covered with 
a protective dust cover.  Consideration should be given to the use of a dust cover that also acts 
as an alignment tool for the pins. 

Icing around the mated connector pair (MSI and umbilical/buffer) must be carefully examined.  
Severe icing around a lanyard release connector could degrade the performance of the 
connector during the separation event.  Also, severe icing around the buffer connector may 
prevent operation or degrade the performance of the buffer during separation of the buffer from 
the store receptacle.  

The specific environments that the umbilical will be exposed to will vary considerably with each 
application and will, therefore, be defined in the applicable system specifications.  
Representative environmental considerations are presented in the aircraft environment and 
store environment sections of MIL-HDBK-244.  Noteworthy environments are: 

a. High temperature exposure of the umbilical during captive carriage and to the contacts 
after store ejection. 

b. Low temperature exposure during captive carry and to the contacts after store ejection. 

c. Induced shocks during store ejection and lanyard snatch. 

d. Ice build up around recessed MSI/CSI. 

e. High temperature fluids. 

f. High velocity rain and particulate matter. 

g. Sun exposure. 

h. Exposure of the buffer to high temperature rocket motor exhaust and particulate 
contamination. 

14.5.8 EMI/EMC considerations. 
For an umbilical connector to provide high EMI shielding effectiveness, the connector should 
include the following features: 

a. A conductive inner shell that provides a good shell-to-shell connection when the EMI 
fingers of the mating connector contact the inner shell prior to mating of individual contacts in 
the connector, 

b. Conductive finishes on the inner connector shell and connector threads, 

c. Provisions for 360 degree braid termination to the inner connector shell, 

d. Minimal shield degradation following environmental exposure. 
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The plugs at the ASI and MSI must be bonded to the gross overbraid to minimize potential 
differences.  Since the umbilical gross overbraid can be one of the paths for lightning currents, 
bonding between the connectors and the overbraid must be sufficient to handle the expected 
current.  Bonding of the overbraid to the connector backshells of the umbilical should meet RF 
bonding criteria, typically 2.5 milli Ohms max. 

14.6 Low bandwidth cable characteristics. 
The cabling used for low bandwidth signals should ensure continued overall screening 
(shielding) of the signal lines.  This will reduce the interference both to other signal lines which 
could be caused by the analog signals on the low bandwidth network and to the low bandwidth 
signal itself due to noise generated by other signal or power lines.  Use of twin-axial or tri-axial 
cable will ensure the continuity of the signal screening whereas use of coaxial cables will 
introduce some break in the overall screening of the signals.  The cable shield coverage should 
be 90 percent minimum.  Since MIL-STD-1760 specifies concentric twin-axial contacts (MIL-C-
39029/90 and /91) for the interface connectors, the two inner conductors are shielded through 
the interface connector.  Maintaining this coverage through connectors other than the ASI and 
MSI is highly recommended to minimize EMI.  For audio signals, the two inner conductors 
should contain at least 13 twists per meter to provide adequate noise protection.  It is also 
recommended that the wire-to-wire distributed capacitance not exceed 98 picofarads per meter.  
The selected cable should have a low specified capacitance unbalance of each conductor to 
shield.  A well-balanced cable improves the line-line rejection of noise by equally balancing the 
line-ground, i.e., shield, capacitance in the two conductors.  The recommended size for the 
inner conductors is 24-gauge minimum.  This wire size is compatible with the LB signal and 
mechanical requirements.  It should be noted that MIL-STD-1760 does not specify cable 
characteristics for any of the AEIS signals to maximize design flexibility and to stay within the 
concept of an interface standard, not a design standard.  

The characteristic impedance of the umbilical cable is 70 ohms minimum (at 1 MHz) but this is 
not relevant to audio frequency applications. 

14.7 LB connectors. 
Throughout the aircraft installation, the connectors or contacts used for all the low bandwidth 
signals should ensure continued overall screening (shielding) of the signal lines.  Proper 
shielding will reduce interference to other signal lines which could be caused by the analog 
signals on the low bandwidth network as well as reduce interference to the low bandwidth line 
due to noise generated by other signal or power lines.  Figure 110 summarizes 
recommendations for connectors or contacts that should be used for the low bandwidth 
network.  Wherever possible, twin-axial or tri-axial connectors or contacts should be used.  

The contact defined by MIL-STD-1760 for this signal is a pin, surrounded (360 degrees) by two 
rings.  It is intended that the active signal (HI) be carried on the pin, with the return (LO) being 
carried on the first ring.  This leaves the second outer ring for a screen (shield) and altogether 
this provides for a “twisted pair with overall screen” cable, also known as “shielded, twisted 
pair.” 
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3 x Individual
Contacts in
MIL-C-38999
Style Shell

 

Figure 110.  Low bandwidth signal connectors. 

 

14.8 Use of existing audio wiring in LB installation. 
The existing aircraft wiring used for AIM 9 audio is unlikely to meet the MIL-STD-1760 
requirements.  Deficiencies are likely to be centered on the need for a screened two-wire signal.  
Therefore, it must be assumed that a new installation will be necessary. 
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15. COMMENTARY ON THE REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-STD-1760D 

This section of the handbook provides the information necessary to understand the 
requirements of MIL-STD-1760 and tailor it to a specific application.  Although most of the 
requirements of MIL-STD-1760 are firm requirements, essential to the interoperability of stores 
and aircraft, tailoring of the requirements is sometimes driven by the design of existing 
equipment or other constraints.  This section should assist in this tailoring and in understanding 
the basic requirements of the standard so that various users have consistent interpretations. 

All paragraph numbers (with the MIL-HDBK-1760 section number, “15.” inserted) and titles from 
Revision D of the standard are repeated.  Discussion is provided for most of the paragraphs that 
contain significant requirements.  The discussion generally covers the reason why the 
requirement exists along with interpretations and explanations of the requirement.  It also 
includes references to other sections of the handbook that cover each subject in more detail. 

FOREWORD 
The foreword provides historical and background information.   

15.1 Scope.   
The Scope paragraph explains what the standard covers.   

15.1.1 Scope.  
The standard defines common interfacing requirements at the electrical disconnect points 
between aircraft and stores.  The interface characteristics are defined to maximize compatibility 
while still affording design flexibility and technology advancements in the equipment which 
implements the interface. 

15.1.2 Purpose. 
The purpose explains why the standard was written.   

15.1.3 Application. 
This paragraph explains where the standard should be applied.  Like most military standards, 
the decision to require or not require MIL-STD-1760 compliance on any development or 
procurement contract is determined by the procuring agency. 

Due to the number of aircraft and store assets currently in the field and the projected life of 
these assets, many applications of the standard are for new stores carried on "old," i.e., existing 
aircraft.  These existing aircraft will be (in many cases, have been or are currently being) 
retrofitted to add AEIS capabilities.  The added capabilities will supplement the existing non-
AEIS store interface capabilities of these aircraft.  While the initial cost for adding more 
capability, i.e., full AEIS interface, than may currently be needed for operating a specific MIL-
STD-1760 store may seem high, longer term benefit for easing the addition of other stores to 
the aircraft will generally justify the cost difference. 

15.2 Applicable documents. 

15.2.1 General. 
This section, typical of all standards, provides a list of documents referenced in the body of the 
standard.  In compliance with DoD policy, the list generally does not identify the specific 
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revisions or issue of the listed documents, but states that the issue in effect is as cited in the 
solicitation.  If a future revision of one of the referenced documents results in an impact to 
interface interoperability, the AEIS standard may be revised to limit or eliminate this impact by 
citing a specific issue of the referenced document or by adding qualifications to the paragraph 
which cites the document. 

Specific reference to Revision B, Notice 4 of MIL-STD-1553 was added in 1995.  This is to 
indicate that if MIL-STD-1553 is changed in any way, any new requirements should be 
assessed for compatibility with existing MIL-STD-1760 compliant hardware to determine if the 
new version can be substituted. 

15.2.2 Government documents. 

15.2.2.1 Specifications, standards and handbooks. 

15.2.2.2 Other government documents, drawings and publications. 

15.2.3 Non-Government publications. 

15.2.4 Order of precedence. 

15.3 Definitions. 

15.3.1 Definitions. 
Any new terms or non-standard definitions used in the standard are defined in this section.  
While there are no firm requirements in this section, the precise definition of these terms will 
affect the meaning of other requirements in the document. 

15.3.1.1 Aircraft. 

15.3.1.2 Aircraft/store electrical interconnection system (AEIS). 

15.3.1.3 Electrical interface types. 

15.3.1.3.1 Aircraft Station Interface (ASI). 

15.3.1.3.2 Carriage Store Interface (CSI). 

15.3.1.3.3 Carriage Store Station Interface (CSSI). 

15.3.1.3.4 Mission Store Interface (MSI). 

15.3.1.3.5 Routing Network Aircraft Subsystem Port (RNASP). 
Prior to Revision C of the standard, HB and LB signal connections between aircraft subsystems 
and the ASIs were modeled as sources or sinks (looking into the ASI).  With the introduction of 
the RNASP, each HB or LB signal connection may be modeled as a signal path, or two-port 
network.  This is appropriate because each HB or LB interface at the ASI may support a range 
of application signals with different electrical characteristics.  The required fidelity of each HB or 
LB signal at the ASI (or RNASP) will depend on the particular application and is not controlled 
by the standard.  However the transmission quality of the AEIS between the RNASP and ASI is 
controlled to ensure a level of aircraft-store interoperability for present and future applications.  
Note that the established aircraft signal path requirements define the de facto maximum signal 
fidelity that the AEIS can support, worst case. 
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15.3.1.4 Provisions. 
This definition of provisions is an attempt to clarify what is expected of aircraft manufacturers if 
they are required to include "provisions for MIL-STD-1760" in designated aircraft models or 
production blocks. 

15.3.1.5 Store. 

15.3.1.5.1 Carriage stores. 
A partial list of existing carriage devices includes multiple station ejector racks, e.g., TER 7, 
multiple station rail launcher, e.g., LAU 88 and single station launchers, e.g., LAU 7.  These 
stores function as mechanical and electrical adapters that convert a single store, electrical and 
mechanical, interface into either a multiple store interface or a single store interface which is 
electrically or mechanically different, e.g., adapting a hook/lug suspension mode to a rail/shoe 
suspension mode.  (See section 14.3 of this handbook.) 

15.3.1.5.2 Mission stores. 
A partial list of mission stores include bombs, missiles, rocket launch pods, mines, torpedoes 
and electronic pods. 

15.3.1.5.3 Dispensers. 
This new definition was added in 1760C Notice 1, to clarify the role of dispensers, which are 
similar to carriages stores, but use some interface other than 1760 to the devices they carry. 

15.3.1.6 Stores management system (SMS). 
The SMS may be implemented by: 

a. One or several dedicated electronic equipment items which are formally named SMS, 

b. Electronic equipment which is part of another avionic system, but which provides the 
SMS functions, 

Some combination of a. and b. above. 

15.3.1.7 Suspension and release equipment (S&RE). 

15.3.1.8 Random noise. 
Noise requirements were introduced in Revision C of the standard for the HB and LB interfaces.  
Random noise is non phase-coherent, non spectrally-concentrated noise and may be 
distinguished from periodic noise by spectral analysis.  Pseudo-random noise, which may be 
generated when the signal path is stimulated, is not included. 

15.3.1.9 Periodic noise. 
Periodic noise encompasses all forms of unwanted signal interference, including crosstalk from 
other stimulated HB and LB signal paths.  Thus the level of periodic noise which is present at 
each AEIS interface may be highly dependent on the chosen test method.  Periodic noise may 
be distinguished from random noise by spectral analysis.  Unwanted frequency components 
which arise when the signal path is stimulated (i.e., from nonlinear distortion) are not included. 
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15.3.1.10 Impulse noise. 
The definition is intended to apply to a continuous stream or burst of impulses rather than to a 
one-time event caused by, for example, the energization or release of another store.  Because 
impulse noise may be caused by interference from other aircraft equipment, the amplitude and 
frequency of impulses at each AEIS may be highly dependent on the chosen test method. 

Unlike other types of noise, impulse noise is described by its instantaneous peak amplitude and 
average rate of occurrence rather than by its rms power.  However, if the impulse train happens 
to be periodic and time-invariant, then it is also classed as periodic noise and subject to rms 
power limitations. 

Note that the observed peak amplitude of impulse noise may be dependent on the 
measurement bandwidth, thus energy outside the frequency range of interest must be removed. 

15.3.1.11 Stimulated noise. 
Stimulated noise may occur from non-linear distortion, plus sampling noise and quantization 
noise if the signal has been transmitted digitally.  Depending on the nature of the stimulated 
noise, it may appear as pseudo-random noise or periodic noise.  Stimulated noise is 
incremental noise above the un-stimulated noise floor. 

15.3.1.12 Common mode noise. 
Common mode noise is not actually signal noise.  Common mode noise, however, may be 
responsible for an increase in signal noise further down the system if the common mode noise 
rejection of the receiving equipment is not ideal. 

15.3.1.13 Latency. 

15.3.1.14 Delay. 

15.3.2 Acronyms and abbreviations. 

15.4 General requirements. 
This section provides “General” requirements, that is, those that apply to more than one 
segment of the AEIS. 

15.4.1 Aircraft/store configurations. 
This paragraph introduces terminology and explains where in the aircraft-to-store interface the 
requirements of the standard apply.  It contains no firm requirements. 

Figure 1 of the standard illustrates, in a very generic manner, the functional location of the 
various AEIS interfaces.  This figure, along with paragraphs 3.1.3.1 through 3.1.3.4 of the 
standard, is an attempt to explain where the AEIS interfaces are located.  For example, the ASI, 
is the "last" electrical disconnect or break point that is permanently part of the weapon system, 
e.g., aircraft.  Physically, this disconnect point might be in the bottom of a pylon for pylon 
carriage modes, behind an access panel for conformal carriage modes, part of a blind mate 
connector mechanism for a bolted-on rail launcher, etc.  In general, the actual physical location 
is of no concern to the standard. 

The actual location of the ASI has been controversial on several aircraft installations.  The goal 
should be to define the ASI at the point that provides the best combination of flexibility and 
expected life cycle cost.  For example, in the B-1B Conventional Munitions Upgrade Program 
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(CMUP), the ASIs are at the end of cables mounted on a rotary launcher inside each bomb bay.  
While the rotary launcher is not “permanently part of” the B-1, it is unique to the B-1 and 
expected to be used with other MIL-STD-1760 stores, so having the ASI defined there provides 
the flexibility to carry these other MIL-STD-1760 stores without a major wiring change to the 
aircraft. 

This paragraph was modified in Revision C to include carriage stores. 

15.4.2 Interface classes. 
This paragraph defines the four distinct interface classes so the rest of the standard can refer to 
these classes. 

The minimum ASI capability required by the standard is the Class II interface, which is expected 
to be sufficient for most aircraft air-air stations and light weight, 1000 pound store class, air-
ground stations.  Class IA is recommended for most aircraft heavy stations and stations 
expected to carry electronic pods such as Electronic Counter Measures and Forward Looking 
Infrared, or stations expected to carry a carriage store with more than one mission store.  Class 
I and IIA represent intermediate capabilities which may be appropriate for some aircraft stations. 

Mission stores and carriage stores, or specifically MSIs and CSIs, are compatible with any of 
the listed classes, provided that the store uses only those signals (or a subset of the signals) 
available in the specific class and complies with the standard for those signals used. 

Although use of an interface similar to MIL-STD-1760 is now required on several major aircraft 
and store programs, many of the existing or planned aircraft installations do not fully comply 
with even the Class II interface.  Typically, the High Bandwidth (HB) lines are omitted or tailored 
to the specific signal needed on that aircraft and the Low Bandwidth (LB) line is not provided.  
This is driven by the cost of installing a HB network in an aircraft and the fact that some planned 
MIL-STD-1760-compliant stores do not need the HB lines. 

15.4.3 Primary interface signal set. 
This paragraph and its subparagraphs provide a summary of the number and type of signals 
passing through the standard interface along with technical requirements that are general in 
nature, i.e., are not strictly “aircraft” or “store” requirements.  Corresponding paragraphs in 
section 5 (Detail requirements) provide the technical characteristics of these signals. 

These paragraphs emphasize the key requirements of the standard, such as the use of MIL-
STD-1553 data bus for all digital data communication between stores and aircraft. 

15.4.3.1 High Bandwidth (HB) interfaces. 
The High Bandwidth (HB) interfaces are required to facilitate the transfer of analog signals such 
as video, high speed synchronization, and Radio Frequency signals that are not compatible with 
the MIL-STD-1553 digital data bus. 

The High Bandwidth sections of the standard changed extensively between Revision B and C.  
Revision C requirements differ from those in Revision B in that they: 

a. Define a "Routing Network Aircraft Subsystem Port” (RNASP) which is the interface 
between aircraft systems and the network, then impose specific performance requirements on 
the signal path between the RNASP and the ASIs (Revision B only covered things measurable 
at the ASI and ASI-to-ASI transfers). 
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b. Limit Type A signals to 1.3 V (Revision B allowed up to 12.0 V). 

c. Impose return loss and insertion gain limitations that are tighter than those imposed by 
the VSWR and attenuation requirements in Revision B.  These new requirements imply use of 
an active (includes amplifiers) aircraft network while the requirements in Revision B could be 
met with passive cables and switches in some cases. 

d. Limit noise in the network. 

e. Change the signal return grounding scheme. 

These requirements set performance requirements for a network that could satisfy a wide 
variety of uses, while the requirements in Revision B only defined the interface at the ASI and 
MSI, leaving the aircraft network performance to be defined by other documents such as the 
stores management system specification.  Network capacity is further discussed under 5.1.1. 

Figure 4 of the standard suggests possible signal paths, for information only - specific 
requirements are all called out in “shall” statements in the standard. 

This paragraph alerts the designer that the interface specifications for the ASI include the 
effects of the ASI mating connector.  Inclusion of the mating connector is important primarily for 
HB requirements such as return loss and insertion gain limits.  (See section 8 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.1.1 Type A signal requirements. 
Signal voltage, out-of-band power level and slew rate are limited by this paragraph to ensure 
various aircraft and stores will use compatible signals. 

Electrical requirements for the High Bandwidth interfaces are divided into low frequency band 
(Type A) and high frequency band (Type B) characteristics to simplify the interface definition.  
Both Type A and Type B requirement sets apply to the HB1 interface port while only the Type A 
requirement set applies to the other three ports (HB2, HB3 and HB4). 

15.4.3.1.2 Type B signal requirements. 
Type B signal requirements are not yet fully defined by the standard.  They currently consist 
only of the maximum power level allowed. 

15.4.3.1.3 Signal assignment. 
This paragraph limits which signal types may be assigned to each of the four HB interfaces.  
This paragraph of MIL-STD-1760C and D replaced requirements that were in section 5.1.1.1 
and 5.2.1.1 of Revision B. 

The assignment restrictions are applied for two primary reasons.  First, if the use of the HB 
interfaces were not restricted, the HB ports might be used for assorted custom functions, 
imposing direct obstacles to achieving interoperability. 

Secondly, the assignment restrictions prevent shuffling of a common set of signals between the 
four HB ports with each new application.  As an example, composite video is a Type A signal.  
All four HB ports are specified to handle Type A signals.  Therefore, without the restrictions of 
this paragraph, one store could place video on HB1 and some other store could select HB3.  
The aircraft would then be required to provide signal distribution paths to the cockpit displays 
from HB1 at each ASI in addition to HB3.  Thus, the assignments in the paragraph help limit the 
aircraft's distribution network complexity.  
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It is expected that if viable applications for the HB ports evolve, which are not covered by the 
listed signals, then the standard would be revised to incorporate the new signals. 

15.4.3.2 Digital data bus interface. 
The redundant MIL-STD-1553 compatible data bus connections at the AEIS interfaces provide 
the highly robust data transfer "utility" in the interconnection system.  Through this command-
response, serial, digital, time division multiplexed data bus, a flexible mechanism is available for 
primary control of stores and for transferring data between aircraft and stores.  Due to 
peculiarities in the application of MIL-STD-1553 to the aircraft/store interface, several additional 
requirements are imposed on the data bus interface that are not covered in MIL-STD-1553.  
(See section 6 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.3 Low bandwidth (LB) interface. 
The general LB signal characteristics are specified as a low power level, low bandwidth signal. 
(This was in section 5 of Revision B of the standard.) 

The nominal impedance of this interface was changed to 600 ohms in Revision C because 600 
is compatible with a greater variety of audio systems.  The fact that it is sent through cable with 
a 70 ohm characteristic impedence is of little significance at audio frequencies. 

15.4.3.3.1 LB signal requirements. 
The signal voltage characteristics are defined for both line-to-line and line-to-ground to 
accommodate different types of line drivers and receivers.  The standard only requires a 
transmission passband of 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz (basic voice-grade audio, like a telephone).  A 
specific signal generated by a store is not, however, required to span this entire range.  For 
example, an audio tone could be constrained to an even smaller band.  The defined frequency 
range should be interpreted as the passband within which signals can be transferred.  Any 
frequency components outside of this band, such as harmonics, may or may not be transferred.  
The store must not, therefore, rely on the transfer of any higher frequencies, beyond 3.4 kHz, for 
system operation. 

Revision B covered a significantly wider band because there was once a plan to use this line as 
a lower speed data bus. 

15.4.3.3.2 Signal assignment. 
The only application currently permitted for this twisted shielded pair Low Bandwidth (LB) 
interface is to transfer tones, e.g., AIM 9 audio, and voice grade audio to recorders in pods or 
to/from data link pods. 

This paragraph in Revision C replaces statements here, and in section 5.1.1.3 and in 5.2.1.3 of 
Revision B, prohibiting use of the LB interface for a discrete signal.  In Revision B, the LB 
interface was defined with a DC capability, and concerns existed that the LB port would be used 
as a general purpose discrete.  Since such a use would undermine the interoperability 
enhancement objective of the AEIS, a specific sentence was included disallowing this.  (See 
section 9 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.4 Release consent interface. 
The name "Release Consent" is a carry-over from MIL-STD-1760 dated July 1981.  Based on 
its application, a better name might be "Safety Critical Consent."  Two important points are 
contained in this paragraph: 
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The first point is that the consent signal, in and of itself, does not result in a store state change, 
but enables or inhibits a store state change that is commanded by the aircraft through the data 
bus. 

The second point is that the consent discrete is provided solely as a safety interlock for the 
aircraft.  The intent is that the aircraft can establish the enable state on the discrete at any time 
prior to the needed employment sequence.  As two extreme examples, one aircraft might 
establish the consent enable state at "wheels up" while another aircraft might establish consent 
enable only milliseconds before a fire command is sent over the data bus.  In both cases the 
store is compatible, but in the first case the safety of the aircraft may be at risk for a longer time.  
(See section 7.1 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.5 Primary interlock interface. 
The interlock interface is provided as an indicator of whether the electrical interface between the 
aircraft and store is electrically connected.  The aircraft is not required to use the interlock 
interface. 

A single point failure, e.g., broken wire, contaminated contact etc., could yield an indication of 
"interface not mated."  Therefore, the aircraft must not use this interface as the only criteria for 
actions that have safety implications.  The primary concern here is the use of the interlock as an 
indication that a store has physically separated from the aircraft.  A false indication could lead to 
collisions between stores during release, severe asymmetrical loading of the aircraft, etc.  (See 
section 7.2 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.6 Address interface. 
These six address discretes, plus return, allow the assignment of a unique data bus address 
from 0 through 30 to the MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal in each store.  This address is 
assigned at the time that the store is "powered up" on a specific aircraft station.  The store can 
then communicate with the aircraft in the normal MIL-STD-1553 command-response mode 
whenever the store receives a command word with a terminal address field which matches its 
assigned address.  Broadcast mode communication, which does not make use of the address, 
is also allowed in some cases.  A parity signal is included in the address discrete set to provide 
an error or fault detection capability for single point failure, such as shorted or broken wires, at 
the interfaces.  (See section 7.3 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.7 Primary structure ground. 
A structure ground between the aircraft and store is required to prevent an electrical shock 
hazard.  

The last sentence (prohibiting use of this connection for a signal or power return) could lead to 
some confusion.  It is common practice for the aircraft to connect 28 VDC and 115/200 VAC 
returns to aircraft structure.  It is also possible that the store will connect its 28 VDC load returns 
to store structure.  Under these conditions, some power supply return current will flow through 
the structure ground line.  The last sentence does not disallow this condition.  It is intended to 
disallow two other possibilities: 

a. An aircraft or store using structure ground as the reference ground for an AEIS signal, 

b. An aircraft or store using structure ground instead of installing dedicated 28 VDC return 
or 115/200 VAC neutral lines through the interfaces. 
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15.4.3.8 Primary power. 
Power is required from the aircraft to operate stores while they are attached to the aircraft. 

Revision D of the standard added requirements for the implementation of 270 VDC power 
systems.  MIL-STD-704, the U.S. military standard that defines electrical power characteristics, 
includes 270 VDC as a military standard voltage.  However, aircraft currently (2003) do not 
distribute this voltage level to store stations.  Because 270 VDC is included in MIL-STD-704 and 
is being implemented in current aircraft, provisions are included in the AEIS. 

During development of MIL-STD-1760C, serious consideration was given to reducing the power 
voltages required at the MSI. This change was not made, primarily because of U.S. Army 
concerns that it would complicate efforts to use off-the-shelf equipment within pods and 
because it would make new aircraft incompatible with the specified power requirements of 
existing MIL-STD-1760B stores like JDAM and JSOW. 

The last sentence is included in this paragraph to disallow the use of the power lines, 
particularly the 28 VDC lines, as general-purpose discretes.  For example, since the aircraft has 
the ability to turn a 28 VDC line on and off, someone might want to apply power to the 28 VDC 
line momentarily as a signal to the store to change modes.  This is prohibited in order to 
encourage all to use the interface in the way it was intended, i.e., with power through the power 
lines and signals through the data bus and discrete lines. 

(See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.4.3.9 Fiber optic (FO) interfaces. 
This paragraph identifies a dedicated growth provision in the AEIS for addition of a fiber optic 
interface capability to the standard.  Fiber optic physical interface characteristics were 
developed for MIL-STD-1760C, but were not included in the final version because of lack of any 
installation proving that the available termini would operate reliably in the AEIS environment and 
limited availability of hardware meeting the proposed requirements.  Logical requirements, 
assigning specific functions or data to be transmitted by the fiber optics, are also not yet 
established.  (See section 12 of this handbook.) 

15.4.4 Auxiliary power signal set. 
Subparagraphs of 4.4 provide an overview of the auxiliary power interface electrical and 
physical requirements.  Detailed requirements are contained in 5.1 and 5.2 for the aircraft and 
mission store, respectively. 

15.4.5  Auxiliary power. 
The auxiliary power interface is provided to supply additional electrical power to those store 
applications which require a higher power capacity than is available through the primary 
interface.  Generally, the store types, which fit this category, are electronic pods, e.g., ECM 
equipment, or multiple station carriage stores. 

As discussed in 15.4.3.8 herein, the last sentence is included in this paragraph to disallow the 
use of power lines as general-purpose discretes. 

(See section 10 of this handbook.) 
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15.4.5.1 Auxiliary interlock interface. 
Similar to the commentary on 15.4.3.5, an interlock interface is also included for the auxiliary 
power signal set.  This interlock provides a capability for the aircraft to monitor the electrically 
mated status of the auxiliary power connector.  The auxiliary connector mated status indication 
is independent of the interlock interface contained in the primary signal set.  (See section 7.2 of 
this handbook.) 

15.4.5.2 Auxiliary structure ground. 
Refer to the commentary on 15.4.3.7 above. 

15.4.6 Interface connectors. 
This requirement establishes, by reference to other paragraphs in the standard, two specific 
connectors and one insert arrangement as the standard primary signal set connector for ASIs 
and MSIs. 

It also establishes, by reference to other paragraphs in the standard, one specific connector and 
insert arrangement as the standard connector for the auxiliary interface connector of all ASIs 
and MSIs. 

Note that in MIL-STD-1760C and D, the requirement is only to meet the “form, fit, and function 
requirements” of the connector specifications, i.e., be interchangeable with the MIL-DTL-38999 
and 83538 connectors.  This is in contrast to the prior revisions, which specifically required use 
of the military connectors on the aircraft side of the interface.  This was changed because MIL-
DTL-38999 and 83538 are “design” specifications, and, as a result of government acquisition 
reform, military specifications and standards are no longer allowed to reference them as firm 
requirements.  This still achieves the interoperability goal of MIL-STD-1760, but transfers 
responsibility for connector hardware design, reliability, environmental qualification, etc., to the 
aircraft or store designer/manufacturer. 

15.5 Detailed requirements. 
The main body of MIL-STD-1760 consists of a “General” requirements section and a “Detailed” 
requirements section.  The detailed section includes subsections dedicated to Aircraft, Mission 
Store, Carriage Store, Umbilical cable and Connector requirements.  This arrangement results 
in some duplication between sections, but generally allows each specialized group (e.g., aircraft 
designer or store designer) to find nearly all the applicable requirements for their side of the 
interface in one section.  

15.5.1 Aircraft requirements.  
This paragraph introduces the requirements which the aircraft must meet and makes a key point 
about the intent of the standard. 

The requirements specified for the aircraft and stores are defined and measurable at the 
appropriate interface, i.e., RNASP, ASI, CSI, CSSI or MSI.  In most cases, if the characteristic is 
not measurable at an AEIS interface or between AEIS interfaces, then it is not included in the 
standard.  (Exceptions to this philosophy occur in the HB, LB and data bus area, where some 
essential characteristics of the aircraft network are included.)  The importance of this "interface 
standard" approach is that any technology or design can be used to implement the interface as 
long as the interface requirements are met. 
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The capabilities of a store (such as its guidance technology) or an aircraft system (such as its 
ability to display video from a store to a pilot) are tailored to the mission of the system and are 
intentionally not covered in the standard. 

15.5.1.1 Aircraft HB interfaces. 
This paragraph establishes the general requirements on the HB network and signals.  Detailed 
discussion of the HB requirements is in section 8 of this handbook. 

The aircraft is to provide a high frequency signal distribution network with access ports at each 
ASI and at applicable aircraft avionics equipment areas.  The distribution network must support 
signal transfer through the ASIs in either direction but in a simplex mode.  Bi-directional duplex 
operation is not required by the standard.  (A duplex system is like a telephone line where 
signals travel both directions at the same time.)  Each HB interface is specified as a coaxial, or 
two connection, interface consisting of a signal connection and signal return connection.  If a 
coaxial cable is used, then the signal return is the coaxial shield.  However, the interface 
specification also allows a triaxial, or three connection, interface consisting of a signal 
connection, a signal return connection and a grounded shield.  This grounded shield, however, 
is not "visible" at the ASI or MSI.  

15.5.1.1.1 Minimum transfer capacity. 
This paragraph establishes the minimum required HB network capacity at a single ASI.  Aircraft 
mission requirements may impose requirements for a higher level of HB network capacity than 
required by this standard.  The actual network capacity required (that is, the number of 
simultaneous HB signals flowing through the aircraft system, possibly from more than one ASI) 
will tend to vary with each aircraft and with each store load-out on a given aircraft.   

This paragraph covers three points.  First, two signal types, Type A and Type B, are assigned to 
specific HB ports.  Type A signal requirements are applied to HB1, HB2, HB3 and HB4 while 
Type B signal requirements are applied to HB1 only.  

The second point is that, although HB1 is to be compatible with Type A and Type B signals, it is 
not required to transfer Type A and Type B signals through the HB1 port at the same time.  This 
means that a specific signal is not permitted to overlap both the Type A and Type B 
characteristics - a signal is either Type A or Type B, but not both. 

The third point is that the aircraft's high bandwidth signal distribution network must be designed 
with sufficient capacity to transfer signals through all HB ports at a given ASI.  The distribution 
capacity of the aircraft network for supporting simultaneous operation of more than one ASI is 
not defined by the standard, although it is a useful capability in some missions and is 
recommended.  (See section 8 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.1.2 Type A signal path requirements. 

15.5.1.1.2.1 Return loss.  
Return loss is an alternative to Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) as a way to express the 
limitation on reflections on a signal transmission line.  The return loss requirements in this 
paragraph are much more severe than the VSWR requirements that were in Revision B.  A 
larger value of return loss represents a greater attenuation of reflected signals, which implies 
better signal quality. 
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15.5.1.1.2.2 Transient response. 
The transient response requirements control both linear distortion and some forms of nonlinear 
distortion.  If the network response falls within the limits shown in the series of figures, one can 
be confident that the network will transmit video and other HB signals with acceptably low 
distortion. 

15.5.1.1.2.3 Insertion gain. 
Insertion gain limits control the change in signal amplitude between the input and output. 

15.5.1.1.2.4 Representative pulse delay. 
When time correlation signals are passed through the network, the delay will contribute to 
latency and latency error at the sink equipment.  This requirement limits both the total delay and 
the variation in that delay.   

The nominal delay can be accounted for by passing information about the delay to the sink (via 
the MIL-STD-1553 data bus), leaving only the delay variation as an error.   

15.5.1.1.2.5 Equalization. 
The equalization requirements are to ensure that the signal path is capable of transmitting all 
signal frequency components between 20 Hz and 20 MHz and to control the amplitude of 
transient response artifacts (e.g., ghosts) outside the nominal passband. 

This equalization requirement controls essentially the same thing as the transient response 
requirement, such that it may not be necessary to apply and test for both requirements.  The 
transient response requirements, however, give direct indication of the waveform distortion 
introduced by the signal path which is not easily deduced from the equalization requirements.  
The two sets of requirements are therefore useful.  

15.5.1.1.2.6 Dynamic range. 
This dynamic range requirement is to ensure that the network can accommodate the voltage 
excursions of the signal, including excursions which occur under transient conditions.  For 
example, a 1 Vpp signal which is AC-coupled may bounce up to +1.35 V or down to -1.35 V if 
there is a 1 V shift in its useful DC component and there is an AC-coupling circuit with a large 
number of poles.  In addition, the source and carriage store may introduce a DC error after AC-
coupling. 

15.5.1.1.2.7 Signal path DC offset. 
Maximum DC offset is specified to limit the range of common mode voltages the receiving 
circuitry must deal with. 

15.5.1.1.2.8 Noise requirements. 
These requirements are to ensure that signals are not excessively corrupted by noise inserted 
by the HB network  

15.5.1.1.2.8.1 Random noise. 
This requirement limits random noise (“white” noise, which would be called “hiss” in an audio 
system) to a level that should not be visible in video. 
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15.5.1.1.2.8.2 Periodic noise. 
This requirement limits periodic noise (would be called “hum” in an audio system).  It treats 
crosstalk from other HB and LB signal sources as a form of periodic noise.   

The weighted periodic noise requirement corresponds with a peak white to peak-to-peak noise 
voltage ratio of 50 dB for 1 Vpp STANAG 3350 video. 

15.5.1.1.2.8.3 Impulse noise. 
This requirement limits impulse noise (would be called “pop” in an audio system). 

15.5.1.1.2.8.4 Stimulated noise. 
Stimulated noise occurs as a result of harmonic distortion, intermodulation distortion, 
quantization noise and aliasing.  The stimulated noise requirements correspond with a second 
harmonic distortion of 2.5% for both the 50 ohm and 75 ohm interfaces for a full amplitude 
sinusoidal input signal (assuming only second harmonic distortion is present).  For video signals 
this equates to a differential gain distortion of 10%, which follows CCIR Recommendation 567-2.  
Differential phase distortion is also important and this is controlled by the incidental phase 
modulation requirement. 

15.5.1.1.2.8.5 Common mode noise. 
This requirement limits common mode noise, which is AC or DC voltage that occurs 
simultaneously on both lines of a differential signal and can therefore be canceled out by a 
differential receiver. 

15.5.1.1.3 Type B signal path requirements. 
Type B signals include RF signals, such as the GPS signal received by an antenna on top of the 
airplane being sent to a store which is in a weapon bay or under a wing.  Only the overall signal 
passband and peak envelope power are specified (in paragraph 4.3.1 and 4.3.1.2) at this time. 

15.5.1.1.4 Ground reference. 
This paragraph requires a differential, unbalanced transmission scheme for the Type A 
interfaces, which provides improved immunity to magnetic field interference.  Revision B called 
for HB1 and 2 to have grounded returns and HB3 and 4 to have isolated returns. 

The HB1 signal path is required to be compatible with both Type A and Type B signals, but they 
have conflicting grounding schemes.  Therefore, a system which switches grounding schemes, 
as discussed in section 8 of this handbook, will generally be needed. 

15.5.1.2 Aircraft digital data bus interface. 
This paragraph covers requirements on the MIL-STD-1553 digital multiplex data bus ("Mux" or 
“data bus”) which is essential to passing data through the MIL-STD-1760 interface. 

15.5.1.2.1 Functional characteristics. 
This paragraph is to clearly allocate the MIL-STD-1553 terminal responsibilities between the 
aircraft and mission store. 

The aircraft is assigned the responsibility for controlling the data transfers through each ASI.  
This control is defined by MIL-STD-1553 as residing in a Bus Controller (BC) terminal.  This 
paragraph strongly implies that the BC is physically located within the aircraft by stating that the 
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aircraft is responsible for the BC function.  It is plausible, however, that the BC could be located 
elsewhere, such as in a special fire control system electronic pod.  However, even in this 
special case, the aircraft is still responsible for activating the pod and has in essence delegated 
its BC responsibility to a known, aircraft-controlled piece of equipment.  The complementary 
side of this requirement is that a mission store or carriage store is required to provide a MIL-
STD-1553 Remote Terminal (RT) capability. 

Four other major points are contained in this paragraph.  First, the aircraft, as BC, not only 
controls BC-RT and RT-BC data transfers, as defined by MIL-STD-1553, but also controls 
certain transfers between stores at different ASIs.  This store-to-store transfer can be achieved 
with RT-RT transfer as defined in MIL-STD-1553.  However, the standard does not require the 
aircraft to implement RT-RT modes.  The intent of the standard is to not disallow any SMS 
architectures, particularly hierarchical SMS architectures.  In a hierarchical SMS, the aircraft 
could transfer data from one store to another through a two step process of RT-BC followed by 
BC-RT.  Therefore, the requirement in the fourth sentence is for the aircraft to be able to move 
data from one store to another store – not necessarily by MIL-STD-1553's RT-RT transfer 
mode. 

The second major point is that communication with a store using the MIL-STD-1553 broadcast 
command is permitted.  Use of broadcast messages provides only a limited communication 
capability, i.e., no status response and data cannot be received from the store.  See also 
paragraph B.40.1.5.11.1 which deals with use of broadcast mode on MIL-STD-1553. 

The third major point is that the aircraft must limit the use of all MIL-STD-1553 command words 
"visible" at any ASI such that subaddress 19 and 27 commands will only be sent to nuclear 
weapons.  This does not imply that nuclear weapons will only use subaddresses 19 and 27.  It 
does, however, impose limitations on either the bus architecture in the aircraft, or the 
subaddresses used by other equipment connected to an aircraft bus network, if command 
words on that network are transmitted to any ASI.  This restriction is intended to increase overall 
system safety when nuclear warheads or nuclear bombs are carried on the aircraft.  (See 
section 6 of this handbook.) 

The fourth point is the blanket reference to Appendix B of the standard in the last sentence.  
This sentence invokes all the requirements of Appendix B, even though these requirements are 
not mentioned in the numerous other places in the standard where they apply. 

15.5.1.2.2 Electrical characteristics. 
This paragraph and the following three subparagraphs identify several clarifications and 
additions to requirements contained in MIL-STD-1553B. 

Data high and data low connections of the data bus stub are defined.  This definition assures 
proper connection of a MIL-STD-1553 RT to the interface connectors, i.e., prevent reversed 
polarity connections, when taken in conjunction with Note 2 in Table III of the standard. 

ASI test conditions for Mux A and Mux B.  The following termination conditions were 
recommended in paragraph 6.3.4 of Revision B for evaluating compliance with the output 
characteristics (5.1.2.2.1) and input characteristics (5.1.2.2.2) requirements for the Mux A and 
Mux B ASI interfaces.  These recommendations are moved to this handbook in Revision C: 

a. All ASIs terminated with a 1000 ohm ±5 percent resistive load at the end of the 6.1 m 
(20-foot) long MIL-STD-1553 compliant cable, 
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b. All ASIs (except ASI under test) disconnected (that is Mux A and Mux B open circuited), 
and 

c. All ASIs in the terminated conditions expected (such as opened or shorted) during 
aircraft operation, including stores release.   

The three configurations listed attempt to represent a wide range of termination conditions.  The 
6.1 m (20 foot) cable test of subparagraph a. is selected to represent a long cable run from ASI 
to mission store remote terminal.  This length includes not only the internal store cable but also 
any ASI-MSI interconnected umbilicals.  To exceed this length in an actual application probably 
requires a long store connected to the aircraft through an intermediate carriage store or adapter. 

Subparagraph b. represents the opposite extreme, i.e., no cables connected to the ASI.  This 
configuration results from missions which do not include AEIS stores at some, or all, stations. 

Subparagraph c. represents a more aircraft-dependent case where specific termination 
conditions may need to be tested. Included in this is recognition that umbilical cables can 
become damaged as a result of store release or a cable/connector failure and result in a 
shorted data bus interface.  (See section 6 of this handbook.)  

15.5.1.2.2.1 Output characteristics. 
The point of MIL-STD-1553 waveform characteristics measurement is defined at the ASI which 
is the interoperable point for the aircraft.  In contrast, MIL-STD-1553 defines waveforms at the 
RT input/output connections. 

Associated with the interface definition being moved from RT to ASI, the waveform voltage 
required is defined by the envelope of Figure 14 in the standard.  This waveform is basically a 
conversion of MIL-STD-1553 requirements into a figure with one exception.  The minimum 
allowed output voltage required at an ASI is 1.4 volts p-p.  This compares to the 1.0 volts p-p 
minimum required by MIL-STD-1553 for data buses to deliver to RTs.  This additional safety 
margin is added due to the extra cable length and change in load impedances possible between 
the ASI point and the store's RT. 

The paragraph further restricts the 150 nanosecond zero crossing distortion allowance in MIL-
STD-1553 to 120 nanoseconds when applied at the ASI.  One hundred twenty nanoseconds 
was a consensus reached by a group of MIL-STD-1553 experts.  They did not produce an 
analysis documenting why they chose the number.  Their explanation was that you could get 
any answer you wanted by adjusting the input assumptions, so the analysis would still come 
down to accepting expert opinion.  They also claimed that 120 nanoseconds is very reasonable 
with current off-the-shelf hardware.   

This change is intended to avoid setting unique requirements for MIL-STD-1553 hardware in 
stores.  Zero crossing deviation starts out small at a MIL-STD-1553 transmitter and increases 
with cable runs, connectors, stubs, etc.  If we allow 150 ns at the ASI it will be worse than 150 
after traveling through the umbilical and connectors to the RT in a store, but a standard receiver 
only tolerates 150, so you would need a special one.  On the other hand, the airplane could limit 
it to 120 with an off-the-shelf RT and “good design practice.” 

15.5.1.2.2.2 Input characteristics. 
This paragraph clarifies that the transformer coupled stub option of MIL-STD-1553 applies to 
the ASI. 
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15.5.1.2.2.3 Shield grounding. 
A requirement is imposed on the aircraft that the shield for each data bus must be connected to 
aircraft structure ground.  This shield grounding is not specifically defined by MIL-STD-1553.  
The companion requirements in section 5.2.2.2 of the standard, for the mission store, also 
require grounding of the shield in the mission store.  Between these two sets of requirements, a 
multiple point shield grounding concept is specified for the data bus.  (See section 6 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.1.3 Aircraft LB interface. 
The LB interface is provided to transfer low frequency, low power level signals which for various 
reasons are inappropriate for transfer over the data bus interface. 

Tones and voice grade audio are currently the only allowed signals on the LB interface.  The LB 
interface characteristics in prior revisions were defined to accommodate its potential use for 
transferring low speed serial digital data using balanced line differential receivers and drivers 
such as those defined by EIA Standard 485.  This application, as a low cost alternative to the 
MIL-STD-1553 data bus, is no longer being considered.  

Whenever a small number of audio tones must be sent through the interface and LB wiring or 
switching hardware is not installed, it may be more practical to send the information about which 
tone the pilot should be hearing through the MIL-STD-1553 data bus, then convert this 
information to a tone in the intercom system.  This may not be practical if a complex tone, like 
the tone from the seeker on a missile, must be reproduced. 

The lack of use of the LB interface has led to several aircraft installations of MIL-STD-1760 
hardware that do not include low bandwidth lines.   

(Old) 5.1.3  (of Revision B) Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).  

EMC requirements that were in previous versions were deleted in Revision C because these 
requirements attempted to impose requirements upward on the aircraft.  Also, MIL-HDBK-235-1 
was called out as a requirement.  It is a compilation of emitter characteristics, useful in defining 
a required environment but, being a handbook, it cannot be called out as a requirement. 

The addition of stores and store station equipment to the aircraft must not degrade the 
electromagnetic environmental effects characteristics of the aircraft.  The design and installation 
of stores and stores station equipment must be compatible with the aircraft, and must be such 
that the aircraft can still meet its electromagnetic environmental effects requirements. 

15.5.1.3.1 Minimum transfer capacity. 
The aircraft is required to install a distribution network for bi-directional LB signals.  The network 
must be capable of rerouting these LB signals between any ASI and the applicable aircraft 
equipment.  The specific equipment that is "applicable" is determined by each aircraft based on 
that aircraft's weapons capability.  “Rerouting” means that the signal path must be changeable 
in flight, i.e., not implemented with a “patch panel” approach.  Generally, as a minimum, the 
aircraft will provide a network path for the LB signal to the aircraft intercom system. 

15.5.1.3.2 Input/output impedance. 
The impedance of the LB network was changed to 600 ohms in Revision C to be compatible 
with common audio systems. 
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In Revision B, the input and load impedances, line-line, were specified by a minimum value 
only, which allowed the impedance to be as high as an "open circuit."  This range encompassed 
typical 600 ohm audio impedances as well as the 120 ohm point-to-point serial data link 
impedance, which was at one time envisioned as an alternate use of the LB network. 

15.5.1.3.3 Insertion gain. 

15.5.1.3.4 Equalization requirements. 

15.5.1.3.5 Signal path DC offset. 

15.5.1.3.6 Noise. 

15.5.1.3.6.1 Periodic and random noise. 

15.5.1.3.6.2 Impulse noise. 

15.5.1.3.6.3 Stimulated noise. 

15.5.1.3.6.4 Common mode noise. 

15.5.1.3.7 Ground reference. 
The shield grounding method for the LB port is a multi-point shield ground scheme.  The shield 
termination measurable at the interface connector is connected to aircraft structure ground on 
the aircraft side of the ASI and to store structure ground on the store side of the MSI or CSI.  
This grounding scheme provides optimum shielding for a balanced line twisted pair network at 
audio frequencies.  The standard only requires that the shield be grounded somewhere on the 
aircraft side of the ASI and on the store side of the MSI or CSI, and does not specify the 
physical location of shield connection or the method of termination.  (See section 9 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.1.4 Aircraft release consent interface. 
The release consent signal is required at each ASI.  It provides an enabling or inhibiting function 
to be used in conjunction with safety critical commands sent to the store over the data bus.  
Release consent is only an enable or inhibit signal and is not to be used by itself to command a 
store into a specific state or to start an irreversible process in a store.  The release consent 
signal is provided to "gate" safety critical data bus commands, such as fire, arm, etc., into a 
store's subsystem.  The store design documentation, or Interface Control Document identifies 
those commands which are safety interlocked with release consent.  The point in time at which 
release consent is set to the enable state will be determined by the aircraft based on the 
aircraft's safety criteria, i.e., the aircraft will determine when it is safe to remove some of the last 
safety interlocks to a store.  Also see comments in paragraph 15.4.3.4 and 15.5.2.4 herein and 
additional technical points in 15.5.1.4.2. 

The isolation requirement is included for fail-safe purposes.  It is to prevent a fault (release 
consent shorted to 28 VDC in one store or at one station) from activating the enable state at 
other ASIs.  (See section 7.1 of this handbook for schematic examples and additional detail.) 

15.5.1.4.1 Voltage level. 
This paragraph deals with voltage levels, as indicated by the paragraph title, and defines the 
interface line which is to be used as the release consent reference.  This reference, 28 VDC 
Power 2 return, is selected as a compromise between providing an additional line for a 
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dedicated return, with the resulting connector impact, and sharing a 28 VDC power return, with 
resulting EMI considerations.  Since the release consent "signal" is defined with MIL-STD-704 
voltage levels which are already extremely noisy, sharing the 28 VDC return is a reasonable 
compromise. 

The voltage characteristics of the release consent signal must comply with the transient limits of 
MIL-STD-704 defined over-voltage and under-voltage limits from 50 microseconds to several 
seconds at which point the steady state conditions apply.  Within the steady state domain, the 
aircraft is required to supply at least 19 VDC at the ASI for an enable state.   

The aircraft is also required to limit the voltage into a release consent load, provided by the 
store, to less than 1.5 volts for a valid inhibit state.  This provides a well-defined band within 
which the store's release consent detection circuitry can set enable and inhibit thresholds.  (See 
section 7.1.2 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.4.2 Current level. 
The major point of this paragraph is to provide upper and lower bounds for the current levels 
which the aircraft must be capable of supplying while maintaining the voltage levels of the 
previous paragraph.  A lower limit of 5 milliamperes is selected to ensure sufficient current flow 
to break down film and other contaminants on electrical contact surfaces and to “load down” 
noise voltages.  This lower limit does not, however, mean that all stores will draw at least 5 
milliamperes of current from an enabled release consent discrete.  Stores which do not use the 
release consent signal can provide no load, i.e., open circuit, across the release consent lines.  
Stores that use release consent will, however, demand at least 5 milliamperes when an enabled 
release consent is applied. 

The 100 milliampere upper limit is established to allow use of solid state drivers or small 
electromechanical relays in the aircraft for switching the release consent discrete between 
enable and inhibit states.  The primary driver is electromechanical relays.  To ensure low 
contact resistance and thus small voltage drops, under low current conditions, the maximum 
switched current must be kept within the "intermediate current" rating of relays.  This rating is 
typically 100 milliamperes.  (See section 7.1.2 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.4.3 Stabilization time. 
The primary purpose of this stabilization time specification is to limit the transition time between 
the two release consent states.  This limit defines the duration that a store's release consent 
detection or buffer circuit operates in the "linear amplifier" region between the two states.  The 
stabilization time is sufficiently long to account for contact bounce phenomena if 
electromechanical relays are used in aircraft for release consent switching.  The stabilization 
time is also sufficiently long to allow filtering or other methods of rise/fall time control for 
compliance with EMC requirements typically imposed on aircraft. 

15.5.1.4.4 Enable lead time. 

15.5.1.4.5 Inhibit delay. 
These two paragraphs account for delays between the application and removal of an enable 
signal at an ASI and the actual operation of the enabling and inhibiting function within the store.  
Part of this delay is the response time of the store circuitry.  See 5.2.4.4 and 5.2.4.5 of MIL-
STD-1760.  Part of the delay is allocated to a carriage store for the case where a carriage store 
is inserted between the aircraft and mission store.  In essence, a 10 millisecond maximum time 
is allowed for the carriage store to pass the signal through and 10 millisecond maximum is 
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allowed for a mission store to respond.  This response time is sufficiently long to allow 
significant filtering of the input or output lines or to allow use of electromechanical relays. 

15.5.1.4.6 Ground reference. 
The ground reference paragraph simply re-emphasizes which interface line is to be used as the 
reference for release consent.  (See 7.1.2.6 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.5 Aircraft interlock interface. 
This paragraph (and the corresponding 4.3.5 and 5.2.5) provide for a discrete signal indicating 
electrical connection between the store and aircraft and points out that separate interlock 
interfaces are contained in the primary and auxiliary signal sets. 

The first sentence of paragraph 5.1.5 of the standard needs to be interpreted in conjunction with 
the phrase that says “IF the aircraft monitors the interlock...”  The aircraft is not required to use 
(i.e., apply an excitation signal and monitor to determine mated status) the interlock interface.  If 
the aircraft does monitor the interface, the aircraft must comply with the detail requirements in 
this paragraph. 

5.1.5a defines limits on the excitation voltage supplied by the aircraft.  These voltage limits 
apply under the condition of an open circuit between interlock and interlock return on the store 
side of the ASI.  The voltage range defined allows MIL-STD-704 28 VDC voltage levels and also 
allows application of "logic circuit level" voltages down to 4.0 VDC.  Open circuit voltages below 
this 4 volt level are disallowed to minimize erroneous reading due to contaminated contacts. 

For a similar reason, the "closed circuit" current range is bounded between 5 and 100 
milliamperes.  The 5 milliampere limit would apply if a 2 ohm load is connected across the store 
side of the ASI.  The 100 milliampere limit applies to a short circuit (zero ohms) across the ASI. 

5.1.5c defines the two impedance levels at which the "interface disconnected" and "interface 
connected" states must be detected.  The actual aircraft detection circuit threshold(s) can be set 
at any point between these two limits.  (See 7.2 of this handbook.) 

See also the discussion in 15.5.1.6. 

15.5.1.6 Aircraft address interface. 
This paragraph (and the corresponding 4.3.6 and 5.2.6) provide for discrete signals to indicate 
the data bus RT address assigned to the store on a specific station.  Assignment of an address 
is essential to the operation of the MIL-STD-1553 "command-response" bus protocol. 

This address is provided by a set of discretes which allows the connected store's RT address to 
be uniquely assigned automatically by connecting the store to any specific ASI.  These address 
coding contacts are contained in the ASI since it is not practical to program a store's address 
during manufacture or during store preload preparation. 

15.5.1.6.1 Address assignment. 
The rules for assigning addresses with the five address bit lines are defined here by 
establishing the binary weight of each line.  Additionally, an odd parity check is defined allowing 
detection of single line faults including loss of the common return.  If an even parity check were 
specified, the check would pass if the address return opened. 
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The last sentence clarifies that if an aircraft uses an address interface design in which the 
assigned address at an ASI is modifiable, e.g., under software control, then the aircraft must not 
change the assigned address at an ASI as long as that ASI is powered.  It is expected that most 
aircraft applications will simply hardwire the address for an ASI with connections in the wire at a 
point that stays in a fixed location on the aircraft.  If, however, the ASI is physically part of a 
Store Station Equipment (SSE) black box and the SSE is interchangeable at different stations, 
then some type of address modification system might be used.  A similar condition could exist if 
the entire pylon or a wire harness is interchangeable at different stations.  (See 7.3 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.1.6.2 Address signal. 
The characteristics of the store sourced excitation signals are defined to encompass a range of 
circuit designs from "logic level" signals through higher level MIL-STD-704 28 VDC derived 
excitation.  The standard simplifies ASI circuit design requirements by clamping the MIL-STD-
704 type 28 VDC excitation to a maximum voltage of 31.5 VDC.  The aircraft address circuitry is 
not required, therefore, to withstand the higher (50 VDC) power surges defined by MIL-STD-
704.  This clamping requirement is levied on the mission store by 5.2.6.2 of MIL-STD-1760. 

The levels of current that the store is allowed to source and the aircraft is required to support 
are constrained within the same 5 to 100 milliampere range discussed above for the release 
consent signal.  While the use of electromechanical relays are not necessarily recommended for 
address modification circuitry, the excitation current and voltage levels allow their use. 

The 600 milliampere current flow in the address return line is based on an erroneous address, 
i.e., 0 with failed parity.  The aircraft must still support this current, however, to ensure that the 
store will correctly detect the address as erroneous. 

The rise and fall time maximum limits are included to limit the time that an excitation signal is in 
the "active" region of the aircraft's address modification circuit.  This rise/fall time is more 
important if particular stores periodically sample the address interface, i.e., pulse the excitation 
signal, in order to reduce power requirements or internal heat dissipation.  This maximum time 
is of no concern to aircraft which hardwire the address with jumper wires behind the ASI.  (See 
7.3 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.6.3 Logic thresholds. 
The aircraft is required to provide logic states with specific characteristics when the excitation 
signals are sourced by the store. 

Subparagraph a. defines the Logic 1 state as a function of allowed maximum current flow 
between each address line and the address return.  For aircraft designs which hardwire, open 
or short, the address lines at the ASI, this requirement can be converted to an impedance 
requirement.  That is, the impedance between a Logic 1 set address line and its return must be 
at least 105 kilohms looking into the ASI.  If the aircraft uses solid state devices to establish the 
address states, then the requirement can be interpreted as an "off-state" maximum leakage 
current over the range of open circuit voltages. 

Subparagraph b. defines the Logic 0 state as a function of maximum allowed voltage drop with 
the applied excitation current into each address line.  For hardwired ASI designs, this voltage 
drop, 1.0 volts maximum, can be converted into an impedance, but care needs to be exercised 
in considering the higher current flows in the address return.  Knowledge of relative distribution 
of resistance between an address bit line and the return line is needed before an equivalent 
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impedance can be determined.  If solid state, or any non-linear, devices are used to establish 
the ASI address, then a voltage drop measurement over the excitation current range is the only 
meaningful specification.  (See 7.3.2 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.6.4 Response characteristics. 
This response time requirement is included to establish limits on any filtering the aircraft might 
place on the address lines.  In addition, the aircraft is not permitted to use the address interface 
or to establish the address characteristics in any manner that would require continuous sourcing 
of the excitation signal by the store.  Again, for the simple aircraft address implementation of 
using hardwired jumpers at the ASI, these response characteristics are not significant.  Aircraft 
which use active circuits for establishing the ASI address must consider the constraints of this 
response requirement.  (See 7.3.2 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.6.5 Address isolation. 
This isolation is imposed to minimize ground loop induced noise problems in the store's address 
excitation and detection circuits.  The isolation is easily achievable in hardwired ASI address 
designs.  Active ASI address designs could be slightly more complex due to this isolation 
requirement.  (See 7.3.2 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.7 Aircraft structure ground. 
The structure ground line in both primary and auxiliary AEIS connectors is included to provide a 
higher level of assurance that the aircraft and store structures are electrically interconnected.  It 
is to ensure that hazardous voltage is not present on a store, just as the third conductor in 
residential wiring and appliances connects all chassis to ground to prevent shocks in the event 
of an electrical short.  Other structure ground paths should exist between the aircraft and store 
due to mechanical connections, gross shields on interconnecting umbilicals and possibly power 
return connections, i.e., 28 VDC Power 1 return, etc.  These other connections may, however, 
not exist (especially during ground or lab operation) or may be poorly controlled. 

The second sentence in 5.1.7 may lead to confusion.  The intent of this sentence is that power 
and signal circuits through the AEIS interfaces must not rely on the existence of the structure 
ground line for proper operation.  However, it is possible for power and signal currents to flow 
through structure ground.  For example, it is likely that the aircraft will connect its 28 VDC power 
source to aircraft structure.  It is also possible that the store will connect the 28 VDC return to 
store structure.  Neither condition is required or disallowed by the standard.  Under this 
combination of aircraft and store conditions, 28 VDC return currents will, indeed, flow in both the 
28 VDC Power 1, or DC Power 2, return and in the structure ground line.  This condition does 
not violate the intent of the standard. 

Revision C deleted the requirement to comply with MIL-B-5087, since it was canceled.  It also 
changed 5.1.7 to require the ability to carry the “overcurrent levels defined in Figures 17 and 
18,” rather than the rated current.  This better reflects the intent of a safety ground (to carry a 
large fault current long enough to trip a circuit breaker) and makes this paragraph consistent 
with 5.2.8 of the standard.  The last sentence, limiting voltage drop to 0.2 V, was added as part 
of Revision D of the standard.   There is nothing “magic” about the 0.2 V number: it was chosen 
as a number that is measurable, is very conservative with regard to safety, and should be easily 
achievable if a properly sized and bonded ground wire is used, 
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15.5.1.8 Aircraft 28 VDC power interface. 
This paragraph and subparagraphs, along with 4.3.8 and 5.1.9 (and subparagraphs), place 
requirements on the 28 VDC power provided by the aircraft in order to ensure that aircraft power 
sources are compatible with all stores. 

In addition to sourcing two 28 VDC power inputs in the primary ASI and when applicable, one in 
the auxiliary ASI, the aircraft is required to independently control, turn-on and/or turn-off, each 
power output.  This independent control is required primarily for safety reasons. 

15.5.1.8.1 Independent control. 
Some existing systems do not have the ability to individually apply and remove power from store 
stations and therefore do not comply with this requirement.  These systems should still function 
properly with MIL-STD-1760-compliant stores, but may require additional procedures for safe 
loading and maintenance. 

Deadfacing (ensuring no power is applied to the connector when it is disconnected) of 28 VDC 
is widely recommended as a way to ensure greater safety during maintenance and prevent 
arcing of connector pins in flight.  Deadfacing was recommended as a requirement in MIL-STD-
1760C, but was not adopted because of concern that safety interlocks in some nuclear 
weapons could be dependent on power at the connector up to the instant of disconnect.  Note 
that the standard does not prohibit the aircraft from removing power from connectors before 
disconnect, as long as it is not required by the particular store being carried. Wherever possible, 
Mission Stores should be designed such that power can be dead-faced prior to separation from 
the parent rack or Carriage Store. 

15.5.1.8.2 Voltage level. 
Paragraph 5.1.8.2 of Revision C and D states the actual voltage required at the ASI, rather than 
stating voltage relative to MIL-STD-704, as prior versions did.  During development of Revision 
C, serious consideration was given to allowing additional voltage drop at the ASI and MSI, 
based on an analysis of the voltage drops to be expected in stores management or armament 
control equipment and the connectors and wiring between this equipment and the store.  The 
voltages were not reduced for two reasons.  First, this would have made the existing generation 
of MIL-STD-1760B stores incompatible with Revision C and second, it would make use of 
aircraft avionics inside stores more difficult because they would have to be redesigned to 
accommodate the lower voltage.  

The ASI required voltages are the "utilization equipment" input terminal voltages from MIL-STD-
704 (later revisions).  Possible points in the AEIS network to be considered as the utilization 
equipment range from the input to the aircraft's Stores Management System to the input to 
equipment installed inside the mission store.  The ASI was selected in prior revisions, primarily 
because it is the last point in the AEIS network that is directly controlled by the aircraft. 

This paragraph defines the voltage levels in both steady state and transient conditions.  The 
voltage transient requirements are as defined in MIL-STD-704.  Transients down to 50 
microseconds are limited by MIL-STD-704. (See 10.5.2 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.1.8.3 Current capacity. 

15.5.1.8.3.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.1.8.3.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 
This set of paragraphs and the referenced figures define the levels of 28 VDC currents that the 
aircraft is required to be capable of providing.  The required levels are defined for both 
continuous and short term conditions.  While actual current on the 28 VDC power lines is 
partially dependent on the store's load, the aircraft must be capable of supporting the loads 
defined by the "maximum load current" curves in the figures.  The note below Figures 17 and 18 
provides additional clarification on the meaning of the load current curves. 

This paragraph set also requires the aircraft to be capable of simultaneously providing the full 
10 continuous amperes through both 28 VDC Power 1 and Power 2 interfaces in any ASI.  (See 
10.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.8.3.3 Simultaneous current. 
The total power which can be sourced simultaneously through all ASIs is dependent on the 
aircraft's power generation and distribution capacity.  While it might be desirable that the aircraft 
be capable of supporting the full rated load at each ASI simultaneously, store loadout 
limitations, carriage configurations and the number and location of ASIs on each aircraft may 
result in this full loading being unnecessary.  The standard recognizes this condition and, to 
avoid potential misinterpretation, clarifies that total power capacity through all ASIs is 
determined uniquely by each aircraft system specification. 

The paragraph also clarifies that aircraft stations which implement the auxiliary ASI are not 
required to source 50 amperes, i.e., 10 plus 10 plus 30, as might be interpreted by the 
combination of paragraphs 5.1.8.3.1 and 5.1.8.3.2 of the standard.  (See 10.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.8.4 Overcurrent protection. 
The aircraft is required to provide protection against excessive current flow out of each power 
line, as defined in Figures 17 and 18.   

The figures were modified in Revision C to extend all the way to zero time, and to limit 
maximum load current at about 6 times rated current.  This change was initiated to make the 
curves more compatible with the use of solid state power controllers in the aircraft. 

To some extent, this requirement is the first known case where a standard, or specification, 
requires an aircraft to provide some level of fault protection for its connected utilization 
equipment.  The general mode is for the aircraft to protect its distribution wiring from faults to 
prevent total loss of aircraft electrical power, to prevent aircraft fires and to limit the extent of 
damage to other subsystems.  The utilization equipment is generally left to protect itself, if it is to 
be protected at all.  The AEIS standard goes against this general mode by requiring a specific 
overcurrent protection level at the ASI primarily to help protect the connected store.  This 
protection assistance is imposed because of the potential destructive capability of the store, i.e., 
many contain explosive warheads, or rocket motors, etc., which have significant safety impact 
on the aircraft and its crew.  Without some limitations on the amount of fault induced energy 
which can be dumped into the store, it is not considered practical for the store to always protect 
itself.  Given that the aircraft already provides protection for its distribution wiring, based on 
compliance with aircraft wiring standards and safety requirements required by aircraft system 
specifications, plus safe operation of explosive stores is in the best interest of the aircraft and 
crew, the standard imposes an overcurrent protection requirement at the ASI. 
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In designing the aircraft's overcurrent protection mechanism, devices may be selected that 
remove power, i.e., trip, at any point within the current-time band bounded by the Maximum 
Load Current and Maximum Overcurrent curves.  In essence, the Maximum Load Current curve 
defines the no-trip limit, while the Maximum Overcurrent curve defines the must-trip limit.   

(See 10.5.5 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.8.5 Off-state leakage current. 
Requirements on the quality of power turn-off are defined in this paragraph through an off-state 
leakage current maximum limit.  The requirement is directed primarily at aircraft designs which 
use solid state switching devices for controlling the 28 VDC power interfaces.  The requirement 
is primarily of benefit to the aircraft designer in that it prevents extremely low leakage current 
conditions from being required by store designers.  A companion requirement on stores is 
contained in 5.2.8.5 of the standard.  The leakage level is sufficiently low to avoid shock 
hazards but high enough to allow practical solid state switch designs.  (See section 10 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.1.8.6 Stabilization time. 
This paragraph and the referenced figure define the maximum rise and fall times permitted for 
the 28 VDC power interfaces.  This limit addresses stabilization delay sources such as filters, 
relay contact bounce and solid state switch controlled (ramp) turn-on.  Excessively slow rise and 
fall times complicate store power supply designs, or designs of other active solid state devices, 
in the store which can be connected to the power interfaces. 

15.5.1.8.7 Ground reference. 
This paragraph simply states that a power return must be provided for each 28 VDC power 
output. 

15.5.1.8.8 Power application. 
This paragraph allocates 28 VDC Power 2 and auxiliary 28 VDC to potentially safety critical 
functions.  It alerts the aircraft designer that activation of either of these power interfaces could 
degrade the safety of the connected store.  This safety degradation results not from the store 
using power application as a command for some safety critical action, e.g., arming, but from the 
store using 28 VDC Power 2, or auxiliary 28 VDC power, as the energy source for carrying out 
safety critical functions commanded over the MIL-STD-1553 data bus. 

15.5.1.9 Aircraft 115 V / 200 VAC power interface. 
This set of paragraphs introduces the requirement for the aircraft to provide three-phase AC 
power at each ASI.  The AC power is further divided into primary and auxiliary interface 
requirements which are expanded in the associated sub-paragraphs of the standard.  The 
aircraft is also required to provide independent control of the primary and auxiliary AC power 
sets.  The standard does not, however, require that each AC phase also be independently 
controlled, i.e., ganged three phase switching is permitted.  Since some stores may not require 
all three phases of AC power for store operation, aircraft designers should consider the safety 
advantages of providing separate phase switching.  There would, however, be some reliability 
and space disadvantages in the aircraft equipment for providing separate switching of each 
phase.  (See section 10 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.1.9.1 Independent control and dead facing. 
Deadfacing of 115 VAC power was required in the previous versions of MIL-STD-1760 and is 
required in Revision C.  The last two sentences mandate precautions that the aircraft must take 
to eliminate dielectric breakdown of the connector insert due to high voltage arcing at altitude 
and to avoid the hazard of dangerous voltages being present on exposed connector pins during 
ground operations. 

15.5.1.9.2 Voltage level. 
Same rationale and guidance as 5.1.8.2. 

15.5.1.9.3 Current capacity. 
This set of paragraphs and the referenced figures define the level of currents that the aircraft 
must be capable of simultaneously sourcing out each phase connection.  The referenced 
figures, one for the primary ASI and one for the auxiliary ASI, specify the capacity of the current 
source for short term loads as well as continuous loads.  The aircraft must be capable of 
sourcing at least the current levels defined by the Maximum Load Current curve in the figures. 

15.5.1.9.3.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.1.9.3.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 
Similar to requirements of 5.1.8.3.2, except applied to 3 phase AC. 

15.5.1.9.3.3 Simultaneous current. 
Similar to the commentary on 28 VDC simultaneous current requirements (5.1.8.3.3), this 
paragraph is included to clarify two points.  First, the total power simultaneously sourced out to 
all ASIs is not controlled by MIL-STD-1760, but is aircraft dependent and controlled by the 
system specification for each aircraft model.  Second, the aircraft stations which include an 
auxiliary ASI are only required to source a total simultaneous current of 30 amperes per phase 
through the combination of the primary and auxiliary ASIs. 

(See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.1.9.4 Overcurrent protection. 
This paragraph imposes an overcurrent protection requirement on the AC power outputs of the 
ASI similar to that discussed for the 28 VDC power outputs. 

(See commentary on MIL-STD-1760 paragraph 5.1.8.4.) 

15.5.1.9.5 Off-state leakage current. 
The quality of power turn-off is defined in this paragraph for the 115 VAC interfaces.  The 
allowed leakage currents are higher than those permitted for the lower voltage 28 VDC 
interfaces due to solid state switch design considerations. 

15.5.1.9.6 Stabilization time. 
This paragraph and the referenced figure define the maximum rise and fall times permitted for 
the 115 VAC power interfaces.  This limit addresses stabilization delay sources such as filters, 
relay contact bounce and solid state switch controlled (ramp) turn-on.  Excessively slow rise and 
fall times complicate store power supply designs, or designs of other active solid state devices, 
in the store which can be connected to the power interfaces. 
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15.5.1.9.7 Phase rotation. 
The aircraft is required to furnish AC power at the ASI interfaces for each phase with the phase 
sequence defined by MIL-STD-704.  Although the sequence A-B-C is defined, the specific line 
or ASI contact that is defined as Phase A is relative.  For example, the Phase A interface at one 
ASI may not be synchronized, i.e., zero phase difference, with the Phase A interface at another 
ASI.  These two ASIs might be powered by two different unsynchronized AC alternators.  The 
second sentence of this paragraph establishes a relationship between the power phase at the 
primary and auxiliary ASIs which are located at the same aircraft station.  That is, the voltage on 
the interface designated as Phase A in the auxiliary connector and the voltage on the interface 
designated as Phase A in the primary connector must have a nominal zero phase difference.  
This, in turn, synchronizes Phases B and C in the two connectors at a specific ASI.  Beyond this 
local ASI phase synchronization, the standard does not define phase synchronization 
requirements between different aircraft stations.  This then allows the aircraft to "rotate" phases 
at the different ASIs as an aid in improving the total power system phase balance.  (See 10.3 of 
this handbook.) 

15.5.1.9.8 Load power factor. 
This power factor requirement is included in MIL-STD-1760C and D because revisions to MIL-
STD-704 (in the MIL-STD-1760B timeframe) removed the utilization equipment power factor 
limits.  Some control of a load's power factor is necessary to minimize disturbances to power 
generators and conversion equipment and to assist the aircraft designer in controlling the total, 
system level, connected load power factor.  The power factor curve shown is extracted from 
earlier revisions of MIL-STD-704. 

15.5.1.9.9 Phase power unbalance. 
The aircraft is required to support phase unbalanced loads within the limits of MIL-STD-704.  
Phase rotation permitted by MIL-STD-1760 provides a method by which an aircraft designer can 
cancel some of the phase unbalance at the aircraft power system level.  This is discussed in 
paragraph 15.5.1.9.7 herein. 

15.5.1.9.10 Ground reference. 
This paragraph requires that an individual power return or neutral be provided by the aircraft as 
a separate reference for the primary and auxiliary 115/200 VAC interfaces. 

15.5.1.9.11 Power application. 
This paragraph clarifies that the 115/200 VAC power interfaces can be activated, to MIL-STD-
1760 stores, without significant safety degradation.  This paragraph, when used in combination 
with MIL-STD-1760 paragraph 5.1.8.8, establishes a top-level allocation between safety and 
non-safety critical functions for the different AC and DC ASI power outputs.  (See 10.5 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.1.10 Aircraft 270 VDC power interface. 
Beginning with Revision D of the standard, this paragraph and its subparagraphs provide 
requirements for a 270 VDC power interface. The relevant revision of MIL-STD-704 defines 270 
VDC electrical characteristics as it is used on aircraft such as the F-22, F-35 and AH-66.  (See 
section 10.12 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.1.10.1 Independent control and deadfacing. 

15.5.1.10.2 Voltage level. 

15.5.1.10.3 Current capacity. 

15.5.1.10.3.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.1.10.3.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 

15.5.1.10.3.3 Simultaneous current. 

15.5.1.10.4 Overcurrent protection. 

15.5.1.10.5 Off-state leakage current. 

15.5.1.10.6 Stabilization time. 

15.5.1.10.7 Ground reference. 

15.5.1.10.8 Power application. 

15.5.1.11 Aircraft fiber optic interface. 
This paragraph, along with 5.2.11 and 4.3.9 reserve space in the interface for fiber optics lines, 
and in the future should define the fiber optic terminals and cable to be used.  This would allow 
a standard fiber optic network to be installed in new or modified aircraft before the actual use of 
the fiber optic interface is defined.  (See section 12 of this handbook.) 

Aircraft with Class I ASIs are required to install ASI connectors which include contact provisions 
for two 16 gauge fiber optic termini.  The aircraft is not required to include fiber optic cables as 
part of the AEIS wiring. 

15.5.1.12 Initialization. 

15.5.1.12.1 Pre-initialization conditions. 
These two paragraphs define the requirements on the aircraft prior to initialization. 

15.5.1.12.2 Power application. 
This paragraph requires the aircraft to provide the store with both 28 VDC and 115 VAC power 
so that the aircraft can ascertain which type of store is being carried.  This is necessary 
because the standard provides for the present store-aboard inventory mechanisms to be 
eliminated when the aircraft is only required to carry MIL-STD-1760 compliant stores.  After 
store identification has been made, the aircraft will probably deactivate the interface and at the 
next power up only apply the required power. 

15.5.1.12.3 First communication. 
This paragraph requires the aircraft to ask the store for its store ID message and wait up to 150 
milliseconds after power application for a store response indicating that the store RT is capable 
of communication.  It does not require the store to be capable of responding with a valid store 
description if it is not ready. 

This paragraph also mandates that the aircraft wait up to 500 milliseconds from power 
application for the store to respond to an aircraft request with a valid Store Description 
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message.  Action taken by the aircraft in the event that this does not occur is not controlled by 
MIL-STD-1760. 

15.5.2 Mission store requirements (measured at the MSI). 
This introduction emphasizes, in the title, that the requirements apply to the MSI and are 
measurable at the MSI.  Within this constraint, the internal store subsystems can be designed 
using a multitude of technologies and internal subsystem architectures.  MIL-STD-1760 only 
requires standard characteristics to be supplied at the mission store interface.  

15.5.2.1 Mission store HB interfaces. 
This paragraph provides introductory points on the High Bandwidth (HB) interface in the MSI, in 
addition to the general requirements in section 4.3.1 and the aircraft requirements in section 
5.1.1. 

It clarifies that the mission store is not required to actually use any of the HB ports in the 
interface, but if any port is used, then the requirements of the sub-paragraphs apply.  The only 
HB electrical requirement imposed on stores which do not use one or more of the HB ports is a 
simple impedance requirement.  All unused ports must provide a signal-to-signal return 
impedance of at least 45 ohms (HB1 and HB2) and 68 ohms (HB3 and HB4).  An open circuit 
meets this requirement.  The unused ports do not, therefore, need to be physically terminated 
into any load.  In fact, the connector paragraph of the standard states that the connector cavities 
of unused signals may be plugged, i.e., insertion of a contact into the cavity is not required.  
(See section 8 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.1.1 Electrical characteristics (Type A). 

15.5.2.1.1.1 Return loss. 

15.5.2.1.1.2 Dynamic range. 

15.5.2.1.2 Electrical characteristics (Type B). 

15.5.2.1.3 Ground reference. 
This paragraph establishes the HB signal grounding approach visible at the MSI.  This scheme 
requires a store which is receiving a Type A signal to isolate it from ground, while MIL-STD-
1760B required the store to ground the signal return for both Type A and Type B signals, 
regardless of whether receiving or sending a signal. 

Note that, for Type B signals, both the source and load ends of the path have grounded returns.  
(See section 8.1.5 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.2 Mission store data bus interface. 
This paragraph establishes the top level requirements for a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal 
interface in the store. 

15.5.2.2.1 Functional characteristics.  
This paragraph defines top level functional characteristics which apply if the store uses the data 
interface.  It is expected that nearly all MIL-STD-1760 stores will use this data interface.  A dual 
standby redundant MIL-STD-1553 compliant remote terminal is required in the store.  This 
terminal is required to respond to commands addressed to it under the rules of MIL-STD-1553.  
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The store is required to use as its terminal address, the address decoded by the address 
discretes defined in paragraph 5.2.6 of the standard.  This allows assignment of the store 
address at the time of operation on a given aircraft station.  This permits optimum flexibility in 
allowing different bus architectures in the aircraft.  The issue of whether the store responds, 
within the restrictions of MIL-STD-1553, to broadcasted, i.e., Address = 31, messages is 
controlled by section B.1.5.11 of the standard. 

15.5.2.2.2 Electrical characteristics. 
This paragraph emphasizes that the characteristics addressed apply, i.e., are measured, at the 
MSI.  This contrasts with MIL-STD-1553 which defines characteristics at the input to the remote 
terminal hardware.  The main difference between MIL-STD-1553 and MIL-STD-1760 is that 
MIL-STD-1760 addresses characteristics which would be seen at the end of a piece of MIL-
STD-1553 cable connected to a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal.  This length of cable, between 
the MSI and the actual remote terminal transceiver buried within the mission store, changes 
some characteristics as defined by MIL-STD-1553.  It is highly desirable to allow use of existing 
remote terminal hardware in the store.  Without clarifying the effects of the cable on these 
characteristics, some stores would be forced into using special remote terminals simply to meet 
RT requirements at the MSI. 

The second point is to define the polarity of the data interface connections, data high referenced 
to data low.  This avoids reverse polarity connections between the aircraft and the store.  This 
polarity definition, in combination with Note 2 of Table III in the standard, avoids this connection 
problem. 

15.5.2.2.2.1 Output characteristics. 
Two main points are made in this paragraph.  MIL-STD-1553 defines two types of remote 
terminals based on the method of coupling the terminal's stub to the main bus.  These two 
methods are direct coupled and transformer coupled.  This paragraph requires the store to 
contain a transformer coupled style remote terminal.  Transformer coupled stubs are selected 
because the stub length from the bus coupler in the aircraft to the remote terminal in the store is 
nearly always too long to use direct coupled stubs. 

This paragraph also imposes a requirement on the mission store data interface over what is 
required by MIL-STD-1553.  MIL-STD-1553 requires the terminal output voltage of transformer 
coupled remote terminals to be in the range of 18 to 27 volts p-p, line-to-line when connected to 
a 70 ohm ±2 percent load.  In contrast, MIL-STD-1760 requires the store to output at the MSI a 
line-to-line voltage of 20 to 27 volts p-p into the same test load.  This higher minimum output 
voltage is required for two reasons.  Firstly, the possible load impedance seen by the store at 
the MSI can be lower than the 70 ohm test load referenced in MIL-STD-1553.  Increasing the 
minimum output voltage raises the design margin.  Secondly, a higher minimum voltage is 
defined because: 

The losses in the AEIS bus network of some aircraft are expected to be higher than losses 
for typical MIL-STD-1553 avionic applications. 

The electromagnetic noise environment at the aircraft/store interface areas is also 
expected to be higher than typical noise levels. 

Raising the minimum voltage is seen as necessary to maintain reasonable signal-to-noise 
ratios.  (See section 6 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.2.2.2.2 Input characteristics. 
This paragraph requires the store to accept MIL-STD-1553 compliant input signals when 
applied at the MSI.  As with the output characteristics, the input parameters of transformer 
coupled stubs are designated for the MSI.  In addition, this requirement expands on the remote 
terminal input impedance requirement of MIL-STD-1553.  The paragraph clarifies that the MIL-
STD-1553 requirement still applies at the input to the remote terminal contained in the store.  
However, due to the effects of the cable connected between the MSI and remote terminal, 
measurements at the MSI will indicate a lower, below 1000 ohms, impedance even though a 
MIL-STD-1553 compliant terminal is installed in the store.  To avoid custom designed remote 
terminals, the MSI measured impedance is lowered to compensate for the interconnecting 
cable.  (See 15.5.2.2.2.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.2.2.3 Shield grounding. 
This paragraph addresses an interface detail implied, but not specifically required, by MIL-STD-
1553.  Mission stores are required to connect the data shield to the store structure ground at 
some point on the store side of the MSI.  Since the aircraft is also required to ground the data 
shield on the aircraft side of the ASI, a multiple point shield grounding scheme is imposed for 
the data interface.  (See section 6 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.3 Mission store LB interface. 
This paragraph introduces the Low Bandwidth (LB) interface requirements on the mission store.  
Similar to the data bus interface, the LB interface contains three connections: a non-inverting 
connection, an inverting connection and a shield connection.  Likewise, the mission store is not 
required to use the LB interface port but if it does use the port, the store must comply with the 
requirements in the associated subparagraphs.  If the store does not use the LB interface, it is 
required to maintain at least 540 ohms between the non-inverting and inverting connections on 
the store side of the MSI.  As with the store's HB, Mux A and Mux B interfaces, an open circuit 
meets the intent of this unused interface "termination" impedance. 

The transfer requirement paragraph that was in MIL-STD-1760B is combined with this 
paragraph in MIL-STD-1760C and D.  This paragraph clarifies that the store can be a signal 
source or a signal load. 

15.5.2.3.1 Input/output impedance. 
Revision B paragraph 5.1.1.3.2.1 identified a 150 milliampere maximum current limit, which, in 
conjunction with the old ±12 volt maximum signal voltage, resulted in an 80 ohms minimum 
impedance if maximum voltage level signals were transmitted.  This no longer applies with the 
impedances and voltages defined in Revision C.  (See section 9 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.3.2 Ground reference. 
The shield grounding method selected for the LB interface is a multiple point shield grounding 
scheme.  The shield termination, as measured at the MSI looking into the store, is connected to 
mission store ground.  Likewise, the LB shield is connected to aircraft ground on the aircraft 
side of the ASI.  This grounding scheme provides optimum shielding for a balanced line twisted 
shielded pair signal path.  As with all the other characteristics, the standard only requires that 
the shield "appear" to be grounded when measured at the MSI.  The standard does not define 
the actual internal store circuitry or shield termination location and procedures.  (See section 9.4 
of this handbook.) 
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15.5.2.4 Mission store release consent interface. 
This paragraph provides a lead-in for the mission store's release consent interface.  Several 
points are made: 

A release consent interface is included in the MSI connector, 

This interface contains the signal (release consent) and its return (28 VDC Power 2 return), 

Except for the requirement against bits D8 and D10, the store is not required to use the 
interface, in which case the store must provide at least 100 kilohms impedance between the 
signal and return lines, but if it uses the interface, the store must comply with the requirements 
in the associated subparagraphs.  These requirements allow stores which do not use release 
consent to leave the connector contact assigned to release consent open circuited, or even to 
plug the contact cavity in the MSI connector with a sealing plug, i.e., not even install a contact. 

This paragraph clarifies that, functionally, the release consent signal is an enabling or inhibiting 
signal used in conjunction with the MIL-STD-1553 data bus interface.  The actual command to 
achieve a safety critical function is sent over the data bus interface.  In contrast, release 
consent, if high, allows any interlocked MIL-STD-1553 commands to be acted on and, if low, to 
be ignored.  The activation of release consent, i.e., transition to the enable state, must not by 
itself result in any safety critical action or irreversible action.  It is expected that an aircraft may 
grant consent and then later remove consent.  Therefore, the store must be able to return to the 
inhibited state with release consent removal, provided that some irreversible command was not 
sent to the store while the enable condition existed. 

The caution note is included to alert the store designer that release consent is not a general 
purpose discrete but an aircraft safety interlock signal.  This signal may be applied early in a 
flight timeline or late in the timeline depending on specific aircraft safety criteria.  The only 
requirement expected of the aircraft is that consent will at least be granted shortly before the 
aircraft issues an interlocked command.  The specific commands that are interlocked with 
release consent, including D8 and/or D10, must be identified in the store design documentation 
or ICD.  (See section 7.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.4.1 Voltage level. 
The voltage levels are defined for both release consent signal states, i.e., enable and inhibit 
states.  With one exception, the enable signal is basically voltage levels which can be expected 
from a MIL-STD-704 compliant power source.  The minimum steady state voltage seen at the 
ASI, for a valid enable signal, is 15 VDC.  The inhibit signal is basically the lack of an enable 
signal, but is defined as a 1.50 VDC maximum steady state voltage between the release 
consent connection and the 28 VDC Power 2 return connection at the MSI.   

The store is required to set its detection threshold(s) for the enable/inhibit states at a voltage 
level(s) such that an enable state will be assured if the applied voltage is 15 volts or greater and 
an inhibit state will be assured if the applied voltage is less than 1.5 VDC. 

Revision B had a requirement limiting voltage spikes for durations up to 50 microseconds, as 
defined in MIL-E-6051.  These transients are not specifically discussed in Revision C and D.  
(See section 7.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.4.2 Current level. 
The current level imposed by the store's load must be constrained within the limits of 5 
milliamperes to 100 milliamperes based on applied steady state enable voltages, 15 VDC to 
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31.5 VDC.  This requires that the effective steady-state impedance applied by the store at the 
MSI must range between 315 and 3000 ohms.  This current range was selected to allow the 
aircraft to use electromechanical relays for the release consent switching function.  If the relay 
contact switching exceeds 100 milliamperes, then contact arcing may damage the low current 
switching capability of the relay.  This 100 milliampere level is sometimes referred to as the 
"intermediate current" rating of a relay.  The 5 milliampere lower level was set to ensure 
sufficient current flow to operate with partially contaminated contacts.  The lower current level 
also reduces the minimum power dissipation a missile release consent monitor circuit must 
provide.  (See section 7.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.4.3 Stabilization time. 
This stabilization time covers state transition duration due to filtering, contact bounce and other 
factors.  The mission store circuitry needs to be capable of operating with the linear region of its 
release consent monitor circuit for the stabilization time duration. 

The 6 milliseconds listed is twice as long as the aircraft's 3 millisecond stabilization requirement.  
This additional delay or instability is to allow for potential insertion of a carriage store between 
the aircraft and the mission store.  (See section 7.1 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.4.4 Enable lead time. 

15.5.2.4.5 Inhibit lead time. 
These two paragraphs establish limits on the response time of the store's enable/inhibit circuit.  
A limit is defined in order for the aircraft to know how early, in advance of transmitting a critical 
command, release consent must be placed in the enable, or inhibit, state for the critical 
command to be accepted, or rejected.  The response time does not, however, imply that critical 
commands must be carried out by the store within the 10 millisecond limit. 

The response time specified allows use of: 

a. Electromechanical devices in the store, 

b. Filtered inputs, 

c. Signal sampling, 

d. Other techniques in the store's release consent circuit. 

15.5.2.4.6 Ground reference. 
This paragraph clarifies that the 28 VDC 2 return line is the reference for measuring the above 
stated voltages. 

15.5.2.5 Mission store interlock interface. 
The introductory paragraph to the interlock interface requirements has one significant difference 
from the introduction to other mission store interface lines.  The other lines are identified with an 
option for the mission store to use, or not use, the signal.  The interlock interface does not 
provide the store with this option.  If a store requires any MIL-STD-1760 interface, i.e., if the 
store contains an MSI, then the store must include the interlock interface in the implemented 
MSI.  If both primary and auxiliary MSIs are required by the store, then two sets of interlock 
interfaces are required, one set for each MSI connector. 
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The interlock interface consists of an interlock connection and an interlock return connection.  
The mission store is required to provide continuity between these two connections and must 
meet the defined electrical requirements.  Normally, the mission store will contain a wire link 
behind the MSI connector to provide this continuity.   

This paragraph defines the effective impedance that the store must provide through the 
interlock link.  The effective impedance must be supplied with the listed excitation voltage and 
current ranges and at frequencies up to 4 kHz.  The impedance value defined essentially 
prohibits the insertion of any component in the continuity loop between interlock and interlock 
return.  Furthermore, the electrical isolation requirement and the fact that the store cannot be 
assured that the aircraft is even applying an excitation signal, precludes the store using this 
interface for any internal store function.  For example, the store must not monitor the interlock 
interface to determine whether it is connected to an aircraft.  The store can achieve this "aircraft 
mated" monitor function by using the address discretes.  (See section 7.2.3 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.6 Mission store address interface. 
These introductory paragraphs to the address interface include the following parts: 

a. The address discretes are to be used primarily for assigning the store its remote terminal 
address, 

b. The address interface can also be used to determine the mated status of the mission 
store's connection with either an aircraft or a carriage store, 

c. The address interface contains seven specific connections, 

d. Stores which use the data bus interface in the MSI must also use the address interface. 

As with other interfaces, if the store uses the address interface then it must comply with the 
requirements in the associated subparagraphs. 

15.5.2.6.1 Address assignment. 
The rules for assigning addresses with the five address bit lines are defined here by 
establishing the binary weight for each line.  In addition, the store is required to check the parity 
connection for proper parity and accept the address only if the parity check passes.  This parity 
check operation may be conducted with dedicated circuitry or can be determined by using 
address decode circuitry in some of the available MIL-STD-1553 protocol chip sets.  Some chip 
sets load the remote terminal address through a software interface between the chip set and a 
host processor.  For these systems, a separate address read circuit is required in the store.  
However, even if the store's remote terminal hardware contains a discrete address decode 
capability, the noise environment, required address signal characteristics and detection 
thresholds must be considered prior to directly connecting these on-chip decoding circuits to the 
external world address discretes.  (See section 7.3 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.6.2 Address signal. 
The electrical characteristics are divided into excitation signal limits, required detection 
thresholds and a response time requirement. 

The characteristics of store sourced excitation signals are defined to encompass a range of 
potential circuit designs.  This range runs from "logic level" signals through higher level MIL-
STD-704 28 VDC derived excitation.  The mission store, however, is required to clamp the 
maximum open circuit excitation voltage to 31.5 VDC.  For example, the store can use 28 VDC 
Power 1 input (MIL-STD-704) to source the address excitation signal.  However, since MIL-
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STD-704 allows this input voltage to rise to 50 volts during power system transients, the store 
must clamp this voltage to 31.5 V to meet the maximum voltage requirement. 

The store is required to meet the rise and fall times on the excitation signals to minimize the 
power dissipation in any potential aircraft circuitry used to establish the address states.  This 
power dissipation can be high when the aircraft's circuitry is transitioned through an active 
region of a device such as a transistor in a line driver.  This rise/fall time limit is of particular 
importance if the store is periodically pulsing the address interface to sample the address and 
thereby minimizing store circuitry power dissipation.  For example, continuously exciting all 
address lines at the maximum allowed power requires the store to source over 16 watts out to 
the address interface. 

The closed circuit, or Logic 0, current levels sourced by the store are constrained to the same 5 
to 100 milliampere range used for other interface discretes.  Since the store circuitry determines 
the excitation voltage, the short circuit (Logic 0) current can be controlled through pull-up 
resistors in the store or by other means.  The store must also be capable of sourcing enough 
power to properly operate the address detection circuitry even under conditions of erroneous 
addresses.  For example, address zero with a failed parity would be an invalid address but the 
store's circuitry must be capable of determining that the address is invalid.  Therefore, the store 
must be capable of sourcing Logic 0 currents into all six address lines. 

15.5.2.6.3 Logic threshold. 
Subparagraph a. specifies the Logic 1 state by a maximum current flow between each address 
line and the address return.  Since the store circuitry's open circuit voltage and pull-up 
resistance value is known by the store designer, this maximum "leakage" current can be 
converted into an address line Logic 1 voltage.  Setting the Logic 1 detection threshold below 
this voltage assures detection of a valid Logic 1 state. 

The Logic 0 voltage is directly specified and determines the maximum voltage value for the 
threshold of a Logic 0 state. 

As an example, a store which uses an address monitor circuit with a 5 volt open circuit voltage 
and a 500 ohm pull-up resistor expects to see a Logic 1 voltage of 4.85 volts or greater and a 
Logic 0 voltage of 1.50 volts or less.  Therefore, the Logic 1 threshold of the circuit is set below 
4.85 volts and above the Logic 0 threshold, assuming a detector with hysteresis.  Likewise, the 
Logic 0 threshold is set above 1.5 volts and below the Logic 1 threshold.  

15.5.2.6.4 Response characteristics. 
The response time is specified to require the store to wait 10 milliseconds after application of 
the excitation signal to allow the aircraft circuitry and interconnecting cabling to stabilize.  This is 
particularly important if the aircraft contains filters on the address lines at the ASI or in some 
other aircraft equipment.  For cases where the aircraft simply provides jumpers at the ASI for 
coding the address, signal filtering by the aircraft is not expected.  In general, however, the 
store designer does not know if an aircraft, on which his store is to be installed, uses jumper 
wires or some other design for address assignment.  

15.5.2.7 Mission store structure ground. 
The structure ground connection in both primary and auxiliary connectors is included to provide 
a higher level of assurance that the store structure is electrically connected to the aircraft 
structure.  The connection is provided for shock hazard protection of personnel, e.g., during 
electrical faults, and to reduce low frequency noise voltages between the aircraft and store 
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structures.  Other electrical paths may also exist between the store and aircraft structure, e.g., 
umbilical cable shield or store mechanical attachment points, but these paths cannot be 
assumed to always be present, particularly during ground or lab testing.  The details of the 
grounding requirement have changed with revisions of the standard as discussed in 10.11. 

This paragraph requires that power and signal circuits through the AEIS must not rely on the 
structure ground line for proper operation.  Each power or signal line must have a return which 
is exclusive of structure ground.  Due to grounding approaches used in the aircraft and store, it 
is highly probable that some power or signal current will flow through the structure ground 
connections.  That is of course acceptable. 

15.5.2.8 Mission store 28 VDC power interface. 
This paragraph and subparagraphs place limitations on the electrical power used by the store 
while it is connected to the aircraft in order to ensure that all stores are compatible with the 
available power.  

The 28 VDC power interface consists of 28 VDC Power 1 and Power 2 in the primary MSI and 
auxiliary 28 VDC power in the auxiliary MSI.  Each of the three power sources require a 
dedicated return.  As typical with other interfaces for the mission store, the paragraph clarifies 
that the mission store is not required to use any of these power interfaces, but if used, the store 
must comply with the associated subparagraphs.  Stores which do not use any 28 VDC power 
interface must maintain at least 100 kilohms, e.g., an open circuit, between the power line and 
its associated return.   

It is highly recommended that mission stores be designed to:  

a. minimize the power required from the aircraft,  

b. use 115 VAC (or 270 VDC) for the principal power source and 28 VDC #1 and 28 VDC 
#2 for continuous low power applications or for short duration (less than 100 ms) high power 
applications,  

c. allow aircraft to do power management (timeline control) from power-on to release, and  

d. use only the primary connector (Class I or II) for store power requirements.  Use of only 
the primary connector is recommended because the auxiliary power signal set is optional and 
therefore will not be available at all ASIs.   

Current (through 2002) installations of MIL-STD-1760 on aircraft have not included use of the 
auxiliary power signal set and connector.  Several aircraft are also not able to provide the full 10 
amps of both DC and AC required, therefore store power consumption must be further limited if 
compatibility with these existing aircraft is required. 

15.5.2.8.1 Voltage level. 
This paragraph states the MSI voltages with which the store must be compatible.  Given the 
aircraft’s requirement to provide 22 VDC at the ASI (complying with MIL-STD-704E normal 
characteristics for steady state voltage of 22 to 29 VDC), the 20.0 VDC requirement in this 
paragraph allows for 2 V of drop in umbilicals and carriage stores. 

The reference to normal, abnormal and transient characteristics of MIL-STD-704 covers the 
time domain for non-steady state voltages down to 50 microseconds.  Revision B had a 
reference to MIL-E-6051, which covered transients shorter than 50 microseconds, but this 
requirement is deleted in Revision C.   
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15.5.2.8.2 Load current. 
The maximum overcurrent and maximum load current curves of Figures 17a and 18a of the 
standard were derived from the trip and no-trip calibration data for MIL-STD-1498 circuit 
protection devices, with modifications to accommodate other devices.  These curves represent 
a locus of time-current points (such as a 23 ampere current for one second duration, or a 13 
ampere current for ten seconds duration).  The curves are not intended to be a continuous 
profile of current versus time.   

Under fault free conditions, a store must limit its applied load (as measured at the MSI) such 
that the maximum load current locus is not exceeded.  A conservative indication of this 
compliance would occur if the maximum true RMS of the load current profile averaged over all 
time intervals does not exceed the current associated with the same time intervals as defined by 
the maximum load current locus.  Under conditions of internal store power interface faults, the 
store must be capable of safely withstanding (operational impairment expected) overcurrents for 
the duration defined by the maximum overcurrent locus.   

The flat part of the maximum load current curve (durations less than 0.1 second on Figure 17 
and 18) was added in Revision C.  Note that solid state power controllers often have a current 
limit characteristic in addition to a trip characteristic for short duration, high current loads.  The 
flat part of the curves represents a situation where the power controller may either limit current 
(by reducing voltage) or trip to the off state. 

Revision D of the standard incorporates equations to describe the trip curves (maximum load 
and maximum over-current) on Figures 17 and 18.  The equations were derived empirically, i.e., 
by trial and error fitting of an equation to the curves that have been in MIL-STD-1760 since its 
original publication.  The equations are intended to provide a precise pass/fail criteria for 
specifying and testing systems.  The curves defined by the equations are the same as the old 
curves, within the tolerance of the drawings, so there is not significant change of current 
requirements on 28 VDC and 115 VAC in Revision D. 

The "maximum load current" curve for 270 VDC primary power reaches steady state at about 10 
seconds, compared to about 300 seconds for the similar curve for 28 VDC and 115 VAC.  The 
limit value is just 5 times the continuos rating, compared to 6.5 times the continuous rating for 
the 28 VDC and 115 VAC curve.  These characteristics were chosen as more appropriate for 
270 VDC systems, which typically use SSPCs rather than circuit breakers.  SSPCs are not only 
capable of responding much more quickly, but are typically designed to respond quickly and 
limit current to lower levels in order to reduce their internal power dissipation (and the 
corresponding size and cost of power semiconductors).  The auxiliary power curves have similar 
reductions in time constant and limit values for 270 VDC for similar reasons. 

There was discussion of reducing limits on the 28 and 115 curves to make them like the 270 
VDC curves, since many new systems use SSPCs for these supplies as well.  It was decided 
that backward compatibility with the thousands of existing store stations and stores that 
implement MIL-STD-1760A through C was an overriding factor, so this change was not made. 

15.5.2.8.2.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.2.8.2.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 
These two paragraphs and the referenced Figures 17 and 18 define limits on fault-free current 
that a store is permitted to draw from the aircraft.  These current limits are applicable when the 
MSI voltage is between 20 and 29 VDC. 
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For stores with linear loads, the 10 ampere steady state limit of Figure 17 in conjunction with the 
29 VDC upper voltage limit requires that the store load not exceed 2.9 ohms on Power 1 and 
2.9 ohms on Power 2.  At 20 VDC, a store with 2.9 ohm input resistance will draw less than 7 
amperes, or 140 watts, from the 28 VDC Power 1 or Power 2 circuits.  Since the store may be 
supplied voltages anywhere in the 20 to 29 VDC range, the linear load type store cannot fully 
utilize the available 10 amperes defined by the figure.  Likewise, linear load type stores can only 
rely on approximately 20 amperes or 400 watts from the auxiliary MSI connections to the 
aircraft.  This discussion does not apply for modern switching-mode power supplies, which are 
not linear loads, i.e., they typically draw more current (offer a lower input resistance) as the 
supply voltage decreases. 

Even with these relatively small power ratings from the auxiliary 28 VDC interface, only a small 
percentage of aircraft stations are expected to contain the auxiliary power connector.  This 
forces the decision that stores which require relatively large amounts of power should use the 
115/200 VAC interface as the power source, rather than 28 VDC. 

The maximum load current curves of Figures 17 and 18 allow the store to apply higher short 
term loads to the ASI than permitted by the 10 and 30 ampere continuous ratings for primary 
and auxiliary MSIs, respectively.  These higher short term loads allow the store to draw higher 
currents for load in-rush, firing Electro-Explosive Devices (EEDs), driving seeker head motors, 
or other short power burst applications. 

(See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.8.2.3 Simultaneous load. 
Mission stores which use the 28 VDC interfaces in both primary and auxiliary MSIs must limit 
the total 28 VDC power currents in these three interfaces (28 VDC Power 1, Power 2 and 
auxiliary power) to the maximum load current curve of Figure 18.  This limit is required because 
aircraft do not generally generate very much DC power.  It is not unusual that the total DC 
power available on a tactical aircraft for all systems is less than 200 amperes.  Without the 
simultaneous power limit, the standard could significantly drive the total power conversion 
capacity of the carrier aircraft.  (See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.8.3 Load isolation. 
This requirement is included to ensure that a store does not connect the 28 VDC power inputs 
together inside the store in a manner that: 

a. Allows current into one power input to exit a second power input, 

b. Allows current to divide unequally between the various inputs such that overload of one 
of the power interfaces could occur. 

Isolation between the power inputs is required because voltage differences can easily exist 
between 28 VDC power interfaces due to: 

a. Power being supplied from different generators or converters, 

b. differences in voltage drops in power distribution wiring and switching devices. 

(See section 10 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.2.8.4 Overcurrent compatibility. 
The maximum overcurrent curves in Figures 17 and 18 define the maximum current-time limits 
at which the aircraft disconnects, e.g., trips, the power source from the faulted load.  The store 
must be capable of sinking fault currents up to these trip out levels.  The fault current level is 
determined by the source and distribution impedance plus the actual impedance of the fault.  If 
the fault is in the store, the fault currents will flow into the store and, by some path, back out.  
This paragraph requires the store to withstand these potential fault currents without becoming 
unsafe.  The standard does not define the specific methods that a store must use to "not 
become unsafe."  (See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.8.5 Off-state leakage current. 
An off-state leakage current compatibility requirement is imposed on the store because solid 
state switching devices are sometimes used in the aircraft or carriage store, for 28 VDC power 
switching.  The leakage currents listed assume a very low impedance connection between 28 
VDC and its associated return.  As the load impedance increases, the leakage current will drop.  
The main point of this paragraph is that stores should not connect current sensitive devices 
such as EEDs directly across the 28 VDC power interfaces.  Additional isolation of these 
devices from the power input is required.  For example, it is not assured that the 28 VDC power 
inputs on all aircraft will meet the requirements for EED firing circuits. 

15.5.2.8.6 Stabilization time. 
This paragraph and the referenced Figure 19 define the maximum time for the MSI voltage to 
rise, or fall, to its final value.  This rise/fall time is due to circuit aspects such as power line filters 
in the aircraft and contact bounce of electromechanical relays.  The stabilization time is twice as 
long as that required at the ASI due to additional delays that could be caused by a carriage 
store connected between the aircraft and mission store. 

The store designer should also recognize that MIL-STD-704 allows voltage drop-out of up to 50 
milliseconds during power transfers within the power generation, conversion and distribution 
systems.  (See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.8.7 Ground reference. 
This paragraph re-emphasizes that power return connections are provided in the two MSI 
connectors for each 28 VDC power line, i.e., Power 1 and Power 2 and auxiliary power.  MIL-
STD-1760 does not specifically require the aircraft, or the store, to connect the 28 VDC returns 
to vehicle structure.  As a result, the store is required to be compatible with aircraft which isolate 
the returns from structure and with aircraft which connect the returns to structure.  (See section 
10.7 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.8.8 Power utilization. 
This requirement on mission stores is the store side equivalent of the aircraft power application 
requirement in 5.1.8.8 of MIL-STD-1760.  Any safety critical store function for which the store 
needs additional safety interlocks, over those available through MIL-STD-1553 commands or 
release consent or other methods, can be powered from 28 VDC Power 2 and auxiliary 28 VDC.  
In contrast, the store can expect the aircraft to activate 28 VDC Power 1 on the assumption that 
the store functions powered are not safety critical, or are adequately interlocked, such that store 
safety degradation does not result.  However, even with these safety qualifications, the store 
must withstand without functional damage the application of any or all power interfaces at the 
MSI.  This set of requirements is established with two concepts in mind.  Firstly, 28 VDC Power 
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1 is expected to be applied as part of store initialization, while 28 VDC Power 2 and auxiliary 
power remain off until store identity, and possibly status, is determined.  Secondly, the 
application of power must not directly result in the store executing any actions other than power-
up.  Recall that paragraph 4.3.8 of MIL-STD-1760 requires that the 28 VDC power interface not 
be used as a discrete.  As a result, the activation of any 28 VDC power interface must not result 
in store functional damage. 

15.5.2.9 Mission store 115 V / 200 VAC power interface. 
This set of paragraphs introduces the 115/200 VAC power interface requirements imposed on 
the mission store.  The introduction begins by defining the lines included in the primary and 
auxiliary MSI.  Each MSI contains three power phases and a neutral. 

The paragraph also clarifies that the mission store is not required to use any of these power 
interfaces, but if used the store must comply with the requirements in the associated 
subparagraphs.  Stores that do not use specific 115 VAC interfaces must maintain at least 100 
kilohms, e.g., an open circuit, between the power phase connection and the neutral connection.  
The last sentence allows the aircraft to keep AC power off the connector whenever the 
connector is unmated (“deadfacing”). 

15.5.2.9.1 Voltage level. 
This paragraph states the MSI voltages with which the store must be compatible.  Given the 
MIL-STD-704E normal characteristics for steady state voltage of 108 to 118 V rms, the store 
must be compatible with 105 to 118 V rms.  The requirement in this paragraph therefore allows 
for 3 V of drop in umbilicals and carriage stores.  

The reference to normal, abnormal and transient characteristics of MIL-STD-704 covers the 
entire time domain for non-steady state voltages down to 50 microseconds.  Revision B had a 
reference to MIL-E-6051, which covered transients shorter than 50 microseconds, but this 
requirement is deleted in Revision C.  (See section 10.7 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.2 Load current. 

15.5.2.9.2.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.2.9.2.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 
This set of paragraphs and the referenced Figures 17 and 18 define limits on fault free current 
that a store is permitted to draw from the aircraft.  These current limits are applicable with the 
MSI voltage between 105 and 118 volts rms. 

As with the 28 VDC MSI power interfaces, less current is actually available, i.e., can be relied 
upon, than implied by the figures.  If one assumes that the store contains a linear load such that 
current is directly proportional to applied voltage, then the assured continuous per phase current 
and power available to the store is approximately 9 amperes, 900+ volt-amperes, for the primary 
MSI and 26 amperes, 2700+ volt-amperes, for the auxiliary.  This discussion does not apply for 
modern switching-mode power supplies, which typically draw more current as the supply 
voltage decreases. 

Since only a small number of aircraft stations will contain the auxiliary interface, the store 
designer should attempt to limit the power needs to the 2700 volt-ampere level, i.e., 900 volt-
amperes per phase.  Generally, this level is sufficient for most stores. 
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The maximum load current curves of Figures 17 and 18 allow the store to apply higher short 
term loads to the ASI than permitted by the 10 and 30 ampere/phase continuous rating for the 
primary and auxiliary MSI, respectively.  These higher short-term loads allow supporting 
actuator drives, power supplies and other equipment requiring large in-rush currents or current 
pulses. 

In order to allocate some power for operating carriage store internal loads, ten percent of the 
AC current that is normally available at the primary ASI is taken away from the mission store.  
This reduction applies only to mission stores designed for operation from carriage stores.  In 
many cases, a mission store can be operated from a carriage store, given availability of the 
carriage store, but whether it will be so operated is generally not known during mission store 
design.  As a result, the store designer should assume that his store is a candidate for carriage 
store operation unless good rationale exists to the contrary.  As a result of this carriage store 
power allocation, the per phase current available at the primary MSI of a linear load type store is 
further reduced to 8 amperes (840 volt-amperes).  (See section 10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.2.3 Simultaneous load. 
Mission stores which use the 115/200 VAC interfaces in both primary and auxiliary MSIs must 
limit the total 115 VAC power currents for each of the three phases to the maximum load current 
curve of Figure 18.  Even with this limitation, over 8400 volt-amperes total AC power is available 
to the mission store, again assuming linear loads.  If the mission store is expected to be carried 
on a carriage store and uses the auxiliary interface, an unlikely combination, the total AC power 
available at the MSI is reduced to 8100+ volt-amperes for the linear loads.  (See section 10 of 
this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.3 Load isolation. 
As stated in 15.5.2.8.3 above, busing together the primary and auxiliary AC power interfaces is 
not permitted because the two power sources may be electrically isolated and un-synchronized.  
The store may either divide its loads among the two AC power sources available at the aircraft 
side of the MSI, or switch the loads between the two sources.  (See section 10 of this 
handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.4 Overcurrent compatibility. 
The maximum overcurrent curves in Figures 17 and 18 define the maximum current-time limits 
at which the aircraft will disconnect, e.g., trip, the power source from the faulted load.  This 
paragraph requires the store to withstand these potential fault currents without becoming 
unsafe.  The method(s) that the store uses to remain safe during these faults is not specified by 
the standard. (See 10.7 and 10.10 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.5 Off-state leakage current. 
These off-state leakage current compatibility requirements are imposed on the store to allow 
use of solid state switching devices in the aircraft, or carriage store.  The 2 and 5 milliampere 
leakage currents listed assume a very low connected impedance between the power phase and 
the neutral.  As the connected load impedance increases the leakage current will drop. 

15.5.2.9.6 Stabilization time. 
This paragraph and the referenced Figure 19, defines the maximum time for the MSI voltage to 
rise, or fall, to its final value.  The rise/fall time is due to aircraft components such as power line 
filters and contact bounce of electromechanical relays.  The 6 millisecond stabilization time is 
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twice as long as the stabilization time required at the ASI.  This doubling is due to additional 
delays that can be introduced if a carriage store is inserted between the mission store and 
aircraft. 

In addition to this turn-on delay, the store designer is reminded that MIL-STD-704 allows total 
loss of voltage for up to 50 milliseconds during power transfers within the power generation, 
conversion and distribution systems. 

15.5.2.9.7 Load power factor. 
This requirement is included in the standard because control of load power factor is necessary 
to minimize disturbances to generators and conversion equipment.  This requirement, Figure 
20, is extracted from earlier revisions of MIL-STD-704.  The current release of MIL-STD-704 no 
longer includes power factor limits.  (See 10.7.6 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.8 Phase unbalance. 
Similar to load power factor, excessive phase unbalance causes power generator or invertor 
operational problems.  As a result, MIL-STD-704 includes limits on the amount of current 
imbalance permitted between the power phases.  These unbalance limits are imposed on the 
mission store.  (See 10.7.6 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.9 Ground reference. 
The store is required to provide a separate neutral connection at the MSIs for the primary and 
for the auxiliary 115/200 VAC power interfaces.  This separate neutral provides different current 
return paths so that the aircraft and store can use grounding and current return techniques that 
minimize EMI. 

In addition, the standard does not specifically require the aircraft or the store to connect the 
115/200 VAC neutrals to vehicle structure.  As a result, this paragraph requires that the store be 
compatible with aircraft that isolate the neutrals from structure and with aircraft which connect 
neutrals to structure.  (See 10.8 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.9.10 Power utilization. 
This requirement on mission stores is the store side equivalent of the aircraft power application 
requirement in 5.1.9.11 of the standard.  The store can expect the aircraft to activate the 
115/200 VAC power interfaces on the assumption that the store functions powered are not 
safety critical or are adequately interlocked such that store safety degradation does not result.  
This requirement is included to set power use ground rules for the interface initialization process 
with which all future AEIS stores must be compatible.   

This initialization process begins with the application of 115/200 VAC power along with 28 VDC 
Power 1.  As a result, the aircraft crew needs some assurance that 115/200 VAC power and 28 
VDC Power 1 can be applied without any undesirable effects. 

The last sentence of 5.2.9.10 is directed at stores which use multiple power phases for 
energizing specific equipment within the store, e.g., three phase power converters, two or three-
phase actuators or heaters etc.  Since the aircraft provides three power phases through three 
sets of wiring, connector contacts, relay contacts, circuit breakers etc., the loss of one, or more, 
power phase(s) at the MSI while the other(s) is still energized is not an unusual occurrence.  
This partial power "loss" can occur after the store has been powered for some time.  This partial 
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power "loss" can also occur during the initial activation of three-phase power such that only one 
or two phases is ever powered. 

The store designer should not assume that the aircraft SMS contains sufficient monitor circuits 
to detect this power loss.  It follows then, that partial phase power can remain at the MSI for an 
indefinite time.  From a safety perspective, this partial power loss must not result in damage to 
the store, including the store transitioning into an unsafe condition.  In addition, this "withstand 
without damage" requirement is desirable from a logistics viewpoint to avoid "wasting" a store 
due to a somewhat common aircraft failure. 

The store designer should particularly consider the effects of partial phase loss on three phase 
power converters and electromechanical actuators.  If one phase is lost, the power converter, 
depending on the design, might produce: 

a.  No output (safe),  

b.  Out of tolerance voltage magnitude, or 

c.  Out of tolerance ripple. 

Items b. and c. can be devastating to processor or other digital logic operation.  The primary 
problem with the actuators is overheating due to long duration of applied stall or near-stall 
currents.  (See 10.7 of this handbook.) 

15.5.2.10 Mission store 270 VDC power interface. 
Contact cavities are provided in the MSI primary interface and MSI auxiliary interface for a 270 
VDC power contact and a 270 VDC power return contact.  These contacts and the connector 
must be compatible with carrying MIL-STD-704 270 VDC power voltages at continuous current 
ratings of 10 and 30 amperes for the primary and auxiliary MSIs, respectively. 

Beginning in Revision D of the standard, mission stores are allowed to use 270 VDC power if 
they can also accept, as an alternative, 115 VAC power.  (See section 10.12 of this handbook.) 
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15.5.2.10.1 Voltage level. 

15.5.2.10.2 Load current. 

15.5.2.10.2.1 Primary signal set. 

15.5.2.10.2.2 Auxiliary power signal set. 

15.5.2.10.2.3 Simultaneous load. 

15.5.2.10.3 Load isolation. 

15.5.2.10.4 Overcurrent compatibility. 

15.5.2.10.5 Off-state leakage current. 

15.5.2.10.6 Stabilization time. 

15.5.2.10.7 Ground reference. 

15.5.2.10.8 Power utilization. 

15.5.2.11 Mission store fiber optic interface. 
Since a fiber optic multiplex standard is not yet identified in MIL-STD-1760, a store designer 
who includes a fiber optic multiplex terminal in his store must accept the risk that his fiber optic 
terminal may be incompatible with any future fiber optic system included in this standard. 

15.5.2.12 Store initialization. 

15.5.2.12.1 Pre-initialization conditions.  
These two paragraphs provide an assurance to the store, that prior to the activation of the 
power interfaces, at the MSI, all the other interfaces that should be deactivated will actually be 
in that state. 

15.5.2.12.2 Power application. 
This paragraph indicates to the store that both 28 VDC and 115/200 VAC power interfaces will 
be activated so that the aircraft, or carriage store, can ascertain which type of store is being 
carried.  This is necessary because the standard provides for the present “store-aboard” 
inventory mechanisms to be eliminated when the aircraft is only required to carry MIL-STD-1760 
compliant stores.  The last sentence prohibits any "store unique" power requirements from 
effecting initialization and identification. 

15.5.2.12.3 Address determination. 
This paragraph requires the store to be ready to receive valid commands as required by the 
succeeding paragraphs. 

15.5.2.12.4 First response. 
This paragraph requires the store to provide the aircraft with data, within 150 milliseconds of 
power application, indicating that the store RT is capable of communication.  It does not require 
the store to be capable of responding with a valid store description if it is not ready. 
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15.5.2.12.5 First required non-busy response. 
This paragraph mandates that the store be capable, within 500 milliseconds of power 
application, of sending to the aircraft a valid Store Description message.  Action taken by the 
aircraft in the event that this does not occur is not controlled by the standard. 

This time restriction is to ensure that an aircraft carrying a large number of stores can do an 
electronic inventory of stores aboard in a short enough time that it will not impact store loading 
and checkout time in a wartime fast-turnaround situation. 

Note that in the event that the first response in 5.2.12.4 indicated a store busy state, then the 
aircraft can continually poll the store, up to the 500 millisecond limit, in order to obtain the 
required data as quickly as practical. 

15.5.3 Carriage store requirements. 
This new section on CS was added in Revision C to standardize the way a carriage store 
behaves when connected between the aircraft and the mission store(s). 

Detail interface requirements for carriage store interfaces (CSI and CSSI) are included in MIL-
STD-1760 and are compatible with the detail ASI and MSI requirements in the standard, which 
include signal loss allocations for the carriage store (and any associated umbilical cables).  

A “standard” carriage store should comply with MIL-STD-1760 so it can carry MIL-STD-1760 
mission stores.  If it is more unique, like a launcher to carry non-1760 rockets or small bombs, 
then it would have the standard CSI interface on the airplane side and the unique small store 
interface on the other side. 

15.5.3.1 Carriage store HB interfaces. 
This paragraph establishes the requirements on the HB network and signals.  

The carriage store is to provide a high frequency signal distribution network with access ports at 
each CSI and CSSI.  The distribution network must support signal transfer through the carriage 
store in either direction but in a simplex mode.  Bi-directional duplex operation is not required by 
the standard.  Each HB interface is specified as a coaxial, or two connection, interface 
consisting of a signal connection and signal return connection.  If a coaxial cable is used, then 
the signal return is the coaxial shield.  However, the interface specification also allows a triaxial, 
or three connection, interface consisting of a signal connection, a signal return connection and a 
grounded shield.  This grounded shield, however, is not "visible" at the CSI or CSSI.  (See 
section 8 of this handbook.) 

Note that HB signals are allowed to be bi-directional, i.e., can come from a source in the aircraft 
or a source in the store.  They are also “simplex,” meaning the signal only travels in one 
direction at a time, as opposed to a duplex system like a telephone line where signals travel 
both directions at the same time.  

15.5.3.1.1 Minimum transfer capacity. 
The transmission quality of each carriage store Type A signal path has been standardized to 
promote interoperability between the AEIS and present and future mission stores.  The following 
requirements apply to all Type A signal paths implemented between the CSI and CSSI(s).  Note 
that additional signal path electrical characteristics are covered in the general requirements in 
4.3.1.   
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15.5.3.1.1.1 Return loss.  
Return loss is an alternative to Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) as a way to express the 
limitation on reflections on a signal transmission line.  A return loss of 20 dB corresponds with a 
VSWR of 1.22.  The requirement does not include a test cable or either of the umbilicals but 
does include the mating contact pair.  The mating contact pair should not therefore be calibrated 
out. 

15.5.3.1.1.2 Transient response.  
The transient response requirements control both linear distortion and some forms of non-linear 
distortion.  If the network response falls within the limits shown in the series of figures, one can 
be confident that the network will transmit video and other HB signals with acceptably low 
distortion. (See section 8 of this handbook.) 

15.5.3.1.1.3 Insertion gain.  
Insertion gain limits control the change in signal amplitude between the input and output. 

15.5.3.1.1.4 Representative pulse delay.  
When time correlation signals are passed through the network, the delay will contribute to 
latency and latency error at the sink equipment.  This requirement limits both the total delay and 
the variation in that delay.   

The nominal delay can be accounted for by passing information about the delay to the sink (via 
the MIL-STD-1553 data bus), leaving only the delay variation as an error. 

15.5.3.1.1.5 Equalization.  
The equalization requirements are to ensure that the signal path is capable of transmitting all 
signal frequency components between 20 Hz and 20 MHz and to control the amplitude of 
transient response artifacts (e.g., ghosts) outside the nominal passband. 

This equalization requirement controls essentially the same thing as the transient response 
requirement, such that it may not be necessary to apply and test for both requirements.  The 
transient response requirements, however, give direct indication of the waveform distortion 
introduced by the signal path that is not easily deduced from the equalization requirements.  
The two sets of requirements are therefore useful. 

15.5.3.1.1.6 Dynamic range.  
This dynamic range requirement is to ensure that the network can accommodate the voltage 
excursions of the signal, including excursions that occur under transient conditions.  For 
example, a 1 Vpp signal that is AC-coupled may bounce up to +1.35 V or down to -1.35 V if 
there is a 1 V shift in its useful DC component and there is an AC-coupling circuit with a large 
number of poles.  In addition, the carriage store may introduce a DC error after AC-coupling. 

15.5.3.1.1.7 Signal path DC offset.  
Maximum DC offset is specified to limit the range of common mode voltages the receiving 
circuitry must deal with. 
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15.5.3.1.1.8 Noise.  
These requirements are to ensure that signals are not excessively corrupted by noise inserted 
by the HB network.  

In the rationale and guidance to the specific noise paragraphs, the signal-to-noise ratios 
indicated are based on a nominal signal path gain of 0 dB.  The actual signal to noise ratios 
may therefore be degraded by a further 5 dB for an aircraft and carriage store if the insertion 
gain is the lowest permitted. 

15.5.3.1.1.8.1 Random noise.  
This requirement limits random noise (“white” noise, which would be called “hiss” in an audio 
system) to a level that should not be visible in video. 

15.5.3.1.1.8.2 Periodic noise.  
This requirement limits periodic noise (would be called “hum” in an audio system).  It treats 
crosstalk from other HB and LB signal sources as a form of periodic noise.   

The weighted periodic noise requirement corresponds with a peak white to peak-to-peak noise 
voltage ratio of 50 dB for 1 Vpp STANAG 3350 video. 

15.5.3.1.1.8.3 Impulse noise.  
This requirement limits impulse noise (would be called “pop” in an audio system). 

15.5.3.1.1.8.4 Stimulated noise.  
Stimulated noise occurs as a result of harmonic distortion, intermodulation distortion, 
quantization noise and aliasing.  The stimulated noise requirements correspond with a second 
harmonic distortion of 2.5% for both the 50 ohm and 75 ohm interfaces for a full amplitude 
sinusoidal input signal (assuming only second harmonic distortion is present).  For video signals 
this equates to a differential gain distortion of 10%, which follows CCIR Recommendation 567-2.  
Differential phase distortion is also important and this is controlled by the incidental phase 
modulation requirement. 

15.5.3.1.1.8.5 Common mode noise.  
This requirement limits common mode noise, which is AC or DC voltage that occurs 
simultaneously on both lines of a differential signal and can therefore be canceled out by a 
differential receiver. 

15.5.3.1.2 Signal path electrical characteristics (Type B) (none specified). 
Type B signals include RF signals, such as the GPS signal received by an antenna on top of the 
airplane being sent to a store which is in a weapon bay or under a wing.  Only the overall signal 
passband and peak envelope power are specified (in paragraphs 4.3.1 and 4.3.1.2) at this time. 

Presently, no performance requirements are provided by MIL-STD-1760C or D for HB Type B 
signal paths, however it is expected that detailed Type B requirements will emerge in a later 
revision or notice of the standard. 
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15.5.3.1.3 Ground reference (Type A).  
The only need to ground the HB signal return path in a carriage store is if the signal is amplified 
or used.  If the signal is just routed through the carriage store, the ground reference should be 
carried through the same as the signal. 

This paragraph requires a differential, unbalanced transmission scheme for the Type A 
interfaces, which provides improved immunity to magnetic field interference.  Revision B called 
for HB1 and 2 to have grounded returns and HB3 and 4 to have isolated returns. 

The HB1 signal path is required to be compatible with both Type A and Type B signals, but they 
have conflicting grounding schemes.  Therefore, a system that switches ground schemes will be 
needed. 

15.5.3.1.4 Ground reference (Type B). 
The only need to ground the HB signal return path in a carriage store is if the signal is amplified 
or used.  If the signal is just routed through the carriage store, the ground reference should be 
carried through the same as the signal. 

15.5.3.2 Carriage store data bus interface. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires that the data bus network provide a medium for connecting the SMS to 
stores.  Communication between the SMS and stores mated at the ASI, including carriage 
stores, is required.  In addition, communication between the SMS and mission stores connected 
at a CSSI is also required.  The communication level from the SMS through the ASI interface 
points on the aircraft can be defined as Level 1. 

A second level can also be defined to cover carriage stores.  This level fans out the digital 
information received at the CSI, through the CSSI interface points down to mission store remote 
terminals.  Also, if a hierarchical, or second tier, data bus is installed in the carriage store, the 
carriage store must terminate the data links (stubs) of Level 1, control traffic on the data link of 
the secondary level (Level 2) and retransmit, reformat as necessary, all traffic between levels.  
Since MIL-STD-1760 requires electrical characteristics for the ASI and MSI to be consistent with 
MIL-STD-1553 transformer coupled stubs, with the additional requirements of MIL-STD-1760, 
certain data bus interface requirements are required for the carriage store.  When a carriage 
store is installed between the aircraft (ASI) and mission store (MSI), the MIL-STD-1553 stub 
must be functionally extended from the ASI to one or more CSSIs.  In order to achieve 
interoperability, the carriage store must contain electronics to interconnect CSI stubs with CSSI 
stubs while maintaining MIL-STD-1553 characteristics.  Electrically, this requires terminating the 
stub segment crossing the ASI and CSI interfaces and providing isolated data path(s) to remote 
terminals below the CSSI interface(s).  The bridging electronics within the carriage store could 
include bus controller and remote terminal hardware or could include special electronic repeater 
circuits. 

15.5.3.2.1 CSI. 
The electrical requirements required for the carriage store at the CSI are identical to the 
requirements imposed on the mission store at the MSI.  Thus, electrically the carriage store 
electronics as seen from the CSI is equivalent to an MSI, i.e., a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal.  
If a repeater is used, the CSI side of this repeater would have remote terminal electrical 
characteristics. 
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15.5.3.2.2 CSSI. 
The electrical requirements required for the carriage store at the CSSI are identical to the 
requirements imposed on the aircraft at the ASI.  Thus, electrically the carriage store electronics 
as seen from the CSSI is equivalent to an ASI, i.e., a MIL-STD-1553 bus controller coupled to a 
stub.  If a repeater is used, the CSSI side of the repeater would have data bus stub, or bus 
controller, characteristics. 

15.5.3.3 Carriage store LB interface. 
This paragraph establishes the requirements for the LB network and signals.  

The carriage store is to provide a low frequency signal distribution network with access ports at 
each CSI and CSSI.  The distribution network must support signal transfer through the carriage 
store in either direction but in a simplex mode.  Bi-directional duplex operation is not required by 
the standard.   

If the carriage store uses or conditions the LB signal, the requirements for the ASI are to be 
used for the CSSI and the requirements for the MSI are to be used for the CSI; otherwise the LB 
signal is routed through without effecting the electrical characteristics. 

15.5.3.3.1 Minimum transfer capacity. 
The carriage store is required to install a distribution network for bi-directional LB signals.  The 
network must be capable of routing these LB signals between the CSI and the CSSI(s).  The 
specific equipment that is "applicable" is determined by each carriage store.  

15.5.3.3.2 Input/output impedance. 
If the carriage store sinks or sources the LB signal, the MSI requirements are to be used for the 
CSI and the ASI requirements are to be used for the CSSI. 

15.5.3.3.3 Insertion gain. 
If the carriage store sinks or sources the LB signal, the MSI requirements are to be used for the 
CSI and the ASI requirements are to be used for the CSSI. 

15.5.3.3.4 Equalization. 
If the carriage store sinks or sources the LB signal, the MSI requirements are to be used for the 
CSI and the ASI requirements are to be used for the CSSI. 

15.5.3.3.5 Signal path DC offset. 
If the carriage store sinks or sources the LB signal, the MSI requirements are to be used for the 
CSI and the ASI requirements are to be used for the CSSI. 

15.5.3.3.6 Noise. 
If the carriage store sinks or sources the LB signal, the MSI requirements are to be used for the 
CSI and the ASI requirements are to be used for the CSSI. 
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15.5.3.3.6.1 Periodic and random noise. 

15.5.3.3.6.2 Impulse noise. 

15.5.3.3.6.3 Stimulated noise. 

15.5.3.3.6.4 Common mode noise. 

15.5.3.3.6.5 Ground reference. 

15.5.3.4 Carriage store release consent interface. 
The release consent interface is required at the CSI and each CSSI of a carriage store.  The 
release consent signal is an enabling or inhibiting signal in conjunction with the MIL-STD-1553 
data bus interface.  The actual command to achieve a safety critical function is sent over the 
data bus.   

15.5.3.4.1 CSI. 
Except for the requirement against bits D8 and D10, the carriage store is not required to use the 
release consent signal, in which case the carriage store must provide a method for applying the 
release consent signal to the commanded CSSI.  The carriage store CSI must comply with the 
requirements in the MSI associated subparagraphs. 

15.5.3.4.2 CSSI. 
The release consent signal is required at each CSSI.  It is to provide an enabling or inhibiting 
function to be used in conjunction with safety critical commands sent to a mission store over the 
data bus.  The carriage store CSSI must comply with the requirements in the ASI associated 
paragraphs except that the enable lead time and inhibit delay is reduced to 10 milliseconds. 

15.5.3.4.3 CSI to CSSI transfer. 
This paragraph is to ensure the carriage store does not activate the CSSI release consent 
interface until after the aircraft activates the CSI release consent interface.  The carriage store 
must include interlocks that ensure the CSSI release consent signal will follow the CSI release 
consent signal. 

15.5.3.5 Carriage store interlock interface. 
The interlock interface is required at the CSI and each CSSI of a carriage store. 

15.5.3.5.1 CSI. 
The carriage store interlock interface at the CSI must comply with the electrical requirements in 
the MSI associated subparagraphs. 

15.5.3.5.2 CSSI. 
The carriage store is required to use the interlock interface to determine if a mission store is 
electrically connected via the CSSI.  The carriage store then makes this data available on the 
Mux bus for the aircraft to monitor as required. 

The carriage store interlock interface at the CSSI must comply with the electrical requirements 
in the ASI associated subparagraphs. 
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15.5.3.5.3 Isolation. 
It is important that isolation be provided between the CSI interlock interface and the CSSI 
interlock interface to prevent interaction between the connector interfaces. 

15.5.3.6 Carriage store address interface. 
The carriage store must energize and monitor a set of six address discrete signal lines, plus a 
dedicated address return line, at the CSI. This set is used to assign the terminal address for the 
internal carriage store MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal.   

For conditions where the aircraft assigns terminal addresses to mission stores attached to the 
carriage store, the aircraft must accomplish this lower tier address assignment via the data  bus.  
The carriage store would then need to contain circuitry similar to Figure 55b and Figure 55c, to 
set-up address discretes at each CSSI based on these assigned lower tier addresses.   

For configurations where the carriage store determines the assigned terminal address for 
attached mission stores any address except 31 may be assigned to any CSSI. 

15.5.3.6.1 CSI. 
The address discretes are to be used for assigning the carriage store its remote terminal 
address. 

The address interface can also be used to determine the mated status of the carriage store's 
connection with an aircraft. 

The carriage store address interface at the CSI must comply with the electrical requirements in 
the MSI associated subparagraphs. 

15.5.3.6.2 CSSI. 
This address is provided by a set of discretes that allows the connected store's RT address to 
be uniquely assigned automatically by connecting the store to any specific CSSI.  These 
address coding contacts are contained in the CSSI since it is not practical to program a store's 
address during manufacture or during store preload preparation. 

The carriage store address interface at the CSSI must comply with the electrical requirements in 
the ASI associated subparagraphs. 

15.5.3.7 Carriage store structure ground. 

15.5.3.7.1 CSI structure ground characteristics. 
The structure ground connection is included to provide a higher level of assurance that the 
carriage store structure is electrically connected to the aircraft and mission store structures.  
The connection is provided for shock hazard protection of personnel, e.g., during electrical 
faults, and to reduce low frequency noise voltages between the carriage store, aircraft and 
mission store structures.  Other electrical paths may also exist between the carriage store, 
aircraft and mission store structures, e.g., umbilical cable shield or mechanical attachment 
points, but these paths are normally poorly controlled. 

This paragraph clarifies that power and signal circuits through the AEIS must not rely on the 
structure ground line for proper operation.  Each power or signal line must have a return that is 
exclusive of structure ground.  Due to grounding approaches used in the carriage store, aircraft 
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and mission store, it is highly probable that some power or signal current will flow through the 
structure ground connections.  That is of course acceptable.  

The last sentence, limiting voltage drop to 0.2 V, was added as part of Revision D of the 
standard.   There is nothing “magic” about the 0.2 V number: it was chosen as a number that is 
measurable, is very conservative with regard to safety, and should be easily achievable if a 
properly sized and bonded ground wire is used,  

15.5.3.7.2 CSSI structure ground characteristics. 
See 15.5.3.7.1. 

15.5.3.8 Carriage store 28 VDC power interface. 
The impact of carriage stores is covered in Revision C of the standard.  For example, mission 
stores that may be carried on carriage stores must be compatible with the slightly reduced 
power available at the CSSI. 

More than one mission store may be connected to a carriage store.  If these mission stores 
need to be powered simultaneously, they must either share the power required by the standard 
at an ASI or the ASI would need to have power capacity over and above that required by the 
standard (or make use of the auxiliary power interface).  Also, some voltage drop will occur 
across the carriage store (see 5.1.8, 5.1.9) and the carriage store itself may use some power, 
as allowed by 5.3.9.2 c. 

15.5.3.8.1 CSI. 
The impact of carriage stores is covered in Revision C of the standard.  For example, the 
carriage store is required to supply 28 VDC power to the CSSI such that mission stores meet 
the requirements of paragraph 5.2.8.1 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

More than one mission store may be connected to a carriage store.  If these mission stores 
need to be powered simultaneously, they must either share the power required by MIL-STD-
1760 at an ASI or the ASI would need to have power capacity over and above that required by 
the standard (or make use of the auxiliary power interface).  Also, some voltage drop will occur 
across the carriage store (see 5.1.8, 5.1.9) and the carriage store itself may use some power, 
as allowed by 5.3.8.2a. 

The carriage store has the option of containing a power supply to generate 28 VDC 1 power for 
supplying the mission stores.  This could allow for sufficient power to simultaneously power 
more than one mission store.  This is the reason the CS is only required to deliver 90% of the 
115 VAC power to CSSIs - some may be converted to 28 VDC. 

The carriage store CSI must comply with the requirements in the MSI associated 
subparagraphs except that an allowance is made for the carriage store resistance in the 28 
VDC power voltage drop.  The carriage store designer needs to take into account the power 
supplied by the aircraft and the voltage drop in the umbilical connecting the ASI to the CSI.  
(See Figure 24 of MIL-STD-1760C.) 

15.5.3.8.2 CSSI. 
The carriage store CSSI must comply with the requirements in the ASI associated 
subparagraphs except that an allowance is made for the CSSI to MSI umbilical cable resistance 
in the 28 VDC power voltage drop.  The carriage store designer needs to take into account the 
power supplied by the aircraft and the total voltage drop between the ASI and MSI including the 
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ASI to CSI umbilical, the carriage store itself, and the CSSI to MSI umbilical.  (See Figure 24 of 
MIL-STD-1760C.) 

Adding circuit protection in the carriage store increases design complexity and makes it more 
difficult to meet the ASI-to-MSI voltage drop limits for 28 VDC circuits established by MIL-STD-
1760C.  For this reason, MIL-STD-1760 does not require circuit protection to be added to the 
carriage store though it is allowed.  If current protection is added, the "Maximum Load Current" 
limits must still be provided at the CSSI. 

Applications that include a power supply within the carriage store, to generate 28 VDC, must 
provide circuit protection at the power supply output.  This arrangement provides fault isolation 
between power circuits.  Current requirements at the CSSI are the same as those defined for 
the ASI. 

Primary interface CSSI power may be derived from the auxiliary CSI interface.  However, the 
following caution must be observed: 

 

CAUTION 

Aircraft protective devices used to protect the 
auxiliary circuits will not provide adequate 
protection to CSSI primary power interfaces derived 
from auxiliary power. 

 

 

15.5.3.9 Carriage store 115/200 VAC power interfaces. 
The impact of carriage stores is covered in Revision C of the standard.  For example, mission 
stores that may be carried on carriage stores must be compatible with the slightly reduced 
power available at the CSSI. 

More than one mission store may be connected to a carriage store.  If these mission stores 
need to be powered simultaneously, they must either share the power required by MIL-STD-
1760 at an ASI or the ASI would need to have power capacity over and above that required by 
MIL-STD-1760 (or make use of the auxiliary power interface).  Also, some voltage drop will 
occur across the carriage store (see 5.1.8, 5.1.9) and the carriage store itself may use some 
power, as allowed by 5.3.9.2 b. 

15.5.3.9.1 CSI. 
The carriage store CSI must comply with the requirements in the MSI associated 
subparagraphs except that an allowance is made for the carriage store resistance in the 115 
VAC power voltage drop.  The carriage store designer needs to take into account the power 
supplied by the aircraft and the voltage drop in the umbilical connecting the ASI to the CSI.  
(See Figure 24 of MIL-STD-1760C.) 
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15.5.3.9.2 CSSI. 
The carriage store CSSI must comply with the requirements in the ASI associated 
subparagraphs except that an allowance is made for the CSSI to MSI umbilical cable resistance 
in the 115 VAC power voltage drop and the power used in the carriage store.  The carriage 
store designer needs to take into account the power supplied by the aircraft and the total 
voltage drop between the ASI and MSI including the ASI to CSI umbilical, the carriage store 
itself, and the CSSI to MSI umbilical.  (See Figure 24 of MIL-STD-1760C.) 

Adding circuit protection in the carriage store increases design complexity and makes it more 
difficult to meet the ASI-to-MSI voltage drop limits for 115 VAC circuits established by MIL-STD-
1760C.  For this reason, MIL-STD-1760 does not require circuit protection to be added to the 
carriage store though it is allowed.  If current protection is added, the "Maximum Load Current" 
limits must still be provided at the CSSI. 

15.5.3.10 Carriage store 270 VDC power interfaces. 
 A carriage store must provide a 270 VDC network between the CSI and CSSIs if it is to work 
with Revision D aircraft, which are allowed to provide 270 VDC instead of 115 VAC.   

15.5.3.10.1 CSI. 

15.5.3.10.2 CSSI. 

15.5.3.11 Carriage store fiber optic interface. 
Two Size 16 contact locations in the primary interface connector (contacts U and Y) are 
reserved by MIL-STD-1760 for future applications of fiber optics and are not to be used for any 
other function.  When required, the characteristics of these optical links will be added to the 
standard. 

15.5.3.12 Carriage store initialization. 
This paragraph requires the aircraft to power the carriage store, initialize it and determine what 
it is prior to activating the CSSI. The carriage store CSI must comply with the requirements and 
procedures in the MSI associated subparagraphs.   

The aircraft can then command the carriage store to initialize the mission store. The carriage 
store CSSI must comply with the requirements and procedures in the ASI associated 
subparagraphs. 

15.5.4 Umbilical cable requirements.  
This new section was added in Revision C.  It places requirements on the umbilical cables, in 
order to standardize the cables (reducing the number of different cables needed) and 
standardize the characteristics of the interface at the end of the cable to reduce the number of 
variations that stores and aircraft need to deal with. 

Any umbilical will be compatible with any ASI/MSI/CSI/CSSI, except that different lengths may 
be required for different applications.  The number of different lengths should be kept to a 
minimum as far as practical.  Umbilicals should not contain provisions to be secured to tie-
points other than the connector lanyard, since this would typically make them unique to one 
installation.  If additional tie-points are necessary, these provisions should be part of the aircraft 
(or carriage store).  Umbilicals should not be pre-formed to a specific shape; they should be 
flexible enough for all intended applications consistent with the full connectivity required. 
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15.5.4.1 Primary umbilical HB interfaces. 

15.5.4.2 Primary umbilical data bus interface. 

15.5.4.3 Primary umbilical LB interface. 

15.5.4.4 Primary umbilical release consent interface. 

15.5.4.5 Umbilical interlock interface. 

15.5.4.6 Primary umbilical address interface. 

15.5.4.7 Umbilical structure ground. 

15.5.4.8 Umbilical 28 VDC power interfaces. 

15.5.4.9 Umbilical 115 VAC power interface. 

15.5.4.10 Umbilical 270 VDC power interface. 

15.5.4.11 Primary umbilical fiber optic interface. 

15.5.4.12 Umbilical gross shield. 

15.5.5 Power interface interrupts. 
This section collects together the power interface interrupt requirements so the interactions that 
occur when power is interrupted can be clearly defined. 

Paragraph 5.1 requires stores to operate through interruption of the AC power for up to 200 
microseconds with no effect on store function.  These 200 microseconds are less than 1/12 th of 
one cycle of the 400 Hz power, which most AC-to-DC power supplies can tolerate without 
problem.  Such transients might be caused by, for example, a dirty connector contact that is 
moving under the effects of vibration in flight. 

Some stores include functions (such as inertial navigation systems) that require significant time 
to align and thus must not be interrupted during critical parts of the mission.  In these cases, it 
may be appropriate for the store’s system specification to require operation through, or at least 
immediate recovery from, longer transients. 

It was suggested that MIL-STD-1760 should require all stores to operate through longer 
transients, such as a transient of up to 50 ms that might occur on some aircraft during power 
system switching.  It was decided that requiring this capability on all stores (including simple 
stores that can re-start after a transient with no impact on capability) is not cost effective.  A 
store’s performance specification should define its capabilities, including its ability to tolerate 
long power transients. 
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15.5.5.1 Mission store compatibility. 

15.5.5.2 Carriage store compatibility. 

15.5.5.3 Aircraft compatibility. 

15.5.5.3.1 Full initialization. 

15.5.5.3.2 Partial initialization. 

15.5.5.4 Store power interrupt notification. 

15.5.6 Connector characteristics. 
The following paragraphs, along with section 4.5, require use of specific connector types, insert 
arrangements, and contact functional assignments for the primary and auxiliary interfaces.  
Consistent use of compatible connectors is essential for an interoperable standard interface. 

Note that in MIL-STD-1760C, the requirement is for ASI connectors to meet the “form, fit, 
function and interface requirements” of the MIL-DTL-38999 and 83538 connectors, while MSI 
connectors must be “intermateable” with MIL-DTL-38999 and 83538.  This is in contrast to the 
prior revisions, which specifically required use of the military connectors on the aircraft side of 
the interface.  This was changed when MIL-DTL-38999 and 83538 were “design” specifications, 
and were not acceptable references as firm requirements.  This is no longer the case, since 
they have been revised into MIL-DTL documents in recognition of the value of Detail 
specifications for certain military parts.  Use of “interoperable” connectors still achieves the 
interoperability goal of MIL-STD-1760, but transfers responsibility for hardware design, 
reliability, environmental qualification, etc., of the connector to the aircraft or store 
designer/manufacturer. 

Meeting the “form, fit, function and interface requirements” of a mil-spec part is equivalent to 
saying the parts are physically interchangeable, i.e., the standard military connector could be 
substituted for a failed original equipment connector in the field with no design change.  
Therefore, the government would not need to stock different brand-name connectors for 
different aircraft. 

The MIL-DTL-38999 series III connector is a "scoop-proof, triple-start, self locking threaded" 
connector according to paragraph 1.3.1 of 38999.  The fact that it is triple-start means that it has 
threads three times as coarse as normal, and will mate completely with about one turn of the 
shell.  The self-locking feature means that it will withstand the full range of shock and vibration 
at store stations with no safety wire.  It has colored rings on the shell to visually verify that it is 
properly tightened.  When it is tightened, the rubber insert is compressed against the pins to 
form a watertight seal. 

The connector paragraphs (5.6.1) call out requirements for a Type 2 connector, (added by 
Revision B Notice 2) for use in blind-mated applications, such as on rail launchers.  It should be 
noted that the Type 2 connector has a special-to-type shell, but both the insert and contacts are 
the same as for the Type 1. 

A similar (but not compatible) connector, made only by Hi-Rel, is used on the AMRAAM (AIM-
120).  

Buffer plugs are used between the launcher receptacle and MSI receptacle of the Type II 
connector.  The buffer has pins on both sides and is a “throwaway” item, since the heat of the 
missile exhaust often damages the exposed side of the buffer during launch.  The standard 
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buffer is described in MIL-DTL-83538/3.  A buffer has been designed that would allow an 
AMRAAM to plug into a MIL-STD-1760 Type II connector, and it is now documented in MIL-
DTL-83538/11. 

A buffer has also been designed to connect a MIL-STD-1760 Type II store connector to an 
AMRAAM (Hi-Rel) ASI.  Because there is a bolt in the center of the AMRAAM connector, 
occupying the space where pins 5 and W (HB1 and 3) normally are, this buffer configuration 
does not allow use of these two signal lines. 

Paragraph 5.6.1 defines two connector types for the primary signal set.  The Type 1 connector 
is used to make the visible connection to an eject launched store.  The Type 2 connector is 
used to make the blind mate connection to an eject launched store and a visible or blind mate 
connection to a rail launched store. 

The Type 1 connector complies with the requirements of MIL-DTL-38999, Shell Size 25 and is 
satisfied by using MIL-DTL-38999/20 and MIL-DTL-38999/24 receptacles mating with the MIL-
DTL-38999/31 plug connector.  The /31 mechanism requires that the connector is mated by 
hand (360 degree tri-start lock) and de-mated by the ejected store tensioning the lanyard on its 
bail lug, retracting the mechanism.  The store may also be disconnected from the aircraft by 
reversing the mating procedure.  

The Type 2 connector is defined by MIL-DTL-83538 with the MIL-DTL-83538 /1 through /10 
accessories.  The Type 2 mechanism retains the basic two-part philosophy of the Type 1, but no 
thread is involved in the mating or its retention.  The mating is achieved by uploading the store 
onto the launcher and engaging the connectors with a wrench activated mechanism that locks 
them together.   De-mating is achieved by: 

Unlocking the umbilical latch by depressing the manual release pin. 

Electrically operating the umbilical retract mechanism during a rail launch of the store. 

The AMRAAM missile uses an interface similar to MIL-STD-1760 in that it uses MIL-STD-1553 
as the digital data interface, and MIL-STD-1760 type discretes, but it uses a different type 
connector. The AMRAAM connector can be adapted to the MIL-DTL-83538 connector with a 
conversion buffer as discussed above. 

15.5.6.1 Primary interface connector. 

15.5.6.2 Auxiliary power interface connector. 
These two paragraphs and the referenced tables define requirements that connectors on the 
aircraft, store, carriage store and umbilical must meet.  These paragraphs specify requirements 
on the MSSI and CSI connector differently to that for the ASI and CSSI connector.  While the 
aircraft is required to use connectors that meet the “form, fit, and function requirements” of MIL-
DTL-38999, the MSI is only required to provide a connector, with inserts and contacts, which 
meets the intermateability dimensions of the listed specifications.  The intent is that since the 
aircraft’s connectors will be in the field over a longer time, connectors interchangeable with the 
standard military piece parts should be used to facilitate logistics support. 

In contrast, the store is generally a "one shot" device with possibly unique, or more critical, 
connector design requirements.  It was therefore decided to allow the store to use other 
connector designs as long as the connector "front end" is intermateable with the designated 
specifications of section 5.6 of the standard.  Two examples of unique MSI connector 
considerations are: 
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a. A fail safe, shear mechanism, receptacle that allows aircraft store separation even if the 
umbilical cable's lanyard mechanism fails, e.g., ground crew forgot to connect the lanyard to the 
bail bar, 

b. A special low profile accessory area on the back of the receptacle, to minimize 
penetration of the receptacle into the store warhead, rocket motor or other subsystems. 

This intermateability concept applies to the contacts as well as the connector shell.  The MIL-C-
39029 contacts listed are rear insert/removable crimp contacts.  A store designer might choose 
to use a connector with fixed contacts that are soldered, such as those used with hermetically 
sealed connectors.   See also the discussion of high bandwidth contacts in 14.1.3.2. 

15.5.6.3 Connector receptacle. 
This paragraph defines the gender of the ASI and MSI connectors, i.e., the connector mating 
half that is "permanently" attached to the aircraft or store.  To minimize exposed contacts and 
maximize ruggedness of this permanently attached connector, a receptacle style connector 
shell with socket contacts is specified.  This paragraph also reminds designers that contact 
cavities for unused interface signals can be plugged as well as installing the contacts.  This 
plugging is of particular advantage for the twinaxial and coaxial contact cavities.  In order to 
install an unused twinaxial or coaxial contact into a connector, the contacts must be assembled 
onto a twinaxial or coaxial cable stub.  Plugging the cavities is therefore allowed for 
manufacturing cost reasons.  If the connector contains plugged cavities, sealing plugs must be 
used that allow the coupling of a mating plug that has pin contacts installed opposite to the 
plugged cavities.  A "hole" needs to be provided in the receptacle's interfacial plate to allow the 
plug's pin contacts to pass through the plate when mated.  These special plugs were introduced 
into the standard at Revision C, as an extension to Table I. 

15.5.6.4 Plugged cavities. 

15.5.6.5 Umbilical primary interface connectors. 

15.5.6.6 Umbilical auxiliary interface connectors. 

15.5.6.7 Connector keyway orientation. 

15.5.6.7.1 ASI and CSSI. 

15.5.6.7.2 MSI and CSI. 
These paragraphs orient the ASI, MSI, CSI, and CSSI connector major keyway for compatibility 
with the corresponding connector orientation at the other end of the appropriate umbilical.  
Consistent keyway orientation is also very helpful to maintenance and store loading personnel, 
since they soon learn where the key is and can mate the connectors quickly without studying 
them visually.  (See section 14 of this handbook).   
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15.5.6.7.3 Umbilical cable. 

15.5.6.8 Connector location. 

15.5.6.8.1 ASI and CSSI. 

15.5.6.8.2 MSI and CSI. 

15.6 NOTES 
Nothing in this section of the standard is binding.  This section, like the handbook, contains 
information to the users and maintainers of the document. 

15.6.1 Intended use. 

15.6.1.1 Implementation. 

15.6.2 Issue of DoDISS. 

15.6.3 International standardization agreements. 

15.6.4 Tailoring guidance. 

15.6.5 Keyword listing. 
Keywords are used by some filing and document retrieval systems to provide additional 
information about subject areas that a document covers. 

15.6.6 Changes from previous issue. 
This paragraph usually states whether change bars are included in the margins of the 
documents and warns users that change bars are rarely perfect.  The Government now 
distributes documents in a form that is not intended for editing (PDF).  Anyone who needs to 
see exact changes from the previous issue or is involved in editing or rewriting the document 
should contact the preparing organization to obtain the original word processor file. 

The word processor file of MIL-STD-1760D was created in Microsoft Word™ from MIL-STD-
1760C with the “track changes” feature turned on, so one can go to “Tools,” choose “track 
changes,” and “highlight changes on screen” to see how Revision D compares to Revision C.  
These markings are not complete or correct where major sections were moved or rewritten, but 
in general make it easier to see what changed.  There are also “Comments” in the text.  These 
comments about what changed and why show up in brackets, numbered like “[NOTE 1].”  They 
are printed at the end of the published standard as Appendix C.  The figures were created in 
Microsoft Power Point™ and pasted into the electronic copy.  
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15.A APPENDIX A   ADDITIONAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS FOR GPS RF SIGNALS  

15.A.1.  SCOPE. 

15.A.1.1  Purpose. 
This appendix was added to establish interface requirements on aircraft and mission stores for 
the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) RF signal assignment.  For compliance with the 
standard, aircraft and mission stores are not required to support this signal assignment at 
system level. If the assignment is supported however, the requirements in this appendix are 
required.  Rationale for these requirements are covered in section 8.7. 

15.A.2.  APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

15.A.2.1  References. 

15.A.2.2  Government documents, drawings and publications. 

15.A.3.  DEFINITIONS, ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

15.A.3.1  Definitions. 

15.A.3.1.1  Navstar global positioning system (GPS). 

15.A.3.1.2  L1 and L2. 

15.A.3.1.3  Power gain. 

15.A.3.1.4  Correlation loss. 

15.A.3.1.5  Effective gain. 

15.A.3.1.6  Figure of merit. 

15.A.3.1.7  Group delay. 

15.A.3.1.8  Aircraft station GPS RF output. 

15.A.3.1.9  L1_P(Y) signal. 

15.A.3.1.10  L2_P(Y) signal. 

15.A.3.1.11  L1_C/A signal. 

15.A.3.2  Acronyms and abbreviations. 

15.A.4.  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

See section 8.7 for a detailed discussion of these requirements. 

15.A.4.1  Aircraft/store configurations. 

15.A.4.2  GPS RF signal requirements. 

15.A.5.  AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS 

15.A.5.1  Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). 
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15.A.5.2  Effective gain. 

15.A.5.3  Group delay. 

15.A.5.4  Group delay uncertainty. 

15.A.5.5  Figure of Merit. 

15.A.5.6  Signal path DC offset. 

15.A.6.  MISSION STORE REQUIREMENTS 

15.A.6.1  Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). 

15.A.6.2  Signal power. 

15.A.6.3  Signal to noise ratio. 

15.A.6.4  Signal path DC offset. 

15.B  HANDBOOK FOR APPENDIX B TO MIL-STD-1760 
The material from this section of the handbook has been moved to section 17 and combined 
with the other material on the logical data interface.  
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16. CARRIAGE STORES 

The carriage store element of the standard was not added until MIL-STD-1760C and therefore 
little guidance for carriage store implementation has been written. It is hoped that a carriage 
store implementer will lead the effort to prepare this section of the handbook. 

Carriage stores can provide the ability to extend the store carriage capability of an Aircraft 
Station Interface (ASI), i.e., like the TER (Triple Ejector Rack) and MER (Multiple Ejector Rack) 
that are in use with pre-1760 weapons.  Other carriage stores can also act as a converter 
between an ASI and a missile, as the LAU 7 does with pre-1760 air-to-air missiles.  

Carriage stores will have a Carriage Store Interface (CSI) and Carriage Store Station 
Interface(s) (CSSI) which can be likened to the Mission Store Interface (MSI) and ASI 
respectively.  The requirements are not directly transferable, however, and section 16 will 
provide guidance on this aspect.   

Section 16 will also include general implementation guidance.  It will address various carriage 
store architectures and issues, such as the merits of using a bus controller if there are other 
legal ways of managing mission stores on a carriage store (as long as the carriage store is 
responsible for the movement of the data from CSI to CSSI and vice versa). 
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17. LOGICAL DEFINITION 

This section of the handbook provides rationale and background information for the key 
requirements paragraphs of APPENDIX B, "Digital multiplex communications rules and 
message requirements," of MIL-STD-1760.  It deals with the information passed over the MIL-
STD-1553 data bus in the MIL-STD-1760 interface. 

Standardizing major elements of the logical definition provides a standard method of 
transferring data between mission stores, carriage stores, and the aircraft.  Now that the 
standard connector, wiring, and other hardware interface facilities are installed on numerous 
aircraft and on the current generation of smart stores, the logical definition becomes the key to 
improved interoperability between multiple stores and aircraft. 

The logical section of the standard (Appendix B) provides a fully interoperable method of 
transferring data between a mission store and its carrying platform.  Ensuring that the 
approaches used were practical and implementable and that interoperability was achieved, 
meant that it was the last major section of the standard to be introduced (MIL-STD-l760A Notice 
3). 

This handbook section is numbered the same as Appendix B of MIL-STD-1760 except the “B” is 
replaced by “17”, this handbook section number.  For example, 17.4.2.3.1 is a discussion of 
paragraph B.4.2.3.1 – File Structure – in MIL-STD-1760. There are some extra paragraph 
numbers in this handbook, providing examples or other additional information, and there are 
several blank paragraphs where no handbook material has been written.  The material in this 
handbook is intended to supplement the data in MIL-STD-1760, not replace it.  

This is the second edition of this section and is not complete, in fact, major sections are not yet 
written, and are not included in this version of the handbook. 

17.1 Scope. 
The intent of the standard is that aircraft and stores use a predefined (by MIL-STD-1760) set of 
communication rules and the same message requirements as far as possible to minimize the 
changes in software and data definition needed to implement each new aircraft-store 
combination. 

The initial approach of the developers of MIL-STD-1760 was to define a large number of 
“standard” messages/words/fields.  This quickly grew out-of-hand and the approach dropped 
back to standardizing critical and safety related messages/words/fields. The standard also 
defines a set of standard data entities, which should be used as far as practical, but are not 
specifically required.  

Unoffical standardization has occurred with numerous similar “User defined” messages, words 
and fields between several current smart air-to-ground weapons.  These weapons’ Interface 
Control Working Groups have worked to keep similar interfaces common between weapons to 
save limited resources in integrating these weapons on several aircraft types. 
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17.2 Applicable documents.  

17.3 Definitions. 

17.4 Requirements. 

17.4.1 Communication rules. 
MIL-STD-1760 requires use of MIL-STD-1553, with some specific limitations and tailoring of the 
MIL-STD-1553 requirements for interoperability and flexibility. 

Communication rules relate to the command, status, and data words and the protocol execution. 

17.4.1.1 Command word. 
The command word requirements are basically those in MIL-STD-1553B.  Certain field 
requirements are enforced or mandated.  Within the address field the broadcast option is limited 
to mode commands.  Within the sub-address/mode field the following mode commands are 
mandated: 

a. Reset Remote Terminal  (stores only) 

b. Transmit Last Command  (stores only) 

c. Transmitter Shutdown  (stores only) 

d. Override Transmitter Shutdown  (stores only) 

e. Transmit Vector Word  (aircraft and stores) 

f. Synchronise With Data Word  (aircraft and stores) 

g. Transmit Status Word   (stores only) 

Dynamic Bus Control and Reserved Mode Codes are prohibited.  All other mode commands are 
permitted with the provision that implementation of a permitted mode code by the aircraft or 
store does not require the store or aircraft to reciprocate.  Note that certain permitted mode 
commands are required to be paired.  Within the sub-address/mode field the following sub-
addresses have been allocated: 

a. Store Description   01 

b. Nuclear Weapon   19 and 27 

c. Test    08 

d. Mission Store Control/Monitor  11 

e. Linked Messages/Mass Data Transfer 14 

17.4.1.2 Status word. 
The status word requirements are basically those in MIL-STD-1553B.  The implementation of 
the Service Request, Busy, Sub-system Flag and Terminal Flag bits are regulated by the 
standard. 
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17.4.1.3 Data words. 

17.4.1.4 Internal state change. 

17.4.1.5 Protocol execution. 

17.4.1.5.1 Protocol checks. 
Protocol checks are listed below.  The store is required to conduct protocol checks on all 
receive messages that can initiate safety critical actions.  A "protocol check" failure reporting 
mechanism is included. 

Verification of Checksum (if implemented) 

Verification of Header 

Verification of Critical Authority and Control 

17.4.1.5.2 Checksum requirement.  
A checksum algorithm (Rotated Modulo 2) is specified in the standard to insure that aircraft and 
stores will use the same algorithm.  This is the only algorithm that may be used.  Its use is 
mandated on all three standard messages and is the last word, but is optional on all other 
messages.  This is a store option.  When implemented, under the option rule, it is positioned as 
the last word, but when not implemented the last word is a data entity. 

17.4.1.5.3 Execution time. 
The maximum time for which busy may be set is 50 microseconds.  Other busy bit 
implementations, including time maximums, are included in this paragraph. 

17.4.1.5.4 Service request notification. 
Service request notification uses the service request bit in the Status word.  The implementation 
is specified. 

17.4.1.5.5 Request servicing. 
The aircraft extracts the servicing required information by demanding the Vector word.  It should 
do this on a high priority basis.  Appendix B uses a figure to show the general forms of service 
request protocol. 

17.4.1.5.6 Vector word demand. 

17.4.1.5.7 General form of sevice request routine. 

17.4.1.5.8 Mass data transfer. 
Mass Data Transfer uses subaddress 14.  A full protocol is specified for bi-directional data 
transfer called out as Download Mode (aircraft to store) and Upload Mode (store to aircraft). 
Allowance has been made for transfer of up to 255 files each containing up to 255 records 
where a record is up to 255 blocks of 29 words, that is 29 x 255 x 255 x 255 or 1,885,725 data 
words per file.  Three basic types of messages are used: 

a. Transfer Control (TC) – The aircraft uses this message to control the mass data transfer 
protocol. 
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b. Transfer Monitor (TM) – The store uses this message to advise the aircraft of transfer 
status. 

This requirement was re-written in Revision C, to limit it to one specific implementation.  Based 
on comments received from industry, a MIL-STD-1760 User Task group subgroup rewrote the 
MDT sections to clarify the requirements on stores and aircraft, and checksum requirements. 
The subgroup deleted the multiple processes for the aircraft to request the store to update the 
Transfer Monitor message, leaving the most useable method.  The subgroup also added a 
method for the store to request retransmission of missing data blocks.  The MIL-STD-1760 User 
Task Group accepted the subgroup’s rewrite at the summer 1996 meeting in Warton, England.  
The write-up was inserted into Revision C of MIL-STD-1760 in 1997.  Other than the deletion of 
two methods of requesting a Transfer Monitor message update and addition of the store request 
for data retransmission, the MDT process in MIL-STD-1760B and MIL-STD-1760C are common. 

17.4.1.5.9 Carriage store routing. 
The procedure is undefined, except provisions were inserted in Revision C to allow for the use 
of a “peeling” protocol.  The message length is established as 30 (thirty) words to allow 
introduction of this facility at a later date. 

17.4.1.5.10 Data consistency. 

17.4.1.5.11 Broadcast.   
The optional broadcast mode of MIL-STD-1553 is allowed by MIL-STD-1760C and D for 
potential use where bus loading or timeline requirements cannot be met with the normal MIL-
STD-1553 command-response protocol.  Broadcast might be useful where a large block of data 
must be transferred to several stores in a short period of time. 

Restrictions to broadcast were added in Revision C in B.40.1.5.11.  The following guidance is 
needed to minimize problems with use of broadcast mode. 

Use of broadcast is strongly discouraged because:  

MIL-STD-1553B's centralized control network protocol relies on the use of a parity bit and 
return of status for each transmission/reception to detect and correct (via retransmission) 
data errors.  The use of broadcast in the more recent buses (like High Speed Data Bus) 
requires a distributed control network protocol which uses a combination of parity bits, 
token frame check sequences, message frame check sequences, and a variety of fault 
tolerant schemes such as synchronous redundancy to produce a robust protocol.  These 
networks achieve both a broadcast mode and a robust protocol by taking advantage of 
their higher data rates to minimize the effects of added overhead.  Use of broadcast mode 
in MIL-STD-1553B systems allows terminals to either miss messages or receive 
messages with errors unless each broadcast is followed by a request for status from each 
terminal, to verify that the message was received correctly. 

There is risk that existing aircraft systems built before MIL-STD-1553B Notice 2 will be 
seriously impacted.  These systems will not recognize broadcast transmissions and may 
interpret them improperly. 

There is risk that a store designed to accept broadcast messages would end up on an 
aircraft where the broadcast subaddress used by the store is already being used for 
something else.  A store programmed to accept broadcast messages will have this risk 
even if the airframe integrator has no plans to use broadcast messages with the store.  
There are only 30 subaddresses (actually 24 since six of these are restricted because they 
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include safety critical information) and there is no agency controlling who uses them.  
Therefore, each time a new store is integrated onto an aircraft, the integrator who wishes 
to use broadcast will be obligated to verify that no other store can accept or misinterpret 
his broadcast messages. 

MIL-STD-1553 does not specifically require remote terminals to accept "broadcast" messages.  
In fact, Notice 1 to MIL-STD-1553B disallowed the use of broadcast for U.S. Air Force 
applications.  The broadcast prohibition is relaxed by Notice 2 to MIL-STD-1553B.  This second 
notice allows the broadcast of mode commands to terminals but disallows other receive 
messages.  This second notice applies to equipment for all U.S. military services. 

The broadcast message capability can reduce bus loading considerably.  However, since no 
status word response is allowed from the receiving terminal, discretion must be exercised when 
applying the capability.  The system designer is strongly encouraged to solve any design 
problems through the use of the three basic message formats without resorting to use of the 
broadcast. 

If system designers do choose to use the broadcast command, they should carefully consider 
the potential effects of a missed broadcast message, and the subsequent implications for fault 
or error recovery design in the remote terminals and bus controllers.  To provide message 
arrival verification, a bit in the status word is set when a valid broadcast message is received.  
This allows reporting of the reception if requested by the active BC using the transmit status 
word mode code.  In error situations, it may be advisable for the BC to request the last 
command word mode code to verify that the broadcast command was received.  Asking for the 
last command word first preserves the last status word (i.e., the terminal does not reset or 
update status).   

In addition to data transfers, the ability to transmit a broadcast mode command message 
provides an effective method for managing the data bus system.  This capability is performed 
using the broadcast address in combination with mode commands. 

17.4.2 Message requirements. 
The requirements for both standard and non-standard data messages are fully defined, with the 
former restricted to those for Critical Control, Critical Monitor and Store Description. 

17.4.2.1 Base Message data format. 
The message is defined as a 30-word (32 for carriage stores) message consisting of: 

a. Word 01 –Header (some header words already defined/reserved). 

b. Word 02 and Word 03 –Invalidity words (1 bit per word) if used; otherwise, data words. 

c. Word 04 thru Word 29 –Data words (up to 26 data words, 28 if Invalidity is not used,  
   are available for use). 

d. Word 30 –Checksum LAST WORD if less than 26 data words are in use. 

17.4.2.2 Standard messages. 

17.4.2.2.1 Store control.  
This is a 30-word message, used as follows: 

Header (0400 HEX) 
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Validity 

Control Words (21) 

Reserved Words (6) 

Checksum 

17.4.2.2.2 Store  monitor. 
This is a 30-word message, used as follows: 

Header (0420 HEX) 

Validity 

Monitor Words (15) 

Reserved Words (6) 

17.4.2.2.3 Store description message. 
This message provides for store identification, either binary or alphanumeric, and store IBIT 
time.  It also provides for identification of store configuration, such as the version of software 
installed (added in Revision C) since some systems are controlled by software which can be 
loaded in the field, and the software might change the way the store is employed.  The store 
description message is broken down as follows: 

a. Header (0421 HEX) 

b. Country Code 

c. Store Identity (BINARY) 

d. Store Identity ASCII (8) 

e. Maximum IBIT Time 

f. Store configuration identifier (3) 

g. Reserved Words (14) 

h. Checksum 

The eight store-type ASCII words give sixteen alpha-numeric characters because each 16 bit 
word is split into two 8-bit segments.  Store Identity ASCII and Store Identity Binary are not 
intended to be used together, but are not, in fact, mutually exclusive. 

Store identity is provided to the aircraft so the aircraft can do an automatic store inventory and 
display the stores load-out to the pilot.  It allows the aircraft to use the appropriate software for 
control of the data interface with the store, calculation of Launch Acceptability Region (LAR), 
and handling of any other store-specific ballistic or guidance information.  The fact that the 
aircraft software receives the store ID from the OFP in the store eliminates the potential for 
human error that is always present when store load-out is entered manually. 

Either the binary or ASCII form of store ID (or both) is allowed by the standard.  The ASCII form 
is intended to be the store's type designation, such as "AGM-154," assigned by the U.S. DoD 
(or appropriate agency in other countries).  The inclusion of country code in the message 
ensures that store type designations assigned by two different countries will not be confused 
even if they happened to use the same characters.  Thus, country code refers to the country 
that assigned the store nomenclature, and is often not the same as the country that is using the 
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store.  The binary form is allowed by the standard as a way to simplify the software and reduce 
the amount of memory required in the store, since it only requires a single word. 

The U.S. DoD nomenclature control point is at HQ AFMC LSO/LGIS, 74 Washington Ave N 
STE 8, Battle Creek MI 49017-3094.  They control the nomenclature assigned to ensure that it 
is unique to each store type.  The controlling regulation and standard also require assignment of 
a new revision or variant any time a system is modified in a way that affects form, fit, or function.  
They do not assign and control binary IDs, so the use of binary IDs is discouraged. 

The store configuration identifier entity was added in Revision C to allow stores to identify 
specific configuration data, such as the software version loaded in the store, to the aircraft.  
There is no central control point for this entity, therefore it is up to each program office or 
system contractor to assign and control configuration identities if they are used.  Configuration 
identifier is particularly useful with systems that are controlled by software that can be loaded in 
the field.  This might change the way the store is employed (by enhancing launch acceptability 
region, for example) and is therefore important to the aircraft, but would typically not result in a 
change to the store identity. 

17.4.2.2.4 Nuclear weapon control. 
There are no standard nuclear weapon control messages required by MIL-STD-1760, but there 
may be such a requirement in the system 2 specification.  MIL-STD-1760 does specify that 
receive subaddresses 19 and 27 are reserved for these messages.  Having the subaddresses 
limited to nuclear-only would probably not be necessary, with all the other safeguards against 
improperly receiving messages intended for something else.  However, it might simplify the 
safety analysis that is required to prove the extremely high levels of confidence of correct 
message routing needed when dealing with such weapons. 

17.4.2.2.5 Nuclear weapon monitor. 
Like the nuclear weapon control message, there are no standard nuclear weapon monitor 
messages required by MIL-STD-1760, but there may be such a requirement in the system 2 
specification.  MIL-STD-1760 does specify that transmit subaddresses 19 and 27 are reserved 
for these messages. 

17.4.2.2.6 Aircraft description. 
Revision C Notice 1 of the standard added the aircraft description message, to be used by 
stores which need information about the carrying aircraft.  This message is patterned after the 
Store ID message and follows most of the same rules.  It allows the aircraft to tell the store 
which specific aircraft and station the store is on, facilitating things like use of different 
separation maneuvers or time delays as a function of store location.  Including these functions 
in the store may avoid the need to modify aircraft software to accommodate the different 
separation characteristics of various store types. 

17.4.2.3 Mass data transfer (MDT) messages. 
Mass data transfer provides a means to pass larger blocks of data, such as complete files, 
between the aircraft and store.  This section was rewritten in Revision C. 

In 1986, the SAE MIL-STD-1760 User Task group recognized the need to implement a standard 
protocol for transfers of large data files between aircraft and stores.  A subtask group was 
formed to develop a standard protocol for the transfer of mass data to be added to the logical 
section of MIL-STD-1760.  The Mass Data Transfer Protocol (MDTP) subtask group 
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investigated the types of data that would be transferred between stores and aircraft as well as 
multiple approaches to a standardized protocol. 

The types of data that were expected to be transferred between stores and aircraft fell into 
several categories as shown in Table XXXVII.  These data types required a bi-directional 
protocol that would also provide the capability to initiate software programs after loading.  There 
was also a strong desire to build in flexibility for future growth for data types not initially 
considered, a desire to limit the impact on the MIL-STD-1553 data bus duty cycle, provide 
multiple levels of data integrity checking, and to limit the impact of the MDT protocol on reserved 
subaddresses.  This led to investigation of three primary protocol approaches.  The first utilized 
separate data blocks for controlling and statusing the mass data transfer process, the second 
incorporated the protocol into the data block used to transmit the mass data to the store, and 
the third approach was a blind transfer in a dedicated subaddress.  The second approach was 
discarded after studies showed the number of words required in each data block of mass data 
would have significantly increased the MIL-STD-1553 data bus duty cycle.  The third approach 
was discarded after investigations uncovered concerns in the areas of safety by the nuclear 
community.  The MDTP subtask group voted to go forth with the first approach of utilizing a 
Mass Data Transfer (MDT) control block, and a MDT status block that were separate from the 
mass data block.  The decision was also made to provide multiple levels of data integrity 
checking and the capability of transferring mass data in multiple subaddresses to speed up the 
data transfer rates.  
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Table XXXVII.  Example MDT data types. 

Store Type Type Of Data Direction of 
Transfer 

Description 

WEAPON Terminal Seeker 
Data 

To Store This type of data could include electronic 
intelligence data, digitized images of a 
target, processed imagery, target signature 
data 

 Weapon Flight 
Path Data 

To/from 
Store 

This type of data could include pre-planned 
weapon fly path waypoints, actions to be 
taken at waypoints, turn radius limitations, 
safe flight corridors, altitude limits, 
meteorological data.  The weapon may 
incorporate some type of auto routing 
capability that would plan the mission prior 
to launch and load the data back into the 
aircraft for deconflicting the aircraft and 
weapon flight paths. 

 Digital Maps To Store This data primarily includes digitized terrain 
maps for autonomous navigation and 
possibly performing terrain comparison 
navigation updates. 

 GPS Initialization 
Data 

To/from 
Store 

This data would include Almanac, 
Ephemeris, and health data of the Global 
Positioning System.  There was a desire 
within some communities to be able to verify 
receipt of this data by loading it back into the 
aircraft for verification. 

 Weapon 
Operational Flight 
Software 

To/from 
Store 

Download of an updated operational flight 
software load into the weapon through the 
MIL-STD-1760 interface, whether from an 
aircraft or through support equipment was 
considered a major requirement of the 
protocol.  This also required the capability to 
tell the weapon to begin execution of the 
new code.  This capability was made bi-
directional so that code could be uploaded 
from a weapon and executed in the aircraft 
avionics.  An example of the type of code 
that might be executed in the aircraft would 
be algorithms that describe the employment 
envelope of the weapon.  

 Weapon 
coefficients 

To/from 
Store 

Download and upload of large tables of 
coefficients for algorithms, flight control laws, 
etc. are supported by the MDT process.  
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Table XXXVII.  Example MDT data types. (Continued) 

Store Type Type Of Data Direction of 
Transfer 

Description 

Pods GPS Initialization 
Data 

To/from 
Store 

This was considered bi-directional because 
of the trend at the time of putting GPS into 
pods mounted to weapon stations for older 
model aircraft.  There was still a need to 
provide initialization data to the GPS pod.  
To get this data out of the pod and into a 
GPS guided weapon would require upload 
capability. 

 Pod Operation 
Flight Software 

To Store Download of an updated operational flight 
software load into the pod through the MIL-
STD-1760 interface, whether from an aircraft 
or through support equipment, was 
considered a major requirement of the 
protocol.  Quick updates of pod software in 
the field without requiring dedicated 
equipment were considered very important.  
This also required the capability to tell the 
pod to begin execution of the new code.  

 Sensor Data To/from 
Store 

This type of data includes upload/download 
of electronic intelligence data, upload of 
digitized sensor data (pictures from digital 
cameras, side scanning radar, etc.) for 
review/editing in the cockpit, etc. 

Carriage 
Store 

Carriage Store 
Operational Flight 
Software 

To/from 
Store 

Download of an updated operational flight 
software load into a carriage store through 
the MIL-STD-1760 interface, whether from 
an aircraft or through support equipment, 
was considered a major requirement of the 
protocol.  Quick updates of store software in 
the field without requiring dedicated 
equipment were considered very important.  
This also required the capability to tell the 
store to begin execution of the new code. 
Loading of unique software loads based on 
the weapons carried on the carriage store 
would be another capability supported by 
this capability. 

 

These studies resulted in the current MIL-STD-1760C MDTP.  The MDTP provides the 
capability for bi-directional data transfers, the ability to initiate software programs, four levels of 
data integrity checking (File, Record, Block, none) and provides flexibility for future growth.  

When is use of MDT required? 
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Use of the MDTP is driven by the data requirements of the aircraft/store interface.  If the store 
interface can be implemented such that no single data type requires more than the standard 
MIL-STD-1760C data block format as described in paragraph 17.4.2.1 of this handbook, then 
the MDTP is not required.  If the store interface requires single or multiple data types that 
require more than a single MIL-STD-1760C data block format can support but less than the 
available number of subaddresses in the interface, MDTP may be utilized at the designers 
discretion.  For applications where single or multiple data types exceed the standard MIL-STD-
1760C data block format and the number of available subaddresses, or if multiplexing of 
multiple data types in one subaddress is required, use of the MIL-STD-1760C MDTP is 
mandatory. 

Description of the MDTP. 

The MDTP requires the use of three standard data message formats.  The aircraft controls the 
MDTP through the use of the Transfer Control (TC) message.  The store statuses it’s MDT state 
to the aircraft utilizing the Transfer Monitor (TM) message.  The actual transfer of data occurs 
through the Transfer Data (TD) message between the aircraft and store.  These standard 
messages will be described in detail in the following sections. 

In general, the aircraft utilizes the TC message to initiate the MDTP, to control the process of 
transferring data, to initiate integrity checks of the data and to command an orderly exit from the 
MDT protocol.  The aircraft utilizes the TM message to verify the store is ready to initiate MDT, 
to monitor the progress of the MDT process, to verify the integrity of the data and to verify the 
stores orderly exit from the MDTP.  The TD message is used to transfer the actual data 
between the aircraft and store.  

At the end of this section there are examples of possible ways that the MDTP could be 
implemented.  These examples do not show all possible methods of MDTP implementation and 
thus should not be interpreted as the only ways that MDTP could be used. 

17.4.2.3.1 File structure (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.1). 
The MDT file structure illustrated in Figure 111, is based on the breaking down of large data 
files into smaller pieces that can be transferred and checksummed.  Additionally, the number of 
files and sub-file breakdowns into smaller pieces is limited to an 8-bit field size, or 255 decimal, 
by the structure of the TC and TM standard data messages.  This results in the MDT protocol 
limiting the MDT file structure to 255 files, with up to 255 records in each file with up to 255 data 
blocks in each record.  The MDT file structure is illustrated in Figure 111.  This allows the 
transfer of up to 480 Mega-words of data. 
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(words)

data wd 29

Mass Data Record ‘n’ Block ‘n’ Word ‘n’
16 bitsrec/blk#file 1

file 2
file 3

(files)

# files *

record 1
record 2
record 3

(records)

# records *

block 1
block 2
block 3

(blocks)

# blocks *

File ‘n’

* The maximum number of files/MDT, records/file, and blocks/record is 255.

data wd 1
data wd 2

All records must 
have the same 
number of blocks

Each block is a 
30 word Transfer 
Data Msg.  The 
record and block 
#’s appear in the 
first word with up 
to 29 words 
following 
(unused data 
words must be 
set to logic 0).

 

Figure 111.  MDT file structure. 

 

There are no specific restrictions on how the data is partitioned into files and records except that 
every record in a file must have the same number of data blocks.  This restriction was placed in 
the protocol to avoid requiring a TC message at the start of each record of a file to either inform 
the store of the number of data blocks to be transmitted in the next record or to request from the 
store the number of data blocks to be uploaded in the next record.  It is very easy to zero fill the 
last record to make all records the same size.  This simple restriction significantly reduces the 
protocol complexity and has not proven to be a burden on aircraft/stores that have implemented 
MDTP to date. 

The data can be broken into files and records based on data type (although one data type could 
go across multiple files), data subtypes or can all be strung together into a very large file.  
Several examples of how mass data may be broken down are as follows: 

EXAMPLE #1 

In this example, the store requires the aircraft to pass Almanac data for 32 GPS satellites with 
the satellite Almanac data consisting of two 29 word blocks of data per satellite.  There are 
several acceptable ways this data could be divided.  Two possible approaches are shown in 
Figure 112 and Figure 6. 
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Figure 112.  MDT data approach #1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 113.  MDT data approach #2. 

 

File#1 Record #1 Almanac Satellite #1 Block 1

Almanac Satellite #1 Block 2

Almanac Satellite #2 Block 1

Almanac Satellite #2 Block 2

Almanac Satellite #3 Block 1

Almanac Satellite #3 Block 2

                          *

                          *

Almanac Satellite #32 Block 1

Almanac Satellite #32 Block 2

File#1 Record #1 Almanac Satellite #1 Block 1  

Almanac Satellite #1 Block 2  

Almanac Satellite #2 Block 1  

Almanac Satellite #2 Block 2  

Almanac Satellite #3 Block 1  

Almanac Satellite #3 Block 2  

Almanac Satellite #N Block 1 

Almanac Satellite #N Block 2 

Almanac Satellite #32 Block 1

Almanac Satellite #32 Block 2

Record #2

Record #3

Record #N

Record #32
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17.4.2.3.2 Message formats (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.2). 

17.4.2.3.2.1 Transfer Control (TC) message (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1).  

The aircraft uses the transfer control message to control the MDTP process.  MIL-STD-1760C 
reserves and requires use of subaddress 14 receive for transmission of the TC message by the 
aircraft to the store.  The TC message is formatted in accordance with Table B-XVII of MIL-
STD-1760C.  This table is reproduced below for convenience (Table XXXVIII).  

The aircraft uses the TC message to initiate the MDT download or upload mode, to start a new 
file or record, to erase all files, to erase a selected file/record, to command a file or record 
checksum, to command echo mode, to command block checksum mode, to start a MDT 
program and finally to exit MDT.  Examples at the end of this section show how the TC 
message, in conjunction with the TM and TD messages, is formatted to accomplish each of 
these actions.  The following sections describe the individual words that make up the TC 
message and the requirements for formatting each word.  

Table XXXVIII.  TC Message Format. 

WORD NO. DESCRIPTION/COMMENT PARAGRAPH/TABLE

-CW- COMMAND WORD (Subaddress 01110 binary) B.4.1.1 

-01- HEADER (0422 hexadecimal) B.4.2.1.1 

-02- Instruction B.4.2.3.2.1.2  

-03- Subaddress select B.4.2.3.2.1.3  

-04- File number B.4.2.3.2.1.4  

-05- Record number B.4.2.3.2.1.5  

-06- Block number B.4.2.3.2.1.6  

-07- File/record checksum B.4.2.3.2.1.7  

-08- Checksum word B.4.2.3.2.1.8  

-SW- STATUS WORD B.4.1.2 

17.4.2.3.2.1.1 TC message - header word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.1). 

The aircraft always sets this word to 0422 Hex. 

17.4.2.3.2.1.2 TC message - instruction word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.2). 

This word is used to control the MDT process.  The aircraft formats this word in accordance with 
Table B-XVIII of MIL-STD-1760C.  This table is reproduced below for convenience (Table 
XXXIX).  In order to prevent the aircraft from commanding multiple MDT modes simultaneously, 
the allowable bit combinations are limited in MIL-STD-1760C by Table B-XIX, which is also 
reproduced below in a slightly altered format for convenience (Table XL).  Table B-XIX in MIL-
STD-1760C is one of the most misinterpreted tables in the standard and as such requires 
careful study. 
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Table XXXIX.  Instruction Word. 

FIELD NAME BIT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

INSTRUCTION TYPE -00- No operation - commands the store to update 
the TM message with current status of the 
mass data transfer transactions. 

 -01- Select download mode - commands the store 
to enter (or remain in) the download mass 
data transfer mode. 

 -02- Select upload mode - commands the store to 
enter (or remain in) the upload mass data 
transfer mode.   

 -03- Start new file/record - commands the store to 
prepare for receiving or transmitting, as 
applicable, Transfer Data (TD) messages. 

 -04- Erase all files - commands the store to erase 
data in all store contained memory addresses 
allocated to mass data transfer storage. 

 -05- Erase designated file - commands the store to 
erase the designated file. 

 -06- Erase designated record - commands the 
store to erase the designated record. 

 -07- Select echo mode - commands the store to 
enter (or remain in) the TD echo mode.  

 -08- Calculate file checksum - commands the store 
to run the file checksum test.  

 -09- Calculate record checksum - commands the 
store to run the record checksum test.  

 -10- System start - system start command to the 
store.  

 -11- Exit transfer mode - commands the store to 
exit the mass data transfer mode. 

 -12- Select block checksum mode - commands the 
store to interpret word 30 of the TD message 
as a message checksum (See B.4.1.5.2.1) if in 
download mode, or to supply word 30 of the 
TD message as a message checksum if in the 
upload mode.  

RESERVED -13- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 

 -14- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 

 -15- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 
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Table XL.  Allowable instruction type field bit states. 

INSTRUCTION WORD BIT NUMBER/NAME ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 

-00- 
NO 
OP 

-01- 
SEL 
D 

-02- 
SEL 
U 

-03- 
NEW
F/R 

-04- 
ERA 
File 

-05- 
ERA 
DFile 

-06- 
ERA 
DRec 

-07- 
SEL 
Echo 

-08- 
CAL 
File 

-09- 
CAL 
Rec 

-10- 
SYS 
Sta 

-11- 
Exit 

-12- 
SEL 
Csum 

1 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X 

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Y 0 0 0 0 Y 

4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 X 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 0 0 0 

8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 1 0 0 0 

9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 

11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
The table represents the 14 allowable bit combinations of the 13 bit instruction type field of 
Table B-XVIII of MIL-STD-1760C. 

X = Do not care 

Y = selectable option 

The row across the top of Table XL is the actual bit number of the command in the instruction 
word as shown in Table XXXIX.  The column down the left side of Table XL, under the title 
“Allowable Bit Combinations,” is just a reference number associated with the different allowable 
bit combinations.  These reference numbers could have just as easily have been made letters 
and are only intended to uniquely identify an allowed combination of the instruction word 
commands.  Numerous people have misidentified the bit combination reference number with an 
instruction word bit number.  The allowed bit combination reference numbers are used 
throughout the MDTP section, so take a moment to become familiar with Table XL.  

As an example: 

For bit combination reference number 7, the Select Download Mode bit (instruction word bit 
number 1) and Calculate file checksum bit (instruction word bit number 8) are set to binary one 
while instruction word bit numbers 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are set to zero.  The Select 
Echo mode bit may be set to a one or zero depending on whether the aircraft uses the echo 
mode feature of the protocol (more on echo mode later). 
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17.4.2.3.2.1.3 TC message - subaddress select word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.1.3). 

This word is used to inform the store which subaddress the actions in the instruction word are 
applicable to, when data from the selected file can be transmitted: 

a. to subaddresses that are not predefined, or 

b. to multiple subaddresses in parallel. 

The purpose of this word is to allow the aircraft and store the flexibility to send file/record data in 
multiple addresses as defined in the aircraft to weapon Interface Control Document (ICD).  This 
allows the aircraft and store to define a MDTP approach that can use: 

a. only one subaddress for transmissions of all files, 

b. a separate subaddress for transmission of each separate file/record so multiple 
files/records can be transferred in parallel, 

c. or even one file transmitted in multiple subaddresses in back to back transmissions in a 
predetermined sequence.  

The limits of the flexibility are really determined by the interface designers, not by MIL-STD-
1760C.  The standard provides a set of common tools to be used for the interface design of 
MDTP.  It is in the best interest of the interface designers to develop an approach that is 
compatible with multiple weapons and multiple aircraft to reduce implementation costs.  The 
system specification (SS) or (ICD) should identify those subaddresses available for the TD 
messages and the number of different files, records, or blocks that can be transferred through 
those different subaddresses.   As an alternative, the SS or ICD may pre-assign specific 
subaddresses to specific file, record, or block numbers and then the subaddress select word 
should be set either to 0000 hexadecimal, or to the applicable pre-assigned subaddress. 

Examples of different implementations are given at the end of this section.  This word is 
formatted in accordance with Table B-XX of MIL-STD-1760C.  There are requirements placed 
on this word based on the allowable bit combination of Table XL.  Table XLI defines these 
requirements.  
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Table XLI.  Subaddress select word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL  

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON SUBADDRESS SELECT WORD 

ABC 1 For operations where TD messages are being transmitted in multiple 
subaddresses, the aircraft sets this word to the subaddress for the 
particular TD message that the aircraft wants the store to report status on 
in the TM message.  If the aircraft sets the File Number Word, Record 
Number Word, and Block Number Word for a specific TD status, then this 
word is set to 0000 hex. 

ABC 2 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 3 In file data transfer applications where the store allows the aircraft to 
choose from a range of different subaddresses, the aircraft sets this word 
to the receive/transmit subaddress it will use for the TD message.  The SS 
or ICD should define the subaddresses available for the TD messages and 
the number of different files, records, or blocks that can be transferred 
through those different subaddresses.  As an alternative, the SS or ICD 
may pre-assign specific subaddresses to specific file, record, or block 
numbers and then the subaddress select word is set to either 0000 hex, or 
to the applicable pre-assigned subaddress (this should be defined in the 
weapon/aircraft ICD or SS).  For applications where a single subaddress is 
used for all TD messages, the aircraft sets this word either to 0000 hex or 
to the subaddress the TD will be transmitted to (this should be defined in 
the weapon/aircraft ICD or SS). 

ABC 4 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 5 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 6 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 7 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 8 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 9 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 
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Table XLI.  Subaddress select word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL  

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON SUBADDRESS SELECT WORD 

ABC 10 In file data transfer applications where the store allows the aircraft to 
choose from a range of different subaddresses, the aircraft sets this word 
to the receive/transmit subaddress it will use for the TD message.  The SS 
or ICD should define the subaddresses available for the TD messages and 
the number of different files, records, or blocks that can be transferred 
through those different subaddresses.  As an alternative, the SS or ICD 
may pre-assign specific subaddresses to specific file, record, or block 
numbers and then the subaddress select word is set to either 0000 hex, or 
to the applicable pre-assigned subaddress (this should be defined in the 
weapon/aircraft ICD or SS).  For applications where a single subaddress is 
used for all TD messages, the aircraft sets this word either to 0000 hex or 
to the subaddress the TD will be transmitted (this should be defined in the 
weapon/aircraft ICD or SS). 

ABC 11 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 12 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 13 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 

ABC 14 The aircraft sets word to 0000 hex. 
 

17.4.2.3.2.1.4 TC message - file number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.4). 

The file number word is used to define to the store the parameters of the file for which the 
command in the instruction word is applicable.  This word is formatted as shown in Table XLII.  
In general, the NUMBER A field is used to indicate the total number of files for which the 
command in the instruction word is applicable.  The NUMBER B field is used to identify the 
specific file for which the command in the instruction word is applicable.  Valid file numbers 
range from 1 through 255 and should be defined in the SS or ICD. 

The requirements for this word based on the allowable bit combination of Table XL are shown in 
Table XLIII.  
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Table XLII.  Dual Binary Number Word Format. 

FIELD NAME BIT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

NUMBER A -00- MSB = 128   

 -01-    

 -02-    

 -03-   Binary encoded 
number. 

 -04-    

 -05-    

 -06-    

 -07- LSB = 1   

NUMBER B -08- MSB = 128   

 -09-   Binary encoded 
number. 

 -10-    

 -11-    

 -12-    

 -13-    

 -14-    

 -15- LSB = 1   
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Table XLIII.  File number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL  

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON FILE NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 If the aircraft is seeking the status of a specific TD message, then the 
aircraft sets the NUMBER A field to 01 and the Number B field to the file 
number that contains the TD of interest.  Else, the aircraft sets NUMBER A 
= 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 2 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = total number of files (Nf) to be downloaded and NUMBER B = 
the number of the selected file (Sf) on which the current download operation 
will be executed. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
to be erased. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
in which the selected record (Sr) is to be erased. 

ABC 7 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
to be checksummed by the store. The store compares the checksum 
calculated by the store with the aircraft generated checksum in the 
file/record checksum word.  

ABC 8 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
in which the selected record (Sr) is to be checksummed. The store 
compares the checksum calculated by the store with the aircraft generated 
checksum in the file/record checksum word.  

ABC 9 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = total number of files (Nf) to be uploaded and NUMBER B = 
the number of the selected file (Sf) on which the current upload operation 
will be executed. 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf).  
The store compares the checksum calculated by the store with the aircraft 
generated checksum in the file/record checksum word.  

ABC 12 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
in which the selected record (Sr) resides.  The store compares the 
checksum calculated by the store with the aircraft generated checksum in 
the file/record checksum word.  
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Table XLIII.  File number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL  

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON FILE NUMBER WORD 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected file (Sf) 
in which aircraft wants the store to begin execution of a downloaded 
program.  If the aircraft is requesting the store to load the TM with the 
selected file/record/block in which the aircraft is to begin execution of a 
program uploaded from the store, then the aircraft sets this field to 00 Hex. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 
 

17.4.2.3.2.1.5 TC message - record number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.5). 

The record number word is used to define to the store the parameters of the record of the 
selected file for which the command in the instruction word is applicable.  This word is formatted 
as shown Table XLII.  In general, the NUMBER A field is used to indicate the total number of 
records in the selected file to which the command in the instruction word is applicable.  The 
NUMBER B field is used to identify the specific record of the selected file to which the command 
in the instruction word is applicable.  Valid record numbers range from 1 through 255 and 
should be defined in the SS or ICD.  All records of a file must have the same number of blocks 
in each record. 

The requirements for this word based on the allowable bit combination of Table XL are shown in 
Table XLIV.  
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Table XLIV.  Record number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON RECORD NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 If the aircraft is seeking the status of a specific TD message, then the 
aircraft sets the NUMBER A field to the number of records in the Sf and the 
Number B field to the record number of the Sf that contains the TD of 
interest.  Else, the aircraft sets NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 
Hex. 

ABC 2 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = total number of records (Nr) in the selected file (Sf) to be 
downloaded.  This remains fixed during the download operation.  The 
NUMBER B = the number of the selected record (Sr) of the selected file (Sf) 
for which the current download operation will be started. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = the total number of records (Nr) of the selected file to be 
erased and NUMBER B = 01 Hex.  Records are erased in sequential order 
always starting with record number 1 and erased until Nr is reached. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected record 
of the selected file (Sf) to be erased.  This command is used to erase a 
single record (NUMBER A = 01) specified by Sr and Sf.  

ABC 7 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 8 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected record 
(Sr) of the selected file (Sf) to be checksummed.  This command is used to 
perform a record checksum where the record to be checksummed is defined 
by Sf and Sr. 

ABC 9 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = total number of records (Nr) of the selected file (Sf) to be 
uploaded and NUMBER B = the number of the selected record (Sr) for 
which the current upload operation will be started.  The value of Nr must 
remain fixed for the Sf until the upload operation is completed. 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 12 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected record 
(Sr) of the selected file (Sf).  The store compares the checksum calculated 
by the store with the aircraft generated checksum in the file/record 
checksum word.  
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Table XLIV.  Record number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON RECORD NUMBER WORD 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected record 
(Sr) of the selected file (Sf) for which aircraft wants the store to begin 
execution of a downloaded program.  If the aircraft is requesting the store to 
load the TM message with the selected file/record/block in which the aircraft 
is to begin execution of a program uploaded from the store, then the aircraft 
sets this field to 00 Hex. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 
 

17.4.2.3.2.1.6 TC message - block number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.6). 

The record number word is used to define to the store the parameters of the blocks to be sent in 
the TD message for the selected record of the selected file for which the command in the 
instruction word is applicable.  This word is formatted as shown in Table XLII.  In general, the 
NUMBER A field is used to indicate the total number of blocks in the selected record of the 
selected file to which the command in the instruction word is applicable.  The NUMBER B field 
is used to identify the specific block of the selected record of the selected file to which the 
command in the instruction word is applicable.  Valid block numbers range from 1 through 255 
and should be defined in the SS or ICD.  All records of a file must have the same number of 
blocks in each record. 

The requirements for this word based on the allowable bit combination of Table XL are shown in 
Table XLV.  
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Table XLV.  Block number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON BLOCK NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 If the aircraft is seeking the status of a specific TD message, then the 
aircraft sets the NUMBER A field to the number of blocks in the Sr and the 
Number B field to the block number of the TD of interest.  Else, the aircraft 
sets NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 2 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = total number of blocks (Nb) in the selected record (Sr) of the 
selected file (Sf) to be downloaded.  This remains fixed during the download 
operation.  The NUMBER B = the number of the selected block (Sb) of the 
selected record (Sr) of the selected file (Sf) at which the download will 
begin.  The number of blocks in each record of a selected file is fixed. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = the total number of blocks in the selected records (Sr) of the 
selected file to be erased and NUMBER B = 01 Hex.  Blocks are erased in 
sequential order, always starting with block number 1 and erased until Nb is 
reached.  The number of blocks (Nb) in the selected record (Sr) of a 
selected file (Sf) is fixed. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = the total number of blocks in the selected records (Sr) of the 
selected file to be erased and NUMBER B = 01 Hex.  Blocks are erased in 
sequential order, always starting with block number 1 and erased until Nb is 
reached.  The number of blocks (Nb) in the selected record (Sr) of a 
selected file (Sf) is fixed. 

ABC 7 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 8 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 9 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = total number of blocks (Nb) in the selected record (Sr) of the 
selected file (Sf) to be uploaded and NUMBER B = the number of the 
selected block (Sb) of the selected record (Sr) of the selected file (Sf) from 
which the upload will begin.  The value of Nb for the Sr is fixed. If the file 
characteristics are not known initially, these fields may be set to zero until 
the store reports the Nb and Sb for the Sf in the TS, then the Nb and Sb 
fields are set accordingly and the TC transmited again to command the 
store to the proper location to begin the upload. 
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Table XLV.  Block number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON BLOCK NUMBER WORD 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 12 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = the number of the selected block 
(Sb) of the selected record (Sr) of the selected file (Sf) in which aircraft 
wants the store to begin execution of a downloaded program.  The store 
begins execution at the first word of memory where data specified by Sf, Sr, 
Sb, is stored.  If the aircraft is requesting the store to load the TM message 
with the selected file/record/block in which the aircraft is to begin execution 
of a program uploaded from the store, then the aircraft sets this field to 00 
Hex. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = 00 Hex and NUMBER B = 00 Hex. 
 

17.4.2.3.2.1.7 TC message - file/record checksum word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.1.7). 

The file/record checksum word is used to define to the store the checksum of the file/record that 
was loaded into the store.  Checksums can be performed for an entire file or for a single record 
of a file.  The MDTP protocol allows two types of checksumming at the file/record level for 
downloaded files (embedded/not-embedded).  The MDTP protocol also provides a block 
checksum capability that is discussed later.  The aircraft is not required by MIL-STD-1760C to 
perform a checksum test but it is strongly recommended.  The type of checksumming used 
(file/record, embedded/non-embedded) is defined in the SS or ICD. 

At the file/record level, the MDTP protocol allows the checksum to be embedded in the 
File/Record data or to have the aircraft transmit it to the store for verification using this word.  If 
the checksum is embedded in the file/record data, the position of the checksum in the data and 
the formula used for calculation of the checksum are not controlled by this standard and they 
should therefore be specified in the SS or ICD.  When the aircraft sends the calculate checksum 
command, if the checksum is embedded in the file/record data, then the store executes the 
checksum calculation and reports it back to the aircraft in the TM message.  The store can elect 
to perform a checksum test of the downloaded data whether the aircraft commands it or not, 
and report the result in user defined messages outside the MDTP. 

If the MDTP protocol checksum option is used, then the checksum used to verify the data will 
conform to the formulas defined in MIL-STD-1760C.  In this case:  

a. When commanded by the aircraft, the store performs the checksum calculation.  

b. The store compares the result to the checksum provided by the aircraft in this word.  
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c. The store reports the results in the TM message.  

The aircraft may get this checksum by either 

a. calculating the checksum as the data is downloaded  

b. or from some other source if the checksum is calculated before the data is downloaded. 

Similar to downloaded data, uploaded data can have its checksum embedded in the file/record 
data or it can be transmitted through the MDTP.  Also similar to downloaded data, uploaded 
data may be checksummed at the file or record level.  

The requirements for this word based on the allowable bit combination of Table XL are shown in 
Table XLVI.  
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Table XLVI.  Checksum word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XL 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CHECKSUM WORD 

ABC 1 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 2 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 3 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 4 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 5 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 6 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 7 Set to the checksum of the file, specified by the file number word, using the 
Checksum Formula specified in paragraph B.4.2.3.4 of MIL-STD-1760C, or 
if the checksum is embedded in the file data, set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 8 Set to the checksum of the record, specified by the record number and file 
number words, using the Checksum Formula specified in paragraph 
B.4.2.3.4 of MIL-STD-1760C, or if the checksum is embedded in the record 
data, set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 9 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 10 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 11 Set to the aircraft calculated checksum of the uploaded file, specified by the 
file number words, using the Checksum Formula specified in paragraph 
B.4.2.3.4 of MIL-STD-1760C, or if the checksum is embedded in the record 
data, set to the checksum calculated with the algorithm defined in the SS or 
ICD. 

ABC 12 Set to the aircraft calculated checksum of the uploaded record, specified by 
the record number and file number words, using the Checksum Formula 
specified in paragraph B.4.2.3.4 of MIL-STD-1760C, or if the checksum is 
embedded in the record data, set to the checksum calculated with the 
algorithm defined in the SS or ICD. 

ABC 13 Set to 0000 Hex. 

ABC 14 Set to 0000 Hex. 
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17.4.2.3.2.1.8 TC message - checksum word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.1.8). 

The aircraft sets this word to the checksum of the TC message.  It is calculated as required by 
paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

17.4.2.3.2.2 Transfer Monitor (TM) message (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.2).  

The TM message is transmitted to the aircraft in subaddress 14.  The TM message is formatted 
in accordance with Table B-XXII of MIL-STD-1760C.  This table is reproduced below for 
convenience (Table XLVII).  This message is used to status the state of the MDT (download or 
upload) to the aircraft as sensed by the store.  The aircraft uses this message to verify the state 
of the store’s readiness to start the MDT process, to monitor the receipt of commands or data by 
the store, to monitor for store requests to retransmit data, and to verify the store has exited the 
MDTP.  The weapon/aircraft ICD or SS should define how quickly the data in the TM message 
will be updated for prior TC/TD activity so that the aircraft knows how long it must delay before it 
can request transmission of the TM message and recieve updated data. 

 

Table XLVII.  Transfer Monitor (TM) message format. 

WORD NO. DESCRIPTION/COMMENT PARAGRAPH  

-CW- COMMAND WORD (Subaddress 01110 binary) B.4.1.1 

-SW- STATUS WORD B.4.1.2 

-01- HEADER (0423 hexadecimal) B.4.2.1.1 

-02- Last received instruction  B.4.2.3.2.2.2  

-03- Transfer mode status B.4.2.3.2.2.3  

-04- Current selected subaddress B.4.2.3.2.2.4  

-05- Current file number B.4.2.3.2.2.5  

-06- Current record number B.4.2.3.2.2.6  

-07- Current block number B.4.2.3.2.2.7  

-08- Current file/record checksum B.4.2.3.2.2.8  

-09- Checksum word position B.4.2.3.2.2.9  
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17.4.2.3.2.2.1 TM message - header word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.2.1). 

The store always sets this word to 0423 Hex. 

17.4.2.3.2.2.2 TM message - last received instruction word (MIL-STD-1760C 
paragraph number B.4.2.3.2.2.2). 

The store always sets this word to the instruction word received in the last valid TC message.  

17.4.2.3.2.2.3 TM message - transfer mode status word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.2.3). 

The store formats this word in accordance with Table B-XXIII of MIL-STD-1760C.  This table is 
reproduced in Table XLVIII for convenience.  The MODE STATUS field is set by the store to 
reflect the current store status for the last data transfer operation received by the store.  The 
valid bit combinations for the MODE STATUS field are identified in Table B-XXV of MIL-STD-
1760C.  This slightly different format of this table is shown below as Table XLIX for 
convenience.  This table is similar to the allowable bit combination table for the instruction word 
of the TC message.  The numbers across the top of the table are the actual bit numbers of the 
MODE STATUS field of the Transfer Mode Status word as shown in Table XLVIII.  The numbers 
down the left side of the table are reference numbers of allowable bit combinations of the MODE 
STATUS field.  Review this table carefully since the bit combination reference numbers in Table 
XLIX are used repeatedly through this section. 
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Table XLVIII.  Transfer mode status word. 

FIELD NAME BIT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

MODE STATUS -00- In download mode - indicates the store is 
in download mode.  

 -01- In upload mode - indicates the store is in 
upload mode. 

 -02- Transfer enabled - indicates the store is 
ready for transfer of TD messages. 

 -03- Erase in progress - indicates the store is 
erasing the commanded MDT data. 

 -04- Erase completed - indicates the store has 
completed the commanded erase 
operation. 

 -05- Echo mode selected - indicates echo 
mode is enabled in the store. 

 -06- Checksum calculation in progress - 
indicates the store is executing the 
commanded checksum calculation. 

 -07- Checksum calculation completed - 
indicates the store has completed the 
commanded checksum calculation. 

 -08- Checksum failed - indicates the 
commanded checksum calculation failed. 

 -09- Execution started - indicates the store has 
initiated execution at the commanded 
location or the mission store has loaded 
the location in the TM message that the 
aircraft is to initiate execution. 

 -10- Exit in progress - indicates the store is 
exiting the MDT mode. 

  -11- Retransmission request - indicates the 
store request for retransmission of limited 
TD data. 

RESERVED -12- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 

 -13- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 

 -14- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 

 -15- Shall be set to a Logic 0. 
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Table XLIX.  Allowable mode status field bit states. 

 TRANSFER MODE STATUS WORD BIT NUMBER/NAME 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT COMB 
 

-00- 
IN 
DWN 

-01- 
IN 
UP 

-02- 
XFR 
EN 

-03- 
ER 
Prog 

-04- 
ER 
Com 

-05- 
Ech 
Sel 

-06- 
Sum 
Prog  

-07- 
Sum 
Com 

-08- 
Sum 
Fld 

-09- 
Exec 
Std 

-10- 
Exit 
Prog 

-11- 
Re 
Tran 

ABC 1 1 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 2 1 0 1 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 3 1 0 0 1 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 4 1 0 0 0 1 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 5 1 0 0 0 0 X 1 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 6 1 0 0 0 0 X 0 1 0 0 0 0 

ABC 7 1 0 0 0 0 X 0 1 1 0 0 0 

ABC 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

ABC 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 10 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

ABC 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

ABC 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

ABC 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

ABC 15 Y Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

ABC 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 

The table represents the 16 allowable bit combinations of the 12 bit mode status field of Table 
B-XXIII. 

X = Reflects the commanded state of Echo mode from the last TC message. 

Y = the commanded mode prior to exit. 

17.4.2.3.2.2.4 TM message - current selected subaddress word (MIL-STD-1760C 
paragraph number B.4.2.3.2.2.4). 

This word is used by the store to report to the aircraft the subaddress in which the store is 
expecting the next TD action to occur or to report the subaddress in which the last TD action 
occurred.  Table L defines how the store sets this word for each allowable bit combination of 
Table XLIX.  This word is formatted in accordance with Table B-XX of MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table L.  Subaddress select word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT SELECTED SUBADDRESS WORD 

ABC 1 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message.  

ABC 2 The store sets this word to the subaddress in which the store is prepared to 
receive the TD message in (which should correspond to data word three of 
the last TC message received) or to the subaddress that the last TD 
message was received in, which ever occurred last prior to the current 
request to transmit the TM message.  

ABC 3 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 4 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 5 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 6 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 7 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 8 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 9 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 10 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 
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Table L.  Subaddress select word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT SELECTED SUBADDRESS WORD 

ABC 11 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 12 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 13 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 14 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 15 The store sets this word to the same subaddress received in data word 
three of the last TC message received prior to the current request to 
transmit the TM message. 

ABC 16 If the store is requesting retransmission of a record or block, the store sets 
this word to the subaddress the aircraft is to transmit the TD message to, 
unless the system specification or interface control document pre-assigns 
specific subaddresses to specific file, record, or block numbers, in which 
case, the store sets this word to 0000 Hex. 

 

17.4.2.3.2.2.5 TM message - current file number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.2.5). 

This word is formatted as shown in Table XLII.  In general, the NUMBER A field is used to 
indicate the total number of files that the aircraft has indicated will be transmitted in the Nf field 
of the TC message.  The NUMBER B field is used to identify the specific file for which the next 
TD message will contain data.  Valid file numbers range from 1 through 255 and should be 
defined in the SS or ICD.  Table LI defines how the store sets this word for each Allowable Bit 
Combination of Table XLIX. 
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Table LI.  Current file number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT FILE NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message.  

ABC 2 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message prior to transmission of the first TD block after a Start 
New File/ Record command is received or in response to an aircraft 
requested TM update for a specific TD designated in the TC. After the first 
valid TD message, after a Start New File/Record command is received, this 
field is set to the file number of the last TD message that was received by 
the store. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 7 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 8 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 9 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = file 
number of the file in the store where the TD message contains data to be 
uploaded to the aircraft. 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = file 
number of the file for which the store is calculating the checksum to be 
provided to the aircraft. 

ABC 12 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = file 
number of the file who’s checksum has been loaded into the Current 
File/Record Checksum word of the TM message. 
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Table LI.  Current file number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT FILE NUMBER WORD 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = file number where the aircraft is to 
start execution of the uploaded files.  

ABC 15 NUMBER A = Nf of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sf of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 16 NUMBER A = 01 Hex and NUMBER B = file number for which the store is 
requesting retransmission of data. 

 

17.4.2.3.2.2.6 TM message - current record number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.2.6). 

This word is formatted as shown in Table XLII.  In general, the NUMBER A field is used to 
indicate the total number of records (Nr) of the selected file (Sf) that the aircraft has indicated 
will be operating on in the Nr field of the TC message.  The NUMBER B field is used to identify 
the specific record for which the last TD message contained data.  Valid record numbers range 
from 1 through 255 and should be defined in the SS or ICD.  Table LII defines how the store 
sets this word for each Allowable Bit Combination of Table XLIX. 
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Table LII.  Current record number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT RECORD NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message.  

ABC 2 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message prior to transmission of the first TD message block 
after a Start New File/ Record command is received or in response to an 
aircraft requested TM update for a specific TD designated in the TC.  After 
the first valid TD message following a Start New File/Record command is 
received, this field is set to the record number of the last TD message that 
was incorporated into the store. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 7 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 8 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 9 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of 
either the last valid TC message or the record number of the selected file in 
the store that the last TD message contained data from that was uploaded 
to the aircraft, which ever was last processed. 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of 
either the last valid TC message if a file checksum is being calculated or the 
record number of the selected file if a record checksum is being calculated.  
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Table LII.  Current record number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT RECORD NUMBER WORD 

ABC 12 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message if a file checksum is being calculated or if a record 
checksum is being performed, it is the record number of the selected file 
that the store calculated the checksum for and was loaded into the Current 
File/Record Checksum word of the TM message. 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message if a file checksum is being calculated or if a record 
checksum is being performed, it is the record number of the selected file 
that failed the checksum. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = Number of records in the current Sf and NUMBER B = 
Record number of the selected file (Sf) that the aircraft is to begin execution 
in.  

ABC 15 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 16 NUMBER A = 01 (the store may only request retransmission of data for one 
record per request) and NUMBER B = record number that the store is 
requesting retransmission of data to begin at. 

 

17.4.2.3.2.2.7 TM message - current block number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.2.7). 

This word is formatted as shown in Table XLII.  In general, the NUMBER A field is used to 
indicate the total number of blocks (Nb) of the selected record (Sr) that the aircraft will be 
operating on in the TC message.  The NUMBER B field is used to identify either: 

a. The specific block (Sb) for which the last TC message indicated the next TD message 
block contains, or 

b. The specific block (Sb) in which the last TD message contained data, which ever 
occurred last.  

Valid block numbers range from 1 through 255 and should be defined in the SS or ICD.  Every 
record of a file must contain the same number of blocks.  Table LIII defines how the store sets 
this word for each Allowable Bit Combination of Table XLIX. 
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Table LIII.  Current block number word requirements. 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT BLOCK NUMBER WORD 

ABC 1 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message.  

ABC 2 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message prior to transmission of the first TD message block 
after a Start New File/ Record command is received or in response to an 
aircraft requested TM update for a specific TD designated in the TC. After 
the first valid TD message following a Start New File/Record command is 
received, this field is set to the block number of the last TD message 
received by the store. 

ABC 3 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 4 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 5 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 6 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 7 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 8 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 9 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 10 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = either the 
Sb of the last valid TC message or the Sb of the Sr in the store that 
references the last TD message containing data that was uploaded to the 
aircraft, whichever was last processed. 

ABC 11 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 12 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 
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Table LIII.  Current block number word requirements. (Continued) 

ALLOWABLE 
BIT 
COMBINATION 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
FROM Table 
XLIX 

 
 
REQUIREMENTS ON CURRENT BLOCK NUMBER WORD 

ABC 13 NUMBER A = Nb of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sb of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 14 NUMBER A = Number of blocks in the current Sr and NUMBER B = the Sb 
of the selected record (Sr) at which the aircraft is to begin execution.  

ABC 15 NUMBER A = Nr of the last valid TC message and NUMBER B = Sr of the 
last valid TC message. 

ABC 16 NUMBER A = the number of sequential blocks that the store is requesting 
be retransmitted from the Sf/Sr and NUMBER B = block number that the 
store is requesting retransmission of data at which to begin. 

 

17.4.2.3.2.2.8 TM message - current file/record checksum word (MIL-STD-1760C 
paragraph number B.4.2.3.2.2.8). 

When a file or record checksum is commanded by the aircraft and completed by the store (bit 7 
of the TM Status word set), this word is used to indicate the store calculated checksum.  For all 
other operations this word is set to 0000 Hex. 

17.4.2.3.2.2.9 TM message - checksum word position (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.2.9). 

The store sets this word to the checksum of the TM message calculated as required in 
paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

17.4.2.3.2.3 Transfer Data (TD) message (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.2.3).  

The TD message is formatted as shown in Table LIV.  This message is always a 30 word 
message that is transmitted in the subaddress defined in the subaddress select word of the TC 
message, or in a subaddress defined in the store SS of ICD. 
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Table LIV.  Transfer Data (TD) message format. 

WORD NO. DESCRIPTION/COMMENT PARAGRAPH 

-CW- COMMAND WORD (Subaddress A/R) B.4.1.1 

-01- Record/block number  B.4.2.3.2.3.1 

-02-   

-03-   

-04-   

-05-   

-06-   

-07-   

-08-   

-09-   

-10-   

-11-   

-12-   

-13-   

-14-   

-15-                   File data    

-16-   

-17-   

-18-   

-19-   

-20-   

-21-   

-22-   

-23-   

-24-   

-25-   

-26-   

-27-   

-28-   

-29-   

-30-   

-SW- STATUS WORD B.4.1.2 
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17.4.2.3.2.3.1 TD message - record/block number word (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.2.3.1). 

This word is used to indicate to the recipient of the TD message block where the 29 data words 
contained in words 2-30 fit into the file structure of the selected file (Sf).  Although the sender is 
required to send sequential blocks of data for the selected file/record, it is possible, due to 
double bus faults or processing errors, that one block of data might be lost.  Without this 
feature, the recipient might place the data in the wrong location in the file resulting in a 
corrupted file.  If the store receives a TD message block whose Nb falls outside the Nb/Sb 
range defined in the last valid TC message, it discards the data and does not update the TM 
message. 

Example: The store receives a TC message to enter download mode and receive file 1 of 1 
(Nf=1, Sf=1), record 3 of 6 (Nr=6, Sr=3), starting with block 1 of 12 (Nb=12, Sb=1) and it actually 
receives a TD message with a record/block number word with Sr=3 and Sb=18.  The store must 
therefore discard the TD message. 

A feature that was included to allow the aircraft to force the store to update the TM message 
(the store should be updating the TM message after receipt of each TD message) requires 
some special handling of the record/block number word.  If the store receives a TD message 
that has the NUMBER B field of the record/block number word set to zero, it discards the 
contents of the TD message and updates the TM message for the last valid TD message 
received.  If the store receives a TD message with the NUMBER A field set to zero, it discards 
the TD message and does not update the TM message. 

In the upload mode, the store sets the NUMBER A field of this word to the Sr and the NUMBER 
B field of this word to the Sb for the data in words 02-30 of the current TD message.  After each 
TD message transmission, the store increments the Sb starting with the Sb specified in the 
NUMBER B field of the block number word of the last valid TC message.  This continues until 
the Number of Blocks (Nb) specified in the NUMBER A field of the block number word of the last 
valid TC message are transferred, or until a new TC message is received.  The store 
increments the record number, starting with the record number specified as the Sr in the 
NUMBER B field of record number word of the last valid TC message, each time: 

a. Nb (NUMBER B field of this word) rolls over to 01 Hex, or 

b. until the Nr specified in the NUMBER A field of the last valid TC message are 
transferred, or  

c. until a new TC message is received.  

See the end of this section for examples of how this word gets set. 

17.4.2.3.2.3.2 TD message - file data words – No checksum (MIL-STD-1760C 
paragraph number B.4.2.3.2.3.2). 

In download mode the aircraft fills these words with either 29 words of the operational file data 
or sufficient words set to 0000 Hex to complete filling the fixed length 30 word TD message.  In 
upload mode the store fills these words with either words from the Sf data, or sufficient words 
set to 0000 Hex to complete filling the fixed length 30 word TD message.  The file data is placed 
in sequential memory locations to complete the 29 word block transfer.  The type of memory 
and location that the data from the TD message is placed in is determined by store design.  Any 
impacts to the MDTP caused by the store process of loading this data into memory should be 
documented in the store SS or ICD (e.g., time delays to write data into non-volatile memory). 
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17.4.2.3.2.3.3 TD message - file data words with message checksum option (MIL-
STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.2.3.3). 

When in download mode, and if bit 12 of the instruction word of the TC message is set to logic 
one, the aircraft fills the first word of the TD message with the record/block number word, the 
next 28 words with either words of the operational file data, or sufficient words set to 0000 Hex 
to complete filling the 28 words, and sets word 30 to the checksum for the TD message (words 
1-29).  

When in upload mode, and if bit 12 of the instruction word of the TC message is set to logic 
one, the store fills the first word of the TD message with the record/block number word, the next 
28 words with either words from the Sf data, or sufficient words set to 0000 Hex to complete 
filling the 28 words, and sets word 30 to the checksum for the TD message (words 1-29).  

The file data is placed in sequential memory locations to complete the 28 data word block 
transfer.  The type of memory and location that the data from the TD message is placed in is 
determined by store design.  Any impacts to the MDTP process of loading this data into memory 
should be documented in the store SS or ICD (e.g., time delays to write data into non-volatile 
memory). 

The checksum for the TD message is as specified in paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

17.4.2.3.3 MDT file/record checksum (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.3). 
File or record checksums that are controlled through the MDT protocol are contained in the TC 
and TM messages.  Checksums that are embedded in the file data (this does not include 
message checksumming described above) are not controlled through MIL-STD-1760C and are 
relegated to the store SS or ICD. 

In download mode, the aircraft commands the store to calculate a File checksum by setting the 
TC instruction word to bit combination 7 of Table XL, sets the Sf field of the Current File Number 
Word to the file number to be checksummed, and places the aircraft calculated checksum in the 
TC file/record checksum word.  The store calculates the checksum for the commanded file and 
compares it to the aircraft supplied Checksum.  The store sets the TM message status word to 
Allowable Bit Combination 5 of Table XLIX while the checksum calculation is in progress.  The 
store then sets the TM status word to either bit combination 6 of Table XLIX to indicate 
checksum passed, or bit combination 7 of Table XLIX to indicate a failed checksum.  Similarly, 
to perform a record checksum, the aircraft sets the TC instruction word to bit combination 8 of 
Table XL, tells the store which record of which file is to be checksummed (by setting Sf field of 
the Current File Number Word, the Sr field of the Current Record Number Word), and places the 
aircraft calculated checksum in the TC file/record checksum word.  The store calculates the 
checksum for the commanded record of the Sf and compares it to the aircraft supplied 
Checksum.  The store sets the TM message status word to Allowable Bit Combination 5 of 
Table XLIX while the checksum calculation is in progress.  The store then sets the TM status 
word to either bit combination 6 of Table XLIX to indicate checksum passed, or bit combination 
7 of Table XLIX to indicate a failed checksum. 

The process for upload mode is a little different.  Since the file is resident in the store, the 
checksum must be extracted from the store, then the aircraft compares the store provided 
checksum against the checksum it calculates.  The aircraft commands the store to calculate an 
upload File checksum by setting the TC instruction word to bit combination 11 of Table XL and 
sets the Sf field of the Current File Number Word to the file number to be checksummed.  The 
store calculates or retrieves the checksum for the Sf, places the checksum in the Current File/ 
Record Checksum word of the TM message and sets the TM Status word to bit combination 12 
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of Table XLIX.  Similarly, the aircraft commands the store to calculate an upload record 
checksum by setting the TC instruction word to bit combination 12 of Table XL, sets the Sf field 
of the Current File Number Word and sets the Sr field of the Current Record Number Word to 
the record number of the file to be checksummed.  The store calculates or retrieves the 
checksum for the Sr of the Sf, places the checksum in the Current File/ Record Checksum word 
of the TM message and sets the TM Status word to bit combination 12 of Table XLIX. 

File/record checksums are computed in accordance with the algorithm described in paragraph 
B.4.1.5.2. of MIL-STD-1760C, except that no cyclical right rotation of the MDT checksum word 
is performed since it is not a part of the downloaded/uploaded data.  The MDT file/record 
checksum word provides a zero result using modulo 2 arithmetic to each bit (no carries) when 
summed with all the TD message words (including TD message word 01) downloaded/uploaded 
(for designated file or record) after having been rotated right cyclically by a number of bits equal 
to the number of preceding data words in the TD message in which the data word was received. 

17.4.2.3.4 Modes of operation (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4). 

17.4.2.3.4.1 Download mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.1).  
The following paragraphs describe the sequence of messages to perform a download of data 
from the aircraft to a store.  Detailed examples are contained at the end of this section.  The 
MDT protocol was structured to require handshaking between the aircraft and store prior to 
proceeding to the next step of the process.  This was partially driven by nuclear requirements 
for the system 2 interfaces as well as the possibility the aircraft may be interfacing with a very 
simple operating system while downloading a store’s executable software.  The standard 
specifically does not address issues like timing requirements between messages, message 
transmission rates, memory duty cycles, memory allocations, or file received indications.  These 
functions are better allocated to the store ICD since they are store/aircraft design dependent.  
Stores in the USA have defined separate user defined messages that contain bits that are set 
by the store when a file is received and passes whatever checks the store implements on the 
data.  This provides the aircraft with an indication of the successful transfer of the file and an 
initialization status of the store as data is downloaded. 

Example: After the aircraft completes the download process of a GPS almanac file to a store, 
the store checks the age of the almanac.  If the almanac data meets the age requirements of 
the store, it downloads it from RAM into non-volatile memory, and then, within the ICD defined 
time limits, sets the Almanac Data Received bit in the user defined status message.  If the store 
does not set the Almanac Data Received bit within the ICD specified time limits, the aircraft can 
reattempt to load the almanac data. 

What the standard does control is the data message formats and protocol.  When properly 
implemented, the same code may be reused for multiple aircraft/store integrations thus 
providing interoperability. 

17.4.2.3.4.1.1 Initiation of download mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.1). 

Aircraft:  To initiate the download mode, the aircraft sets the TC message as shown in Table LV.  
The aircraft then requests the TM message until the weapon indicates it is ready to initiate the 
download mode.  This request could be based on a predetermined delay from issuing the 
command (delay time should be documented in the SS or ICD).  The best method would be for 
the aircraft to request the TM message at a periodic rate until the store response indicates it is 
in the download mode.  This way the aircraft mechanization is independent of the store 
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mechanization.  The aircraft can examine the contents of word 2 of the TM message to verify 
the store has received and recognized the TC command. 

 

Table LV.  TC format to initiate download mode. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4000 Hex Bit combination 2 of Table XL  

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

 

Store:  In response to an initiate download mode command, the store prepares to receive 
downloaded data.  In the standard this is referred to as the download mode, but it may not 
actually be a separate mode of the store as much as an ability to be able to receive data.  
Examples of when a store may not be able to enter the download mode may be when the store 
is in Built In Test (BIT), or it is still initializing its processor after a power interrupt.  The cases 
when a store will not be able to respond to an enter down load mode command should be 
identified in the store SS or ICD.  Table LVI shows how the store should format the TM 
message when the store is currently unable to enter the download mode.  Table LVII shows 
how the store would format the TM message when it is prepared to process download 
commands, i.e., has entered the download mode.  
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Table LVI.  TM message format to indicate not ready for download mode. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex to reflect the store is not in 
download mode yet.  

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LVII.  TM message format to indicate in download mode. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8000 Hex Set to bit combination 1 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.2 Erasure of all MDT files (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.2). 

Aircraft:  The aircraft has the option to not erase previously loaded MDT data or to command the 
store to erase all files, a specific file or a specific record space.  The following discusses the 
erasure of all MDT data files.  The store SS or ICD should specify what files would be erased 
when the Erase All Files command is utilized.  The time the erasure process will require is 
dependent on the store design (processing speed, memory type, etc.) and therefore the time to 
complete this command should be specified in the store SS or ICD.  Table LVIII shows how the 
TC message should be formatted to command an erase all files.  The aircraft then requests the 
TM message until the weapon indicates it has completed the commanded erasure.  This 
request could be based on the store SS or ICD documented erasure time from issuing the 
command.  The best method would be for the aircraft to request the TM message at a periodic 
rate, until the store response indicates it has completed the erasure.  This way the aircraft 
mechanization is independent of the store mechanization. 

The aircraft may monitor the second word of the TM message to verify the store has received 
the command in the TC message.  If the store fails to set the “Erase in Progress” bit, or the 
“Erase Complete” bit, of the TM status word within the times defined in the store SS or ICD, the 
aircraft should go into some type of error handling.  One approach to handle this error would be 
to attempt the command again, maybe several times.  If the store fails to respond, it is 
recommended this MDT process be exited and some type of error indication be given to the 
aircrew. 
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Table LVIII.  TC format to erase all files. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4800 Hex Bit combination 4 of Table XL  

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf = 00 Hex 

See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr = 00 Hex 
Sr = 00 Hex 

See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb = 00 Hex 
Sb = 00 Hex 

See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

 

Store:  When the store receives the TC command to erase all files, it immediately begins 
erasure of all MDT files from its memory as defined in the store SS or ICD.  While the store is 
erasing the MDT files, it sets the TM message as shown in Table LIX.  When the store has 
completed the erasure of all MDT files, it sets the TM message as shown in Table LX. 

The period of time it takes to erase all the MDT files should be defined in the store SS or ICD 
since this is store design dependent (processor speeds, memory types, etc.).  Additionally, the 
behavior of any user defined bits used to indicate the status of MDT files loaded in the store’s 
memory should be defined in the store SS or ICD for the erasure operation. 
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Table LIX.  TM message format to indicate erasure in progress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4800 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 9000 Hex Set to bit combination 3 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LX.  TM message format to indicate erasure complete. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4800 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8800 Hex Set to bit combination 4 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.3 Erasure of a specific MDT file (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.3). 

Aircraft:  The aircraft has the option to not erase previously loaded MDT data or to command the 
store to erase all files, a specific file or a specific record space.  The following discusses the 
erasure of a specific file.  The store SS or ICD should specify what files could be erased utilizing 
this option.  The time the erasure process will require is dependent on the store design 
(processing speed, memory type, etc.) and therefore the time to complete this command should 
be specified in the store SS or ICD.  Table LXI shows an example of how the TC message 
should be formatted to command an erase selected file.  The aircraft then requests the TM 
message until the store indicates it has completed the commanded erasure.  This request could 
be based on the store SS or ICD documented erasure time from issuing the command.  The 
best method would be for the aircraft to request the TM message at a periodic rate until the 
store response indicates it has completed the erasure.  This way the aircraft mechanization is 
independent of the store mechanization.  To erase several specific files, this command must be 
repeated for each file to be erased. 

The aircraft may monitor the second word of the TM message to verify the store has received 
the command in the TC message.  If the store fails to set the “Erase in Progress” bit or the 
“Erase Complete” bit of the TM status word within the times defined in the store SS or ICD, the 
aircraft should go into some type of error handling.  One approach to handle this error would be 
to attempt the command again, maybe several times.  If the store fails to respond, it is 
recommended this MDT process be exited and some type of error indication be given to the 
aircrew. 
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Table LXI.  Example of TC format to erase designated file. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4400 Hex Bit combination 5 of Table XL.  

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf is always set to 01 Hex to indicate a single 
file is affected by this command.  Sf is set to 
the file number that is to be erased.  For this 
example, Sf was set to file number 4.  See 
Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 14 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to the number of records contained in 
the Sf.  For this example, a total of 20 records 
were contained in the Sf.  The Sr is always set 
to 01 Hex to indicate the erasure is to start at 
record number 1.  See Table XLIV.  

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr.  For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
were contained in the Sr.  (note: all records in 
a file always have the same number of blocks) 
The Sb is always set to 01 Hex to indicate the 
erasure is to start at block number 1.  See 
Table XLV.  

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

 

Store:  When the store receives the TC command to erase designated file, as defined in the 
store SS or ICD, it immediately begins erasure of the file designated by the Sf field of the TC 
message from its memory.  The number of memory locations allocated to a Sf is defined as the 
product Nr * Nb * 29 where Nr and Nb are defined in words 05 and 06 (NUMBER A field) of the 
TC message that commanded the file erasure.  While the store is erasing the designated file, it 
would set the TM message as shown in Table LXII in response to the example TC message 
above.  When the store has completed the erasure of the designated file, it would set the TM 
message as shown in Table LXIII in response to the example TC message above. 

The period of time it takes to erase each MDT file should be defined in the store SS or ICD 
since this is store design dependent (processor speeds, memory types, etc.).  Additionally, the 
behavior of any user defined bits used to indicate the status of MDT files loaded in the store’s 
memory should be defined in the store SS or ICD for the erasure operation. 
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If the Sf commanded for erasure by the aircraft is not a valid file number for the store, it should 
ignore the erase designated file command and set the TM message as shown in Table LXIV.  If 
the Nr or Nb exceeds the valid values (defined in the store SS or ICD) for the Sf, the store 
should ignore the erase designated file command and set the TM message as shown in Table 
LXIV. 

 

Table LXII.  Example of TM message format to indicate erasure in progress for 
designated file erase. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4400 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 9000 Hex Set to bit combination 3 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC.  In our example 
this is Nf=01, Sf=04.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 14 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nr=14, Sr=01.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nb=FF, Sb=01.  See Table 
LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate erasure complete for designated 
file erase. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4400 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8800 Hex Set to bit combination 4 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nf=01, Sf=04.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 14 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nr=14, Sr=01.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nb=FF, Sb=01.  See Table 
LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXIV.  TM message format to indicate invalid erase designated file command. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received Instruction Word 4400 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8000 Hex Set to bit combination 1 of Table XLIX.  
This indicates the store did not accept the 
invalid erase command. 

Current Selected Subaddress 0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record Checksum 0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message Checksum  Set per requirements in paragraph 
B.4.1.5.2 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.4 Erasure of a specific MDT record in a Sf (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.4.1.4). 

Aircraft:  The aircraft has the option to not erase previously loaded MDT data or to command the 
store to erase all files, a specific file or a specific record space.  The following discusses the  
erasure of a specific record.  The store SS or ICD should specify which records of which files 
could be erased utilizing this option.  The time the erasure process will require is dependent on 
the store design (processing speed, memory type, etc.) and therefore the time to complete this 
command should be specified in the store SS or ICD.  Table LXV shows an example of how the 
TC message should be formatted to command an erase selected record.  The aircraft then 
requests the TM message until the store indicates it has completed the commanded erasure.  
This request could be based on the store SS or ICD documented erasure time from issuing the 
command.  The best method would be for the aircraft to request the TM message at a periodic 
rate until the store response indicates it has completed the erasure.  This way the aircraft 
mechanization is independent of the store mechanization.  To erase several specific records, 
this command must be repeated for each record to be erased. 

The aircraft may monitor the second word of the TM message to verify the store has received 
the command in the TC message.  If the store fails to set the “Erase in Progress” bit or the 
“Erase Complete” bit of the TM status word within the times defined in the store’s SS or ICD, the 
aircraft should go into some type of error handling.  One approach to handle this error would be 
to attempt the command again, maybe several times.  If the store fails to respond, it is 
recommended this MDT process be exited and some type of error indication be given to the 
aircrew. 
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Table LXV.  Example of TC format to erase designated record. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4200 Hex Bit combination 6 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select Word 0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf is always set to 01 Hex to indicate a 
single file is affected by this command.  
Sf is set to the file number that contains 
the Sr that is to be erased.  For this 
example, Sf was set to file number 4.  
See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

Nr is set to 01 to indicate the number of 
records to be erased (always 01).  The Sr 
is set to the Sr of the record that is to be 
erased.  For this example, record number 
06 of the Sf is the record to be erased.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks 
contained in the Sr.  For this example, a 
total of 255 blocks were contained in the 
Sr.  The Sb is always set to 01 Hex to 
indicate the erasure is to start at block 
number 1.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record Checksum 0000 Hex See Table XLVI.   

TC Message Checksum  Set per requirements in paragraph 
B.4.1.5.2 of MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives the TC command to erase designated record, as defined in the 
store’s SS or ICD, it immediately begins erasure of the record designated by the Sf, Sr fields of 
the TC message from its memory.  The number of memory locations allocated to a Sr is defined 
as the product Nb * 29 where Nb is defined in word 06 (NUMBER A field) of the TC message 
that commanded the record erasure.  While the store is erasing the designated record, it would 
set the TM message as shown in Table LXVI in response to the example TC message above.  
When the store has completed the erasure of the designated record, it would set the TM 
message as shown in Table LXVII in response to the example TC message above. 

The period of time it takes to erase each MDT record should be defined in the store SS or ICD 
since this is store design dependent (processor speeds, memory types, etc.).  Additionally, the 
behavior of any user defined bits used to indicate the status of MDT files loaded in the store’s 
memory should be defined in the store’s SS or ICD for the erasure operation. 

If the Sf commanded for erasure by the aircraft is not a valid file number for the store, or if the Sr 
is not a valid record for the Sf for the store, it should ignore the erase designated record 
command and set the TM message as shown in Table LXVIII.  If the Nb exceeds the valid 
values (defined in the store SS or ICD) for the Sf (note: all records of a Sf have the same 
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number of blocks), the store should ignore the erase designated record command and set the 
TM message as shown in Table LXVIII. 

 

 

Table LXVI.  Example of TM message format to indicate erasure in progress for 
designated record. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4200 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 9000 Hex Set to bit combination 3 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nf=01, Sf=04.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nr=01, Sr=06.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nb=FF, Sb=01.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXVII.  Example of TM message format to indicate erasure complete designated 
record erase. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4200 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8800 Hex Set to bit combination 4 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nf=01, Sf=04.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nr=01, Sr=06.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to the last valid values 
received in the last valid TC message.  In our 
example this is Nb=FF, Sb=01.  SeeTable LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXVIII.  TM message format to indicate invalid erase designated record command. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4200 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8000 Hex Set to bit combination 1 of Table XLIX.  This 
indicates the store did not accept the invalid 
erase command. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.5 File transfer initiation (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.1.5). 
Aircraft:  To initiate the transfer of data to the store, the aircraft must inform the store what data 
is going to be transferred and to what subaddress the data will be transferred using the TD 
message.  The aircraft accomplishes this using the Start New File/Record command of the TC 
message.  Note: Back-to-Back transfers are addressed in paragraph 17.4.2.3.4.1.13.   

Using the Subaddress Select word in the TC message, the aircraft identifies which subaddress 
the store will receive the TD message in for the file defined in the same TC message.  Usually 
the TD message subaddress to be used by the aircraft is defined in the store SS or ICD.  See 
section 17.4.2.3.4.1.13 and 17.4.2.3.4.2.10 for definition of using multiple subaddresses for 
Back-to-Back Transfer Operations. 

The aircraft identifies to the store the data to be transferred in the TD message using the fields 
of words 04, 05 and 06 of the TC message.  The Nf field of word 04 is used to define to the 
store the total number of files that are to be transferred to the store in the current download 
operation.  The Sf field of word 04 defines the specific file number that will be downloaded in the 
TD messages.  The Nr field of word 05 is used to define the total number of records of the Sf 
that are to be downloaded in the current download operation.  The Sr field of word 5 defines the 
specific record at which the transfer of data is to begin.  The Nb of word 6 defines the total 
number of blocks in the Sr, regardless of the number of blocks that are to be transferred.  The 
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Sb defines the block number at which the transfer is to begin.  Several examples of how these 
fields would be set follow. 

Example 1:  Aircraft wants to transfer a single entire file, with a file number of 4, that contains 3 
records of 10 blocks each.  The file definition fields would be set as follows: 

Word 04: NUMBER A = 01 (Nf), NUMBER B = 04 (Sf) – 1 file to be transferred, file number is 4 

Word 05: NUMBER A = 03 (Nr), NUMBER B = 01 (Sr) – 3 records are contained in the Sf, 
transfer is to start with record 1 

Word 06: NUMBER A = 0A (Nb), NUMBER B = 01 (Sb) – 10 blocks per record starting transfer 
with block number 1 

Example 2:  Aircraft wants to transfer portions of file number 4, out of a total of 3 files to be 
transferred.  The portion of the file to be transferred is in the second record out of 3 and consists 
of 3 blocks out of 10, starting with block number 6.  The file definition fields for the Start New 
File Record command for the partial transfer would be set as follows: 

Word 04: NUMBER A = 03 (Nf), NUMBER B = 04 (Sf) – 3 files to be transferred, file number is 4 

Word 05: NUMBER A = 03 (Nr), NUMBER B = 02 (Sr) – 3 records are contained in the Sf, 
transfer is to start with record 2 

Word 06: NUMBER A = 0A (Nb), NUMBER B = 06 (Sb) – 10 blocks per record starting transfer 
with block number 6 

The aircraft must send a TC message with a Start New File command prior to: 

a. Sending the first TD message for the first file transferred, 

b. Sending a TD message with data from a new file (regardless of how Nf was set in the 
TC), 

c. Sending a TD message with data from a discontinuous record within the same file, 

d. Sending a TD message with data from a discontinuous block within the same record. 

If a file contains sequential records with sequential data blocks of continuous data, then a Start 
New File Record is not required between each record.  For example, if a file consisted of 3 
records with 10 blocks in each record.  The aircraft would send a Start New File Record 
command defining the file structure (Nr=03, Sr=01, Nb=10, Sb=01).  When the store indicates it 
is ready to receive data (see below), the aircraft would send the ten blocks of record number 1, 
followed by the ten blocks of record 2, followed by the ten blocks of record 3 without a TC 
message in-between.  

Most data transfers consist of continuous sets of data.  For discontinuous data, the aircraft must 
send a Start New File/Record command between each set of discontinuous data.  This informs 
the store where each set of discontinuous data belongs in the continuous file.  See the example 
at the end of the MDT section for an example of how discontinuous data is handled.  

Table LXIX gives an example of how the TC message would be formatted for a Start New 
File/Record Command.  After issuing the Start New File/Record command to the store, the 
aircraft must wait until the store indicates it is ready to receive TD messages by setting the TM 
Status word to Allowable Bit Combination 2 of Table XLIX.  The aircraft may monitor the TM 
message on a periodic basis until it receives the Transfer Enable status.  Or, if a time delay for 
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the store to process the TC message is defined in the store SS or ICD, it may wait the delay 
period then verify the Transfer Enable status.  If the store fails to reply to the Start New File 
command within the period defined in the store’s SS or ICD, the aircraft should execute some 
type of error handling.  It is recommended the command be repeated, possibly several times in 
an attempt to complete the operation.  If the store continues to not respond, some type of error 
notification should be given to the aircrew. 

When the store sets the Transfer Enabled bit of the TM Status word, the aircraft may verify the 
store is expecting the correct data format by comparing the Current File, Current Record and 
Current Block words of the TM message against the File Number Word, Record Number Word, 
and Block Number Words of the TC message.  If the store fails to reply with the correct Nf, Sf, 
Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb the aircraft should execute some type of error handling.  It is recommended 
that the Start New File/Record command be repeated, possibly several times in an attempt to 
complete the operation.  If the store continues to respond incorrectly, some type of error 
notification should be given to the aircrew. 

Examples at the end of the MDT portion of this handbook provide multiple cases of how the TC 
message is set for various data transfer situations. 
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Table LXIX.  Example of TC format to start new file/record. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 5000 Hex Bit combination 3 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

D000 Hex Set to subaddress 13 for this example.  See 
Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the number of files to be 
downloaded.  In this example it is set to 03 
Hex to indicate that three files are to loaded.  
Sf is set to the file number that will be loaded, 
in this example it is set to file 07.  See Table 
XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to 24 Hex to indicate there are 36 
records in this file.   Sr is set to the record 
number where loading is to begin.  For this 
example, the loading will begin in record 01.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr.  For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
are contained in the Sr.  (Note: all records in a 
file always have the same number of blocks) 
Sb is set to the block number where loading is 
to begin.  For this example, the loading will 
begin with block 01.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives the TC command to Start New File/Record, it immediately 
begins preparations to accept the file designated by Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb.  Types of 
preparation to receive data may include allocation/initialization of memory, completion of writing 
a previously loaded file into non-volatile memory, and completion of a checksum of a previously 
loaded file.  Until the store is ready to accept the file transfer, it should set the TM message as 
shown in Table LXX.  The maximum time the store should take to respond to a Start New 
File/Record command should be specified in the store’s SS or ICD. 

The number of memory locations allocated to a File is defined as the product Nr * Nb * 29, 
where Nr is defined in Word 05 (NUMBER A) and Nb is defined in word 06 (NUMBER A field), 
of the same TC message that commanded the record erasure.  

When the store is ready to receive the file data, it sets the “Transfer Enabled” bit of the Transfer 
Mode Status word and sets Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb and Sb in the TM message to indicate the 
characteristics of the file it is ready to receive.  Under normal operations, these values should 
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always match what was sent in the TC message.  Table LXXI shows an example of a TM 
message corresponding to the example TC message above indicating ready for transfer of data 
to begin. 

If the Sf designated in a Start New File/Record command TC message is not a valid file number 
for the store, or if the Nr or Sr are not valid values for the Sf, or if the Nb or Sb are not valid 
values for the Sr, then the store should ignore the Start New File/Record command and set the 
TM message as shown in Table LXX.  

 

Table LXX.  Example of TM message format to indicate not ready for file transfer. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

5000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8000 Hex Set to bit combination 1 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXI.  Example of TM message format to indicate ready to receive file transfer. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

5000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 2 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

D000 Hex Set to the subaddress in which the store is 
prepared to receive TD message.  See Table 
L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid value received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number the store is prepared to load the TD 
messages into.  This should correspond to the 
Sf received in the last valid TC message.  In 
our example this is Nf=03, Sf=07.  See Table 
LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to the number of records the store 
has allocated memory to receive.  Sr is set to 
the record number the store is prepared to 
load the TD messages into, or after receipt of 
a valid TD message this should correspond to 
the Sr received in the last valid TD message.  
In our example, immediately after receipt of 
the example TC message, Nr=24, Sr=01.  See 
Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks in each 
record the store has allocated memory to 
receive.  Sb is set to the block number of the 
Sr that the store is prepared to load the TD 
messages into, or after receipt of a valid TD 
message this should correspond to the Sb 
received in the last valid TD message.  In our 
example, immediately after receipt of the 
example TC message, Nb=FF, Sb=01.  See 
Table LIII.  

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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17.4.2.3.4.1.6 File transfer (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.1.6). 
Aircraft:  After receipt of a Transfer Enabled status from the store, the aircraft begins sending 
TD messages for the defined file/record beginning with the block defined by Sb in the TC 
message that defined the Start New File/Record command.  The aircraft continues sending TD 
messages until all sequential blocks for the Sr are transmitted.  If the data transmitted to the 
store is in sequential records, the aircraft may continue to transmit TD messages until all the 
records of the Sf are transmitted.  The aircraft is not required, but may if it chooses, to send a 
Start New File/Record TC message between transmissions of sequential records of contiguous 
data in a Sf.  If non-sequential data is to be transmitted, then a Start New File/Record TC must 
be sent between transmissions of sequential TDs of contiguous data. 

The aircraft may verify store receipt of a TD message in two ways.  One method is to request 
the TM message after transmission of a TD message to verify the Current Record Number 
(NUMBER B field of Word 06) and Current Block Number ((NUMBER B field of Word 07) match 
the Sr and Sb of the last TD message sent to the store.  The second method is to utilize the 
echo mode of the MDT protocol.  When the Echo Mode is commanded as part of the Start New 
File/Record TC message, the store places the last received TD message in the output buffer of 
the store’s MIL-STD-1553 terminal for the transmit subaddress of the receive subaddress for the 
received TD message.  The aircraft may then request transmission of the echoed TD message 
and perform a comparison to verify proper receipt of the TD message.  An example of a Start 
New File/Record TC message with Echo Mode selected is shown in Table LXXII.  Use of the 
echo mode results in high bus duty cycles and should only be used in case where verification of 
the integrity of the data received by the store is imperative.  Store response times to place the 
received TD message into output buffers or to update the TM message should be defined in the 
store’s SS or ICD. 

If the aircraft is monitoring the stores receipt of each TD message and the store rejects a TD 
message (TM message does not reflect the transmitted TD message or the echoed TD 
message is not what was last sent by the aircraft) then the aircraft should note the record/block 
number of the TD message that failed, complete the transmission of the remainder of the file, 
then utilize the transmission error process defined in paragraph 17.4.2.3.4.1.9 
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Table LXXII.  Example of TC format to start new file/record with echo mode selected. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 5100 Hex Bit combination 3 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

D000 Hex Set to subaddress 13 for this example.  See 
Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the number of files to be 
downloaded, in this example it is set to 03 Hex 
to indicate three files are to be loaded.  Sf is 
set to the file number that will be loaded, in 
this example it is set to file 7.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to 24 Hex to indicate there are 36 
records in this file.  Sr is set to the record 
number where loading is to begin.  For this 
example, the loading will begin in record 01.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr.  For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
are contained in the Sr.  (Note: all records in a 
file always have the same number of blocks)  
Sb is set to the block number where loading is 
to begin.  For this example, the loading will 
begin with block 01.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Store:  The store accepts the sequential TD messages and stores them into memory utilizing 
the Record/Block Number word of the TD message to map the data into memory.  The store 
updates the Current Record Number (Sr) and Current Block Number (Sb) fields of the TM 
message to reflect receipt of the TD message.  If the store receives TD messages that do not 
have sequential Record/Block Numbers from the previous TD message, it should note the 
missing TD message Record/Block numbers and utilize the request for retransmission protocol 
defined in paragraph 17.4.2.3.4.1.10.  Store response times to update the TM message should 
be defined in the store’s SS or ICD. 

If the Echo Mode was selected in the last valid Start New File/Record TC message, the store 
copies the last received TD message into the transmit buffer utilizing the same subaddress 
number that the TD message was received in for retransmission to the aircraft.  An example of a 
TM message response to a Start New File/Record TC message with Echo Mode selected is 
shown in Table LXXIII.  Store response times to place the received TD message into output 
buffers (Echo mode) should be defined in the store’s SS or ICD. 

Most stores write the TD message into volatile memory until the entire data file has been 
received and the checksum operation is performed.  After checksum verification is complete, the 
data may then be moved into non-volatile memory.  The store may also have additional data 
verifications to complete prior to saving into non-volatile memory (e.g., checking the age of GPS 
almanac data). 

Normally a file receive flag is defined in a user defined status message to indicate successful 
receipt of a data file.  This may occur prior to completion of a checksum verification, or a 
download mode exit.  The definition of when the file received bit is set should be defined in the 
store’s SS or ICD. 
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Table LXXIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate ready to receive file transfer 
with echo mode selected. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

5100 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A400 Hex Set to bit combination 2 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

D000 Hex Set to the subaddress in which the store is 
prepared to receive the TD message.  See 
Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid value received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number in which the store is prepared to load 
the TD messages.  This should correspond to 
the Sf received in the last valid TC message.  
In our example this is Nf=03, Sf=07.  See 
Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to the number of records that the 
store has allocated memory to receive.  Sr is 
set to the record number the store is prepared 
to load the TD messages into.  After receipt of 
a valid TD message this should correspond to 
the Sr received in the TD message.  In our 
example, immediately after receipt of the 
example TC, Nr=24, Sr=01.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks in each 
record that the store has allocated memory to 
receive.  Sb is set to the block number of the 
Sr that the store is prepared to load the TD 
messages into.  After receipt of a valid TD 
message this should correspond to the Sb 
received in the TD message.  In our example, 
immediately after receipt of the example TC, 
Nb=FF, Sb=01.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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17.4.2.3.4.1.7 File checksum test (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.1.7). 
Aircraft:  The aircraft has the option of commanding a file checksum test utilizing the MDT 
protocol.  It is highly recommended that the aircraft always perform some type of checksum test 
after transferring data using MDT.  In cases where the checksum is embedded in the file data, 
the aircraft simply sets the TC Instruction Word as shown in Table LXXIV and sets the Sf in the 
File Number Word to the file number to be checksummed.  When the TC File/Record Checksum 
word is to be utilized, the aircraft places the file checksum value, for the Sf defined in the TC 
message commanding the file checksum, into the File/Record Checksum Word of the TC 
message and sets the TC Instruction Word as shown in Table LXXV.   

After sending the TC message, the aircraft monitors the TM message until it receives a 
“Checksum Complete” indication from the store in the Transfer Mode Status word.  The aircraft 
may monitor proper receipt of the TC command by verifying that word two of the TM message is 
set to the Instruction Word of the TC message and that the Transfer Mode Status word is set to 
bit combination 11 of Table XLIX (Checksum Calculation in Progress).  Once the aircraft has 
commanded a checksum test, it does not proceed with the MDT process until it receives a 
Checksum Calculation Complete indication from the store in the Transfer Mode Status word of 
the TM message.  The period of time required for the store to process a checksum test for a file 
should be defined in the store’s SS or ICD.  

The aircraft should have a defined checksum error handling protocol for instances where the 
store indicates the File Checksum Failed by setting the Transfer Mode Status word to bit 
combination 13 of Table XLIX.  Or, if the store fails to complete the checksum test in the period 
defined in the store’s SS or ICD, the aircraft should execute a defined error handling protocol.  
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Table LXXIV.  Example of TC format to command file checksum with an embedded 
checksum. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4080 Hex Bit combination 7 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex.  Sf is set to the file number 
that will be checksummed.  In this example, 
file 07 is being checksummed.  See Table 
XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLV.

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex Set to zero.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXV.  Example of TC format to command file checksum. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4080 Hex Bit combination 7 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex.  Sf is set to the file number 
that will be checksummed.  In this example, 
file 07 is being checksummed.  See Table 
XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLV.

File/Record 
Checksum 

DAFE Hex Set to the checksum of the Sf.  See Table 
XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives a command to Calculate File Checksum in a valid TC message, 
it sets the Checksum Calculation in Progress bit in the Transfer Mode Status word and begins 
calculating the checksum for the file designated by Sf in the TC message that commanded the 
Calculate File Checksum test.  Table LXXVI shows an example of a TM message set in 
response to the example TC messages above indicating the checksum calculation is in 
progress.  

If the checksum is not embedded in the file data, then the store calculates the checksum as 
defined in paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of MIL-STD-1760C.  The data checksummed is defined by all the 
TD messages received for the Sf, which includes the Record/Block word of all the TD messages 
for file Sf.  The store takes the resulting sum and compares it against the checksum provided in 
the File/Record Checksum word of the TC message that commanded the checksum test.  If the 
checksums match, then the store sets the TM message as shown in Table LXXVII.  If they do 
not match, then the store sets the TM message as shown in Table LXXVIII.  In either case, the 
store places the calculated checksum in the Current File/Record Checksum word of the TM 
message. 

If the checksum is embedded in the file data, then the store calculates the file checksum as 
defined in its SS or ICD.  The store takes the resulting checksum and compares it against the 
embedded file checksum.  If the checksums match, then the store sets the TM message as 
shown in Table LXXVII.  If they do not match, then the store sets the TM message as shown in 
Table LXXVIII. 
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Table LXXVI.  Example of TM message format to indicate file checksum in progress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8200 Hex Set to bit combination 5 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXVII.  Example of TM message format to indicate file checksum complete and 
passed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8100 Hex Set to bit combination 6 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

DAFE Hex Set to the calculated Checksum for the Sf.  
See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXVIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate file checksum complete and 
failed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8180 Hex Set to bit combination 7 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

DAF0 Hex Set to the calculated Checksum of the Sf.  See 
paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.8 Record checksum test (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.8). 

Aircraft:  The aircraft has the option of commanding a record checksum test utilizing the MDT 
protocol.  It is highly recommended that the aircraft always perform some type of checksum test 
after transferring data using MDT.  In cases where the checksum is embedded in the file data, 
the aircraft simply sets the TC Instruction Word as shown in Table LXXIX and sets the Sf in the 
File Number Word and the Sr in the Record number word to the file/record number to be 
checksummed.  When the TC File/Record Checksum word is to be utilized, the aircraft places 
the file checksum value, for the Sf/Sr defined in the TC message commanding the file 
checksum, into the File/Record Checksum Word of the TC message and sets the TC Instruction 
Word as shown in Table LXXX.  

After sending the TC message, the aircraft monitors the TM message until it receives a 
“Checksum Complete” indication from the store in the Transfer Mode Status word.  The aircraft 
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may monitor proper receipt of the TC command by verifying that word two of the TM message is 
set to the Instruction Word of the TC message and that the Transfer Mode Status word is set to 
bit combination 11 of Table XLIX (Checksum Calculation in Progress).  Once the aircraft has 
commanded a checksum test, it does not proceed with the MDT process until it receives a 
Checksum Calculation Complete indication from the store in the Transfer Mode Status word of 
the TM message.  The period of time required for the store to process a checksum test for a file 
should be defined in the store’s SS or ICD.  

The aircraft should have a defined checksum error handling protocol for when the store 
indicates the File Checksum Failed by setting the Transfer Mode Status word to bit combination 
13 of Table XLIX.  Or, if the store fails to complete the checksum in the period defined in the 
store’s SS or ICD, the aircraft should execute a defined error handling protocol.  

 

Table LXXIX.  Example of TC format to command record checksum with an embedded 
checksum. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4040 Hex Bit combination 8 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex.  Sf is set to the file number 
that contains the record number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example it is set to file 
07.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to 01 Hex.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example, record 
number 05 of file 07 is being checksummed.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLV.

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex Set to zero.  See Table XLVI. 

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXX.  Example of TC format to command record checksum. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 4040 Hex Bit combination 8 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex.  Sf is set to the file number 
that contains the record number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example it is set to file 
07.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to 01 Hex.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example, record 
number 05 of file 07 is being checksummed.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB are set to 00 Hex.  See Table 
XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

AB01 Hex Set to the checksum of the Sf.  See Table 
XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives a command to Calculate Record Checksum in a valid TC 
message, it sets the Checksum Calculation in Progress bit in the Transfer Mode Status word 
and begins calculating the checksum for the record designated by Sf/Sr in the TC that 
commanded the Calculate File Checksum test.  Table LXXXI shows an example of a TM 
message set in response to the example TC messages above indicating the checksum 
calculation is in progress.  

If the checksum is not embedded in the file data, then the store calculates the checksum as 
defined in paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of MIL-STD-1760C.  The data checksummed is defined by all the 
TD messages received for the Sf/Sr, which includes the Record/Block word of all the TD 
messages for the record defined by Sf/Sr.  The store takes the resulting sum and compares it 
against the checksum provided in the File/Record Checksum word of the TC message that 
commanded the checksum test.  If the checksums match, then the store sets the TM message 
as shown in Table LXXXII.  If they do not match, then the store sets the TM message as shown 
in Table LXXXIII.  In either case, the store places the calculated checksum in the Current 
File/Record Checksum word of the TM message. 

If the checksum is embedded in the file data, then the store calculates the file checksum as 
defined in its SS or ICD.  The store takes the resulting checksum and compares it against the 
embedded file checksum.  If the checksums match, then the store sets the TM message as 
shown in Table LXXXII.  If they do not match, then the store sets the TM message as shown in 
Table LXXXIII. 
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Table LXXXI.  Example of TM message format to indicate record checksum in progress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8200 Hex Set to bit combination 5 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXXII.  Example of TM message format to indicate record checksum complete and 
passed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8100 Hex Set to bit combination 6 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

AB01 Hex Set to the calculated Checksum.  See 
paragraph 17.4.2.3.4.1.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXXIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate record checksum complete 
and failed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

4040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8180 Hex Set to bit combination 7 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

AB08 Hex Set to the calculated Checksum.  See 
paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.9 Transmission/checksum error recovery – aircraft (MIL-STD-1760C 
paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.1.9). 

If the aircraft detects a transmission error or the store reports a checksum failure the aircraft 
may retransmit all or part of the data to recover from these events.  In cases where the aircraft: 

a. Detects a bus transmission error as indicated by the store MIL-STD-1553 status word, or 

b. the lack of a MIL-STD-1553 status word, or  

c. the aircraft is monitoring the TM message after each TD message and detects a TD 
message was not accepted by the store, then the aircraft may store the transmission and 
reattempt transmission after it has completed transmission of the remainder of the data 
indicated in the last Start New File/Record command.  This significantly complicates the design 
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of the aircraft software but could save significant time when compared to retransmission of the 
entire data set.  With this level of capability, after the aircraft completes transmission of the 
remainder of the data set, it sends a Start New File/Record command with Sf/Sr/Sb set to the 
specific block that is to be retransmitted (Nf, Nr, Nb all set to one).  This case becomes more 
complicated when more than one transmission error is detected.  In case of multiple failures, the 
simpler approach would be to retransmit the entire data set that the errors were detected with.  
A simple example of this type of recovery is shown in the examples at the end of this section.  

If a checksum error is reported by the store, typically the aircraft will not know the cause of the 
failure.  Causes could include corrupted source data, undetected transmission errors, or store 
failures.  The approach to recovering from this failure will vary depending on the data integrity 
requirements.  Typically, the aircraft will reload the failed data set (file or record) and repeat the 
checksum execution.  This approach may be repeated a set number of attempts, but at some 
point the aircraft must give up and report the error.  For high integrity data requirements, reload 
of the data may not be allowed without operator intervention.  If the data is reloaded, then the 
requirements in paragraphs 17.4.2.3.4.1.1 through 17.4.2.3.4.1.6 apply. 

17.4.2.3.4.1.10 Transmission error recovery - store request (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.4.1.10). 

The MDT protocol provides the capability for the store to identify transmission failures and 
request retransmission of failed data.  Since each TD message contains a word identifying the 
record and block that the TD message is applicable too, the store can identify missing blocks of 
data for a given record and file.  The key to this process is that the aircraft requests the TM 
message after completion of the file transfer, and before the checksum is commanded, to allow 
the store to request a retransmission of missing data.  Details of this request process are below: 

Store:  When the store receives the last block of the Sf, the store determines if it has received 
the final blocks as defined by Sf, Nr and Nb.  If the store has not received all the blocks of data, 
it selects the first sequential block(s) of data it did not receive and sets the TM message as 
shown in Table LXXXIV.  After receipt of the requested sequential TD message(s), the store 
formats the TM message for the next sequential data block request.  The store may request one 
TD message at a time, or an entire record for retransmission.  Examples at the end of this 
section illustrate retransmission requests.  The store ICD or SS should identify the period of 
time from receipt of the last data block of the Sf, for the store to determine if a retransmission 
request is necessary, as well as the minimum time between retransmission requests.  After 
receipt of the final missing data block, the store sets the TM message as shown in Table 
LXXXV.  If the store receives a valid TC message, the store abandons the retransmission 
request and executes the TC command.  
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Table LXXXIV.  Example of TM message format to indicate retransmission request. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

5000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8010 Hex Set to bit combination 16 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the subaddress the store wants the TD 
message(s) transmitted to unless specified in 
the SS or ICD in which case set to 0000 Hex.  
See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01.  Sf is set to the file number 
which contains the TD message(s) being 
requested.  This should correspond to the Sf 
received in the last valid Start New 
File/Record command.  In our example this is 
Nf=01, Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set 01.  Sr is set to the record number 
which contains the TD message(s) being 
requested.  In our example this is Nr=01, 
Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 01 Hex 
Sb= 06 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of sequential blocks 
the store is requesting be retransmited.  Sb is 
set to the number of the first block of the Sf/Sr 
that is to be retransmitted.  In our example the 
store is requesting a single block be 
retransmitted with Nb=01, Sb=06.  See Table 
LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXXV.  Example of TM message format to indicate retransmission complete. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

5000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 2 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the subaddress the store wants the TD 
message(s) transmitted to unless specified in 
the SS or ICD in which case set to 0000 Hex.  
See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to value provided in the TM 
message for the retransmission request.  See 
Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to value provided in the TM message 
for the retransmission request.  Sr is set to the 
record number received in the last TD 
message.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 01 Hex 
Sb= 06 Hex 

Nb is set to value provided in the TM message 
for the retransmission request.  Sb is set to the 
record number received in the last TD 
message.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Aircraft:  The aircraft requests the TM message after transmission of the last TD message of the 
file.  The time period after transmission of the last TD message and the request for the TM 
message is defined in the store ICD or SS.  If the TM status word is set to A000 Hex and the 
Current File Number/Current Record Number/Current Block Number words indicate receipt of 
the last data block, the aircraft may proceed to the remainder of the MDT process.  If the TM 
Status word is set to bit combination 16 of Table XLIX, then the aircraft examines the Current 
File Number/Current Record Number/Current Block Number words and transmits the data block 
defined in these words to the store.  The TD message is transmitted in the subaddress defined 
in word Current Selected Subaddress Word of the TM message unless the subaddress is 
defined in the SS or ICD.  After transmission of the TD message, the aircraft waits the time 
defined in the SS or ICD and requests the TM message.  If the TM message is requesting 
retransmission of another TD message, the aircraft complies with each successive request as 
described above.  If the TM message is formatted as shown in Table LXXXV, the aircraft can 
continue with the MDT process. 
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17.4.2.3.4.1.11 Download transmission completion (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.11). 

Download transmission is completed by repeating 17.4.2.3.4.1.1 through 17.4.2.3.4.1.10 until all 
files defined by the specific store or aircraft SS or ICD are transferred.  After all files are 
transferred and checksum calculations finished, the aircraft completes the MDT transfer by 
exiting the download mode. 

17.4.2.3.4.1.12 Exit from download mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.1.12). 

When the data download is completed, the aircraft commands the store to exit the download 
mode.  The store only exits the download mode when commanded by the aircraft.  Exit from the 
download mode may or may not be critical for the store performance, but it is a good practice for 
the aircraft to verify that the store has exited the download mode when commanded.  This also 
requires some error handling mechanization to be established, in case the store fails to exit 
download mode.  This mechanization should be documented in the SS or ICD.  The exit 
process is shown in several of the examples at the end of this section. 

Aircraft:  To command the store out of Download mode, the aircraft transmits a TC message set 
as shown in Table LXXXVI.  The aircraft then monitors the TM message until: 

a. The store sets the TM message as shown in Table LXXXVII indicating the store is in the 
process of exiting MDT, or 

b. The store sets the TM message as shown in Table LXXXVIII indicating the store has 
exited MDT, or  

c. The error handling criteria is met. 

 

Table LXXXVI.  Example of TC format to command MDT exit. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 0010 Hex Bit combination 14 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB set to 00 Hex.   See Table XLV. 

File/Record Checksum 0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex.  See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Store:  On receipt of a TC message as shown in Table LXXXVI, the store initiates exit of the 
transfer mode by setting the TM message as shown in Table LXXXVII.  When the store has 
completed its MDT exit processing, the store sets the TM message as shown in Table LXXXVIII.  
If no exit processing is required by the store, the store may set the TM message directly as 
shown in Table LXXXVIII. 

 

Table LXXXVII.  Example of TM message format to indicate the store is exiting MDT. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0010 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0020 Hex Set to bit combination 15 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table LXXXVIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate the store has exited MDT. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0010 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex to indicate no MDTP mode is 
commanded.  See Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.   See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.1.13 Downloading with back-to-back transfer (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.4.1.13). 

The sequence of steps in 17.4.2.3.4.1.1 through 17.4.3.4.1.12 above is modified as described in 
17.4.2.3.4.4, if downloading of multiple files, records, or blocks is implemented with back-to-
back transfer. 

17.4.2.3.4.2 Upload mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.2).  
The process of uploading a file is very similar to downloading a file. The aircraft may not know 
the characteristics of the file being uploaded prior to powering the store. In some applications, 
the file characteristics (number of files, file number and size) may be fixed and thus can be 
defined in the SS or ICD.  In other cases, the file characteristics may not be known to the 
aircraft prior to interacting with the store.  In these cases, a separate interface, outside the 
MDTP, will need to be established to inform the aircraft of the file characteristics. The MDTP 
does not provide the capability for the aircraft to determine the characteristics of files to be 
uploaded.  An example maybe where a reconnaissance pod may need to upload digital pictures 
to the aircraft as they are taken.  The number of pictures stored in the pod and the file numbers 
where the pictures are stored as well as the files size (Nr, Sr, Nb, Sb) would be provided to the 
aircraft in a separate interface.  

The following paragraphs describe the sequence of messages to perform an upload of data 
from a store to the aircraft. Detailed examples are contained at the end of this section. The MDT 
protocol was structured to require handshaking between the aircraft and store prior to 
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proceeding to the next step of the process. This was partially driven by nuclear requirements for 
the system 2 interfaces as well as the possibility the aircraft may be interfacing with a minimal 
interface until store specific plug and play software can be uploaded to the aircraft. The 
standard specifically does not address issues like timing requirements between messages, 
message transmission rates, memory duty cycles, memory allocations, execution times, or bus 
duty cycle. These functions are better allocated to the store ICD since they are store/aircraft 
design dependent. This protocol does assume the store has a MIL-STD-1553 chip set that 
allows it to know when the aircraft has requested a TD transmission so it knows to load the next 
TD message into its MIL-STD-1553 buffers for that subaddress. Without this capability, the store 
does not know if the aircraft has retrieved the TD, so it does not know when to load the next TD 
into the MIL-STD-1553 buffers. The aircraft would have to send a TC for the store to load each 
TD message into its MIL-STD-1553 buffer to be retrieved by the aircraft. This will significantly 
slow the upload process. All the descriptions and examples in this section assume the stores 
MIL-STD-1553 chip set provides a maskable interrupt to allow the store to know when a TD 
message has been transmitted to the aircraft. 

What the standard does control is the data message formats and protocol. When properly 
implemented, the same code may be reused for multiple Aircraft/store integrations thus 
providing interoperability. If the aircraft requires the store response time to the MDT commands, 
it should be documented in the SS or ICD. 

17.4.2.3.4.2.1 Initiation of upload mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.1). 

Aircraft:  To initiate the upload mode, the aircraft sets the TC message as shown in Table 
LXXXIX. The aircraft then requests the TM message until the weapon indicates it is in the 
upload mode. This request could be based on a predetermined delay from issuing the command 
(delay time should be documented in the SS or ICD). The best method would be for the aircraft 
to request the TM message at a periodic rate until the store response indicates it is in the 
upload mode. This way the aircraft mechanization is independent of the store mechanization. 
The aircraft can examine the contents of word 2 of the TM message to verify the store has 
received and recognized the TC command. 
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Table LXXXIX.  TC format to initiate upload mode. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 2000 Hex Bit combination 9 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  In response to an initiate upload mode command, the store prepares to send data to the 
aircraft. In the standard this is referred to as the upload mode, but it may not actually be a 
separate mode of the store as much as an ability to be able to send data. Examples of when a 
store may not be able to enter the upload mode may be when the store is in Built In Test (BIT), 
or it is still initializing its processor after a power interrupt. The cases when a store will not be 
able to respond to an enter upload mode command should be identified in the store SS or ICD.  
Table XC shows how the store should format the TM message when the store is currently 
unable to enter the upload mode.  Table XCI shows how the store would format the TM 
message when it is prepared to process upload commands, i.e., has entered the upload mode.  
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Table XC.  TM message format to indicate not ready for upload mode. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex to reflect the store is not in 
download mode yet.  

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Set to 0000 Hex. See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. See paragraph 
17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table XCI.  TM message format to indicate in upload mode. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4000 Hex Set to bit combination 9 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.2 File transfer initiation (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.2.2). 
Aircraft:  To initiate the transfer of data from the store, the aircraft must inform the store what 
data is being requested to be transferred and in what subaddress the data will be requested 
using the TD message. The aircraft accomplishes this using the Start New File/Record 
command of the TC message.  Note: Back-to-Back transfers are addressed in paragraph 
17.4.2.3.4.1.13.  

Using the Subaddress Select word in the TC message, the aircraft identifies which subaddress 
the store will transmit the TD message in for the file defined in the same TC message. Usually 
the TD message subaddresses to be used by the aircraft are defined in the store SS or ICD.  

The aircraft identifies to the store the characteristics of the file to be transferred in the TD 
message using the File Number Word, Record Number Word and Block Number Word of the 
TC message. The Nf field of the File Number Word is used to define to the store the total 
number of files that are to be transferred from the store in the current upload operation. The Sf 
field of File Number Word defines the specific file number that will be uploaded in the TD 
messages. The Nr field of Record Number Word is used to define the total number of records of 
the Sf that are to be uploaded in the current upload operation. The Sr field of Record Number 
Word defines the specific record at which the transfer of data is to begin. The Nb of Block 
Number Word defines the total number of blocks in the Sr, regardless of the number of blocks 
that are to be transferred. The Sb of the Block Number Word defines the block number at which 
the transfer is to begin. 

The aircraft must send a TC message with a Start New File command prior to: 
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a. Requesting the first TD message for the first file transferred, 

b. Requesting a TD message with data from a new file (regardless of how Nf was set in the 
TC), 

c. Requesting a TD message with data from a discontinuous record within the same file, 

d. Requesting a TD message with data from a discontinuous block within the same record. 

If a file contains sequential records with sequential data blocks of continuous data, then a Start 
New File Record is not required between each record. For example, if a file consisted of 3 
records with 10 blocks in each record. The aircraft would send a Start New File Record 
command defining the file structure (Nr=03, Sr=01, Nb=10, Sb=01). When the store indicates it 
is ready to send data (see below), the aircraft would request the ten blocks of record number 1, 
followed by the ten blocks of record 2, followed by the ten blocks of record 3 without a TC 
message in-between.  

Most data transfers consist of continuous sets of data. For discontinuous data, the aircraft must 
send a Start New File/Record command between each set of discontinuous data. This informs 
the store where, in its continuous file, each request of discontinuous data starts.  

Table XCII gives an example of how the TC message would be formatted for a Start New 
File/Record Command. After issuing the Start New File/Record command to the store, the 
aircraft must wait until the store indicates it is ready to transmit TD messages by setting the TM 
Status word to Allowable Bit Combination 10 of Table XLIX. The aircraft may monitor the TM 
message on a periodic basis until it receives the Transfer Enable status. Or, if a time delay for 
the store to process the TC message is defined in the store SS or ICD, it may wait the delay 
period then verify the Transfer Enable status. If the store fails to reply to the Start New File 
command within the period defined in the store’s SS or ICD, the aircraft should execute some 
type of error handling. It is recommended the command be repeated, possibly several times in 
an attempt to complete the operation. If the store continues to not respond, some type of error 
notification should be given to the aircrew. 

When the store sets the Transfer Enabled bit of the TM Status word, the aircraft may verify the 
store is ready to transfer the correct data file by comparing the Current File, Current Record and 
Current Block words of the TM message against the File Number Word, Record Number Word, 
and Block Number Words of the TC message. If the store fails to reply with the correct Nf, Sf, 
Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb the aircraft should execute some type of error handling. It is recommended 
that the Start New File/Record command be repeated, possibly several times in an attempt to 
complete the operation. If the store continues to respond incorrectly, some type of error 
notification should be given to the aircrew. 

Examples at the end of the MDT portion of this handbook provide multiple cases of how the TC 
message is set for various data transfer situations. 
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Table XCII.  Example of TC format to start new file/record for upload. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 3000 Hex Bit combination 10 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

D000 Hex Set to subaddress 13 for this example. See 
Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the number of files to be uploaded. 
In this example it is set to 03 Hex to indicate 
that three files are to uploaded. Sf is set to the 
file number that will be uploaded, in this 
example it is set to file 07. See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to 24 Hex to indicate there are 36 
records in the Sf.  Sr is set to the record 
number where uploading is to begin. For this 
example, the loading will begin in record 01. 
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr. For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
are contained in the Sr.  (Note: all records in a 
file always have the same number of blocks) 
Sb is set to the block number where uploading 
is to begin. For this example, the uploading 
will begin with block 01.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives the TC command to Start New File/Record, it immediately 
begins preparations to transmit the file designated by Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb.  Types of 
preparation to transmit data may include allocation/initialization of memory, completion of other 
mode requirements, completion of a power up sequence or other store related activities. Until 
the store is ready to transmit the file transfer, it should set the TM message as shown in Table 
XCIII. The maximum time the store should take to respond to a Start New File/Record command 
should be specified in the store’s SS or ICD. 

When the store is ready to transmit the file data, it sets the “Transfer Enabled” bit of the 
Transfer Mode Status word and sets Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb and Sb in the TM message to indicate the 
characteristics of the file it is ready to transmit. Under normal operations, these values should 
always match what was sent in the TC message.  Table XCIII shows an example of a TM 
message corresponding to the example TC message above indicating ready for transfer of data 
to begin.  
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If the Sf designated in a Start New File/Record command TC message is not a valid file number 
for the store, or if the Nr or Sr are not valid values for the Sf, or if the Nb or Sb are not valid 
values for the Sr, then the store should ignore the Start New File/Record command and set the 
TM message as shown in  Table XCIII.  

 

Table XCIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate not ready for upload file transfer. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

3000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4000 Hex Set to bit combination 9 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table XCIV.  Example of TM message format to indicate ready to transmit file transfer. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

3000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 6000 Hex Set to bit combination 10 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

D000 Hex Set to the subaddress in which the store is 
prepared to transmit the TD messages. See 
Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 03 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid value received in the 
last valid TC message. Sf is set to the file 
number the store is prepared to load the TD 
messages with. This should correspond to the 
Sf received in the last valid TC message. In 
our example this is Nf=03, Sf=07. See Table 
LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 24 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is set to the number of records the store 
prepared to transmit for the Sf. Sr is set to the 
record number from which the store has 
loaded the TD message with data. In our 
example, immediately after receipt of the 
example TC message, Nr=24, Sr=01. See 
Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 01 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks for the Sr the 
store is prepared to transmit. Sb is set to the 
block number of the Sr that the store has 
loaded into the TD message for transmission. 
In our example, immediately after receipt of 
the example TC message, Nb=FF, Sb=01. 
See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.3 File transfer (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.2.3). 
Aircraft:  After receipt of a Transfer Enabled status from the store, the aircraft begins requesting 
TD messages and stores them into memory utilizing the Record/Block Number word of the TD 
message to map the data into memory.  The aircraft continues requesting TD messages until all 
sequential blocks for the Sr are received.  If the data uploaded from the store is in sequential 
records, the aircraft may continue to request TD messages until all the records of the Sf are 
received.  The aircraft is not required, but may if it chooses; send a Start New File/Record TC 
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message between requests of sequential records of contiguous data in a Sf. If the aircraft 
receives TD messages that do not have sequential Record/Block Numbers from the previous 
TD message, it should note the missing TD message Record/Block numbers. It may then send 
a TC message to set up the store to transmit the missing blocks, after completion of the initial 
file transfer. If non-sequential data is to be requested, then a Start New File/Record TC must be 
sent between requests of sequential TDs of contiguous data. Store response times to load 
sequential TD messages into output buffers or to update the TM message should be defined in 
the store’s SS or ICD. 

Store:  The store loads the sequential TD messages with properly formatted Record/Block 
Words into its buffers for transmission to the aircraft for the defined file/record beginning with 
the block defined by Sb in the TC message that defined the Start New File/Record command. 
As each TD is requested from the store, the store then loads the next block of data into the TD 
for transmission to the aircraft. The store updates the Current Record Number (Sr) and Current 
Block Number (Sb) fields of the TM message to reflect the last TD message loaded into its 
buffers for transmission. Store response times to update the TM message should be defined in 
the store’s SS or ICD. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.4 Transmission error recovery (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.4). 

If the aircraft detects a MIL-STD-1553 transmission error of a TD, or if it receives a TD that does 
not have a sequential Sr or Sb in the Record/Block word of a TD and it was expecting 
sequential data, the aircraft has several options to recover the missing data. The simplest, from 
an implementation viewpoint, would be to request retransmission of the entire file or record in 
which the transmission error was detected. The aircraft would accomplish this process by 
repreating the steps in paragraphs 17.4.2.3.4.2.1 through 17.4.2.3.4.2.3 for just the selected file 
or selected record. Similarly, partial files or partial records could be requested. But this 
approach is mux bus duty cycle intensive and may not be suitable for all implementations.  

The aircraft could request the individual blocks for retransmission by repeating steps in 
paragraphs 17.4.2.3.4.2.1 through 17.4.2.3.4.2.3 for each individual block that is missing. This 
approach tends to be less mux duty cycle intensive but is more difficult in the aircraft software to 
implement. 

17.4.2.3.4.2.5 File checksum test (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.2.5). 
Aircraft:  To perform a file checksum test of an uploaded file, the aircraft calculates the 
checksum for the uploaded file in accordance with paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of the standard, or if the 
file is an embedded checksum, execute the checksum specified in the SS or ICD. The aircraft 
loads the resulting checksum value into the File/Record Checksum word of the TC and 
commands the store to perform a file checksum test as shown in Table XCII. The aircraft then 
monitors the TM message for the store indication that the checksum passed or failed. 
Additionally, the aircraft can compare the store reported checksum in the TM with the aircraft 
calculated checksum if desired. 
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Table XCV.  Example of TC format for an upload file checksum test. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 2080 Hex Bit combination 11 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex. Sf is set to the file number 
to be checksummed, in this example it is set to 
file 07. See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr is set to 00 Hex. Sr is set to 00 Hex. See 
Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb is set to 00 Hex. Sb is set to 00 Hex.  See 
Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

DAFE Hex Set to the aircraft calculated checksum of the 
uploaded file. See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives the command to perform an upload checksum test, it performs 
a checksum calculation of the Sf indicated in the TC message using the checksum algorithm 
defined in paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of the standard, or if the file is an embedded checksum, execute 
the checksum specified in the SS or ICD.  While the calculation is in progress, the store sets the 
TM to indicate the checksum is in progress as shown in Table XCVI. After completing the 
checksum calculation of the file, the store compares the calculated checksum to the checksum 
received from the aircraft in the File/Record checksum word of the TC that commanded the 
checksum. If the results are the same, the store sets the TM to indicate the checksum test 
passed as shown in Table XCVII. If they are not the same, the store sets the TM to indicate the 
checksum failed, as shown in Table XCVIII.  
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Table XCVI.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload file checksum in 
progress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4200 Hex Set to bit combination 11 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table XCVII.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload file checksum complete 
and passed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4100 Hex Set to bit combination 12 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

DAFE Hex Set to the Store calculated Checksum for the 
Sf.  See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table XCVIII.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload file checksum complete 
and failed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2080 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4180 Hex Set to bit combination 13 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nr and Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=00, Sr=00.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

DAF0 Hex Set to the store calculated Checksum of the 
Sf.  See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.6 Record checksum test (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.6). 

Aircraft:  To perform a record checksum test of an uploaded record, the aircraft calculates the 
checksum for the uploaded record in accordance with paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of the standard, or if 
the file is an embedded checksum, execute the checksum specified in the SS or ICD. The 
aircraft loads the resulting checksum value into the File/Record Checksum word of the TC and 
commands the store to perform a file checksum test as shown in Table XCIX. The aircraft then 
monitors the TM message for the store indication that the checksum passed or failed. 
Additionally, the aircraft can compare the store reported checksum in the TM with the aircraft 
calculated checksum if desired. 
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Table XCIX.  Example of TC format for an upload record checksum test. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 2040 Hex Bit combination 12 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex. See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to 01 Hex.  Sf is set to the file number 
that contains the record number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example it is set to file 
07.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to 01 Hex.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf number that will be 
checksummed.  In this example, record 
number 05 of file 07 is being checksummed.  
See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb is set to 00 Hex. Sb is set to 00 Hex.  See 
Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

FADC Hex Set to the aircraft calculated checksum of the 
uploaded file. See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  When the store receives the command to perform an upload checksum test, it performs 
a checksum calculation of the Sr in the Sf indicated in the TC message using the checksum 
algorithm defined in paragraph B.4.2.3.3 of the standard, or if the file is an embedded 
checksum, execute the checksum specified in the SS or ICD. While the calculcation is in 
progress, the store sets the TM to indicate the checksum is in progress as shown in Table C. 
After completing the checksum calculation of the file, the store compares the calculated 
checksum to the checksum received by the aircraft in the File/Record checksum word of the TC 
that commanded the checksum. If the results are the same, the store sets the TM to indicate the 
checksum test passed as shown in Table CI.  If they are not the same, the store sets the TM to 
indicate the checksum failed, as shown in Table CII.  
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Table C.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload record checksum in 
progress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4200 Hex Set to bit combination 11 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CI.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload record checksum complete 
and passed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4100 Hex Set to bit combination 12 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

FADC Hex Set to the store calculated Checksum of the Sr 
of the Sf.  See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CII.  Example of TM message format to indicate upload record checksum complete 
and failed. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

2040 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4180 Hex Set to bit combination 13 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex Set to the contents of word 3 of the last valid 
TC message received.  See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 07 Hex 

Nf is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sf is set to the file 
number being checksummed.  This should 
correspond to the Sf received in the last valid 
TC message.  In our example this is Nf=01, 
Sf=07.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 01 Hex 
Sr= 05 Hex 

Nr is set to the last valid values received in the 
last valid TC message.  Sr is set to the record 
number of the Sf being checksummed.  This 
should correspond to the Sr received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nr=01, Sr=05.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to zero.  This should 
correspond to the Nb and Sb received in the 
last valid TC message.  In our example this is 
Nb=00, Sb=00.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

FAFC Hex Set to the store calculated Checksum of the Sr 
of the Sf.  See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.7 Checksum error recovery (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.7). 

17.4.2.3.4.2.8 Upload transmission completion (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.8). 

If the store reports a checksum error for an uploaded file, the most likely recovery method will 
be for the aircraft to upload the failed file or record from the store again and repeat the 
checksum. To accomplish the upload of the failed file/record, the aircraft and store repeat the 
steps in paragraph 17.4.2.3.4.2.2 to 17.4.2.3.4.2.6 for the effected file/record. 
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17.4.2.3.4.2.9 Exit from upload transmission (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.2.9). 

Upload transmission is completed by repeating 17.4.2.3.4.2.1 through 17.4.2.3.4.2.7 until all 
files defined by the specific store or aircraft SS or ICD are transferred.  After all files are 
transferred and checksum calculations finished, the aircraft completes the MDT transfer by 
exiting the upload mode. 

When the data upload is completed, the aircraft commands the store to exit the upload mode.  
The store only exits the upload mode when commanded by the aircraft.  Exit from the upload 
mode may or may not be critical for the store performance, but it is a good practice for the 
aircraft to verify that the store has exited the upload mode when commanded.  This also 
requires some error handling mechanization to be established, in case the store fails to exit 
upload mode.  This mechanization should be documented in the SS or ICD.  The exit process is 
shown in several of the examples at the end of this section. 

Aircraft:  To command the store out of upload mode, the aircraft transmits a TC message set as 
shown in Table CIII.  The aircraft then monitors the TM message until: 

a. The store sets the TM message as shown in Table CIV indicating the store is in the 
process of exiting MDT, or 

b. The store sets the TM message as shown in Table CV indicating the store has exited 
MDT, or  

c. The error handling criteria is met. 

 

Table CIII.  Example of TC format to command upload MDT exit. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 0010 Hex Bit combination 14 of Table XL.  

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

NB and SB set to 00 Hex.   See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex.  See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Store:  On receipt of a TC message as shown in Table CIII, the store initiates exit of the transfer 
mode by setting the TM message as shown in Table CIV.  When the store has completed its 
MDT exit processing, the store sets the TM message as shown in Table CV.  If no exit 
processing is required by the store, the store may set the TM message directly as shown in 
Table CV. 

 

Table CIV.  Example of TM message format to indicate the store is exiting upload MDT. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0010 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0020 Hex Set to bit combination 15 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CV.  Example of TM message format to indicate the store has exited upload MDT. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0010 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 0000 Hex Set to 0000 Hex to indicate no MDTP mode is 
commanded.  See Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf set to 00 Hex.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr set to 00 Hex.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.2.10 Uploading with back-to-back transfer (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph 
number B.4.2.3.4.2.10). 

The sequence of steps in 17.4.2.3.4.2.1through 17.4.2.3.4.2.9 above is modified as described in 
17.4.2.3.4.4, if uploading of multiple files, records, or blocks is implemented with back-to-back 
transfer. 

17.4.2.3.4.3 Status Update (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.3).  
The store is required to update the TM message after receipt of a valid TC or a valid TD 
message.  There are cases where the aircraft may wish to verify it has a TM that reflects the 
latest store status or where the store did not update the TM message due to bus errors, internal 
processing delays, etc.  The MDTP provides the capability to have the store refresh the TM 
message without affecting the current commanded MDTP state.  

For example, the aircraft may be in the process of downloading a file when the download is 
interrupted due to a mode change in the aircraft.  When the aircraft returns to complete the 
download mode, it may wish to have the store update the TM message to verify its current state 
prior to restarting the download.  Another example may be the aircraft is downloading a file and 
gets a TM back from the store indicating the last TD was not received (this could be caused by 
a bus error, invalid data in the TD, etc.), it may wish to verify the TM was properly refreshed 
before resending the TD message.  In back-to-back transfers, the aircraft may wish to verify the 
status of TD message receipt for a particular subaddress that was not the last transmitted TD.  
Similar examples exist for the upload process. 
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As in previous cases, the store response time to the MDT commands should be documented in 
the SS or ICD. 

17.4.2.3.4.3.1 Download mode TC message (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.3.1). 

To request the store to update the TM message to reflect the current status of the download 
process for a particule TD transaction the aircraft sends a TC message with the “No Operation” 
(bit combination 1 of Table XL) mode commanded and sets either: 

a. The Subaddress Select word to zero and the File Number Word, Record Number Word, 
Block Number Words set for the TD it wishes to status, or;  

b. The subaddress select word to the subaddress for which it wishes to obtain the status 
for the last TD received in the specified subaddress.  

Table CVI and Table CVII show examples of these to TC formats. 
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Table CVI.  Example of TC format to request an update for a specific TD transaction. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 8000 Hex Bit combination 1 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf is always set to 01 Hex to indicate a single 
file is affected by this command.  Sf is set to 
the file number that contains the TD the 
aircraft wishes to status.  For this example, Sf 
was set to file number 4.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

Nr is set to 06 to indicate the number of 
records in file 4.  The Sr is set to the Sr of the 
record that contains the TD the aircraft wishes 
to status.  For this example, record number 06 
of the Sf is the record that contains the TD the 
aircraft wishes to status.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr.  For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
were contained in the Sr.  The Sb is set to 09 
Hex to indicate the TD for the nineth block of 
the sixth record of file 4 is the TD the aircraft 
wishes to status.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CVII.  Example of TC format to request an update for a specific subaddress 
transaction. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 8000 Hex Bit combination 1 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

D000 Hex See Table XLI.  The subaddress word is set to 
the subaddress that the TD was sent in that 
the aircraft wishes to status. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

The store, when it receives a “No Operation” command while still in the download mode, 
updates the TM to reflect the latest status as follows: 

a. If the Subaddress Select word in the TC commanding the “No Operation” is set to zero: 
set the TM to reflect the status of the last received TD for the file, record, block designated in 
the TC with the “No Operation” command,  

b. If the Subaddress Select word in the TC commanding the “No Operation” is non-zero: 
set the TM to reflect the last TD received in the subaddress designated in the TC with the “No 
Operation” command. 
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Table CVIII.  Example of TM message format to status a specific TD message. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

8000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 2 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully received by the store, 
then the store sets Nf and Sf to the values 
received in the TC File Number Word.  If the 
TD had not been received by the store, then 
the store sets Nf and Sf to 00 Hex.  See Table 
LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully received by the store, 
then the store sets Nr and Sr to the values 
received in the TC Record Number Word.  If 
the TD had not been received by the store, 
then the store sets Nr and Sr to 00 Hex.  See 
Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully received by the store, 
then the store sets Nb and Sb to the values 
received in the TC Block Number Word.  If the 
TD had not been received by the store, then 
the store sets Nb and Sb to 00 Hex.  See 
Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CIX.  Example of TM message format to status the last TD message in a specific 
subaddress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

8000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 15 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

D000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

The store sets Nf and Sf to the values for the 
TD last received in the subaddress designated 
in the Subaddress Select word of the TC.  See 
Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

The store sets Nr and Sr to the values for the 
TD last received in the subaddress designated 
in the Subaddress Select word of the TC.  See 
Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

The store sets Nb and Sb to the values for the 
TD last received in the subaddress designated 
in the Subaddress Select word of the TC.  See 
Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.3.2 Download mode TD message (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.3.2). 

To request an update of the TM message for the last TD transaction utilizing the TD message 
instead of a TC message, the aircraft sends a TD message (Table B-XXIV) to the store with the 
record/block word NUMBER A field set to the Sr (from the last TD message or from the last TC 
message (Table B-XVII), which ever is most current) and the NUMBER B field set to zero and 
all file data words of the TD message set to 0000 Hex. 

When the store receives a TD message with the NUMBER B field of the record/block word set 
to zero, then the store updates the TM message to reflect the status of the last TD transaction in 
the subaddress that the current TD message was received and discards the TD with the zero 
NUMBER B field.  The aircraft then requests the TM to receive the updated TM. 
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17.4.2.3.4.3.3 Upload mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.3.3). 
To request the store to update the TM message to reflect the current status of the upload 
process for a particular TD transaction the aircraft sends a TC message with the “No Operation” 
(bit combination 1 of Table XL) mode commanded and sets either: 

a. The Subaddress Select word to zero and the File Number Word, Record Number Word, 
Block Number Words set for the TD it wishes to status, or;  

b. The subaddress select word to the subaddress for which it wishes to obtain the status 
for the last TD received in the specified subaddress.  

Table CX and Table CXI show examples of these two TC formats. 

 

Table CX.  Example of TC format to request an update for a specific TD transaction. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 8000 Hex Bit combination 1 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf is always set to 01 Hex to indicate a single 
file is affected by this command.  Sf is set to 
the file number that contains the TD the 
aircraft wishes to status.  For this example, Sf 
was set to file number 4.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

Nr is set to 06 to indicate the number of 
records in file 4.  The Sr is set to the Sr of the 
record that contains the TD the aircraft wishes 
to status.  For this example, record number 06 
of the Sf is the record that contains the TD the 
aircraft wishes to status.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

Nb is set to the number of blocks contained in 
the Sr. For this example, a total of 255 blocks 
were contained in the Sr.  The Sb is set to 09 
Hex to indicate the TD for the nineth block of 
the sixth record of file 4 is the TD the aircraft 
wishes to status.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CXI.  Example of TC format to request an update for a specific subaddress 
transaction. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 8000 Hex Bit combination 1 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

D000 Hex See Table XLI.  The subaddress word is set to 
the subaddress that the TD was requested in 
that the aircraft wishes to status. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf and Sf are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr and Sr are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb and Sb are set to 00 Hex.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

The store, when it receives a “No Operation” command while still in the upload mode, updates 
the TM to reflect the latest status as follows: 

a. If the Subaddress Select word in the TC commanding the “No Operation” is set to zero: 
set the TM to reflect the status of the TD defined in the file, record, block designated in the TC 
with the “No Operation” command, If the TD defined in the TC was transmitted to the aircraft, 
set the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, Sb in the TM to the same values as defined in the TC. If the TD 
defined in the TC had not been transmitted, set the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb values to zero in 
the TM. 

b. If the Subaddress Select word in the TC commanding the “No Operation” is non-zero: 
set the TM to reflect the last TD transmitted for the subaddress designated in the TC with the 
“No Operation” command. 

Table CXII and Table CXIII show examples of these two response formats. 
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Table CXII.  Example of TM message format to status a specific TD message. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

8000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 2 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully transmitted by the 
store, then the store sets Nf and Sf to the 
values received in the TC File Number Word.  
If the TD had not been transmitted by the 
store, then the store sets Nf and Sf to 00 Hex.  
See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully transmitted by the 
store, then the store sets Nr and Sr to the 
values received in the TC Record Number 
Word.  If the TD had not been transmitted by 
the store, then the store sets Nr and Sr to 00 
Hex.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

If the TD that the aircraft requested status for 
had been successfully transmitted by the 
store, then the store sets Nb and Sb to the 
values transmitted in the TC Block Number 
Word.  If the TD had not been transmitted by 
the store, then the store sets Nb and Sb to 00 
Hex.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 
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Table CXIII.  Example of TM message format to status the last TD message in a specific 
subaddress. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

8000 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status A000 Hex Set to bit combination 15 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

D000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 01 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

The store sets Nf and Sf to the values for the 
TD last transmitted in the subaddress 
designated in the Subaddress Select word of 
the TC.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 06 Hex 
Sr= 06 Hex 

The store sets Nr and Sr to the values for the 
TD last transmitted in the subaddress 
designated in the Subaddress Select word of 
the TC.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= FF Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

The store sets Nb and Sb to the values for the 
TD last transmitted in the subaddress 
designated in the Subaddress Select word of 
the TC.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.4 Back-to-back transfer operation (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.4).  

The MDTP provides the option of using multiple TD message in the same bus frame, separated 
by the minimal MIL-STD-1553 inter-message gap time, to upload or download files, records of a 
file or multiple data blocks of the same file/record “back-to-back.”  For very large files, this 
approach can significantly reduce the time to transfer files to/from a store.  This approach does 
complicate the MDTP handling software in the aircraft and store compared to the handling of 
serial file transfers.  So the designer must trade-off the complexity of the MDTP handling 
software verses the speed of data transfer. 

The aircraft and store designers, should they choose to implement back-to-back transfer 
capability, need to document the implementation in the ICD or SS.  For example, if multiple files 
are to be transferred in parallel, then either the mapping of which file will be transferred in which 
subaddress is defined in the ICD or SS, or the subaddresses where multiple files can be 
transferred is defined and the process by which the TC message is used to define which file will 
be transferred in a particular subaddress is defined in the ICD or SS, Similarly, transfer of 
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multiple records of the same file can be transferred in parallel or mutiple blocks of the same 
file/record can be transferred back-to-back.  If a fixed mapping of files to specific subaddresses 
is used, only one TC message is needed to initialize the MDTP of multiple files.  Only the 
number of available subaddresses or the bus frame time limits the number of back-to-back TD 
messages in the same bus frame.  Several examples in section 17.4.2.3.5 are provided for 
information on these two implementations for both upload and download of files. 

17.4.2.3.4.5 System start (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number B.4.2.3.4.5). 
The MDTP provides the capability to download Operational Flight Software (OFS) into a store 
and to upload an OFS from a store.  It was envisioned that having the ability to download an 
OFS into a store would be one of the main uses of the MDTP.  This would allow the store to be 
updated with the latest software from the aircraft without requiring each store to be individually 
reprogrammed prior to upload on the aircraft.  The ability to upload software from a store for 
execution in the aircraft was not originally expected to occur frequently, but this capability is 
emerging as a desirable approach for future interoperability of weapons across multiple aircraft 
systems as new weapons are developed faster than the aircraft can be updated to incorporate 
them.   

17.4.2.3.4.5.1 System start - download mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.5.1). 

The aircraft downloads the OFS through the normal MDTP process and then the aircraft 
designates the point at which execution of the OFS is to begin using the System Start 
Command as described below.  This assumes a minimum boot up capability in the store to be 
able to identify itself with the store description message and to execute the MDTP prior to an 
OFS being loaded into the store. 

To initiate start of software execution in a store after downloading the executable software code 
to the store the aircraft sends a TC message (Table B-XVII) to the store with the instruction 
word set to bit combination 13 of Table XL and the Sf, Sr, Sb set to the location of the start of 
execution in the OFS. 

Table CXIV shows an example of the to TC format to command a System Start. 
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Table CXIV.  Example of TC format to command a system start. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 0030 Hex Bit combination 13 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

Nf is always set to 00 Hex.  Sf is set to the file 
number that contains the TD the aircraft 
wishes to start execution.  For this example, Sf 
was set to file number 4.  See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

Nr is always set to 00 Hex.  The Sr is set to 
the Sr of the record that contains the TD the 
aircraft wishes to start execution.  For this 
example, record number 01 of the Sf is the 
record that contains the TD the aircraft wishes 
to status.  See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

Nb is always set to 00 Hex.  The Sb is set to 
09 Hex to indicate the TD for the ninth block of 
the sixth record of file 4 is the TD the aircraft 
wishes to begin execution of the OFS.  See 
Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Stores receiving a system start command while in the download mode initiate program 
execution at the memory location designated Sf, Sr, and Sb of the TC message.  The store then 
sets the TM message with the MODE STATUS field of the transfer mode status word set to bit 
combination 8 of Table XLVIII.  After executing the system start, the store exits the MDTP as 
commanded. 

Table CXV shows a TM response to a System Start Command. 
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Table CXV.  Example of TM message format to status a system start. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0030 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 8040 Hex Set to bit combination 8 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

The store sets Nf and Sf to the values 
received in the TC with the System Start 
command.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

The store sets Nr and Sr to the values 
received in the TC with the System Start 
command.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

The store sets Nb and Sb to the values 
received in the TC with the System Start 
command.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

17.4.2.3.4.5.2 System start - upload mode (MIL-STD-1760C paragraph number 
B.4.2.3.4.5.2). 

Once the aircraft has uploaded a file, containing executable software code, from the store, it 
needs to determine where file execution should be initiated. The process by which it determines 
the start of execution is called the System Start, and it involves some hand shaking between the 
aircraft and the store. The aircraft sends the store a TC commanding a System Start/Exit, then 
requests the TM from the store. The store sets the Sf, Sr, and Sb of the TM to indicate the start 
of execution location in the Sf. The aircraft begins execution at the memory location that the Sf, 
Sr, Sb maps into the aircraft memory. The store completes its exit from the Upload mode ending 
the handshake.  

Aircraft:  The aircraft sends a TC message to the store sets as shown in Table CXVI. The 
aircraft then requests the TM message until it receives a TM with the MODE STATUS field set 
to bit combination 14. It then begins execution at the Sf, Sr, Sb indicated in the received TM. 
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Table CXVI.  Example of TC format to command an upload system start. 

TC Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0422 Hex Always set to 0422 Hex. 

Instruction Word 0030 Hex Bit combination 13 of Table XL. 

Subaddress Select 
Word 

0000 Hex See Table XLI. 

File Number Word Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 00 Hex 

Nf is always set to 00 Hex.  Sf is set to 00 
Hex. See Table XLIII. 

Record Number Word Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 00 Hex 

Nr is always set to 00 Hex.  The Sr is set to 00 
Hex. See Table XLIV. 

Block Number Word Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 00 Hex 

Nb is always set to 00 Hex.  The Sb is set to 
00 Hex.  See Table XLV. 

File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See Table XLVI.  

TC Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

Store:  On receipt of a System Start/Exit command when in the upload mode, the store loads 
the Sf, Sr, and Sb that defines the start of execution for the last uploaded file and sets the 
MODE STATUS to Executed Started as shown in Table CXVII. After the aircraft requests the 
TM with the above data, the store exits the upload mode as described in 17.4.2.3.4.2.9. 
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Table CXVII.  Example of TM message format to status an upload system start. 

TM Message Word Data  Description 

Header Word 0423 Hex Always set to 0423 Hex. 

Last Received 
Instruction Word 

0030 Hex Always set to word 02 of the TC message. 

Transfer Mode Status 4040 Hex Set to bit combination 14 of Table XLIX. 

Current Selected 
Subaddress 

0000 Hex See Table L. 

Current File Number 
Word 

Nf = 00 Hex 
Sf= 04 Hex 

The store sets Nf to 00 Hex. The store sets Sf 
to the value of the uploaded file that contains 
the start of execution point for the uploaded 
file.  See Table LI. 

Current Record 
Number Word 

Nr= 00 Hex 
Sr= 01 Hex 

The store sets Nr to 00 Hex. The store sets Sr 
to the value of the uploaded file that contains 
the start of execution point for the uploaded 
file.  See Table LII. 

Current Block 
Number Word 

Nb= 00 Hex 
Sb= 09 Hex 

The store sets Nb to 00 Hex.  The store sets 
Sb to the value of the uploaded block where 
the start of execution for the uploaded file 
begins.  See Table LIII. 

Current File/Record 
Checksum 

0000 Hex See paragraph 17.4.2.3.2.2.8. 

TM Message 
Checksum 

 Set per requirements in paragraph B.4.1.5.2 of 
MIL-STD-1760C. 

 

 

17.4.2.3.5 Examples of mass data transfer processes.  
The following examples are intended to help describe operation of the MDTP and are not the 
only ways the MDTP could be implemented.  The examples are utilizing frame number which is 
equivalent to a MIL-STD-1553 data bus transmission frame as dictated by the aircraft design.  
Due to the wide variance of MIL-STD-1553 frame rates among existing aircraft, use of frame 
numbers was selected to avoid implying a specific frame rate or timing constraints.  Command 
words and status words are not shown to avoid implying specific address or subaddress 
restrictions (TM and TC message must be in Subaddress 14, TDs may be in any unused 
subaddress) and for ease of understanding. 

17.4.2.3.5.1 Example of simple MDTP. 
The following is an example of a simple MDTP transfer of a file of data using the MDTP 
Checksum capability. 
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Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXVIII.  Example of simple MDTP. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The Store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an Erase All Files.  
See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

7 T TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase All Files process 
is complete. 

8 R TC 0422 5000 6800 0101 
0201 0301 0000 1D07 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store.  See Note 1. 
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Table CXVIII.  Example of simple MDTP. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

9 T TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0101 0201 0301 0000 
1D07 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

10 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record one. 

11 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record one. 

12 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record one. 

13 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record two. 

14 R TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record two. 

15 R TD 0203 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record two. 

16 T TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0101 0202 0303 0000 
2F05 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

17 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 FCA5 D849 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

18 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

19 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 FCA5 
CA5F 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 
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Table CXVIII.  Example of simple MDTP. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

20 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

21 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 

22 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

 

17.4.2.3.5.2 Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. 
The following is an example of use of a single subaddress to transfer multiple files of data using 
the MDTP Checksum capability. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: three (File numbers 3, 7, 9) 

 Number of records in file: File 3 = one, File 7 = two, File 9 = one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: File 3 = five, File 7 = two, File 9 = three 

 Subaddress the files are to be transferred in: 13 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase Designated File command 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 
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Table CXIX.  Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The Store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4400 0000 0103 
0101 0501 0000 1D2f 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated File with Sf = 3 and Nr, 
Sr, Nb, Sb set accordingly.  See Note 
1. 

5 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
3F3E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
3F3E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

7 T TM 0423 4400 8800 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
2F38 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated File 
process for file 3 is complete. 

8 R TC 0422 4400 0000 0107 
0201 0201 0000 196F 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated File with Sf = 7 and Nr, 
Sr, Nb, Sb set accordingly.  See Note 
1. 

9 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B7E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

10 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B7E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

11 T TM 0423 4400 8800 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B78 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated File 
process for file 7 is complete. 
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Table CXIX.  Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

12 R TC 0422 4400 0000 0109 
0101 0301 0000 058F 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated File with Sf = 9 and Nr, 
Sr, Nb, Sb set accordingly.  See Note 
1. 

13 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0109 0101 0301 0000 
379E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

14 T TM 0423 4400 8800 0000 
0109 0101 0301 0000 
3798 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated File 
process for file 9 is complete. 

15 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0303 
0101 0501 0000 3D30 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 3 data.  Nf 
is set to 3 to indicate 3 files will be 
transferred without exiting the MDT 
Download mode.  See Note 1. 

16 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0303 0101 0501 0000 
2F22 

Aircraft requests the TM message. 
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

17 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of five for 
record one. 

18 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of five 
for record one. 

19 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of five 
for record one. 

21 R TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft sends the fourth block of five 
for record one. 

22 R TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D145 

Aircraft sends the fifth block of five for 
record one. 

23 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0303 0101 0505 0000 
0F32 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 
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Table CXIX.  Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

24 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0103 
0000 0000 C3D1 4D03 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

25 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0103 0000 0000 0000 
F334 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

26 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 C3D1 
B497 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

27 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0307 
0201 0201 0000 3970 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 7 data.  
See Note 1. 

28 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0307 0201 0201 0000 
0B62 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

29 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record one. 

30 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record one. 

31 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record two. 

32 R TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record two. 

33 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0307 0202 0202 0000 
0B76 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 
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Table CXIX.  Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

34 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0107 
0000 0000 E778 EF93 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

35 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0107 0000 0000 0000 
F374 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

36 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0107 0000 0000 E778 
FD85 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

37 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0309 
0101 0301 0000 2D90 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 9 data.  
See Note 1. 

38 T TM 0423 5000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
230C 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not ready to 
receive the data.  

39 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0309 0101 0301 0000 
1782 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
second aircraft frame from the start 
new file/record command. 

40 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record one. 

41 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record one. 

42 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record one. 

43 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0309 0101 0303 0000 
178A 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 
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Table CXIX.  Example of transfer of multiple files using a single subaddress. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

44 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0109 
0000 0000 E7C6 EE0F 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

45 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0109 0000 0000 0000 
F394 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

46 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0109 0000 0000 E7C6 
FC19 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

47 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

48 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 

49 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

17.4.2.3.5.3 Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. 

The following is an example of how the aircraft would load multiple sets of discontinuous data 
for multiple files, and then use the MDTP Checksum capability.  The aircraft/store may choose 
to use this type of data load to refresh parts of a large data file without having to reload the 
entire data file.  In this example are examples of an entire record being erased and reloaded, 
and individual blocks of a record being reloaded. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: parts of three files (File numbers 3, 7, 9) 

 Number of records in file: File 3 = one hundred, File 7 = two hundred fifety-five, 
File 9 = one hundred forty 

 Number of Blocks in each record: Original blocks in each: File 3 = Two Hundred, 
File 7 = two hundred ten, File 9 = one hundred three, Number of blocks to be 
reloaded in each: File 3 = one, File 7 = six, File 9 = one hundred three 
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 Subaddress the files are to be transferred in: 13 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase Designated Record command, Use of record 
checksum test. 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXX.  Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

3 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0303 
0132 01A3 0000 2E20 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 3 data.  Nf 
is set to 3 to indicate 3 file transfers 
will be performed without exiting the 
MDT Download mode.   Nr is set to 
indicate only one record will be 
effected, Sr is set to the record where 
the data will be loaded.  Nb is set to 
indicate the number of blocks to be 
sent and Sb is set to the starting block 
number.  In this example, block 
number 163 in record 50 is being 
transmitted.  See Note 1. 

4 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0303 0132 01A3 0000 
1C32 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

5 R TD 32A3 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the single block number 
163 of record fifty. 
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Table CXX.  Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

6 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0303 0132 01A3 0000 
1C32 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

7 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0103 
0000 0000 C3D1 4D03 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  
(Note, checksum is fictitious for this 
example.) 

8 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0103 0000 0000 0000 
F334 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

9 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 C3D1 
B497 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

10 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0307 
01FF 06C8 0000 35A4 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 7 data.  Nf 
is set to 3 to indicate 3 file transfers 
will be performed without exiting the 
MDT Download mode.  Nr is set to 
indicate only one record will be 
effected, Sr is set to the record where 
the data will be loaded.  Nb is set to 
indicate the number of blocks to be 
sent and Sb is set to the starting block 
number.  In this example, six blockes 
of data starting with block number 200 
in record 255 is being transmitted.  
See Note 1. 

11 R TD FFC8 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of six for 
record 255. 
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Table CXX.  Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

12 R TD FFC9 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of six 
for record 255. 

13 R TD FFCA D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of six for 
record 255. 

14 R TD FFCB D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft sends the fourth block of six 
for record 255. 

15 R TD FFCC D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D145 

Aircraft sends the fifth block of six for 
record 255. 

16 R TD FFCD D146 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D175 

Aircraft sends the sixth block of six for 
record 255. 

17 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0307 01FF 06CD 0000 
07A2 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

18 R TC 0422 4040 0000 0107 
01FF 0000 1234 3AF2 

In this example, the aircraft choose to 
do a Record Checksum test instead of 
a File checksum to reduce the time to 
perform the checksum.  The aircraft 
sets the Sf and SR to the record to be 
checksummed and sets the 
File/Record Checksum word to the 
checksum of the entire record.  (Note, 
checksum is fictitious for this 
example.) 

19 T TM 0423 4040 8100 0000 
0107 01FF 0000 1234 
78E4 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 
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Table CXX.  Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

20 R TC 0422 4200 0000 0109 
0164 6701 0000 5A9C 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated Record with Sf, Nr, Sr, 
Nb, and Sb set accordingly.  In this 
example, the aircraft is commanding 
the store to erase record number 100 
of File 9, which is 103 blocks in size.  
See Note 1. 

21 T TM 0423 4200 9000 0000 
0109 0164 6701 0000 
A4B4 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the 
record will be specified in the SS or 
ICD. 

22 T TM 0423 4200 8800 0000 
0109 0164 6701 0000 
A4B2 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated record 
process for file 3 is complete. 

23 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0309 
0164 6701 0000 B6B9 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 9 data.  Nf 
is set to 3 to indicate 3 file transfers 
will be performed without exiting the 
MDT Download mode.  Nr is set to 
indicate only one record will be 
effected, Sr is set to the record where 
the data will be loaded.  Nb is set to 
indicate the number of blocks to be 
sent and Sb is set to the starting block 
number.  In this example, 103 blocks 
of data starting with block number 1 in 
record 100 is being transmitted.  See 
Note 1. 

24 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0309 0164 6701 0000 
84AB 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

25 R TD 6401 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the 1st block of 103 for 
record 100. 

26 R TD 6402 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the 2nd block of 103 for 
record 100. 
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Table CXX.  Example of transfer of multiple discontinuous data transfers for multiple 
files. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Aircraft continues to send TD 
messages. 

125 R TD 6466 2929 2930 2931 
2932 ……. 2957 

Aircraft sends the 102nd block of 103 
for record 100. 

126 R TD 6467 2958 2959 2960 
2961 ……. 2987 

Aircraft sends the 103rd block of 103 
for record 100. 

127 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0309 0164 6767 0000 
8533 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

128 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0109 
0000 0000 5678 8D72 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  
(Note, checksum is fictitious for this 
example.) 

129 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0109 0000 0000 0000 
F394 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

130 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0109 0000 0000 5678 
9F64 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

131 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

132 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 
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17.4.2.3.5.4 Example of error handling for a TD with bad data in the record/block 
number word. 

The following is an example of how the aircraft and store could handle a transaction where a TD 
had incorrect data in the record/block word.  At the end is an example of a store requesting a 
retransmission of the currupted TD. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files, use of Request Retransmission 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXI.  Example of error handling for a TD with bad data in the record/block number 
word. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The Store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an Erase All Files.  
See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

7 T TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase All Files process 
is complete. 
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Table CXXI.  Example of error handling for a TD with bad data in the record/block number 
word. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

8 R TC 0422 5000 6800 0101 
0101 0301 0000 0507 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store.  See Note 1. 

9 T TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0101 0101 0301 0000 
3715 

Aircraft requests the TM message. 
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

10 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record one. 

11 R TD 0802 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record one but the 
record/block ID word is corrupted 
(record number set to 8 instead of 1) 
The store discards the TD. 

12 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record one. 

13 T TM 0423 5000 8010 6800 
0101 0101 0102 0000 
3B11 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates a data 
retransmission is requested and sets 
the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb to 
indicate which data it is requesting.  In 
our example, the store is requesting 
retransmission of a single block (#2) 
of record 1 of file 1. 

14 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

The aircraft resends the requested TD 
messages.  The aircraft may elect to 
reload the entire file.  If it elects to 
reload the entire file, it would send a 
start new file/record command set as 
in step 8 and retransmit all the TD 
messages.  In our example, the 
aircraft only resent the requested TD. 
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Table CXXI.  Example of error handling for a TD with bad data in the record/block number 
word. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

15 T TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0101 0101 0102 0000 
3F19 

The aircraft requests the TM after 
waiting the period specified in the ICD 
or SS and examines the TM message 
MODE STATUS field.  If it is set to 
Allowable Bit Combination 2 (), then 
store has no additional retransmission 
requests.  If it is set to Allowable Bit 
Combination 16, the aircraft complies 
with the retransmission request 
defined by Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, Sb.  In our 
example the store indicates the 
retransmission was successful and no 
additional requests are pending. 

16 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 E7C6 3F19 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

17 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

18 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 E7C6 
FC99 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

19 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

20 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 

21 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 
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17.4.2.3.5.5 Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
The following is an example of how the store would request retransmission of multiple missing 
data blocks.  In this example are two cases.  One where the store requests retransmission of 
two blocks that are back to back, and another where the blocks are discontinuous.  

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: two (File numbers 3, 7) 

 Number of records in file: File 3 = one, File 7 = two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: File 3 = five, File 7 = two 

 Subaddress the files are to be transferred in: 13 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase Designated File command 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4400 0000 0103 
0101 0501 0000 1D2f 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated File with Sf = 3 and Nr, 
Sr, Nb, Sb set accordingly.  See Note 
1. 

5 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
3F3E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
3F3E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  
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Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
(Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

7 T TM 0423 4400 8800 0000 
0103 0101 0501 0000 
2F38 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated File 
process for file 3 is complete. 

8 R TC 0422 4400 0000 0107 
0201 0201 0000 196F 

Aircraft commands an Erase 
Designated File with Sf = 7 and Nr, 
Sr, Nb, Sb set accordingly.  See Note 
1. 

9 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B7E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

10 T TM 0423 4400 9000 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B7E 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

11 T TM 0423 4400 8800 0000 
0107 0201 0201 0000 
2B78 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase Designated File 
process for file 7 is complete. 

12 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0203 
0101 0501 0000 2D30 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 3 data.  Nf 
is set to 2 to indicate 2 files will be 
transferred without exiting the MDT 
Download mode.  See Note 1. 

13 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0203 0101 0501 0000 
1F22 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

14 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of five for 
record one. 

15 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of five 
for record one. 

16 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of five 
for record one.  Unknown to the 
aircraft, the store does not receive this 
data block transmission. 
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Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
(Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

17 R TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft sends the fourth block of five 
for record one.  Unknown to the 
aircraft, the store does not receive this 
data block transmission. 

18 R TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D145 

Aircraft sends the fifth block of five for 
record one.  The stores receives this 
transmission and it now knows that 
two data blocks are missing since the 
Sb in the RECORD/BLOCK word is 
discontinuous with the last received 
TD but still within the valid range. 

19 T TM 0423 5000 8010 D000 
0103 0101 0203 0000 
3722 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates a data 
retransmission is requested and sets 
the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb to 
indicate which data it is requesting.  In 
our example, the store is requesting 
retransmission of two blocks (#3&4) of 
record 1 of file 3. 

20 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft resends the third block of five 
for record one.  

21 R TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft resends the fourth block of 
five for record one.  

22 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0103 0101 0204 0000 
3336 

The aircraft requests the TM after 
waiting the period specified in the ICD 
or SS and examines the TM message 
MODE STATUS field.  If it is set to 
Allowable Bit Combination 2 (), then 
store has no additional retransmission 
requests.  If it is set to Allowable Bit 
Combination 16, the aircraft complies 
with the retransmission request 
defined by Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, Sb.  In our 
example the store indicates the 
retransmission was successful and no 
additional requests are pending. 
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Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
(Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

23 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0103 
0000 0000 C3D1 4D03 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

24 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0103 0000 0000 0000 
F334 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

25 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 C3D1 
B497 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

26 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0207 
0201 0201 0000 2970 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 7 data.  
See Note 1. 

27 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0207 0201 0201 0000 
1B62 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

28 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record one. 

29 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record one.  Unknown to the 
aircraft, the store does not receive this 
data block transmission. 

30 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record two.  Unknown to the aircraft, 
the store does not receive this data 
block transmission. 

31 R TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record two. 
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Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
(Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

32 T TM 0423 5000 8010 D000 
0107 0101 0102 0000 
3B66 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates a data 
retransmission is requested and sets 
the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, and Sb to 
indicate which data it is requesting.  In 
our example, the store is requesting 
retransmission of one block (#2) of 
record 1 of file 7. 

33 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft resends the second block of 
record one. 

34 T TM 0423 5000 8010 D000 
0107 0102 0101 0000 
3B72 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates an 
additional data retransmission is 
requested and sets the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, 
Nb, and Sb to indicate which data it is 
requesting.  In our example, the store 
is requesting retransmission of one 
block (#1) of record 2 of file 7. 

35 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft resends the first block of 
record two. 

36 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0107 0102 0101 0000 
3F7A 

The aircraft requests the TM after 
waiting the period specified in the ICD 
or SS and examines the TM message 
MODE STATUS field.  If it is set to 
Allowable Bit Combination 2, then 
store has no additional retransmission 
requests.  If it is set to Allowable Bit 
Combination 16, the aircraft complies 
with the retransmission request 
defined by Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, Sb.  In our 
example the store indicates the 
retransmission was successful and no 
additional requests are pending. 

37 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0107 
0000 0000 E778 EF93 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  
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Table CXXII.  Example of store request of a retransmission of multiple data blocks. 
(Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

38 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0107 0000 0000 0000 
F374 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

39 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0107 0000 0000 E778 
FD85 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

40 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

41 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 

42 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

 

Example of aircraft detected transmission recovery. 

17.4.2.3.5.6 Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. 
The following is an example of how the aircraft and store could handle a transaction where the 
aircraft detects a transmission error.  The first file transmission shows an example of a TD 
transmission error on the last couple of TDs of a file where the store does not know the data file 
is incomplete since it did not receive the last TD for the file.  The second file transmission shows 
where the aircraft detects a MIL-STD-1553 data bus error (bad RT status) on a TD transmission 
and retransmits the TD after completing the remainder of the file. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: two (File numbers 3, 7) 

 Number of records in file: File 3 = one, File 7 = two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: File 3 = five, File 7 = two 

 Subaddress the files are to be transferred in: 13 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 
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 Special Options: Use of Erase All Files command 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXIII.  Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an Erase All Files.  
See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase All Files process 
is complete. 

7 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0203 
0101 0501 0000 2D30 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 3 data.  Nf 
is set to 2 to indicate 2 files will be 
transferred without exiting the MDT 
Download mode.  See Note 1. 

8 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0203 0101 0501 0000 
1F22 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

9 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of five for 
record one. 
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Table CXXIII.  Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

10 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of five 
for record one. 

11 R TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of five 
for record one.  

12 R TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft sends the fourth block of five 
for record one.  Unknown to the 
aircraft, the store does not receive this 
data block transmission. 

13 R TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D145 

Aircraft sends the fifth block of five for 
record one.  Unknown to the aircraft, 
the store does not receive this data 
block transmission.  Since the store 
did not receive the last TD for the 
number of block defined in the last TC 
command, it is still expecting the 
aircraft to transmit the last two data 
blocks.  As a result, the store does not 
realize it is missing data blocks and 
cannot set the TM to request the 
retransmission. 

14 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0203 0101 0503 0000 
1F2A 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
valid TD received since it does not 
know the aircraft completed the file 
transmission.  The aircraft sees the 
MODE Status set to Allowable Bit 
Combination 2 () with the last valid TD 
received being block 3.  Since the 
aircraft thinks it transmitted all five 
blocks, it realizes the store did not 
recieve blocks 4 and 5 of file 3.  

15 R TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft resends the fourth block of 
five for record one.  

16 R TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D145 

Aircraft resends the fifth block of five 
for record one.  
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Table CXXIII.  Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

17 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0203 0101 0505 0000 
1F32 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

18 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0103 
0000 0000 C3D1 4D03 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

19 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0103 0000 0000 0000 
F334 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

20 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 C3D1 
B497 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

21 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0207 
0201 0201 0000 2970 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to begin the 
loading process for the file 7 data.  
See Note 1. 

22 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0207 0201 0201 0000 
1B62 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

23 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record one. 

24 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record one.  The aircraft detects a 
bad MIL-STD-1553B status word 
response for this data block.  The 
aircraft can assume the store did not 
receive the data block. 

25 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of two for 
record two. 
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Table CXXIII.  Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

26 R TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of two 
for record two. 

27 R TC 0422 5000 D000 0107 
0101 0102 0000 0D7C 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to resend the 
data block the store did not receive.  
The aircraft sets the Nf, Sf, Nr, Sr, Nb, 
Sb to indicate it is resending block 02 
of record 01 of file 07.  See Note 1. 

28 R TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft resends the second block of 
two for record one.  

29 T TM 0423 5000 A000 D000 
0107 0101 0102 0000 
3F6E 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting a 
data retransmission. 

30 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0107 
0000 0000 E778 EF93 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

31 T TM 0423 4080 8200 0000 
0107 0000 0000 0000 
F374 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

32 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0107 0000 0000 E778 
FD85 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

33 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

34 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 
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Table CXXIII.  Example of an aircraft-detected transmission error. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

35 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

Example of with block checksums. 

17.4.2.3.5.7 Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. 
The following is an example of a simple MDTP transfer of a file using Block Checksums.  This 
approach to checksums is very bus duty cycle intensive and should only be used for data files 
that require a very high level of data integrity checking. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files, use of Block Checksums 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXIV.  Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message. 
The store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an Erase All Files.  
See Note 1. 
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Table CXXIV.  Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

5 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in progress.  

7 T TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase All Files process 
is complete. 

8 R TC 0422 5008 6800 0101 
0201 0301 0000 1F07 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store.  See Note 1. 

9 T TM 0423 5008 A000 6800 
0101 0201 0301 0000 
2B15 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example the 
store was ready to receive data in the 
next aircraft frame. 

10 R TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record one. 

11 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0201 0301 0000 
6B1D 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 6 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum test for the last TD 
passed. 

12 R TD 0102 D029 D030 D031 
D032 ……. D056 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record one. 
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Table CXXIV.  Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

13 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0201 0302 0000 
6B11 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 6 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum test for the last TD 
passed. 

14 R TD 0103 D057 D058 D059 
D060 ……. D085 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record one. 

15 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0201 0303 0000 
6B15 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 2, the store 
is indicating that the Block Checksum 
test for the last TD passed. 

16 R TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record two. 

17 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0202 0301 0000 
6B05 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 6 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum test for the last TD 
passed. 

18 R TD 0202 D029 D030 D031 
D032 ……. D056 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record two. 
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Table CXXIV.  Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

19 T TM 0423 5008 8180 6800 
0101 0202 0302 0000 
4B09 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 7 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum for the last TD failed.

20 R TD 0202 D029 D030 D031 
D032 ……. D056 CKSM 

Aircraft resends the second block of 
three for record two. 

21 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0202 0302 0000 
6B09 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 6 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum test for the last TD 
passed. 

22 R TD 0203 D057 D058 D059 
D060 ……. D085 CKSM 

Aircraft sends the third block of three 
for record two. 

23 T TM 0423 5008 8100 6800 
0101 0202 0303 0000 
6B0D 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
verify receipt of the TD data and 
checks for a checksum error.  The 
store indicates the last TD received in 
the Sr and Sb fields.  In this example, 
by setting the MODE STATUS to 
Allowable Bit Combination 6 (Table 
12), the store is indicating that the 
Block Checksum test for the last TD 
passed. 

24 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

25 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 
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Table CXXIV.  Example of transferring a single file using block checksums. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

26 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

17.4.2.3.5.8 Example of transferring a single file using echo mode. 
The following is an example of a simple MDTP transfer of a file using Echo Mode.  This 
approach to verifying proper receipt of data is very bus duty cycle intensive and should only be 
used for data files that require a very high level of data integrity checking. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files, use of Echo Mode 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXV.  Example of transferring a single file using echo mode. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the store 
into Download Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The Store indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Download Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an Erase All 
Files.  See Note 1. 
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Table CXXV.  Example of transferring a single file using echo mode. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

5 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates that erase is in progress.  
The maximum time to erase the files 
will be specified in the SS or ICD. 

6 T TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the erase is still in 
progress.  

7 T TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  Store 
indicates the Erase All Files process 
is complete. 

8 R TC 0422 5100 6800 0101 
0101 0301 0000 4507 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to the store.  
See Note 1. 

9 T TM 0423 5100 A000 6800 
0101 0201 0301 0000 
AF15 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
receive the data.  In this example 
the store was ready to receive data 
in the next aircraft frame. 

10 R 

SA13 

TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block of three 
for record one.  The store loads the 
TD into memory, then makes it 
available for transmission in the 
same subaddress in which it was 
received.  In our example, the store 
loads the TD into subaddress 13 for 
the aircraft to retrieve. 

11 T 

SA13 

TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft requests the TD message it 
just transmitted to the store, by 
requesting subaddress 13.  The 
aircraft can then compare the 
transmitted TD with the received TD 
to verify proper transmission of the 
TD.  The time period the aircraft 
must wait after transmitting a TD 
before it can retrieve the echo of 
that TD must be specified in the 
store ICD or SS. 
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Table CXXV.  Example of transferring a single file using echo mode. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

12 R 

SA13 

TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second block of 
three for record one.  The store 
loads the TD into memory, then 
makes it available for transmission 
in the same subaddress in which it 
was received.  In our example, the 
store loads the TD into subaddress 
13 for the aircraft to retrieve. 

13 T 

SA13 

TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft requests the TD message it 
just transmitted to the store, by 
requesting subaddress 13.  The 
aircraft can then compare the 
transmitted TD with the received TD 
to verify proper transmission of the 
TD.  The time period the aircraft 
must wait after transmitting a TD 
before it can retrieve the echo of 
that TD must be specified in the 
store ICD or SS. 

14 R 

SA13 

TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 D087 

Aircraft sends the third block of 
three for record one.  The store 
loads the TD into memory, then 
makes it available for transmission 
in the same subaddress in which it 
was received.  In our example, the 
store loads the TD into subaddress 
13 for the aircraft to retrieve. 

15 T 

SA13 

TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 D087 

Aircraft requests the TD message it 
just transmitted to the store, by 
requesting subaddress 13.  The 
aircraft can then compare the 
transmitted TD with the received TD 
to verify proper transmission of the 
TD.  The time period the aircraft 
must wait after transmitting a TD 
before it can retrieve the echo of 
that TD must be specified in the 
store ICD or SS. 
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Table CXXV.  Example of transferring a single file using echo mode. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

16 T TM 0423 5100 A000 6800 
0101 0101 0303 0000 
B71D 

Aircraft requests the TM message to 
check for a store retransmission 
request.  The store indicates the last 
TD received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not requesting 
a data retransmission. 

17 R TC 0422 4080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 E7C6 EE8F 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the file.  

18 T TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 E7C6 
FC99 

The Aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store 
has set the File/Record Checksum 
word to the calculated checksum.  
The aircraft may use the checksum 
result to double check the stores 
assessment of the checksum test 
passing. 

19 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

20 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify 
store transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

17.4.2.3.5.9 Example of transferring a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

The following is an example of a simple MDTP transfer of a file of data using multiple 
subaddresses with the subaddresses transmitted back-to-back in the same aircraft frame.  This 
technique is useful for reducing the time to transmit large data files.  This example assumes that 
the subaddresses reserved for transfer of MDT data are agreed to in the store ICD or SS but the 
mapping of the TD messages to subaddresses is handled through the MDTP protocol.  The file 
transfer is mapped using multiple Transfer Control messages.  In this example, multiple TC 
messages are used to map blocks of a single file, single record such that sequential blocks of 
data are in sequential TDs/subaddresses (Block 1 is in subaddress 15, block 2 in subaddress 
16, block 3 in subaddress 17, block 4 in subaddress 15, block 5 in subaddress 16, etc.) 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: nine 
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 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files 

 Subaddresses used for TDs: 15, 16, 17 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXVI.  Example of transferring a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R 14 TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the 
store into Download Mode.  
See Note 1. 

2 T 14 TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The Store 
indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T 14 TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates it is in 
Download Mode. 

4 R 14 TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an 
Erase All Files.  See Note 1.

5 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates that 
erase is in progress.  The 
maximum time to erase the 
files will be specified in the 
SS or ICD. 

6 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates the 
erase is still in progress.  

7 T 14 TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
Store indicates the Erase 
All Files process is 
complete. 
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Table CXXVI.  Example of transferring a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

8 R 14 TC 0422 5000 7800 0101 
0101 0901 0000 2D05 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the first 
block of file one will be in 
subaddress 15.  See Note 
1. 

9 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 7800 
0101 0101 0901 0000 
1F17 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
receive the first block of file 
1 in subaddress 15. 

10 R 14 TC 0422 5000 8000 0101 
0101 0902 0000 2D16 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the 
second block of file one will 
be in subaddress 16.  See 
Note 1. 

11 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 8000 
0101 0101 0902 0000 
1F04 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
receive the second block of 
file 1 in subaddress 16. 

12 R 14 TC 0422 5000 8800 0101 
0101 0903 0000 2D13 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the third 
block of file one will be in 
subaddress 17.  See Note 
1. 

13 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 8800 
0101 0101 0903 0000 
1F01 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
receive the third block of file 
1 in subaddress 17.  This 
completes the initialization 
sequence for the parallel 
transfer.  The store should 
expect the TDs to arrive in 
sequence of subaddress 
15, 16, 17.  This logic 
needs to be defined in the 
ICD. 
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Table CXXVI.  Example of transferring a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of nine for record one in 
subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

14 

R 17 TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 D087 

Aircraft sends the third 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

R 15 TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D115 D116 

Aircraft sends the fourth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D144 D145 

Aircraft sends the fifth block 
of nine for record one in 
subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

15 

R 17 TD 0106 D146 D147 D148 
D149 ……. D173 D174 

Aircraft sends the sixth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

R 15 TD 0107 D175 D176 D177 
D178 ……. D202 D203 

Aircraft sends the seventh 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0108 D204 D205 D206 
D207……. D231 D232 

Aircraft sends the eighth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

16 

R 17 TD 0109 D233 D234 D235 
D236 ……. D260 D261 

Aircraft sends the ninth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 
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Table CXXVI.  Example of transferring a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

17 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 8800 
0101 0101 0909 0000 
1F29 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message to check for a 
store retransmission 
request.  The store 
indicates the last TD 
received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not 
requesting a data 
retransmission. 

18 R 14 TC 0422 4080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 97C4 1F29 

Aircraft commands a File 
Checksum and sets the 
File/Record Checksum 
word to the checksum of the 
file.  

19 T 14 TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 97C4 
1C9D 

The Aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum.  The 
aircraft may use the 
checksum result to double 
check the stores 
assessment of the 
checksum test passing. 

20 R 14 TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store 
to exit MDTP.  See Note 1. 

21 T 14 TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to 
verify store transition out of 
MDTP.  In this example the 
store indicates it has exited 
from MDTP. 

 

17.4.2.3.5.10 Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. 

The following is an example of a MDTP transfer of multiple records of the same file of data 
using multiple subaddresses with the subaddresses transmitted back to back in the same 
aircraft bus frame.  This technique is useful for reducing the time to transmit large data files.  
This example assumes the subaddresses, partitioning of records to subaddresses and order 
that subaddress are to be transmitted has been defined in the store ICD or SS.  For this 
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example it is assumed that record one is mapped to subaddress 15, record two is mapped to 
subaddress 16, record 3 is mapped to subaddress 17. 

Additionally, this example demonstrates the use of embedded record checksums. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: three 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: embedded record checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files 

 Subaddresses used for TDs: 15, 16, 17 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXVII.  Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R 14 TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the 
store into Download Mode.  
See Note 1. 

2 T 14 TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The Store 
indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T 14 TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates it is in 
Download Mode. 

4 R 14 TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an 
Erase All Files.  See Note 1.

5 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates that 
erase is in progress.  The 
maximum time to erase the 
files will be specified in the 
SS or ICD. 
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Table CXXVII.  Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

6 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates the 
erase is still in progress.  

7 T 14 TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
Store indicates the Erase 
All Files process is 
complete. 

8 R 14 TC 0422 5000 0000 0101 
0301 0301 0000 150A 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store.  This single TC is 
used to initiate the fixed 
record/subaddress mapping 
defined in the SS or ICD.  
Since the mapping of 
records to TD 
Subaddresses is defined in 
the store ICD or SS, the 
subaddress word is set to 
zero.  See Note 1. 

9 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 0000 
0101 0301 0301 0000 
2718 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
receive the TDs for file 1 in 
the fixed sequence defined 
in the SS or ICD. 

R 15 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of three for record one in 
subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of three for record two in 
subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

10 

R 17 TD 0301 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of three for record three in 
subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 
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Table CXXVII.  Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of three for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of three for record two 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

11 

R 17 TD 0302 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of three for record 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

R 15 TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the third 
block of three for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0203 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the third 
block of three for record two 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

12 

R 17 TD 0303 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the third 
block of three for record 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

13 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0101 0303 0303 0000 
270D 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message to check for a 
store retransmission 
request.  The store 
indicates the last TD 
received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not 
requesting a data 
retransmission. 
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Table CXXVII.  Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

14 R 14 TC 0422 4040 0000 0101 
0101 0000 0000 190A 

Aircraft commands a 
Record Checksum for 
record one of file one, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  

15 T 14 TM 0423 4040 8100 0000 
0101 0101 0000 E7C6 
9491 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

16 R 14 TC 0422 4040 0000 0101 
0102 0000 0000 1912 

Aircraft commands a 
Record Checksum for 
record two of file one, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  

17 T 14 TM 0423 4040 8100 0000 
0101 0102 0000 E73A 
9571 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

18 R 14 TC 0422 4040 0000 0101 
0103 0000 0000 191A 

Aircraft commands a 
Record Checksum for 
record three of file one, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  
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Table CXXVII.  Example of transferring multiple records of the same file using multiple 
subaddresses in parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

19 T 14 TM 0423 4040 8100 0000 
0101 0103 0000 E76E 
95D1 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

20 R 14 TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store 
to exit MDTP.  See Note 1. 

21 T 14 TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to 
verify store transition out of 
MDTP.  In this example the 
store indicates it has exited 
from MDTP. 

 

 

17.4.2.3.5.11 Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

The following is an example of a MDTP transfer of multiple files of data using multiple 
subaddresses with the subaddresses transmitted back to back in the same aircraft frame.  This 
technique is useful for reducing the time to transmit large data files.  This example assumes a 
fixed partitioning of files to subaddresses and the order that subaddress are to be transmitted, 
has been defined in the store ICD or SS.  For this example it is assumed that file one is mapped 
to subaddress 15, file two is mapped to subaddress 16, file 3 is mapped to subaddress 17.  This 
mapping could also be accomplished using multiple TC messages with the subaddress that the 
file is to be transmitted in assigned by the TC similar to the example in section 17.4.2.3.5.9. 

Additionally, this example demonstrates the use of embedded file checksums. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: three 

 Number of records in file: three 

 Number of Blocks in each record: ten 

 Checksum Type: embedded file checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files 

 Subaddresses used for TDs: 15, 16, 17 
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NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

 

Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R 14 TC 0422 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1112 

The aircraft commands the 
store into Download Mode.  
See Note 1. 

2 T 14 TM 0423 4000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2324 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is not in 
Download Mode yet. 

3 T 14 TM 0423 4000 8000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates it is in 
Download Mode. 

4 R 14 TC 0422 4800 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1110 

Aircraft commands an 
Erase All Files.  See Note 1.

5 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates that 
erase is in progress.  The 
maximum time to erase the 
files will be specified in the 
SS or ICD. 

6 T 14 TM 0423 4800 9000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates the 
erase is still in progress.  

7 T 14 TM 0423 4800 8800 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2302 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
Store indicates the Erase 
All Files process is 
complete. 
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

8 R 14 TC 0422 5000 0000 0301 
0301 0A01 0000 110A 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store with the first 
file/record number to be 
transferred as defined in the 
fixed mapping in the SS or 
ICD.  This single TC 
prepares the store for the 
transfer of multiple files in 
multiple subaddresses.  
Since the mapping of files 
to TD subaddresses is 
defined in the store ICD or 
SS, the subaddress word is 
set to zero.  See Note 1. 

9 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 0000 
0301 0301 0A01 0000 
2318 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
receive all the TD 
messages defined in the 
fixed mapping of files to 
subaddresses defined in 
the SS or ICD. 

R 15 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of record one of file one in 
subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of record one for file two in 
subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

10 

R 17 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of record one for file three in 
subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of record one of file 
one in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of record one for file 
two in subaddress 16 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time.  

11 

R 17 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft sends the second 
block of record one for file 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

R 15 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File one, record one 
in subaddress 15. 

R 16 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File two, record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

 

 

 

 

R 17 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File three, record 
one in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of the second record for file 
one in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of second record for file two 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

20 

R 17 TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of the second record for file 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

R 15 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File one, record two 
in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File two, record two 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

 

 

 

 

R 17 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File three, record 
two in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 0301 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of the third record for file 
one in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 0301 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of the third record for file 
two in subaddress 16 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time.  

30 

R 17 TD 0301 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft sends the first block 
of the third record for file 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

R 15 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File one, record 
three in subaddress 15. 

R 16 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File two, record 
three in subaddress 16 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

 

 

 

 

R 17 TD  

 

 

 

Aircraft continues to send 
TDs for File three, record 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

R 15 TD 030A D262 D263 D264 
D265……. D289 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the tenth 
block of record three for file 
one in subaddress 15.  

R 16 TD 030A D262 D263 D264 
D265……. D289 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the tenth 
block of record three for file 
two in subaddress 16 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time.  

39 

R 17 TD 030A D262 D263 D264 
D265……. D289 
CKSM 

Aircraft sends the tenth 
block of record three for file 
three in subaddress 17 with 
the minimum MIL-STD-
1553 intermessage gap 
time. 

40 T 14 TM 0423 5000 A000 6800 
0303 0303 0A0A 0000 
2309 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message to check for a 
store retransmission 
request.  The store 
indicates the last TD 
received in the TM.  In this 
example, the store is not 
requesting a data 
retransmission.  If it did 
need a retransmission, the 
store would set the TM to 
indicate the specific file, 
record, block and expect 
the retransmitted TD to be 
sent in the subaddress that 
file number was mapped 
too. 

41 R 14 TC 0422 4080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 0000 2102 

Aircraft commands a File 
Checksum for file one, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

42 T 14 TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 1234 
177C 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

Note: File checksum shown 
is a false number intended 
as an example only. 

43 R 14 TC 0422 4080 0000 0102 
0000 0000 0000 2132 

Aircraft commands a File 
Checksum for file two, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  

44 T 14 TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0102 0000 0000 5678 
9FD4 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

Note: File checksum shown 
is a false number intended 
as an example only. 

45 R 14 TC 0422 4080 0000 0103 
00000000 0000 2122 

Aircraft commands a file 
Checksum for file three, but 
since the checksums are 
embedded in the record, the 
aircraft sets the File/Record 
Checksum word to zero.  
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Table CXXVIII.  Example of transferring multiple files using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

46 T 14 TM 0423 4080 8100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 9ABC 
064D 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum. 

Note: File checksum shown 
is a false number intended 
as an example only. 

47 R 14 TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store 
to exit MDTP.  See Note 1. 

48 T 14 TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to 
verify store transition out of 
MDTP.  In this example the 
store indicates it has exited 
from MDTP. 

 

 

17.4.2.3.5.12 Example of simple uploading of a file. 
The following is an example of a simple upload of a file of data using the MDTP Checksum 
capability. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: three 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: None 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 
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Table CXXIX.  Example of simple uploading of a file. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 110A 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Upload Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2314 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not in Upload 
Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 2000 4000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Upload Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 3000 0000 0101 
0201 0301 0000 1D12 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to prepare the 
store to transfer to the aircraft, the 
file/record defined in the TC message 
starting with block 1. 

Since the fixed TD subaddress is 
defined in the store ICD or SS for this 
example, the subaddress word is set 
to zero.  See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 3000 6000 0000 
0101 0201 0301 0000 
2F18 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
Transmit the TD messages for the 
file/record defined in the TC message. 

6 T TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of three 
for record one.  After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

7 T TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of 
three for record one.  After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

8 T TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft requests the third TD of three 
for record one.  After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 
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Table CXXIX.  Example of simple uploading of a file. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

9 T TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of three for 
record two.  After the aircraft requests 
the TD, the store loads the next TD into 
its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers for retrieval 
by the aircraft. 

10 T TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of three 
for record two.  After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

11 T TD 0203 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft requests the third TD of three 
for record two.  After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

12 R TC 0422 2080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 FCA5 D851 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the aircraft calculated check-
sum of the file uploaded from the store.  

13 T TM 0423 2080 4200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates the checksum is in progress. 

14 T TM 0423 2080 4100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 FCA5 
CA5F 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
is indicating the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has set the 
File/Record Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum.  The aircraft may 
use the checksum result to double 
check the stores assessment of the 
checksum test passing. 

15 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 

16 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this example 
the store indicates the exit from MDTP 
is still in progress. 

17 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this example 
the store indicates it has exited from 
MDTP. 
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17.4.2.3.5.13 Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. 
The following is an example of an upload of multiple files of data using an embedded Checksum 
capability and error recovery. 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: two (Numbered as 1 and 3) 

 Number of records in file: one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: four 

 Checksum Type: Embedded checksum (defined in the store SS or ICD) 

 Special Options: Embeded Checksum and error recovery 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 

 

Table CXXX.  Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 110A 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Upload Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2314 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not in Upload 
Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 2000 4000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Upload Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 3000 6800 0201 
0101 0401 0000 291F 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to prepare the 
store to transfer to the aircraft, the 
file/record defined in the TC message 
starting with block 1. 

Since the TD subaddress is not fixed 
(but the allowable subaddresses are 
defined in the store ICD or SS) for this 
example, the subaddress word is set 
to subaddress that the aircraft will be 
requesting the TDs in.  See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 3000 6000 6800 
0201 0101 0401 0000 
1B15 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
Transmit the TD messages for the 
file/record defined in the TC message. 
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Table CXXX.  Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

6 T TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of four for 
record one of file 1. After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

7 T TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of 
four for record one of file 1. After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

8 T TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft requests the third TD of four 
for record one of file 1. After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

9 T TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft requests the fourth TD of four 
for record one of file 1. This is the last 
TD for this file number. 

10 R TC 0422 2080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 2637 6D74 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the aircraft calculated 
checksum of the file uploaded from 
the store, using the checksum 
algorithm defined in the SS or ICD. 

11  T TM 0423 2080 4200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

12  T TM 0423 2080 4100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 2637 
7F7A 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 
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Table CXXX.  Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

13  R TC 0422 3000 6800 0203 
0101 0401 0000 293F 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to prepare the 
store to transfer to the aircraft, the 
file/record defined in the TC message 
starting with block 1. 

Since the TD subaddress is not fixed 
(but the allowable subaddresses are 
defined in the store ICD or SS) for this 
example, the subaddress word is set 
to subaddress that the aircraft will be 
requesting the TDs in.  See Note 1. 

14 T TM 0423 3000 6000 6800 
0203 0101 0401 0000 
1B35 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
Transmit the TD messages for the 
file/record defined in the TC message. 

15 T TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of four for 
record one of file 3. After the aircraft 
requests the TD, the store loads the 
next TD into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers 
for retrieval by the aircraft. 

16  T TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of 
four for record one of file 3. After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

17  T TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft requests the third TD of four 
for record one of file 3.  After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

18 T TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D116 

Aircraft requests the fourth TD of four 
for record one of file 3. This is the last 
TD for this file number. 
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Table CXXX.  Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

19 R TC 0422 3000 6800 0203 
0101 0403 0000 2937 

Using the Record/Block Word of the 
TDs, the aircraft determines that it did 
not receive the third block of record 1 
of file 3. To recover the missing TD, 
the Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to the store to 
prepare the store to transfer to the 
aircraft, the file/record/block defined in 
the TC message. See Note 1. 

20 T TM 0423 3000 6000 6800 
0203 0101 0403 0000 
1B3D 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
Transmit the TD message containing 
block 3 of record one of file 3. 

21 T TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D087 

Aircraft requests the TD.  After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next sequential TD into its 
MIL-STD-1553 Buffers for retrieval by 
the aircraft since the store does not 
know if the aircraft is only retrieving 
one TD or more TDs. 

22 R TC 0422 2080 0000 0103 
0000 0000 1592 0A1E 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the aircraft calculated 
checksum of the file uploaded from 
the store, using the checksum 
algorithm defined in the SS or ICD.  

23 T TM 0423 2080 4200 0000 
0103 0000 0000 0000 
F334 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

24 T TM 0423 2080 4100 0000 
0103 0000 0000 1592 
1810 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 

25 R TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store to exit 
MDTP.  See Note 1. 
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Table CXXX.  Example of uploading of multiple files with error recovery. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

26 T TM 0423 0010 0020 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates the exit 
from MDTP is still in progress. 

27 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

 

 

17.4.2.3.5.14 Example of uploading of a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

The following is an example of a simple MDTP upload of a file of data using multiple 
subaddresses with the subaddresses transmitted back to back in the same aircraft frame.  This 
technique is useful for reducing the time to upload large data files.  This example assumes that 
the subaddresses reserved for transfer of MDT data are agreed to in the store ICD or SS but the 
mapping of the TD messages to subaddresses is handled through the MDTP protocol.  The file 
transfer is mapped using multiple Transfer Control messages.  In this example, multiple TC 
messages are used to map blocks of a single file, single record such that sequential blocks of 
data are in sequential TDs/subaddresses (Block 1 is in subaddress 15, block 2 in subaddress 
16, block 3 in subaddress 17, block 4 in subaddress 15, block 5 in subaddress 16, etc.). 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: one 

 Number of Blocks in each record: nine 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: Use of Erase all files 

 Subaddresses used for TDs: 15, 16, 17 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 
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Table CXXXI.  Example of uploading of a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R 14 TC 0422 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 110A 

The aircraft commands the 
store into Upload Mode.  
See Note 1. 

2 T 14 TM 0423 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2314 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is not in Upload 
Mode yet. 

3 T 14 TM 0423 2000 4000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  
The store indicates it is in 
Upload Mode. 

4 R 14 TC 0422 3000 7800 0101 
0101 0901 0000 2D1D 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the 
store should load the first 
block of file one in 
subaddress 15.  See Note 
1. 

5 T 14 TM 0423 3000 6000 7800 
0101 0101 0901 0000 
1F17 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
transmit the first block of file 
1 in a TD loaded in 
subaddress 15. 

6 R 14 TC 0422 3000 8000 0101 
0101 0902 0000 2D0E 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the 
store should load the 
second block of file one in 
subaddress 16.  See Note 
1. 

7 T 14 TM 0423 3000 6000 8000 
0101 0101 0902 0000 
1F04 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
transmit the second block of 
file 1 in a TD loaded in 
subaddress 16. 
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Table CXXXI.  Example of uploading of a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

8 R 14 TC 0422 3000 8800 0101 
0101 0903 0000 2D0B 

Aircraft sends a Start New 
File/Record command to 
the store indicating the 
store should load the third 
block of file one in 
subaddress 17.  See Note 
1. 

9 T 14 TM 0423 3000 6000 8800 
0101 0101 0903 0000 
1F01 

Aircraft requests the TM 
message.  The store 
indicates it is ready to 
transmit the third block of 
file 1 in a TD loaded into 
subaddress 17.  This 
completes the initialization 
sequence for the parallel 
transfer.  The store should 
expect to load the TDs in 
sequence of subaddress 
15, 16, 17.  This logic 
needs to be defined in the 
SS or ICD. 

T 15 TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D028 D029 

Aircraft requests the first 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

T 16 TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D057 D058 

Aircraft requests the second 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

10 

T 17 TD 0103 D059 D060 D061 
D062 ……. D086 D087 

Aircraft requests the third 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 
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Table CXXXI.  Example of uploading of a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

T 15 TD 0104 D088 D089 D090 
D091 ……. D115 D116 

Aircraft requests the fourth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 15.  

T 16 TD 0105 D117 D118 D119 
D120 ……. D144 D145 

Aircraft requests the fifth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

11 

T 17 TD 0106 D146 D147 D148 
D149 ……. D173 D174 

Aircraft requests the sixth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

T 15 TD 0107 D175 D176 D177 
D178 ……. D202 D203 

Aircraft requests the 
seventh block of nine for 
record one in subaddress 
15.  

T 16 TD 0108 D204 D205 D206 
D207……. D231 D232 

Aircraft requests the eighth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 16 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time.  

12 

T 17 TD 0109 D233 D234 D235 
D236 ……. D260 D261 

Aircraft requests the ninth 
block of nine for record one 
in subaddress 17 with the 
minimum MIL-STD-1553 
intermessage gap time. 

13 R 14 TC 0422 2080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 97C4 0E93 

Aircraft commands a File 
Checksum and sets the 
File/Record Checksum 
word to the aircraft 
calculated checksum of the 
file uploaded from the store. 

14 T 14 TM 0423 2080 4200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store indicates the 
checksum is in progress. 
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Table CXXXI.  Example of uploading of a single file using multiple subaddresses in 
parallel. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Sub-
address 

Message
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

15 T 14 TM 0423 2080 4100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 97C4 
1C9D 

The aircraft requests the 
TM.  The store is indicating 
the checksum is complete 
and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record 
Checksum word to the 
calculated checksum.  The 
aircraft may use the 
checksum result to double 
check the stores 
assessment of the 
checksum test passing. 

16 R 14 TC 0422 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1502 

Aircraft commands the store 
to exit MDTP.  See Note 1. 

17 T 14 TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to 
verify store transition out of 
MDTP.  In this example the 
store indicates it has exited 
from MDTP. 

 

17.4.2.3.5.15 Example of uploading of a file followed by a system start. 
The following is an example of a simple upload of a file of data using the MDTP Checksum 
capability followed by the store telling the aircraft where to begin execution of the software in the 
file (System Start). 

Parameters: Number of Files to be transferred: one 

 Number of records in file: two 

 Number of Blocks in each record: 100 

 Checksum Type: MDTP checksum 

 Special Options: System Start 

NOTE 1. The aircraft may continue to send Transmit SA14 commands until it receives the 
data that indicates the mission store has complied with, or is complying with, the last instruction 
to Receive SA14. 
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Table CXXXII.  Example of uploading of a file followed by a system start. 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

1 R TC 0422 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 110A 

The aircraft commands the store into 
Upload Mode.  See Note 1. 

2 T TM 0423 2000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2314 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is not in Upload 
Mode yet. 

3 T TM 0423 2000 4000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2304 

Aircraft requests the TM.  The store 
indicates it is in Upload Mode. 

4 R TC 0422 3000 0000 0101 
0201 6401 0000 8113 

Aircraft sends a Start New File/Record 
command to the store to prepare the 
store to transfer to the aircraft, the 
file/record defined in the TC message 
starting with block 1. 

Since the fixed TD subaddress is 
defined in the store ICD or SS for this 
example, the subaddress word is set 
to zero.  See Note 1. 

5 T TM 0423 3000 6000 0000 
0101 0201 6401 0000 
B319 

Aircraft requests the TM message.  
The store indicates it is ready to 
Transmit the TD messages for the 
file/record defined in the TC message. 

6 T TD 0101 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of one 
hundred for record one. After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

7 T TD 0102 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of 
one hundred for record one. After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

8 T  TD  

 

 

Aircraft contiues to request TDs for 
record 1. 
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Table CXXXII.  Example of uploading of a file followed by a system start. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

9 T TD 0164 D871 D872 D873 
D874 ……..D900 

Aircraft requests the hundredth TD of 
one hundred for record one.  After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the first TD of the next record 
into its MIL-STD-1553 Buffers for 
retrieval by the aircraft. 

10 T TD 0201 D001 D002 D003 
D004 ……. D029 

Aircraft requests the first TD of one 
hundred for record two.  After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

11 T TD 0202 D030 D031 D032 
D033 ……. D058 

Aircraft requests the second TD of 
one hundred for record two.  After the 
aircraft requests the TD, the store 
loads the next TD into its MIL-STD-
1553 Buffers for retrieval by the 
aircraft. 

12 T  TD  Aircraft contiues to requests TDs for 
record 2. 

13 T TD 0264 D871 D872 D873 
D874 ……..D900 

Aircraft requests the hundredth TD of 
one hundred for record two.  This is 
the last block for this file. 

14 R TC 0422 2080 0000 0101 
0000 0000 FCA5 D851 

Aircraft commands a File Checksum 
and sets the File/Record Checksum 
word to the aircraft calculated 
checksum of the file uploaded from 
the store.  

15 T TM 0423 2080 4200 0000 
0101 0000 0000 0000 
F314 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store indicates the checksum is in 
progress. 

16 T TM 0423 2080 4100 0000 
0101 0000 0000 FCA5 
CA5F 

The aircraft requests the TM.  The 
store is indicating the checksum is 
complete and passed.  The store has 
set the File/Record Checksum word to 
the calculated checksum.  The aircraft 
may use the checksum result to 
double check the stores assessment 
of the checksum test passing. 
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Table CXXXII.  Example of uploading of a file followed by a system start. (Continued) 

Frame 
Number 

T/R Message 
Type 

MIL-STD-1553 Data 
Words 

Description 

17 R TC 0422 0030 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 1D02 

Aircraft commands a System 
Start/Exit to command the store to 
provide the starting location for the 
aircraft to begin execution of the 
uploaded file. 

18 T TM 0423 0030 4040 0000 
0001 0001 0002 0000 
2B04 

The store loads the Sf, Sr, and the Sb 
to indicate the location in the file 
where the aircraft is to begin 
execution of the just uploaded file.  
This requires the start of execution to 
correspond to the start of a block in 
the uploaded file.  After the aircraft 
requests the TM, the store completes 
the exit from upload mode.  In this 
example, the store is indicating the 
start of the second block of the first 
record of file 1 is the start of execution 
point.  The aircraft begins execution at 
this point of the file. 

19 T TM 0423 0010 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 
2B04 

Aircraft requests the TM to verify store 
transition out of MDTP.  In this 
example the store indicates it has 
exited from MDTP. 

 

 

17.4.2.4 Protocol for time tagging. 
Time tagging requirements were added in Revision C Notice 1 of the standard to reduce the 
proliferation of functionally equivalent but technically different ways to pass time tags.  Many 
data entities (e.g., aircraft position) vary rapidly with time, and, because of the delays inherent in 
calculating, storing, and transmitting digital data, must have a time tag to identify the point in 
time when the data was valid. 

The requirements in Revision C Notice 1 are only for aircraft-to-store time tagging.  A similar 
procedure for store-to-aircraft time tagging was included in the standard in Revision D.  

Stores often employ system timekeeping devices independent of the aircraft system time in 
order to preserve the continuity of function timelines.  Time tagging permits the store to 
determine the time when a piece of data was valid by translating time of validity recorded in 
aircraft system time into store system time values. 

The data latency of time tagged data is the delta time between data validity and the 
transmission time of the data to the store.  The system specification or interface control 
document should define the maximum allowed data latency of each time tagged data message 
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or entity.  On many aircraft, the aircraft system time is periodically discontinuous at the 
convenience of the aircraft.  In this type of system, the aircraft clock counts up to some 
predefined number, then resets, so aircraft time is not synchronized to time-of-day.  The aircraft 
system time clock must have a maximum value that is greater than the maximum allowed data 
latency.  This assures that the store can determine if the reported aircraft system time at reset is 
significant to a specific synchronize with data word mode code (real time format) and aircraft 
system time at reset pair.  These values are used by the store to resolve time tags in the event 
that the discontinuity event occurs between the time reference event described in B.4.2.4.1 and 
time tag event described in B.4.2.4.3. 

The aircraft establishes time of validity by associating an aircraft system time clock value with a 
data message or data entity within a message and reporting that value as a time tag along with 
the message or data entity.  The store then uses the time tag and aircraft system time at reset, 
along with the most recent synchronize with data word mode code (real time format) received, 
to translate the aircraft data time of validity into the store system time. 

The store may determine if the aircraft system clock was discontinuous between a specific 
synchronize with data word mode code (real time format) and time tag pair by computing data 
latency.  The algorithm is as follows: 

SA  =  data word value of most recent synchronize with data word mode code (real time format) 

SS  =  store system time at receipt of last synchronize with data word mode code (real time 
format) 

TR  =  highest value of aircraft system time before most recent reset event 

TA  =  aircraft system clock value at time of validity for data message or entity 

TS1 =  store system clock value at time of validity for data message or entity assuming no reset 

TS2 =  store system clock value at time of validity for data message or entity assuming reset 

TS  =  resolved store system clock value at time of validity for data message or entity 

TT  =  store system clock value at time of transmit of time tagged data message or entity 

LM  =  maximum latency allowed by the application system specification or interface control 
document 

TS1 = SS + (TA – SA) 

TS2 = SS + (TA – SA + TR) 

If TT – TS1 < LM, then, 

TS  = TS1 

else, if TT – TS2 < LM, then, 

TS = TS2 

otherwise TS is unknown 
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17.4.3 Standard data entities. 
The large group of subparagraphs that defined standard data entities in Revision B was 
replaced by Table B-XXVI in Revision C.  Several new entities were also added. 

Table B-XXVI defines over 170 standard data entities, which are to be used whenever possible, 
so the same terminology, units, and meaning can be used on multiple systems.   

With the data entities are eight diagrams defining: 

Aircraft Body Axis 

Earth Axis  

Aircraft, Target and Waypoint Position XYZ to fixed point 

Earth - Aircraft Alignment 

Aircraft-Store Alignment 

Store Body Axis 

Target and Waypoint Position XYZ 

Target Position/Store Trajectory (polar) 

Target Sector and Segment Position 

17.4.4 Definition of 2’s complement, Table B-XXVII. 
The definition of the MSB for 2’s complement entities was changed between MIL-STD-1760B 
and MIL-STD-1760C, but was changed back in MIL-STD-1760C Notice 1.  The issue is whether 
the first bit is a “sign bit” or is a MSB with a value of minus twice the value of the next to highest 
order bit. 

The 1760C version of Table B-XXVII agrees with paragraph 80.2.2.2 of MIL-HDBK-1553 and is 
in use on existing programs.  However, it is not mathematically correct to call the first bit a sign 
bit, since it is not the same as the sign bit on a “signed” format.  The sign bit on a signed 
number format indicates that there is a minus sign and the rest of the bits represent a 
magnitude, i.e., the sign bit indicates only a negative sign.  In a 2’s complement, the first bit has 
a value of minus twice the magnitude of the next highest order bit, and if the first bit is a one, it 
indicates that the 2’s complement of the rest of the bits must be taken to determine the 
magnitude of the negative number. 

The interpretation of 2’s complement defined in notice 1 (and in 1760B) is in use on some 
programs (particularly European).  The interpretation that calls the first bit a sign bit results in 
the same bit pattern and is therefore functionally equivalent.  This confusion may have been 
caused by the fact that the table in Revision B was not clear, i.e., it showed the MSB value as a 
negative number and the LSB as a positive number and did not explain how the sign changes in 
between.  Note 2 was added on Table B-XXVII to clarify this. 

17.4.5 Invalidity, Table B-XXXI. 
This table defines the invalidity word, which is part of some messages.  The bits in the invalidity 
word are used to identify a word or entity that is not valid for use.  

Table B-XXXI, and the notes on the table, were revised in Notice 1 to Revision C in an attempt 
to clarify it.  
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It would be logical to use the exact same invalidity bit assignment conventions for all messages 
that use invalidity, including user defined messages, but existing interfaces have strayed from 
this pattern.  For example, some systems use one invalidity bit for a complete entity (may be 
more than one word) rather than one bit per word, as the table requires. 

It seems strange to set reserved bits to zero (“valid") as required by note 2, but this is the 
intended mode of operation.  It is not clear why this convention was adopted.  It may simply be 
an extension of the general rule that unused bits are zero filled, and zero is defined as valid in 
this word.  The system ICD should clearly define which words in a message contain data and 
which are reserved, so an aircraft that violates this rule can be functionally compatible with a 
store that follows the rule. 

17.4.6 ASCII blank versus space. 
The standard (up to Revision C Notice 1) required unused characters to be “blank filled” in 
Table B-XXVI and Table B-XVI.  The ASCII character set does not include a character called 
“blank,” so this has been assumed to refer to the ASCII “space” character (20H), and the word 
was changed in Revision D. 

17.4.7 Figure B-3 and Coordinate or Axis systems 
The standard uses "vertical" axis system and "level" axis system interchangeably and then 
leaves these words out in other paragraphs.  It also does not mention that it is a North, East, 
Down (NED) system in some cases.  It also uses "coordinate system" and "axis system" 
interchangeably.  This has caused confusion, which might be cleared up by the following: 

a. A "vertical" earth axis system is the same thing as a "level" earth axis system. To have a 
meaningful vertical reference requires a local level reference. To have a meaningful local level 
reference requires a vertical reference. (Assuming orthogonal frames of reference.)  A future 
revision to the standard might change to use the same term throughout or add an explanation 
that they are the same thing. 

b. There are several local level earth axis systems including NED, NWU (North West and 
Up), Wander Azimuth (allows x axis or computational axis of inertial sensor to wander with 
respect to north as a function of earth rotation), Free Azimuth (allows x axis or computational 
axis of inertial to wander with respect to north as a function of both earth rotation and motion 
over the earth's surface),etc.  In addition to the NED axis defined by figure B-3, one of these 
alternatives, the Wander axis, is mentioned in figure B-3 note 4. 

c. The standard uses "axis system" to mean the same thing as "coordinate system".  We 
generally think of "axes" as orthogonal, like x,y and z, while "coordinate system" also includes 
other things like polar coordinates.  This also might be changed to use the same term 
throughout in future revisions. 

d. Entity 149 and others in table B-XXVI of the standard refer to a "local fixed point earth 
axis system" or similar.  We interpret this to be a "local level geographic North, East, Down 
(NED) coordinate system" as defined in figure B-3, but with the origin fixed to the earth instead 
of the airplane. 

17.5 Table B-XXXI. 
This table defines the invalidity word, which is part of some of the standard messages.  
Although it seems strange to mark the invalid words while leaving all reserved, spare and 
unused bits set to "valid," this is the intended mode of operation.  It follows the convention, used 
throughout the standard, of setting all unused bits to zero.  The system ICD will clearly define 
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which words in a message contain data and which are Reserved, Spare or Unused.  When a 
message is received and checked for invalidity, the system software can quickly test the 
invalidity word (words) for any bit set to invalid.  This is preferred to checking a lookup table to 
determine which bits are supposed to be set invalid/valid and then testing.  
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18. COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN VERSIONS OF MIL-STD-1760 

The following is a very brief summary, and is not complete. 

The fundamentals of MIL-STD-1760 have not changed since the standard was originally 
published, with the signal set defined in 1981 and the physical (connector) defined in 1982.  All 
versions use the same Type I connector, signal set, and data bus.  The Type II connector was 
added at Notice 2 to Revision B. 

The first edition and Revision A did not have a logical requirement, so aircraft software must be 
changed to go from program-unique implementations under these versions to a standardized 
approach under Revisions B and C.  Some software change is normally required with each new 
store integration anyway to accommodate different targeting method, different aerodynamics, 
etc. 

Requirements on the High Bandwidth interfaces were re-written in Revision C.  They are 
tougher in some areas, less restrictive in others.  Do not expect any Revision A or Revision B 
aircraft to be compliant with Revision C high bandwidth requirements–most were not even 
compliant with requirements in Revisions A or B. 

Other details changed between Revisions B and C and are discussed in Appendix C of Revision 
C.  While they may prevent a system from being strictly compliant, most can be worked around 
in interface control documents without significant change to hardware.  The most visible change 
in rev C was consolidating and re-numbering paragraphs, which resulted in dropping a “.1” from 
many paragraph numbers but did not change the actual requirements. 

A Revision B store will generally be compliant with Revision A of the standard, but significant 
new airplane software would still be required to put it on a Revision A airplane, unless the 
airplane software has already been modified to accept the standard data words in Revision B. 

Revision D incorporated 270 VDC power as an option for the aircraft, and a requirement for 
stores which need either 115 VAC or 270 VDC (see section 10.12 herein).  Stores that are not 
compliant with this new requirement in Revision D may not be compatible with an aircraft that 
provides 270 VDC (and no 115 VAC).  Therefore, any aircraft that provides 270 VDC will be 
forced to provide 115 VAC as well if it is required to carry a pre-1760D store that needs 115 
VAC power. 

The current (2003) generation of air-to-ground GPS-guided stores are basically Revision B 
compliant.  They will generally be compatible with a Revision C airplane and compatible with a 
revision D airplane (unless they require 115 VAC power), although there will be constraints 
required in the ICD to account for minor differences in the standard data words.  Installing any 
of these stores on any aircraft will still require development of an ICD and development of 
software, to provide the user-defined data words and accommodate the unique identity and 
performance of each store. 

Any new aircraft or store should be built to Revision D to capture the refinements and 
corrections that were incorporated in this revision.  In addition, it will need to meet the 
requirements of an ICD which documents the peculiarities of the systems it interfaces with, 
regardless of which revision the interfacing system was built to. 
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19. CHANGES BETWEEN MIL-STD-1760 AND MIL-STD-1760A 

19.1 MIL-STD-1760 First Issue. 
MIL-STD-1760 was issued 1 July 1981 and primarily covered the electrical element of the 
interface, i.e., the signal set definition. 

19.2 MIL-STD-1760 Notice 1. 
NOTICE 1 (USAF version) was published 15 December 1982 and added the physical element 
of the interface, i.e., definition of the standard connector. 

19.3 MIL-STD-1760 Notice 2.  
NOTICE 2 was published 30 January 1983.  It was published as a tri-service standard, with the 
same contents as Notice 1.  

19.4 MIL-STD-1760A.  
MIL-STD-1760A was published 3 September 1985.  It incorporated Notice 2 into the body of the 
document, added MSI definition, and defined classes. 
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20. CHANGES BETWEEN MIL-STD-1760A AND MIL-STD-1760B 

20.1 MIL-STD-1760A Notice 1. 
MIL-STD-1760A Notice 1 (Navy) was published 30 May 1986.  It added the initialization portion 
of the logical element. 

20.2 MIL-STD-1760A Notice 2. 
Notice 2 was published 24 October 1986.  It was published as a tri-service standard with the 
same contents as Notice 1. 

20.3 MIL-STD-1760A Notice 3. 
Notice 3 was published 30 January 1987 and added the rest of the logical requirements. 

20.4 MIL-STD-1760B. 
In December of 1987 the SAE transmitted to the Air Force OPR a proposed Notice 4 to MIL-
STD-1760A, which was used by the Air Force to produce MIL-STD-1760B.  MIL-STD-1760B 
was published 15 April 1991.  It incorporated Notices 2, 3, and proposed Notice 4 into the body 
of the document. 

20.4.1 General. 
This version of the standard contains the above mentioned proposed Notice 4, plus many errors 
and omissions.  It does not, however, contain further changes to the technical requirements.  
The major change that it did introduce was the deletion of all "WILL" statements (or any word of 
a similar intent) and the substitution of "SHALL."  The reader is therefore warned that where a 
"SHALL" statement appears to be nonsensical in Revision B, then it can be assumed to be only 
an expression of intent, i.e., should be a “WILL” statement. 

20.4.2 Revision B changes. 
The following items detail the changes proposed to MIL-STD-1760A by Notice 4 that were 
introduced into MIL-STD-1760B.  Some of the changes were not introduced correctly, but these 
are not identified here.  No attempt has been made in this handbook to identify the errors and 
omissions mentioned in paragraph 20.4.1. 

a.  Table III.  

Addition of MIL-C-39029 /102 and /103 co-axial contacts. 

b.  Paragraph 5.2.1.2, line 5. 

Typographical error correction.  "ot" deleted, "not" inserted. 

c.  Paragraph 5.2.1.2.2.1. 

Deletion of last two sentences.  Requirement now covered by MIL-STD-1553B, Notice 2. 

d.  Paragraph 5.2.1.4.2.1.a, line 1. 

Typographical error correction.  "stae" deleted, "state" inserted. 
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e.  Paragraph 5.2.1.4.2.1.a, line 2. 

Typographical error correction.  "voltae" deleted, "voltage" inserted. 

f.  Paragraph 5.2.1.6.3.2.a, line 1. 

Current flow correction.  "into" deleted, "out of" inserted. 

g.  Paragraph 5.2.1.9.2.1, line 1. 

Typographical error correction.  "shal" deleted, "shall" inserted. 

h.  Paragraph B.40.1.2.2, sentence 3. 

Grammar correction.  "thus" added. 

k.  Paragraph B.40.1.2.2. 

Sentence 4 deleted to avoid clash with MIL-STD-1553B, Notice 2. 

l.  Paragraph B.40.1.2.3, sentence 1. 

Requirement made less specific and therefore more encompassing.  Words "store mode or the 
data valid bits seen in" deleted. 

m.  Paragraph B.40.1.5.3, line 7. 

Clarification of requirement (4).  "result" deleted, "consequence" added and words "resulting in 
the inability of the RT to move data to or from the subsystem" added. 

n.  Paragraph B.40.1.5.4. 

Deletion of the Busy Bit setting. 

p.  Paragraph B.40.1.5.6. 

Re-write of paragraph to include the requirements needed to avoid premature destruction of the 
vector word content.  Also reflected in Figure B-1. 

q.  Paragraph B.40.1.5.10. 

Inclusion of "Data Consistency" requirement.  This was deleted from MIL-STD-1760A, Notice 3 
whilst a review was carried out to ensure that it was needed. 

r.  Paragraph B.40.2.2.3. 

Re-word of first sentence to make it singular.  There were originally (before Notice 3) multiple 
store description messages. 

s.  Paragraph B.40.2.3. 

Changes in paragraph numbering to reflect changes in sub-tier paragraphs. 

t.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.1. 

Up-front statement of the "File Structure".  NO additional requirements. 

u.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.2. 
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Change of paragraph number. 

Change of title to reflect content of succeeding paragraphs. 

v.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.2.1. 

Change of paragraph number. 

w.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.2.2. 

Change of paragraph number. 

Deletion of the word "command" in two places as it was not applicable. 

x.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.2.3. 

Change of paragraph number. 

y.  Paragraph B.40.2.3.3 and sub tier. 

Change of paragraph numbers. 

z.  Paragraph B.40.3, sentence 2. 

Introduction of authorization requirement for non-standard data entity usage. 

aa.  Paragraph B.40.3.1.2. 

Clarification of the inverted validity protocol.  "validity" deleted, "invalidity" added. 

bb.  Paragraph B.40.3.1.13. 

Fuze Function Distance requirements made more specific to allow introduction of Fuze Function 
Height (see B.40.3.1.25).  The two requirements could not be met with one data entity. 

cc.  Paragraph B.40.3.1.25. 

Cross refer to item bb. 

dd.  Paragraph B.40.3.3.1, B.40.3.3.2, B.40.3.3.3 and B.40.3.3.4. 

It had been found necessary to introduce extensions to both Time and Time Tag by using LLSP.  
It was obviously not good practice to split up these entities so all six were introduced as 
B.40.3.3.82 through B.40.3.3.87 and the above four paragraph numbers should have been 
annotated with a cross reference only. 

The old paragraph text was, however, not removed although all six new paragraphs were 
introduced. 

ee.  Paragraphs B.40.3.3.77 thru B.40.3.3.80. 

Correction in requirements.  "integer" deleted, "number" added. 

ff.  B.40.3.3.82 thru B.40.3.3.87. 

Cross refer to item dd. 

gg.  Paragraphs B.40.3.3.88 thru B.40.3.3.90. 
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Introduction of Aircraft Time.   This was deleted from MIL-STD-1760A, Notice 3 as "System 
Time," whilst a review was carried out to ascertain what was actually needed. 

hh.  Paragraph B.40.3.4.10. 

Clarification of the inverted validity protocol.  "validity" deleted, "invalidity" added. 

jj.  Paragraph B.40.3.4.52. 

Correction of the "decreasing distance" parameter.  "positive" deleted, "negative" added. 

kk.  Paragraph B.40.3.5.3. 

Correction in requirement.  Deletion of sentence 2 which discussed waypoints prior to and on 
"Store Release." 

ll.  Paragraph B.40.3.5.5, line 3. 

Clarification of requirement.  "air" deleted, "reference" added. 

mm.  Figure B1. 

Cross refer to item p. 

nn.  Figure B10, Note 3. 

Introduction of system specification/ICD to specify pattern position etc, rather than use target 
Lat/Long for the centre of the pattern. 

pp.  Figure B-1. 

Introduction of "Data Wraparound" to SA 30 and "Note 4."  This to reflect MIL-STD-1553B, 
Notice 2. 

qq.  Tables B-II and B-III, Note 2. 

Clarification of requirement. 

rr.  Table B-X. 

Change of paragraph references for Headers 0422 and 0423. 

ss.  Tables B-XI and B-XII. 

Introduction of "Fuze Function Height" into the MSC and MSM messages. 

tt.  Table B-XVI, Note 1. 

Clarification of requirement for characters to be "upper case." 

uu.  Table B-XVII. 

Clarification of requirements by amending Notes 4 and 5, plus introduction of Note 6. 

vv.  Table B-XVIII. 

Clarification of requirements by adding Notes 1, 6, 7 and 11. 

ww.  Table B-XIX. 
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Clarification of requirement by introduction of Note 1. 

xx.  Table B-XXI, last sentence. 

Clarification of requirement by the addition of "or to the applicable pre-assigned sub-address." 

yy.  Table B-XXIII. 

Clarification of requirements by amending Notes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7. 

zz.  Table B-XXIV. 

Clarification of requirements by amending Notes 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8. 

aaa.  Table B-XXV. 

Clarification of requirements by adding Note 1 and amending Notes 2 and 3. 

bbb.  Table B-XXVI. 

Various amendments to reflect the above applicable changes, e.g., Fuze Function Height and 
Invalidity. 

ccc.  Table B-XXXI. 

Cross refer to item aa. 

ddd.  Tables B-XXXII and B-XXXIII. 

Applicability of Note 2 indicated by adding "(Note 2)" under the "Store Control" Heading. 

eee.  Table B-XL, Note 2. 

Clarification of requirements when table is used for 7 bit ASCII, by actually allocating bit 01 and 
bit 09 to HOB usage. 

fff.  Table B-XLI. 

Applicability of Note 1 indicated by adding "(Note 1)" under the "Discriminator Enables" heading. 

ggg.  Acronyms and Abbreviations. 

To avoid the necessity of going to Revision B, the SAE had provided this new section as 
Appendix C.  MIL-STD-1760B actually incorporated this as paragraph 3.2 on pages 4 and 5. 
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21. CHANGES BETWEEN MIL-STD-1760B AND MIL-STD-1760C NOTICE 1 

21.1 Changes between MIL-STD-1760B and MIL-STD-1760B Notice 1. 
Notice 1 was published 17 March 1992.  It changed the distribution notice on the front of the 
document from “Distribution D” (DoD and DoD contractors only) to “Distribution A” (public).  
There were no technical changes in this version. 

21.2 Changes between MIL-STD-1760B Notice 1 and MIL-STD-1760B Notice 2. 
Notice 2 was published 25 June 1993.  It added definition of the Type II connector (to be used 
on blind-mate and rail-launch applications). 

21.3 Changes between MIL-STD-1760B Notice 2 and MIL-STD-1760B Notice 3. 
Notice 3 was published 5 February 1996 - NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE SAE 
PROPOSED NOTICE 3 DRAFT.  Notice 3 changed the name of the document to “Interface” 
standard.  While this change appeared to be trivial, it was significant in that it designated MIL-
STD-1760 as an interface standard that is to be retained and used under acquisition reform, 
while most mil specifications and standards were being canceled. 

21.4 Changes between MIL-STD-1760B Notice 3 and MIL-STD-1760C. 
The following significant changes were made between MIL-STD-1760B Notice 3 and Revision 
C.  These changes incorporate most of the technical content of the proposed NOTICE 3 
DRAFT, dated January 1994, which was provided to the Air Force by the SAE.  Note that this is 
only a summary and is not complete.   

a. Replaced High Bandwidth (HB) and Low Bandwidth (LB)) sections:  Sections 4.3.1, 
5.1.1, 5.2.1, 5.3.1 are heavily revised.  This change reduces allowed signal level, reduces 
allowed Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, changes the grounding scheme for HB 1 and 2, defines 
a reference point at the aircraft end of the HB and LB networks and adds requirements on the 
network back to this point, reduces allowed propagation delay, etc.  LB nominal impedance is 
changed to 600 ohms. 

b. Changed connector requirements to compatibility only: As part of government standards 
reform, the connector requirements were changed to only state the interface requirement, i.e., 
be compatible/interchangeable with the standard connectors.  The decision to use or not use a 
specific MIL-qualified part is now left to individual programs and contractors. 

c. Added reference to SAE 15531: Allows this commercial version of the data bus standard 
to be used in lieu of MIL-STD-1553. 

d. Reduced tolerance on 1553 zero crossing deviation from 150 to 120 ns  (5.1.2.2.1):  
Concern was that 150 nanoseconds is not good enough at the ASI because 150 is what can be 
tolerated at a 1553 receiver, and the ASI may be several feet and several connectors away, so 
the tolerance must be less at the ASI. 

e. Added carriage store requirements (new Section 5.3): A new section establishes 
requirements on carriage stores in order to reduce proliferation of non standard carriage stores.  
Numerous references to “mission stores” were changed to clarify where requirements apply to 
mission stores, carriage stores, or both. 
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f. Clarified allowable voltage drops on power interfaces:  Actual voltage required at the ASI 
CSI, CSSI, and MSI is now stated (para. 5.1.8.2, 5.1.9.2, 5.2.8.2, 5.2.9.2, 5.3.8.2, 5.3.9.2) rather 
than stating voltages relative to MIL-STD-704.   

g. Deleted the Electromagnetic Compatibility requirements and the associated Appendix 
A.:  EMC requirements inappropriate in an interface standard were deleted. 

h. Added umbilical cable requirements (new section 5.4):  New section defines 
characteristics of the umbilical cable between the aircraft and the store in order to reduce 
proliferation of non standard umbilicals. 

i. Modified maximum power load current on Figures 17 and 18:  Limits for load currents of 
less than 0.1 second duration (in-rush current) are now defined, making the requirements more 
compatible with solid state power controllers. 

j. Revised requirements on mass data transfer messages (B.4.2.3):  This section was re-
written to more clearly define mass data transfer, using the approach adopted by current 
weapons as the baseline. 

k. Rearranged and consolidated electrical power interrupt requirements (new section 5.5):  
Minor change in requirements, major change to the document, to clarify and reduce duplication 
between sections. 

l. Rearranged and consolidated connector requirements (new section 5.6):  Minor change 
in requirements, major change to the document, to clarify and reduce duplication between 
sections. 

m. Replaced Table B-XXVI, standard data entities:  Table B-XXVI and the 236 paragraphs 
that it referenced were replaced with a new table.  This new table is 15 pages long and includes 
the technical requirements that were formerly in the paragraphs.  Also, additional standard data 
entities were added and some existing ones were modified to correct duplications, ambiguities, 
or inadequate bit values. 

n. Clarified restrictions on broadcast on the MIL-STD-1553 bus (B.40.1.5.11):  Restrictions 
on broadcast messages to some subaddresses were added. 

o. Added wander axis definition and other details to Figure B-3:  Makes the coordinate 
definition consistent with that used on current weapon programs. 

p. Deleted MIL-SPEC references:  Eliminated as many references to military specifications 
and standards as possible.  Most of the remaining references only require interchangeability 
with the MIL document, not actual use of the MIL hardware.  Note that MIL-STD-1760 and MIL-
STD-1553 have been identified as necessary Interface Standards and are available for 
continued use. 

q. Moved guidance and lessons learned data to this handbook:  The technical guidance 
from the notes section (6.0) was moved to this document, MIL-HDBK-1760.  

r. Added “annotations” in the text:  These comments about what changed and why show 
up in brackets, numbered like “[NOTE 1].”  The notes are at the end of the document in 
Appendix C.  

s. WARNING: While the notes identify all the major changes, they are not necessarily 
complete or accurate.  Do not assume that something has changed, or not changed, unless you 
see it in the body of the actual standard.  

t. Refinements, corrections, paragraph numbering simplified:  Several typos, misplaced 
subscripts, and ambiguous phrases are corrected.  Several paragraphs that added no technical 
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information were deleted, resulting in a ".1" being deleted from nearly every paragraph number.  
A summary cross reference of the old paragraph numbers to the new, and to the sections of this 
handbook, is provided in section 22. 

21.5 Changes between MIL-STD-1760C and MIL-STD-1760C Notice 1. 
Notice 1 was published 2 March 1999.  The following is a summary of the significant changes: 

a. Clarified the status of devices such as rocket pods, flare dispensers and small smart 
bomb dispensers.  Basic options considered were: a) Call them “mission stores,” which is 
confusing since they drop weapons, like a carriage store, or; b) Call them “carriage stores,” so 
they can claim the higher input power voltages allocated to carriage stores, but this ignores the 
fact that they will be carried on other carriage stores in some applications and their lack of 
CSSIs violates the carriage store section of 1760C, or; c) define another class of store called a  
“dispenser” which has a 1760 interface on the top and some smaller, lower cost interface (or no 
electrical interface at all) to the devices they carry.  Option C was chosen and is included in the 
notice.  

b. Clarified that 270 VDC is not required in the Class IIA interface. 

c. Put address bit A0 back on Figure 2 to correct a typo. 

d. Corrected the references to Appendix B in paragraph 5.5.4. 

e. Added the lines that were missing on Figure 25. 

f. Deleted the Synchronize with data word Format flag and associated figures, since they 
are no longer needed.  

g. Corrected references in the checksum paragraph (B.4.1.5.2.).  

h. Added time tagging in para. B.4.1.5.12 and B.4.2.4 to reduce the proliferation of 
functionally equivalent but technically different ways to pass time tags.  Note, this version is only 
the aircraft-to-store part.  

i. Added an Aircraft Description message in para. B.4.2.2.6, to be used by stores which 
need information about the aircraft they are being launched from. 

j. Corrected a bit number error in para. B.4.2.3.2.3.3. 

k. Corrected a bit number error in Note 2 of Table B-XI.  

l. Corrected the wording/meaning of two fuzing data entities, in line 16 and line 17 of Table 
B-XXVI.   

m. Deleted time (M) from line 76 of Table B-XXVI in conjunction with the time tagging 
change. 

n. Added Store station number and pylon/bay identity data entities to Table B-XXVI. 

o. Changed Table B-XXVII by inserting a minus sign in front, and doubling the value, of the 
MSB of each of the 2’s complement word formats.  Numbered the note that was there, and 
added notes to this table and Table B-XXVIII to clarify. 

p. Corrected a typo on line ten of the second page of Table B-XXVII by superscripting the 
exponents.  

q. Deleted the minus sign from the “Angular Rate “M” LSB on Table B-XXVII.  This minus 
sign was there in Revision B and in the SAE draft Notice 4, but is mathematically inconsistent 
with the rest of the table and is a mistake. 
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r. Changed Table B-XXXI in the following areas:  

“VALIDITY OF ENTITY” is changed to “VALIDITY OF WORD” in the table.  Revision B and 
C referred to “an entity,” but this table is now being used primarily for the words in 
subaddress 11, rather than generic user-defined entities, so “word” is more appropriate in 
the table and in Note 1. 

Note 2 was changed to only apply to subaddress 11, which is the only place the standard 
requires use of validity bits. 

Note 3 was modified to account for use of words 31 and 32 for routing through a carriage 
store, as allowed in Revision C. 

Note 4 is a new note which basically abandons efforts to standardize how user defined 
messages use invalidity, since we have found that existing programs have adopted a 
variety of different conventions. 

s. Added a continuation list on the end of Appendix C, to explain the changes made in 
Notice 1. 
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22. Changes between MIL-STD-1760C Notice 1 and MIL-STD-1760D 

The following is a summary of the significant changes.  
 

a. The table of contents was revised. 

b. Specification and standards references were updated to recognize revised document 
numbers and incorporate references to sources for documents on the World Wide Web.  The 
new documents are intended to be direct replacements for the old ones. 

c.  Paragraph 4.2, the definition of Class II and Class IIA are changed in Revision D to be 
compatible with the new 270 V dc power requirements. 

d.  Figures 2 and 3, the asterisks were modified and a new footnote added to refer to the 
new 270 V dc power requirements. 

e. Paragraphs 4.3.7 and 4.4.3, the last sentence was replaced to clarify.  No technical 
change was intended. 

f. Paragraphs 4.3.8 and 4.4.1, new requirements on 270 V dc power were added.  

g. Figures 5a and 6a, notation was revised for clarity.  No technical change was intended. 

h. Figure 5b, notation and wording of the notes was revised for clarity, but no technical 
change was intended. 

i. Figure 6b, limits were extended to –400 ns and +400 ns, notation and wording of the 
notes was revised for clarity. 

j. Figure 9, the break point at 625 kHz was at 1.25 MHz in Revision C.  This change was 
made to better match the requirement to the performance of real systems. 

k. Paragraph 5.1.2.2.1, the data bus zero crossing deviation is changed to 120 ns.  The old 
150 ns requirement (up through Revision B of the standard) was determined to be 
inappropriate, and there were proposals to change it to 90 ns or 120 ns in Revision C.  The 
standard was changed to 90 ns in Revision C, but the handbook was written to reflect the 
rationale for 120 ns.  This discrepancy was reassessed in 2002 and it was determined that the 
120 ns requirement is most appropriate. (See SAE AS-1B2 minutes for September 2002). 

l. Paragraph 5.1.7, the first sentence was re-worded to clarify the intent.  A new 
requirement was added, limiting voltage drop while carrying rated current to 0.2 V.  This was 
added to provide specific, measurable criteria for verifying structure ground integrity. 

m. Paragraph 5.1.8.2, 5.1.9.2, the last sentence was deleted to eliminate reference to 
“valid” load conditions.  The requirement remains the same without this statement and deleting 
this statement eliminates the need to define what loads are valid. 

n. Paragraph 5.1.8.5, 5.1.9.5, 5.1.9.6, this paragraph was reworded to eliminate references 
to “valid” load conditions and clarify.  No change of the actual interface requirement was 
intended. 

o. Figures 17 and 18 now have equations defining the curved portion of the maximum load 
current and maximum overcurrent limits.  The actual limits on 28 V dc and 115 V ac current did 
not change. 

p. Figures 17b and 18b were added as part of the new 270 V dc power requirements. 

q. Paragraph 5.1.10, 5.2.10, 5.3.10, new requirements on 270 V dc power were added in 
these paragraphs and subparagraphs. 
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r. Paragraph 5.1.12.2, 5.2.12.2, new requirement on 270 V dc power was added.  Original 
draft of Revision D required all three supplies to be on, but it was later determined that 115 V ac 
and 270 V dc should never be applied at the ASI simultaneously. 

s. Paragraph 5.2.7 and 5.3.7 were reworded to clarify the intent.  A new requirement was 
added, limiting voltage drop while carrying rated current to 0.2 V.  This was added to provide 
specific, measurable criteria for verifying structure ground integrity. 

t. The last sentence of paragraph 5.2.9.3 was deleted because it allowed AC neutrals to 
be connected together, which conflicts with revised requirements of paragraph 5.2.9.9. 

u. Paragraph 5.2.9.9 was changed to prohibit connecting 115 V ac primary and auxiliary 
neutrals together and prohibit connecting them to structure in the store. 

v. Paragraph 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 5.5.2 the first sentence of this paragraph was modified to 
incorporate new requirements on 270 V dc power. 

w. Paragraph 5.6.4 was reworded to clarify use of dummy contacts. 

x. There were two paragraphs labeled “5.6.5” in Revision C of the standard.  The second 
5.6.5 and subsequent paragraphs in this subsection have been renumbered. 

y. The footnote associated with contact location W on Table III was changed to “5”.  This 
resolves a discrepancy between MIL-STD-1760C and MIL-STD-1560 regarding the number of 
each contact type required.  Also,”Reserved” was removed from the 270 V dc power contacts. 

z. Table IV, MIL-C-39029 was added in the header to clarify. 

aa. Table V,”Reserved” was removed from the 270 V dc power contacts. 

bb. Appendix A was added to define GPS RF requirements.  It replaces the previously blank 
Appendix A. 

cc. Paragraph B.4.1.5.12, B.4.2.4.1 and B.4.2.4.4, the store-to-aircraft part of time tagging is 
added in Revision D, to complement the aircraft-to-store part that was added in Revision C 
Notice 1. 

dd.  Table B-XVI, the word “blank” is replaced with the word “space,” since this is the correct 
term for the ASCII character often called “blank.”  No technical change was intended. 

ee.  Table B-XIX, lines 7 and 12 were corrected. 

ff.  Table B-XXVI, entities 28 and 29, the word “blank” is replaced with the word “space” to 
use the correct term for this ASCII character. 

gg.  Table B-XXXVII , note 5 was changed to refer to word 17, to correct a typo. 

hh.  Table B-XLVII, “invalidity for words 17-32” was changed to “invalidity for words 17-30” to 
correct a typo. 
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23. CROSS REFERENCE OF SECTIONS BETWEEN REVISION B, REVISIONS C-D, AND 
HANDBOOK 

Table CXXXIII.  Revision B, C and Handbook Cross Reference. 

1760C&D 
paragraph 

1760B 
paragraph 

SUBJECT MIL-HDBK-1760 
Reference 

Section 1 Section 1 Scope Section 1 

2 2 Referenced documents 2 

3 3 Definition of terms 3 

4 4 General 4 

  System Design 5 

4.3.1 4.3.1.1 High Bandwidth Interface 8 

5.1.1 5.1.1.1   

5.2.1 5.2.1.1   

5.3.1    

4.3.2 4.3.1.2 Digital Data Bus Interface 6 

5.1.2 5.1.1.2   

5.2.2 5.2.1.2   

5.3.2    

4.3.3 4.3.1.3 Low Bandwidth Interface 9 

5.1.3 5.1.1.3   

5.2.3 5.2.1.3   

5.3.3    

  Discrete signals 7 

4.3.4 

5.1.4 

5.2.4 

5.3.4 

4.3.1.5 

5.1.1.4 

5.2.1.4 

Release Consent Interface 7.1 

4.3.5 4.3.1.6 Interlock Interface 7.2 

5.1.5 5.1.1.5   

5.2.5 5.2.1.5   

5.3.5    
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Table CXXXIII.  Revision B, C and Handbook Cross Reference. (Continued) 

1760C&D 
paragraph 

1760B 
paragraph 

SUBJECT MIL-HDBK-1760 
Reference 

4.3.6 

5.1.6 

5.2.6 

5.3.6 

4.3.1.7 

5.1.1.6 

5.2.1.6 

Address Interface 7.3 

4.3.7 4.3.1.8 Structure Ground Interface 10.11 

5.1.7 5.1.1.7   

5.2.7 5.2.1.7   

5.3.7    

4.3.8 4.3.1.9 28 V dc & 115/200 V ac 10 

5.1.8 5.1.1.8 Power and structure ground 
Interfaces 

 

5.1.9 5.1.1.9   

5.2.8 5.2.1.8   

5.2.9 5.2.1.9   

5.3.8    

5.3.9    

4.3.8 4.3.1.9 270 V dc Power Interface 10 

5.1.10 5.1.1.10   

5.2.10 5.2.1.10   

5.3.10    

4.3.9 4.3.1.4 Fiber Optic Interface 12 

5.1.11 5.1.1.11   

5.2.11 5.2.1.11   

5.3.11    

5.1.12 5.1.1.12 Initialization 17 

5.2.12 5.2.1.12   

5.3.12    

5.5 5.1.1.8.2.8 Power Interface Interrupts 10 

 5.1.1.9.2.11   

 5.2.1.8.2.9   

 5.2.1.9.2.11   
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Table CXXXIII.  Revision B, C and Handbook Cross Reference. (Continued) 

1760C&D 
paragraph 

1760B 
paragraph 

SUBJECT MIL-HDBK-1760 
Reference 

N/A 5.1.3 Electromagnetic compatibility 13 

 5.2.3   

4.5 4.3.2 Mechanical/Physical, 14 

5.6 4.4.2 Connector Characteristics  

 5.1.2   

 5.2.2   

5.3 N/A Carriage Stores 16 

4.4  Auxiliary Power Interface 10 

5.4  Umbilical 14 

App B App B Logical (Software) 17 

B.4.1.1.1 B.40.1.1.1 Remote Terminal Address 
Field 

 

B.4.1.1.3 B.40.1.1.3 Mode Commands  

B.4.1.5 B.40.1.5 Protocol Execution  

B.4.1.5.2 B.40.1.5.2 Checksum  

B.4.2.1 B.40.2.1 Base Message Format  

B.4.2.2.1 B.40.2.2.1 Mission Store Control  

B.4.2.2.2 B.40.2.2.2 Mission Store Monitor  

B.4.2.2.3 B.40.2.2.3 Store Description  

B.4.2.3 B.40.2.3 Mass Data Transfer  

B.4.3 B.40.3 Data Entities  

All All Commentary, paragraph by 
paragraph 

15 

All All Compatibility between 
versions of MIL-STD-1760 

18 

All All 1760 vs. 1760A 19 

All All 1760A vs. 1760B 20 

All All 1760B vs. 1760C 21 

All All 1760 C vs. 1760D 22 
Note 1: Paragraph references in this table include subparagraphs under the number referenced. 

Note 2: There is a new Appendix A in Revision D that was not in previous versions. 
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24. NOTES 

24.1 Intended use. 
MIL-HDBK-1760 is intended to provide guidance for airborne military applications and applies to 
all aircraft and stores that electrically interface with each other. 

24.2 International standardization agreements. 
Certain provisions of MIL-STD-1760 are subject to international standardization agreements:  
NATO STANAG and ASCC Air Standard. It is intended that MIL-STD-1760 will be compatible 
with the following documents:   

a. STANAG 3350AVS, Analogue Video Standard for Aircraft System Applications; 

b. STANAG 3837AA, Standard Aircraft/Store Electrical Interface; and  

c. STANAG 3838AVS, Digital Time Division Command/Response Data Bus. 

24.3 Keyword listing. 
aircraft 
aircraft station 
audio signals 
avionics 
bus controller 
data word 
discrete signals 
electrical connector 
electrical interface 
electrical power 
high bandwidth signals 
low bandwidth signals 
remote terminal 
serial data bus 
store 
stores management system 
suspension and release equipment 
video signals 
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Some of the people who worked on this handbook. 
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CONCLUDING MATERIAL 
 
 
 
Custodians: Preparing activity: 
 Army - AV  Air Force - 11 
 Navy – AS  (Project SESS-0055) 
 Air Force - 11 
 
 
Review activities: 
 Navy - EC, OS, TD  
 Air Force - 22 
 
 
 
NOTE:  The activities listed above were interested in this document as of the date of this 
document.  Since organizations and responsibilities can change, you should verify the currency 
of the information above using the ASSIST Online database at www.dodssp.daps.mil.   
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